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Mr. Pinkerton and Mr. Reinstein are expected to testify consistent with their deposition
testimony to be given in this matter.
Contractors are expected to testify regarding their work on the project and offer rebuttal
testimony as necessary.
Petra also reserves the right to call any person dentified by the Plaintiffeither in Petra's case-
in-chiefor on rebuttal.
INTERROGATORY NO.2: Identify each and every person known to Petra who has
given a statement, affidavit or declaration regarding anything having to do with (a) the Claims
made by Meridian, (b) the Defenses asserted by Petra, (c) the Claims made by Petra, and (d) the
Defenses asserted by Meridian, whether oral, written or recorded; stating in complete detail as to
each such person: (i) full name, home address, business address and telephone number; and (ii)
substance of the information of which they may have knowledge.
RESPONSE: See Petra's Supplemental Response to Interrogatory No.1. Petra may also
offer testimony by Jerald Frank, Eugene Bennett, Thomas Coughlin and John Quapp consistent
with the affidavits filed in this matter and with regard to Frank, Bennett and Coughlin, consistent
with their respective deposition testimony.
INTERROGATORY NO.3: Identify each and every investigation and/or interview
and/or accounting with respect to (a) the Claims made by Meridian, (b) the Defenses asserted by
Petra, (c) the Claims made by Petra, and (d) the Defenses asserted by Meridian undertaken by
You; identify the reasons why each such investigation and/or interview and/or accounting was
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undertaken; identify the dates of each such investigation and/or interview and/or accounting;
identify the person who was responsible for each investigation and/or interview and/or
accounting; identify the manner in which each investigation and/or interview and/or accounting
was pursued; identify the findings of each investigation and/or interview and/or accounting; and
identify each and every document, tape, transcript, memorandum, or correspondence relating to
each such investigation and/or interview and/or accounting, as well as the location of each
document.
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE: John E. Quapp, Petra's CFO, is expected to testify
regarding the following: (1) Petra's financial statements and condition; (2) outstanding and
unpaid invoices that were provided to the City for the labor and materials provided by Petra
during the course of the Project; (3) Petra's Change Order No.2; (4) the calculation of interest
due on unpaid invoices and Petra's Change Order No.2; and (5)other financial matters.
See report of Keith Pinkerton provided to the City on October 21,2010, Bates numbered
Petra97106 through Petra97128.
See correspondence and report of Jack K. Lemley, dated June 10,2010, Bates numbered
Petra96942 - Petra96947 and Petra96948-Petra96959.
INTERROGATORY NO.6: Identify each and every fact that supports the Claims
made by Petra in this action.
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE: See Supplemental Response to Interrogatory No.3
above.
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INTERROGATORY NO 8: Identify each and every application of law to fact
that supports the Claims made by Petra in this action.
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE: See all of the legal memoranda filed by Petra
including the following:
1. Memorandum in Support ofMotion to Compel, dated June 29, 2009;
2. Memorandum in Support of Motion for Leave to File Amended Counterclaim,
dated July 10, 2009;
3. Petra Incorporated's Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion to Compel
Discovery Responses; dated July 16, 2009;
4. Petra Incorporated's Memorandum 10 Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion to
Strike; dated July 16, 2009;
5. Petra's Reply Memorandum in Support of Petra's Motion for Leave to File
First Amended Counterclaim, dated August 12,2009;
6. Petra's Memorandum of Law in Support of Motion to Dismiss Meridian's
Complaint, dated September 15, 2009;
7. Memorandum in Support of Petra's Motion for Court Ordered Mediation;
dated October 1,2009;
8. Petra Incorporated's Reply Memorandum in Support of Petra's Motion for
Court Ordered Mediation;
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9. Petra's Memorandum in Support of Petra's Motion to Strike, dated April 5,
2010;
10. Substitute Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Leave to File First
Amended Complaint and Add Claim for Punitive Damages Pursuant to Idaho Code § 6-1604,
dated April 12, 2010;
11. Statement of Undisputed Material Facts in Support of Motion for Summary
Judgment, dated May 4, 2010;
12. Memorandum of Law in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, dated
May 4, 2010;
13. Memorandum in Opposition to Meridian's Rule 56(f) Motion, dated May 20,
2010;
14. Supplemental Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Leave to File First
Amended Complaint and Add Claim for Punitive Damages Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 6-
1604, dated May 25, 2010;
15. Memorandum in Support of Objection to the Testimony of Steve Amento
dated June 10,2010;
16. Memorandum In Support of Petra's Motion for Leave to File Second
Amended Counterclaim, dated June 23, 2010;
17. Reply to Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition to Petra's Motion for Leave to
File First Amended Answer and Second Amended Counterclaim, dated July 21, 2010;
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18. Memorandum in Support of Motion in Limine to Exclude Testimony and
Documents Regarding Meridian's Claim Damages, dated August 25,2010;
19. Memorandum in Support of Motion in Limine to Exclude Testimony and
Documents by Meridian's Experts, dated August 25, 2010;
20. Memoranda of Law in Support of Motions to Strike Affidavits of Todd
Welter, Laura Knothe, Franklin Lee, Keith Watts, Theodore Baird, Steve Amento, Dave
Zaremba, dated September 1,2010 and September 2,2010.
21. Memorandum in Opposition to Meridian's Motion to Dismiss (Idaho Tort
Claims Act), dated September 8, 2010;
22. Petra's Reply in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, dated September
9,2010;
23. Supplemental Memorandum in Opposition to City's Leave to Amend to Assert
a Claim for Punitive Damages, dated September 13,2010;
24. Memorandum in Opposition to Motions in Limine Re: Jack K. Lemley,
Eugene Bennett, Thomas Coughlin and Jerald Frank, dated September 20, 2010;
25. Petra's Opposition to Meridian's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Re:
Liability, dated September 20, 2010;
26. Response to City of Meridian's Motion for Summary Judgment, dated
September 20,2010.
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27. Reply Memorandum in Support of Petra's Motion in Limine to Exclude
Evidence ofDamages, dated September 23,2010;
28. Reply Memorandum in Support of Petra's Motion in Limine to Exclude
Testimony and Documents by the City's Experts, dated September 23,2010;
29. Memorandum in Support of Petra's Opposition to City to City's Motion for
Order Approving Pennission to Appeal from an Interlocutory Order Pursuant to Idaho Appellate
Rule 12.
INTERROGATORY NO.9: Identify each and every application of law to fact that
supports the Defenses asserted by Petra in this action.
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE: See Petra's supplemental response to No.8.
INTERROGATORY NO. 16: Identify each and every person Petra expects to call as an
expert witness at any hearing or at trial, stating in detail as to each such person: (a) full name,
home address, business address and telephone number; (b) educational background; (c)
experience in the matter to which he is expected to testify; (d) subject matter on which he is
expected to testify; (e) substance of the facts and opinions to which he·is expected to testify and
a summary ofthe grounds for each opinion; and (f) manner in which such expert became familiar
with the facts of this case.
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE: See expert disclosures filed by Petra and the various
expert reports.
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INTERROGATORY NO. 32: Please set forth and describe with particularity each fact
that supports your claim for any damages in this matter, including how you arrived at these
damages, the calculation for the same, and identify any and all documents that support your
claim for damages.
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE: See Petra's supplemental response to Interrogatories
Nos. 3 and 8.
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS NOS. 1 THROUGH 36: Petra intends to rely on and may utilize the
documents produced to date in this matter, including PetraSOOOI through Petra97236 and Petra
BOOOOO1 through Petra B07022 and exhibits used during the depositions taken in this case.
Petra also reserves the right to utilize any documents produced by the City ofMeridian.
DATED: October 29,2010. COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
BY:~~-)M
THOMAS G. WALKER
Attorneys for Defendant, Petra Incorporated
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 29th day of October, 2009 a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
E-mail:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman,.P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
THOMASG. WALKER
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VERIFICATION
STATE OF IDAHO )
):88.
Coun~ofAda )
Jerry Frank, being first duly sworn on.oath, deposes and says:
That he is the President ofthe Defendant Petra Incorporatedin the above~entitledaeti()n;
that he has read the foregoing Supplemental Response dated October 29, 2010 to the City of
Meridian·s First Interrogatories and Requests for Production ofDocuments to Defendant Petra
Incorporated. that by his own personal knowledge he knows the contentstheteof;and, that the
facts therein stated are true, correct and accurate to the best ofhis knowledge and belief.
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 29th day ofOctober.
~-C~....o..----
NOTARY PUB r Ie For Idaho
Residing at .f)j~1L~~~~~~ _
My eottunissionJixpires: -..,.....;.J..¥~'4-"'i,..t-__
PETRA INCORPORATED'S SUPPLEMENTAL RBSPONSa DATaD OCTOBER. 29. 20'10 .' PalO 12
TO THE CITY OF ~RID1AN'S FIRST INTERROGATORIES AND REQUEST FORPRQOUCTI()N-OF
DOCUMENTS rODEFEl'lDANl' PETRA INCORP0RATlID
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OCT 192010
Thomas G. Walker (lSB 1856)
Erika Klein (lSB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (lSB 6774)
Matthew Schelstrate (lSB 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; eklein@cosholaw.com
mschelstrate@cosholaw.com.
Attorneys for Defendant, Petra Incorporated
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By J. RANDALL
OEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, NOTICE OF SERVICE OF
DISCOVERY RESPONSES
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on this 29th day of October, 2010, Defendant Petra
Incorporated's Supplemental Response Dated October 29, 2010 to the City of Meridian's First
Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents, together with a copy of this
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF SUPPLEMENTAL DISCOVERY RESPONSES
632963
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Notice of Service of Discovery was served on or about October 29, 2010 upon counsel for
Plaintiff, The City ofMeridian in the manner set forth below:
KimJ. Trout
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
o
IZI
o
o
o
u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
E-mail:
~~.\toJ\
THOMAS G. WALKER • 1
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF SUPPLEMENTAL DISCOVERY RESPONSES
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ORIG\NAl
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantiCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
-~~_. p'~,~~~3:f?
NOV 15 2010
J. CAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
ay eARLY LATIMORE
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
VS.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
Case No. CV OC 0907257
AMENDED NOTICE OF TAKING
AUDIO-VIDEO DEPOSITION DUCES
TECUM OF THOMAS J. SOUTH
TO: PLAINTIFF/COUNTER-DEFENDANT, CITY OF MERIDIAN, BY AND
THROUGH ITS ATTORNEY OF RECORD
AMENDED NOTICE OF TAKING AUDIO VIDEO DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM
OF THOMAS J. SOUTH
630753_2
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YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
("Petra"), by and through its counsel of record, Thomas G. Walker, will take the testimony, upon
oral examination pursuant to Rules 30(b)(1) and 30(b)(4) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure,
of Thomas J. South, on Tuesday the 23rd day of November, 2010, beginning at the hour of
10:30 a.m., at the offices of Cosho Humphrey, LLP, 800 Park Blvd., Suite 790, Boise, Idaho
83701, and continuing thereafter until completed. The deposition will be before a Notary Public
and Court Reporter for the State of Idaho who will simultaneously make a stenographic record
and which will be recorded by audio-video means, at which time and place you are notified to
appear and take such part in said examination as shall be deemed just and proper.
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that, Petra requires the deponent to produce and make
available for inspection and/or copying at his deposition the following documents:
1. All documents l provided to you from the City of Meridian or from the offices of
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A. ("Trout Jones") for this matter;2
2. All documents utilized by you in the rendering of your opinion in this matter;
1 "Documents" means the original, all copies and drafts of papers and writing of every kinds, description and form,
whether handwritten or typed, CDs, DVDs, records and data of every kind, description and form, an all photographs
ofevery kind, and including without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the following: correspondence, letters,
notes, e-mails, computer files, memorandum reports, notebooks, binders, drawings, studies, analyses and drafts,
diaries and diary entries, calendars, date books, appointment books, day-timers, desk calendars, intra- or inter-office
communications, memoranda, reports, minutes, bulletins, circulars, pamphlets, telegrams, instructions, work
assignments, messages (including reports, notes and memoranda of telephone conversations and conferences),
telephone statements, job or transaction files, books of account, ledgers, invoices, charge slips, working papers,
graphs, charts, evaluation or appraisal reports, contracts, agreements, assignments, instruments, opinions, official
statements, certificates, licenses, summaries, audio video or sound recordings, cassette tapes, video recorded
electronic or laser recorded, or photographed information. Documents are to be taken as including all attachments,
enclosures and other documents that are attached to, relate to or refer to such documents.
2 "This matter" references the new Meridian City Hall Project, which is the subject matter of this litigation.
AMENDED NOTICE OF TAKING AUDIO VIDEO DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM
OF THOMAS J. SOUTH Page 2
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3. Your personal notes, including in electronic and all other forms, regarding this
matter;
4. Personal notes, including in electronic and all other forms, of any employee,
consultant or agent assisting you in this matter;3
5. Your work notes, including in electronic and any other form, regarding this
matter;
6. Work notes, including electronic and any other form, of any employee, consultant
or agent assisting you in this matter;
7. Meeting notes regarding this matter;
8. Calendars4 appointments of you and any employee, consultant or agent who
assisted in you in preparation of your opinion in this matter;5
9. All communications6 between you and any employee, consultant or agent of you
and any person related to this matter7;
10. All communications between any employee or agent of you and any employee of
the City ofMeridian and any employee of Trout Jones.
11. All recordings, either voice or video, related to this matter.
3 The terms "employee, consultant and agent" reference any employee, consultant or agent assisting in any way with
your investigation, analysis and preparation ofany opinion rendered by you regarding this matter.
4 Calendars include, but are not limited to, desk calendars, electronically maintained calendars, appointment books,
day-timers.
5 This request is specific for the calendar appointments related to this matter.
6 "Communications" mean any and all written or oral communications, including but not limited to inter- or -intra-
office communications, all memoranda, reports, minutes, email correspondence, letters, facsimiles, recorded
telephone conversations, notes taken during telephone conversations, notes taken during any interviews or meetings.
7 "Person" means a natural person, or an entity, including but not limited to partnerships, limited liability companies,
corporations, and trusts. The term "person" includes any individual or entity capable of holding a legal or beneficial
interest in property.
AMENDED NOTICE OF TAKING AUDIO VIDEO DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM
OF THOMAS J. SOUTH Page 3
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12. All photographs related to this matter;
13. All billing records related to this matter;
14. All draft memos, reports, and other documents, prepared by you or any employee,
consultant, or agent of yours regarding this matter;
15. All agreements entered into between the City of Meridian and you related to this
matter; and
16. All agreements entered into between you and Trout Jones related to this matter.
This deposition will be taken pursuant to Rules 30(b)(I) and 30(b)(4) of the Idaho Rules
of Civil Procedure for use in pre-trial litigation and at the trial of this matter, and pursuant to the
following:
1. The attorney taking the deposition and/or an employee of Cosho Humphrey, LLP
will operate the audio-video equipment.
2. Parties will be provided a copy of each DVD.
DATED: November 15,2010.
AMENDED NOTICE OF TAKING AUDIO VIDEO DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 15th day of November, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon in the manner specified:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
D
~
D
D
D
u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
·1:
AMENDED NOTICE OF TAKING AUDIO VIDEO DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM
OF THOMAS J. SOUTH
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uR\G\NAL
Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika Klein (lSB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (lSB 6774)
Matthew Schelstrate (ISB 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; eklein@cosholaw.com
mschelstrate@cosholaw.com.
Attorneys for Defendant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, NOTICE OF SERVICE OF
DISCOVERY RESPONSES
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on this 15th day ofNovember, 2010, Defendant Petra
Incorporated's Supplemental Response Dated November 15,2010 to the City of Meridian's First
Set Requests for Production of Documents, together with a copy of this Notice of Service of
J NOTICE OF SERVICE OF SUPPLEMENTAL DISCOVERY RESPONSES640178 Page 1007017 
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Discovery was served on or about November 15, 2010 upon counsel for Plaintiff, The City of
Meridian in the manner set forth below:
... .
,
KimJ. Trout
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
D['g]
D
D
D
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
il:
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF SUPPLEMENTAL DISCOVERY RESPONSES
640178
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ORIGINAL
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantiCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
...~'~~
::_=__.~ 3'· 5~i,?~t
tiOV 1 5 20111<1
J. DAVID N,AVARRO. GJQdl:J'::,'.
iy KATHY BIEHL , ,
DiPUTY" I
~ -'*" .:.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, AN IDAHO
MUNICIPAL CORPORATION,
Case No. 09-07257
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, AN IDAHO
CORPORATION. ,
Defendant.
MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF
THE AFFIDAVITS OF KIM TROUT,
LEO GElS AND TIM PETSCHE
Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled matter, by
and through its attorneys of record, Cosho Humphrey, LLP, moves this Court pursuant to Rule
7(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and applicable Idaho Rules of Evidence, for an order
striking paragraphs 5, 6, and 7 of the Affidavit of Kim Trout filed on November 5, 2010; an
order striking paragraphs 3,4, and 5 of the Affidavit of Tim Petsche filed on November 5, 2010;
MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVITS
OF KIM TROUT, LEO GElS AND TIM PETSCHE
637605Jdoc
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and an order striking paragraphs 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 of the Affidavit of Leo Geis filed on
November 5, 2010.
This motion is based on the pleadings, records and files in this case and Petra's
Memorandum in Support of its Motion to Strike Portions of Affidavits of Kim Trout, Tim
Petsche, and Leo Geis filed contemporaneously herewith.
Oral argument is requested on this motion and is currently scheduled for November 22,
2010 at 1:30 p.m.
DATED: November 15, 2010. ~[vtl~EY, LLP
MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVITS
OF KIM TROUT, LEO GElS AND TIM PETSCHE
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 15th day of November, 2010, a true and correct copy
of the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
D
~
D
D
D
u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile: 331-1529
MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVITS
OF KIM TROUT, LEO GElS AND TIM PETSCHE
637605Jdoc
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OR\G\NAL
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika Klein (ISB No. 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com;
eklein@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
::::: .'!£3~.$~
NO'lll 5 totO
4. 8fM) NAVAR¥\O. Ote*
, '" ";KA'FH¥81M.",., ..-.
~.~:"c;.-:---;'-'~""':':~' ...... - .. : '
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada )
Case No. CV OC 0907257
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER
DATED NOVEMBER 15, 2010 IN
SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SANCTIONS
AND IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
STRIKE PORTIONS OF THE
AFFIDAVITS OF KIM TROUT, LEO
GElS, AND TIM PETSCHE
J
I, THOMAS G. WALKER, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state:
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS WALKER DATED NOVEMBER 15, 2010 IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SANCTIONS AND IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS Page 1
OF THE AFFIDAVITS OF KIM TROUT, LEO GElS, AND TIM PETSCHE
640135
007022 
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1. I am one of the attorneys of record for the Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra
Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled action and I make this affidavit based on my own
personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein.
2. I submit this affidavit in support of Petra's Opposition to the City's Motion for
Sanctions and Petra's Motion to Strike Portions of the Affidavits of Kim Trout, Leo Geis and
Tim Petsche.
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true, correct and complete copy of the
Deposition transcript of Jerald S. Frank taken on November 11,2010.
4. I was not aware of Mr. Frank's contact with either Mr. Geis or
Mr. Frank speaking with them.
melli,t:zKber~
otary Public for Idaho
Residing at Eagle, Idaho
My commission expires: March 31, 2016.
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS WALKER DATED NOVEMBER 15, 2010 IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SANCTIONS AND IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS Page 2
OF THE AFFIDAVITS OF KIM TROUT, LEO GElS, AND TIM PETSCHE
640135
007023
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 15th day ofNovember, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Daniel Loras Glynn
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
o
~
o
o
o
u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile
E-m il:
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS WALKER DATED NOVEMBER 15, 2010 IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SANCTIONS AND IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS Page 3
OF THE AFFIDAVITS OF KIM TROUT, LEO GElS, AND TIM PETSCHE
640135
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Jerry frank November 11, 2010 The Ci1 :Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT INDEX
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
EXAM INA TION
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho)
Municipal Corporation, ) JERRY FRANK PAGE
) Case No. CV OC 09-7257
) By: Mr. Trout 4
Plaintiff, )
)
v. )
) EXHIBITS
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho)
Corporation, ) NO.
)
Defendant. ) 617. Notice ofDeposition ofJerry Frank 4
) (3 pages)
618. Phone records produced in response to 5
DEPOSmON OF JERRY FRANK deposition notice (12 pages)
November I1,2010
619. Letter from Daniel Glynn to Tom Walker 19Boise, Idaho
sent via email dated 10/21/10 (1 page)
620. Affidavit of Leo Geis in Support of 19
Janet French, CSR #946, RPR Plaintiffs Motion for Sanctions(3 pages)
Page 3
DEPOSITION OF JERRY FRANK 09:04:47 1 PROCEEDINGS
BE IT REMEMBERED that the deposition of 09:04:47 2
JERRY FRANK was taken by the Plaintiffat the offices 09:05:08 3 JERRY FRANK,
ofTront Jones Gledhill Fuhnnan, P.A., located at 225 09:05:08 4 a witness having been first duly sworn to tell theNorth 9th Street, Suite 820, Boise, Idaho, before
Associated Reporting, inc., by Janet French, a Court 09:05:08 5 truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
Reporter and Notary Public in and for the County of 09:05:08 6 testified as follows:Ada, State of Idaho, on Thursday, the 11th day of
09:05:08 7November, 2010, commencing at the hour of 9:00 a.m. in
the above-entitled matter. 09:05:08 8 EXAMINATION
09:05:08 9 BY MR. TROUT:
APPEARANCES: 09:06:15 10 Q. Would you state your full name for the
For the Plaintiff: TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN, P.A. 09:06:16 11 record.
By: Kim J. Tront, Esq. 09:06:18 12 A. Gerald Scott Frank.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820 09:06:21 13 Q. Are you the principal of Petra,Post Office Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701 09:06:22 14 Incorporated?
Telephone: (208) 331-1170 09:06:26 15 A. Yes, lam.Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
ktront@idalaw.com 09:06:40 16 (Deposition Exhibit No. 617 marked.)
09:06:43 17 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, you've been handed
For the Defendant: COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
09:06:51 18 what's been marked as Deposition Exhibit No. 617 forBy: Thomas G. Walker, Esq.
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790 09:06:52 19 purposes of this action.
Post Office Box 9518 09:06:55 20 Have you seen that document before?Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Telephone: (208) 344-7811 09:06:55 21 A. I have.
Facsimile: (208) 338-3290 09:06:58 22 Q. Did you bring documents with you in responsetwalker@cosholaw.com
09:07:03 23 to the deposition notice duces tecum?
Also present: Richard K1uckhohn 09:07:06 24 A. Yes. It was just handed to you by
09:07:07 25 Mr. Walker.
Page 2 Page 4
1 (Pages 1 to 4)
Associated Reporting Inc.
208.343.4004
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Jerry ,Frank' November 11, 2010 The Ci :Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
09:07:39 1 (Deposition Exhibit No. 618 marked.) 09:11:23 1 Q. How do you spell Lindsey?
09:08:08 2 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, you were asked to bring 09:11:27 2 A. Well, she's got a new last name now.
09:08:25 3 with you records ofyour cell phone from the period 09:11:29 3 Q. A married name?
09:08:29 4 October 11,2010, to present. 09: 11: 41 4 A. Yeah. She has a new married name. It's
09:08:31 5 Have you brought anything with you in 09: 11: 51 5 Anselme, and it's A-N-S-E-L-M-E.
09:08:32 6 response to that request today? 09:12:05 6 Q. All right. Does Petra, Incorporated have
09:08:37 7 A. Yes, sir. What is sitting in front ofyou 09:12:11 7 more than one telephone service provider?
09:08:44 8 there. That would be, I guess, Exhibit No. 618 now. 09:12:13 8 A. Not to my knowledge.
09:08:46 9 Q. All right. What is your cellular phone 09:12:21 9 Q. Who is Brad Bird?
09:08:46 10 number? 09:12:21 10 A. I don't know.
09:08:52 11 A. (208) 941-0549. 09:12:41 11 Q. Okay. Does Tom Coughlin regularly report to
09:08:55 12 Q. Do you have more than one cell phone? 09:12:45 12 you regarding activities in this case?
09:08:56 13 A. No, sir, I don't. 09:12:46 13 A. Yes.
09:08:59 14 Q. Do you have a BlackBerry? 09:12:49 14 Q. Have you had any conversations with Tom
09:09:00 15 A. No, sir. I don't. 09:12:55 15 Coughlin in the period since October II, 2010?
09:09:05 16 Q. Do you have any other kind ofwhat I will 09:12:56 16 A. Yes.
09:09:08 17 call a smart device capable of sending and receiving 09:12:57 17 Q. How many?
09:09:11 18 text messages? 09:12:59 18 A. Conversations?
09:09:12 19 A. No, sir. I don't. 09:13:01 19 Q. Yeah.
09:09:16 20 Q. Okay. Does Petra, Incorporated have 09:13:07 20 A. Oh-- since October II th?
09:09:19 21 telephone service to its offices? 09:13:09 21 Q. Yes, sir.
09:09:21 22 A. Yes, it does. 09:13:21 22 A. Oh, probably -- ob, probably ten.
09:09:28 23 Q. Who is the service provider? 09:13:29 23 Q. Okay. Did any of the conversations with --
09:09:28 24 A. Qwest. 09:13:32 24 well, let me back up.
09:09:35 25 Q. Okay. You were requested to bring your 09:13:38 25 Is Petra being billed for Mr. Coughlin's
Page 5 Page 7
09:09:41 1 telephone communication records from your business 09:13:45 1 time as a consultant to the law firm ofCosho
09:09:46 2 from October 11,2010, to present. 09:13:46 2 Humphrey?
09:09:49 3 Did you bring those records with you? 09:13:48 3 A. What does that have to do with anything?
09:09:52 4 A. I don't have any records. Our cell phone 09:13:51 4 Q. That wasn't my question. My question is:
09:09:57 5 system doesn't have that capability. 09:13:55 5 Is Petra being billed for Mr. Coughlin's time as a
09:10:01 6 Q. SO it's your testimony that you don't have 09:13:57 6 consultant to Cosho Humphrey?
09:10:04 7 records from Petra, Incorporated that reflect 09:13:58 7 A. Yes.
09:10:09 8 telephone calls for the period October I I through 09:14:02 8 Q. And is Petra paying those bills?
09:10:10 9 today's date? 09:14:02 9 A. Yes.
09:10:11 10 A. Correct. 09:14:05 10 Q. Is he being paid a salary?
09:10:17 11 Q. Okay. What's your home phone number, sir? 09:14:06 11 A. No.
09:10:17 12 A. I don't have one. 09:14:10 12 Q. Is he being paid hourly?
09:10:31 13 Q. Okay. Did you make a request to Qwest for 09:14:11 13 A. I believe it's hourly.
09:10:37 14 the telephone records for Petra, Incorporated for the 09:14:14 14 Q. What's his hourly rate?
09:10:42 15 period October 11,2010, through today's date? 09:14:14 15 A. I don't know.
09:10:43 16 A. I did not. 09:14:20 16 Q. Okay. Does Mr. Coughlin provide you with
09:10:45 17 Q. Why? 09:14:28 17 written memoranda of any kind regarding his
09:10:51 18 A. I delegated it to the office manager to get 09:14:30 18 activities?
09:10:54 19 that information, and she instructed me that our 09:14:34 19 A. Typically just responses to whatever
09:11:03 20 system does not have that capability of -- of the 09:14:38 20 documents that are needed to respond to in this case.
09:11:06 21 phone -- ofhaving the phone record, ifyou may. 09:14:47 21 Q. Okay. Do you and he regularly communicate
09:11:12 22 Q. What's your office manager's name? 09:14:48 22 by email?
09:11:14 23 A. Robin Lindsey. 09:14:49 23 A. From time to time, yeah.
09:11:16 24 Q. How do you spell Robin? 09:14:52 24 Q. What's your email address?
09:11:19 25 A. R-O-B-I-N. 09:14:59 25 A. It's jfrank@petrainc.net.
Page 6 Page 8
2 (Pages 5 to 8)
Associated Reporting Inc.
208.343.4004
007026
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Jerry ,Frank November 11, 2010 The Ci' Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
09:15:03 1 Q. And what email address is Mr. Coughlin 09:18:10 1 Q. Have you been copied on any correspondence
09:15:05 2 using? 09:18:20 2 sent to -- or received from Mike Wisdom or Lombard
09:15:05 3 A. I don't know. 09:18:25 3 Conrad in the period since October I, 20IO?
09:15:08 4 Q. Do you have more than one computer that you 09:18:25 4 A. Yes.
09:15:09 5 utilize to access email? 09:18:28 5 Q. And what have you received?
09:15:19 6 A As far as my jfrank account? 09:18:33 6 A I've received emails from Mike Wisdom.
09:15:21 7 Q. We'll start there. 09:18:38 7 Q. Okay. What was the subject matter of the
09:15:26 8 A. Okay. I have one computer that I use, yes. 09:18:42 8 emails you received from Mr. Wisdom during that period
09:15:29 9 Q. Okay. Do you have more than one email 09:18:42 9 of time?
09:15:30 10 account? 09:18:48 10 A. The mechanical system at Meridian City Hall.
09:15:32 11 A No, I don't 09:18:54 11 Q. And can you tell me what the content of
09:15:45 12 Q. Is Mr. Coughlin still using a Petra email 09:18:59 12 those emails was as best you can recall.
09:15:47 13 account? 09:19:06 13 A. The content was just reporting about his
09:15:47 14 A I don't know. 09:19:17 14 interpretation of the emails he's receiving.
09:15:57 15 Q. Does Mr. Coughlin use a Cosho Humphrey email 09:19:20 15 Q. Receiving from whom?
09:15:58 16 account? 09:19:30 16 A. Receiving from -- you know, I don't know.
09:15:58 17 A. I don't know. 09:19:37 17 Honestly, it is an email string. I wasn't looking at
09:16:15 18 Q. Has Mr. Coughlin reported to you regarding 09:19:38 18 the email string.
09:16:20 19 his communications with Brad Bird? 09:19:51 19 Q. In addition to yourself, has Mr. Wisdom been
09:16:20 20 A No. 09:19:54 20 copying others on those emails, other people?
09:16:26 21 Q. Okay. Has Mr. Coughlin reported to you 09:19:54 21 A. I don't know.
09:16:31 22 regarding communications with anyone at a company 09:20:05 22 Q. Okay. Well, tell me what he has been
09:16:35 23 called Technical Air Products, Incorporated? 09:20:09 23 reporting to you about ernails or interpretations of
09:16:36 24 A. No. 09:20:14 24 emails that he seems to be receiving from others
09:16:38 25 Q. Has anyone from Mr. Walker's office 09:20:15 25 regarding the mechanical system.
Page 9 Page 11
09:16:41 1 communicated to you regarding Brad Bird? 09:20:18 1 A. He's not reporting to me. Wisdom is not
09:16:42 2 A. No. 09:20:20 2 reporting to me.
09:16:45 3 Q. Have you been copied on any correspondence 09:20:25 3 Q. Well, he's been communicating with you by
09:16:55 4 that was sent from Mr. Coughlin's office to Brad Bird? 09:20:27 4 email; correct?
09:16:58 5 A. Not to my knowledge. 09:20:29 5 A. Not directly with me, no.
09:17:00 6 Q. Have you been copied on any correspondence 09:20:33 6 Q. All right. So have you been what's known as
09:17:06 7 as sent to Mr. Bird by Mr. Walker's office? 09:20:38 7 carbon copied or CC'd on emails that he is sending to
09:17:07 8 A. Not to my knowledge. 09:20:39 8 others?
09:17:10 9 Q. Okay. Have you been copied on any 09:20:39 9 A. Yes.
09:17:14 10 correspondence sent by Mr. Coughlin to Technical Air 09:20:43 10 Q. Who is he sending those emails to?
09:17:16 11 Products, Incorporated? 09:20:47 11 A. Typically, it is either Tom Coughlin or Gene
09:17:17 12 A. Not to my knowledge. 09:20:47 12 Bennett.
09:17:20 13 Q. Have you been copied on any correspondence 09:20:52 13 Q. Okay. And tell me the substance of his
09:17:23 14 sent by Mr. Walker's office to Technical Air Products, 09:20:57 14 interpretation, as you call it, of the emails that he
09:17:25 15 Incorporated? 09:21:03 15 has been sending to Mr. Bennett and Mr. Coughlin.
09:17:26 16 A. Not to my knowledge. 09:21:05 16 A. Specifically, I can't address it.
09:17:29 17 Q. Have you been copied on any correspondence 09:21:07 17 Q. Well, generally tell me what the substance
09:17:40 18 sent to Hobson by Mr. Coughlin? 09:21:09 18 is.
09:17:47 19 A. Ever, or just in this time frame? 09:21:14 19 A. His interpretation of building codes as well
09:17:54 20 Q. Ob, since the 1st ofOctober, 2010. 09:21:24 20 as the warranty issues that are involved with the
09:17:55 21 A. Not to my knowledge. 09:21:27 21 Meridian City Hall building mechanical system.
09:17:57 22 Q. Have you been copied on any correspondence 09:21:31 22 Q. Okay. Is Mr. Wisdom being compensated in
09:18:03 23 sent by Mr. Walker's office to Hobson since October I, 09:21:33 23 any fashion by Petra?
09:18:04 24 2010? 09:21:34 24 A. Not to my knowledge.
09:18:07 25 A. Not to my knowledge. 09:21:37 25 Q. Do you know if Mr. Wisdom is being paid
Page 10 Page 12
3 (Pages 9 to 12)
Associated Reporting Inc.
208.343.4004
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Jerry,Frank' November 11, 2010 The Ci : Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
09:21:41 1 anything by Mr. Coughlin? 09:26:56 1 A No.
09:21:42 2 A. Not to my knowledge. 09:27:16 2 Q. Have you had any conversations with anyone
09:21:47 3 Q. Is Mr. Wisdom being paid anything by Cosho 09:27:21 3 from TMC Incorporated since October 1, 20I01
09:21:48 4 Humphrey? 09:27:21 4 A. No.
09:21:50 5 A. Not to my knowledge. 09:27:27 5 Q. Have you had any conversations with anyone
09:22:01 6 Q. Okay. Is there any other substantive matter 09:27:32 6 from Western Roofing since October 1, 2010?
09:22:04 7 that's been addressed as far as Mr. Wisdom's 09:27:32 7 A. Yes.
09:22:08 8 correspondence with Mr. Bennett or Mr. Coughlin? 09:27:34 8 Q. Who?
09:22:09 9 A. Not to my knowledge. 09:27:58 9 A. Robbie Drinkard and -- I can't remember his
09:22:12 10 Q. What has he said about building codes? 09:27:59 10 name right now.
09:22:14 11 A. Specifically, I couldn't tell you. 09:28:02 11 Q. Have you received any written correspondence
09:22:16 12 Q. Generally. 09:28:07 12 by email or otherwise from anyone at TMC since October
09:22:21 13 A. He generally knows the building codes and he 09:28:09 13 1,20101
09:22:31 14 recites them and follows them. 09:28:09 14 A. No.
09:22:34 15 Q. What, if anything, has he said regarding 09:28:12 15 Q. Okay. Have you received written
09:22:38 16 what you have described as warranty issues? 09:28:16 16 correspondence by email or otherwise from anyone from
09:22:41 17 A. What has he said about it? 09:28:20 17 Western Roofing since October 1, 201 O?
09:22:42 18 Q. Yes. 09:28:23 18 A. Not to my knowledge.
09:22:44 19 A. Specifically, I couldn't tell you. 09:28:26 19 Q. Okay. Tell me the substance ofyour
09:22:54 20 Q. Okay. When you use the phrase "warranty 09:28:29 20 conversations with Mr. Drinkard.
09:22:56 21 issue," what do you mean? 09:28:38 21 A. It was to discuss the warranty of the roof
09:23:05 22 A. Any item that was in need ofmaintenance and 09:28:41 22 on Meridian City Hall.
09:23:14 23 repair on the building past the initial sign off. 09:28:43 23 Q. And what was said by him and what was said
09:23:24 24 Q. Have you received any communications from 09:28:45 24 by you?
09:23:32 25 anyone at Lombard Conrad regarding any of these 09:28:49 25 A. I asked him if the warranty was still valid
Page 13 Page 15
09:23:32 1 issues? 09:28:58 1 at Meridian City Hall, and he instructed me that, yes,
09:23:34 2 A. Not to my knowledge. 09:29:03 2 it is. The 20-year warranty is still valid and in
09:23:42 3 Q. Okay. Do you know someone by the name of 09:29:03 3 place.
09:23:46 4 Ted at Hobson Fabrication? 09:29:09 4 Q. Okay. So would I be correct in
09:23:46 5 A. I do. 09:29:12 5 understanding that he was speaking of the Versico
09:23:51 6 Q. And what's that individual's full name? 09:29:14 6 product warranty?
09:23:54 7 A. I believe it's Ted Frisbee. 09:29:14 7 A. Yes, sir.
09:24:02 8 Q. Okay. Have you received any communication 09:29:23 8 Q. All right. Any other substantive discussion
09:24:07 9 from Mr. Frisbee regarding any ofthe issues being 09:29:26 9 with him regarding the Meridian City Hall Project?
09:24:09 10 addressed by Mr. Wisdom? 09:29:29 10 A. Just the patching that has been ongoing
09:24:11 11 A. Not to my knowledge. 09:29:39 11 since the - since the City took occupancy of the
09:24:14 12 Q. Do you know whether Mr. Bennett or 09:29:40 12 building.
09:24:18 13 Mr. Coughlin have had communications with Mr. Frisbee 09:29:47 13 Q. Has he explained to you why patching has
09:24:21 14 regarding any ofthe issues that you've been speaking 09:29:51 14 been required since October 15th of2008 on the
09:24:27 15 of? 09:29:53 15 Meridian City Hall Project?
09:24:28 16 A. Not to my knowledge. 09:29:54 16 A. It's only speculation.
09:24:33 17 Q. Do you know someone by the name ofDon 09:29:57 17 Q. On his part or yours?
09:24:34 18 Gertoer? 09:29:58 18 A. On his part.
09:24:34 19 A. No. 09:30:01 19 Q. And what has he said?
09:24:36 20 Q. Jeff Otter? 09:30:05 20 A. He just said that there have been people
09:24:36 21 A. No. 09:30:09 21 accessing the roof and damaging the roof.
09:24:38 22 Q. David Alstat? 09:30:13 22 Q. How have they been damaging the roofby way
09:24:38 23 A. No. 09:30:15 23 of his account?
09:24:41 24 Q. Do you know someone by the name ofJim 09:30:19 24 A. Punctures and cutting.
09:24:43 25 Edison? 09:30:22 25 Q. Punctures caused by what?
Page 14 Page 16
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Jerry, Frank' November 11, 2010 The Ci Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
09:30:29 1 A Uhm, he didn't say specifically, potentially 09:34:05 1 A Well, I guess it would be the witness list.
09:30:30 2 work men on the roof. 09:34:08 2 Q. And who provided that information to you?
09:30:33 3 Q. And cutting? 09:34:11 3 A. The witness list would have been provided by
09:30:33 4 A. Yeah. 09:34:11 4 Tom Walker.
09:30:36 5 Q. Cutting for what reason? 09:34:43 5 (Deposition Exhibit No. 619 marked)
09:30:42 6 A Somebody in his estimation vandalized the 09:34:46 6 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, you've been handed what
09:30:59 7 roof along the coping cap. 09:34:52 7 has been marked as Exhibit No. 619 for identification
09:31:05 8 Q. Did he have any person or entity that he 09:34:54 8 Do you recognize that document?
09:31:09 9 thought might have vandalized his workmanship? 09:34:54 9 A. Yes, sir. I do.
09:31:10 10 A. No. 09:34:57 10 Q. Was that document provided to you in some
09:31:16 11 Q. Did he have anyone that he assigned a motive 09:34:59 11 fashion?
09:31:17 12 or blame to? 09:35:01 12 A. By Cosho Humphrey's office.
09:31:17 13 A. No. 09:35:02 13 Q. When?
09:31:24 14 Q. Did he have any explanation ofany kind for 09:35:11 14 A. I guess most likely either the 21st or 22nd
09:31:32 15 why he believed vandalism was occurring? 09:35:11 15 ofOctober.
09:31:35 16 A. Whyhe-- no. 09:35:33 16 (Deposition Exhibit No. 620 marked.)
09:31:46 17 Q. In the period since October I, 2010, to 09:35:55 17 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, I'm going to hand you
09:31:50 18 today's date, have you had any other discussions with 09:35:59 18 what has been marked as Exhibit No. 620 for
09:31:54 19 any ofthe other prime contractors who worked on the 09:36:00 19 identification.
09:31:57 20 Meridian City Hall Project? 09:36:02 20 Do you recognize it?
09:32:02 21 A. Not to my knowledge, no. 09:36:02 21 A. Ido.
09:32:05 22 Q. Have you received any written or email 09:36:04 22 Q. What do you recognize it to be?
09:32:13 23 correspondence from any of the prime contractors since 09:36:08 23 A. An affidavit from Leo Geis.
09:32:15 24 October I, 201O? 09:36:11 24 Q. Have you seen that document before today's
09:32:17 25 A. Not to my knowledge. 09:36:12 25 date?
Page 17 Page 19
09:32:27 1 Q. Who is Leo Geis? 09:36:12 1 A. I have.
09:32:34 2 A. He is a businessman that owns a company 09:36:14 2 Q. When did you first see that document?
09:32:38 3 called Idaho Air Ships. 09:36:17 3 A. I guess probably when you produced it. Was
09:32:41 4 Q. How long have you known Mr. Geis? 09:36:23 4 that around -- I don't see a date on here, other than
09:32:43 5 A. Well over ten years. 09:36:30 5 what the clerk has, a stamp ofNovember 5th.
09:32:47 6 Q. Okay. How did you first make his 09:36:34 6 Q. Okay. Were you provided or shown a copy of
09:32:48 7 acquaintance? 09:36:37 7 it following the court hearing that was held on
09:32:59 8 A. I believe we hired him to do some aerial 09:36:41 8 November 5th in this matter?
09:33:02 9 photography of some buildings. 09:36:41 9 A. Yes, I was.
09:33:09 10 Q. Do you consider him to be honest? 09:36:43 10 Q. Have you read it?
09:33:10 11 A. Yes. 09:36:43 11 A. Yes, I have.
09:33:14 12 Q. Did you consider his work prOduct to be 09:36:50 12 Q. Are the contents ofthe document true?
09:33:15 13 good? 09:36:57 13 A. No.
09:33:15 14 A. Yes. 09:37:04 14 Q. Okay. What, ifanything, about this
09:33:19 15 Q. Do you consider his work product to be of 09:37:07 15 document do you disagree with?
09:33:20 16 high quality? 09:37:15 16 A. Well, the first thing is my icy demeanor.
09:33:21 17 A. Yes. 09:37:19 17 Q. Okay. Did you make a call to Mr. Geis?
09:33:35 18 Q. Are you aware that Mr. Geis has engaged in a 09:37:20 18 A. I did.
09:33:40 19 second or new business enterprise called Votum 09:37:25 19 Q. Okay. Did you make that call on or about
09:33:42 20 Thermography? 09:37:28 20 the 21st ofOctober 2010?
09:33:44 21 A. I did not know that. 09:37:30 21 A. If that was the date, then., yes.
09:33:47 22 Q. When did you first learn that? 09:37:38 22 Q. All right. And you were going on to explain
09:33:54 23 A. I saw it on the .- a list of who was 09:37:41 23 what it was that you disagreed with about the contents
09:33:57 24 involved in taking pictures of the building. 09:37:48 24 ofthe document, and you said, "icy demeanor."
09:34:01 25 Q. What list are you talking about? 09:37:49 25 What do you mean by that?
Page 18 Page 20
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Jerry 'Frank November 11,2010 The CL.1 _.: Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
09:37:53 1 A. Well, Leo is making a statement here that I 09:41:45 1 Q. What is it that you wanted Mr. Geis to do?
09:37:58 2 had an icy demeanor, and I don't think that that's a 09:41:47 2 A. Nothing, other than help me with his
09:38:01 3 true statement from my perspective. Now, this may be 09:41:54 3 interpretation of how he responds to _. and being
09:38:04 4 Leo's perspective. 09:41:58 4 involved in legal -- the legal system.
09:38:12 5 Q. Okay. What was your demeanor? 09:42:01 5 Q. Well, tell me your interpretation of
09:38:17 6 A. Well, I respect Leo as another Christian 09:42:08 6 Proverbs 25:9.
09:38:21 7 man. I've been doing business with him a long time, 09:42:16 7 A. That you should be slow going to court, and
09:38:24 8 and I would imagine my demeanor was pretty much the 09:42:21 8 you should take any issues up that you have with a
09:38:28 9 same demeanor I've always carried with him. 09:42:26 9 brother amongst the elders.
09:38:38 10 Q. Okay. Who prompted you to call Leo? 09:42:30 10 Q. Is Mr. Geis a member ofyour church?
09:38:38 11 A. Nobody. 09:42:31 11 A. No, he's not.
09:38:42 12 Q. You made that decision on your own? 09:42:34 12 Q. What church do you belong to?
09:38:42 13 A. Yes, sir. 09:42:36 13 A. I belong to Eagle Nazarene.
09:38:46 14 Q. What prompted you to call Leo? 09:42:40 14 Q. What church does Mr. Geis belong to?
09:38:51 15 A. Knowing that he's another Christian 09:42:40 15 A. I don't know.
09:38:54 16 businessman and the fact that he is now involved with 09:42:49 16 Q. Okay. What elders are you referring to?
09:39:00 17 legal, I guess -- being involved in the legal system, 09:42:52 17 Who would those people be?
09:39:03 18 I wanted to understand from him interpretations of 09:42:55 18 A. It could be either his choice or my choice
09:39:11 19 Proverbs 25 and how in essence he's interpreting that, 09:42:59 19 or whatever - or you typically take elders from both
09:39:13 20 because the Bible has a lot of different 09:43:00 20 churches and meet.
09:39:17 21 interpretations to it. And that I could leam from 09:43:03 21 Q. Do you consider Mr. Geis to be your opponent
09:39:23 22 him what his perspective is, so moving forward I could 09:43:04 22 in this lawsuit?
09:39:28 23 be enlightened myself in the future with any other 09:43:08 23 A. Do I consider him to be an opponent, yes.
09:39:33 24 potential legal wranglings. Hopefully, I don't have 09:43:11 24 Q. Okay. Tell me why he's an opponent.
09:39:35 25 them but... 09:43:26 25 A. Well, he is involved in a lawsuit for
Page 21 Page 23
09:39:49 1 Q. Well, how is it that you came about knowing 09:43:32 1 Meridian City Hall to testify on your behalf, or
09:39:54 2 that Mr. Geis was involved in any fashion in this 09:43:34 2 Meridian City Hall's behalf.
09:39:54 3 case? 09:43:41 3 Q. You anticipate he will testify against you?
09:39:56 4 A. Because it was on the witness list. 09:43:43 4 Did you think that at the time you picked up the
09:40:01 5 Q. Okay. Same list provided to you by 09:43:43 5 phone?
09:40:02 6 Mr. Walker? 09:43:47 6 A. No. I didn't know what he was going to
09:40:02 7 A. Yes, sir. 09:43:52 7 testify - I wasn't asking -- I wasn't thinking about
09:40:09 8 Q. All right. And what else, ifanything, do 09:43:55 8 what he was going to testify about. It was more of,
09:40:15 9 you disagree with as stated in Mr. Geis's affidavit? 09:43:59 9 how do you - how in essence do you interpret this
09:40:22 10 A. His stating that I had a skewed 09:43:59 10 passage.
09:40:30 11 interpretation ofthe passage. But once again, it's 09:44:02 11 Q. But at the time you picked up the phone, you
09:40:36 12 interpretation of things and - so... 09:44:05 12 had seen him on a witness list; right?
09:40:41 13 Q. Why is it that you quoted a passage ofthe 09:44:05 13 A. Right
09:40:42 14 Bible to me? 09:44:07 14 Q. And you considered him an opponent ofPetra,
09:40:43 15 A. Why? 09:44:12 15 Incorporated as of that moment; correct?
09:40:44 16 Q. Yes, sir. 09:44:12 16 A. Correct.
09:40:48 17 A. Because being a Christian, you live by the 09:44:23 17 Q. All right. Is Mr. Geis entitled to his
09:40:53 18 words ofGod and passages from the word ofGod, and we 09:44:25 18 interpretation ofyour demeanor?
09:41:11 19 try to guide our life with the words ofGod. 09:44:27 19 A. Interpretation ofwhat? I'm sorry. I
09:41:14 20 Q. Well, I still don't understand why it is you 09:44:28 20 didn't hear the word.
09:41:18 21 were quoting scripture to Mr. Geis. 09:44:30 21 Q. Your demeanor.
09:41:23 22 A. I was not quoting scripture. I was asking 09:44:31 22 A. Yes.
09:41:25 23 for his interpretation ofthe scripture for 09:44:37 23 Q. Okay. Over the course of ten years, how
09:41:30 24 information gathering for me as another Christian 09:44:40 24 many conversations have you had with Leo?
09:41:40 25 businessman I respect. 09:44:44 25 A. Oh, we've probably had five or six a year
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Jerry-Frank November 11, 2010 The Ci' Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
09:44:44 1 probably. 09:48:55 1 A. Yes, they did.
09:44:48 2 Q. Do you consider that he knows you well and 09:49:00 2 Q. Okay. And did you call his offices or his
09:45:01 3 that you know him well? 09:49:02 3 cell phone number?
09:45:01 4 A. Yes. 09:49:03 4 A. His cell phone number.
09:45:06 5 Q. What do you expect Mr, Geis to testifY to? 09:49:06 5 Q. What's his cell phone number?
09:45:08 6 A. What do I expect him to? 09:49:41 6 A. 870-2775.
09:45:10 7 Q. Yes. 09:49:45 7 Q. And for purposes of the record, I'd like the
09:45:10 8 A. I don't know. 09:49:47 8 record to reflect that the witness has been referring
09:45:19 9 Q. Do you have any concern that he might say or 09:49:55 9 to his cellular phone to obtain that information; is
09:45:27 10 provide evidence that would be detrimental to you and 09:49:55 10 that correct?
09:45:28 11 your company? 09:50:01 11 A. That is correct. Area code 208.
09:45:29 12 A. No. 09:50:08 12 Q. Okay. And you called Mr. Terrell on the
09:45:30 13 Q. Why not? 09:50:12 13 same day that you called Mr. Geis?
09:45:35 14 A. Because what he's reporting on - from what 09:50:12 14 A. Yes.
09:45:38 15 I can see that he's taking pictures ofthe building, 09:50:15 15 Q. Did you call him before or after you called
09:45:58 16 they are not -- I guess they are just pictures. 09:50:16 16 Mr. Geis?
09:46:02 17 Q. Anything else in Mr. Geis' affidavit that 09:50:16 17 A. I don't remember.
09:46:20 18 you disagree with? 09:50:23 18 Q. Okay. Tell me why you called Mr. Terrell on
09:46:24 19 A. He said that the contact was grossly 09:50:25 19 the 21 st of October?
09:46:26 20 inappropriate, and I don't agree with that. 09:50:28 20 A. It came to my knowledge that there was a
09:46:36 21 Q. Okay. Anything else? 09:50:38 21 leaking -- a leaking drinking fountain at a project
09:46:52 22 A. No. 09:50:42 22 that had not been repaired, and it was causing damage
09:46:58 23 Q. Has Mike Wisdom had any discussions with you 09:50:49 23 to the building, and we needed to fix it -- get on it
09:47:06 24 regarding Technical Air Products, Incorporated? 09:50:49 24 right away.
09:47:06 25 A. No. 09:50:53 25 Q. Why did you call Mr. Terrell?
Page 25 Page 27
09:47:09 1 Q. Has he sent you any written communication 09:51:04 1 A. Because the normal contacting .- my warranty
09:47:12 2 regarding Technical Air Products, Incorporated? 09:51:09 2 team contacting their warranty team was not getting
09:47:13 3 A. No. 09:51:14 3 the job done -- was not getting the problem fixed.
09:47:30 4 Q. Who's Milford Terrell? 09:51:16 4 Q. What building?
09:47:34 5 A. The owner ofDeBest Plumbing. 09:51:21 5 A. It's Valley Shepherd.
09:47:37 6 Q. How long have you known Mr. Terrell? 09:51:23 6 Q. Is it a church?
09:47:38 7 A. Seventeen years. 09:51:23 7 A. Yes, sir.
09:47:44 8 Q. Over the course of 17 years, has Petra, 09:51:36 8 Q. Okay. Did you call him more than one time on
09:47:47 9 Incorporated done business with DeBest? 09:51:37 9 the 21st?
09:47:48 10 A. Yes, sir, we have. 09:51:39 10 A. I believe I did.
09:47:57 11 Q. Ifyou were to give me a estimate of the 09:51:44 11 Q. Okay. What was the -- first of all, when
09:48:04 12 gross value of work that Petra has engaged DeBest on 09:51:47 12 you called him on the 21st with respect to Valley
09:48:08 13 over the course of 17 years, how much would it be? 09:51:50 13 Shepherd, did you reach him?
09:48:13 14 A. A couple million bucks, probably. 09:51:52 14 A. I left a message.
09:48:19 15 Q. In the period since October I, 2010, and 09:51:59 15 Q. Okay. When you called the second time, did
09:48:28 16 today's date, have you called Mr. Terrell? 09:52:00 16 you reach him?
09:48:28 17 A. Yes, I have. 09:52:02 17 A. I left a message.
09:48:31 18 Q. And how many times? 09:52:06 18 Q. Okay.
09:48:33 19 A. Three. 09:52:06 19 A. I believe.
09:48:37 20 Q. What are the dates of those calls? 09:52:10 20 Q. What was the purpose ofyour call -- second
09:48:46 21 A. The 21 st and 22nd, I believe. 09:52:12 21 call on the 21st?
09:48:48 22 Q. OfOctober? 09:52:18 22 A. To verifY that he had contacted LK to make
09:48:49 23 A. Of October, 09:52:21 23 sure those drinking fountains were coming.
09:48:53 24 Q. Okay. Did those calls come from your cell 09:52:24 24 Q. Who or what is LK?
09:48:54 25 phone? 09:52:26 25 A. They are a manufacturer of plumbing
Page 26 Page 28
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Jerry 'Frank November 11,2010 The CL" _. Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
09:52:27 1 products. 09:55:18 1 A. I did.
09:52:42 2 Q. Did you call him a third time on the 21st? 09:55:22 2 Q. And tell me what the substance ofthat
09:52:45 3 A. No, I don't believe so. 09:55:24 3 discussion was.
09:52:57 4 Q. Okay. As part of any ofyour messages left 09:55:29 4 A. I was talking about the drinking fountain at
09:53:04 5 on the 2Ist, did you leave any message related to 09:55:32 5 the Valley Shepherd Project, and saying that we need
09:53:11 6 DeBest's appearance on the witness list that you had a 09:55:37 6 to get this fixed and taken care of, because we don't
09:53:12 7 copy of? 09:55:41 7 want to have -- I don't want to have another lawsuit
09:53:13 8 A. No. 09:55:45 8 like I have at Meridian City Hall. And he said, you
09:53:16 9 Q. When did you get the witness list? 09:55:50 9 have a lawsuit with Meridian City Hall? And I said,
09:53:23 10 A. I don't know. 09:55:55 10 yes. And he said, well, I thought it was Buss in
09:53:28 11 Q. Okay. Did you place any other calls to 09:55:59 11 Meridian. And I said, no, sir; it's between Meridian
09:53:30 12 Mr. Terrell on the 21st? 09:56:03 12 and Petra.
09:53:31 13 A. No, I didn't. 09:56:09 13 Lenny Buss used to work for Milford and
09:53:34 14 Q. Did you place any other calls to DeBest 09:56:31 14 there is a lot of ill feelings there. That was it
09:53:37 15 Plumbing on the 21st? 09:56:40 15 Q. Anything else said during that conversation?
09:53:38 16 A. No, I didn't. 09:56:46 16 A. At that point I think he said that he needed
09:53:44 17 Q. Okay. Do you know who Jason Neidigh is? 09:56:54 17 to go check on what the lawsuit was about, is what his
09:53:48 18 A. I do not - well, I know -- I've never met 09:57:00 18 comment was to me, because he wanted to pursue Lenny
09:53:54 19 him, but I know that -- by the witness list, he works 09:57:02 19 Buss.
09:53:56 20 for DeBest Plumbing. 09:57:07 20 Q. Well, why would Mr. Terrell want to pursue
09:54:03 21 Q. Okay. Do you know his relationship to 09:57:09 21 Lenny Buss?
09:54:04 22 Mr. Terrell? 09:57:12 22 A. Because there is ill feelings because Lenny
09:54:04 23 A. I do not. 09:57:19 23 Buss left DeBest and took a bunch of guys with him.
09:54:06 24 Q. Okay. 09:57:23 24 Q. Anything else said during that conversation?
09: 54: 11 25 A. Other than - well, let me rephrase that. 09:57:23 25 A. No.
Page 29 Page 31
09:54:12 1 He works for Mr. Terrell. 09:57:41 1 Q. In the period since the 22nd and today's
09:54:16 2 Q. Okay. You indicated you called him on the 09:57:44 2 date, have you had any other conversations with
09:54:20 3 22nd -- him, being Mr. Terrell, on the 22nd of 09:57:45 3 Mr. Terrell?
09:54:21 4 October? 09:57:48 4 A. I have, but not regarding this subject.
09:54:21 5 A. Yes. 09:57:55 5 Q. Okay. When was the next conversation after
09:54:22 6 Q. How many times? 09:57:57 6 the 22nd?
09:54:23 7 A. Onetime. 09:58:01 7 A. Oh, probably a week later.
09:54:26 8 Q. Did you place a call to his cell phone or 09:58:06 8 Q. Okay. What was the subject matter?
09:54:28 9 office phone? 09: 58: 14 9 A. We were discussing the Boise State Broncos.
09:54:28 10 A. His cell phone. 09:58:18 10 Q. Okay. Did you call him or did he call you?
09:54:30 11 Q. Did you speak with him? 09:58:23 11 A. He called me -- from my knowledge, he called
09:54:32 12 A. I did not. I left a message. 09:58:25 12 me, but that's what we discussed.
09:54:35 13 Q. And what was the substance of the message 09:58:28 13 Q. Was it on your cell phone?
09:54:37 14 you left with him? 09:58:28 14 A. I don't believe so.
09:54:41 15 A. It was a follow up to make sure that LK is 09:58:30 15 Q. Okay. At your office?
09:54:45 16 going to back the -- go and take care of those 09:58:30 16 A. I believe so.
09:54:47 17 drinking fountains. 09:58:34 17 Q. Was he on his cell or at his office?
09:54:54 18 Q. Okay. And did Mr. Terrell return your call? 09:58:34 18 A. I don't know.
09:54:55 19 A. He did. 09:58:39 19 Q. Why did he call you to talk about the Boise
09:54:58 20 Q. When? 09:58:40 20 State Broncos?
09:54:59 21 A. I believe that day. 09:58:43 21 A. Just because we do from time to time. He's
09:55:04 22 Q. Okay. And during the course of that 09:58:46 22 heavily involved in the football team over there.
09:55:09 23 discussion, did you have a discussion with Mr. Terrell 09:58:49 23 Q. And what was the nature of the discussion?
09:55:15 24 regarding DeBest's presence on the witness list in 09:58:52 24 A. How things were going to stack up with the
09:55:16 25 this case? 09:58:53 25 BCS.
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09:58:55 1 Q. Okay. What was said by you; what was said 10:02:28 1 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Well, ifhe said something
09:58:57 2 by him? 10:02:51 2 like that, and if, as you say, he's honest, what, if
09:59:02 3 A. Do you think we'll be able to -- my take in 10:02:57 3 any, possible motivation would he have in reporting
09:59:04 4 it is, do you think we'll be able to be in the 10:03:05 4 that to a third party if in fact that's what he said?
09:59:11 5 championship game. 10:03:06 5 MR. WALKER: Objection. Calls for speculation.
09:59:12 6 Q. And? 10:03:07 6 Lack offoundation
09:59:15 7 A. And he's like, we hope so. And that was 10:03:11 7 THE WITNESS: You'd have to ask him.
09:59:16 8 about it. 10:03:19 8 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Okay. Have you had any
09:59:21 9 Q. How long did the conversation last? 10:03:29 9 discussions since the 21 st or 22nd of October with
09:59:29 10 A. Oh, I don't know, maybe five minutes. 10:03:32 10 John Insinger?
09:59:32 11 Q. Okay. Anything else said during that 10:03:36 11 A. No. I don't know who that is.
09:59:33 12 conversation? 10:03:42 12 Q. Okay. Have you had any discussions with
09:59:34 13 A. Not to my knowledge. 10:03:53 13 anyone else at DeBest since the 21st ofOctober?
09:59:40 14 Q. Anyone present in your office at the time of 10:03:55 14 A. No.
09:59:42 15 that conversation? 10:04:01 15 Q. Okay. Do you know ifGene Bennett has had
09:59:44 16 A. No, not that I know of. 10:04:06 16 any discussion with Milford Terrell since the 21 st of
09:59:46 17 Q. Do you know ifMr. Terrell had anyone 10:04:07 17 October?
09:59:48 18 present in his office? 10:04:07 18 A. 1don't know.
09:59:50 19 A. Not that I know of. 10:04:11 19 Q. Okay. Do you know ifTom Coughlin has had a
09:59:57 20 Q. Other than that conversation, have you had 10:04:18 20 discussion with Milford Terrell since October 21?
10:00:03 21 any other conversations with Mr. Terrell in the period 10:04:18 21 A. 1don't know.
10:00:08 22 since approximately one week after the 22nd of 10:04:22 22 Q. Have either Mr. Bennett or Mr. Coughlin
10:00:08 23 October? 10:04:28 23 reported to you regarding conversations with anyone at
10:00:18 24 A. Not to my knowledge. 10:04:31 24 DeBest since the 21st ofOctober?
10:00:22 25 Q. Okay. At any time in any of the four 10:04:38 25 A. Gene has. That's how I found out - since
Page 33 Page 35
10:00:27 1 conversations you have reported, did you suggest to 10:04:39 1 the 21st?
10:00:33 2 Mr. Terrell that Petra would no longer do business 10:04:42 2 Q. Vb-huh.
10:00:38 3 with DeBest ifDeBest testified in this case? 10:04:45 3 A. Yes. Because after I talked to Milford
10:00:39 4 A. No. 10:04:49 4 about the drinking fountains, I said, Milford is
10:00:46 5 Q. Do you consider Mr. Terrell honest? 10:04:53 5 taking care ofthe drinking fountains. We need to
10:00:46 6 A. Yes. 10:04:56 6 follow through with this with who he has been in
10:00:53 7 Q. Okay. Do you think he would honestly tell 10:05:00 7 contact with to get the drinking fountains taken care
10:00:55 8 others what the substance ofthe conversations that he 10:05:00 8 of.
10:00:59 9 had with you were about? 10:05:04 9 Q. And who was Milford in contact with about
10:01:00 10 A. Would he? 10:05:07 10 the drinking fountains?
10:01:02 11 Q. Yes. 10:05:10 11 A. LK to get the drinking fountains delivered
10:01:03 12 A. I guess if asked, yeah. 10:05:15 12 so they can be replaced would by my take on who he has
10:01:10 13 Q. Okay. Would there be any reason whatsoever 10:05:19 13 been in contact with regarding the drinking fountain.
10:01:15 14 that you can think of as you sit here today that 10:05:23 14 Q. And when was it that you talked to
10:01:18 15 Mr. Terrell would lie to someone about something that 10:05:24 15 Mr. Terrell about that?
10:01:19 16 you said? 10:05:26 16 A The drinking fountains?
10:01:20 17 A. No. 10:05:27 17 Q. Yeah.
10:01:33 18 Q. Okay. And ifMr. Terrell reported that you 10:05:33 18 A. The 21st and the 22nd. That's when it came
10:01:39 19 had called and threatened not to do business with 10:05:38 19 to my knowledge that the issue of the drinking
10:01:46 20 DeBest because ofDeBest's appearance in this case, 10:05:41 20 fountains had not been resolved.
10:01:52 21 you would accept that as the truth; is that correct? 10:05:49 21 MR. TROUT: Let's go off the record for five
10:01:53 22 A. No. 10:05:50 22 minutes.
10:01:57 23 Q. Well, why would he say that? 10:05:51 23 THE WITNESS: Okay.
10:01:59 24 MR. WALKER: Objection. Calls for speculation. 10:12:51 24 (Recess taken from 10:05 a.m. to 10:12 a.m.)
10:02:24 25 THE WITNESS: I don't know. 10:12:53 25 MR. TROUT: Back on the record.
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10:13:12 1 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) In the period since the 21st 10:14:21 1 REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE
10:13:16 2 ofOctober, do you know whether or not Mr. Bennett has 10:14:21 2 STATE OF IDAHO)
10:13:23 3 had any face-to-face meetings with Milford Terrell? ) ss.
10:13:24 4 A. Not to my knowledge. 10:14:21 3 COUNTY OF ADA )
10:14:21 4
10:13:27 5 Q. How about Mr. Coughlin?
10:14:21 5 I, JANET FRENCH, Certified Shorthand Reporter and
10:13:30 6 A. Not to my knowledge. 10:14:21 6 Notary Public in and for the State ofIdaho, do hereby
10: 13: 34 7 Q. Did you go to the Boise State game last 10:14:21 7 certify:
10:13:34 8 weekend? 10:14:21 8 That prior to being examined, the witness named
10:13:35 9 A. I did. 10:14:21 9 in the foregoing deposition was by me duly sworn to
10: 13: 38 10 Q. Did you have a meeting with Mr. Terrell? 10:14:21 10 testify to the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
10: 13: 38 11 A. I didn't. 10:14:21 11 the truth;
10:13:42 12 Q. Have you had any face-to-face meeting with 10:14:21 12 That said deposition was taken down by me in
10:14:21 13 shorthand at the time and place therein named and
10:13:56 13 Mr. Terrell since the 21st ofOctober?
10:14:21 14 thereafter reduced to typewriting under my direction,
10:13:58 14 A. Not to my knowledge. 10:14:21 15 and that the foregoing transcript contains a full,
10:14:19 15 MR. TROUT: Thank you, sir. That's all I have. 10:14:21 16 true and verbatim record of said deposition.
10:14:21 16 MR. WALKER: Thank you. No questions. 10:14:21 17 I further certify that I have no interest in the
10:14:21 17 10:14:21 18 event of this action.
10:14:21 18 (The deposition concluded at 10:14 a.m.) 10:14:21 19 WITNESS my hand and seal this day of
10:14:21 19 (Signature requested.) 10:14:21 20 2010.
10:14:21 20 10:14:21 21 ~nd::tMrtb10:14:21 2210:14:21 21
TFRENCH,
10:14:21 22 10:14:21 23 CSR, RPR and Notary
10:14:21 23 Public in and for the
10:14:21 24 10:14:21 24 State ofIdaho.
10:14:21 25 10:15:23 25 My Commission Expires: 11-03-2016
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10:14:21
10:14:21
10:14:21
1
2
3
VERIFICATION
STATE OF -'
) ss.
COUNTY OF ---!
10:14:21
10:14:21
10:14:21
10:14:21
10:14:21
10:14:21
10:14:21
10:14:21
10:14:21
10:14:21
10:14:21
10:14:21
10:14:21
4
5 I, JERRY FRANK, being first duly sworn on
6 my oath, depose and say:
7 That I am the witness named in the foregoing
8 deposition taken on the 11th day ofNovember, 2010,
9 consisting ofpages numbered I to 39, inclusive;
10 that I have read the said deposition and know the
11 contents thereof; that the questions contained
12 therein were propounded to me; that the answers to
13 said questions were given by me; and that the answers
14 as contained therein (or as corrected by me therein)
15 are true and correct.
16
Corrections Made: Yes__No__
10:14:21 17
10:14:21 18
10:14:21
10:14:21
19
20
JERRY FRANK
10:14:21 21
10:14:21 22
10:14:21 23
Subscribed and sworn to before me this, _
day of, --', 2010, at, -', Idaho.
10:14:21 25
10:14:21 24
Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at , Idaho.
My Commission Expires: _
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Thomas G. Walker (lSB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB NO; 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantiCounterciaimant, Petra Incorporated
',_ MOV.1 52010
y 4. _to NAVA~.RO, Clerk
1 , '.,"KATHY BIEHL\, ,," IlPUTV
,~,~-,,-,,- '
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, AN IDAHO
MUNICIPAL CORPORATION,
Case No. CV-OC-09-07257
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, AN IDAHO
CORPORATION. ,
Defendant.
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR
SANCTIONS
Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled matter, by
and through its attorneys of record, Cosho Humphrey, LLP submits this memorandum in
opposition to the City's Motion for Sanctions.
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1. Introduction
The City claims that Petra's president, Jerry Frank, threatened and intimidated two of the
City's expert witnesses - a claim that is unsupported by the "evidence" submitted in the City's
affidavits. Petra has moved to strike significant portions of the affidavits of Kim Trout, Leo
Geis, and Tim Petsche on the grounds that they contain inadmissible hearsay, lack foundation
and personal knowledge, and are purely speculative. Petra submits herewith excerpts from the
transcript of the deposition of Jerald S. Frank taken on November 11, 2010 during which the
City's counsel, Kim Trout, interrogated Mr. Frank about his conversations with Leo Geis and
Milford Terrell. 1
While Petra does not dispute that this Court has inherent authority to assess sanctions for
bad faith conduct - there has been no such conduct in this case. Further, there is no evidence of
any threats made by Mr. Frank.
The most significant consideration for this Court's analysis is whether the City has
suffered any prejudice. Even if the Court is willing to consider the testimony of the affidavits
and even if the Court assumes the allegations are true, there is still no testimony from the City's
affiants that the conversations between Mr. Frank and Geis, on the one hand, or Mr. Frank and
Mr. Terrell on the other hand, were threatening or intimidating. At the very minimum, Mr.
Frank spoke to two of the City's designated experts, who also happens to be a long-time business
acquaintances, and with whom Petra has continuing business relationship on other projects.
Although, such conversations may not permitted under Rule 26(b)(4)(A)(iii) of the Idaho Rules
1 Affidavit ofThomas G. Walker, dated November 15,2010 (Walker November 15,2010 Affidavit), at Exhibit A-
Deposition of Jerald S. Frank taken on November 11,2010 ("Frank November 11,2010 Deposition").
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of Civil Procedure, Mr. Frank is not an attorney and is not versed of the discovery rules
contained in the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. And, Petra's counsel was not aware of the
conversations prior to the contacts and certainly did not direct Mr. Frank to contact either Mr.
Geis or Mr. Terrel1.2
Notably, the City has not provided any evidence that it suffered any prejudice as a result
of the conversations Mr. Frank had with either Mr. Geis or Mr. Terrell, but it is certainly
posturing to vacate the trial in this matter. The attempts to delay matters in this case by the City
are numerous and continuing. It is Petra's belief that the City hopes to make this litigation so
expensive and drawn out that Petra will tire of the battle and simply walk away. Petra opposes
the City's request for sanctions because the conversations with Mr. Geis and Mr. Terrell have not
resulted in any prejudice to the City. As set forth below, it is likely that Mr. Geis' testimony
would not be admitted at trial because it is totally irrelevant and further, the City has already
designated another expert witness, Lee Cotten, to testify to the same matters as Mr. Geis.
2. Law and Argument.
The City cites to criminal statute §18-2604(1) and asserts that Petra violated the statute.
The penalty for violating the criminal statute is a misdemeanor, punishable by up to six months
in jail, a fine of $300 or both. Apparently, the City wants this Court to find Jerry Frank guilty of
a criminal statute, beyond a reasonable doubt, and then impose a sanction not permitted by the
criminal statute - and all of this based on the inadequate and inadmissible evidence contained in
the affidavits the City submitted in support of its motion.
2 Walker November 15,2010 Affidavit at ~ 4.
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Even if the Court assumes the allegations contains in the affidavits are true, they do not
contain admissible evidence of any threat or intimidation. The Affidavit of Kim Trout, which
consists of nothing but hearsay, insinuates that Mr. Frank told Mr. Terrell that he would no
longer do business with him ifhe testified. In fact, Mr. Frank denied having threatened not to do
business with Mr. Terrell's company, DeBest Plumbing, in the future.3 Mr. Terrell has never
been designated as an expert by Meridian, but rather one of the employees of DeBest Plumbing,
Jason Neidigh was designated as the expert. The City has presented no evidence that Mr. Frank
ever had any communications with Mr. Neidigh.
The Affidavit of Leo Oeis, again containing almost entirely inadmissible testimony,
states specifically that "[Mr. Frank] expressed no direct threat against me," but he did quote to a
biblical passage that Mr. Oeis interpreted to mean that they should go to church leadership with
their difficulties. Interestingly, there were no difficulties between Mr. Frank and Mr. Geis, who
have known each other and conducted business for at least 10 years.4
Finally, the Affidavit of Tim Petsche, contains no testimony of any comments made to
him by Mr. Frank, but he refers to a comment made by an individual, Brad Bird, who is not an
agent or employee of Petra. According to Mr. Petsche Mr. Bird stated that he thought the City
got what it paid for on the project. Mr. Frank testified during his deposition that he did not know
Mr. Bird, and that he has never talked to him.s
The affidavits submitted by the City present the total basis for the City's claim that Mr.
Frank threatened and/or intimidated designated experts. As a sanction, the City asks the Court to
3 Frank November 11,2010 Deposition at pp. 26-37.
4Id. at pp. 18-25.
sId. at p. 7:9-25, pp. 8 & 9 and p. 10:1-16.
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assess monetary sanctions, vacate the trial, and strike Petra's pleadings. Even setting aside the
admissibility issue, the alleged facts fall far short of establishing threats, intimidation or bad faith
that would warrant sanctions.
The only applicable Rule that addresses party contact with an opposing party's expert is
contained in Rule 26(b)(4)(A)(iii) that states, "No party shall contact an expert witness of an
opposing party without first obtaining the permission of the opposing party or the court." There
is no Rule that addresses the sanction for contacting an opposing party's witness. The Rule that
most appropriately addresses discovery violations is Rule 37(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure. Rule 37(b)(2) sets forth the sanctions available for violations of a discovery order
which include, but are not limited to designating facts as established for the purpose of the
action, refusing the disobedient party to support or oppose designated claims or defenses,
prohibiting the disobedient party from introducing designated matters in evidence, striking out
pleadings or portions thereof, staying proceedings until the order is obeyed, dismissing the
action, or rendering a judgment by default. LR.C.P. 37(b)(2)(A)-(D). It is well established in
Idaho that when a party fails to comply with a discovery order, the Idaho Supreme Court has
required the trial courts to consider three factors when considering such a decision prior to an
order of dismissal:
The two primary factors area clear record of delay and ineffective lesser
sanctions, which must be bolstered by the presence of at least one 'aggravating'
factor, including: 1) delay resulting from intentional conduct, 2) delay caused by
the plaintiffpersonally, or 3) delay causing prejudice to the defendant.
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State Ins. Fund v. Jarolimek, 139 Idaho 137, 139, 75 P.3d 191, 193 (2003); Ashby v. Western
Council Lumber Production, 117 Idaho 684, 686, 791 P.2d 434, 436 (1990). In Jarolimek, the
Court was reviewing the trial court's dismissal of an action as a discovery sanction and reversed
the ruling because there was no articulated prejudice to the opposing party and no evidence why
the prejudice would be so serious that it outweighed the disobedient party's prejudice in having
to go forward without its key witness. Sanctions under Rule 37(b) are for violations ofa court's
discovery order. Petra has not violated any order in this case, but Mr. Frank did have
conversations with Mr. Geis and Mr. Terrell. However, the analysis from Jarolimek and Ashby
are instructive as to an appropriate analysis.
In this case, Mr. Frank was not aware of the discovery rule. His attorneys, after learning
of the communication, advised him of the rule and its prohibition of contacting the opposing
party's experts, even if they are long-time acquaintances and business associates. This is
significant, because had there been an express order that was violated, that scenario is much
more deserving of a sanction as a person has been put on explicit notice of what they can and
cannot do. Here, Mr. Frank was unaware of the discovery rules. This distinction is significant
because it also goes to the intent and bad faith. There was no intention to delay matters or give
effect to bad faith motives. The City has disclosed thirteen expert witnesses in this case. The
one expert that Mr. Frank spoke to was Leo Geis. Ultimately, at trial Mr. Geis' testimony would
not be irrelevant and would likely not be admitted by this Court. Leo Geis was designated to
testify with respect to the aerial imagery. After the project was completed, Mr. Geis took
thermal photographs of the City Hall that shows there is heat leakage. This testimony is totally
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SANCTIONS
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irrelevant since the photographs, are not dated and were taken after the punch lists were
completed. Whether the building is presently leaking heat is in no way relevant to these
proceedings. Moreover, the City identified a second expert, Lee Cotten to testify to the same
matter. Both Mr. Cotten and Mr. Geis are principals of Votum Thermography. Finally, the City
has presented no evidence that Mr. Geis has expressed a desire not to testify or that he refuses to
testify.
With regard to Millford Terrell, he has never been identified or disclosed as an expert
Rather a DeBest employee, Jason Neidigh was disclosed as the expert. Mr. Frank did not have
any communication with Mr. Neidigh. Mr. Frank did speak to Mr. Terrell, but he did not
threaten or intimidate his long-time friend and fellow businessman.6 Furthermore, Mr. Neidigh
was identified to testify with respect to plumbing issues and the Plaza water features, all of
which are warranty issues and not relevant to this case.
3. Conclusion
Based upon the foregoing, Petra respectfully requests the Court to deny the City's motion
for sanctions because it has suffered no prejudice by Mr. Frank's single conversation with Mr.
Geis and Mr. Terrell.
6 Frank November 11,2010 Deposition at pp. 26-37.
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DATED: November 15,2010.
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 15th day ofNovember, 2010, a true and correct copy
of the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
o
~
o
o
o
u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile: 331-152
E- 1·
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ORIGINAL
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (lSB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantiCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
: :: W-~:52
NOV, 1 5 2010
.I."toNAVARRO, Clerk f'
_KATHY BIEHL
HPUlY
3:'~,:"----:-- - ,
........ ...,.: ",_,,~~-",", } ··,i
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, AN IDAHO
MUNICIPAL CORPORATION,
Case No. CV-OC- 09-07257
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, AN IDAHO
CORPORATION. ,
Defendant.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF THE
AFFIDAVITS OF KIM TROUT, LEO GElS,
AND TIM PETSCHE
Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled matter, by
and through its attorneys of record, Cosho Humphrey, LLP submits its Memorandum in Support
ofMotion to Strike Portions ofthe Affidavits of Kim Trout, Leo Geis and Tim Petsche.
J MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OFTHE AFFIDAVITS OF KIM TROUT, LEO GElS, AND TIM PETSCHE637669_2 Page I007049 
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1. Introduction
Meridian alleges that Petra should be sanctioned for engaging in "grossly inappropriate"
conduct by contacting certain of the City's experts. The City does not present any admissible
evidence in support of its claim. The City submitted affidavit testimony alleging that Mr. Frank
contacted Leo Geis and Milford Terrell and threatened each of them.
Curiously, Mr. Terrell did not submit an affidavit, but rather Mr. Trout submitted his own
affidavit outlining the content of his alleged conversation with Jason Neidigh, an employee of
DeBest Plumbing. Mr. Trout's inadmissible affidavit is an attempt to have the Court consider
what Mr. Frank may have said to Mr. Terrell.
The City also offers the Affidavit of Leo Geis that contains little admissible evidence and
no admissible evidence that Mr. Frank made any threat directed to Mr. Geis.
Finally, the City offers the Affidavit of Tim Petsche who testifies that he was contacted
by a Brad Bird, who is not an employee or agent of Petra, and who told him that he worked on
the Meridian City Hall and he thought the City got what it paid for on the project. It is hard to
tell how this telephone call, which is hearsay in and of itself, is even relevant to Petra making
any alleged threats. Notably, Jerry Frank testified in his November 11,2010 deposition that he
did not know Brad Bird and never talked to him.!
1 Affidavit ofThomas G. Walker, dated November 15,2010, at Exhibit A - Deposition of Jerald S. Frank taken on
November 11,2010 ("Frank November 11,2010 Deposition") at 7:9-25, pp. 8 & 9 and p. 10:1-16.
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2. Law and Analysis
2.1 Affidavit of Kim Trout
The Affidavit of Kim Trout consists entirely of inadmissible hearsay testimony. Petra
respectfully requests the Court to strike paragraphs 5, 6, and 7, each addressed below;
5. In several conversations that I have had with Jason Neidigh it has been
disclosed to me that Jerry Frank ofPetra, Inc. contacted Milford Terrell
and indicated to him that ifDeBest Plumbing were to proceed to provide
testimony against Petra, Inc. in this matter, that it would negatively impact
anyfuture business relationship between DeBest Plumbing and Petra, Inc.
This entire paragraph contains inadmissible hearsay. Mr. Trout is attempting to testify to
what Mr. Neidigh told him, that in turn was allegedly told to Mr. Neidigh by Mr. Terrell, that in
tum was allegedly told to Mr. Terrell by Mr. Frank. This statement consists of hearsay within
hearsay, within hearsay, within hearsay and is not admissible under the Idaho Rules ofEvidence.
In Idaho, hearsay is a "statement, other than one made by the declarant while testifying at
the trial or hearing, offered in evidence to prove the truth of the matter asserted." I.R.E.801(c).
Notably, absent some other exception, under this standard even prior statements made by the
testifying party are hearsay unless that party made them at a trial or hearing.
This statement is clearly being offered for the truth of the matter asserted, which is that
Mr. Frank contacted Mr. Terrell and allegedly told him that if DeBest Plumbing testified it
would negatively impact their future business relationship. Importantly, Mr. Frank denied
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF
THE AFFIDAVITS OF KIM TROUT, LEO GElS, AND TIM PETSCHE
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telling Mr. Terrell that testimony by Mr. Neidigh would adversely impact Petra's 17-year
business relationship with DeBest Plumbing.2
6. Due to this fact Mr. Neidigh has been placed in a very negative situation
by Petra, Inc.
This statement is inadmissible because it not only is premised on hearsay, but it also lacks
foundation and personal knowledge. Mr. Trout has no personal knowledge and cannot testify as
to what position Mr. Neidigh has been placed in. As a result, this speculative statement should
be stricken from the record because it is conclusory and lacks foundation. See Hecla Min. Co. v.
Star Morning Mon. Co., 122 Idaho 778, 784, 839 P.2d 1192, 1198 (l992)(Supreme Court upheld
trial court's determination that certain affidavits "are generalized, conclusory, and lack the
specificity required by IRCP 56(e)").
7. Based upon the information I have received, Petra willfully conducted
itself improperly and acted with an improper purpose when it contacted
this expert witness' employer, and through its direct and/or indirect
threats has attempted to intimidate, influence, threaten, and obstruct the
City's expert witness from testifying freely, fully and truthfully in the
matter presently before the Court.
This statement is based entirely on hearsay, it lacks foundation, and is speculative. Mr.
Trout is attempting to testify to his professional opinion of the inadmissible hearsay testimony.
He improperly speculates regarding inappropriate threats, when there is no admissible testimony
of any threat. Paragraphs 5, 6, and 7 ofMr. Trout's affidavit should be stricken.
2.2 Affidavit of Leo Geis
2 Frank November 11,2010 Deposition at pp. 33:25, p. 34:1-25.
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Petra requests the Court to strike paragraphs 3 through 8 of Leo Geis' affidavit. Each
paragraph is addressed below:
3. On or about October 21, 2010, Jerry Frank, of Petra, Incorporated
contacted me via telephone. During the conversation, his demeanor was
icy. It was my perception that Mr. Frank held the beliefthat since I was
testifying on behalfofthe City, that I was coming after him.
The last sentence of this paragraph lacks foundation and personal knowledge. Mr. Geis
cannot testify to what Mr. Frank believes. This sentence should be stricken.
4. While he expressed no direct threat against me he did quote me a verse
from Proverbs 25:9 which states, "Debate thy cause with thy neighbor
himself, and discover not the secret to another. "
The portion of this sentence following, "While he expressed no direct threat against me"
is hearsay and should be stricken.
5. Mr. Frank's point was that since we were both Christians, we should go to
church leadership with our difficulties and avoid the public eye. I felt that
this was a very skewed interpretation ofthis passage.
This paragraph is inadmissible because it lacks foundation and personal knowledge. Mr.
Geis cannot testify to Mr. Frank's intentions or his interpretation ofthe bible verse.
6. It would be unreasonable for me to say that Mr. Frank was not trying to
influence me, however, I am uncertain what he wanted me to do. A
reasonable man would conclude that he wanted me to do something.
This paragraph is nonsensical, lacks foundation, and is speculative. It is obviously
speculative as Mr. Geis stated that he did not even know what it was that he was allegedly being
influenced to do.
7. I felt that this contact was grossly inappropriate. I tried to explain to Mr.
Frank that I give testimony on both sides ofissues, and that I am unbiased.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF
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As proof of this I pointed out that the pictures I had taken are purely
objective. However, I could tell that these arguments got no traction with
him.
The first sentence lacks foundation and is speculative. The second and third sentences
contain hearsay, because they are out-of-court statements being offered for the truth of the matter
asserted.
8. It was my impression from Mr. Frank's interpretation ofthis Proverb that
what he was trying to say to me was as a Christian I should not testify in a
manner that would be pejorative against another Christian.
This paragraph lacks foundation and is speculative. Mr. Geis is attempting to testify to
Mr. Frank's interpretation of the Proverb. He cannot testify to Mr. Frank's thoughts or
interpretations.
2.3 Affidavit of Tim Petsche
Petra respectfully requests the Court to strike paragraphs 3, 4, and 5 of Tim Petsche's
affidavit, each paragraph is addressed below.
3. On or about November 2, 2010, Brad Bird, contacted me via telephone.
The conversation concerned the work that he had performed on the
Meridian City Hall which is the focus of this case. During my
conversation, he indicated to me that he had become aware that I had
been hired as an expert witness testifying on behalfofthe Plaintiff in this
matter. While he didn't seem to know specifically how I was going to
testify, he made it very clear that it was his opinion that the City of
Meridian got exactly what they paidfor.
As an initial note, this paragraph alleges that Mr. Petsche was contacted by Brad Bird, but
does not identify who he is, other than that he performed some work on the Meridian City Hall.
It does not establish that he is either an employee of Petra or some other agent of Petra. Further,
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF
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it does not establish that anyone from Petra even had a conversation with Mr. Bird regarding the
case. In fact, Mr. Frank testified during his November 11,2010 deposition that he did not know
Brad Bird and that he never talked to him.3 All of paragraph 3 above, with the exception of the
first sentence, contains inadmissible hearsay. The testimony is also irrelevant. Evidence is
relevant if it has "any tendency to make the existence of any fact that is of consequence to the
determination of the action more probable or less probable that it would be without the
evidence." I.R.E.401. "Evidence which is not relevant is not admissible." I.R.E.402. The City
is seeking sanctions against Petra; the alleged fact that Mr. Petsche was called by some unknown
person who worked in some capacity on the Meridian City Hall, and made no threat, but rather
stated an opinion that the City got what they paid for, is not relevant in any way to the City's
claim that Petra made inappropriate threats to its expert.
4. It was my impression that part ofMr. Bird's motive in contacting me was
to discover additional information regarding my investigation and
findings.
This statement lacks foundation, lacks personal knowledge and is purely speculative; Mr.
Petsche is not competent to testify to Mr. Bird's motives. This statement is also irrelevant.
5. While he expressed no direct threat against me, I did feel intimidated.
Furthermore, I felt that this contact was grossly inappropriate.
This paragraph is irrelevant. Additionally, the last sentence lacks foundation and
personal knowledge.
3 Frank November 11,2010 Deposition at 7:9-25, pp. 8 & 9 and p. 10:1-16.
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3. Conclusion
Based upon the foregoing, Petra respectfully requests the Court to strike the
aforementioned paragraphs.
DATED: November 15,2010.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 15th day ofNovember, 2010, a true and correct copy
\
of the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
D
~
D
D
D
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile: 331-1529
1
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OR\G\I~AL
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB NO. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, PETRA'S MOTION TO SHORTEN
TIME FOR HEARING
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
DefendantiCounterclaimant.
The above-named DefendantiCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and
through its attorney of record, Thomas G. Walker, of the law firm Cosho Humphrey, LLP moves
this Court pursuant to Rule 7(b)(3) of the Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure for an Order shortening
0 ETRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARINGMOTION TO STRIKE639385 Page 1007058
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the required period for hearing Petra's Motion to Strike Portions of the Affidavits of Kim Trout,
Leo Geiss and Tim Petsche.
This motion is made because there is insufficient time to give the notice required by Rule
7(b)(3) prior to the hearing scheduled on these motions for Monday, November 22,2010 at 1:30
p.m.
DATED: November 15, 2010.
By::::s....J.'-X..~~~~.L!!.~'FL:.~~_
THOMAS G. 'ALKER
Attorneys for efendants/Counterclaimant
PETRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 15th day ofNovember, 2010, a true and correct copy
of the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
~
D
,-
~
D
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
11:
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
•.----:'l::r-~-_
AItl ~JJ 3: 2e-
NOV 1 5 2010
4. MltO NAVARRO, Clerk
.,KAntvBIEHl :. .i
~~i . IIPU1v...t.~~_.--_._- ';:':':::::_:':;'.""!,~,, ~._ .,;J
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
NOTICE OF HEARING
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, That the undersigned, attorneys for Petra Incorporated,
("Petra"), the Defendant/Counterclaimant in the above-entitled matter, will bring before the
Honorable Ronald J. Wilper of the above-entitled Court, for hearing at the Ada County
Courthouse, 200 West Front Street, Boise, Idaho 83702, on Monday, the 22nd day of
NOTICE OF HEARING
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November, 2010, at the hour of 1:30 p.m. or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard,
Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated's Motion to Shorten Time for Hearing and Petra
Incorporated's Motion to Strike Portions of the Affidavits of Kim Trout, Leo Geiss and Tim
Petsche.
DATED: November 15,2010.
NOTICE OF HEARING
639393
By:....::s.J-J~~~~~~.4~~~~
THOMAS G. Wrv. ,....n ·,R
Attorneys for Defi ant/Counterclaimant, Petra
Incorporated
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 15th day ofNovember, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
NOTICE OF HEARING
639393
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D
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u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile: 331-1529
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NO·------:=~H+---­
FILED iA.M ,P.M-!- _
NOV 15 2010
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
ByA.GARDEN
DEPUTY
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
)
) CASE NO. CV OC 09-7257
)
)
) AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County ofAda )
a
:::0
-GJ
-2:
::t>
r-
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE - 1
otary Public for Idaho
Residing at Boise
Commission expires: 12/2112013
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me
I, DEXTER L. COLE, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1. I am a resident of Ada County, over the age of eighteen (18) years, not a party to this
action and I am competent to make this Affidavit.
2. On November 15,2010, at approximately 1/·11t a.m., I served Registered Agent,
Merrily Munther ofMunther Goodrum, by personally handing her a true and correct copy ofthe
Subpoena Duces Tecum to Pac-West Interiors, Inc., and Steve Packard and a check in the amount of
$25.70 in this matter at the business address of 1161 W. River S t, Suite 350, Boise, Idaho 83702, Ada
County, Idaho.
FURTHER your affiant sayeth naught.
PO BOX 190705, BOISE, ID 83719
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT NOV 15 2010
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
ByA.GARDEN
DEPUTY
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
)
) CASE NO. CV OC 09-7257
)
)
) AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County ofAda )
I, DEXTER L. COLE, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1. I am a resident of Ada County, over the age of eighteen (18) years, not a party to this
action and I am competent to make this Affidavit.
2. On November 15,2010, at approximately II. '/Ie. a.m., I served Registered Agent,
Merrily Munther ofMunther Goodrum, by personally handing her a true and correct copy ofthe
Subpoena to Pac-West Interiors, Inc., and Steve Packard and a check in the amount ofSS1.40 in this
matter at the business address of 1161 W. River Street, Suite 350, Boise, Idaho 83702, Ada County,
Idaho.
FURTHER your affiant sayeth naught.
o
:::0
-GJ
-Z
»
r
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE - 1
tary Public for Idaho
esiding at Boise
Commission expires: 12/21/2013
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me is 15th day ofNovember, 2010.
PO BOX 190705, BOISE, mmll:flm'.tJ11-"
007065
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NO. FILED 1
A.M --'P.M. -L..---
NOV 15 2010
KIM J. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB #5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY,P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
ByA.GARDEN
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
NOTICE OF DEPOSITION DUCES
rECUM
Novennber19,2010
10:00 a.nn.
TO: DEFENDANT AND ITS ATTORNEY OF RECORD
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Plaintiff, the City of Meridian, by and through its attorneys
of record, Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A., will take the testimony, on oral
examination, of Steve Packard ("Deponent"), before a duly qualified court reporter, at the offices of
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A, 225 N. 9th Street, Ste. 820, Boise, ID 83702 on the
22nd day of Novennber at 9:00 a.nn., then and there to testify in the above-entitled action now
pending in the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the
County of Ada, at which time and place all parties are notified to attend and participate as they may
deem appropriate.
NOTICE OF DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM-1
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Deponent is required, pursuant to Rule 34 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, to bring to
the place above-named for the taking of said deposition and to have available for copying and
inspection the following documents:
Any and all business records, invoices and receipts relating to the City of Meridian
City Hall Project.
Said deposition will continue day to day, weekends and holidays to be excluded, until
completed, and shall be taken pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
DATED this I)'day of November, 2010.
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
NOTICE OF DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM - 2
By: ~f'---'-'--_cL _
Attomeys for Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this Ie;- day of November, 2010, a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner
stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
M&M Court Reporting
421 W. Franklin Street
Boise, ID 83702
NOTICE OF DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM - 3
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Email
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
D
~
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,NO. FILED 9?Jq--
A.M -'P.M. _..
KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB #5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
NOV 16 2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, CIElrk
By E. HOLMES
:J:'PU1'Y
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
SUPPLEMENT TO PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY
JUDGMENT RE: LIABILITY
The City of Meridian hereby submits this Supplement to its Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment Re: Liability (the "Motion").l This Supplement is supported by the Affidavit of Kim J.
Trout in Support of Supplement to Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Re: Liability
("Trout Affidavit"), filed contemporaneously herewith, and all other papers and pleadings on flie
herein.
This Court heard arguments on the Motion on October 4, 2010. As of November 15,2010,
no decision has been issued by this Court. Subsequent to the October 4, 2010 hearing, new
evidence has come to light through deposition testimony that has direct relevance on the Motion.
1 The tenus defined in the Motion and supporting memoranda shall be used herein without being re-defined.
CITY OF MERIDIAN'S SUPPLEMENT TO REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT RE: LIABILITY - 1
007069
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,This Supplement and the Trout Affidavit are being filed pursuant to LR.C.P. 56(c) so that the Court
may take the additional evidence into consideration in making its decision on the Motion.2
INTRODUCTION OF SUPPLEMENTAL EVIDENCE
On November 10, 2010, the deposition of Richard Bauer was taken by counsel for the City,
Kim J. Trout. See Affidavit of Kim J. Trout in Support of Supplemental Memorandum at p. 1, ~ 3.
Mr. Bauer was testifying on behalf of Lemley International, Petra's expert witness identified by Petra
as an expert regarding the question of, among other things, whether Petra properly satisfied its
managerial duties pursuant to the CMA. Id.at p. 4 ~ 4. Of specific relevance, Mr. Bauer testified
that, in the expert opinion of Lemley International, Petra failed to manage the design contract. See
Id. at Exhibit A, pp. 170-172.
As explained by the City in its Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment Re: Liability ("Opening Memorandum"), and its Reply Memorandum in
Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Re: Liability ("Reply Memorandum"),
Petra had a specific duty to manage the design contract. See, e.g., Opening Memorandum, pp. 2-4
and 9-10; see also, Reply Memorandum, pp. 3-5.
Mr. Bauer's testimony, reflecting the opinion of Petra's designated expert on the subject, is
additional, material evidence of Petra's failure to perform its management duties as required by,
among other things, CMA sections 2.1.3, 3.3, 4.2, 4.7 and 9. Accordingly, the Court should take this
evidence into consideration in making its decision on the Motion.
2 I.R.C.P. 56(c) allows the Court, for good cause, to alter the time periods for filing briefs and affidavits. Here the good
cause is that new evidence has come to light which is dispositive on the issue of Petra's breach of the CMA.
CITY OF MERIDIAN'S SUPPLEMENT TO REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT RE: LIABILITY - 2
007070
 
                 
              
    
                
                   
               
               
                 
                
      
               
           
            
                
        
              
              
                 
          
                      
                     
           
        
lDATED this 16th day of November, 2010.
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
By: ~'--"-----
Kim]. Trout
Daniel Loras Glynn
Attorneys for Plaintiff
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 16th day of November, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
~--
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Email
~
D
D
D
CITY OF MERIDIAN'S SUPPLEMENT TO REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT RE: LIABILITY - 3
007071
 
       
      
 
  
   
   
   
                 
               
   
  
   
     
   
   
    
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
           
        
1'iO. FILED~
A.M_----P.M-.---
KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB #5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
NOV 16 2010
"j. QAVIQ NAVAAA91 GIArk
Iy I, t1QI.»~~
Of;PU1"f
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) :ss
County of ADA )
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
AFFIDAVIT OF KIMJ. TROUT IN
SUPPORT OF SUPPLEMENT TO
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL
SUMMARY JUDGMENT RE: LIABILITY
KIM J. TROUT, being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1. I am at least eighteen (18) years of age and am competent to testify regarding the
matters set forth herein.
2. I am a member of the law ftrm of TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. fuHRMAN.
GOURLEY, P.A., representing the Plaintiff in this matter, and I make the following statements based
upon my own personal knowledge.
3. On November 10, 2010, I took the deposition of Richard Bauer.
AFFIDAVIT OF KIMJ. TROUT IN SUPPORT OF SUPPLEMENT TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT RE: LIABILITY - 1
007072
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4. Mr. Bauer was testifying on behalf of Lemley International, Petra's expert witness.
Lemley International was identified by Petra as an expert regarding the question of, among other
things, whether Petra properly satisfied its managerial duties pursuant to the CMA.
S. Mr. Bauer testified in his deposition that, in the expert opinion of Lemley
International, Petra failed to manage the design contract.
6. Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit "A" IS a true and correct copy of the
pertinent portion of the deposition transcript.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, PA
BY'~KJtnJ. Trout
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 16th day of November, 2010.
----
AFFIDAVIT OF KIM J. TROUT IN SUPPORT OF SUPPLEMENT TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT RE: LIABILITY - 2
007073
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N~ary Public, State of Idaho 
Residing at: Meridian, ID 
My commission expires: November 3,2014 
             
      
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 16th day of November, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Email
~
o
o
o
AFFIDAVIT OF KIM J. TROUT IN SUPPORT OF SUPPLEMENT TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT RE: LIABILITY - 3
007074
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ROUGH DRAFT OF 11/11 & 12 BAUER
1 met the standard of care? 1
2 A. I believe so, yes. 2
3 Q. All right. Why? 3
4 A. Because ofthe way I answered the question 4
5 before, which is that their prime objective would have 5
6 been to manage the construction ofthe building and 6
7 all of the prime contracts, and that was done. 7
8 Q. Okay. Turning your attention to page 1 of 8
9 Exhibit No.2, section 1.1. Ifyou would read that 9
10 section to yourself and signify when you are done. 10
11 A. I'm done. 11
12 Q. All right. Directing your attention to the 12
13 last sentence, it says, "Construction manager shall at 13
14 all times further the interest of the owner through 14
15 efficient business administration and management." 15
16 Do you see that, sir? 16
17 A. Yes, sir. 17
18 Q. What is "efficient business administration 18
19 and management" in your professional opinion? 19
20 A. I haven't thought about that particular 20
21 sentence previously, but I would say that it's 21
22 managing the business, which would have been managinl 22
23 the prime contracts in a reasonably professional way. 23
24 Q. All right. Does that include being cost 24
2 5 effective for the benefit of the owner? 2 5
Page 165
1 A. I think it includes being cost effective. 1
2 Q. All right. If Petra failed to keep the 2
3 records, which would prove or disprove whether or not 3
4 they acted in a cost effective manner, is it still 4
5 your opinion that they have met the applicable 5
6 standard ofcare? 6
7 A. Yes. 7
8 Q. Okay. So in your professional opinion 8
9 simply because a building is standing, you have 9
10 assumed without knowing whether or not Petra did so in 10
11 a cost effective manner for the City; correct? 11
12 A. Well, it is not simply because the building 12
13 was standing. It is because ofthe reasons that I 13
14 mentioned before. 14
15 Q. Well, we don't have the records from which 15
16 we could prove or disprove Petra's management for 16
17 efficient business administration for the benefit of 17
18 the owner. 18
19 Do you understand that? 19
20 A. Well, I don't know if you have all the 20
21 records, but I know that some of the records are 21
22 available, because you've provided them to Lemley. 22
23 Q. Okay. Well, how manyrec.qrds can be 23
24 destroyed or lost by Petra before you can conclude 24
25 that they have failed to meet the standard ofcare? 25
pa.ge 166
A. I feel that they have met the standard of
care. I don't think that the -- your contention that
the records are not there are going to change that.
Q. Well, that wasn't my question.
A. I don't know how many, because I don't
know -- I've never looked into it. I don't know if
there is any. I don't know if there is a lot.
Q. SO as part of your examination of standard
of care by Petra, you haven't determined whether or
not the records which are missing were important; is
that right?
A. I don't know what records are missing. The
records that I've seen are from the project, so I know
there is a number ofrecords there.
Q. Okay. So turning your attention to section
4.2.
A. Yes, sir.
Q. If you'd read that section to yourself and
signify when you are done.
A. Yes, sir.
Q. In the course of your professional review of
this project, did you look for the written report
required by Petra in the development strategies phase?
A. I did not -- I did look for the written
report. I didn't fmd the written report. And I
Page 167
understand that the written report wasn't prepared by
Petra. I didn't find the owner's criteria as a
written document either.
Q. Did you find -- well, first of all, let's
break that down. Petra did not prepare this report;
correct?
A. To the best of my knowledge, that's correct.
Q. All right. Did you ask Petra whether they
billed 100 percent of the scheduled amount for the
development strategies phase to the City?
A. I'm aware that they did from the project
records that I've seen.
Q. Okay. And you said you looked for the
owner's criteria and didn't find it; is that right?
A. I didn't find that document.
Q. Okay. Did you find a document where Petra
requested the City provide a written owner's criteria?
A. I didn't find that document.
Q. Okay. Did you find any document prepared by
Petra in which they complained to the City of Meridian
about the lack of the owner's criteria which would
somehow impede them from doing their required work
under section 4.2 ofthe Construction Management
Agreement?
A. I didn'tsee a document like that.
Page 168
EXHIBIT
A
42 (Pages 165 to 168)
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ROUGH DRAFT OF 11/11 & 12 BAUER
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
Q. Okay. Did you find any meeting minutes in 1
which Petra complained about the lack of an owner's 2
criteria impeding their ability to do their work? 3
A. I didn't see any meeting minutes that say 4
that. I don't think that was the case. 5
Q. Okay. Is it your opinion as a licensed 6
construction manager that Petra was simply free to 7
disregard this specific contractual duty? 8
A. I would say they weren't free to disregard 9
it. I think they accomplished it through 10
collaborating with the owner and the architect in the 11
meetings. It is the same paragraph that is in the 12
architect's contract, and they were apparently to work 13
together on this report. And I think they did work 14
together on dealing with the design development. 15
Q. Well, hold on. Okay. I understand your 16
testimony. So am I correct in understanding that it's 17
your contention that Petra was entitled to be paid for 18
the preparation of a written report detailing its 19
understanding of the owner's criteria identifying any 20
design, construction, scheduling, budgetary, 21
operational, or other problems or recommendations that 22
may result from the owner criteria even though they 23
didn't do that work? 24
A. I don't feel it was wrong that they were 25
Page 169
Q. Yes, sir.
A. I misspoke. I think that Petra didn't
control the design. They didn't manage the designer.
They collaborated with the designer.
Q. SO it is your professional opinion that
Petra did not manage the designer in this project?
A. They didn't -- they didn't control them, and
they weren't the manager in the sense that they were
the -- in the sense that they were with the other
prime contractors.
Q. Well, let's step back.
MR. TROUT: Madam Court Reporter, would you
specifically read back his testimony just prior to his
last statement.
(The testimony was read back.)
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) So let's make our record very
clear. Did Petra manage the design for this project
or not in your professional opinion?
A. They did not manage the design contract.
They collaborated with the designer. They didn't
manage the design contract.
Q. My specific question, sir, and we are going
to be here for a while I guess, is: In your
professional opinion did Petra manage the design?
MS. KLEIN: I'm going to object as argumentative.
Page 171
1 paid for the development strategies phase, part of 1
2 which was the written report, and part of which is 2
3 resolving the issues, because they were resolved 3
4 through collaboration. 4
5 Q. Well, tell me what issues were resolved. 5
6 A. Whatever issues there were to get beyond the 6
7 design -- the development strategies phase the move on 7
8 to design. 8
9 Q. Well, that's a nice -- 9
lOA. I don't know all of the issues. I haven't 10
11 really -- I've looked at some minutes of meetings, but 11
12 I haven't really made an extensive list ofwhatever 12
13 issues they were discussing. 13
14 Q. Okay. 14
15 A. Presumably it would have to do with having 15
16 the space to conduct their business. 16
17 Q. SO let me ask you this: Where do we find 17
18 any documen~ reflecting Petra's understanding ofthe 18
19 owner's criteria? 19
20 A. The design, the project, the building. 20
21 Q. Well, but you contended and Lemley 21
22 International contends, and you said you agreed, that 22
23 Petra had no participation in the design whatsoever.
24 Remember your testimony? 4
25 A. No participation in the design?
pa.ge 170
MR. TROUT: Objection duly noted.
Q. (BY MR. TROUT) You can answer.
A. Not manage the design, no.
Q. Okay. So tell me what design problems Petra
identified as part of its work on the development
strategies phase.
A. The one issue was the fact that if -- with
the basement, the building would have penetrated the
clay layer beneath the site, which was an issue
related to the contaminated soils, and the building
had to be raised.
Q. Okay. What's the design issue that Petra
identified during the development strategies phase?
A. I do not have a list of those issues. I
don't have a recollection of those issues either.
Q. Do you have any other design issue that
occurred during the development strategies phase based
upon your professional review of this project?
A. I don't recall. I don't recall any issues.
Q. Okay. Tell me what scheduling issue Petra
identified during the development strategies phase.
A. They produced a preliminary schedule, and
they produced a preliminary schedule that met the
needs ofthe client.
Q. WliiU, that really wasn't my question.
Page 172
43 (Pages 169 to 172)
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NOV 1 7 2010
4,.1MtII> NAVAAPlO, ClIft
IWkAlliV.,...
..,
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB No. 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.comjeklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
VS.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
Case No. CV OC 0907257
PETRA INCORPORATED'S SECOND
SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF
EXPERT WITNESS INFORMATION
Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and through its attorney of record, Thomas G. Walker and
pursuant to the Order Setting Trial and Other Deadlines and Rule 26(b)(4) of the Idaho Rules of
Civil Procedure, hereby supplements its Disclosure of Experts dated August 12, 2010. Late
afternoon on November 16,2010 counsel for Petra was advised that the City ofMeridian intended to
PETRA INCORPORATED'S SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE
OF EXPERT WITNESS INFORMAnON
640773.doc
Page 1
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substitute Strata in place ofMTI as its expert witness. l In light ofthis substitution, Petra hereby adds
Raymond T. Miller, P.E., S.E., Senior Project Engineer with Miller Consulting Engineers, Inc., 9570
SW Barbur Blvd., Suite 100, Portland, Oregon 97219-5412 as an expert witness to testify at trial,
and in particular to provide rebuttal testimony of the testimony and reports, if any, provided by
Strata. Attached hereto as Bates Nos. PETRA97260 through Petra97272 is the curriculum vitae of
Mr. Miller and a copy ofthe Report ofRaymond Miller Re: Masonry Cast Stone and Brick Veneer
Evaluation, dated November 5, 2010.
DATED: November 17,2010.
1See Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker, dated November 17,2010 at Exhibit "A".
PETRA INCORPORATED'S SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE
OF EXPERT WITNESS INFORMAnON
640773
Page 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 17th day of November, 2010 a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim 1. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
o
o
o
~
o
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
E '1:
PETRA INCORPORATED'S SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE
OF EXPERT WITNESS INFORMAnON
640773.doc
Page 3
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"MILLER
November 5, 2010
Mr. Gene Bennett, Senior Advisor
PETRA, Inc.
1097 N. Rosario Street
Meridian, Idaho 83642
Mr. Tim McGourty, Owner
TMC Inc. Masonry Contractors
2313 Overland Road
Boise, Idaho 83705
CONSULTING
EN 6.1 N H H!;
Subject:
Gentlemen:
Masonry Cast Stone and Brick Veneer Evaluation
At Meridi~nCity lIall
33 E. BrQadway AVenue, Meridia.n, ID 83642
MCE Project Number: 100846
As yon have requested, Raymond 1. Miller, P.E., S.E., a consultant for Miller Consulting
Engineers, Inc., reviewed the docnments provided by you and subsequently performed a
structural site observation on October 29, 2010, at the subject building with limited
access to areas ofthe roof that were inaccessible. The purpose ofthis document review
and visual structural site observation was to respond to the report generated by Materials
Testing & Inspection dated September 29, 2010 (Exhibit 1).
This is a conditions assessment report and is limited to visual observations only; no other
meansoftestil1g or evaluation was performed to reach the conclusions in this letter.
Furthermore, the professional opinions expressed in this report ate baseds.olely on the
observed conditions at the time ofthe site observation and information supplied by the
client.
SUMMARY
The items noted in the report prepared by Materials Testing & Inspection can be repaired
or already appear to meet the construction document criteria. The repairs are simple and
non-invasive and, when completed, the masonry veneer installation will he a quality
installation and within industrY standards.
9570 sw Barbur Blv<i.. Suite 100Porlland, Oregon 97219·5412
Phone (503) 246,1250 Fax (503) 246·1395 www.millerengrs.com
PETRA97260
007080
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Masonry Cast Stone lind Brick Veneer Evaluation
At Meridian City Hall
33 E. Broadway Avenue, Meridian, 1D83642
MCE Project Number: 100846
November 5, 2010
Page 2 of4
Brick Fa~adeMechanical Screen East Side of Cooling Unit~ Page 2 of MT&I Report
(Specifications Section 04810)
The brick supporting ledger is missing which has produced a diagonal crack in the mortar
joints. Due to inaccessibility of the roof, the solutions offered are not site specific.
Typically, either a 3/8 inch .steel flat bar or ste.el angle ledger is added,aftet the bricks
around the crack have been removed or repointed. (Repointed meahs to grind out the
mortar, and once the bricks are aligned,place new mortar in the joihtS). The particular
method is determined by the method of support for the ledger.
Qrick Fa~ad~Mechanical Screen West Side, Page30fMT&1 Report (Sp~cifications
Section 04810)
The brick supporting ledger is missing, which.has produced a diagonal crack in the
mortar joints. Due to inaccessibility to the roof, the solutions offered are not site specific.
Typically, eith.er a 3/8 inch steel flat bar or steel angle ledger is added,after the bricks
arol.U1d the Crack have been removed or repointed. The particular method is determined
by the method ofsupport for the ledger.
Multiple Vertical Face MiSaliglllnenf, Page 4 of MT&1 Report (Specifications
Section 04720)
Shadows can be seen from what appears to be projections ofthe bottom of the cast stone
onto the cast stone units in the course below (recognizing the shadows in the picture are
dependent on the camera angle and sun location). However, this observation is not in
accordance with ASTM C1364-07, Section 8, which specifies how a visual inspection is
to be performed (Attachment D). Also, in accordance with Section 04720 ofthe project
specifications, the cast stone is to be manufactured by AlTiscraft International, Inc. as
noted·in specification Part 2.1-A (Attachment A). The material is to be in accordance
with Specification 2.2B.
The tolerance for the dimensions is plus or minus 1/8 inch (0.125 inches) plus the
tolerance for alignment from unitto adjacent unit which is 1/16 inch (0.0625 inches),
maximum (Part 3.8-A; attachment B). Therefore, a total of 3/16 inch (0.188 inches) is
allowed by the construction dOCuments. Based on the site observation, this maximum
vertical face alignment was not observed and the area shown in the picture at the top of
Page 4 of the MT&I report does not appear to exceed this maximum.
Cast Stone Block Facing East, Page 40f MT&l Report (Specification Section 04720)
Due to inaccessibility of the roof, the following observations are based on the pictures in
the MT&1 report. Mortar joint thicknesses and rotation are noted and are items of
concern. The mortarjoint thicknesses are within the project specifications, as noted in
Attachment B, Part 3.8-B, as 1/8 inch (plus or minus 0.125 inches) plus the unitvatlation
tolerance,as noted in Attachment A, of 1/8 inch (plUS or minus 0.125 inches). Plus, 3/8
inch (0.375 inches) for the mortar joint (Attachment C, Part 3.S-E) for a total maximum
mortar joint thickness of S/8 inch (0.625 inches maximum) is aUowedby the construction
PETRA97261
007081
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Masonry Cast Stone and Brick Veneer Evaluation
At Meridian City Hall
33 E. Broadway Avenue, Meridian, m 83642
MCE Project Number: 100846
November 5, 2010
Page 3 of4
documents. These thicknesses do not exceed any ofthe observed thicknesses noted on
Page 4 of the MT&I report. Inaddition~ the piece ofcast stone which has rotated 3
degrees from plumb can be removed and reset to level, ifrequired.
Cast Stone Block Facing East~Page S of MT&1 Report (Specification Section 04720)
Due to inaccessibility ofthe roof, limited observation of these items were observed. The
misalignment of the vertical face of the block are within the tolerances of the project
specifications, which call for the cast stone face dimensions to be plus or minus 1/8 inch,
or 0.125 inches (Attachment A) plus the tolerance for the vertical face alignment from
unit to adjacent unit is 1116 inch, or 0.0625 inches, maximum (Attachment B, Part 3.8-A)
for a total of3/16 inch,orO.l88 inches. This is less than the vertical face misalignment
measurements noted at the top of Page 5 and is acceptable according to the project
specifications.
The noted block rotation was not observed, but it can be removed and reset to level if
required. The multiple cracks in the mortar joints are not unusual and are a result of
shrinkage in the length of the cast stone units between control joints. The mortar joints
can be sealed or the crack joints can be repointed.
Cast Stone Block Facing East, Page S of MT&1 Report (Specification Section 04720)
Due to the inaccessibility ofthe roof, the observations are based on review ofthe pictures
from the MT&lreport. The mortar joint thickness, alignment, and cast stone vertical face
alignment are noted as items ofconcern. The mortar joint thickness is within the project
specifications, as noted in Attachment B, Part 3.8-B, as 1/8 inch (plus or minus 0.125
inches) plus the unit variation tolerance of 1/8 inch, or plus or minus 0.125 inches, as
noted in Attachment A, plus 3/8 inch (0375 inches for the mortar joint), as indicated in
Attachment C, Part 3.5-E~ for a total maximum mortar joint thickness of 5/8 inch;
variation can be between 1/8 inch, minimum, to 5/8 inch, maximum (0.125 to 0.625
inches). An exception to this is if a veneer anchor is present in the mortar joint, the
minimum thickness is 3/8".
The mortar joiot misalignment appears to be the adjustment of two stotiesofcast stone at
the start oIthe one. story cast stone veneer. The variation is just over 1/16 inch, or 0.0625
inches, of the allowable criteria and, if required, the unit can be removed and the mortar
joints adjusted to within the specified acceptable tolerances.
The misalignment of the vertical cast stone faces are within the tolerances ofthe project
specifications, which notes the cast stone face dimensions to be plus or minus 1/8 inch, or
0.125 inches (Attachment A), plus the tolerance alignment frOm unit to adjacent unit is
1/16 inch, or 0.0625 inches, maximum (Attachment B, Part 3.8-A) for a total of3/16
inch, or 0.188 inches. This is less than the vertical face misalignment noted and is
acceptable based on the project specifications.
PETRA97262
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Masonry Cast Stone and Brick Veneer Evaluation
At Meridian City Hall
33 E. Broadway Avenue, Meridian, ID83642
MCE Project Number: 100846
November 5, 2010
Page 4 of4
Third Floor, North Edge of Building, Page 6 ofMT&1 Report (Specification Section
04810)
Due to theinaccessibUity ofthe roof, the solutionis based on pictures from the MT&1
report. Tbe brick supporting the ledger is missing, which has produced a horizontal crack
in the mortar joint. Typically, either a 3/8 inch steel flat bar or steel angle ledger is added
after the brick around the crack has been removed orrepointed. The partieularrnethod is
determined by the method ofsupport for the ledger.
Vertical Face Misalignment of the Uppermost Cast Stone Block. Top Cast Stone
Block, South Facing Wall~ Page 6 ofMT&1 Report (Specification Section 04720)
Based on the site observation, the mOltar joint is not present and the expansion of the
horizontal tun from the control joint of the east stone units is causing the movement of
the top cast stone unit. The recommendation for the lack of mortar and the rotation is to
remove the mortal' joints to the third floor and replace the joint with a control joint, full
height, from the tbird floor to the top ofthe wall.
The observations noted in this report are based on information provided by the client and
MCR's structural site observation. Furthermore, the items noted are nota danger to the
public and pOse no immediate hazard. Completion of the above-notedrepairs will return
the masonry veneer to within the standards of the industry for quality and installation.
Ifyouhave any questions or additional concerns about the information provided in this
report, please feel free to contact me.
Respectfully,
t?;??~
Raymond T. Miller, P.E., S.B.
Senior Project Engineer
him
Enclosures:
Exhibitl (MT&l Report dated September 29,2010)
Attachment A
Attachment B
Attachment C
Attachment D
PETRA97263
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2.1 MANUFACTURERS
2.2 STONE
PART 2 - PRODUCTS
,
1. Products: Subject to compliance with requirement~ provide one of the products
specified.
04720-3 .
06016.01
ATTACHMENT A
A. Cast Stone Veneer: Provide stone that complies .with the following physical characteristics:
1. Building veneer as shown on drawings.
a. Color: Wheat.
b. FInish: Dressed and rocked.
c. Size:
1) 3-518 Inches wide by 11-518 Inches high by 23-518100008 long.
a) Notched and regular full face units as shown and detailed on
drawings.
2. Building soffit panels as shown on drawings.
a. 1-1/4-inch-thlck by 11-518-inch-hlgh by 23-518-1nches long (Arris clip units).
B. Cast Stone Custom Profiles: PrOVide stone that compiles with the following physical
characteristics:
3. Protect surfaces of window and door frames, as well as similar products with painted and
integral finishes. from mortar droppings.
4. Tum scaffold boards near the wall on edge at end of each day to prevent rain from
splashing mortar and dirt on completed stone veneer assemblies.
C. Cold-Weather Requirements: Do not use frozen materials or materials mixed orcoated with Ice
or frost. Do not build on frozen subgrade or setting beds. Remove and replace stone veneer
assemblies damaged by frost or freezing co.ndltlons. Comply with cold-weather construction
requirements contained In ACt 530.1/ASCE 6/fMS 602.
1. COld-Weather Cleaning: Use 6quld cleaning methods only when air temperature is 40
deg F and above and will remain so until masonry has dried. but not less than 7 days
after completing cleaning.
D. Hot-Weather Requirements: Comply with hot-weather construction requirements contained In
ACt 530.1/ASCE 6ITMS 602.
CAST STONE
Meridian City Hall- Cold Shell & Core Package
--+ A. Manufacturer: Arriscraft International, Inc.
B. In other Parl2 articles where subparagraph titles below Introduce lists, the following
requirements apply for product setectlon:
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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a. Products:
G. Water: Potable.
2.4 EMBEDDED FLASHING MATERIALS
•I'
I
I
I
B
I
,
tH
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
06016.01
1) Advanced BUilding Products Inc.; Peel-N-Seal.
2) Carlisle Coatings & Waterproofing; CCW-705-TWF Thru-Wall Flashing.
3) Dayton Superior Corporation, Our-O-Wal Division; Dur-O-Barrier-44.
4) Grace Construction Products, a unit of W.R. Grace & Co. - Conn.; Perm-A-
Barrier Wall Flashing.
5) Heckmann Building Products Inc.; No. 82 Rubberized-Asphalt Thru-Wall
Flashing.
ATTACHMENT A
a. Color: Wheat.
b. Finish: Dressed.
c. Trim Profiles: Bullnose, sloped sill, notched units and watertables.
d. Size: As shown on draWings.
1. Custom profiles as shown on drawings.
A. Flexible Flashing: For flashing not exposed to the exterior, use the following, unless otherwise
indicated:
1. Latex Additive: Acrylic resin.
1. Rubberized-Asphalt Flashing: Composite flashing product consisting of a pliable,
adhesive rubberized asphalt compound, bonded to a high-denslty, cross-laminated
polyethylene film to produce an overall thickness of not less than 0.040 inch.
1. Low-Alkali Cement: Not more than 0.60 percent total alkali when tested according to
ASTM C 114.
H. Mortar Aggregate: ASTM C144, standard masonry type; clean. dry, protected against
dampness. freezing, and foreign matter.
E. Masonry Cement: ASTM C 91.
F. Latex additive (water emulsion) described below, serving as replacement for part of or all
gaging water, of type specifically recommended by latex-additive manufacturer for use with job-
mixed portland cement mortar and not containing a retarder.
C. Portland Cement-Lime Mix: Packaged blend of portland cement complying with ASTM C 150,
Type I or III, and hydrated lime complying with ASTM C 207, Type S.
D. Mortar Cement: ASTM C 1329.
B. Hydrated Lime: ASTM C207, Type S.
A. Portland Cement: ASTM C 150, Type I or II, except Type III may be used for cold-weather
construction. Provide natural color.
2.3 MORTAR MATERIALS
Meridian City Hall· Cold Shell & Core Package
CAST STONE 04720 - 4
CM086178
PETRA97265
007085
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
III!JDm!!lmllmm,m.mmm, The function of caps and copings is to prevent moisture from.
".. 0.4.2.3.. O..'. U.S (04...7... 3.·.••...·.1.3•.US) . '. enterins.. the building etlVclope lhro\lgh the top ofdl.e.wall. A.'.s
.. . mostmanufaclUredmasonry unils are produced inrclativelyshort
..,...... ,..' ?.> .... ;~,;.;:.....< length$, ifthey are me.d asa cap or coping ml\teria~more mllrtar
.,.. "?:i;:';;; ......'c;,'-. ';.. " joints arc required between the individualllnits. Thes!l mortar
~R.~~~r.~~~~~~:~~~rY:.~~i~:-. t~~i:=::Q:I~I~~~~t~~~n~:~:~fr:~in
the indllSlry that longer compollents, such as quarried stone.or
metal parapet cap flashing, beu.'iCd to reduce the numberot]oinls,
th~'tby lintiting the areas that may allow moislu~ infiltration of
the building envelope.
Renaissance'MlI$(lnryUnilll are available fimJ)
our Cambridge, Ontari(lllnd Fort Valley, Georgia mamlfncturing
fucilities in 5tllJIdardcom and fmishes listed inTable 04230.2.A.
ATTACHMENT A
.III1A calcium Silicate masonry unit used for masomy veneerconst1'Uctioll.
Ven«r applicatiolls include tradit1pnalflill~hed mllSonry Installations and thin..c1ad
instal1ations. For thin..clad in!illlllations refer to ARRISCRAFT·DATA - Thin-Clad
Calcium Silicate Units.
F4t lnterior and exterior use in residemial.eommetclallllld institutional applications.
R~naissance' Masonry Units are manufactured calciumsilicate
masonry 111lils C011tllining noPortll1lld cement They are pressnre-formed and autoclave
cured, resultillg in hlgh..densit)', severe weathering modular masonry units, with oncor more
finislled fa<:es. Refer to ARRlSCRAFT·NOTE - Calch\m Silicate Masonry Units for
filrtber infurnla.tioll. ,
They inay be site cut. trimmed and finished foCIlstom lengths, shapes or sizes, asnetcssj·
tated by site COnditions. .
Renaissance' Masonry Units are available in imperial standard s~.
(Metrlcsizes are also available fi'om the Cltmbridge. OntariQ manufacturing facility. Ask
your local represcntapve for details.)
CODE HEIGHT lENGTH BED
REN368 3-5/8" 23--6;8" 3.0/8"
REN758 7~5/a" 23-518" 3.018"
REN1158 11-5/8" 23-5/a" 3-5/8"
RenaissancetlMasonry Units ate alsll available in .cnstom shapes andsizes,llptoa ma.·dmum
length of 23-5/8" and face rise of 11~5J8".Bed depths are limited to a Ill~imum of 3-51&"
with rocked faced finiBhes and 4-518" with smooth fm."ed finishes. Profiles such a.~ margins,
chamfers, Mtchesand bullnoses are avaiIDble at apren\ium prie<:. Refer to the Rl.mliissance •
Custom Profiles Guide for fllrther infQrmationor contact your local Aniseraft
flllltesentative or d¢a1~r.
....Itena· Masonry DnilS ale fabricated to the following tolerances: Refilrto act\Ial color samples and panels forlinal color selection.
• Unit Length: (,'u$tom colors dtellbo availabfu on a millimum order basis.
• Unit . Contact your: local Arriscraft representative or dealer' fQt
• De ' ~ with the me6~rpenltakennsingthe longest edge lIS t;lJe baseWiI~ additional iufunnation.
be
•.Be Thi(lkness~i~~.'ffi: These standard ftnishes are'described below:
• CtI£tom Unit Dirnell$lons: ± 118", ' Sandblasted Finish: Amatte textured, relativelyfine.grained
unifOrm smOOdl s\lffilee. .Finished unit beads can be custom ordcrcdorfmished on siteby tile COntractor. With Smooth, • Rocked Finish: A bpi(\, R1StiC finish rellultingfrom
Sandblllsled llIld RlI$lic SawnfiIlishes,about 15% ofunits ran<iontly placed on skids rome with hand-chiseling the maronIY unit to aset bed depth.
one acceptable head. Units ordered with fmished heads wI1ldeviate from the standard dimen.. d F' ••
5ion. Refer to Table 04230.IA for the ex-·te<l deviatioll$ wht:n orden.'ng, finished heads. • Dresse ·lllish:· Asmooth finish which exposes any Inberent
.,.- mottled coloring ofthe unit Visible finishing marks in a
Flni.bed Hoael. • circular pattern are eonsidered acceptable.
Table04230.1,A.Rustic Sawn FiJdsll: Arandoll1 stippled texture,
1--..__~~.;..._-+_..;;Nu:;;;m~ber;;.::.;Qf:;;.~Ftn:.:.:IF.";;;;ed:.;""",-=·•;;;;d;;.:";..+_..;.;Rod;;.;;;.;UC::::ll~l)ll~I;;.nU~n1;;:I.;;L,,;;;;n::.:glh;';"_1I • Smontll FiJli.~h:Sinlil;ll' to dressed, achic\'edhy lightly honing
1-2 3It1' •3f,f'. the surfaCe with II meehanic.11,fme abrd$ive hea~ ina wide,
Sawn ,.2 3It1' • 314- . circular motion.
f ·2 314" - t-1/2" As a mallufacturedprodllet. RennisSllDe<:e Masomy Units are
Oueto the nature ofthese finishing opet~lIOl1$, thecultO/ll ellmenslOll tOleraneeof±liS' will apply. monito~d for color consistency. Sli~t variations between
batches mllyoccur and it is recommended that the installer mixA... factory applied coating /JIll)' be present on the IOng.mortal' beds ofthe units. Consider tbe units from difl'erentskids during installation.
need to order fiuished beds for applications Where they may be eKposed.
Renaissnnoo4l Ma.~onl'y Units are shop Inspected to be so\md and free of crncks, chips or Ctll1sullantsshould 1wie\'{ samples prior to selecting a particular
otlter defects thal\VQuld either alTettthe servll;CahiUty 9f strength of the unit, or become coJorand finish.
exposed once iastolledl\ll.d visible when viewedfi'olll Ii distane<: ofntlt lesstban IDIt.lmder
diifused light. Units being provided with Rlsticllted fa<:es are inspeetl:d for CI.'llck$ and
blemishes only, as chippage considerations do 1\01 apply wilen the desired SlIJ'fae<: texture
and unit shape is inteJ\ded to be uneven. .
....- Manufactured masomy products are general!)' intended fQt above grade
installations.. AIJ mlll1ufactured masonry units, regardless oftheir composition, are inherently
absorptive, IlDd none are intended fOl'nse below grade. Units installed below gradl:will wick
moisture frnm the soil that t~ in conlact with themasonry units and create a conditionknown
as "rising dflDlp" in tlte mason!)' veneer.
In colder climates, masnnIY Wll1ls at grademay becomeexpo.'lCd to de-icing compounds. Like
all lypes of ntlll1ufncl\U'td masonry IRlils, calcilun siUClIle masonry ullits shQuldnol be
installed wberethey will be di~tl)' exposed lode-icing cOmpounds used to melullow llUd ice
fi'Onl pavements. FQt information about installing masonry at grade reler to the "At Grade
Dellign Ideas"brocbufe,
. ~
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C(lnsuItIlDIs shollid review sa ples prior \0 selecting a particular 
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ATTACHMENT A
"
TECI IN/CAL DATA
I
,I
AVAILABILITY AND COST
INSTALLATION· CONTINUED
Aniscraft Intematiollalrecommends co masonry veneer with propel' drainage
tlleehanisms, inelll,ding illear draining air spaces, ugh wall flashing membl1lllC$ and weep
hole vents. The air spaces musl~ at least 1" wide, and k.~ clear ofetebris.Pf9Imsions,mortar
fins. and dn>PPin.gll.. Weep.'.. hole vents should be instlllledat the same level 8Stltrough wall .
flaslling membranes. and spaced not more than 24" On centre horizontlllly. Retet to
All.RISCRA1iT·NOTE- Moismre Manllgcment for further lllformation.
Renaissance"M~ Unitsmu&t be connected to a structural substratc with an approved
masonry cOIUlection syStem, designed by the consrtltant foreach specificins1lillation•.RefeJ: to
ARRISCRAFT·NOTE-Connectors - Part I, Masonry Tics, ..
Ji\1A\_dRenaissanc~Ml!SontY Units are availtible WQl'ldwide.
DeliveJy times for orders will vary bftS\.'l1 OD the complexity ofwhatis ceped. . .
Arriscrafllnternauonalcannot be responsible for delays due to fire, aets ofGod, or any other
callsebeyood itseonltl)1 or whieh could not be rellSonably foreseen.
Contact Attiscraftlntemutional for nlis! ofdealers in yont Men.
_Quoted on a'project bllSis for job-speeificmtulufacturing to proje¢frequire~.·A$Th1C87 . all<lS psi 8SOOpsiA$'TM cuo M15 psi 6600 psi
OomP/'1lssive
S1ter\Olll
~ired properties hl(calci\llll siliCllte
masollry unils are <fesCllbed in ASlM
S 'fication for lciulll 'meat F Bd'
This standard clll$sifiescalcium s . prodlJcls liS either
moderate.weatlteringorsevere-weathering depending on the.
lltllterial'S tesledphysical properties ofco.llIptesslvestrengtb and
24·hour absorption.
Renajssall~ Masonry Units meetalld exceed the requirements
necessary to comply wilh the severe-weathering cJassifieation.
They.'.•hav.e. :'~j~eili.=1enSi:vely tesled using stlllldlll'dized test
methods and physilllll properties are outlined in
Table 04230.3,A, • g.
l\I~PllY.IcitI'Pr~Pllrtf ••
TablU4Z3D.3.A
Arriscraftlnternafional
Head Office
P.O. Box 3190
875 5PE>edsviUe RQad
Cambridge, Ontario
Canada N3H 458
Toll Free: (800)265-8123
Tel.: (519) 653~3275
Fax: (519) 653~1337
E-mail: sOlutionS@arnscraft.com
Web: www.arriscraft.com
MAINTENANCE
TECHNICAL SERVICES
RELATED REFERENCES
WARRAN1Y
Arrlfetaft lnternation.tiIWIIl'ItI4IS .ilSptoducts against deterioration for Ulelifeoflhe building,
provided the~cts hllV¢ been erected and used according to accepted masonry standards,
withintlte guideline:! ofloca1 building code:! and as recomm~ded by the manufacturer.
Complete warranty infurmatioo is outlined on the Arri$craft,lnt¢mational standard foim of
~ooetWmu~ .
Atriscraft International oftbl's consultation services to assist with the preparation of details,
specificllt~DS and W\!b/ricing. E~uiries lll'e addresscd prom)'dyand withoutobJjg~tion. :
Arriscrllft InternatiOnal distributes lUlmtegrated tcchnieatinformationSySlemiucluding:
• ARRlSCRAFT'CADP are sample details which are available in .dwg, .dxi and ,pdf
futtMta .
• ARRISCRArr·PATAare product dll.lashee1S
• ARRlSCRAFT·NOTE Ilt'Ctechnica1 discussions with l'e~'Ptlet to building constroction
issues and
• All.RISCRAFT·SPEC are master guide specification sections.
All of Ihese techniClll resources are available to be downloaded from the Arriscnft
.iInteJllationai web site at W'WW.arriscraft.com. .
Arriseraft Intemlllionalalso mllkes llvailable samples fol' colol'and lmish,colU'Sing charts and
copiesaftestrepolt$upon request.
INSTALLATION
AS1M C97 120 lb.1ft' 129 1Is1ft3Density
om or should be
cemell!·lime mix,proportioned to a 1:1:6 ratio.
This ratio refcl'S 10:
• 1pari PortllUl(1 celne!ll (ASTM C150. Type I)
• 1part hydrated lime STM 0207, Type S)i and
• 6 parts masonry san C144).
When prtlperly combined with the appropriate quantity of
water, it will produce ageneral·JllITPOsc mortar, exhIbiting good
wOrkability.nnd board Iife in its plastic state, and good durability
and fle:(ibllity ill its hardened sIBle; lllldeollforming to ASTM
C270; SlundardSJ!ecifimuilln for Mortar fnt Unit M8.~onry. For
further information, refer to ARRISCRAFf'NOT6 - Mortar
for Masonry VenteI'.
...Renaissan<:e4lMasonry Units are delivered to lhesite. •. . . , . . ..•. . •
in PI9tectivePackaging, . . RenlllssonC$'Mas~~UntlS sholiid11m ~XC\l$$mm,tlll' removed from theU' faces by brushing
U_III Lift skids with proper and suffi\.iently long slings or llstbey are p~aced wlthm the wull at f!1e p?mt oftooling. .•. ....' '. •
forks withproiection to prevent dlllnagc 10 Wlits. Clean ~enlll~anee. Masonry, Umts In accordance W!th the c1eanmg guJdelmes ill
Protect edges andeorners. . ARRlSCMjl'1"CARJt ~(jme mas\lllJY,detergenls ft!Id cl~lI1g SY~I)l$ CllJ1 change the -».IorMaW Store Renaissancliit Masonry Units in a manner ofmftSonry produtts.A,Cld.based cleanmg agents wIll dallren the colora!the mllSOnry UJUts. '
designed 10 prcventdamageand staining ofunits. Stack units oil :'-lways.pre-test cleanmgagents and melhads on the job-sitc mock·up panel. or a small,
tinlbers or platforms at leasO"abovc grade. Place polyethylene In~nspleuous area of the wall. The Consul~t andfor O\Vller should approvc the test area
_.... las' flJm... .......~.~, ...._.. d th· fin·...··d· ..t'.. f pnorto t1tc stlll'toffulJ-s . (jper8ttons.
or?"",r p IIC """'~ huuu.nno ~ ""I<' S1ll1nCCS 0 Refer to ARRlSCRAFTCleaning Guidelines and ARRISCRAFT.NO'ffi _
\UlItS when stored for extended perIOds oftune.. Cl .' M _rIJ fl.o furt1l inti -n .
Stored unils sbouldbe covered if exposed to extreme weather Arre~gft'lasl-'::~' r~l.! () ton. . d th
condilioJ'ls. ~ . n .eJlW~lOnlU '1"es no reCOlllmen e application of water repellent or
Do notuse de-icing compounds to reJDOVll ice from IIIlISQDIYsurfileel. graffiti·proofing sealer.; to Its masonry pro<lucts.
Itrnay belldvantageousnnder hOI, dry
weather or windy conditions to. pre-dampen thc units priQr to
placement in the wall. Damp ooitssbouldhesurface dry at the
time ofplacement. •
Foradditional information when constructing inhot or cold weatb.er
refer In the ARRISCRAFT·TECH bulletins tilled HOI Weathet
Masonl)' ConstruetlollllndCold Wealhet Mll.~nryCons!tul."Ii(}n, .
!~=~j::::=:~nv;:~~':~t~lf~i:~g
Construct masonry veneer With an adequate number ofelastic
movement joints, properly 10clI~d to l\CcommQdare differential
movement. Refer to ARRISCRAFf·NOTB - Building
Movemenl Joints foditrther information.
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CLEANING WITH ACID-BASED OR
PROPRIETARY MASONRY CLEANERS
The coIouroffhe Arriscmll Masonry Units may changewilh
the appIicatlonofeilher acid-based solulions ormoslprtiPrk~tacry
masonry deterQllnts. Refer' to thetesk:leaned materl to
determine lhe eflea of !he selected deaning methOd on the
cotou(of the masonry.
If required, propedy mask or otherwise protect metal, glass,
wood and. other surfaces from damage by exposure. to Ihe
deaning soIulkln. .
Schedure deaningoperations ttosooner than 7 days butllOt
later than 28 days after the masonry has been completed.
Remove larger mortar droppings by hand with wooden paddles
ora non-metallic scraper.
Thoroughly pre-soakthe _otwall to becleal1ed.
Dilute\lle cleaning agent. wllhclean water in controlled
proportions according 10 that approved on the silepanet.
Apply the solution to the presoaked area of wall with asoft
bilStfed washing' brush or low pressure (max. 40-5Opsij
acid-resistant.splllYer. . .
, ThoroughlYl~e any cleaning solution and residue from 1M
wall surface.
CLEANING
PREPARING FOR CLEANING OPERATIONS .
Plior to commencingcOnstroetkm. ~ is imperative toteskles!l .
either a mocJl.up panel or samples oftlte Arriseraft masonry
units in amannersimDar to hOw the building will be cleaned.
Temperalure.humidilyandthe method of cleaning will impact
IM·cIeM.lng oparatlon.S and the ultimate look of the wan.
Inspectlon.ofthetes . occuraftera3to
7dilydryingtlrM. Thisle. . . fQrthearchite<:l
to inspect and approve. Jhen remain as the standard for the
project.
CerlllinpreeautiOns Must be taken durfng construclionto
minimiz& the potential. for colour changes resulting fl'O!l1 the
cleaning process and to ensure a more consistentl~1
appearance. Refer to the installation seclkln above. f'{emoving
mortsrdropplngs and smears from the masonry unfts as the
~rk progresses.wiD miniinizEl cleaning requiremenls. Cleaning
thetotlstl'Ucled walswitirwater and non--acidic'dllle!gent will
. minimiz&snycolourchanges that can occurdutlng c1eanlng.
Many acId:based delelgenls andproplielary cmanerswill after
. the C9IOUrofthe masonry unils. .
After 8pprO'iat of lbetest-deaned malerial, ~ is impllralivelhat
the same cleaning proctldurabeu$fld consistenliythroughollt
the c1ellningOf the Iluildlng; Failure to foIkm lheseprocedures
can result inunewn orstreaked colour. .
GENERAL CLEANING GUIDELINES
Reganlle$s'oftbe cleaningrnelhod C()nsk!ered,ilisesseiitial to
pre-Vi(rt !he mil$Ollry surface'beforaapptying any lype of
cleaning ·soIuliQn. PJe.wet1Ing the masonry unil$ will
minimi~l.helr absorption of the deaningagent It Isequally
important 10 kllepthe units W&t during CleaninQ operations,
an.d u.pon. •ffnbhin.9.·10 lhOfllll!lh.. Iy~ rinse any eteaning solutIon
from thewa. surface. The·!ceY 10sua:essflJi cleaning is a
continuous SO!lre& of a sufficient volume of clean weier
throughoul.the cleanil19 operations.
C1eanm..•. ope.,.. rations $IIoUId.Comrnence. at·the...top.of.the we.. II
and~ their W£ti progressNe!Ydown the wall surface. This
. will prevent dirt or stains from being washed onto areas that
have already been cleaned. .
Avoid appIyln~ the soIudon with pressurized spray
systerilsas thIS will . . thedeaningsolulion lntolh&
. ilOre$Of!hemasonr¥..• The useof medium-pressure(300-700flSl.0
rinsing water is appropriate. HIgh-pressure (>700p$D methOds
should be avoided forcleaning manufactures masonry products
as Itmayresuft Inatexture change. HQh·pressure methodsmay
also damaga thell1(lrfar joints. .
SITE-CUTTING STONE
AnisIlraftlntemationairecommends a1:1:6PortIsndcemenl-timemortar.
by volume shoUld be 1part Pllrtland cement, 1part hydrated mason'$ 6
parts washed masonry sand.
Callbraleshovelsofsand to aonecubiefoolgauging boxwitheachllhangeinshiftormixing
operator.
PROTECTION
INSTALLATION
Upon delivery, isolate masonry unil$ frnmconlatt with the ground, tlegetallonand other
JJlllletiaI to preventstaining. Stack1Mmasonryunits ontirnbel'$ Qrpl<ltlo(fl1$ at leasl75 mm(3") meground. .
Uftskids will proper slings or forkS of sufllclent1Ilngth1o prevent damage.
PP polyethylene or other plastlc film ~1w6en '\Wl()(j .and other finished surfaces of
unpack9.gedunils when stored foran extended period of time. .
Coverstored material with alarp if it wiD be ellposedtoweaiherfor aneldeoded period of
til1l~.
Dependi.Ing.Oon weather conditions, It may beadviSS.b1e ..to.~emove th.e.. plastic Slrelc.h~froItIthe skids to alklw air 10 flow around the product. If thIS b done. the unwrapped skid
wit be less stable and sUbsequenthandling oftha skid ofunlls I11U$l bed!Xlewith~~
Do nofuae sallio thaw lee tormed on thesutfacesofunits.
MORTAR MIXES AND MIXING
N011=9 TOASSISTlN THE CLEANING AND
APPLICATION OFARRISCRAFT MASONRY UNITS
DELIVERY, STORAGE AND HANDLING
• ARRISCRAFT
Prolectproducts at all times itom damage,
Duril19lhe installation p-oteet COlIJef$ and edges ofthe masonry. Protect the inslaHaiion
by rneQIIS of wood or'other suffICIently strong materials, secured in amanner thai win not
damage or staitlllt&1inished surfaces.. . .'
CarefullY remove the proteclion only when the riSk ofdamage is .no longerpresent.
AnisIlraltdoe$ nolreeommend applyingwater repellant sealers orgraffil.proofing sealers to
• its masonryproducls.
...._""""-"*,,,~I!1ieI""""'l'~~~"'~
watf1l'. Acontinuous source offr$$llwaterlothasawls,1mmedi9le1yaftersawculting.
wasbcuhtllllewith astiff. fible brush and 1IloroUgh/Yn dean water.
FaUUID tofollowthisprocedure may result infll3SOlllY unilsbelng sIalnedby !hecutlil19s1u"1'
careful acIherencelo proper masonry lecMiques is key to ensUril!9theperformance of the
eompleledmasoory wall$y&lem.
Arri$craft products should be laid with consistentmortar joints for proper coul$lng.
Setstones in full bed ofmortarwith all vertical joints full. Avoid rocking the un~ intoplace
Iollowlng Initial contact with morlar,as this will dekimentally affectmortar-unft.bOnd.
~g~~O::I=:r:·u1~=.P*~~~~~· m~~~~~.
geous to use pre-dampened units. Damp units sbouldbe surface dry when they are being
raid. .
II is advisable to keep the masonry free frommprtar lllTl.earll as the WQl'K progre$ses. Some
general precautions thai can resull in deanerwalls are:
• Prolect the base of the wall from rain:$PIashed mUd and mortarsplatters. Use straw,
sand, sawdust or other material spread oulon the'!lround. extending approximately
1metre (3 ft.) away from the wall;
At the eM ofeach WOrkday lumanySCllffoldbOl!llls nearUtewall onlhelr~ to
•. r~~!:~~i:~:::::~::::~~::::::to
preventmortarjointwash oul and enlly ofwater intocompleted masonry; and,
810remaSonry products on skids, offthe ground and under proteclivecoverings.
Pre'1eIllaxcessivemortar droppings by culling off excess mortar with atrawsl as the un"s
are laid. Tool mortar joints when they are thumbprint hard•• After l.o()lI~g, any excess.
mortarand duslshouldbe brushed fromlhe masonry surface uSing a"sofl bristle brush. AVOId
rubbing orpressing the mortar into Ih~ units. .
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3.11 LINTELS
3.13 CLEANING
A. Install 10058 steel lintels as schedUled.
3.10 MASONRY FLASHING
04720 - 9
06016.01
CAST STONE
A. Clean masonry as work progresses, Allow mortar droppings on masonry to partially dry then
remove by means of brushing with a stiff fiber brush.
A. Place bed JoInt reinforcement and seismic clips In mortar beds, spaced not greater than 16" DC
vertically.
B. Embed wall ties In masonry back-up for veneer at maximum 24" DC vertically and 16" DC
horizontally.
C. Increase quantity of wall ties around perimeter of openings, at wall terminations and comers,
and along parapet walls, placed wlthln 8" of openings and edges of masonry.
D. Install soffit anchor Gnp system as required by manufaoturer's Installation details and
Instructions.
A. Extend flashing through veneer, tum up and bed Into mortar joint of masonry seal Into sheathing
over steel stUd framed back-up.
B. Lap end JoInts and seal watertight.
3.12 MOVEMENT CC?NTROl JOiNTS
A. Construct movement joll1ts In'locations noted on drawings.
B. Do not continue horizontal Joint reinforcing across movement control Joints.
C. Form movement control Joints by leaving head Joints between stacked units void of mortar,
ready for application of bond breaker and joint sealant.
D. Size Joint In accordanoe with Section 07900 for sealant performance.
3.9 REINFORCEMENT AND ANCHORAGES
ATTACHMENT B
B. Install cavity vents at top of oavlty space at same spacing.
3.8 TOLERANCES
Meridian City Hall· Cold Shell & Core Package
~ A. Variation in AlIgnment from Unit (0 Adjacent Unit: 1116" maximum.
:~ a. Variation of Mortar Joint Thickness: 1/8" every 36".
I
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ATTACHMENT C
Merldian City Hall - Cold Shell & Core Package 06016.01
place. Set stone accurately In locations Indicated with edges and faces aligned according to
established relationships and indicated tolerances.
E. Provide expansion, control, and pressure-relieving joints of widths and at locations indicated.
1. Keep expansion and pressure-relieving joints free of mortar and other rigid materials.
2. Sealing expansion, control, and pressure-relieving Joints Is specified In OMsion 7 Section
'Jolnt Sealants."
~.4 CUTTING OF MASONRY UNITS
A CuI masonry units with wet-saw.
B. Pre-soak units using clean water prior to cutting.
C. Clean cut units using a stiff fiber brush and clean water. Allow units to surface dry prior to
placement
3.5 COURSING
A. Place masonry to lines and levels indicated.
B. Maintain masonry courses to unifonn width., Make vertical and horizontal joints equal and of
unlfonn thIckness.
C. Lay masonry units In half-running bond.
D. Course one masonry unit and one monar joint to equal 12"
~ E. Maintain mQrtar joint thickness of 318".
F. Tool Joints to a concave finish.
3.6 PLACING AND BONDING
A. Lay masonry In fUll bed of mortar, properly jointed with other work. Butterlng comers of joints,
and deep or excessive furrowfng of mortarJoints are not permitted.
B. Fully bond Intersections. and extemal corners.
C~ Isolate masonry partitions from vertical structural framing members with a control joint as
indicated. ..
D. Do not adjust masonry units after laying. Where resetting of masonry Is required, remove, clean
units and reset In new mortar.
3.7 CAVITY WAll
A. Install weep vents In veneer at 24- OC horizontally above through-wall flashing above shelf
angles. and at bottom of waHs.
CAST.STONE 04720- 8
PETRA97270
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6.2 Length of units shall not dcviate by more than lengthl
360 or ±1!a in. (3 nun), whichevcr is greater, not to exceed ±J/4
in. (6 mm).
7. Sampling and Testing.
7.1 Sample and test u~its f!-om each 500 ft3 (14 m3) of cast
stone in accordance with Test Methods C1l94 and C1195.
7.1.1 If laboratory testing is required for resistance to
free7.ing and thawing, sample and test one unit from each cast
stone mixture dcsign in accordance with 5.6.
7;2 Visually cxamine units in accordance with Section 8.
7.3 Visually examine color differences betwecn .units and
the approved sample under daylight illumination as defined
under Spectral Power Distribution in paragraph 5.1.1.1 of
Practice Dl729.
7.4 Instrumentally examine color diffcrences, if required, in
accordance with Test Method D2244.
8. Visual Inspection .
8.1 All surfaces intended to be exposed to view shall have a
fine-grained texture similar to natural stonc, with nQ air voids
in exces~ of 'h2 in. (0.8 mm) and the density of such voids shall
be less than three occurrences per any 1 in,2(25. mm2) and nOl
obvious under direct daylight illumination from a 5-ft (1.5-m)
distance, unless otherwise specificd.
8.2 Minor chipping re.~ulting from shipment and delivery
shall not be grounds for .rejection. Minor chipping shall not be
obvious under direct daylight illumination from a 20~ft (6-m)
distance.
8.3 Units shall exhibit a texture apprOldmately equal to the
approved sample when viewed under direct daylight illUmina_
tion at a )o-ft (3-m) distance.
8.4 The occurrence of crazing 01' effiorcscence shall nol
constitute a cause for ~iection.
9. Permissible Variation in Color
9.1 Total Color Difference-Nol greater than 6 units from
the approved sample or between: units of comparable age
subjected to similar weathering when tested ill accordance with
the color difference equation in paragraph 6.2.1 of Test MethOd
D2~. .
. 9.2 Hue Difference-Not greater than 2 units from the
approved sample or between units of comparable age subjected
to similar weathering when tested in accordance with the color
difference equation in paragraph 6.2.7 of Test Method D2244.
10. Rejection
10.1 If the shipment fails to conform to physical or visual
requirements in Sections 5 and 7, the manufacturer may recall
the shipment, sort it, and new specimens shall be selectcd by
the purchaser and tested at the expense of the manufacturer. If
the .second .set of specimens fails to conform to the tesl
requirements, the entire shipment shall be rejected,
10.2 Units shall he visualiy inspected and tested prior to
installation. .
11. Keywords
11.1 architectural cast stone; preca..~l building unit; shnu-
late natural stone .
ASTM Inlernatlonal takes no position respflCllng the validity of any patent righta asserted In connecl/on with any Item mentioned.
In Ihls standard. UseTS of this standardare exprflSSly advised that determination of the vslldlty 01 eny such patenl rights, and the risk
of Infringement of such rights, are anI/rely thalr own responsibility.
This standard is subJeotto revision at any time by the responsible technical committee andmust b8 ;eviewed every (we years and.
Ifnot revised. eitherreapproved orwithdrawn. Youroommants are Invited eitherlor revision of this standard or foraddl/Ionalstandards
and should be addressed to ASTM International Headquarters. Your commenls will receive careful consideration at a meellng 0; the
t'8sponslble technical commlt/ee, which you may aI/end. Ifyou feB! that your comments have not received a fair hearing you should .
make your views known to the ASTM Committee on Standards, at the address shown below.
ThIs standard Is copyrighted by ASTM Intematlonal, 100 Ba" Harbor Drive, PO BoxC700, West Conshohocken, PA 19428-2959,
United Stales. Individual reprints (single or mull/pie copies) of this standard may be obtained by contacting ASTM at the above
address or at 610-832-9585 (phone), 610-832-9555 (tax). or servlce@astm,org (a-mall); or through the ASTM website
(www.a8lm.org).
1620
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RAYMOND T. MILLER, P.E.
Structural Engineer
Publications
• The Masonry Society, Masomy Design
Guide 6 (MDG-6), Co-author and
Reviewer
• The Masonry Society, Building Codes
Requirementsjor Masomy Structures
Memberships
• The Masomy Society (President)
• Consulting Engineers Council ofOregOI1
(Past President)
• Coalition ofAmerican Structural
Engineers (Past President)
• Structural Engineers Association of
Oregon (Past President)
• American Concrete Institute, Oregon
Chapter (Past President)
• American Institute of Steel Construction
Raymond T. Miller, P.E. founder of Miller
Consulting Engineers, Inc., has over 45
years of structural engineering experience
and has reviewed over 200 buildings for
seismic capacity and retrofit. In addition,
Mr. Miller has provided structural
engineering design analysis, and review for
a wide variety of structure types. He is
knowledgeable in structural issues relating
to analysis, retrofit, and remodel of existing
buildings, preserving historical structures,
and designing new construction. Mr. Miller
is also vcry active professionally and has
served on many advisory boards and is
currently a voting member of subconlmittees
and main committees. He is a registered
Professional Engineer in 9 states.
Registration
Oregon
Arizona
Colorado
Idaho
Nevada
Texas
Utah
Washington
Wyoming
#6569
#18513
#23749
#2506
#006517
#79921
#lS8142~2203
#13221
#PE3696
Education
• B.8. Applied Science and Engincering,
POltland State University POltland,
Oregon (1965)
Honors
• Fellow ofthe Masonry Society
• Fellow of the American Consulting
Engineers Council
• Member ofthe Academy of
Distinguished Alumni, School of
Engineering and Applied Science for
Portland State University
Professional and Community Service
• Building Codes Structures Board, State
of Oregon
• Structural Engineering Committee, State
of Oregon (Chairman)
• Code Review Committee, State of
Oregon
• American Consulting Engineers Council
(Technical Peer Reviewer)
• Structural Appeals Board, POltland,
Oregon (Past Chairman)
• Appeals Board, Beavelton, Oregon
(Past Chairman)
• Member of Cast Stone Standards
Committee
Cou.'ses Taught
• Advanced Masonry Design, POltland
State University, Portland, Oregon and
Oregon State University, Corvallis,
Oregon
• Forensic Engincering, Portland State
University, Pottland, Oregon
Tall<s
• Seismic Evaluation onhe 1937 POltion
of the Oregon State Capitol Building
• Special Inspection/Testing/Structural
Observation fOl" Masonry Structures
• Masol1lY changes in the 2009
International Building Code
• Inspection of Masonry Construction
PETRA97272007092
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NOV 1 1 c j
J.1lAW> NAVARfIlO. CIlIa
_KAlltV-..
...
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika Klein (ISB No. 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com;
eklein@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
VS.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada )
Case No. CV OC 0907257
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER
DATED NOVEMBER 17,2010 IN
SUPPORT OF PETRA INCORPORATED'S
SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF
EXPERT WITNESS INFORMATION
I, THOMAS G. WALKER, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state:
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER DATED NOVEMBER 17,2010
640825
Page 1
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1. I am one of the attorneys of record for the DefendantiCounterclaimant, Petra
Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled action and I make this affidavit based on my own
personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein.
2. I submit this affidavit in support of Petra's Supplemental Disclosure of Expert
Information filed on or about November 17,2010.
3. On November 16,2010 in the late afternoon, I received correspondence from Mr.
Trout indicating that he would be substituting Strata in place of MTI as an expert witness.
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and rrect copy of correspondence from
Kim Trout dated November 16,2010.
Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at Eagle, Idaho
My commission expires: March 31, 2016.
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to bellJ£~.w.c;.,J~is 17th day ofNovember, 2010.
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER DATED NOVEMBER 17,2010
640825
Page 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 17th day ofNovember, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Daniel Loras Glynn
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
D
D
D
~
D
u.s. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile
E-mail:
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER DATED NOVEMBER 17,2010
640825
Page 3
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TROUT .JONES • GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
AI I Q R, N ErS AI LAW J/l!11!JO
November 16,2010
Thomas G. Walker
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Re: City ofMeridian Vi. Petra, Inc.
Case No. CV OC 2009-07257
Dear Tom:
With the final pre-trial conference scheduled for November 23, 2010, I felt it necessary to
write to you regarding trial exhibits. It is my understanding that the City will be numbering its
exhibits from 1 through 500, inclusive, and that Petra will be numbering its exhibits 501 through
1000, inclusive. I intend to use electronic presentation devices, and as such will be producing the
exhibits to you in electronic format, and intend to produce a paper working copy to the Judge and
an original copy for the Court. I would request that Petra provide my office with a copy of the
exhibits in electronic format only.
Vety Truly7'4
~~--
Kim]. Trout
KJT/kk
EXHIBIT
I ftA,--'
The 9th & Idaho Center. 225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P. O. Box 1097. Boise, Idaho 83701
Phone (208) 331-1170. Facsimile (208) 331-1529 007096
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB No. 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.comjeklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
NO.---_o;:;;-;:;;:----:- _
FilED U3'-A.M 1P.M.--.:l_~
NOV 1B2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
ByA. GARDEN
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
MOTION TO STRIKE SUPPLEMENT TO
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL
SUMMARY JUDGMENT RE: LIABILITY
The above-named Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and
through its attorney of record, Thomas G. Walker, of the law firm Cosho Humphrey, LLP moves
to strike the Plaintiff City of Meridian's Supplement to Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment Re: Liability.
MOTION TO STRIKE
641287Jdocx
Page 1
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Rule 56(c) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure calls for an opening "motion, affidavits
and supporting brief' 28 days prior to hearing, an answering brief 14 days prior to the hearing,
and a reply brief 7 days prior the hearing. The Rule does not ordinarily contemplate the type of
"moving target" created by supplemental briefing and affidavits after the motion has been heard
by Court. The Court has not altered the normal procedure. Therefore, Petra requests the Court
strike the City's supplemental memorandum and supporting affidavit.
If the Court chooses to consider the supplementary material, Petra submits that
appropriate course remains the same. A genuine issue of material fact exists as to Petra's
liability under the Construction Management Agreement. There are multiple disputed facts in
this case that need to be tried. Torturing the words of Richard Bauer, Petra's expert, in order to
create a statement that was never made, does not change this fact. If the Court is inclined to
consider the supplement, Petra requests leave to offer an affidavit of Mr. Bauer to correct the
record.
Oral argument is NOT requested.
DATED: November 18,2010
By: ¥-IL~~~4-~~~q---::,...­
THOMASG.
Attorney for P
MOTION TO STRIKE
641287Jdocx
Page 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 18th day ofNovember, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim 1. Trout, Esq.
Daniel Loras Glynn
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
MOTION TO STRIKE
641287_2.docx
o
o
o
C8J
o
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile: 331-1529
E-m ':
Page 3
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NO·-----;;:FI:c:l.Etl;:;----.:L--;-?i:::!.~--=--A.M P,.M.
NOV 16 2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
ByA. GARDEN
DEPUTY
Thomas G. Walker (ISH No. 1856)
Erika Klein (ISH No. 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISH No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com;
eklein@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
DefendantiCounterclaimant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) SS.
County of Ada )
Case No. CV OC 0907257
AFFIDAVIT OF ERIKA K. KLEIN DATED
NOVEMBER 18, 2010 IN SUPPLEMENTATION
OF PETRA'S OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR SANCTIONS AND IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF THE
AFFIDAVITS OF KIM TROUT, LEO GElS,
AND TIM PETSCHE
I, ERIKA K. KLEIN, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state:
AFFIDAVIT OF ERIKA K. KLEIN DATED NOVEMBER 18,2010 IN SUPPLEMENTATION OF
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SANCTIONS AND IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
TO STRIKE PORTIONS Page 1
OF THE AFFIDAVITS OF KIM TROUT, LEO GElS, AND TIM PETSCHE
641405
007100
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1. I am one of the attorneys of record for the Defendant/Counterc1aimant, Petra
Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled action and I make this affidavit based on my own
personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein.
2. I submit this affidavit in supplementation of Petra's Opposition to the City's
Motion for Sanctions and Petra's Motion to Strike Portions of the Affidavits of Kim Trout, Leo
Geis and Tim Petsche.
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true, correct and complete copy of the
deposition transcript of Milford Terrell taken on November 11, 2010 transcribed by Associated
Reporting.
~-...
ERIKA K. KLEIN
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this
Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at Eagle, Idaho 8 . .:J7-/:J--
My commission expires: Ma:reh: 31, 2016.
AFFIDAVIT OF ERIKA K. KLEIN DATED NOVEMBER 18,2010 IN SUPPLEMENTATION OF
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SANCTIONS AND IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
TO STRIKE PORTIONS Page 2
OF THE AFFIDAVITS OF KIM TROUT, LEO GElS, AND TIM PETSCHE
641405
007101
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 18th day ofNovember, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim 1. Trout, Esq.
Daniel Loras Glynn
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
D
D
D
~
D
u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile
E-ma· .
AFFIDAVIT OF ERIKA K. KLEIN DATED NOVEMBER 18, 2010 IN SUPPLEMENTATION OF
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SANCTIONS AND IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
TO STRIKE PORTIONS Page 3
OF THE AFFIDAVITS OF KIM TROUT, LEO GElS, AND TIM PETSCHE
641405
007102
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Milford Terrell November 15, 2010 The Ci. f Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
12:17:15 1 PROCEEDINGS 12:32:14 1 clearly understand what I'm asking so that the record
12:29:38 2 12:32:18 2 we have for the Court is your clear understanding of
12:29:45 3 VIDEOGRAPHER: On the record. The time is 12:29 12:32:22 3 my questions and your answers. Okay?
12:29:47 4 p.m. 12:32:23 4 A. Thank you very much.
12:29:50 5 MR. TROUT: Today's date is Monday, November II, 12:32:31 5 Q. Okay. Iffor any reason you don't clearly
12:29:53 6 2010. The time has been stated. 12:32:36 6 hear or understand my question, will you signify that
12:29:55 7 And for the record, this is the video 12:32:41 7 you haven't so I can ask it again?
12:29:59 8 deposition ofMilford Terrell taken by the plaintiffs 12:32:41 8 A. I will.
12:30:02 9 in the matter of the City ofMeridian versus Petra, 12:32:44 9 Q. Okay. Sir, have you ever been deposed
12:30:11 10 Incorporated, Case No. CV OC 09-7257, in the Fourth 12:32:46 10 before?
12:30:16 11 Judicial District in the State ofIdaho in and for the 12:32:46 11 A. Yes, I have.
12:30:17 12 County ofAda. 12:32:52 12 Q. Okay. So you understand I'll be asking you
12:30:20 13 The video deposition is being held at the 12:32:56 13 questions, and I'll be asking that you answer as fully
12:30:23 14 offices of Trout Jones, located at 225 North 9th 12:33:00 14 as possible so that we have a clear record?
12:30:24 15 Street, Suite 820, Boise, Idaho. 12:33:00 15 A. I understand.
12:30:29 16 The video deposition is being recorded by 12:33:09 16 Q. Okay. I took the deposition ofJerry Frank
12:30:33 17 Associated Reporting Video, Pamela 1. Leaton, whose 12:33:11 17 last week.
12:30:38 18 business address is 1618 West Jefferson, Boise, Idaho. 12:33:12 18 Did you know that?
12:30:43 19 My name is Kim Trout. And would counsel for 12:33:12 19 A. No,ldidnot.
12:30:46 20 Petra please state her appearance. 12:33:20 20 Q. Okay. Have you spoken with Mr. Frank at all
12:30:48 21 MS. KLElN: Erika Klein ofCosho Humphrey on 12:33:25 21 regarding this matter since I first contacted your
12:30:51 22 behalf of the defendant, Petra, Incorporated. 12:33:29 22 attorney, Mr. Insinger?
12:30:54 23 MR. TROUT: There are no stipulations for the 12:33:31 23 A. Explain the question to me, please.
12:30:57 24 record, and this deposition is being taken pursuant to 12:33:36 24 Q. Okay. Have you had any conversations with
12:31:00 25 the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 12:33:42 25 Jerry Frank about this deposition or my contact with
Page 5 Page 7
12:31:03 1 Counsel, would you state your appearance on 12:33:46 1 your attorney, Mr. Insinger?
12:31:03 2 behalf ofMr. Terrell. 12:33:49 2 MR. lNSlNGER: Regarding this deposition?
12:31:07 3 MR. lNSlNGER: Yes. I'm John Insinger, counsel 12:33:52 3 THE WITNESS: That's where I'm --
12:31:13 4 for DeBest Plumbing, and also appearing here today for 12:33:54 4 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) About anything, after I
12:31:23 5 Mr. Terrell individually. 12:33:57 5 contacted Mr. Insinger.
12:31:23 6 MILFORD TERRELL, 12:34:00 6 MR. lNSlNGER: Can we have a date on that?
12:31:23 7 a witness having been first duly sworn to tell the 12:34:00 7 Because I don't know -- I can't recall when you
12:31:23 8 truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, 12:34:00 8 contacted me, so I don't know ifhe would recall.
12:31:23 9 testified as follows: 12:34:02 9 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) It would be on or about the
12:31:23 10 12:34:08 10 week ofOctober 21,2010.
12:31:23 11 EXAMINATION 12: 34: 11 11 A. I can't answer that for sure, because I --
12:31:23 12 BY MR. TROUT: 12:34:15 12 ifI had my calendar in front ofme, I could answer
12:31:29 13 Q. Mr. Terrell, my name is Kim Trout. We've 12:34:22 13 that. But I - I do talk to Petra Construction. With
12:31:30 14 met before. 12:34:25 14 the normal workload that we have, I talk to them on
12:31:30 15 A. Yes. 12:34:25 15 occasion.
12:31:36 16 Q. And my first question for you, sir, will be: 12:34:32 16 Q. Okay. Do you keep a calendar record ofyour
12:31:40 17 Have you been deposed before? 12:34:32 17 phone calls?
12:31:43 18 A. You are going to have to speak up. I am 12:34:33 18 A. I do not.
12:31:45 19 very hard ofhearing as you know. I have hearing 12:34:43 19 Q. Okay. Do you keep any record ofyour phone
12:31:50 20 aids, and hearing devices pick up things, so I have to 12:34:44 20 calls?
12:31:55 21 see your lips move and watch you as you speak. And if 12:34:45 21 A. I do not.
12:31:58 22 you could speak up, I would appreciate it. 12:34:52 22 Q. Okay. Uhm, do you use a cell phone?
12:32:02 23 Q. I will do that, sir. From our prior 12:34:53 23 A. Yes, I do.
12:32:04 24 discussions, I've known ofyour hearing loss, and I 12:34:56 24 Q. What's your cell phone number?
12:32:10 25 want to make sure that whatever we do today you 12:34:58 25 A. It's restricted.
Page 6 Page 8
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Milford Terrell November 15,2010 The C, f Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
12:35:04 1 Q. I -- I will -- I will give you my promise 12:37:35 1 MS. KLEIN: Yeah. That's fine with us.
12:35:10 2 that your number will not been disclosed except as 12:37:35 2 MR. INSINGER: Okay. Go ahead and give him your
12:35:13 3 only necessary for these proceedings, and that it will 12:37:35 3 number for that purpose.
12:35:15 4 not be given out to anyone. 12:37:44 4 TIlE WITNESS: 870-2775, area code 208.
12:35:18 5 But the reason I'm asking for your number is 12:37:48 5 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Mr. Terrell, do you use more
12:35:24 6 that we have asked for and received some of Petra's 12:37:50 6 than one cell phone?
12:35:30 7 telephone records, and we are trying to verifY, or 12:37:51 7 A. Yes, I do.
12:35:38 8 not, certain statements made by Mr. Frank during his 12:37:56 8 Q. And is there a second cell phone number that
12:35:42 9 deposition. That's why I'm asking you for your 12:38:00 9 we would look for in the records ofPetra?
12:35:43 10 number. 12:38:00 10 A. No.
12:35:44 11 A. Okay. 12:38:05 11 Q. Okay. Why not?
12:35:46 12 MR. INSINGER: Are you -- are you asking for it 12:38:10 12 A. It's a very private phone. It is for me and
12:35:52 13 just to check Mr. Frank's -- is it Frank? 12:38:14 13 my family only. It has nothing to do with business.
12:35:52 14 MR. TROUT: Yes. 12:38:18 14 It has nothing to do with business in any way, shape,
12:35:54 15 MR. INSINGER: Just to ask for his -- to compare 12:38:19 15 or form.
12:35:58 16 his records for that number, or are you going to be 12:38:23 16 Q. Okay. Have - have you ever given that
12:36:02 17 requesting Mr. Terrell's phone records for all calls 12:38:27 17 second number out to anyone other than a family
12:36:05 18 he made? Because ifyou are going to do that, then 12:38:28 18 member?
12:36:06 19 I'm going to object. It doesn't - that's not 12:38:31 19 A. I've only given it to one family member.
12:36:10 20 relevant beyond the scope of what I think is 12:38:35 20 Q. Okay. Okay. Fair enough. So I'm assuming
12:36:11 21 reasonable for Mr. Terrell to produce. 12:38:40 21 the answer to my question is, no, you've never given
12:36:12 22 MR. TROUT: Well, we have a -- we're going to 12:38:45 22 it to anyone other than a family member?
12:36:14 23 check -- number one, John, we are going to check 12:38:46 23 A. That is true.
12:36:18 24 against the records ofMr. Frank; and number two, 12:38:50 24 Q. Okay. Does Jerry Frank have your 870-2775
12:36:23 25 depending on what Mr. Terrell says, we will have a 12:38:54 25 number?
Page 9 Page 11
12:36:27 1 very narrow window oftime in which we may request his 12:38:56 1 A. Yes, he does.
12:36:30 2 records, because ofwhat Mr. Frank said in his 12:39:05 2 Q. Okay. On or about the 21st of October of
12:36:33 3 deposition. And it will all relate to a period of 12:39:09 3 this year, did you receive a call from Mr. Frank?
12:36:37 4 time commencing on or about the 21st ofOctober of 12:39:13 4 A. I can't say that I did or didn't.
12:36:41 5 this year. Not broader than that, not wider than 12:39:20 5 Q. Okay. Do you remember the last time you had
12:36:43 6 that. 12:39:32 6 a direct conversation with Mr. Frank?
12:36:44 7 MR. INSINGER: Okay. We are not trying to hide 12:39:40 7 A. I can't tell you the date. But ifI was to
12:36:46 8 anything here, but obviously I don't want 12:39:46 8 look at my calendar, I could tell you that I had a
12:36:50 9 Mr. Terrell's phone records in general just being 12:39:53 9 lunch date with him probably sometime during that
12:36:53 10 disclosed to anybody. So ifwe can start offwith the 12:40:04 10 period oftime.
12:36:56 11 promise and the understanding that the first step will 12:40:16 11 Q. Is there someone who is currently at your
12:37:01 12 be solely to compare Mr. Frank's or Petra's phone 12:40:19 12 office who could send you a copy ofyour calendar for
12:37:04 13 records to this particular number that Mr. Terrell 12:40:23 13 that period so that we could get this deposition done
12:37:08 14 would give you, then I have no problem with that. But 12:40:25 14 today?
12:37:12 15 beyond that, then we need to discuss it further ifyou 12:40:25 15 A. Absolutely.
12:37:13 16 want to go beyond that. 12:40:30 16 Q. Ifwe go offthe record, can I ask you to
12:37:17 17 So to that extent, Milford, go ahead and 12:40:35 17 have someone to send a copy ofyour calendar over by
12:37:19 18 tell him your -- your cell phone number. 12:40:35 18 fax?
12:37:20 19 If that's agreeable with you, Kim? Is that 12:40:39 19 A. I think that's very doable.
12:37:24 20 the scope that you are going to use it for to start 12:40:42 20 MR. TROUT: Okay. Let's go off the record.
12:37:24 21 with? 12:40:46 21 VIDEOGRAPHER: Offthe record. The time is 12:40
12:37:26 22 MR. TROUT: That's a good starting point, and 12:40:46 22 p.m.
12:37:29 23 that is the scope. And I will stipulate to that. I 12:53:03 23 (Recess taken from 12:40 to 12:53 p.m.)
12:37:32 24 don't know whether counsel for Petra will stipulate to 12:53:07 24 VIDEOGRAPHER: On the record. The time is 12:53
12:37:33 25 that or not. 12:53:08 25 p.m.
Page 10 Page 12
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Milford Terrell November 15, 2010 The Ci" . f Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
12:53:11 1 MR. lROUT: While we were offthe record, I want 12:56:44 1 he placed a second call to you on the 21 st because he
12:53:16 2 the record to reflect that Mr. Terrell called his 12:56:47 2 didn't reach you the first time.
12:53:22 3 offices and spoke with one ofhis staff members. 12:56:50 3 Do you remember getting a second telephone
12:53:25 4 Q. (BY MR. lROUT) Who did you speak with, sir? 12:56:53 4 message from him on that same day?
12:53:27 5 A. I spoke with Christina. 12:56:54 5 A. No.
12:53:33 6 Q. What's Christina's last name? 12:57:03 6 Q. Okay. Do you remember whether or not you
12:53:35 7 A. Vanderpool. 12:57:07 7 spoke with him at all on the 21st ofOctober?
12:53:36 8 MR. INSINGER: Vanderpool. 12:57:09 8 A. I did speak with him.
12:53:38 9 Q. (BY MR. lROUT) Okay. And while we were off 12: 57: 14 9 Q. Okay. And do you remember what the
12:53:43 10 the record, you asked her to pull up your personal 12:57:18 10 substance ofyour conversation was on that day?
12:53:45 11 calendar; is that correct? 12:57:26 11 A. Yes, I do. First, he brought up the fact
12:53:45 12 A. That is correct. 12:57:29 12 that we were going to lunch the next day.
12:53:54 13 Q. And she did so, and she telefaxed us two 12:57:29 13 Q. Okay.
12:54:00 14 different copies of which you have in front ofyou, 12:57:31 14 A. And confirmed that, and I confirmed that it
12:54:05 15 but unfortunately neither one of them is very 12:57:35 15 was scheduled and was -- was there.
12:54:07 16 readable; correct? 12:57:40 16 The second issue was -- is we have a little
12:54:07 17 A. That's correct. 12:57:48 17 bit ofan issue on a church on Eagle Road -- I believe
12:54:11 18 Q. And while you were talking with her, did you 12:57:52 18 it's on - Meridian Road -- excuse me -- on Meridian
12:54:18 19 have her verifY the date that you and Mr. Frank had 12:57:56 19 Road in which water heaters (sic} have not functioned
12:54:19 20 lunch? 12:57:59 20 properly, otherwise internally something happened with
12:54:20 21 A. Yes, I did. 12:58:02 21 those drinking fountains. And the drinking fountains
12:54:23 22 Q. What date is that? 12:58:07 22 are now out oforder. He wondered what we were going
12:54:28 23 A. That would have been on October the 22nd at 12:58:09 23 to do -. be able to do.
12:54:33 24 II :30. It would have been at the Arid Club. 12:58:13 24 It's one of those issues that comes up under
12:54:40 25 Q. Okay. Did you have that lunch meeting? Did 12:58:17 25 subrogation, because it is something that can't be
Page 13 Page 15
12:54:41 1 you go? 12:58:22 1 seen, and it is a factory problem. So I told him that
12:54:42 2 A. Yes, I did. 12:58:29 2 I was working with the drinking fountain people, LK,
12:54:46 3 Q. Okay. Other than yourself and Mr. Frank, 12:58:34 3 to be exact, and seeing ifthere's anything that they
12:54:53 4 was there anyone else present with you during your 12:58:39 4 could do in helping speed up so the church could at
12:55:01 5 luncheon? 12:58:43 5 least have those drinking fountains in working order.
12:55:01 6 A. No. 12:58:49 6 And I told him that I had to find out
12:55:06 7 Q. Okay. Now, in his deposition testimony, 12:58:53 7 exactly what was going on. I didn't have all the
12:55:11 8 Mr. Frank said that he called you on October the 21st 12:58:55 8 information. And I had to finish that, and I would
12:55:18 9 and left you a phone message on either your office 12:58:58 9 try and have it for him the next day.
12:55:21 10 phone or your cell phone. 12:59:07 10 Then we talked about the BSU job, I believe.
12:55:24 11 Do you remember receiving such a message? 12:59:09 11 It was a job that we had going.
12:55:30 12 A. I would say that probably did happen, 12:59:13 12 And then at that point he said, you realize
12:55:35 13 because we do talk back and forth on many occasions. 12:59:19 13 that one ofyour guys are testifYing against me
12:55:40 14 So I could say that did happen on the 21st, yes. 12:59:25 14 tomorrow. And I said, no, I did not realize that. He
12:55:44 15 Q. Okay. He -- he said in his deposition that 12:59:29 15 said, well, you are. And I said, I - we're
12:55:50 16 he didn't reach you, but left you a specific phone 12:59:34 16 testifYing against a plumber that done -- that we were
12:55:50 17 message. 12:59:39 17 asked to come in and be expert witnesses on, was the
12:55:54 18 Do you recall what that message was? 12:59:42 18 plumbing correct or incorrect.
12:55:54 19 A. I do not. 12:59:49 19 I -- Jason had taken that call and had gone
12:56:10 20 Q. Okay. Uhm, do you have any kind ofprotocol 12:59:59 20 out there as a plumber giving his opinion. At that
12:56:15 21 or habit, for lack of a better term, about what you do 13:00:08 21 point we thought it was against the plumber. When
12:56:20 22 with telephone messages that are received on your cell 13:00:16 22 this came down then, he mentioned this in that phone
12:56:21 23 phone? 13:00:21 23 call. And I just said, well, that's interesting. I
12:56:24 24 A. They go to "delete." 13:00:25 24 knew what -- where we were going with this, I thought.
12:56:35 25 Q. Okay. Now, Mr. Frank indicated to us that 13:00:29 25 I've been briefed on it a bit, but not much, because
Page 14 Page 16
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Milford Terrell November 15, 2010 The eLI _f Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
13:00:34 1 it was just one ofthose kind of things you get 13:04:31 1 Q. Let me ask it in a different way.
13: 00: 37 2 involved in sometimes day to day, sometimes they only 13:04:32 2 A. Okay, please.
13:00:41 3 come up once or twice a year. But it was nothing that 13:04:36 3 Q. In the last five years, have you done a
13:00:45 4 I would attend to or get involved with. 13:04:40 4 million dollars worth ofwork with Petra?
13:00:53 5 Q. SO was anything else discussed in that phone 13:04:45 5 A. I would say that we have done a considerable
13:00:56 6 call on the 21st? 13:04:49 6 amount. I wouldn't put a dollar value on it, because
13:00:58 7 A. Not to anything that I remember, no. 13:04:53 7 I didn't study that. I have accountants and •• and
13:01:08 8 Q. Okay. In his deposition testimony, 13:04:56 8 the CPAs and everybody that •• that actually takes
13:01:19 9 Mr. Frank said that he called you on the next day, the 13:05:01 9 care of that. And I - I call for -- when I look at
13:01:24 10 22nd, and did not reach you and left you a phone 13:05:04 10 statements, I don't look at how much work rm doing
13:01:24 11 message. 13:05:07 11 with individuals. I look at who is paying and who is
13:01:28 12 Do you recall receiving a telephone message 13:05:12 12 not paying; and the fact is, where is the bottom line?
13:01:29 13 from him on that day? 13:05:16 13 Am I making money?
13:01:33 14 A. No, I do not recall that. 13:05:19 14 Q. Would your experience tell you that you've
13:01:46 15 Q. Okay. Uhm so when you went to lunch on the 13:05:22 15 done more than a million dollars with Petra in the
13:01:53 16 22nd, what did the two ofyou discuss during your 13:05:23 16 last five years?
13:01:55 17 luncheon? 13:05:26 17 A. I would say in the last five years we've
13:01:58 18 A. You know, at lunch we discuss a lot of 13:05:29 18 probably done more than a million dollars with Petra.
13:02:01 19 things, because we go and we - we talk about what's 13:05:32 19 Q. Would you estimate that you've done more
13:02:04 20 going on in the community, what's happening with jobs, 13:05:35 20 than five million with them in the last five years?
13:02:09 21 how we can get jobs, how can we help each other get 13:05:37 21 A. I would not estimate that at all.
13:02:15 22 jobs. We talk about various things. Some of it's 13:05:41 22 Q. Okay. Where in the range between one and
13:02:22 23 about places we've been, some about vacation, some 13:05:44 23 five do you think it falls, Milford?
13:02:25 24 about McCall, some about what's going on with 13:05:47 24 A. rm going to go back to my original answer,
13:02:29 25 Tamarack -- various things that we talk about that is 13:05:53 25 I don't go through that. I -- I just don't keep track
Page 17 Page 19
13:02:34 1 of interest to both ofus, because we have -- have a 13:06:00 1 ofwhat we do with contractors. That's -- that's not
13:02:39 2 long time relationship. And we don't necessarily just 13:06:02 2 what I do with my company.
13:02:41 3 go out just for lunch. 13:06:14 3 Q. I understand. When you met with Mr. Frank
13:02:46 4 He's been on the same _. talk work. We've 13:06:20 4 on the 22nd for lunch, did you discuss this case at
13:02:50 5 been on some ofthe same committees together, work 13:06:21 5 all?
13:02:56 6 through the community to help the community. And so 13:06:22 6 A. Not to my knowledge.
13:03:02 7 all ofour work is not about jobs, the jobs we are 13:06:31 7 Q. Okay. But you did discuss it on the 21st in
13:03:06 8 doing or anything else. It could be a variety of 13:06:33 8 your telephone conversation?
13:03:10 9 lunch topics that friends would talk about. 13:06:33 9 A. Yes, I did.
13:03:15 10 Q. Do you consider Mr. Frank a friend? 13:06:39 10 Q. Okay. Is there anything else that was said
13:03:16 11 A. Yes, I do. 13:06:47 11 by him or by you on the 21st about this case?
13:03:20 12 Q. Okay. Do you remember anything that you 13:06:52 12 A. Clarification, please?
13:03:24 13 specifically talked about at your luncheon on the 13:06:53 13 Q. Yes, sir.
13:03:24 14 22nd? 13:06:58 14 A. When you say "discussed," you mean, between
13:03:35 15 A. I do not. 13:07:00 15 he and I?
13:03:39 16 Q. Over the course of the last six or seven 13:07:01 16 Q. Yes.
13:03:47 17 years has DeBest done a lot of business with Petra? 13:07:02 17 A. No.
13: 04: 00 18 A. I guess a definition of "a lot" is a major 13:07:11 18 Q. Okay. Did you discuss this case with anyone
13:04:06 19 question in my mind. In comparison to what we do at 13:07:15 19 else after your phone conversation with him on the
13:04:08 20 St. Luke's, no. 13:07:16 20 21st?
13:04:09 21 Q. Okay. 13:07:17 21 A. Yes, I did.
13:04:12 22 A. Because -- 13:07:19 22 Q. Who?
13:04:21 23 Q. Would it be fair to say it's all relative? 13:07:20 23 A. My son-in-law, Jason.
13:04:23 24 A. I don't understand the word "relative," 13:07:25 24 Q. And just so our record is clear, I know who
13:04:28 25 because I -- "relative" meaning? 13:07:31 25 Jason is, as you know, but what is Jason's last name?
Page 18 Page 20
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Nlilford Terrell November 15, 2010 The CI." .i Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
13:07:33 1 A. Jason Neidigh. 13:10:48 1 21 st or some other date?
13: 07: 33 2 Q. Okay. 13:10:50 2 MR. TROUT: Yeah. Onthe2lst.
13:07:35 3 A. Don't ask me to spell it. 13:10:51 3 MR. INSINGER: I don't think he said there was
13:07:39 4 Q. I won't. I can't spell it. 13:10:54 4 any conversation about the role.
13:07:48 5 So after your conversation with -- with 13:10:55 5 MR. TROUT: Well--
13:07:53 6 Mr. Frank on the 21st, did you pick up the phone and 13:10:57 6 TIffi WITNESS: No.
13:07:54 7 call Jason? 13:10:59 7 MR. INSINGER: You can answer the question
13:07:58 8 A. You know, I don't know exactly the procedure 13: 11: 00 8 anyhow.
13:08:03 9 I used. Sometimes Jason would stop by at my office. 13:11:02 9 TIffi WITNESS: But I -- yeah ••
13:08:07 10 As you know, back and forth. He has to be in the 13: 11: 03 10 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Well, what -- what did
13:08:09 11 front office, back office. I don't remember what the 13:11:07 11 you -- what did you understand from your conversation
13:08:11 12 contact was. 13:11:14 12 with Jerry Petra's position was with respect to the
13:08:13 13 I do know that he and I did meet up and 13:11:16 13 Meridian City Hall?
13:08:16 14 talk, and I don't remember what led up to that meeting 13: 11: 18 14 A. We didn't -- we didn't talk about that.
13:08:17 15 to get together. 13:11:20 15 Q. Okay.
13:08:27 16 Q. Okay. Can you tell me why you talked to him 13: 11: 20 16 A. At all.
13:08:30 17 about your conversation with Mr. Frank. 13:11:25 17 Q. Did you and Jason talk about it?
13:08:35 18 A. I talked to him because ofMr. Frank's 13:11:31 18 A. We talked about what we thought we were
13:08:40 19 conversation with me that we were testifYing against 13: 11: 37 19 going to testifY, about the plumbing and the
13:08:47 20 Petra. 13: 11: 43 20 mechanical -- the mechanical contractor. Okay?
13:08:52 21 Q. And kind ofa silly follow up, but I'm going 13:11:45 21 Q. Uh-huh.
13:08:58 22 to ask it anyway: So what? 13:11:48 22 A. That's what we discussed. And then when
13:09:02 23 A. I could ask you the same question, touche. 13:11:53 23 Frank -- Mr. Frank -- Petra had told me -- told me
13:09:07 24 I don't - I guess I don't understand what you mean 13: 11: 57 24 that we were testifYing against him, that's the first
13:09:09 25 by -- 13:12:00 25 that I understood that we were testifYing against
Page 21 Page 23
13:09:13 1 Q. Well, let me ask it in this way. 13:12:01 1 Petra.
13:09:13 2 A. Okay. 13:12:06 2 Q. Okay. Did - as we sit here today, do you
13:09:15 3 Q. Why was that significant? 13:12:12 3 know what Petra's role was with respect to the
13:09:16 4 A. To talk to Jason? 13:12:13 4 Meridian City Hall Project?
13:09:17 5 Q. Yes. 13:12:17 5 A. I do know, because we bid the job. He was
13:09:19 6 A. I assume you're asking that. 13:12:23 6 one of seveml bidders that bid the job -- in my
13:09:20 7 Q. Yes. 13:12:26 7 remembmnce - and we were one of several bidders that
13:09:22 8 A. It was significant to talk to Jason, because 13:12:26 8 bid it.
13:09:27 9 when I found out that we're testifYing against one of 13:12:27 9 Q. Okay.
13:09:35 10 our contractors, and we were ofthe opinion -- and I 13:12:30 10 A. And he would -- he would eventually be
13:09:38 11 can't speak for Jason. I should say that I was of the 13:12:36 11 awarded that contract, ifhe wasn't just the GC on the
13:09:42 12 opinion that we were looking at Buss Mechanical's work 13:12:39 12 contract, the general contractor at large, hiring the
13:09:45 13 and the work that had been done at the Meridian 13:12:43 13 subs. I'm not sure just exactly -- because we didn't
13:09:49 14 facility, and that we were speaking to what was going 13:12:46 14 get the job, we didn't follow up on any ofthat.
13:09:58 15 on there and not the contractor. So it was impemtive 13:13:02 15 Q. Okay. Was there -- was there anything else
13:10:02 16 that I understood from Jason as to what we were doing. 13:13:07 16 that you recall being said by either you or by Jason
13:10:05 17 Q. Okay. What did Jason tell you? 13:13:11 17 when you talked to him on the 21st?
13:10:10 18 A. Jason said he was being deposed on Monday 13:13:17 18 A. In regards?
13:10:14 19 and -- to talk about the plumbing situation that 13:13:21 19 Q. In regards to what he was doing at the
13:10:18 20 happened -- where the plumbing was not working at 13:13:24 20 Meridian City Hall or what he was doing for our law
13:10:31 21 least properly at the time while we were there. 13:13:25 21 firm?
13:10:34 22 Q. Okay. What role did you understand that 13:13:27 22 A. The only discussion that come up was that he
13:10:38 23 Petra had in the Meridian City Hall Project based on 13:13:33 23 was going to be - he had been deposed by you as a
13:10:42 24 your conversation with Mr. Frank? 13: 13: 35 24 witness who understood plumbing.
13: 10: 45 25 MR. INSINGER: On that particular date? On the 13:13:36 25 Q. Uh-huh.
Page 22 Page 24
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13:13:40 1 A. Okay? We also talked about the concerns 13:17:12 1 to that? It is a pretty broad question otherwise.
13:13:46 2 that had done a turnabout, in my estimation, where it 13:17:48 2 And, Counsel, the reason I ask that is
13:13:49 3 was no longer about the plumbing but about a 13:17:52 3 because the way the question was asked, I think it
13:13:51 4 contractor that we do work with. 13:17:55 4 implies that Jason did report something contrary, and
13:13:53 5 Q. Okay. Why was that a concern? 13:17:58 5 if that's true, then I'd like this witness to be able
13:13:59 6 A. The fact being is that, number one, we do a 13:18:02 6 to have that opportunity.
13:14:04 7 lot ofthings together in the community; number two, 13:18:04 7 MR. TROUT: Well, I understand your concern,
13:14:08 8 we do work for them. And all of the sudden we are 13:18:09 8 Counsel, but this is my deposition to conduct in the
13:14:15 9 doing work for them, and we are testifying that 13:18:15 9 fashion that I consider appropriate for my client's
13:14:19 10 they're not doing a good job, but we work for them, 13:18:18 10 best interest
13:14:20 11 the integrity there. 13:18:19 11 MR. INSINGER: I understand that, but you are
13:14:23 12 The issue of if this is going to become this 13:18:23 12 also asking Mr. Terrell to impugn the integrity
13:14:29 13 big of a lawsuit - because in the beginning, my 13:18:25 13 possibly ofhis son-in-law and the person that works
13:14:31 14 understanding was it was just, let's go through, let's 13:18:29 14 with him. And, again, if there was something that was
13:14:35 15 get this straightened out, find out if it is done 13:18:35 15 reported by Mr. Neidigh that was contrary to what
13:14:40 16 right or wrong. Now, it has become a major lawsuit at 13:18:37 16 Mr. Terrell has said, I think he is entitled to know
13:14:41 17 this time against Petra, is what I hear. 13:18:40 17 that, otherwise the implication is that Mr. Terrell
13:14:45 18 So I'm on the state plumbing board, which 13:18:45 18 isn't being truthful or that Mr. Neidigh is not being
13:14:51 19 means I have a conflict if this comes before the board 13:18:46 19 truthful.
13:14:57 20 as to the competency of -- and the right or wrong of 13:18:47 20 MR. TROUT: Well, I understand all of the
13:15:00 21 this, because the State Plumbing Board will make that 13:18:52 21 ramifications ofwhat you are saying, but with all due
13:15:02 22 final decision, if it goes that far. 13:18:55 22 respect, I have to conduct this deposition in the
13:15:04 23 Q. Okay. 13:18:59 23 fashion that serves the best interest ofmy client,
13:15:08 24 A. I also have a conflict with the fact that I 13:19:04 24 and I happen to believe that -- that Mr. Terrell's
13: 15: 11 25 do work and make money from an individual who has 13:19:10 25 assessment of his son-in-law is absolutely accurate.
Page 25 Page 27
13:15:15 1 major integrity in the community and integrity to me, 13:19:15 1 He is as honest and straight forward as --
13:15:21 2 and the plumbing contractor that did the work -- I'm 13:19:15 2 MS. KLEIN: I'm going to object-
13:15:25 3 not going to say on the record what I feel about them, 13:19:18 3 MR TROUT: - anybody that I've ever known.
13:15:28 4 but I would have no problem testifying against that 13:19:21 4 MS. KLEIN: -- to you putting information on the
13:15:28 5 company. 13:19:23 5 record about your own personal assessments about
13:15:41 6 Q. Okay. This may seem like a silly question, 13:19:25 6 people. I think that's inappropriate.
13:15:47 7 but I mean it in all seriousness. 13:19:29 7 MR TROUT: Well, objection is duly noted,
13:15:52 8 Do you consider Jason to be honest? 13:19:34 8 Counsel.
13:15:57 9 A. It is a silly question, because he is my 13:19:36 9 MR. INSINGER: Well, again, the concern I have,
13:16:03 10 son-in-law. He's young and he's learning. Does he 13:19:39 10 Counsel, is that ifyou have something specific that
13:16:09 11 make mistakes? Absolutely. Is he forgiven? 13:19:42 11 Mr. Neidigh has said that's contrary to what
13:16:13 12 Absolutely, beyond a shadow of a doubt 13:19:44 12 Mr. Terrell said, then I think -- I mean, these have
13:16:15 13 Q. Okay. I appreciate that very much. And I 13:19:47 13 been pretty broad questions, and I don't know as he's
13:16:19 14 understand what you just said, but I -- I'm going to 13:19:51 14 had a full opportunity to go into every detail that he
13:16:22 15 apologize, but I need to ask you a very direct 13:19:53 15 and Mr. Neidigh talked about.
13:16:22 16 question. 13:19:56 16 But if there is something so far that -
13:16:27 17 Do you consider Jason to be honest? 13:19:59 17 that's contradictory, I think he should be entitled to
13:16:27 18 A. Absolutely. 13:20:02 18 know what that is, and ifhe has an explanation, fine.
13:16:31 19 Q. Okay. Can you think of any reason 13:20:05 19 Perhaps it isn't something that you've asked for yet
13:16:39 20 whatsoever why he would not report his conversation 13:20:08 20 that he could clarify, so...
13:16:46 21 with you to my office accurately? 13:20:11 21 MR. TROUT: Well, as I said, John, I appreciate
13:16:46 22 A. No. 13:20:19 22 your concerns, but I think unless --
13:16:58 23 Q. Okay. 13:20:22 23 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Well, let me ask it this
13:17:00 24 MR INSINGER: Do you have any specifics as to 13:20:26 24 way: On the 22nd, who bought lunch?
13:17:05 25 what he may have reported so Mr. Terrell can respond 13:20:27 25 A. I bought lunch.
Page 26 Page 28
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13:21:22
13:21:24
13:21:25
13:21:27
13:21:31
13:21:34
13:21:37
13:21:41
13:21:43
13:21:45
13:21:49
13: 21: 52
13:21:55
13:22:00
13:22:01
13:22:03
13:22:05
13:22:07
13:22:08
13:22:10
13:22:14
13:22:18
13:22:23
13:22:27
13:22:29
13:22:35
13:22:48
13:22:57
13:23:01
13:23:05
13:23:09
13:23:16
1 Q. Okay. Is Mr. Frank a member of the Arid
2 Club?
3 A. I don't have a clue.
4 MR. 1ROUT: Okay. Those are all the questions I
5 have for you, sir.
6 MS. KLEIN: I have some follow-up questions.
7
8 EXAMINATION
9 BY MS. KLEIN:
10 Q. Sir, do you know what Jason Neidigh reported
11 to Mr. Trout's office?
12 A. I do not.
13 Q. Okay. So you're unable to tell us whether
14 what he reported was true, because you don't have
15 those details; is that fair to say?
16 A. That's fairto say. Obviously, either he's
17 a liar or I'm a liar, and I don't know which at this
18 point.
19 MR. INSINGER: Well, not necessarily. Not if --
2 0 not ifhe didn't report anything contrary to what you
21 said
22 TIffi WITNESS: Well, I'm just saying what was said
2 3 to me is that he believes that I have the right
24 assessment of my son-in-law in that he would report it
25 true, and he's saying his personal assessment is,
Page 29
1 that's true. So now he questions my integrity, and
2 that's what bothers me.
3 MR. 1ROUT: I'm not questioning your integrity at
4 all, so you can't take that from my conversation,
5 because I've never said that.
6 Q. (BY MS. KLEIN) Mr. Terrell, I--
7 TIffi WITNESS: I beg to differ with you, but
8 that's okay.
9 Q. (BY MS. KLEIN) At the beginning of this
10 deposition, Mr. Trout indicated that he had had
11 previous conversations with you before today.
12 A. Yes.
13 Q. When was that?
14 A. You know, I - 4th ofJuly, maybe. Several
15 occasions. We -- it wasn't just one occasion. We
16 have met on different occasions; my cabin, maybe even
17 at my house. I'm not sure. At a game or something.
18 I don't remember all of them.
19 But we have met, because my son-in-law has
2 0 become a friend of Kim, and I think that that -- he
21 understands Jason. I'm not quite sure why he doesn't
22 understand me or why he indicated I said what I said,
2 3 but -- or that there is a difference in opinion of
24 what Jason has told me and what I have told him.
25 I'm still struggling with that as to which
Page 30
13:23:20
13:23:24
13:23:25
13:23:28
13:23:31
13:23:34
13:23:40
13:23:43
13:23:48
13:23:51
13:23:52
13: 23: 55
13:23:58
13:24:00
13:24:03
13:24:03
13:24:04
13:24:10
13:24:13
13:24:14
13:24:16
13:24:17
13:24:19
13:24:21
13:24:23
13:24:26
13:24:31
13:24:36
13:24:37
13:24:54
13:24:58
13:25:00
13:25:02
13:25:03
13:25:03
13:25:06
13: 25: 09
13:25:12
13:25:14
13:25:14
13:25:16
13:25:18
13:25:21
13:25:22
13:25:25
13:25:27
13:25:27
13:25:37
13:25:39
13:25:42
lone of us are telling the truth or not telling the
2 truth or have different stories. That's not what this
3 is about.
4 Q. Fair enough. So do you know how Jason and
5 Mr. Trout became friends or how they met?
6 A. You know, I really don't know how they did
7 meet. I know that my son-in-law does high-end cars.
8 He has his own trailer. He goes and picks those cars
9 up, puts them in his trailer, takes them to his home,
10 and then in his off time from the business, he is
11 doing this as a business.
12 And I think he has done maybe two or three
13 ofyour cars. And I don't know even how many. Buthe
14 has worked with him on his cars.
15 Q. And does he get paid for that work?
16 A. Absolutely.
17 Q. Okay.
18 A. He better. Kick his butt ifhe doesn't.
19 Q. Don't want to do something for free.
20 A. Yeah.
21 Q. SO do you know how long they've been
22 friends?
23 A. I don't know how long. I - I would assume
24 probably in the neighborhood ofa year or a
25 year-and-a-half. I don't know that.
Page 31
1 Q. Okay. And prior to today, did you have any
2 conversations with Mr. Trout about this case?
3 A. I have not had any conversation with
4 Mr. Trout.
5 Q. Okay. Earlier Mr. Trout asked you that on
6 the 2 I st that Mr. Frank thought he made a second call
7 to you. You indicated you didn't recall that.
8 Is it possible it happened, and you don't
9 recall it?
10 A. Oh, absolutely.
11 Q. Okay. I just wanted to clarify.
12 A. I get a lot of calls in one day, because
13 everything goes through -- if it's even through my
14 office, it has to go through this phone --
15 Q. Okay.
16 A. -- so that I can hear it. Because I can't
17 hear on a regular phone.
18 Q. SO even your office calls, you hear them
19 through the device?
20 A. Yes. When they go in the office, the office
21 sends them into this phone.
22 Q. Okay.
2 3 A. They can -- they are set up to send forward
24 my calls.
25 Q. Okay. Haveyoupersonallyreviewedthe
Page 32
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Corrections Made: Yes__No__
1 VERIFICAnON
2
Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at , Idaho.
My Commission Expires: _
REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE
STATE OF IDAHO)
) ss.
COUNTY OF ADA )
Subscribed and sworn to before me this, _
\ ~Clnd- :t~oETFRENCH,
CSR, RPR and Notary
Public in and for the
State ofIdaho.
My Commission Expires: 11-03-2016
MILFORD TERRELL
day of, -', 2010, at, -', Idaho.
I, JANET FRENCH, Certified Shorthand Reporter and
Notary Public in and for the State ofIdaho, do hereby
certilY:
That prior to being examined, the witness named
in the foregoing deposition was by me duly sworn to
testilY to the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth;
That said deposition was taken down by me in
shorthand at the time and place therein named and
thereafter reduced to typewriting under my direction,
and that the foregoing transcript contains a full,
true and verbatim record of said deposition.
I further certilY that I have no interest in the
event of this action.
WITNESS my hand and seal this, day of
,.-- -' 2010.
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STATE OF__...,- --'
3 ) ss.
COUNTY OF -'
24
25
23
25
24
21
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
19
20
17
18
22
23
4
5 I, MILFORD TERRELL, being first duly sworn on
6 my oath, depose and say:
7 That I am the witness named in the foregoing
8 deposition taken on the 15th day ofNovember, 2010,
9 consisting of pages numbered I to 36, inclusive;
10 that I have read the said deposition and know the
11 contents thereof; that the questions contained
12 therein were propounded to me; that the answers to
13 said questions were given by me; and that the answers
14 as contained therein (or as corrected by me therein)
15 are true and correct.
16
A. No.
Q. Okay. Did Mr. Frank threaten you in any way
not to testilY or to have anyone that works for you
testilY in this case?
A. No, he did not. No way.
MS. KLEIN: I don't have any further questions.
MR. TROUT: I have no further questions.
Thank you, Milford. I appreciate your time.
VIDEOGRAPHER: OfIthe record. The deposition is
concluded The time is I :27 p.m.
(The deposition concluded at I :27 p.m.)
(Signature requested.)
issues about which Jason was going to be giving some
testimony for the report that he prepared?
A. The only part ofwhat we have went through
is Jason has giving me just a little bit of a - what
I want to say, a review ofwhat - I don't know all
the details. I wasn't there. He give me a briefmg,
a short briefmg on what we were doing. And, again,
it's one of those things, day to day work. It's not a
first. It's not a last. It's just something that we
do, and so the briefing is short; here is what we are
doing, when we have our Tuesday morning meetings. And
I get those briefings. Sometimes the guys will come
in and sit down and chat with me a little bit about
those briefings.
Q. Okay.
A. But to go directly into them, every little
detail, ma'am, it doesn't happen.
Q. Okay.
A. Not enough time in a day.
Q. I understand. You have a lot of - a lot of
things on your schedule.
A. Yes.
Q. SO you don't - you didn't make - did you
make any independent assessment of the work on this
case that was done with regards to the plumbing?
Page 33
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J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
ByA. GARDEN
DEf'>UTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, PETRA'S PRE-TRIAL
MEMORANDUM
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
DefendantiCounterclaimant.
Petra Incorporated ("Petra") submits this Pre-Trial Memorandum pursuant to Paragraph 9
of the Court's Order Setting Proceedings and Trial.
PETRA'S PRE-TRIAL MEMORANDUM
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1. INTRODUCTION
This is a breach of contract and professional negligence case ansmg out of the
construction of the Meridian City Hall (the "Project"). The City of Meridian ("City") hired Petra
as the construction manager not-at-risk in August of 2006, representing to Petra that the
maximum price of the Project was $12,200,000. By April 2008, the City had substantially
expanded the original Project to a 104,000 square foot LEED-certified three-story building with
a full basement. The City signed prime contracts and issued purchase and work orders for the
Project totaling more than $21,700,000.
As a result of the significant changes to the original Project, including, but not limited to
an increase in size by 30%, enhancement of quality and complexity, Owner's schedule (i.e., fast-
track construction), and increased cost, Petra's work as the construction manager was
substantially increased. As a result, Petra is entitled to an equitable adjustment of the
construction management fee ("CM fee"). The original CM fee was fixed at $574,000 (4.7% of
the $12.2 million project budget). By its Change Order No.2, Petra seeks an additional CM fee
of $386,392 under Section 7 of the Construction Management Agreement ("CMA"), and
$136,197 in additional reimbursable expenses under Section 6.2.2 of the CMA.
The City's Complaint seeks a declaratory judgment that Petra is not entitled to an
equitable adjustment in its construction management fee because (l) Petra failed to obtain prior
approval; and (2) Petra failed to give timely notice of its Claim. The City also alleges Petra
breached the Construction Management Agreement by failing to guard against construction
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defects, and by failing to properly administer the prime contracts, particularly with regard to
assessing liquidated damages due the City and by failing to properly administer certain
contractor change orders.
Petra has counterclaimed pursuant to the terms and conditions of the Construction
Management Agreement under (a) Change Order No.2 for (i) an equitable adjustment in its CM
fee in the amount of $386,392, plus (ii) $136,197 for reimbursable expenses; (b) under the
original Construction Management Agreement for reimbursement of General Conditions related
to the main Project in the amount of $74,894.25; and (c) for reimbursement of General
Conditions under the contract for management of construction of the east parking lot in the
amount of $51,152.79. In addition, Petra's counterclaim is for interest on the foregoing past due
amounts owed by the City in the amount of$132,831.38 as of December 1,2010, plus a per diem
amount of $192.83 for each day from and after December 1, 2010 as provided for in the
Construction Management Agreement. Petra also seeks damages amounts between $4.7 million
and $5.0 million for (d) lost past and future earnings and benefits Petra would have realized had
Meridian not breached the Construction Management Agreement and the covenant of good faith
and fair dealing; (e) lost business and investment opportunities, and (f) other interest and finance
charges to be proved at trial.
2. ELEMENTS OF THE CITY'S CASE
The City asserts Petra breached the Construction Management Agreement by (1) failing
to guard against defects in the construction; and (2) failing to properly administer the prime
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contracts, including failing to properly assess liquidated damages and not properly managing
certain prime contractor change orders.
In order to succeed in its breach of contract claim, the City has the burden of proving
each of the following elements:
a. A contract existed between the City and Petra;
b. Petra breached the contract;
c. The City has been damaged on account of the breach; and
d. The amount of damages.
2.1 Failure to guard against defects in the construction.
The City will likely assert that Petra breached the Construction Management Agreement,
particularly sections 4.7.8, 4.7.9, 4.7.10, by failing to guard against defective construction and/or
failing to ensure that the construction ("Work") by prime contractors was in accordance with the
plans and specifications.
In particular, the City claims there are defects with the HVAC system, the roof, the water
features, the masonry, the plumbing, the SW drain, the basement mechanical and electrical, and
the Mayor's reception area. The City has the burden of proving that Petra failed to meet the
applicable standard of care for a construction manager not-at-risk, that the failure caused damage
to the City, and the amount of any such damage. In this regard, the City must prove by a
preponderance of the evidence that Petra's duty to observe the Work included having a duty to
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discover defects and deficiencies that were subject to testing and inspection by other entities
hired by the City.
Petra will prove at trial that (1) the City is attempting to vastly expand Petra's duties as a
construction manager not-at-risk as provided in the Construction Management Agreement; (2)
Petra discharged its obligations under the Construction Management Agreement and complied
with the standard of care for construction managers not-at-risk; (3) some of the defects claimed
by the City, if they actually exist, are design issues for which Petra was not responsible; (4) the
defects, if they exist, are covered by warranties and consequently the City has not suffered, and
will not suffer, damages therefrom; (5) many of the defects claimed by the City, if they actually
exist, were not of the type that Petra had a duty to detect through observation as provided for in
the Construction Management Agreement; (6) many of the defects claimed by the City, if they
actually exist, were not discoverable within the means and authority given Petra under the
Construction Management Agreement, as amended by the parties' course of dealing and
conduct; (7) none of the alleged defects occurred as a result of Petra's alleged failure to guard
against defects; (8) many of the alleged defects have developed post-occupancy and were caused
by the City or third parties; (9) the City waived its right to make a claim based on any of the
claimed defects by its actions and representations, including its final inspections, close out of all
punch lists, and by making final payment to the prime contractors; and (10) the City has failed to
mitigate its alleged damages by not allowing the contractors or Petra to assess and, if necessary,
correct the alleged defects.
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2.2 Failure to properly administer the prime contracts the City
2.2.1 Liquidated Damages.
The City is expected to assert that Petra breached the Construction Management
Agreement, by not assessing liquidated damages against the prime contractors. The City claims
that Petra was responsible for assessing liquidated damages, if and when appropriate. The City
will attempt to prove that $1,650,000 in liquidated damages should have been collected by Petra
from the prime contractors. According to the City, the Project was delayed 75 days - from
August 1, 2008 to October 15, 2008 - and none of the delay was caused by the City, or by
circumstances beyond the control of the prime contractors. Therefore, the City theorizes Petra is
liable to pay the City $1,650,000 in liquidated damages that Petra should have, according to the
City, collected from the prime contractors (75 days x 44 contractors x $500 = $1,650,000).
Additionally, the City claims that Petra failed to properly credit the "float" against the delays.)
The City bears the burden of proving by a preponderance of the evidence that Petra had a
contractual duty to administer the liquidated damage provisions in each prime contract, that Petra
breached this duty by failing to assess liquidated damages, and that these damages could in fact
1 Paragraph 8.3.1 of the General Conditions of the Contract for Construction (AlA, Document A201/CMa - 1992)
provides in relevant part that "The Owner and Contractor acknowledge and agree that the critical path construction
schedules for the Project incorporates not less than thirty (30) days of "float" for owner caused delays and that an
extension of time is warranted only if events identified above cause total delay on the critical path in excess of such
float days." It appears that the City is claiming that there is a 30-day "float" period for each prime contractor. In
fact, the 30-day "float" applies to "the critical path construction schedules for the Project", not each separate prime
contract.
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have been recovered by the City, i.e. the City was damaged by Petra's failure to assess liquidated
damages.
Petra will prove at trial that (1) Petra properly assessed all liquidated damages owed to
the City due to contractor-caused delays and fully complied with the standard of care for
construction managers not-at-risk as provided for in the Construction Management Agreement
and as is customary in the industry; (2) Any delay in the completion of the Project was due to the
City acts or omissions, or was otherwise excusable delay, with the exception of the Rule Steel
delay for which Petra recommended a delay of 28 calendar days and liquidated damages of
$14,000, and a contract extension of 97 days due to design changes; (3) The City's theory in
calculating its "lost" liquidated damages fails as a matter of law because delay damages are
assessed on per day basis and only against the contractor causing the delay; (4) the City agreed to
an extension of the substantial completion date to October 15, 2008 and agreed to have a unified
substantial completion date for most contractors, which maximized its warranties; (5) the City
waived its right to assess liquidated damages and did so with full knowledge of all the
circumstances; (6) the City's damage claim is incorrect and speculative and fails to consider
potential cost and harm that would likely have resulted from potentially litigating each alleged
claim for liquidated damages.
2.2.2 Contractor change orders
The City is also expected to assert that Petra breached the Construction Management
Agreement by not properly managing certain contractor change orders, resulting in unnecessary
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charges to the Project. The City bears the burden of proving by a preponderance of the evidence
that Petra had a contractual duty to monitor contractor change orders in the manner that the City
claims and that Petra breached this duty by improperly recommending for approval certain
change orders. The City also bears the burden of proving that any breach on the part of Petra
caused the City to make payments it never should have made, i. e. the City was damaged by
Petra's improper recommendations for approval for the challenged change orders.
Petra will prove at trial that (l) the change orders submitted for payment were amounts
properly payable by the City; (2) the City waived its right to question the change orders because
the City approved them with full knowledge of all relevant circumstances and because the City
made final payment to each contractor; (3) alternatively, any mistaken payments by the City
were due to accounting errors and not the fault of the prime contractor, and should be repaid by
to the City the prime contractor.
3. ELEMENTS OF PETRA'S CASE
3.1 The City's breach of contract and breach of the covenant of good faith
and fair dealing.
In order to succeed in its breach of contract counterclaim, Petra has the burden of proving
each of the following elements:
(a) A contract existed between the City and Petra;
(b) The City breached the contract;
(c) Petra has been damaged on account of the breach; and
(d) The amount of damages.
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Petra will prove at trial that the City breached the Construction Management Agreement
and the covenant of good faith and fair dealing by failing to pay the full amount of its earned
compensation and reimbursable expenses and by failing to engage in mediation as required by
the Construction Management Agreement.2
Specifically, Petra is entitled to recovery of its reimbursable expenses and an equitable
adjustment to its construction manager's fee because the City substantially increased the size,
quality, complexity, Owner's schedule, budget and procurement methods of the Project.
These changes include the following:
• Physical Size: The size of the New Meridian City Hall building increased
from an 80,000 sq. ft. four-story above ground building to a 104,000 sq. ft. three-story building
with a basement.
• Scope of work within the building: The amount of work within the
building was originally envisioned as "standard" Class A office space with open office areas.
Final design utilized fixed wall office partitions and cabinetry in lieu of demountable office
partitions requiring more supervisory time to manage the Project.
2 Petra is entitled to reimbursable expenses and fees under Sections 6.2.2 and 7 of the Construction Management
Agreement. Paragraph 8.2 of the Construction Management Agreement provides in relevant part: "All Claims shall
be subject to mediation as a condition precedent to the institution of legal or equitable proceedings by either party.
Request for mediation shall be filed in writing with the other party to this Agreement. The request may be made
concurrently with the filing of a legal or equitable proceeding but, in such event, mediation shall proceed in advance
of legal or equitable proceedings, which shall be stayed pending mediation for a period of 60 days from the date of
filing, unless stayed for a longer period by agreement of the parties or court order. The parties shall endeavor to
mutually agree on an independent, professional mediator within 15 days of the request for mediation. The parties
shall endeavor to have the mediation completed within 60 days of the request for mediation."
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• Plaza and site work: Original site work was envisioned as "surface
parking" and the required streetscape around the building. Final plaza design included
amphitheatre, Heritage building, trellis, canal, stream, plaza with pavers and fountains, as well as
parking and streetscape. To manage this work, Petra employed a full time Project
Superintendent and Staff Engineer to oversee the intricate installation.
• Structure: Size of the City Council chambers dictated column to beam
moment welds in four directions throughout the structure. This was more than the two
directional moment welds that were initially anticipated, and added time to the Project during the
rainy season when it is difficult to weld.
• Building exterior: The City's desire to have an exterior that would stand
the "test of time" dictated the use of stone and brick. This is a more expensive and time
consuming construction method than is used on other standard commercial buildings, but was
required in order to provide a 200 year structure.
• Mechanical: The mechanical system used in the building is state-of-the-
art. It incorporated access floor/under floor duct throughout the building with a two pipe
hydronic system providing under floor control to individual VAV boxes at individual work
stations.
• Electrical: The electrical system also is state-of-the-art with "daylight
harvesting" controls, C02 monitoring, standby generator and UPS systems - all requiring
additional time to install.
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Because of the complexity of the mechanical/electrical systems, Petra employed a
mechanical/electrical superintendent in lieu ofa foreman to ensure the success of the Project.
• LEED: The certification for LEED with the state-of-the-art mechanical,
electrical and plumbing systems added time to the overall Project to complete.
• Owner's schedule: The City's schedule required "fast track"
construction, i.e. the construction started before the plans and specifications for the Project were
completed. In addition, the bidding process provided for in the Construction Management
Agreement increased from two bid packages with no re-bids to six separate bid phases with most
phases containing multiple bid packages, and a few packages had to be re-bid?
• Budget: The Project Budget set at $12.2 million was established as of
August I, 2006 was increased by the City to a final cost of over $21.5 million.
Petra will prove at trial that the above changes in size, scope, complexity, and budget
entitle Petra to an equitable adjustment its construction manager's fee and additional
reimbursable expenses. The City's refusal to pay is a breach of the Construction Management
Agreement and the covenant of good faith and fair dealing and has damaged Petra in the
amounts set forth above.
Petra anticipates that the City will argue (I) that the Project did not increase in size,
scope, and complexity; (2) that the amount of the construction manager's fee has no basis in the
Construction Management Agreement; (3) that Petra failed to properly track reimbursable costs;
3 See Construction Management Agreement at ~ 6.2.2.
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(4) that Petra failed to seek and obtain approval of the additional construction manager's fee and
reimbursable expenses prior to performing the services; and (5) that Petra failed to timely request
the construction manager's fee and reimbursable expenses under Section 8 of the Construction
Management Agreement.
Petra will offer evidence at trial that the City's positions lack merit because: (1) the City
increased the size, scope, and complexity of the Project; (2) the parties adopted 4.7% as a
reasonable percentage for calculating an equitable adjustment to Petra's construction manager's
fee; (3) alternatively, Petra will show it is requesting an equitable adjustment in its fee in light of
all surrounding facts and circumstances; (4) Petra tracked its time and reimbursable expenses in a
manner consistent with the most reasonable interpretation of the Sections 6.2.2 and 7 of the
Construction Management Agreement and the City never complained about the tracking during
the course of the Project; (5) Petra sought and obtained approval of the additional construction
management services prior to rendering them; and (6) the City should be estopped from arguing
Petra was untimely in submitting Petra's Change Order No.2 because the City did not deny
Change Order No.2 until February 24, 2009 after Petra had already performed the additional
construction management services, incurred the extra reimbursable expenses, and the Project was
complete.
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3.2 Breach of contract implied-in-fact (quantum meruit)
The doctrine of quantum meruit allows "recovery, on the basis of an implied promise to
pay, of the reasonable value of the services rendered or the materials provided." Great Plains
Equipment, Inc. v. Northwest Pipeline Corp., 132 Idaho 754, 767, 979 P.2d 627,640 (1999).
An implied-in-fact contract is defined as one where the terms and existence of the
contract are manifested by the conduct of the parties with the request of one party
and the performance by the other often being inferred from the circumstances
attending the performance. It is grounded in the parties' agreement and tacit
understanding. 'The general rule is that where the conduct of the parties allows
the dual inferences that one performed at the other's request and that the
requesting party promised payment, then the court may find a contract implied in
fact. '
Fox v. Mountain W Elec., Inc., 137 Idaho 703, 708, 52 P.3d 848, 853 (2002) (internal
citations omitted).
Petra has the burden of proving each of the following elements:
a. The circumstances imply that the City requested additional performance by Petra
to manage the increased size, scope, and complexity of the Project; and
b. The circumstances imply a promise by the City to compensate Petra for such
performance; and
c. Petra performed as requested.
3.3. Breach of contract implied-in-law (unjust enrichment)
Unjust enrichment, or restitution, is the measure of recovery under a contract
implied in law. A contract implied in law, or quasi-contract, 'is not a contract at
all, but an obligation imposed by law for the purpose of bringing about justice and
equity without reference to the intent of the agreement of the parties, and, in some
cases, in spite of an agreement between the parties.' Recovery under an unjust
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enrichment theory, on the other hand, is limited to the amount by which the
defendant was unjustly enriched.
Barry v. Pac. W Consf., Inc., 140 Idaho 827, 834, 103 P.3d 440,447 (2004) (internal citations
omitted).
Petra has the burden of proving the following elements:
a. Petra provided a benefit--eonstruction management services-to the City; and
b. The City accepted this benefit; and
c. Under the circumstances, it would be unjust for the City to retain the benefit
without compensating Petra for its value.
4. CONTESTED FACTS
If a contested fact is, or should be, a contested issue of law, such contested fact will be
deemed to also be a contested issue of law.
4.1 Whether Petra performed its services as a construction manager not-at-risk
in accordance with the terms and condition of the Construction Management Agreement.
4.2 Whether Petra performed its services as a construction manager not-at-risk
in accordance with the applicable standard of care.
4.3 Whether Petra guaranteed that the Work conformed to the contract
documents and the plans and specifications.4
4.4 Whether Petra guaranteed the cost or price of the Project.
4 "Work" means the work performed by the prime contractors.
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4.5 Whether Petra met its responsibility to provide a response to the "Owner's
Criteria" by engaging in a collaborative effort with LCA and the City.
4.6 Whether Petra met its responsibility to communicate with LCA, the prime
contractors and the City during the course of the Project.
4.7 Whether Petra and/or LCA provided the City with value engineering
suggestions.
4.8 Whether the City approved all changes to the Work.
4.9 Whether the City approved the cost of the Work.
4.10 Whether the size, quality, complexity, Owner's schedule, budget and
procurement methods of the Project changed from that described in the Construction
Management Agreement.
4.11 Whether Petra is entitled to an equitable adjustment of its construction
manager's fee and reimbursable costs because of the change in size, quality, complexity, Owner's
schedule, budget and procurement methods of the Project.
4.12 Whether Petra submitted timely notice of its request for an equitable
adjustment of its construction manager's fee and for additional reimbursable costs.
4.13 Whether Petra sought and obtained approval from the City prior to
rendering additional services and incurring additional costs.
4.14 Whether 4.7% of the increase in the Project cost is a reasonable
percentage to use in calculating the equitable adjustment of Petra's construction manager's fee.
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4.15 Whether Petra tracked its time and reimbursable expenses in accordance
with the requirements of the Construction Management Agreement, as amended by the parties'
conduct and course of dealing.
4.16 Whether Petra properly discharged its duty to observe the Work.
4.17 Whether any alleged failure on the part of Petra to guard against defects
caused any damage to the City.
4.18 Whether any alleged defect caused damage to the City.
4.19 Whether any alleged defect was caused by any of the prime contractors.
4.20 Whether LCA, the architect, Heery International, Inc., the commissioning
agent, Materials Testing & Inspection ("MTI"), a third party inspection firm, and the City's
building department inspectors conducted required testing and inspections throughout the course
of the Project.
4.21 Whether defects and deficiencies noted during the course of the Project
were corrected.
4.22 Whether the Work was tested, and if so, whether the Work "passed" the
required test.
4.23 Whether the Work was inspected, and if so, whether the Work "passed"
the inspection.
4.24 Whether each defect or deficiency that was listed on one or more punch
lists was corrected, tested, inspected and the punch list item closed.
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4.25 Whether Keith Watts, the City's purchasing agent, was the City's
authorized representative as required by paragraph 1.2 of the Construction Management
Agreement.
4.26 Whether the City agreed to a unified substantial completion date of
October 15,2008 for most of the prime contractors.
4.27 Whether from and after October 15, 2008, Petra's duties and
responsibilities under the Construction Management Agreement were limited to: (l)
administering change orders for additions by the City to the scope of the Project, (2) supervising
completion of Punch List items, and (3) payment by the City of the retentions it has withheld
from various contractors.
4.28 Whether damages for any alleged failure on the part of Petra to perform its
duties as required by the Construction Management Agreement can be calculated with
reasonable particularity or are the City's damage claims too speculative.
5. CONTESTED ISSUES OF LAW
If a contested issue of law is, or should be, a contested fact, such contested issue of law
will also be deemed to be a contested fact.
5.1 Whether Petra is entitled to an equitable adjustment of its construction
manager's fee under the terms of the Construction Management Agreement, including
particularly paragraph 7.
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5.2 Whether Petra is entitled to a reimbursement of its expenses under the
terms of the Construction Management Agreement, including particularly paragraph 6.2.2.
5.3 Whether Petra is entitled to specific performance by the City of the terms
and conditions of the Construction Management Agreement that entitles Petra to an equitable
adjustment of its construction manager's fee and reimbursement of the additional costs it
incurred.
5.4 Whether Petra is entitled to the amounts owed to it for reimbursable
general condition costs in the amount of $74,894.25 on the City Hall project, and general
condition costs in the amount of $51,152.79 for management of the East Parking Lot, plus
interest as required by the Construction Management Agreement.
5.5 Whether Petra suffered consequential damages because of the City's
breach of contract and breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing, including damages
for lost past and future earnings and benefits and lost business and investment opportunities that
Petra would have realized had Meridian not breached.
5.6 Whether Petra is entitled to interest and finance charges at the rate of .75%
per month as provided in the Construction Management Agreement.
5.7 Whether the Construction Management Agreement imposed a fiduciary
duty on Petra.
5.8 Whether the City was entitled to recover liquidated damages from any
prime contractor, other than those assessed against Rule Steel, because of unexcused delays.
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5.9 Whether Petra is liable under the Construction Management Agreement
for not recommending the assessment of liquidated damages against any prime contractor other
than Rule Steel.
5.1 0 Whether the City waived its right to seek damages from Petra for any
alleged failure by Petra to recommend that liquidated damages be assessed against any prime
contractor.
5.11 Whether, as a matter of law, liquidated damages could have been assessed
against any prime contractor, other than Rule Steel, because of unexcused delays.
5.12 Whether the claims by the City are barred because the acts, conduct,
representations, and omISSIOns by or chargeable to the City breached the Construction
Management Agreement.
5.13 Whether the claims made by the City are barred because the City cannot
enforce a contract of which it is in breach.
5.14 Whether the claims made by the City are barred because the acts, conduct,
representations, and omissions by or chargeable to the City breached the covenant of good faith
and fair dealing.
5.15 Whether Petra and the City entered into contracts that are implied-in-fact
from the conduct of the parties, whereby Petra provided goods and services to and for the benefit
of the Project, which goods and services were requested, approved and accepted by the City.
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5.16 Whether the City breached the terms of the contracts implied-in-fact by
failing to pay all the compensation and cost reimbursements to which Petra is entitled.
5.17 Whether Petra and the City entered into contracts that are implied-in-law
from the conduct of the parties, under which Petra is entitled to the additional compensation for
labor performed and reimbursement for additional costs incurred by Petra to and for the benefit
of the Project, which was and is reasonably worth the full amount claimed by Petra, none of
which has been paid by the City, and all of which is past due.
5.18 Whether the City breached the terms of the contracts implied-in-law.
5.19 Whether the claims made by the City for declaratory relief are barred
because they are not ripe.
5.20 Whether the claims made by the City for declaratory relief are barred
because the City has stated a claim for damages and therefore has acknowledged that it has an
adequate remedy at law.
5.21 Whether the claims made by the City are barred by the doctrine of
estoppel because of the acts, conduct, representations, and omissions by or chargeable to the
City.
5.22 Whether the claims made by the City are barred by the doctrines of waiver
and release because of the acts, conduct, representations, and omissions by or chargeable to the
City.
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5.23 Whether the claims made by the City are barred because the relief sought
would result in the unjust enrichment of the City to the detriment of Petra.
5.24 Whether the claims made by the City are barred by the doctrine of laches
because of the acts, conduct, representations, and omissions by or chargeable to the City.
5.25 Whether the claims made by the City are barred by the doctrine of unclean
hands because of the acts, conduct, representations, and omissions by or chargeable to the City.
5.26 Whether the claims by the City are barred because the City was guilty of
negligent or careless acts and omissions during times relevant to the development and
construction of the Project and whether such negligence or carelessness on the City's part
proximately caused and contributed to the City's resultant damages, if any.
5.27 Whether the claims made by the City are barred because any injury or
damages that the City alleges it has sustained resulted from superseding and/or intervening acts,
conduct, omissions, representations, events, and/or other causes that were not foreseeable or
otherwise properly attributable to Petra.
5.28 Whether the claims made by the City are barred because the City sustained
no cognizable injury or damages as a result of any act, conduct, representation or omission by
Petra.
5.29 Whether the claims made by the City are barred because the City failed to
use reasonable care to reduce, mitigate and minimize any injury or damages that it alleges it has
sustained.
PETRA'S PRE-TRIAL MEMORANDUM
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5.30 Whether the claims made by the City are barred because the City,
voluntarily and with full knowledge of the circumstances, and/or by failing to use reasonable
care, committed acts and/or omissions that aggravated any injury or damages that the City
alleges it has sustained.
5.31 Whether the claims made by the City are barred to the extent that they
seek recovery of fees and costs where such recovery is unavailable.
6. EVIDENTIARY ISSUES
The parties have made various motions in limine regarding evidentiary issues. Petra is
not aware of any evidentiary issues at this time, except those addressed in the motions in limine.
7. AGREED OR STIPULATED FACTS
Petra is not aware of any stipulated facts.
8. MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES ON ISSUES OF LAW
The points and authorities on the issues of law have been previously briefed by the
parties during the course of this litigation. Petra incorporates its previous briefing into this Pre-
Trial Memorandum.
DATED: November 18, 2010
PETRA'S PRE-TRIAL MEMORANDUM
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 18th day of November, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Daniel Loras Glynn
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
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KIM J. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB#5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
A.NOM': U~
----__~-l'~~_ t:~
NOV 18 2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO CI k
By CARLY LATIMORE er
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
REPLY TO MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF
AFFIDAVITS OF KIM TROUT, LEO
GElS, AND TIM PETCHE
COMES NOW, THE Plaintiff/Counter-defendant, The City of Meridian, ("City"), by and
through its attorney of record, Kim J. Trout of the ftrm TROUT. JONES. GLEDHIll •
FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A., and hereby submits the following Reply to the Memorandum ftled
in Support of Motion to Strike Portions of the Afftdavits of Kim Trout, Leo Geis, and Tim Petsche.
This Reply Memorandum is supported by the Afftdavit of Thomas G. Walker Dated November 15,
2010 in Support of Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Sanctions, the City of Meridian's Reply to
Petra's Memorandum ftled in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Sanctions, which by reference is
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incorporated herein, the undisputed facts, as well as the papers and pleadings filed in this matter. In this
action the City seeks relief from the Court in the form of sanctions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Petra has filed a motion to strike portions of the affidavits of Kim Trout, Leo Geis, and Tim
Petche based upon the allegation that these affidavits contain hearsay testimony. The City seeks to have
these affidavits admitted in their entirety under the IKE. 803(24).
II. ARGUMENT
Intent or intention of a crime is manifested by the commission of acts and surrounding
circumstances connected with the event. Idaho Code § 18-115. Thus, intent can be inferred from the
Defendant's conduct or from circumstantial evidence. See State v. Reeves, 139 Idaho 502, 506-507, 80
P.3d 1103, 1007-1108 (Ct. App. 2003). In Idaho, hearsay is a "statement, other than one made by the
declarant while testifying at the trial or hearing, offered in evidence to prove the truth of the matter
asserted." LR.E. 803(c). However, under Idaho Rule of Evidence 803, there are exceptions to the
hearsay rule even though the declarant is available as a witness. Specifically, subsection (24) allows
hearsay statements not specifically covered by any of the other exceptions but having the equivalent of
circumstantial guarantees of trustworthiness, if the court determines that the statements are more
probative on point for which it is offered than any other evidence which the proponent can procure
through reasonable efforts. For hearsay to be admitted pursuant to this subsection it must be proven to
have particularized guarantees of trustworthiness. See State v. Grqy, 129 Idaho 784, 792, 932 P.2d 907,
915 (Ct. App. 1997). The spontaneity of the statement, the consistency of repetition, the mental state
of the declarant and the lack of motive to fabricate are indicators of trustworthiness, but those factors
are not exclusive. Id (citing Idaho v. Wright, 497 U.S. 80S, 110 S.Ct. 3139, 111 L.Ed.2d 638 (1990). The
Supreme Court further stated that these factors are not exclusive, and the courts have considerable
leeway to consider other appropriate factors. Id (citing Idaho v. Wright, 497 U.S. 80S, 822, 110 S.Ct. 3139,
REPLY TO MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF
AFFIDAVITS OF KIM TROUT, LEO GElS, AND TIM PETCHE
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3150). The trustworthiness must, however, be shown from the totality of the circumstances that
surround the making of the statement. Id. (citing Idaho v. Wright, 497 U.S. 805,819, 110 S.Ct. 3148-49).
Here the trustworthiness of the statements offered in the Affidavits of Kim J. Trout, Leo Geis,
and Tim Petche are substantiated not only by the deposition of Mr. Frank which is attached to the
Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker dated November 15, 2010 and filed in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion
for Sanctions and the Deposition of Milford Terrell which is attached to the Affidavit of Erika K. Klein
Dated November 18, 2010 in Supplementation of Petra's Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for
Sanctions and in Support of Motion to Strike Portions of the Affidavits of Kim Trout, Leo Geis, and
Tim Petsche, but are also further substantiated in City's Reply to Petra's Memorandum filed in
Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Sanctions, which by reference is incorporated herein, and the
Affidavit of Kim Trout, filed concurrendy herewith. In his deposition Mr. Frank admits that he had
conversations with Leo Geis and Mr. Terrell, and he substantiates many of the comments which appear
in Mr. Geis' and Mr. Trout's affidavits filed on November 5, 2010. Additionally, the consistency and
repetition in both the statements found in the affidavits and in the depositions of Frank and Terrell are
quite evident. For example, in the Affidavit of Leo Geis, Mr. Geis states:
"On or about October 21, 2010, Jerry Frank of Petra, Incorporated contacted
me via telephone. During the conversation, his demeanor was icy. It was my
perception that Mr. Frank held the belief that since I was testifying on behalf of
the City, that I was coming after him.
In Mr. Frank's deposition, Mr. Frank admitted that he considered Mr. Geis to be an opponent
of Petra because he was involved in a lawsuit and was going to testify on behalf of the City of
Meridian.! In Mr. Geis' affidavit he also states "Mr. Frank's point was that since we were both
1 Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker, dated November 15, 2010 (''Walker November 15, 2010 Affidavit"), at Exhibit A-
Deposition ofJerald S. Frank taken November 11, 2010 ("Frank November 11, 2010 Deposition"), p. 23:21 - 24:2.
REPLY TO MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF
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Christians we should go to church leadership with our difficulties to avoid the public eye." This
conversation is clearly supported by the deposition testimony of Mr. Frank.2
Finally, in this instance the declarants lack any motive to fabricate the statements made within
the affidavits, and each affidavit is consistent with the others: I'm an expert witness hired by the City of
Meridian, Mr. Frank contacted me and was either trying to intimidate or harass me, and the contact was
inappropriate under the circumstances. Use of corroborating evidence such as this which shows
particularize guarantees of trustworthiness which would permit the admission of a presumptively
unreliable statements by bootstrapping upon the trustworthiness of other evidence. ld. (citing Idaho v.
Wright, 497 U.S. 805, 823,110 S.Ct. 3139, 3150-51; Delaware v. VanArsdall, 475 U.S. 673, 684, 106 S.Ct.
1431,1438,89 L.Ed.2d 674 (1986». Due to this rule of law the affidavits should be allowed.
CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated, the City respectfully requests that this Court deny Petra's Motion to
Strike portions of the Affidavits of Kim Trout, Leo Geis, and Tim Petche.
RESPECTFULLY submitted this 18th day of November, 2010.
TROUT+)ONES+GLEDHILL+FUHRMAN +GOURLEY, P.A.
BY:_C__:::;_£=~__
KIM). TROUT
Attorneys for Plaintiff
2 ld. at p. 21:14-25, p. 23:5-9.
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 18th day of November, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Fax: (208) 639-5609
Hand Delivered
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Email
Kim]. Trout
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KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB#5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By CARLY LATIMORE
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
REPLY TO MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR SANCTIONS
COMES NOW, THE Plaintiff/Counter-defendant, The City of Meridian, ("City"), by and
through its attorney of record, Kim J. Trout of the firm TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL •
FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A., and hereby submits the following Reply to the Memorandum filed
in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Sanctions. This Reply Memorandum is supported by Affidavit
of Thomas G. Walker Dated November 15, 2010 In Support of Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for
Sanctions, the Affidavit of Kim J. Trout dated November, 18, 2010 in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for
Sanctions, and the Affidavit of Kevin Kluckhohn dated 18, 2010 in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for
Sanctions, the undisputed facts, as well as the papers and pleadings filed in this matter. In this action
the City seeks relief from the Court in the form of sanctions.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Petra does not dispute that Mr. Frank contacted Leo Geis or Milford Terrell, nor does it dispute
that this Court has the inherent authority to assess sanctions for bad faith conduct. Further, the
affidavit submitted by Thomas G. Walker with the attached, correct and complete copy of the
deposition transcript of Jerald S. Frank taken on November 11, 2010 provides additional evidence to
support the City's claims. Additionally, the Affidavit submitted by Kim J. Trout with the attached,
correct and complete copy of the deposition transcript of Milford Terrell and a correct and complete
copy of an audio recording of a telephone call between Mr. Trout and Jason Neidigh provides
additional evidence to support the City's claim.
II. ARGUMENT
In the City's original memorandum it quotes Idaho Code §18-2604(1). Petra, in its responsive
briefing, attempts to misdirect the court's attention on the requirements in the code section. Petra
implies that sanctions can only be imposed if the court finds a direct threat or intimidation. For
example, Petra points out that "there is no evidence of any threats made by Mr. Frank."! Another
example, " ... there is still not testimony from the City's affiants that the conversation between Mr.
Frank and Gies, or Mr. Frank and Mr. Terrell on the other hand, were threatening or intimidating."z
However, Idaho Code §18-2604(1) is not that limited in scope. The statute clearly states "any person
who, by direct or indirect force or by any threats to a person or property or by any manner willfully
intimidates. influences. impedes. deters. threatens. harasses. obstructs or prevents a witness ... or any
person who may be called as a witness or any person he believes may be called as a witness in a civil
proceeding from testifying freely. fully and truthfully in the civil proceeding is guilty of a misdemeanor."
Idaho Code §18-2604(1) (emphasis added.)
! Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Sanctions, at p. 2, ~ 2.
2 Id.
REPLY TO MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SANCTIONS
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Finally, it is common knowledge that witness and jury tampering are prohibited acts, and "it is
axiomatic that citizens are presumptively charged with knowledge of the law once such laws are
passed." Wilson v. State, 133 Idaho 874, 880, 993 P.2d 1205, 1211, (Idaho App. 2000) (citing Atkins v.
Parker, 472 U.S. 115, 130, 105 S.Ct. 2520, 2529, 86 L.Ed.2d 81, 93 (1985); North Laramie Land Co. v.
Hoffman, 268 u.s. 276,283,45 S.Ct. 491, 494, 69 L.Ed. 953, 957 (1925)). Thus, "[i]gnorance of the law is
not a defense." Id (citing Smith v. Zero Dejects, Inc., 132 Idaho 881, 887, 980 P.2d 545, 551 (1999); State v.
Fox, 124 Idaho 924, 926, 866 P.2d 181, 183 (1993)).
Jerry Frank acted with intent. Mr. Frank testified that he had known Leo Geis for "well over ten
years," and is entitled to his interpretation of Frank's demeanor.3 In Mr. Frank's deposition he stated
that he became aware that Geis was a witness for the City because his name was listed on a witness list
provided to him by Mr. Walker.4 Further, Frank testifies that he considered Geis to be an opponent of
Petra.S It's hard to imagine, contrary to his testimony, he wasn't thinking about either of those things
when he picked up the phone and called Geis for the sole purpose of wanting to understand Geis'
interpretation of Proverbs 25. There is little doubt what Frank intended. It was not a casual
conversation to discuss Scripture amongst Christian businessmen, especially when there were no
difficulties between Mr. Frank and Mr. Geis.6 And, when Mr. Frank interprets this verse to mean "that
you should be slow to go to court, and should take any issues up that you have with a brother-amongst
the elders.,,7
While it is true that Frank didn't directly verbally threaten or intimidate Geis, it is clear he was
trying to influence and deter Geis not to testify against him, and was harassing him because he was on
the witnesses list. The same thing can be said of his conversation with Mr. Terrell.
3 Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker, dated November 15, 2010 (''Walker November 15, 2010 Affidavit"), at Exhibit A-
Deposition ofJerald S. Frank taken November 11, 2010 ("Frank November 11, 2010 Deposition"), p. 18:4-5 & p.
24:17:22.
4 !d. at p. 22:1-7.
S !d. at p. 23:21-23.
6 Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Sanctions, at p. 4, '112.
7 Walker November 15, 2010 Affidavit, at Exhibit A - Frank November 11, 2010 Deposition, p. 23:7-9.
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On October 22nd, 2010, Mr. Frank calls the President of DeBest Plumbing to talk to him about
the leaky drinking fountains at Valley Shepherd. Mr. Frank tells Mr. Terrell "[w]e need to get this fixed
and taken care of, because we don't want to have - I don't want to have another lawsuit like I have
with Meridian City Hall."g (Emphasis added.) As Mr. Frank further testifies, his comment did have the
intended impact on Mr. Terrell. Frank testifies, "[a]t that point I think he [Mr. Terrell] said that he
needed to go check on what the lawsuit was about, is what his comment was to me... ,,9
Moreover, Frank is simply dishonest. In his deposition, Frank admits calling Milford Terrell on
Mr. Terrell's cell phone on the same day he calls Geis, October 21, 2010.10 Cell phone records received
from Frank during his deposition show that on October 21, 2010 he placed a call at 2:54 p.m. to Mr.
Terrell's cell phone that lasted one minute. l1 Thereafter he placed another call to Mr. Terrell's cell
phone at 3:13 p.m. that lasted two minutes. On October 22, 2010, Frank received a call at 10:15 a.m.
from Terrell. Frank claims to have not spoken to Terrell on the 21st, and that he simply left a message
about a warranty issue with respect to a project.12
Directly contrary to Frank's sworn testimony, Milford Terrell says unequivocally, that he did
speak with Frank on the 21 st and that Frank told him that one of DeBest's employees was "testifying
against me.,,13 Milford Terrell also testified, that following the conversation with Frank on the 21s\
Terrell spoke with Jason Neidigh, his son-in-law about the matter.14 This 'fact' is confirmed in the
transcript of the Neidigh call. On October 21, 2010 Jason contacted Kevin Kluckhohn, a paralegal at
the office of Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.a., expressing his concerns about whether he
could testify as an expert, or not.IS
g Id. at p. 31 :5-8.
9 Id. at p. 31:16-18.
10 Id. at 27:6.
11 Trout November 18, 2010 Affidavit at Exhibit B.
12 Walker November 15, 2010 Affidavit, at Exhibit A - Frank November 11, 2010 Deposition, p. 27:18-28:19
13 Affidavit of Erika K. Klein dated November 18, 2010 ("Klein November 18, 2010 Affidavit"), at Exhibit A-
Deposition of Milford Terrell taken November 15, 2010 ("Terrell November 15, 2010 Deposition"), p. 15:6-17:4.
14 Id. at 20:18-22:21; 23:17-24:1; 24:15-25:4.
15 Affidavit of Kevin Kluckhohn, dated November 18, 2010.
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There is no doubt that contrary to his sworn testimony, Frank spoke with Terrell on October
21,2010. Frank's credibility is further destroyed by Terrell's sworn testimony. Frank testified during his
deposition, under oath, that he had not had any face-to-face meeting with Mr. Terrell.16
During the deposition of Mr. Terrell, he had his personal calendar sent to the offices of Trout
Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A.. He testified, under oath, that his calendar reflected a lunch
meeting with Jerry Frank on October 22, 2010 at the Arid Club, and that Mr. Terrell paid for the
lunch.17
One can only ask how much more the Court must have in order to understand Jerry Frank's
motive, his actions and his failure to be truthful under oath. Frank's conduct has had a negative impact
on the City of Meridian and specifically on Neidigh as an expert witness. As is evident from the
transcript of a telephone conversation between Jason Neidigh and Kim Trout, Frank's call had the
intended effect Jason's first comment is "I'm getting out of the plumbing industry and, uhm, finding
something that's more enjoyable to do at home.,,18
It is clear that Jerry Frank's conduct influenced and impeded a witness, Jason Neidigh, from
testifying freely, fully and truthfully in this civil proceeding. However, Frank's conduct also put Mr.
Neidigh and Mr. Terrell in direct conflict with each other, both their employee/employer relationship
and as a son-in-law/ father-in-law relationship.
MR. TROUT: Because the nature of the phone call isn't really of consequence.
The fact that Jerry made the call at all is the issue.
MR. NEIDIGH: Sure.
MR. TROUT: And so -- you know, I hate to put him in that position. I hate to
put you in that position, but, frankly, I didn't put either of you in that position.
Jerry Frank did it by his conduct.
MR. NEIDIGH: Sure. Milford recognizes that.
MR. TROUT: Okay.
MR. NEIDIGH: That's the gist of it with what I told Milford. I said, Milford,
you know, I -- I do what I can to act on the behest of DeBest Plumbing. And
my goal is never to drag him into a mess, irregardless of what I do on behalf of
16 Walker, November 15, 2010 Affidavit at Exhibit A, p. 37:10-14.
17 Klein November 18, 2010 Affidavit at Exhibit A, p. 13:18-14:6 and p. 28:23-25.
18 Trout, November 18, 2010 Affidavit at Exhibit A, p. 2:10-12.
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the company or aside from the company. That's what pisses me off more than
anything is now Milford is involved in something that he shouldn't even have to
know about --
MR. TROUT: That's right.
MR. NEIDIGH: --Other than the fact that it is going on and I'm working on
behalf of the company. And he goes: I know, but Jerry is the one that put us
there.
Trout, November 18, 2010 Affidavt at Exhibit B, p. 7:7-8:2.
And, although Mr. Terrell testified that he had not been threatened under cross examination by
Petra's counseL the unsolicited commentary by Jason Neidigh could not more eloquendy tell the story
of exacdy what was conveyed to him by his father-in-law:
MR. NEIDIGH: --Other than the fact that it is going on and I'm working on
behalf of the company. And he goes: I know, but Jerry is the one that put us
there.
MR. TROUT: Yeah. That's right.
MR. NEIDIGH: So it sucks. And that -- that's ultimately where it -- he's kind
of gotten to is that, you know what, it -- what is it -- I don't know -- off the
record. It absolutely pisses me off that somebody thinks that they have that
much power over anybody.
MR. TROUT: Yeah.
MR. NEIDIGH: That's what pisses me off. I don't care if I ever work for the
son of a bitch again in my life. But you know what? That's my opinion, and I
don't own this company. I told Milford, if it -- if I need to, I'll resign. I don't
care. Because -- welL I have a future elsewhere.'
Id at p. 8:2-8:11.
To put a young professional in a position where the pressure exerted causes him to believe that
he might have to resign his job, simply because he's acting as an expert witness in a case is simply
reprehensible. A failure to hold Jerry Frank accountable for this conduct would simply be
unexplainable to the citizen voters of the City of Meridian. Thus, the City simply asks for the swift
imposition of justice on Jerry Frank, and upon the company in which he is the principal, the Defendant
Petra Incorproated.
Petra's counsel attempts to use its client's wrongdoing as an absurd basis for arguing that the
City is the litigant that is attempting to delay these proceedings and increase the expense of this
litigation, so that Petra will become discouraged and walk away. This argument totally ignores the
REPLY TO MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SANCTIONS
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wrongdoing by Petra this close to trial. To engage in such acts at this late date indicates that Petra is
concerned about its case, and rather than bring this matter before the Court for a full and fair hearing, it
is willing to sabotage the City's case in order to reach an inequitable result.
CONCLUSION
As stated the City has had to expend considerable time, effort and resources in order prepare
and present expert testimony, not only to defend itself against Defendant's Counterclaims, but to
present its case to this Court in order to get relief from Petra wrongdoing. Due to these facts, and
the fact that Mr. Frank has willfully intimidated, harassed several of the City's expert witnesses in order
to gain an advantage in this case. Therefore, sanctions against Petra are not only justified, they are
completely warranted. The City respectfully requests that this Court impose all of the following
sanctions against Petra for it egregious conduct at this late date:
1. That the defenses asserted by Petra in this matter be hereby stricken;
2. That the Court vacate the trial in order to allow the City to replace its expert witnesses;
3. That in addition the Court allow monetary costs for experts which had been previously
employed by the City to testify in this matter;
4. For attorneys fees and cost for preparing new experts for trial;
5. For attorneys fees and costs for bringing this Motion; and
6. Imposing civil penalties against Petra.
RESPECTFULLY submitted this 18th day of November, 2010.
TROUT.JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
By: _c:::=_._:=J--,,~'W--~__
KIM J. TROUT'
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 18th day of November, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Fax: (208) 639-5609
Hand Delivered
u.s. Mail
Fax
Fed. Express
Email
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Kim]. Trout
REPLY TO MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SANCTIONS
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IKIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB#5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN • GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
NO. 1111.&0 !l,tJe--
A.M ...P.M.:;f.4-~--'-II-~-
NOV 18 2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By eARLY LATIMORE
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) :ss
County of ADA )
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
AFFIDAVIT OF KEVIN KLUCKHOHN
IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S REPLY
TO OPPOSITION OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR SANCTIONS
KEVIN KLUCKHOHN, being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1. I am at least eighteen (18) years of age and am competent to testify regarding the
matters set forth herein.
2. I am a paralegal for the law fIrm of TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN.
GOURLEY, P.A., which represents the Plaintiff in this matter, and I make the following statements
based upon my own personal knowledge.
AFFIDAVIT OF KEVIN KLUCKHOHN IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S REPLY TO OPPOSITION OF
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SANCTIONS
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3. Jason Neidigh of DeBest Plumbing, Incorporated, was retained by this firm as an
expert witness in the above-entitled matter.
4. On or about October 15, 2010, on behalf of the Plaintiff, this firm filed the
Plaintiff's Disclosure of Expert Witnesses dated October 15, 2010 with the Court.
5. I caused a copy to be served upon Thomas G. Walker of the ftnn Cosho Humphrey,
LLP, the Defendant's counsel in this matter on the same day.
6. On or about October 21, 2010, I received a phone call from both Leo Geis and
Jason Neidigh, two of the City's declared expert witnesses.
7. Leo Geis asked me if it was appropriate for an expert witness to be contacted by an
adverse party in a matter.
8. On October 21, 2010, I had two telephone conversations with Jason Neidigh
regarding a phone call received by Milford Terrell from Jerry Frank. During the ftrst conversation
with Jason, he asked me how much trouble it would cause us if he were unable to testify as an expert
witness in this matter. Jason explained to me that Jerry Frank had contacted Milford Terrell. Jason
was unable to explain the telephone call to me at that time, however Jason asked me if I knew the
saying "Don't bite the hand that feeds you." The message seemed very clear, in that if he were to
testify as an expert witness on behalf of the City of Meridian, that DeBest Plumbing would likely not
receive work from Petra Incorporated. I asked Jason to call me back later in the day after he was
able to talk with Mr. Terrell.
9. After several hours, I sent Jason a text message to ftnd out when he would call me
back on the 21 st of October. Shortly after that message, Jason and I talked, and he again reiterated
that he was uncertain as to whether he would be able to testify and that Mr. Terrell was contacting
DeBest's attorney to detennine what DeBest needed to do. Jason infonned me that he had told Mr.
AFFIDAVIT OF KEVIN KLUCKHOHN IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S REPLY TO OPPOSITION OF
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SANCTIONS
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Terrell that if he were to not testify, that DeBest might have to write a check back to the City of
Meridian for expert work already performed but which could no longer be utilized.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.
4~
KEVIN KLUCKHOHN
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 18th
otary Public, Sta of Idaho
Residing at: Boise, Idaho
My commission expires: 1(- I ~ - II
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 18th day of November, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Email
~
o
o
o
AFFIDAVIT OF KEVIN KLUCKHOHN IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S REPLY TO OPPOSITION OF
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SANCTIONS
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KIM J. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB #5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY,P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
NO. Fll.eO~~
A.M_----P.M..J4-
NOV 18 2010
J DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
• By eARLY LATIMORE
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) :ss
County of ADA )
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
AFFIDAVIT OF KIMJ. TROUT IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S REPLY TO
OPPOSITION OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR SANCTIONS AND
PLAINTIFF'S REPLY TO
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO STRIKE
PORTIONS OF AFFIDAVITS OF KIM
TROUT, LEO GElS, AND TIM
PETSCHE
KIM J. TROUT, being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1. I am at least eighteen (18) years of age and am competent to testify regarding the
matters set forth herein.
AFFIDAVIT OF KIM]. TROUT IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S REPLY TO OPPOSITION OF
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SANCTIONS AND PLAINTIFF'S REPLY TO MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF AFFIDAVITS OF KIM TROUT,
LEO GElS, AND TIM PETSCHE
Pagel
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2. I am a member of the law ftrm of TROUT • JONES • GLEDHILL • FUHRMAN •
GOURLEY, P.A., representing the Plaintiff in this matter, and I make the following statements based
upon my own personal knowledge.
3. I submit this afftdavit in support of Plaintiff's Reply To Memorandum In Opposition
To Plaintiff's Motion For Sanctions and Plaintiff's Reply To Memorandum In Support Of
Defendant's Motion To Strike Portions Of Afftdavits Of Kim Trout, Leo Geis, And Tim Petche.
4. As counsel for the City of Meridian, I retained Jason Neidigh of DeBest Plumbing,
Inc. to act as an expert witness for the City in the pending matter.
5. I previously retained Mr. Neidigh as an expert witness for a litigation matter, and
found his work to be of exceptional quality and found Mr. Neidigh to be very thorough in
performing his duties.
6. As a result of the professional relationship developed during the course of the prior
litigation, Mr. Neidigh and I also developed a personal friendship.
7. On numerous occasions, I have met with Jason, Jason's wife, and Jason's father-in-
law, Mr. Milford Terrell. Mr. Terrell is the President of DeBest Plumbing, Inc.
8. On or about October 21, 2010 my paralegal, Kevin Kluckhohn, advised me that he
had been contacted by Jason Neidigh. Kevin Kluckhohn advised me that Mr. Neidigh had become
concerned about whether he could actually testify as an expert witness in the pending matter.
9. Following my call with Kevin Kluckhohn, I called Jason and in my discussion with
Jason, he advised me that Milford Terrell had received a telephone call from Jerry Frank of Petra
Incorporated. Jason advised me that he was concerned about whether he could actually testify as an
expert witness in the pending matter because of comments made by Mr. Terrell regarding the
AFFIDAVIT OF KIMJ. TROUT IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S REPLY TO OPPOSITION OF
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SANCTIONS AND PLAINTIFF'S REPLY TO MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF AFFIDAVITS OF KIM TROUT,
LEO GElS, AND TIM PETSCHE
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telephone conversation with Jerry Frank, regarding the relationship between Petra Incorporated and
DeBest Plumbing, Inc., and with respect to the future relationship of the two organizations.
10. I advised Jason that, in my opinion, the Rules of Civil Procedure as well as Idaho
Code § 18-2604(1), made it improper for Mr. Frank to seek to influence any witness, let alone an
expert witness in any manner, whether directly or indirectly.
11. I advised Jason that I would need to speak with Mr. Terrell and asked if he could
make that arrangement for me. He told me that he would speak with Milford and seek to have him
call me.
12. Following my call with Jason, I anticipated that I would hear from Mr. Terrell not
later than Monday, October 25, 2010.
13. When I was not contacted by Mr. Terrell, I attempted to contact Jason
unsuccessfully due to a family trip.
14. Thereafter I asked my Paralegal to contact Mr. Terrell's office at DeBest Plumbing to
make an appointment with Mr. Terrell so that I could speak with him personally. I was advised by
Kevin Kluckhohn that Mr. Terrell's office indicated that a meeting could not be held until his
attomey,John Insinger, returned.
15. I then called the law firm of Risch Pisca, seeking to speak with Mr. Insinger. I spoke
with Jason Risch who advised me that Mr. Insinger was in California, but Jason Risch provided me
with his cell phone number to call. I advised Jason Risch of the issue, and he agreed to contact John
Insinger and have him get in touch with me.
16. Thereafter, during the week of October 25, Mr. Insinger and I had a number of
telephone calls. During the course of the calls, I was advised by Mr. Insinger that there had been no
call from Jerry Frank to Milford Terrell regarding DeBest acting as an expert witness in the matter,
AFFIDAVIT OF KIM]. TROUT IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S REPLY TO OPPOSITION OF
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SANCTIONS AND PLAINTIFF'S REPLY TO MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF AFFIDAVITS OF KIM TROUT,
LEO GElS, AND TIM PETSCHE
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and that his understanding was that Jason Neidigh had simply been retained to testify regarding
plumbing issues related to Buss Mechanical's work on the Meridian City Hall.
17. I advised Mr. Insinger that I believed the situation was that Mr. Frank had contacted
Mr. Terrell regarding the matter, and that I would have to proceed with developing the facts through
depositions.
18. Thereafter, I contacted Jason Neidigh from my office, and recorded the
conversation. Because Mr. Insinger had represented to me that there had been no telephone call
from Mr. Frank related to DeBest's participation in the case, I wanted to confirm, if possible, what I
had understood to have heard in my earlier call with Jason Neidigh. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A"
is a true and correct copy of the transcribed telephone call with Jason Neidigh.
19. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of Deposition Exhibit No.
618 and purports to be Mr. Frank's Summary for his Verizon Wireless cell phone.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, PA
By:
'"Kim]. Trout
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 18th day of November, 2010.
Notary Public, State of Idaho
Residing at: Meridian, ID
My commission expires: November 3, 2014
AFFIDAVIT OF KIM J. TROUT IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S REPLY TO OPPOSITION OF
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SANCTIONS AND PLAINTIFF'S REPLY TO MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF AFFIDAVITS OF KIM TROUT,
LEO GElS, AND TIM PETSCHE
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 18th day of November, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Email
Kim J. Trout
~
D
D
D
AFFIDAVIT OF KIMJ. TROUT IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S REPLY TO OPPOSITION OF
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SANCTIONS AND PLAINTIFF'S REPLY TO MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF AFFIDAVITS OF KIM TROUT,
LEO GElS, AND TIM PETSCHE
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Jason Neidigh - AUDIO November 16,2010 The Cit" _. Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
Janet French, CSR #946, RPR
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho)
Municipal Corporation, )
) Case No. CV OC 09-7257
)
John Insinger yesterday.
MR. NEIDIGH: Okay.
MR. TROUT: And John's recitation -- well, I've
talked to him three times now.
MR. NEIDIGH: Okay.
MR. TROUT: And John's recitation or conversation
with me about the situation has me a bit bothered.
MR. NEIDIGH: Okay.
MR. TROUT: Because, frankly, I don't believe
John.
MR. NEIDIGH: Okay.
MR. TROUT: And here's why: I do believe you.
MR. NEIDIGH: Uh-huh.
MR. TROUT: And I know what our discussion was,
and I know the discussion you had with Kevin, and I
just think that, with all due respect to your
father-in-law, he wants to play this down and kind of
have it go away. And -- and I'm a little bothered by
that to be perfectly blunt.
MR. NEIDIGH: Uhm -- well, let's talk about what
John said.
MR. TROUT: Okay.
MR. NEIDIGH: Uhm, because it -- John told me
yesterday that you indicated that I said that Jerry
Frank told Milford we wouldn't work for him again, and
Page 3
TRANSCRIPT OF AUDIORECORDING
TELEPHONIC CALL OF JASON NEIDIGH
Defendant.
Plaintiff,
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 1
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
)
)
)
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho)
Corporation, )
v.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
AUDIORECORDING TELEPHONIC CALL 1
2
MR. TROUT: This is a telephone call to Jason 3
Neidigh regarding Petra. His number is 941-0407. 4
(Telephone being dialed and ringing.) 5
MR. NEIDIGH: DeBest Plumbing. This is Jason. 6
MR. TROUT: Jason, it's Kim. 7
MR. NEIDIGH: Hi, Buddy. 8
MR. TROUT: What are you doing? 9
MR. NEIDIGH: I'm getting out of the plumbing 10
industry and, uhm, finding something that's more 11
enjoyable to do at home. 12
MR. TROUT: And probably less stressful? 13
MR. NEIDIGH: Yes. 14
MR. TROUT: Yeah. Kind of what I thought you 15
were going to tell me. 16
MR. NEIDIGH: Yeah. 17
MR. TROUT: Uhm -- 18
MR. NEIDIGH: No. You and Ijust need to sit 19
down, and you educate me, and I'll educate you, and 2 0
we'll -- we'll get through it. 21
MR. TROUT: Yeah. Here's -- here's kind of my 22
problem. 23
MR. NEIDIGH: Okay. 24
MR. TROUT: I -- I had -- I had a phone call with 25
Page 2
I don't -- I -- I don't recall. That all happened so
fast. Honestly, it is a bit gray and vague in my mind
anyway.
But the conversation I remember with you was
that there -- you made the assumption that part of
that conversation might have been that terminology or
the -- you know, "You won't work for me again if this
comes about," and I concurred with you in saying, it
could have very well have been. Milford did not say
that to me. Now, what happened on the phone, I don't
know. I don't know what was said.
The conversation I had with Milford
yesterday was: Well, quite frankly, we don't
really -- I'm off the record -- we don't give a shit
what Jerry Frank wants. I can move forward as an
expert witness for you, and it doesn't really pertain
to what we're doing.
So, hence, my call and questions for you is:
What -- what needs to happen? What -- what do I need
to do for you? What -- what conversations do you want
to have with me about where this whole thing stands?
Because I don't know where you're at with Jerry Frank
making phone calls and how it pertains to us.
Milford is at the point now where, you know
what? Petra doesn't use us consistently. Even if
Page 4
Associated Reporting Inc.
208.343.4004
~~~~._4)
EXHIBIT
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Jason Neidigh - AUDIO November 16,2010 The Cit~ ",f Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
they called for a bid, low bid is low bid. They're 1
going to take whatever is cheapest. 2
So if that means I still move forward and be 3
your expert witness, so be it. 4
MR. TROUT: Okay. So -- so here's -- here's 5
my -- here's part of my problem. 6
MR. NEIDIGH: Okay. 7
MR. TROUT: I just -- what I need is what I 8
haven't gotten so far, but I -- but -- but I'm going 9
to kind of read between the lines a little bit. 10
Did Jerry call Milford? 11
MR. NEIDIGH: Yes. 12
MR. TROUT: Okay. That -- so let me --let me -- 13
let me make a couple things really clear. 14
MR. NEIDIGH: Okay. 15
MR. TROUT: I'd still like to use you as my 16
expert. 17
MR. NEIDIGH: Okay. 18
MR. TROUT: I don't know whether I can get my 19
client to agree to that at this point. 20
MR. NEIDIGH: Okay. 21
MR. TROUT: The fact that Jerry called Milford - 22
MR. NEIDIGH: Uh-huh. 23
MR. TROUT: -- is an absolute no-no. 24
MR. NEIDIGH: Right. 25
Page 5
MR. TROUT: -- Jerry calling Milford.
MR. NEIDIGH: Okay.
MR. TROUT: And at that point in time the bad
news is, it puts Milford in an awful position because
I may have to call him as a witness or depose him.
MR. NEIDIGH: Sure.
MR. TROUT: Because the nature of the phone call
isn't really of consequence. The fact that Jerry made
the call at all is the issue.
MR. NEIDIGH: Sure.
MR. TROUT: And so -- you know, I hate to put hir~
in that position. I hate to put you in that position,
but, frankly, I didn't put either ofyou in that
position. Jerry Frank did it by his conduct.
MR. NEIDIGH: Sure. Milford recognizes that.
MR. TROUT: Okay.
MR. NEIDIGH: That's the gist of it with what I
told Milford. I said, Milford, you know, I -- I do
what I can to act on the behest of DeBest Plumbing.
And my goal is never to drag him into a mess,
irregardless of what I do on behalf of the company or
aside from the company.
That's what pisses me off more than anything
is now Milford is involved in something that he
shouldn't even have to know about --
Page 7
--
1 MR. TROUT: It's prohibited conduct. And it 1
2 doesn't matter what he said. The fact that there was 2
3 a discussion of any kind is the issue. And that's -- 3
4 that's where I'm at. 4
5 And so I'm going to meet with Ted this 5
6 morning. I guess at 11 :30. 6
7 MR. NEIDIGH: Okay. 7
8 MR. TROUT: And I've got to talk to him about 8
9 whether I can even consider using you at this stage, 9
10 or whether I've got to find somebody else. 10
11 MR. NEIDIGH: Okay. 11
12 MR. TROUT: So let me do that, Buddy, and I'll 12
13 check back with you. Okay? 13
14 MR. NEIDIGH: Yeah. Do you want -- do you wan 14
15 to -- I don't know. I've spent so much time going 15
16 through all of this stuff with different people, now 16
17 I'm not really sure who -- who I've talked to about 1 7
18 it. Do you want to go through what I remember about 18
19 those calls or events or, no, they don't matter? 19
20 MR. TROUT: No, not at this point in time. 20
21 MR. NEIDIGH: Okay. 21
22 MR. TROUT: The key to this thing is something 22
23 that -- that I've got to take to the Court, and that 23
24 is Frank -- 24
25 MR. NEIDIGH: Okay. 25
Page 6
MR. TROUT: That's right.
MR. NEIDIGH: --Other than the fact that it is
going on and I'm working on behalf of the company.
And he goes: I know, but Jerry is the one
that put us there.
MR. TROUT: Yeah. That's right.
MR. NEIDIGH: So it sucks. And that -- that's
ultimately where it -- he's kind of gotten to is that,
you know what, it -- what is it -- I don't know -- off
the record. It absolutely pisses me off that somebody
thinks that they have that much power over anybody.
MR. TROUT: Yeah.
MR. NEIDIGH: That's what pisses me off. I don'
care if I ever work for the son of a bitch again in my
life. But you know what? That's my opinion, and I
don't own this company.
I told Milford, if it -- if I need to, I'll
resign. I don't care. Because -- well, I have a
future elsewhere.
MR. TROUT: Yeah. No. I understand. But
that's --
MR. NEIDIGH: On the record, though. I have --
now am -- I'm now in territory that I don't
understand. I don't know --
MR. TROUT: Yeah. 1--
Page 8
2 (Pages 5 to 8)
Associated Reporting Inc.
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Jason Neidigh - AUDIO November 16,2010 The Cit~ _. Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
1 MR. NEIDIGH: -- whether you are my attorney or 1
2 John is my attorney, and maybe you are both my 2
3 attorney. And so I'm stuck in this: Shit, what do I 3
4 do? I don't know what to do. So my instinct is to 4
5 just sit and wait for something to happen. 5
6 MR. TROUT: Yeah, I know. You've -- you've bee 6
7 put between the proverbial rock and a hard spot, and 7
8 I'm going to extricate you. Okay? 8
9 MR. NEIDIGH: Well, help me out, man. I don't -- 9
10 I don't want to make life more difficult. I'm a 10
11 middle child. I'm supposed to make everybody happy 11
12 and -- at this point, I don't know how to do it, 12
13 because it is uncharted territory for me. I'm not 13
14 here to try and make life miserable for people, but... 14
15 MR. TROUT: Here's the deal -- here's the deal. 15
16 You can't do anything, because you didn't do anything. 16
17 MR. NEIDIGH: Okay. 17
18 MR. TROUT: Okay? 18
19 MR. NEIDIGH: Yeah. 19
20 MR. TROUT: This isn't -- this isn't your bag. 20
21 What you did was you did your job, and you did it 21
22 well, and the guy on the other end of the stick, a guy 22
23 by the name of Jerry Frank, is -- is either frightened 23
24 or he's delusional about how much power he thinks he 24
25 wields in this world. 25
Page 9
1 MR. NEIDIGH: Right.
2 MR. TROUT: And so either one, I don't care. But
3 what he did is flat wrong.
4 MR. NEIDIGH: Sure.
5 MR. TROUT: And we're going -- we're going to ge
6 to the bottom of that pretty quickly.
7 MR. NEIDIGH: Can you do me one favor?
8 MR. TROUT: Sure.
9 MR. NEIDIGH: If it pertains to Milford, keep me
10 out of it.
11 MR. TROUT: Yep. I got it.
12 MR. NEIDIGH: I -- getting -- getting information
13 from you to him would the natural easy thing to do.
14 MR. TROUT: No, I'm not -- I'm not going to put
15 you in that position. Okay?
16 MR. NEIDIGH: It makes it easier, because it --
17 John is looking out for Milford's benefit, and I
18 believe he's looking out for mine as well, but if I'm
19 not involved in what you need and how it pertains to
20 Milford, it makes my life easier, if that's possible?
21 MR. TROUT: Yeah. I'm going to do my best to --
22 to keep you out of that mix. You're -- you've got two
23 problems: "A," you work there; and "B," he happens t
24 be your father-in-law, so--
25 MR. NEIDIGH: Well, and -- and I don't want that
Page 10
to become a problem for you, so if I'm not involved i
it, then nobody can point that out as a potential
problem.
MR. TROUT: Yeah. I'm with you. No. I know
where to go from here, Buddy.
MR. NEIDIGH: All right.
MR. TROUT: I'll be touch.
MR. NEIDIGH: Thank you.
MR. TROUT: Thanks, Bud.
MR. NEIDIGH: Uh-huh.
MR. TROUT: Bye.
MR. NEIDIGH: Bye.
(The audio recording concluded.)
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CERTIFICATE OF TRANSCRIPTION
I, Janet L. French, hereby certify:
That I correctly and accurately transcribed
and typed the above transcript from the audiorecording
of a telephone conversation; that the foregoing pages
are a true and correct record ofthat conversation, to
the extent that the audiorecording from which it was
transcribed was audible and discernible.
Dated and certified on this 17th day of
November, 2010.
T .~~ j-JlDJrlI
sociated Reporting, Inc.
1618 West Jefferson Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
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REf'OIlTING. INC.
Invoice Number Account Number Date Due Page
0919750454 365464166-00001 11126110 1500'246
Summary for Jerry Frank: 208-941-0549
Voice Allowance Used Billable cost
SharePlan minutes -- 696 -- --
--" -- ._------- ----
-_._-~-
A1ends &Famlly mInutes
--
166
-- --
Mobile to Mobile mlnutes ~rmited 434
-- --
--_._-----_..- .-
-'-
1--._-i---._._.
NillhtlWeekend minutes lIlIimlted m -- --
Your Calling Plan
NationWide Talk Share 15000
$9.99 monthly access charge
$.25 per minute
Frilltda &Family
email & Web for SMARTPHONE
$29.99 monthly access charglI
Unlimited monthly kiobyte
Beginning 011 09128110:
2Yr Contract
1minutes remairing
Beginning on 09/28/10:
22% - Feature Dlst:ount
M2M National Unlimited
Unlimited monthly Mobile to Mobile
llNl. Night &Weelllld Min
Unlimited mor4hly OFFPEAK
500 MSG Allowance + UHL IN MSG
$10.00 monthly access charge
Unlimited monthly M2M Text
lJnIimited monthly M2M PIX &VIdeo
500 monthly message allowance
$.10 per message atter allowance
Have more questions about your charges?
Get deblils tor all your Usage Charges at
vzw.comlmybuslnessaccount.
Charges
MonUllr Access Charges
Nationwide Talk Share 1500(fAdd'l Una ';102 - '2101
EmaIl &web forSMARTPHONE 11102 - '2101
.22% -'F88iure oiscountl'JD2 -12/0'
1£C Advanced DevIces - Asurlon 11102 - '2101
500 M56 Alowance + UNL IN MOO 11102 - 12101
Usage Charges
Total VOICe
Messaging
lklIimJted M2M Text
T8Jd, Picture &Video
Total Messaging
Data
.;.;;KiIobyte;..-:..;;...;Usa...;.;,;::..ge kJ§i§ unlimited I408,425 I -- I
Total Data
Tolal Usage Charges
Verlzon Wireless' SUrchBrgllll
Fed UnIversal service Charge
ReglAatory Charge
AdmlnislratiW Charge
Taxes, Governmental Surcl1arges and Fees
10 Telecom Srvc Assist (ltsapl
Ada Cnty E911Fee
9.99
29.99
-6.60
7.99
10.00
$51.37
$.00
$.00
$.00
$.00
.27
.13
.83
$1.23
.06
1.00
$1.06
Tolal Current Charges tor 208-941-0549 $53.66
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10111 ll:OM 208-720-2000 Peak M2MAIIl7t¥ Meddianll ~Cl. 5
10111 11~" OOO-OOO-llO88 I'tIIc PlanMoolt,CIIIVM Meddiln II VcilCe MlIII CI.
10111' 12:01' 208...13&-8122 l'eak PlInAIIOW Ntltdllll1l1 BoisIIO
10111 12:031' 208-3811-2048 l'llIk I'IInMow WeridilIlIO Inconing Cl. 4
IMI 12:101' 2118-159~381 Pak PlanMow MIriIlianID 8lI1H1l
10m 12:11P 2118-4108-1821 Pak M2MMIw lloIH II ft:ll_CL 3
111m 12;421' 208-8-0387 I'tIk PWtAllow Bolle II IncamIna Cl. 2
101'11 1:41P Z08-8G0-7507 !'elk W2NAIIaw ..... 10 InaIlPng Cl. 5
10111 2:. 2011-323-4500 Peak friends &FnI, UericbnIO IncoIring Cl. S
10111 2:511' 208-323-4500 Pak FdencIs &flmlly 801.. 10 8IlIIe Il
10111 2:53P 208-323-4500 Put Friendl &Falritt IloIaIl mring CL
10111 2:541' 208-36Z-2112 Pule PIMAIIow Garden CillO 8oiIe1O
10111 2:55l' 208-941-1781 Puk JIIMAIow GnlnCl1Il IIoist 10
10ft I 2:57P OOO-GOO-OO8li Peak PIanAIIow.ClIIMl 8015110 "*'MIll Cl.
IOftl 3:031' 208-e59~ Peak PllnAlIOW IloIa 10 InConWIgCl.
10111 3~p ~860-7501 PtIk M2MA1kM IIoIseIl rncomgCL 1
10/11 5:4llP llllO-ooo-ooea l'eak PlanAlIow,tIJ1VM (;a,n Cll 10 VOICe Mal Cl. 2
10/11 5:5&P 2OIl-634-!1G22 P!IIk M2MAIIaw GInIInCIllO h:aIrint Cl. 5
10111 6:58P 2011-424-0821 PIIk PIIlIA/IlIw liaise II lnc8n*Ig Cl. 2
10/11 7:021' 201-424-0&28 Pak PIanAIIow liaise Il mring Cl. 2
10/11 7:511' 208-94'-1381 Peek M2MAIaw GInIell CIllO 8oIsI1O 6
10m 7:51P 2080-891-9164 PAl< PI8nAIow GIrllenCIllO BoisIID I
1Of11 9;33P 2118-949-1381 OIl-Peek N&W 8oI,.1D IncamIna Cl. 17
10112 8:.... 760-324-7610 hak PlanAlIow Me!ldIaII Cl rlCllllWlg Cl. 14
10/12 11. 2ll8-345-9671 Peak PlaMIIow MeddiMllD BoIICID 1
lQ112 11:35A 512-541-5415 ... M2IlHlaw Meridlln II lIIcominGCl. 11
10112 1:221' 000-00o-0088 PUll PIaMllow.CIlIVM IlaIstlll 'Wice Mail Cl. 1
10/12 2:111' 208-941""5 Peak 1oI2MA11oW Boise 10 Baise lD 2
10112 2:131' 2118-86ll-S116 Peak M2MAI1oW Boise 10 IloiselO 2
1M2 2:401' 000-00o-0086 Pak PIInAHaw,QIIMoI BoI.. 1O Itllce MIiICl.
1(1112 2:411' 208-860-7507 Pal< M2NAIlow 1lcii.. 1D 801M ID 2
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/     foUJIow  l  
/   Il00-000-008   f'I n ooIt,CI  ll   I  all  
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 IOP 11 ea  I  l O "'1 l 
0111 7   le 1oI2  BoIHIl t:II DngC   
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/        I  l IS 
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lMI P  II   ld n i  B i IID  
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0(  t;   a   01,.10 a Ina l  
IOfl  II    Peak I I  l ll I 1 G11Wl    
1  II. G8-345-   I H  O 8oI1 1O 
IOfl    Pak I    IComInGCl  
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Invoice Number Account Number Date Due Page
0919750454 365464166-00001 ,,126110 15501246
Detail for Jerry Frank: 208-941-0549
Voice, continued
AIrtime lenlI DIIlf
Daw 11.- NImlIer RIle IJA~IT". Orlgillallon DllliIlltloll MIn. ChQII OlberCllOS To1II
10m 2:51P 203-323-4500 I'tek frlllld8 &FImI, Balstll b:iOInln9a. s
10112 2:57P 2OI-8ll8-1508 PeIk P1anAllGw llal$el) IIoist III 19
10112 3:Z3P 208-412-19:19 PIIIII M2MAUoW llclIMlD InCOmilGCl 8
10112 3:49P ooo-ooo-ooea ,..k I'IMlAIloW.CIIMI llcIIeeD YllIce MIil CL 1
10112 4:48P 201-859-0:187 Peak PllnAllaw Balstll 8clM1l 1
10112 4:521' 208-376-1257 !'uk PIIIaAIoW IIoIst ID "-*'Oct 2
10112 4:StP 208-378-1257 Patt ~Iow lllhe 10 BoIse 10 '2
10112 5:13P 208--378-1257 Pllak ...nAlIoW Ilaise 10 8oIsI1l 3
lQfl2 5:18P 208-859-0387 Pt.1l l'IIMIIow IlaisID 80Ise D 2
10112 S:Z2P 208-345-9878 ~k ~ GIlrdl!IIetlD IlCllseD
10112 5:2!5P 208-860-7S07 Peak M2MA11ow 8lUeD 1ll~Cl. 3
101/2 S:27P 208-424428 Peak PIaroNlow BoiPIl I!olNIl
10112 6:371' 2lllI-3e-9B78 Pak PlIn1llbw lIoIeIlO 8C11RD
100'12 7:401' 208-345-8878 Peak PIInNIow BolsIID IIIcllmIallCl
10112 7:41P 208-345-1IlI78 Peak P1lllA11ow \lclise1O BaIst Il 2
10113 1l:38A 000-000-0086 Peek PIInf4Iow.c.vM Met1dIan Il VoiceMdCL 2
10113 11:4OA 208-859-o:Ja7 Peak PlaMllow MlrilfenlD 80iee 10 3
lW13 11:430\ 713-458-8709 PuIt PIMAIIoW MilIlCIIIRIl 1\IrItIciliesMN 3
IWI3 1:12P 000-000-_ PI8k ~ow,cawM lkIlselJ VoIceIo\sil Cl. 3
100'13 2:2!5P 208-101-4467 Peak ~Io\ll 8ol&I1D Iloiae 10
lW13 2:34P 208-93--1381 Peak /o12MA11ow GaidenC~1O IlCllselO
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lOft3 3:41P 425-419-t184 /'uk M2MA11ow IMridilIIIO lftcomIIlo CI. 5
10fl3 3:52P 201-860-5186 Peek M2IIAlIcw MerillenIO lIoise 10 1
lWI3 :t.56P m8-514-4342 Puk PIsilAIlow 8CIIse lO BoISe Il 2
1Of13 3:59P 208....60-5186 ....k M2MAIIDw IIolH Il InGOminQ Cl.
10113 4;04P 208-323-4500 Peak ~&faml, BoIIIID Botse 10 3
lWI3 4:07P 208-323-4500 Peak ffimd$&Famly 8olseIO 8oItIIO 3
'0113 5:171' 208-345-9878 Peak l'IaI1A1ow BolseIO BaiSe 10 12
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111115 11:35A 000-000-0086 Peek I'IWlIow.CIIlVM llOi$e/O Voice MIll Cl
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Voice. continued
A/rIInw l.IIlIa DitlI
0- Trm. NlInIbIr Alit UtloeTJIPI Origination llIsIlulion Min. ClIIrgu OlIIIrCllp Toll'
'OIlS Il:36A 208-43s.t020 PeIk PIa1AIIaw BoIst III IiMeIl
lOllS tl7P oao-ooo-ooee ,.. PlanAllow,CWlYM Iloisem IlDil:eMIIQ.
10115 2:581' 0IlO-000-0086 Ptllk PlInMow,(:a1NM MerIcbn lD VOlceMalCl
-
10/15 3;32P OOO-GOO-ooes Peak PIanAIbw.C8lMI Merldlln 10 ~MIIiICl 2
10115 3:34P 201-343-4635 PIlle Pl..wow MerldllnlO llobIlD 9
10115 3:44P 208-859-0317 PflIk PllnAilow IIoiH ro liaise 10
10/15 4:51P llOO-OOD-0086 Peak PIilnMow,CdVN 8oIH1O VGIce MIICl 1
10115 4:55P 163-458....1119 PeaIc PWIkwI Sol. I) TwmtieiMN 2
10/15 4:S7P 208-323-4500 Pak Friends & F8m1y Boisell 801.10 4
10115 5:ooP 208-283-5702 PtIIk I'IIMIIow 8Gise II Boise IU 2
10/15 5:02P 208....60-7506 PtIk M2MA11ow 8oIst: JIl Boise III 2
10/15 5:0JP 208-aGO-7506 PtIIc M2WIIIIW,CIlMIit BoiseD Inc:orIiftOCl 2
10115 5:1OP 208-160-7506 PtIIk M21AAl1uw llalsell IncamklgQ.
10115 5:11P 208-283-5102 PtIk PIInAIoW Boise 10 IIoiM 10
10115 5:161' 208-34>9878 PeIk PIlnAJIow Boise 10 ~D
10115 5:17P 208-860-7506 Peak MlIMllow,C111Wl1il 8oIselO IIlalmIng CL
1lW'15 8,zsJ> 163-458-81011 I'M: PlInAIIow Boise 10 Twinl:ililllMN 2
101'15 1:48P 206--283-5102 PeIk PlMAlIow BObe 10 tllCllnWIgCL 5
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Detail for Jerry Frank: 208-941-0549
Voice, continued
Alrtlme l.oolt DIsII
DIIe T_ Hallllltr hie IIsIg,Type 0rlgIuIl0n Destilla.." MIn. ell.rp$ OlMrCllp ToIII
1l.V28 t;14,. 2OI--1J5e-0387 I'uk ~ IloIselD IrIOOnlnlI Cl 2
10128 tI:2ZA 201-8&0-7508 .... M2IINIow Boi.lO Boise Il 6
IIl12a 12M GOO-OOQ-IJ088 PeIk l'lInMow,c.u1lN MarIdiIIn lD VOice MIICl 2
1l.V28 11:31" 2llI-445-88711 ... PIIIIIAIIow IMridIanIll BoIse III 10
11l12a 1:38P 208-15lHl3ll1 PeIk PlInAIow MeridlMID BoIse II 5
10/28 1:46P 201-~2-5000 I'IIk ~ llerldillnlO ~Cl. 1
10121 1:47P 208-860-7507 PIIk M2NNbw MerldWllll 80iM 10
111126 1:4aP 208-323-4500 Peek FriMds& FIIIlU, lhridillnlD IIalH III
10128 1:51P 208-323-<4501 !'elk PItnMow Mertdllnlll nunlngCl 4
10128 1:51P 208-llflll-3SlO Peak M2MNlow Boise I> IlaiIe II 2
10128 2:IIOP 201-323-4500 Peak Fllendll &FIIlII\' GIlden CIllO 80IHlD 6
10128 2:2:1' 20&-323-22118 I'Nk PIInAIlow Baise 10 lloiIIlO
10121I 2:3OP 208-1121-2m PeIk M2MAIlow Merid"18ll11 flaiselll
10121I J:lllP ooo-QO(J-OOIl8 Peak PlMAlJow,CllI\'N 110I_10 VOlce IolaII ct.
lG1211 3:1" 2Oa-323-4500 PIlIIk frllnds & FIIlIIy Baise D blomiIlgCl
10128 4:04P 425-419-6184 fAIl M2MA11oW Baise" 80lhelWA 8
1012. 4:11lP 208-1141-1787 PIak PIInAlIow BalseD IloIN III
1012' 4:1" 2118-37f-W8 Pelk Pf&Mby Bolle III 8oIselO
10121 4:47P 208-323-4500 Pttk Fdends &FamIv IIoite III Bois,I> 3
10128 4:r;op 208-323-4500 Peak Friends&F_ Balle ID IncomiIg Cl.
10128 4:521' 2OI-8S9-0387 PW PIInAIIow BoIseID 8oIIe1> 2
Il1128 5:221' ~7506 !'elk M2MMDW 8oiMO InCOll*lOCl 3
Ill128 5:32P 318-158-0381 Pelk PiaMIkiw lloIsIlO Inl:ominlI Cl.
10128 8;0llI' 2llB-Iel>-7520 PeIIc Il2MAIlDw lIoiselD 80lselll 3
1GI29 7:'S1A 2ll8-«i9-0387 ... PIInMow MtricllIn D IncomlngCl 3
10m 9:1SA 208-323-4500 l'IaIl A1Inds & FIInlIr UeridianO '-nIn9ct. 2
,om 11:21,\ 20&-323-4500 I'eIk Friends & FIniIr tHri6anl> 8oIsel> 2
10121 9:31,. 2OJ.-345-8878 I'IIk l'llInMow /lrisel> 80Ist I> 11
10128 9:43" 208-713-*4& Peak PIanNlow llaIwlD 8oIIe1> 2
10121 9:411A 2Oll-323-45OO P.k friends &fnfy loid "-OOgCl. 4
lM11 10:.. 208-W-G317 Pelle I'lanAUow IloItt 10 InCOIIingCl 2
lQf29 11:250\ 2Oa-~2-7400 ... PlenAllow Baise10 InllOllllnO Cl. 2
10128 11:21A ooo-OOO-OllI8 PeIk l'IWlIlow,caJMI BoIse 10 VOlce MIla.
1M. 11:2M 208-831-9000 Pelle aufWaw 8oletO IIlOO/IlklO Cl. 43
1012ll 12:141' 2011-11"-5313 !'elk M2MAIkiw IloIst ID l!oIse ID
10128 1:01P 208-313-4500 Pull FnllUls&f_ IIoiIIIIO Boise 10
1012. 1:G3P 201-323.....500 Peak Frlelldl &FIIIliIt 8oI8t I> 8DI11" 2
lMe l:lIP 208-880-7506 PeMl M2MAllow 80Ist I> "-"IntCl 2
1Ct'29 1:18P 208-323·4500 PIIk Friendl&ftmlr 80Ise ID 8oIstiO 2
10/29 1:201' 208-860-7507 PeMl M2AIAlIow IIolse 10 l!oIse 10 2
10128 1:32P 208-160-7507 Pelk N2JAAlJow BoIse ID lncicminvCl. 2
-----
1000g 1:401' 208-323-4507 Peak ~w IIoIstIO JIlCIrillI Cl
lMII 1:48P 201-418O-75ll8 Pnk M2MMOW BoIse 10 I/lalnIWlt Cl. 2
10129 5:01P 208-8S~ PIlIIk PIalMow IloIst 10 incoming Cl.
10m 5: lIP 208-859-0387 I'eak fWaow 8DIsell Boise II
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Detail for Jerry Frank: 208-941-0549
Voice, continued
AlrtDo l.DDt Dirtl
DIIe TlmlI NIRIIer 11.18 UsageTyjle DrI,-.IOIl D.~tloa IIlIn. C/largn llIIIll'CIIp Total
10/29 5:Z2l' 2Oe~1S8-0:J87 Peek PlanAIow 1lalAl0 BoIsell
10129 5:231' 208-881-9164 I'elIk l'l8MbN Boise 0 BalseID
1~ I0:07A 208-8511-4387 Dtf-Pellt tl&W BoI..O BaIse 10
1~ Il1'.31A 208-859-0387 OIl-Peak II&W BaIsIID IIlCllIlVngCL
I~ 12:08P Z08-859-0387 Oft-Pak N&W 801M lD BoIaelO
10130 12:131' 208-866-3500 Off-Peek H&W IIoIse II BoISIO 1
1013ll 3:22P ~51-0387 Off-l'Nk It&W MerfdlIn ID IloIoe III 2
10130 3:5CW' OQO-DlID..CXlllG DIf-Ptok Il&W.caIIVM Me~IIiInID IlDlce Mail CI. I
10130 8:2lP 7Ci0-324-168O DIf-l'olk N&W 80lseD PIlmSpgCA 13
101'31 2:45P 2011-353-21119 OII'-l'Oak HIM BalselD IncIlm*Ii Cl
101'31 4:191' 208-353-216l1 OII·-Peak IilW GnenCilIO 801M lD 6
101'31 8:28P 208-784-2747 OIl-Peak N&W IIoiIe ID IrIa:IrnInOCl 2
IWI 9:31A OOO-OOO-ClO88 Puk FlonAllow.c.IMl MelldQnIl 1lDIce Mall CI.
11101 lI;41A 208-344-7944 Peak PIIlIAIIDw ~O InQni1gCl. 5
111V1 1:17P 2D8-ll8lHI022 Poak U2MAIDw M.uldillnll lncomilgCt 2
lWI 2:56P ClOlI-OOO-00t6 Pak PIlInAIlOw,CII'IM Mef!dlnO ~MaIC1. 2
11101 2:58P 208-880-8411I Peek U2WIOW Mericieltl) Boilell Z
11/01 3;241' 208-880-5188 I'eIk 1oI2MA1c1w IloIseIO Inaln1k19 a. 1
I1AJ1 3:28P 208-8llO-8499 I'elIk M2MAIaw 8olse1O Inc:umIng CI. 2
c··.·
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Unbilled call detail for 208~941-0549
Robin Anselma
From: James. Kelly [Kelly.James@VerizonWireless.com]
Sent: Wednesday, November 10, 201011:40 AM
To: Robin Anselme
Subject: Unbilled call detail for206-941~549
Attachments: MinutesUsageFor208~941-o5491 .xls
Hi Robin,
Attached is the unbilled detail for the above number. Please let me know if you need
anything else.
«MinutesUsageFor208-941-Q5491 .xls»
7.(fl(Cy James
Coortlz'nator
• :fdll.'~ verizggwireless
<Business Service Center
9tf.otufay-tFriJfay 9:30am-6:00pm lPS'f
rra~no t(re 6i1Jeest to 6est in 20101
11110/2010
Page I of I
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1116/2010 06:32PM 2088692748 3 INCOMING
111612010 10:48AM 2083408250 2 BOISE
11/512010 05:00PM 2088590387 1 BOISE
11/612010 04;18PM 2083425000 24 INCOMING
11/512010 04:17PM 2083234500 2 INCOMING
11/512010 04:12PM 2083234500 2 BOISE
11/512010 04:11PM 86 1 VOICE MAIL
11/512010 03:54PM 5124727774 2 AUSTIN
11/512010 03:44PM 2083234500 9 INCOMING
11/512010 03:30PM 2083234500 6 BOISE
11/512010 03:28PM 2083232288 2 BOISE
11/512010 02:36PM 2088590387 3 BOISE
11/512010 02:34PM 86 2
1
VOICE MAIL
11/512010 02:29PM 2083425000 2 BOISE
11/5/2010 12:28PM 2083532169 11 INCOMING
111512010 11:51AM 86 1 VOICE MAIL
11/512010 11:5OAM 2082873776 1 INCOMING
11/5/2010 11:15AM 86 3 VOICE MAil
11/4/2010 05:16PM 86 3 VOICE MAIL
11/412010 05:15PM 2084336020 1 BOISE
11/4/2010 02:15PM 2083232288 3 BOISE
11/4/2010 01:25PM 2083532169 10 BOISE
11/412010 01:24PM 86 2 VOICE MAIL
11/4/2010 12:50PM 2088919164 , BOISE
11/412010 12:44PM 2088919164 1 INCOMING
11/412010 12:31PM 2088919164 1 INCOMING
11/412010 12:24PM 2088919164 1 INCOMING
11/4/2010 12:17PM 2088919164 2 BOISE
11/412010 12:01PM 2088590367 1 INCOMING
11/412010 11:46AM 2088919164 2 INCOMING
11/412010 11:15AM 2089417981 4 INCOMING
111312010 07:02PM 3035469417 3 BOULDER
111312010 05:57PM 2083459878 5 INCOMING
11/312010 05:24PM 2083532169 5 INCOMING
111312010 04:33PM 2083425000 6 INCOMING
1113/2010 03:54PM 2083459878 1 BOISE
11/312010 03;29PM 2083234500 2 INCOMING
11/312010 03:29PM 2083234500 1 INCOMING
11/312010 03:10PM 2083234500 3 INCOMING
111312010 03:01PM 2088901728 2 INCOMING
11/312010 02:23PM 2088590387 1 BOISE
11/312010 02:14PM 4254196184 8 BOTHELL
11/312010 11:35AM 2083532169 3 INCOMING
11/312010 09:01AM 2088908499 4 INCOMING
11/312010 07:57AM 2083843946 2 BOISE
111212010 05:38PM 86 2 VOICE MAIL
111212010 04:43PM 2088590387 1 BOISE
111212010 04:41PM 2088590387 2 BOISE
11/2/2010 02:36PM 2088912752 30 INCOMING
111212010 12:40PM 4254196184 1 INCOMING
111212010 11:36AM 2083532169 11 INCOMING
11/2/2010 08:44AM 2083532169 2 BOISE
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Details for: 208·941-0549
Anytime Minutes Used: 322 minutes
Cycle ends: 12/0112010
Date Time Number Minutes Description
1111012010 09:34AM 7603247680 7
1111012010 08:39AM 17
1111012010 08:37AM 2088843417 1
1111012010 08:35AM 2086395607 2
111912010 05:28PM 2089411787 1 BOISE
11/9/2010 05:24PM 2088605186 2 BOISE
111912010 05:24PM 2088590387 1 BOISE
11/912010 05:23PM 2088590387 1 INCOMING
111912010 05:23PM 2088590387 2 BOISE
11/912010 05:21PM 2089199675 2 BOISE
11/912010 05:19PM 66 2 VOICE MAIL
1119/2010 03:28PM 2089411787 1 INCOMING
11/912010 01:42PM 2083532169 3 INCOMING
11/912010 01:13PM 2063532169 1 BOISE
111912010 12:46PM 2088590387 2 BOISE
11/912010 12:39PM 2088590387 8 BOISE
111912010 12:17PM 4254196184 2 BOTHELL
111912010 12:16PM 4252227279 1 FALL CITY
1119/2010 12:09PM 86 1 VOICE MAlL
11/9/2010 12:03PM 3035469417 4 BOULDER
111912010 12;00PM 66 1 VOICE MAIL
111912010 11:57AM 4252227279 1 FALL CITY
111912010 11:50AM 4254196184 7 BOTHELL
111912010 11:41AM 2084242906 8 BOISE
111912010 11:40AM 2088590387 1 BOISE
111912010 11:38AM 66 3 VOICE MAlL
111912010 11:06AM 2086395607 3 BOISE
111912010 11:00AM 2086395607 2 BOiSE
111912010 11:00AM 2086395609 2 BOISE
111912010 10:57AM 66 3 VOICE MAIL
111912010 07:38AM 2086607507 1 INCOMING
111912010 07:37AM 2083532169 2 BOISE
111912010 I07:35AM 66 1 VOICE MAlL
11/8/2010 07:11PM 86 2 VOICE MAIL
11/612010 06:32PM 2085627373 19 INCOMING
11/812010 06:23PM 7607248156 5 VISTA
11/812010 06:19PM 2088637668 3 INCOMING
1118/2010 06:12PM 2085856240 4 MIDDLETON
11/812010 06:08PM 2085856240 4 MIDDLETON
11/812010 04:42PM 2083234500 2 INCOMING
11/812010 03:25PM 2068912752 25 INCOMING
11/8/2010 03:08PM 2063532169 4 INCOMING
11/8/2010 02:46PM 2083532169 7 INCOMING
111812010 12:31PM 2083425000 13 INCOMING
11/812010 10:19AM 2088908499 2 INCOMING
111712010 01:41PM 2088605186 3 BOISE
11/712010 12:30PM 2088593062 2 INCOMING
11/712010 12:13PM 2088607507 4 INCOMING
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NO._~~!~''.#LQ
"iLEU tI(-.. 'C7f7'A.M -'P.M
NOV 18 2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By eARLY LATIMORE
DEPUTY
KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB #5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHIlL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation, Case No. CV OC 09-7257
Plaintiff, PLAINTIFF'S PRE-TRIAL
MEMORANDUM
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Comes now, the Plaintiff, City of Meridian (the "City") and, pursuant to this Court's
Order, submits its Pre-Trial Memorandum.
INTRODUCTION
In 2006, the City decided to build a new city hall (the "Project"). The City is not in
the business of managing large commercial projects. Accordingly, the City sought a
professional construction manager to manage the Project. After conducting a thorough
selection process, the City selected Defendant Petra, Incorporated ("Petra"). At that point
in time, the City had only a loose idea of what it wanted; i.e., a four-story structure with
80,000 square feet of Class A office space.
PLAINTIFF'S PRE-TRIAL MEMORANDUM
Pagel
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,The parties entered into the Construction Management Agreement (the "CMA")
which set forth the terms and conditions upon which Petra would manage the construction
of the Project.! The primary purpose of the CMA was to create a relationship of "trust and
confidence" between the parties, wherein Petra accepted the fiduciary role of using its skill
and experience in the construction industry to "manag[e] and coordinat[e] the design and
construction of the Project on behalf of [the City)" and in furtherance of "the interests of
[the City] through efficient business administration and management." See CMA, Sections
1.1 and 4.1.
As compensation for its services, Petra was to be paid a fixed management fee (the
"CM Fee"), along with repayment of certain "not-to-exceed" reimbursable expenses (the
"Reimbursables"). The CMA required pre-approval by the City before any increase in the
CM Fee or the Reimburseables would be allowed.
Petra's management of the Project included two pnmary components; the pre-
construction phase and the construction phase. The pre-construction phase essentially
consisted of transforming the City's loose concept of what it wanted into a comprehensive
set of plans and specifications. The construction phase is self-explanatory. As each Prime
Contractor completed its portion of the Work, the Construction Contracts required that a
Certificate of Substantial Completion be issued by the Architect. Each Prime Contract
provided for a one year warranty phase which began upon the issuance of each respective
Certificate of Substantial Completion. Pursuant to the CMA, it was Petra's responsibility to
assure that the Certificates of Substantial Completion were issued. In the event Petra felt the
City was causing delays and/or actively interfering with the Project, Petra was required to
provide the City with written notice of such interference. Petra never provided the City with
I A copy of the CMA is attached hereto for ease of reference. Unless otherwise defmed herein, the tenns
defmed in the CMA shall be used without being re-defined.
PLAINTIFF'S PRE-TRIAL MEMORANDUM
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any such notice. Petra's duties were to be deemed complete upon the conclusion of the final
post-construction warranty period.
Petra never obtained a Certificate of Substantial Completion for any of the Work.
Nevertheless, Petra allowed the City to occupy the Project. Since occupying the Project, the
City has discovered (and continues to discover) multiple defects in its design and
construction that would have been prevented if the Project had been managed pursuant to
the terms of the CMA.
DISPUTED ISSUES
The City alleges that Petra is responsible for the damages incurred by the City as a
result of the defective design and construction. Petra denies liability for the defective design
and construction, alleging instead that the City is responsible for all the managerial decisions
that resulted in the defective design and construction. In addition to denying responsibility
for the defective design and construction of the Project, Petra is claiming that is owed
additional money due to an increase in the CM Fee and for additional Reimbursables.
The City denies owing any additional money for the CM Fee or for Reimbursables
because: (1) the City never agreed to pay for such additional fees and costs; (2) Petra failed
to follow the procedures set forth in the CMA for pre-approval of such additional fees and
costs; and (3) there is no evidence that Petra provided services outside the scope Petra's
original contractual duties. Even if Petra could prove that services were provided outside
the scope of Petra's original contractual duties, Petra would not be able to recover any
additional CM Fee or Reimbursables because: (1) those damages would be offset by the
damages suffered by City as a result of Petra's failure to properly manage the design and
construction of the Project; (2) Petra's claims are barred by I.e. § 5-219 in conjunction with
PLAINTIFF'S PRE-TRIAL MEMORANDUM
Page 3
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•the Idaho Tort Claims Act (ITCA); and (3) Petra's claims are barred by its failure to comply
with the twenty-one day notice provision of Section 8 of the CMA.
The evidence at trial will establish the existence of defective work which should have
been rejected by Petra. Thus, the outcome of this trial primarily depends on the Court's
interpretation of the CMA.2 The City argues that the express terms of the CMA should be
enforced. Petra argues that multiple provisions of the CMA were modified by oral
agreements which (1) allowed Petra to shift its duties to the City and (2) requires the City to
pay Petra additional fees and costs for its services.
The primary disputed issues for trial are as follows:
1. Petra claims there were "changes" to the Project which required additional work
by Petra outside the scope of its original contractual duties, and which thereby
justify an increase in the CM Fee and the Reimbursables. The City's position is
that there is nothing from which to measure any claimed "changes" because
there were no plans or specifications for the Project when the parties contracted.
Petra has yet to produce a single documented "changed" plan or specification.
Additionally, there is no proof that any work was performed by Petra outside the
scope of its original contractual duties. Even if there was such proof, Petra's
claim still fails because (a) Petra guaranteed that neither the CM Fee or the
Reimbursables would exceed the amount stated in the CMA, (b) Petra failed to
obtain the contractually required approval for the alleged additional work, and (c)
Petra failed to account for identifiable hours of work 'in furtherance' of any
'change' as required by Section 6.2.2 of the CMA.
2. Petra claims it is entitled to an additional CM Fee which is exactly 4.7% of the
total cost of construction. The City contends that the CM Fee was fixed as a flat
fee. The CMA contains no reference of any kind to any percentage of total cost
and the CM Fee section of the CMA is unambiguous. Accordingly, the parol
evidence rule precludes the introduction of extrinsic evidence which would
contradict the clear and unambiguous terms of the CMA. Moreover, the City
contends that Petra has produced no evidence of any increase in the category of
cost which the CM Fee is intended to cover and that Petra's actual profit on the
Project (payments less costs) far exceeded any reasonable profit margin for
similar construction management work.
2 The other primary issue in this case is the City's argument that Petra's claims are barred by the Tort
Claims Act. The Court has already declined to enforce the Tort Claims Act. That issue is now before the
Idaho Supreme Court. Accordingly, it is not necessary to address that issue further in this Memorandum.
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3. The City contends that Petra was unjusdy enriched because Petra was paid for
services it never performed, including the management of the design for the
Project.
4. The City contends that Petra breached its fiduciary duty, and its express
contractual duties, by failing to protect the City from defective work, and by
charging the City for Petra's mismanagement and for damages caused by other
contractors.
There has been extensive briefing by both parties on these issues. The City
respectfully directs the Court's attention to the pleadings and papers already on ftle herein
for a comprehensive explanation of the City's position on the above-identified issues.
PENDING ISSUES THAT REQUIRE RESOLUTION PRIOR TO TRIAL
Pending Motions for Summary Judgment. As of the date of this Memorandum,
there remains no ruling on the following:
1. The City's motion for summary judgment as to Petra's failure to
comply with the 21 day notice provision of Section 8 of the CMA;
2. The City's original and supplemental motion for partial summary
judgment as to Petra's material breach of the CMA;
3. The issues of fact which remain to be tried as identified pursuant to
LR.C.P. Rule 56.
Jerry Frank/Witness Tampering. The City has brought Jerry Frank's witness
tampering issue to the attention of the Court through a motion and supporting pleadings.
As a result ofJerry Frank's conduct, the City has been severely prejudiced in the preparation
and presentation of a portion of its case. That prejudice has not been alleviated and remains
unresolved.
TRIAL LOGISTICS
As a result of the continuing discovery of additional defective construction on the
Project, and due to the level of detail necessary to explain the defects as compared to the
plans and specifications, the City expects that the time for trial of this matter may exceed 30
PLAINTIFF'S PRE-TRIAL MEMORANDUM
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days. Petra's statement to the Court that its case will only take a half day is unrealistic. The
City anticipates producing significant and extensive written and pictorial description so that
the Court can fully understand Petra's failures as a fiduciary to the City, and as a
construction manager. Whether that is done through direct examination or through cross-
examination depends, in large part, on whether Petra truly intends to attempt to put its case
on in a half day.
RESPECTFULLY submitted this 18th day of November, 2010.
TROUT.JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
BY'~ =--
KIMJ. TROUT
Attorneys for Plaintiff
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 18th day of November, 2010, a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the
manner stated below:
C:s-A--
KimJ.Trout ~
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Fax: (208) 639-5609
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\GENERAL CONTRACTORS & CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
August 1, 2006
City of Meridian
City Attorney
703 Main Street
Meridian, Idaho 83642
ATTN: Ted W. Baird, Deputy City Attomey
Dear Ted,
RECEIVED
AUG 0 12006
City of Meridian
City Clerk Office
Enclosed are two signed and notarized originals oftbe Construction Management
Agreement for the City Hall Project.
As discussed with you it is our understanding 'that Section I0.2.1(i) shall be the subject of
a Change Order. To wit, the three year renewal requirement for the Errors and Omissions
Liability Insurance shall be changed to a renewal requirement of two years so as to
correspond to the statute of limitations for the professional services being rendered.
Respectfully yours,
Pat Kershisnik
9056 W. BLACKEAGIE DR. ' BOISE, ID 83709 • PHONE: (208) 323-4500 ' FAX: (208) 323-4507
WWW.PETRA1NC.NET
RCE-187S
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CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
AGREEMENT
(CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT ADVISOR)
BETWEEN
CITY OF MERIDIAN
AN IDAHO MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
AND
PETRA INCORPORATED
AN IDAHO CORPORATION
FOR THE
NEW MERIDIAN CITY HALL
AUGUST 1, 2006
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CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT
(Construction Manager Advisor)
THIS CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT (this "Agreement") is made
effective the Ist day ofAugust, 2006, by and between CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho municipal
corporation ("Owner"), and PETRA INCORORATED, an Idaho corporation ("Construction
Manager").
RECITALS
A. Owner is under contract to purchase that certain two-acre parcel of/and located at
27 E. Broadway, Meridian, Idaho (the "Site").
B. Owner desires to abate and demolish the eXIstIng structures on the Site and
develop a new city hall facility thereon consisting of a four story structure with approximately
80,000 square feet of standard Class A office space and related improvements with surface
parking (the "Project").
C. Construction Manager has represented to Owner that it is has the skills,
qualifications, and experience to provide professional construction management for the Project
on behalfofOwner.
D. Owner desires to retain Construction Manager, and Construction Manager desires
to be retained by Owner, for professional construction management services for the Project on
Owner's behalf
AGREEMENT
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises, covenants, and
agreements stated herein, and for other good and valuable consideration, the sufficiency ofwhich
is hereby acknowledged, Owner and Construction Manager agree as follows:
1. RELATIONSHIP OF THE PARTIES
1.1 Relationship ofthe Parties.
Construction Manager acknowledges and accepts the relationship of trust and
confidence established with Owner by this Agreement and that this relationship is a material
consideration for Owner in entering into this Agreement. Accordingly, Construction Manager
shall, at all times, act in a manner consistent with this relationship. Construction Manager
further covenants that Construction Manager will perform its services under this Agreement, in
the exercise of ordinary and reasonable care and with the same degree of professional skill,
diligence and judgment as is customary among construction managers of similar reputation
performing work for projects of a size, scope and complexity similar to the Project. Construction
Manager shall, at all times, further the interest of Owner through efficient business
administration and management.
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT (CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT ADVISOR) PAGE I
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1.2 Authorized Representative.
Owner and Construction Manager shall designate a representative who shall be
authorized to act on that parties' behalf with respect to the Project. Each party's representative
shall render decisions in a timely manner in order to avoid unreasonable delay in the progress of
the Project. Each party may rely upon the directions and decisions of such representatives as the
directions and decisions of the other party. Neither Owner nor Constmction Manager shall
change its authorized representative without five (5) days prior written notice to the other party.
1.2.1 Owner's authorized representative shall be:
To be determined by Owner. Upon Owner's selection of its
authorized representative, Owner will provide Architect the name
and contact infonnation for such representative.
1.2.2 Construction Manager's authorized representative shall be:
Gene R. Bennett, Project Manager and
Wesley Bettis, Jr., Project Engineer
PETRA INCORPORATED
9056 W. Blackeagle Drive
Boise, Idaho 83709
Telephone: 208-323-4500
Facsimile: 208-323-4507
Mobile: 208-860-7531 (Bennett)
Mobile: 208-860-7531 (Bettis)
Email: gbellllctt@petrainc.net
Email: wbettis@petrainc.net
1.3 Construction Manager as Owner's Representative.
Constmction Manager shall be a representative of Owner during the Project.
Construction Manager shall have authority to act on behalf of Owner only to the extent provided
in this Agreement, unless otherwise set forth in writing.
2. Construction Manager
2.1 Construction Manager's Representations.
Construction Manager makes the following express representations and
waITanties to Owner, which shall survive the execution and delivery o£this Agreement:
2."1.1 Construction Manager is or will be professionally qualified to
provide construction management services for the Project and is properly licensed to practice
construction management services to Owner by all public entities having jurisdiction over
Construction Manager and the Project;
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT (CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT ADVISOR)
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2.1.2 Constmction Manager has, or will as part of its services under
this Agreement, become familiar with and examine the Site, including, but not limited to, the
existing terrain, structures, landscaping and the local conditions under which the Project is to be
designed, constmcted, and operated, and correlate its observations with the Project's
requirements;
2.1.3 Construction Manager has the professional knowledge, skills,
experience, education and staffing to manage and coordinate the design and construction of the
Project. The individual employees of Construction Manager that will render services pursuant
to this Agreement arc knowledgeable and experienced in the disciplines required for this Project;
2.1.4 Construction Manager shall prepare all documents and provide
all services required under this Agreement in such a manner that increases in Project costs
resulting from Construction Manager's errors or omissions do not exceed one percent (1 %) of
the total construction price of the Project; and
2.1.5 Construction Manager assumes full responsibility to Owner for
its own improper acts and/or omissions and those employed or retained by Construction Manager
in connection with the Project (excluding intentional acts), but not for acts and omissions
expressly directed by Owner.
2.2 Communications.
Construction Manager shall endeavor to keep Owner fully infonned regarding the
progress of the Project so Owner can have meaningful review and involvement in the Project.
Without limiting the generality of the foregoing sentence, Construction Manager shall, as a
matter of course, promptiy provide Owner with copies of all documents relating to design and
construction management and coordination, meeting notes and memorandum and any other
information related to the Project for Owner's review and input. Construction Manager shall
notify Owner of any decisions that are required to be made by Owner, and any deadlines
pertaining thereto. Constmction Manager shall consult with and advise Owner with respect to
any such decisions.
2.3 Meetings with Governmental Officials.
Constmction Manager agrees to provide Owner with reasonable notice of all
formal public and non-public meetings with government officials regarding the Project. Owner
shall be entitled to attend any formal public or non-public meeting with governmental officials
regarding the Project. Construction Manager shall document all meetings with governmental
officials related to the Project and any verbal or written interpretations related to the Project
provided by any governmental officials.
2.4 Project Records.
All records relating to the Project in Construction Manager's possession (the
"Project Records") shall be made available to Owner for inspection and copying at a reasonable
time and place upon the written request of Owner. The Project Records shall include, but not be
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT (CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT ADVISOR)
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limited to, all plans, specifications, submittals, correspondence, minutes, memoranda, receipts,
timesheets, electronic recordings and other writings or things that document any aspect of the
design and construction management and coordination of the Project. Construction Manager
shall maintain the Project Records for six (6) years after substantial completion of Project or for
any longer period required by law.
2.5 Value Engineering.
Construction Manager shall value engineer the Project to maximize costs savings
to Owner through discounts, value engineering and other actions consistent with good design and
building practices for a project of the type contemplated by Owner.
2.6 Governmental Permits.
Construction Manager shall, with the assistance of Owner and Architect, prepare
and file all documents necessary to obtain the approvals of govenunental authorities having
jurisdiction over the Project, including, but not limited to, building and occupancy permits.
2.7 Compliance with Laws.
Construction Manager shall perform all of Construction Manager's services in
compliance with all applicable laws, ordinances, rules, regulations or orders of any public
authority baving judsdiction over the Project, any applicable permits and any recorded
covenants, conditions and restrictions affecting the Site.
2.8 Independent Contracto.-.
Construction Manager acknowledges that it is an independent contractor and not
an employee or agent of Owner. As an independent contractor, Construction Manager shall be
and remain responsible to Owner for all its negligent acts or omissions in connection with its
duties and services under this Agreement that result in damage or injury to persons or property.
ConstnJction Manager shall indemnify and hold harmless Owner against all claims or liabilities
that are asserted, incurred or recovered against Owner related to employer liabilities that arise
from Construction Manager's employment or retention of any person or entity. Owner shall
have no control over the mamler or method by which Constmction Manager meets Construction
Manager's obligations under this Agreement; provided that Construction Manager's services
shall be perfonned in a competent and efficient mamler tIus is in compliance with this
Agreement. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to mean that Owner employs or is
responsible for compensating any consultant of Construction Manager.
2.9 Consultants.
Prior to retaining or engaging any consultant to provide services pursuant to this
Agreement, Constmction Manager shall submit for Owner's approval a written statement listing
(l) a description of the services to be provided by said consultant (2) a brief description of said
consultant's qualifications to render the identified services, and (3) a disclosure of any
ownership, controlling interest or affiliation between Constmction Manager and said consultant.
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Owner shall bear no responsibility for reimbursing Construction Manager for seIYices of any
consultant retained or engaged by Construction Manager unless Construction Manager first
complies with this Section.
2.10 Indemnification
To the fullest extent pemlitted by law, Construction Manager shall indemnity,
defend and hold harmless Owner and its officers, directors, agents and employees from and
against claims, damages, losses and expenses, including but not limited to attorney's fees, arising
out ofor resultillg from performance of Construction Manager's duties and responsibilities under
this Agreement, but only to the extent caused by the negligent acts or omissions of Construction
Manager, its employees, agents or anyone for whose acts they may be liable, regardless of
whether or not such claim, damage, loss or expense is caused in party by a party indemnified
hereunder.
2.11 Outside Compensation Prohibited.
Except with Owner's knowledge and consent, Construction Manager shall not
engage in any activity or accept any employment, interest or contribution that would reasonably
appear to compromise Construction Manager's professional judgment with respect to the Project
or the relationship of trust between Owner and Construction Manager established herein;
provided, however, nothing in tlus Section shall be deemed to limit Constmction Manager's
ability to provide services for an competitor of Owner.
3. OWNER
3.1 O'l:vner's Objectives.
Owner's objective for the Project is to develop a new cost efficient city hall
facility and public plaza on the Site.
3.2 Owner's Duties.
3.2.1 Owner shall, at its expense, furnish Construction Manager with
documents in its possession concerning the Site, which documents shall include a legal
description, environmental risk evaluation, site survey and preliminary title report.
3.2.2 Owner shall prOVide Construction Manager with Owner's
preliminary platming and programming information regarding the Project, including, but, not
limited to, Owner's purposes, concepts, desires and atly design, construction, scheduling,
budgetary or operational needs, restrictions or requirements, as the same may be amended from
time to time ("Owner's Criteria").
3.2.3 Owner shall timely review documents provided by or through
Construction Manager and timely render its direction, decision, consent or approval on matters
identified by Construction Manager for Owner's direction, decision, consent or approval.
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3.2.4
Construction Manager;
Owner shall timely review documents provided by or through
3.2.5 Owner shall provide for all required testing or inspections of the
Work as may be mandated by law, the Construction Documents or the Construction Contracts;
3.2.6 If Owner learns of any failure to comply with the Construction
Contract by Contractor, or of any errors, omissions, or inconsistencies in the services of
Construction Manager, and in the further event that Construction Manager does not have notice
of the same, Owner shall infonn Construction Manager;
3.2.7 Owner shall afford Construction Manager access to the Site and
to the Work as may be reasonably necessary for Construction Manager to properly perfonn its
services under this Agreement;
3.2.8 Owner's review, direction, decision, approval or consent of any
document provided or matter identified by or through Construction Manager shall be solely for
the purpose of detennining whether such document or matter is generally consistent with
Owner's Criteria. No review of such documents shall relieve Construction Manager of its
responsibility for the accuracy, adequacy, fitness, suitability, or coordination of its services or
work product.
3.2.9 Construction Manager shall be cntitled to rely upon services and
infonnation provided by or through Owner only to the extent that a reasonably prudent
Construction Manager would so rely on such services and infonnation. Construction Manager
shall promptly notify Owner in writing if Construction Manager becomes aware of any errors,
omissions or inconsistenetes in such services or infonnation.
3.3 Owner's Architect.
Owner has retained LCA Architects, P.A., an Idaho professional corporation
("Architect") to provide professional architectural services for the Project. Architect's
authorized representative is:
Steve Simmons, President
LOMBARD-CONRAD ARCHITECTS, P.A.
1221 Shoreline Lane
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: 208-345-6677
Facsimile: 208-344-9002
Mobile: 208-830-4 I22
Email: ssimmonsl@lcarch.com
Construction Manager hereby acknowledges that it has received, reviewed, and studied the
agreement fonn that Owner intends to use with Architect (the "Architectural Agreement"), and
the same is herein incorporated by reference. Construction Manager shan consult and coordinate
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with Architect as needed to fulfill its duties hereunder, and shall assist Architect as need for
Architect to fulfill its duties to Owner under the Architectural Agreement.
3.4 Contractor.
Construction Manager understands that Owner plans to retain multiple prime
contractors (the "Contractors") to provide construction labor, services, materials and equipment
for the Project (the "Work"). The tenn "Contractor" means all prime contractors retained by
Owner to perfonn Work, but not the prime contractor's subcontractors, laborers and material
suppliers.
4. SCOPE OF SERVICES
4.1 In General.
Owner has retained Construction Manager to help it achieve the objectives set
forth in Section 3.1 above by managing and coordinating the design and construction of the
Project on behalf of Owner. Therefore, the general scope of Construction Manager's
responsibilities is to do all things, or, when appropriate, require Archilect and each Contractor to
do all things necessary, appropriate or convenient to achieve the end result desired by Owner,
including, but not limited to, those tasks set forth in this Article 4. The tasks set forth in this
Article 4 are not intended to bc an exhaustive list of the tasks required to achieve the result
desired by Owner. The general scope of Construction Manager's responsibilities and shall
include all other tasks indicated or implied in this Agreement and the implementing plans
contemplated herein.
4.2 Development Strategies Phase.
Construction Manager shall carefully examine Owner's Criteria and consult with
Owner and Architect in detail about the same in detail. Based on its review and consultations,
and with the assistance ofArchitect, Construction Manager shaH prepare and submit to Owner a
written report detailing its understanding of Owner's Criteria and identifying any design,
construction, scheduling, budgetary, operational or other problems or recommendations that may
result from Owner's Criteria. The written report shall also include proposed solutions addressing
each problem identified, alternative strategies for the cost effective design and construction of
the Project, and alternative strategies for the cost effective future expansion of the Project.
Construction Manager, with Architect's assistance, shaH develop a preliminary project schedule
for the design and constmction of the Project.
4.3 Site Preparation Phase.
Constmction Manager shall also prepare and submit to Owner a plan for the
demolition of the existing improvements on the Site and the preparation of the Site for
construction activities. Upon Owner's approval of the plan and Owner's notice to proceed,
Construction Manager shall proceed with bidding of the demolition Work in accordance with
Section 4.6 below. Upon Owner's approval of the lowest bid and notice to the demolition
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Contractor to proceed, Construction Manager shall proceed with the management of the
demolition work in accordance with Section 4.7 below.
4.4 Preliminary Design Phase.
4.4.1 After reviewing Construction Manager's written report and
Architect's written report with Owner and Architect, and reaching agreement upon proposed
alternatives and solutions, Construction Manager shall, within the time frames set forth in the
preliminary schedule developed in Section 4.2 above and in cooperation with Architect's efforts,
prepare and submit to Owner for approval the following:
(a) A plan for the management of the design and construction of the
Project (the "Construction Management Plan"), which shall include (i) a Project
organizational chart, (ii) staffing recommendations for Owner, Architect and
Construction Manager, along with an explanation of the roles, responsibilities,
and authority of each staffmember from each of the three entities, (iii) description
of the vaJious bid packages recommended for the efficient and cost effective
bidding of the Project, including the procurement of those "general conditions"
items that may be efficiently and lawfully procured by Construction Manager
directly; (iv) a description of the basic methods and procedures for coordination
between Contractors; and (v) a system for claims avoidance on the Project
consistent with fixed price construction contracts. Construction Manager shall
not be responsible for the failure of Owner and/or Architect to adequately staff the
Project in accordance with the approved Construction Management Plan.
(b).A comprehensive master Project schedule (the "Project Schedule")
that specifies the proposed starting and finishing dates for each task required to
complete the demolition of the existing site improvements and the design,
construction and occupancy of the Project. The Project Schedule shall be divided
into separate tasks and phases as desired by Owner and shall include the tasks of
Owner, Architect, Construction Manager and each Contractor. The Project
Schedule shall provide reasonable time periods for Owner reviews and approvals
where appropriate.
(c) Based on the Architect's preliminary designs and specifications, a
preliminary price estimate for the design and construction of the Project (the
"Preliminary Price Estimate"), using area, volume or similar conceptual
estimating techniques, which shall include all expenditures that will be required of
Owner and a reasonable allowance for Owner's contingency.
(d) A plan for the efficient and effective communication of infonnation
between Owner, Architect, Consttuction Manager and each Contractor (the
"Conununications Plan"). The Communications Plan shall include payment
procedures, be compatible with the accounting practices of Owner and shall
provide reports and documents in the format and in the frequency required by
Owner.
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(e) A plan for managing the quality each Contractor's Work (the ".Q!,IaIity
Management Plan"); and
(t) Construction Manager understands that the Owner's maximum price
for the construction of tile Project is Twelve Million Two Hundred Thousand and
Noll OOths Dollars ($12,200,000.00) (the "Project Budget").
4.4.2 Owner shall timely review and approve or disapprove the
documents set forth above. If Owner disapproves any document, Owner shall set forth the
reasons therefor in writing. Construction Manager shall then revise the disapproved document as
required by the reasons for disapproval and resubmit the revised document to Owner for
approval, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed. This process shall
repeat until Owner approves the documents set forth above.
4.4.3 If the Preliminary Price Estimate developed pursuant to Section
4.4.1(c) exceeds the Project Budget provided by Owner to Construction Manager in Section
4.4.1 (t), Owner may require Construction Manager, with no increase in the not-to-exceed
allowance for preconstruction services set forth in Section 6.2.2(a) below, to 0) consult with
Owner and Architect to identitY cost saving measures and (ii) assist Architect in revising the
Preliminary Design to reflect approved cost savings measures, and (iii) revise the Preliminary
Cost Estimate to reflect the anticipated savings from approved cost savings measures, as
necessary to bring the Preliminary Cost Estimate below the Project Budget. Absent clear and
convincing evidence of gross negligence, and provided Construction Manager completes its
obligations under this Section, Construction Manager shall not be financially responsible to
Owner for the failure of the Preliminary Cost Estimate to be within the Project Budget.
4.5 Construction Documents Phase
During the Construction Documents phase, Construction Manager shall complete
the followings tasks:
4.5.1 Make recommendations for reVISIOn to the Construction
Management Plan and submit them to Owner for review. Revise the Construction Management
Plan to include revisions approved by Owner.
4.5.2 Monitor compliance with the Project Schedule, which shall include
pell0dical progress reports and immediate reports of material deviations from the Project
Schedule for the design phase.
4.5.3 Review the Construction Documents at appropriate intervals
during their preparation to make recommendations to Owner and Architect as their
constructability, cost-effectiveness, clarity, consistency and coordination. This review shall
include peer reviews by electrical, mechanical, structural and architectural professionals for up to
two (2) work days per discipline.
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4.5.4 Construction Manager shaU, with the assistance of Architect,
prepare documents necessary for the clear separation of the Work into the various bid packages
as set forth in the Construction Management Plan.
4.5.5 Conduct such Project meetings as required for the timely
completion of the Project;
4.5.6 Keep and distribute minutes as required In Construction
Management Plan and Communications Plan;
4.5.7 Coordinate transmittal of documents to regulatory agencies and
advise Owner ofpotential solutions to problems encountered;
4.5.8 Prepare value analysis studies on major construction components
as requested by Owner.
4.5.9 As soon as practical after Architect's submission of the
Construction Documents and in accordance with the Project Schedule, Construction Manager
shall submit to Owner a final written estimate of the anticipated price for constructing the Project
(the "Final Cost Estimate"). The Final Cost Estimate shall be detailed and shall be divided into
bid packages and work categories. If the Final Cost Estimate exceeds the Maximum Price,
Owner may require Construction Manager, with no increase in the not-to-excecd allowance for
preconstruction services set forth in Section 6.2.2(a) below, to (i) consult with Owner and
Architect to identifY cost savings measures, (ii) assist Architect in revising the Construction
Documents to reflect approved cost savings measures, and (iii) revise the Final Cost Estimate to
reflect the anticipated sa,:,ings from approved cost savings measures, as necessary to bring the
Final Cost Estimate below the Maximum Price. Absent clear and convincing evidence of gross
negligence, and provided Construction Manager completes its obligations under this Section,
Construction Manager shall not bc financially responsible to Owner for the failure of the Final
Cost Estimate to be within the Maximum Price.
4.6 Bidding Phase.
4.6.1 Construction Manager shall assist Owner in preparing bid
packages contemplated by the Construction Management Plan, preparing and placing notices and
advertisements to solicit bids, delivering bid documents to bidders, tracking bid documents and
bidders, answering bidders questions; reviewing addenda, holding a pre-bid conference if
required, reviewing bids or proposals for construction, and determining the selected bidders.
4.6.2 If the lowest bids from qualified bidders exceeds the Maximum
Price, Owner may require Construction Manager, with no increase in the not-ta-exceed
allowance for preconstruction services set forth in Section 6.2.2(a) below, to (i) consult with
Owner and Architect to identify cost savings measures, (ii) assist Architect in revising the
Construction Documents to reflect approved cost savings measures, and (iii) rebid the Work, as
necessary to bring the Final Cost Estimate below the Maximum Price. Absent clear and
convincing evidence of gross negligence, and provided Construction Manager completes its
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obligations under this Section, Construction Manager shall not be financially responsible for the
failure of the Project to bid within the Maximum Price.
4.6.3 As appropriate, Construction Manager shall bid or select the
providers of"general conditions" items designated for procurement by the Construction Manager
under the Construction Management Plan.
4.7 Construction Phase.
During construction of the Project, from commencement of construction activities
until final payment to all Contractors, Construction Manager shall have and perform the
following duties, obligations, and responsibilities:
4.7.1 Construction Manager shall have and perform those duties,
obligations and responsibilities set forth in the construction agreements between Owner and each
Contractor (the "Construction Contracts"). Construction Manager hereby acknowledges that it
has received, reviewed, and studied the forms that Owner intends to use for the Construction
Contracts, and the same is herein incorporated by reference. Construction Manager
acknowledges that Owner may modify the Construction Contracts, and that such modified
Construction Contracts shall be applicable to this Agreement; provided, however, to the extent
such modifIed Construction Contracts are matelially are inconsistent with the terms of this
Agreement, this Agreement shall control as between Owner and Construction Manager.
4.7.2 Construction Manager shall, as contemplated herein and in the
Construction Contract, but not otherwise, act on behalf and be the agent of Owner throughout
construction of the Project. Instruction, directions, and other appropriate conununications from
Owner to Architect and each Contractor shall be given by ConstnIction Manager.
4.7.3 Construction Manager shall monitor, update, implement, make
recommendations on, and report to Owner on compliance with, the Construction Management
Plan, Project Schedule and Project Budget.
4.7.4 Construction Manager shall conduct Project meetings as required
for the timely completion of the Project in accordance with the Project Schedule, and shall keep
and distribute minutes as required in the Construction Management Plan and Communications
Plan.
4.7.5 Construction Manager shall verify that the required permits, bonds,
and insurance have been obtained.
4.7.6 Construction Manager shaH require each Contractor to prepare and
submit to Construction Manager for general review a safety program and a quality assurance
plan in conformance with the Contract Documents and the Quality Management Plan.
Construction Manager shall promptly report to Owner regarding whether or not the safety
program and quality assurance plan proposed by each Contractor confonns to the Contract
Documents the Quality Management Plan. Construction Manager shall review each safety
program and each quality assurance plan to determine that the programs and plans of the various
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT (CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT ADVISOR)
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Contractors perfomling Work at the Site, as submitted, provide for coordination among the
Contractors for the portions of the Work each will perform. Construction Manager shall monitor
each Contractor's compliance with the safety program and quality assurance plan and report to
Owner promptly concerning any deviation tllerefrom along willi recommendations for
correction. Constmction Manager shall be responsible for coordinating the Contractors for each
pOltion ofthe Work.
4.7.7 Upon receipt, Constmction Manager shall carefully review and
examine each Contractor's schedule of values ("Schedule of Values"), together with any
suppOlting documentation or data that Owner, Construction Manager or Architect may require
fTom the Contractor. The purpose of such review and examination shall be to protect Owner
from an unbalanced Schedule of Values that allocates greater value to certain elements of the
Work than is indicated by such supporting documentation or data or than is reasonable under the
circumstances. If the Schedule of Values is not found to be appropriate, or if the supporting
documentation or data is deemed to be inadequate, and unless Owner directs Construction
Manager to the contrary in writing, the Schedule of Values shall be returned to the Contractor for
revision or supporting documentation or data. After making such examination, if the Schedule of
Values is found to be appropriate as submitted, or if necessary, as revised, Constluction Manager
shall sign the Schedule of Values thereby indicating its infonned belief that the Schedule of
Values constitutes a reasonable, balanced basis for payment of the Contract Price to the
Contractor. Construction Manager shall not sign such Schedule of Values in the absence of such
beliefunless directed to do so, in writing, by Owner.
4.7.8 Construction Manager shall promptly examine, study, approve or
otherwise respond to each Contractor's shop drawings and other submittals. Construction
Manager's approval of such submittal shall constitute its representation to Owner that such
submittal is in general confonnance with the Construction Documents, Construction
Management Plan and Project Schedule. After Construction Manager's review, Construction
Manager shall promptly forward such submittals to Architect, with Construction Manager's
comments attached, for review, approval, rejection or other response. Construction Manager
shall promptly forward infonnation or actions received from Architect to the appropriate
Contractor.
4.7.9 Construction Manager shall carefully observe the Work of each
Contractor whenever and wherever necessary, and shall, at a minimum, observe Work at the
Project site no less frequently than each standard workday. The purpose of such observations
shall be to detennine the quality and quantity of the Work in comparison with the requirements
of the Construction Contract. In making such observations, Construction Manager shall protect
Owner fTom continuing deficient or defective Work, from continuing unexcused delays in the
schedule, and from overpayment to a Contractor. Following each observation, Construction
Manager shall submit a written report of such observation to Owner and Architect together with
any appropriate comments or recommendations.
4.7.10 Construction Manager shall reject, in writing, any Work of a
Contractor that is not in compliance with the Construction Documents unless othclwise directed
by Owner in \vriting.
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4.7.11 Construction Manager shall procure, for reimbursement by Owner
pursuant to Section 6.2.3 below, those "general conditions" items identified for procurement by
the Construction Manager in the Construction Management Plan.
5. SCHEDULE.
5.1 Schedule of Performance.
Construction Manager shall commence the performance of its obligations under
this Agreement upon Owner's notice to proceed and shall diligently and expeditiously continue
its performance in accordance with the Project Schedule until all services hereunder have been
fully completed. The time limits established by the Project Schedule are of the essence and shall
not be exceeded by Construction Manager without Owner's prior written consent or as permitted
in Section 5.2 below.
5.2 Delays.
If Construction Manager is delayed at any time in progress of its services under
this Agreement by an act or neglect of Owner, or an employee of Owner, or of a separate
contractor employed by Owner, or by changes in its scope of work, unavoidable casualties, or
other causes beyond Construction Manager's reasonable control or by other causes which Owner
determines may justify the delay, then the Project Schedule shall be equitably adjusted for such
reasonable time as Owner may determine to be appropriate for the extent of the delay.
Constluction Manager's sole right and remedy against Owner shall be an extension of time and
reimbursable expenses pursuant to Section 6.2 unless such delay is caused by acts of Owner
constituting active interference with Construction Manager's performance, and only to the extent
such acts continue after ·Construction Manager fhmishes Owner with written notice of such
interference. In the event of delay from active interference by Owner, Construction Manager's
sole right and remedy shall an equitable adjustment in its compensation pursuant to Alticle 7
below.
6. COMPENSATION
6.1 Construction Manager's Fee.
As full compensation for Construction Manager's performance under this
Agreement, Owner agrees to pay Construction Manager a fee of Five Hundred Seventy-four
Thousand and No/lOOths Dollars ($574,000.00) (the "Construction Manager's Fee") plus
reimbursable expenses set forth in Section 6.2 below. For purposes of progress payments,
Construction Manager's compensation shall be divided into the following phases:
Development Strategies Phase
Site Preparation Phase
Preliminary Design Phase
ConstlUction Documents Phase
Bidding Phase
Construction Phase
J'ive Percent
Five Percent
Ten Percent
Twenty Percent
Five Percent
Sixty Percent
( 5%)
( 5%)
( 5%)
(20%)
( 5%)
(60%)
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The Construction Manager's Fee includes Construction Manager's overhead, profit, home office
expenses, transportation expenses and field office supplies and eX11enses, such as
communications (i.e., telephones, cell phones, facsimiles) and photocopies. The Construction
Manager's Fee also includes the necessary and appropriate principal level management of the
Project, the efforts of the Project Manager (identified in Section 6.2 below) during the
construction phase, and clerical support.
6.2 Reimbursable Expenses.
6.2.1 Professional Staff Reimbursables. Owner shall reimburse
Construction Manager for the direct personal expense (i.e., payroll plus related taxes, insurance
and customary benefits) of ceI1ain professional staff when actively working in furtherance of the
Project. Those certain professional staff and their rates arc identified below:
Position
Project Manager
Project Engineer
Project Superintendent
Project Foreman
Name
Gene R. Bennett
Wesley Bettis, Jr.
Gene Landon
Brian Weinaught
Rate Per Hour
$63.50
$45.90
$40.40
$22.90
6.2.2 If any of the professional staff identified above leaves the
employment of Construction Manager or otherwise becomes unavailable, the Construction
Manager shall promptly submit the name, rate and qualifications of a suitable replacement to
Owner for approval, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld. Construction Manager
guarantees that the efforts of the reimbursable professional staff will not exceed the amounts set
fOI1h in subsections (a) b~low for preconstruction services (i.e., the services specifically set forth
in Sections 4.2 to 4.6 above) and subsection (b) below for construction services (i.e., the services
specifically set forth in Section 4.7 above). Ifthe size (i.e., 80,000 square feet), complexity (i.e.,
four story, surface parking), Owner's schedule (i.e., six months Preconstruction Phase Services,
eighteen months Construction Phase Services), Project Budget (i.e., $12,200,000.00),
procurement method (Le., no long lead time and/or expedited materials), and/or bidding process
(Le., two bid packages, no rebids) materially changes, Owner and Construction Manager agree
that the not-to-exceed limits set forth below shall be adjusted up or down accordingly based upon
the actual number ofhours worked in furtherance of the change by the Project Manager, Project
Engineer, Project Superintendent, and Project Foreman.
(a) Preconstruction Phase Services
An amount not-to-exceed Twenty-nine Thousand Eight Hundred
Eighteen and No/IOOths Dollars ($29.818.00), which is based on
the following expected effoIts over a six (6) month period for
preconstruction services:
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT (CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT ADVISOR)
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Project Engineer
Months
6
6
Hrs/Mo.
32
64
Rate/hour
$63.50
$45.90
Total
Cost.
$12,192
$17,626
$29,818
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•(b) Construction Phase Services
An amount not-to-exceed Two Hundred Forty-nine Thousand Nine
HWldred Ninety-four and Noll OOths Dollars ($249,994.00), which
is based on the following expected effOlts over a eighteen (I8)
month period for construction services:
MonthsPosition
Project Manager
Project Engineer
Project Superintendent
Project Foreman
18
18
18
18
Hrs/Mo.
32
64
173
173
Rate/hour
$63.50
$45.90
$40.40
$22.90
Total
Cost .
InCMF
$ 52,877
$125,806
$ 71,311
$249,994
6.2.3 "General Conditions" Reimbursables. Owner shall reimburse
Construction Manager for the "general conditions" items designated for procurement by the
Construction Manager under the Construction Management Plan at the cost thereof incurred by
the Construction Manager.
6.2.4 Records of Reimbursable Expenses. Construction Manager
shall maintain full and detailed records of all reimbursable expenses and exercise such controls
as may be necessary for proper financial management and control of the Project. Such records
shall be made available for inspection by Owner during nonnal business upon three (3) days
notice. Construction Manager shall maintain such records for a pcriod offive (5) years from the
completion or tennination of Construction Manager's services under this Agreement.
6.3 Payments.
6.3.1 As a condition precedent for any payment due under this
Article 0, Construction Manager shall submit to Owner a monthly application for payment no
later than the fifth day of the calendar month for services properly rendered and reimbursable
expenses properly incurred during the preceding month. The Construction Manager's Fee
earned shall be calculated as a percentage of each phase completed. Reimbursable expenses
shall be separately itemized and supported by invoices, timesheets or other data substantiating
Construction Manager's right to payment as Owner may require. Hourly services shall be
described with reasonable particularity each service rendered, the date thereof, the time
expended, and the persons rendering such service. Each invoice shall be signed by Construction
Manager, which signature shall constitute Construction Manager's representation to Owner that
(i) the services indicated in the invoice have reached the level stated and have been properly and
timely performed, (Ii) the reimbursable expenses included in the invoice have been reasonably
incurred in accordance with this Agreement or otherwise approved by Owner in writing, (iii) all
obligations of Construction Manager covered by prior invoices have been paid in full, and (iv)
the amount requested is currently due and owing, there being no reason known to Construction
Manager that payment or any portion thereof should be withheld. Submission of Constnrction
Manager's invoice for final payment shaH further constitute Construction Manager's
representation to Owner that, upon receipt by Owner of the amount invoiced, all obligations of
Construction Manager to others, including its consultants, incurred in connection with the
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Project, will be paid in full. During the construction phase, Construction Manager shall present
its statement of services to Owner concurrently with the approved Certificates for Payment,
when possible.
6.3.2 Owner shall pay Construction Manager sums properly invoiced
within 30 days of Owner's receipt of such invoice. If payment is not made within lhirty (30)
days, the outstanding balance shall bear interest at the rate of .75% per month until paid.
7. CHANGES
Changes in Construction Manager's services (not involving a cardinal change to
the scope of the services) may be accomplished after the execution of this Agreement upon
Owner's request or ifConstruction Manager's services are affected by any of the following:
(a) A change in the instructions or approvals given by Owner that
necessitate revisions to previously prepared documents or the reperformance of
previously performed services;
(b) Significant change to the Project, including, but not limited to size,
quality, complexity, Owner's schedule, budget or procurement method;
(c) Construction Manager perfonns additional scrviccs because of
active Owner inte1ference pursuant to Section 5.2 above, or
(d) Preparation for and attendance at a dispute resolution proceeding
or a legal proceeding except where Construction Manager is a party thereto or
where the Construction Manager's perfonnance is an issue in such proceeding.
Except as otherwise set f01ill in this Agreement, if any of the above circumstances materially
affect Constluction Manager's services, Construction Manager shall be entitled to an equitable
adjustment in the Schedule of Performance, the Construction Manager's Fee and/or the not-to-
exceed limits for reimbursable expenses, as mutually agreed by Owner and Construction
Manager. Prior to providing any additional services, Construction Manager shall notify Owner
of the proposed change in services and receive Owner's approval for the change. Except for a
change due to the fault of Construction Manager, a change shall entitle Construction Manager to
an equitable adjustment in the Schedule ofPerfonnance, Construction Manager's Fee and/or the
not-to-exceed limits for reimbursable expenses as mutually agreed by Owner and Construction
Manager.
8. CLAIMS.
8.1 Claims.
In the event that any claim, dispute or other matter in question between Owner
and Construction Manager arising out of or related to this Agreement or the breach hereof (a
"Claim"), Owner and Construction Manager shall first endeavor to resolve the Claim through
direct discussions. Claims must be initiated by written notice. The responsibility to substantiate
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•Claims rests with the party making the Claim. Except as otherwise agreed in writing,
Construction Manager shall continue to diligently perform its obligations under this Agreement
and Owner shall continue to make payments in accordance with this Agreement pending the final
resolution of any Claim. Constmction Manager acknowledges that Owner's ability to evaluate a
Claim depends in large part on Owner being able to timely review the circumstances of the
Claim. Therefore, ConstTuction Manager agrees that it shall submit a Claim to Owner by written
notice no later than twenty-one (2 I) calendar days after the event or the first appearance of the
circumstances giving rise to the Claim, and that such written notice shall set forth in detail all
facts and circumstances supporting the Claim.
8.2 Mediation.
All Claims shall be subject to mediation as a condition precedent to the institution
of legal or equitable proceedings by either pm1y. Request for mediation shall be filed in writing
with the other party to this Agreement. The request may be made concurrently with the filing of
a legal or equitable proceeding but, in such event, mediation shall proceed in advance of legal or
equitable proceedings, which shall be stayed pending mediation tor a period of 60 days from the
date of filing, unless stayed for a longer period by agreement of the parties or court order. The
parties shall endeavor to mutually agree on an independent, professional mediator within 15 days
of the request for mediation. The palties shall endeavor to have the mediation completed within
60 days of the request for mediation. The parties shall share the mediator's fee and any filing
fees equally. The mediation shall be held in the place where the Project is located, unless
another location is mutually agreed upon. Agreements reached in mediation shall be enforceable
as settlement agreements in any COUlt having jurisdiction thereof. Owner and Construction
Manager agree that all patties with an interest in a Claim being mediated may be included in the
mediation, including, but not limited to, Architect and Contractors.
9. SUSPENSION AND TERMINATION
9.1 Suspension by Owner For Convenience.
Owner may order Constmction Manager in writing to suspend, delay, or interrupt
the performance of this Agreement, or any part thereof, for such period of time as Owner may
determine to be appropriate for its convenience and not due to any act or omission of
Construction Manager. In that event, Construction Manager shall immediately suspend, delay or
interrupt the performance of this Agreement, or that portion of this Agreement, as ordered by
Owner. On the resumption of Construction Manager's services, Construction Manager's Fee and
Project Schedule shall be equitably adjusted for reasonable costs and delay resulting from any
such suspension.
9.2 Termination by Owner for Convenience.
Upon written notice to Construction Manager, Owner may, without cause,
tenninate this Agreement. Construction Manager shall follow Owner's instructions regarding
shutdown and termination procedures, strive to mitigate all costs and stop the perfoffilance of its
services. Upon such termination, Constmction Manager shall invoice Owner for all services
actually performed and any reasonable costs or expenses incurred by Construction Manager in
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connection with the termination (such as services necessary to shutdown performance), but not
lost profits, unabsorbed overhead or lost opportunity).
9.3 Termination by Owner for Cause.
If Construction Manager fails to fully and faithfully perfonn its duties and
responsibilities under this Agreement, Owner may give Constmction Manager wlittcn notice of
such failure and Owner's intent to terminate Construction Manager's services if Consnuction
Manager fails to commence and diligently continue satisfactory correction of such failure within
ten (lO) days. If Construction Manager fails to commence and diligently continue satisfactory
correction of the failure within such 10-day period, Owner may tenninate Construction
Manager's services by written notice. Upon such tennination, Construction Manager shall not
be entitled to receive further payment until the Project is finished. If the unpaid balance of
Construction Manager's Fee exceeds costs of finishing Construction Manager's services and
other damages incurred by Owner, such excess shall be paid to COl1snuction Manager. If such
costs and damages exceed the unpaid balance, Construction Manager shall pay the difference to
Owner.
9.4 Termination by Construction Manager.
Upon ten (to) days' prior written notice to Owner, Construction Manager may
tenninate tlus Agreement if (i) the progress of the Project has been suspended by Owner for
convenience for a period of ninety (90) days through no fault of Construction Manager; (ii)
Owner fails to pay Construction Manager in accordance with this Agreement and Construction
Manager has not defaulted; or (iii) Owner otherwise breaches this Agreement or fails to perfoml
its duties and responsibil!ties under this Agreement and Owner has failed to cure the breach or
failure to perfonn within ten (10) days after Construction Manager provides such written notice
of the breach or failure to perform to Owner. Upon such tennination, Construction Manager
shall invoice Owner for all services actually performed and any reasonable costs or expenses
incurred by Construction Manager in connection with the tennination (such as services necessary
to shutdown performance), but not lost profits, unabsorbed overhead or lost opportunity).
10. GENERAL PROVISIONS
10.1 Ownership of Work Product.
AIl documents prepared by Consttuction Manager for the Project shall become
and be the sole property of Owner, and Owner shall be deemed to be Owner of all common law,
statutory and other reserved rights thereto, including copyrights. Consttuction Manager may
keeps copies ofsuch documents for its records and for its future professional endeavors.
10.2 Insurance.
10.2.1 Errors and Omissions Liability. Construction Manager shall
provide errors and omissions liability insurance on an aggregate limits "claims made" basis in an
amount not less than Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000). Construction Manager shall either (i)
maintain the specified levels of aggregate limits "claims made" insurance for no less than three
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT (CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT ADVISOR)
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years after completion or tCl1l1inatioll of Construction Manager's services under this Agreement,
or (ii) provide tail coverage for claims, demands or actions reported within six (6) years after
completion or tennination of Construction Manager's services under this Agreement for acts or
omissions during the tel1l1 of this Agreement.
10.2.2 General Commercial Liability. Construction Manager shall
maintain at all times commercial general liability insurance and excess liability coverage on
occurrence fonn basis (standard, unmodified) with products and completed operations coverage
in an amount not less than One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence and Two Million
Dollars ($2,000,000) annual aggregate.
10.2.3 Worker's Compensation. Construction Manager will maintain
at all times such worker's compensation and employer's liability coverage insurance as required
by the laws of the State in which the Project is located and any other state in which Construction
Manager or its employees perfonn services for Owner. The policy must be endorsed to include a
waiver of subrogation.
10.2.4 Additional Insureds. Upon Owner's request, Construction
Manager shall have Owner and Owner's lender, if any, named as additional insureds under all
Construction Manager's liability insurance policies (not including errors and omissions and
workers' compensation insurance).
10.2.5 Certificates of Insurance. Construction Manager shall provide
certificates of insurance issued by the insurer to Owner for each policy required under this
Section 10.1 and, if requested by Owner, copies of each insurance policy. Each certificate issued
to Owner shall contain the following covenant of the issuer: "Should any of the above described
policies be cancelled before the expiration date thereof, the issuing company will mail 30 days
written notice to the certificate holder."
10.2.6 Construction Manager's Consultants. Construction Manager
shall require its consultants to maintain at all times insurance coverages consistent with the
consultant's role on the Project and reasonably acceptable to Owner.
10.3 Payment and Performance Bonds.
If and when requested by Owner, Construction Manager shall provide Owner with
a payment and perfonnance bond or bonds in the amounts requested by Owner to secure the
construction manager's obligations hereunder. The cost of such bond or bonds shall be a
reimbursable expense pursuant Section 6.2.3 above.
lOA Recitals and Exhibits.
The recitals above and the exhibits referred to in this Agreement and attached
hereto are incorporated into the agreement as if set out in full in the body of the Agreement. In
the event of a contlict between any exhibit and the body of this Agreement, the Agreement shall
control.
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t10.5 Counterparts; Facsimile Transmission.
This agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of which shall be deemed
to be an original, but all of which, taken together, shall constitute but one and the same
agreement. Delivery of an executed counterpart of a signature page to this agreement via
facsimile transmission shall be as effective as delivery of an original signed copy, provided that
an original signed copy shall be delivered to the party entitled thereto within five (5) business
days after such facsimile transmission.
10.6 Attorneys' Fees.
In the event of any controversy, claim or action being filed or instituted between
the parties to this agreement to enforce the tenus and conditions of this agreement or arising
from the breach of any provision hereof, the prevailing party will be entitled to receive from the
other party all costs, damages, and expenses, including reasonable attomeys' fees, incurred by
the prevailing party, whether or not such controversy or claim is litigated or prosecuted to
judgment. The prevailing party will be that patty who was awarded judgment as a result of trial
or arbitration and detelmined to be the prevailing party by the judge or arbitrator.
10.7 Governing Law.
This agreement shall be govemed by the laws, including conflicts of laws, in the
State of Idaho as an agreement between residents of the State of Idaho and to be performed
within the State ofIdaho.
10.8 Venue.
As a material part of the consideration for this agreement, each of the parties
hereto agrees that in the event any legal proceeding shall be instituted between them, such legal
proceeding shall be instituted in the courts of Ada County, State of Id.aho, and each of the parties
hereto agrees to submit to the jurisd.iction ofsuch courts.
10.9 Grammatical Usage.
In construing this agreement, feminine or neuter pronouns shall be substituted for
those masculine in form and vice versa, plural tenus shall be substituted for singular and singular
for plural in any place in which the context so requires, and the word "including" shall be
construed as if the words "but not limited to" appear immediately thereafte·r.
10.10 Binding Effect.
This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties
hereto and their respective heirs, legal representatives, successors and assigns. Construction
Manager shall not assign its rights hereunder, nor shall it delegate any of its duties hereunder,
without the written consent of Owner. Owner may assign this Agreement to any affiliated entity
or to any lender providing construction financing without Construction Manager's prior written
consent. Construction Manager agrees to execute all consents reasonably required to facilitate
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such an assignment. If either party makes such an assignment, that party shall nevetiheless
remain legally responsible for all obligations under this Agreement, unless otherwise agreed by
the other party.
10.11 Headings.
The headings contained in this agreement are for reference purposes only and
shall not in any way affect the meaning or interpretation hereof.
10.12 Additional Acts.
Except as otherwise provided herein, in addition to the acts and deeds recited
herein and contemplated to be pelformed, executed andlor delivered by the parties, the parties
hereby agree to perfonn, execute andlor deliver or cause to be performed, executed and/or
delivered any and all such further acts, deeds and assurances as any party hereto may reasonably
require to consummate the transaction contemplated hereunder.
10.13 Time of Essence.
All times provided for in this agreement, or in any other document executed
hereunder, for the performance of any act will be strictly construed, time being of the essence.
10.14 Notice.
All notice between the parties shall be deemed received when personally
delivered or when deposited in the United States mail postage prepaid, registered or certified,
with return receipt requested, or sent by telegram or mail-a-gram or by recognized courier
delivery (e.g. Federal Express, Airborne, Burlington, etc.) addressed to the parties, as the case
may be, at the address set forth below or at such other addresses as the parties may subsequently
designate by written notice given in the manner provided in this Section:
Owner:
With a copy to:
To be determined by Owner. Upon Owner's selection of
its authorized representative, Owner will provide Architect
the name and contact information for such representative.
Office ofthe City Clerk
City ofMeridian
33 East Idaho Avenue
Meridian, Idaho 83642-2300
Telephone: 208-888-4433
Facsimile: 208-884-8119
Email: bergw@melidiancity.org
City Attorney's Office
City of Meridian
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•Construction Manager:
33 East Idaho Avenue
Meridian, Idaho 83642-2300
Telephone: 208-898-5506
Facsimile: 208-884-8723
Email: bairdt@meridiancity.org
Gene R. Bennett, Project Manager
PETRA INCORPORATED
9056 W. Blackeagle Drive
Boise, Idaho 83709
Telephone: 208-323-4500
Facsimile: 208-323-4507
Mobile: 208-860-7531
Email: gbennett@petrainc.net
With a copy to: Patrick C. Kershisnik, Esq.
PETRA INCORPORATED
9056 W. Blackeagle Drive
Boise, Idaho 83709
Telephone: 208-323-4500
Facsimile: 208-323-4507
Mobile: 208-860-7531
Email: pkershisnik@petrainc.net
10.15 Rights and Remedies Cumulative.
Except as othelWise expressly stated in this Agreement, the rights and remedies of
the parties are cumulative, and the exercise by any party of one or more of such rights or
remedies shall not preclude the exercise by it, at the same time or different times, of any other
rights or remedies for the same default Or any other default by the other palty. In the event of a
default, the parties have all of the rights and remedies afforded in law or in equity, except as
provided herein to the contrary.
10.16 Third-Party Beneficiaries.
Nothing contained herein shall create any relationship (contractual or othelWise)
with, or any rights in favor of, any third party. Construction Manager's duties and
responsibilities shall not relieve any other party, including Construction Manger and Contractors,
from their duty to fully and faithfully perfonn their contractual and other obligations to Owner.
10.17 Integration; Waivers.
This is the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the matters
covered herein and supersedes aH prior agreements between them, written or oral. This
Agreement may be modified only in writing signed by both patiies. Any waivers hereunder must
be in writing. No waiver of any right or remedy in the event of default hereunder shall constitute
a waiver of such right or remedy in the event of any subsequent default.
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"10.18 Severability.
If any tenn or provision of this agreement shall, to any extent be detennined by a
court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid or unenforceable, the remainder of this agreement
shall not be affected thereby, and each teon and provision of this agreement shall be valid and be
enforceable to the fullest extent pennitted by law; and it is the intention of the parties hereto that
if any provision of this agreement is capable of two constructions, one ofwhich would render the
provision void and the other of which would render the provision valid, the provision shall have
the meaning which renders it valid.
[end of text]
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The parties have executed this Agreement effective as of the date first set forth above.
ATTEST:
Date:
"Owner"
"Construction Manager"
CITY OF MERIDIAN,
an Idaho municipal corporation
BY.~~L-Yamm e eerd
Mayo
Date:
PETRA INCORPORATED,
an Idaho corporation
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"STATE OF IDAHO )
: ss
County ofAda )
On this 'l +h. day ofA~\CW.£l·2006,before me, a Notary Public, personally
appeared TAMMY DE WEERD and WILLIAM G. BERG, JR., known Or identified to me to be
the MAYOR and CITY CLERK, respectively, of the CITY OF MERIDIAN, who executed the
instrument or the person that executed the instrument of behalf of said City, and acknowledged
to me that such City executed the same.
(SEAL)
••••••••
••• i\\.sMi~!.l~~AlfN:..·\
.i5r-;l! : •
• 't·. . , .
. ,.....
• • r.,~•. \ ~' .
• " ....'l'I1\:.\~.
•••~·f:V~v••
....;.I'TB· U~.·
-'fi•••••
Notary Public for Idaho .
Residing at: rv/,{ {/h h J d
Commission expires: --lJ2:::./<;'- ({
STATE OF IDAHO )
: ss
County of Ada )_
On this /12-1- day of~d2006,before me, a Notary Public, personally
appeared JERRY S. FRANK, known or identified to me to be the CEO of PETRA
INCORPORATED, an Idaho corporation, who executed the instrument or the person that
executed the instrument of behalf of such corporation, and acknowledged to me that such
corporation executed the same.
(SEAL)
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ORIGINAL
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika Klein (ISB No. 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (lSB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com;
eklein@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterciaimant, Petra Incorporated
NOV 1 9 2010
J. MltD NAVAAPtO. 081
_KATHY",
...
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
VS.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) SS.
County of Ada )
Case No. CV OC 0907257
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER
DATED NOVEMBER 18, 2010 IN
OPPOSITION TO CITY'S MOTION IN
LIMINE AND/OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE
MOTION TO VACATE TRIAL
I, THOMAS G. WALKER, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state:
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER DATED NOVEMBER 18,2010 IN
OPPOSITION TO CITY'S MOTION IN LIMINE AND/OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE MOTION
TO VACATE TRIAL Page 1
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1. I am one of the attorneys of record for the Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra
Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled action and I make this affidavit based on my own
personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein.
2. I submit this affidavit in support of Petra's Opposition to the City's Motion in
Limine to Exclude Testimony of Late Disclosed Witnesses and/or in the Alternative Motion to
Vacate Trial ("Motion in Limine").
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of relevant excerpts of
Petra Incorporated's Response dated August 21, 2009 to the City of Meridian's First Set of
Interrogatories, Requests for
Defendant Petra Incorporated.
March 31,2016.
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER DATED NOVEMBER 18, 2010 IN
OPPOSITION TO CITY'S MOTION IN LIMINE AND/OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE MOTION
TO VACATE TRIAL Page 2
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Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at Eagle, Idaho 
My commission expires:   
          
           
     
 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 1,th day ofNovember, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim 1. Trout, Esq.
Daniel Loras Glynn
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
o
o
o
rzI
o
u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile
E-m .:
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER DATED NOVEMBER 18, 2010 IN t~;*
OPPOSITION TO CITY'S MOTION IN LIMINE AND/OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE MOTION
TO VACATE TRiAL Page 3
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Page 3 
\Thomas G. Walker (lSB 1856)
MacKenzie Whatcott (ISB 5509)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 0907257
PETRA INCORPORATED RESPONSE
DATED AUGUST 21, 200~TO THE CITY
OF MERIDIAN'S FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND
REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS TO
DEFENDANT PETRA INCORPORATED
Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and through its undersigned counsel, pursuant to Rules
33, 34 and 36 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, responds to Plaintiffs City of Meridian's
(Meridian) First Set of Interrogatories, Requests for Production of Documents and Requests for
Admissions, served on or about July 22, 2009 as follows:
PETRA INCORPORATED RESPONSE DATED AUGUST 21,2009 TO mE CITY OF Page 1
MERIDIAN'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION
OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS TO DEFENDANT PETRA INCORPORATED
007214
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Additional docwnents will be produced through Bridge City Legal as and when the Items within
Petra's,care, custody and control are located. This response will be supplemented as required by the
\
Idaho Rules ofCivil Procedure and orders ofthe Court.
INTERROGATORY NO. 13: Identify each and every person responsible for providing
accounting services to or for Petra during the relevant period of time, which services were in any
way related to the Project.
RESPONSE: Accounting services were provided by the following Petra Employees:
John Quapp - CFO, Debbie Gorski - Accounting Manager, Monica Pope - Payroll Specialist,
Connie Creager - Accounting Specialist & Cleve Cushing - former CFO.
INTERROGATORY NO. 14: Identify each and every document, not identified in your
responses above, of any kind or nature whatsoever regarding (a) the Claims made by Meridian,
(b) the Defenses asserted by Petra, (c) the Claims made by Petra, and (d) the Defenses asserted
by Meridian in this action and please provide the name and address of each person who has
custody ofeach such document.
RESPONSE: See Response to Interrogatory No.5.
INTERROGATORY NO. 15: Identify each and every person Petra expects to call as a
fact witness at any hearing or at trial, stating in detail as to each such person: (a) full name, home
address, business address and telephone number and (b) substance of the expected testimony.
RESPONSE: Petra has not determined at this time who may be called as witnesses to
testify at the trial of this case, although it is possible that some or all ofthe witnesses identified in
response to Interrogatory No. 1 may be called to testify. Petra also reserves the right to call as a
PETRA INCORPORATED RESPONSE DATED AUGUST 21, 2009 TO THE CIlY OF Page 13
MERIDIAN'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION
OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS TO DEFENDANT PETRA INCORPORATED
007215
               
               
 
          
           
                 
     
          
           
         
            
               
                 
                 
     
      
              
                    
             
               
                    
                   
             
        
          
witness any person identified by Petra or Meridian during the course ofdiscovery. Disclosure of
witnesses will be made as required by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and the Court's
Scheduling Order.
INTERROGATORY NO. 16: Identify each and every person Petra expects to call as an
expert witness at any hearing or at trial, stating in detail as to each such person: (a) full name,
home address, business address and telephone number; (b) educational background; (c)
experience in the matter to which he is expected to testify; (d) subject matter on which he is
expected to testify; ( e) substance of the facts and opinions to which he is expected to testify and
a summary of the grounds for each opinion; and (t) manner in which such expert became familiar
with the facts of this case.
RESPONSE: As of the date of this response, Petra has not determined who may be
called as an expert witness, if any, or who may be retained or called to testify at a hearing or trial
of this matter. Disclosure of expert witnesses will be made as required by the Idaho Rules of
Civil Procedure and the Court's Scheduling Order.
INTERROGATORY NO. 17: Identify each and every exhibit Petra intends to introduce
at the trial of this case or at any hearing or during the course ofany deposition to be conducted in
this action identifying each such exhibit by author, date, and subject matter.
RESPONSE: As of the date of this response, Petra has not identified the exhibits that it
may introduce or utilize during a hearing or trial of this matter, but Petra reserves the right to
introduce as exhibits any documents produced during the course of discovery, including at
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Petra assigned personnel to deal with the LEED certification and the MEP systems
coordination. Additional time was expended dealing with the volume of d,anges that was
another factor in increasing the budget.
The decision to proceed with the bidding and construction of the Project before the
construction documents were complete meant that multiple bid and award processes were
required, four in lieu of the two stated in the contract. The fast-track nature of the Project also
contributed to the increase in the budget and the amount of time required to coordinate the work
and documentation.
INTERROGATORY NO. 28: Please set forth and describe with particularity each fact
and document, including but not limited to the date(s) and description(s) of the alleged active
interference ofor by Meridian during the course of the Project.
RESPONSE: See response to Interrogatory No.5 for documentation of Meridian's
interference. In addition, the quantity and timing of owner and design driven changes constituted
active interference. Petra worked with the City, design team and contractors to minimize the
effect of the changes and keep the actual completion date of October 15, 2008 as close to the
original anticipated August completion date as possible.
The items with the largest single impact on the Project would probably be PR-l Mayors
Suite Redesign/Relocation and the Plaza Design/Redesign that resulted in the Plaza having to be
bid twice and the start ofconstruction being pushed to the spring of2008.
INTERROGATORY NO. 29: Please list any and all services, including but not limited
to, the date(s), name of person(s) performing service and description(s) of said servIces
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perfonned by Petra or Petra's agents in compliance with Article 4.5.3 of the Agreement as the
review of Construction Document(s) at appropriate intervals during their preparation to make \
recommendations to Owner and Architect as to the constructability, cost-effectiveness, clarity,
consistency and coordination ofConstruction Documents.
RESPONSE: See response to Interrogatory No. 5 for documentation of services, etc.
In addition, initial design review of the conceptual construction documents were perfonned in
joint meetings with the City, Lombard Conrad, Engineering, Inc., Eidam, Hatchmueller, Stapley
Engineering, Elk Mountain Engineering and Heery. Upon the issuance of the 60% Core and
Shell drawings Petra, Inc. distributed the drawings for the peer review, value engineering input,
and costing to the following professionals /contractors listed below. Their input was included in
the subsequent cost estimates (2-26-07), value engineering suggestions, and plan modifications.
Masonry
Str Steel & Deck
Doors & Hardware
Drywall
Glass & Glazing
Roofing
Elevators
Cabinetry
Flooring
Demountable Wall
Access Flooring
Fire
Sprinklers
Plumbing
HVAC
Electrical
TMC & Mickelson
Mountain Steel &
Tombari
ABS
PS&G and lSI
Custom Glass
Western Roofing
Schindler
Idaho Custom
Woodwork
Flooring America
Nordwall
Barclay-Dean
TVFP
DeBest
TML
Mountain Power
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RESPONSE: Denied. See response to Interrogatory No. 24. Petra proceeded with the
work including additional ASI, PR a~d RFI changes and the Plaza and East Parking construction
in good faith to avoid delaying the completion of the Project. The City was notified of the
change in conditions that resulted in Change Order No. 2 prior to these funds being expended.
At no time during the period from October 1,2007 to February 24, 2009 when the City denied
the request for Change Order No.2, did the City instruct Petra not proceed with any of the
additional work.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 85: Petra failed to get written approval prior to
beginning the work on Change Order #2.
RESPONSE: Denied. See response to Request for Admission No. 84.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 86: Petra performed the Change Order #2 work
without getting prior written approval from the City.
RESPONSE: Denied. See response to Request for Admission No. 84.
DATED: August 21,2009.
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STATEOFIDAHO )
):ss.
Coun~ofAda )
VERIFICATION
\
Jerry Frank, being fIrst duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
That he is the President of the Defendant Petra Incorporated in the above-entitled action;
that he has read the foregoing Response to Plaintiff's First Set of Interrogatories, Requests for
Production of Docwnents and Request for Admissions, that by his own personal knowledge he
knows the contents thereof; and, that the facts therein stated are true, correct and accurate to the
best ofhis knowledge and belief.
d'
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this3..L.:J;.y August, 2009.
MY COMMISSION EXPIREs
Oc:tober 10, 2013
IIONDiDTRRv NOTARY PV8UC VNDI:RWRI'II:Rs
~......
~-(~
NOTARY PUBLIC For Idaho
Residing 31_ f:x;t";JLc~
My Commission Expires: J .2OC(~
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB No. 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterciaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
CITY'S MOTION IN LIMINE TO
EXCLUDE TESTIMONY OF LATE
DISCLOSED WITNESSES AND/OR IN
THE ALTERNATIVE MOTION TO
VACATE TRIAL
The above-named Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and
through its attorney of record, Thomas G. Walker, of the law firm Cosho Humphrey, LLP
submits this memorandum in opposition to the City's Motion in Limine to Exclude Testimony of
Late Disclosed Witnesses and/or in the Alternative Motion to Vacate TriaL
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1. Introduction
The City's Motion conveniently ignores its intentional and unwarranted act of waiting
until October 18, 2010, just 44 days before trial, to provide its highly speculative damage
claims.! Petra's witness disclosure on October 292010 was made in direct response to the City's
damage claims. Petra intends to offer the testimony of certain of the prime contractors and other
witnesses listed in that disclosure to rebut the claims made by the City that it suffered damages
because of the acts or omissions of the prime contractors.
The City's cry of prejudice should be given little weight by the Court. Petra complied
with its obligations under Rule 26 to seasonably supplement its disclosures by doing so within
nine working days of receiving the City's inadequate damage disclosures consisting of a
hodgepodge of approximately 1,000 pages of largely unrelated and disorganized documents.
The City's motion boils down to this: the City waits until 44 days prior to trial to disclose
the basis for its damage claims, and then cries foul when Petra discloses witnesses that will rebut
the City's untimely claims. The City's tactic, which has become all too familiar in this case, is at
odds with the purpose of the discovery rules. Simply stated, the City wants the Court to reward
it for "stonewalling." See Edmunds v. Kraner, 142 Idaho 867, 873, 136 P.3d 338, 344 (2006).
The City's Motion should be denied.
I Petra has renewed its Motion to Exclude Evidence ofthe City's Claimed Damages.
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2. Law and Argument
2.1 Petra seasonably supplemented its discovery disclosures and timely
disclosed additional witnesses.
The City's entire motion is based on the assumption that Petra made a late disclosure of
its witnesses. This is incorrect. The City's citation to McKim v. Horner, 143 Idaho 568, 149
P.3d 843, 846 (2006), and the Viehwel standard is premature. The approach in this case is not
one of assessing the problem of a late-disclosed witness. The Viehweg analysis presumes the
witness was disclosed late, and in any event, starts with requiring an explanation from the party
offering the witness. Petra timely disclosed its witnesses. The Court is not faced with the
problem addressed in McKim and Viehweg. The only rule implicated by the City's Motion is
I.R.C.P. 26(e), which requires a seasonable supplementation of discovery responses. The Court
did not issue an order requiring that all witnesses be disclosed at least 45 days before trial. Rule
26(e) does not require the disclosure of witnesses at least 45 days before trial.3
Considering the fact that the City disclosed its claimed damages just 44 days prior to trial,
it is illogical to then consider Petra's responsive supplementation of discovery untimely. Had
Petra gained some idea about the City's damage claims earlier in the case, Petra would have
disclosed these witnesses earlier. The City cannot claim prejudice from a situation it created. It
is only by accepting the City's manipulation of its 45-day supplementation rule that the listed
persons can be considered late-disclosed witnesses. In any event, Petra previously disclosed that
2 Viehweg v. Thompson, 103 265, 647 P.2d 311 (Ct. App. 1982).
3 In fact, it is the City that violated the only Court order regarding witnesses contained in the Order Setting
Proceedings and Trial, which was the attorney's conference that Plaintiffs counsel was required to convene on
November 9, 2010 for, among other things, "exchange ofall witness lists."
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it reserved the right "to call as a witness any person identified by Petra or Meridian during the
course of discovery.,,4 In addition, the following persons were previously disclosed by Petra:
Jack K. Lemley (disclosed on May 6, 2010, June 10,2010 and August 12,2010), Richard Bauer
(disclosed on May 6,2010 and August 12,2010), Keith Pinkerton (first disclosed on August 12,
2010, and Dennis Reinstein (first disclosed on August 12,2010). In addition, representatives of
the following companies were disclosed on August 21, 2009: TMC (masonry), Mountain Steel
and Tombari (structural steel and deck); ABS (doors and hardware); PS&G and lSI (drywall);
Custom Glass (glass and glazing); Western Roofing (roofing); Schindler (elevators); Idaho
Custom Woodwork (cabinetry); Flooring America (flooring); Nordwall (demountable walls);
Barclay-Dean (access flooring); TVFP (fire sprinklers); DeBest (plumbing); TML (HVAC)
Mountain Power (electrical). The remaining persons, representatives of prime contractors, are
well know to the City and its counsel as having personal information regarding their work on the
Project: Darrell Coleman (Alpha Masonry);Tim McGourty (TMC Masonry Contractors); Mike
Miller (M.R. Miller); Tom Zabala (ZGA Architects); Glenn Hickey (Custom Precast); Rob
Drinkard (Western Roofing Contractors); Jeff Brewer (Western Roofing Contractors); Ted Davis
(Western Roofing Contractors); Jay Goodsen (Tri State Electric); Randy Frisbee (Hobson
Fabricating, Inc.); Ted Frisbee, Sr. (Hobson Fabricating, Inc.); Ted Frisbee, Jr. (Hobson
Fabricating, Inc.); Pat Clover (Hobson Fabricating, Inc.); Dell Hatch (Hatchmueller Landscape
4 See Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker dated November 16, 2010, at ~ 3, Exh. A. [Petra Incorporated Response
dated August 21, 2009 to the City ofMeridian's First Set ofInterrogatories, Requests for Production ofDocuments
and Requestfor Admissions to Defendant Petra Incorporated, at p. 14]
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Architects); Chuck Hum (Heery International); Troy Kunas (Heery International); Lenny Buss
(Buss Mechanical); John Buss (Buss Mechanical); Representatives of Yamas (HVAC
equipment); Representative of Versico (regarding roofing materials); Sheldon Morgan (Custom
Glass); Randy Pierce (American Wall Covering); Stewart Jensen (D&A Door); and Dave Cram
(MTI).5
Petra seasonably supplemented its discovery responses after analyzing the City's damage
disclosures and then recognizing that certain prime contractors would need to testify to rebut the
City's allegations. Importantly, Petra is the party that would be prejudiced if it is not allowed to
provide evidence rebutting the City's damage claims. The City's position lacks merit and should
not serve as the basis for any sanction, or a trial continuance.
2.2 Paragraph 7 of the Affidavit of Kim J. Trout should be accorded no
weight by the Court
After waiting until 44 days prior to trial to supplement its discovery responses with
demonstrably inadequate disclosures regarding the basis of its damage claims, counsel for the
City now feigns surprise that the prime contractors may be called to testify in this case. Counsel
for the City states: "This late disclosure will require the City to conduct numerous depositions in
order to prepare this matter for trial and to defend itself against Defendant's counterclaims.,,6
5 See Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker dated November 16,2010, at ~ 3, Exh. A. [Petra Incorporated Response
dated August 21, 2009 to the City ofMeridian's First Set ofInterrogatories, Requests for Production ofDocuments
and Requestfor Admissions to Defendant Petra Incorporated, at p. 27].
6 Affidavit ofKim J. Trout in Support ofPlaintiff's Motion in Limine and/or in the Alternative Motion to Vacate the
Trial, at ~ 7.
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This representation should be given no weight by the Court. The City's damage
allegations, its case-in-chief, directly implicate the work of the prime contractors. The City
alleges these prime contractors did not perform their work in accordance with the contract
documents and the plans and specifications. When the City disclosed what it represented to be
the basis for its claimed damages, the work of the prime contractors was directly called into
question. Quite unbelievably, the City asserts that it was "sandbagged" by Petra's disclosure of
witnesses to rebut the City's damage claims.
Even more transparent is the representation by the City's counsel that these contractors
must be deposed in order for the City "to defend itself against [Petra's] counterclaims." Petra's
counterclaims rest on an equitable adjustment to its construction management fee and recovery
of its reimbursable expenses under the terms and conditions of the Construction Management
Agreement. Petra's counterclaim does not rest on the testimony of the prime contractors. The
City's counsel knows that he will not depose these witnesses "in order to defend itself against
Petra's counterclaims." The City has placed the work of these contractors directly at issue in its
case-in-chief. The City's motion adds but one more concoction to its continued efforts to obtain
a vacation of the trial. One must wonder why the City is trying so hard to avoid having its day
in court. After all, it's the plaintiff in this case, and should be well prepared to go to trial.
2.3 Petra has good cause for why it disclosed its witnesses on October 29,
2010 and the City can show no prejudice
Even if these witness disclosures could be considered tardy, the City cannot show any
unfair surprise or prejudice. Petra had good cause for why it disclosed these witnesses on
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO CITY'S MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY
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October 29, 2010. On October 18, 2010 Petra received more than a thousand pages of
documents, expert opinions, damage allegations, and cost estimates. Nine business days later, on
October 29, 2010, Petra disclosed additional witnesses it may call at trial to meet the City's
belated damage claims.
In light of the late disclosure of the basis for its damage claims, the City cannot, in good
faith, represent to this Court that it is prejudiced by Petra's witness disclosures. The City alleges
it is prejudiced because Petra failed to disclose witnesses it needs to rebut the damage claims
before the City itself disclosed the nature and extent of its damage claims. This turns the concept
ofprejudice on its head.
Petra respectfully submits that striking the witnesses or granting a continuance to the City
would reward it for stonewalling. The prejudice, if any, the City suffers was caused by its own
actions.
3. Conclusion
The City should be sanctioned for its misconduct and discovery abuses in this case and
should not be rewarded for its wrongful conduct. Therefore, Petra respectfully submits that the
Court should deny the City's motion.
DATED: November 18,2010
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ,th day ofNovember, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Daniel Loras Glynn
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
D
D
D
~
D
u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile: 331-1529
E-
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KIM J. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORA5 GLYNN, 15B#5113
TROUT +JONES + GLEDHILL + FUHRMAN +GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO)
) :ss
County of ADA )
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
AFFIDAVIT OF KIMJ. TROUT IN
OPPOSITION TO RENEWED
MOTIONS IN LIMINE FILED BY
DEFENDANT PETRA,
INCORPORATED
KIM J. TROUT, being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1. I am at least eighteen (18) years of age and am competent to testify regarding
the matters set forth herein.
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12. I am a member of the law ftrm of TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN.
GOURLEY, P.A., and represent the Plaintiff in this matter, and I make the following
statements based upon my own personal knowledge.
3. Petra's Renewed Motions and the arguments therein are based entirely upon its
false assertion that the entirety of the expert disclosures made by the Plaintiff City of Meridian
(hereinafter referred to as "the City") in this matter is contained within a multipage summary.
However, the Exhibit 1 to the Afftdavit of Thomas G. Walker dated November 9, 2010 is only
a small portion of the expert disclosures made by the City and is, just as it purports to be, a
summary. The summary is in fact the cover summary to a nearly four inches thick document
disclosure comprising of nearly 1,000 pages. Signiftcantly, these disclosures include multiple
supplemental disclosures from the City's Experts, including, but not limited to Todd WeItner
and Laura Knothe, both ofwhom opine as to causation. See Exhibits A & B.
4. These disclosures are supplemental to prior made disclosures that have been
made by way of previously ftled Afftdavits, true and correct copies of which are attached hereto
as Exhibits C, D, and E, as well as other prior productions such as the executed, but unftled
Afftdavit of Steven J. Amento which is attached as Exhibit F.
5. Particularly noteworthy is the fact that one of the City's disclosed experts on
causation, Laura Knothe, had been scheduled to have deposition continued to a date subsequent to
the production of her supplemental expert report. This deposition was to occur on November 5,
2010, however on the day prior to her deposition Petra without cause or explanation determined to
vacate without rescheduling her deposition.
6. Attached as Exhibit G is a true and correct copy of the expert disclosure related to
Jason Neidigh, general manager for DeBest Plumbing, Inc. and the individual that the City disclosed
AFFIDAVIT OF KIM J. TROUT IN OPPOSITION TO RENEWED MOTIONS IN LIMINE
FILED BY DEFENDANT PETRA, INCORPORATED - 2
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as an expert witness with regard to the plumbing issues, and the cause of those discovered plumbing
issues, at the Meridian City Hall. As noted in the City's Motion for Sanction, Mr. Neidigh's
testimony in this matter has been compromised by the unlawful tampering with the City's witnesses
by Petra's President Jerry Frank.
7. Attached is Exhibit H is a true and correct copy of the report of Michael G.
Simmonds of ZGA Architects. Of important note are Mr. Simmonds comments on Pages 3
and 4 of his report under the Planning and Design Phase wherein he states "No
documentation has been provided at this time that demonstrates the required written report
was prepared by the CMa and submitted to the Owner as required in the Contract
(Construction Management Agreement Between City of Meridian and Petra Inc., dated
August 1, paragraph 4.2). This report was to address the specific issues identified in
paragraph 4.2"
8. It has been my unfortunate experience in this matter that the counsel for Petra has
chosen to litigate this matter not only against the City in the manner that he has, but has often
litigated this case as if I were a party to the case. On multiple occasions in this matter in both
depositions and in papers fued with the Court, Mr. Walker has been uncivil, abrasive, and hostile.
One such example occurred during the November 3, 2010, deposition of Mr. Theodore W. Baird Jr.,
Deputy City Attorney for the City of Meridian, as its 30(b)(6) designee. A true and correct copy of
excerpts of which is attached hereto as Exhibit I.
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FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.
KI~~------
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 19th day of November, 2010.
"",......"" Ki4£ ~
""", lILUCt.> "" __~<--__~""'_::':. _
,," ~ ~ <\ij:'I~:.···········..?;'\ Notary Public, State of Idaho
i ~l ~OTAl?y .~~ ~ Residing at: Meridian, Idaho
. . . .s i _.-G: § My commission expires: November 3, 2014
~ ~. PUB\"\ .: :~ ~ -.. .··0 I
'" ~ •••••••••• -r-<1$ ....
"",,"1] OF \~ "",,,
111"1111"""
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 19th day of November, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Fax: (208) 639-5609
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Fed. Express
Email
~Kim). Trout
~
D
D
D
D
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Gmifil - Damages
Damages
1 message
..
I
10/13/1010:13 PM
Dick Kluckhohn <dkluckhohn@gmail.com>
Todd Weltner <Todd@vertical-corp.com> Wed, Oct 13, 2010 at 12:11 AM
To: Kevin Kluckhohn <KKluckhohn@idalaw.com>, Kim Trout <KTrout@idalaw.com>, Dick Kluckhohn-gmail
<dkluckhohn@gmail.com>, Bill Selvage <wselvage@aol.com>
Take a look at these and let me know if we need to add anything else. Thanks, Todd
I Todd WeltnerVERTICAL Corp.p: 208.3313,9860f: 208.336.9866W:ftt1.VERIICAL-cQrp, com
NOTICE: This e-mail.includingtheattachments.isintended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may
contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable laws. If you are not the intended recipient,
and dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, do
not read it or any of the attachments. Please delete it from your system without copying it, and notify the sender reply e-mail so that our
records can be corrected. Thank you.
From: Kevin Kluckhohn [mailto:KKluckhohn@idalaw.coml
Sent: Sunday, October 10, 2010 1:52 PM
To: Kim Trout; Dick Kluckhohn-gmail; Bill Selvage
Subject: City of Meridian v. Petra - Action needed by October 13, 2010
All: I am needing to do a disclosure compliant with Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 26(b)(4) with
respect to expert witnesses. IRCP 26(b)(4) requires the answering of specific questions which are as
follows:
A complete statement of all opinions to be expressed:
The basis and reasons for the opinions:
The data or other information considered in forming the opinions:
Exhibits to be used as a summary of or support for the opinions:
https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=5a1b556ae6&view=pt&q=todd&search=query&th=12ba4369ge87fbeb
EXHIBIT
A
Page 1 of 2
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Gmlil - Damages 10/13/10 10:13 PM
Qualifications of the witness, including a list of all publications authored by the witness within the preceding ten years:
Compensation:
Listing of other cases in which the witness has testified as an expert at trial or by deposition within the preceding four years:
If you would be so kind as to take a look at these questions, answer them to the best of your ability, and
email them to me by Wednesday October 13,2010 I'd be much appreciative. Ifyou haven't completed
your opinion, please provide to me what you expect to testify about. If you have any questions or
concerns, please call me at (208) 331-1170. Thank you very much,
Kevin Kluckhohn
Paralegal to Kim J. Trout
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A.
225 N. 9th St., Ste 820
Boise, ill 83702
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ill 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
kkluckhohn@idalaw.com
This electronic transmission (and/or the documents accompanying it) may contain confidential
information belonging to the sender that is protected by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18
U.S.C. Sections 2510 and 2521 and may be legally privileged. This message (and any associated files) is
intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is confidential, subject to copyright or constitutes a trade secret. If you are not
the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying or distribution of this
message, or files associated with this message, is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this communication in error, please notify Trout+Jones+Gledhill+Fuhrman+Gourley, PA immediately by
telephone (208-331-1170) and destroy the original message. Messages sent to and from us may
be monitored.
;iif:'l MCH repairs 101210.doc
'e:.J 36K
https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=5a1b556ae6&view=pt&q=todd&search=query&th=12ba4369ge87fbeb Page 2 of 2
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MCH - Mayor's Reception area
Field supervision of installed work should have verified that cold/hot air, wind,
moisture, noise and/or bug infiltration was not possible between the metal panels
of the ceiling system at the top of the exterior metal-framed walls. In addition, the
open ends of tube steel structure in this vicinity appears to create a whistling
noise. Best construction practices were not followed.
Sources: Project Records, Contract Documents, Visual Inspection, Photos
1. Seal all ceiling panel gaps, from both inside and outside.
2. Close end of tube steel to prevent whistling.
3. Paint-finish touch-up.
The estimated cost for correction is:
Misc. repairs:
Lifts
Labor
Material
Testing/Design/Oversight:
Const. Admin.:
Close-out:
Contingency:
Total
$20,000
$ 8,000
$10,000
$ 7,000
$10,000
$55,000
CMl15364
007235
    
            
            
               
              
       
        
           
         
   
      
  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
  
 
  
 
 
 
MCH - Basement mechanical/electrical room
Field supervision of installed work should have verified that water intrusion into
the room would not occur and that the curb for electrical switchgear would not
deteriate to the point of being dangerous. Best construction practices were not
followed.
Sources: Project Records, Contract Documents, Visual Inspection, Photos
1. Excavate, clean and install waterproof barrier at foundation wall and
penetrations
2. Backfill excavation around waterproofing provisions.
3. Repair landscaping.
4. Clean up leaking water residue in mech/elec room
5. Repair/replace any damaged electrical or plumbing parts
6. Disconnect electrical power to switchgear, jack up switchgear and remove
damaged concrete curb.
7. Replace concrete curb.
8. Lower and reconnect electrical service.
The estimated cost for correction is:
Misc. repairs:
Equipment
Labor
Material
Off-hours premium
Testing/Design/Oversight:
Const. Admin.:
Close-out:
Contingency:
Total
$87,500
$ 8,000
$ 7,500
$ 7,000
$10,000
$120,000
CMl15365
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MCH - Masonry Defects
Field supervision of installed work should have verified that specified tolerances
within the cast stone masonry were met for both stone-to-stone vertical alignment
and grout joint widths. In addition, there are several areas of unsupported
brickwork that is failing. Best construction practices were not followed.
Sources: Project Records, Contract Documents, Visual Inspection, Photos
1. Remove cast stone masonry
2. Reinstall cast stone masonry
3. Grout & seal cast stone masonry
4. Remove brick at failures
5. Reinstall brick.
6. Grout & seal brick.
The estimated cost for correction is:
Misc. repairs:
Scaffolding
Equipment
Labor
Material
Disposal
Protection/Barricades
TestinglDesign/Oversight:
Const. Admin.:
Close-out:
Contingency:
Total
$1,125,000
$ 27,500
$ 42,500
$ 20,000
$ 80,000
$1,295,000
CMl15366
007237
   
           
            
            
          
        
     
     
       
     
   
     
      
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
  
  
  
  
 
 
MCH - Plumbing Defects
Field supervision of installed work should have verified that all clean outs were
installed per plans and specifications. Best construction practices were not
followed.
Sources: Project Records, Contract Documents, Visual Inspection, Photos
1. Expose all areas at cleanout locations
2. Install cleanouts
3. Repair walls/ceilings
The estimated cost for correction is:
Misc. repairs:
Equipment
Labor
Material
Off-hours premium
Testing/Design/Oversight:
Const. Admin.:
Close-out:
Contingency:
Total
$42,500
$ 8,000
$10,000
$ 7,000
$10,000
$77,500
CMl15367
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MCH - SW Roof Drain Defect
Field supervision of installed work should have verified that the SW roof drain
was properly installed so that water did not intrude the inside of the wall in this
location and damage misc. finishes. Best construction practices were not
followed.
Sources: Project Records, Contract Documents, Visual Inspection, Photos
1. Repair all roof drain connections
2. Clean up leaking water residue
3. Patch finishes
The estimated cost for correction is:
Misc. repairs:
Equipment
Labor
Material
Testing/Design/Oversight:
Const. Admin.:
Close-out:
Contingency:
Total
$25,000
$ 8,000
$ 7,500
$ 7,000
$ 7,500
$55,000
CM115368
007239
     
             
                
          
 
        
      
      
   
      
  
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
  
  
  
  
 
 
MCH - Roofing Membrane Defects
Field supervision of installed work should have verified that the roofing
membrane system was installed properly, that the repairs required by the roofing
manufacturer were repair satisfactorily, and that roof leaks were not present.
Specifications and details were not followed and required flashings, termination
bars, reglets, clamps and proper slopes are not provided. Best construction
practices were not followed.
Sources: Project Records, Contract Documents, Visual Inspection, Forensic
Reports, Photos, Manufacturer's Reports
1. Fully investigate all deficiencies
2. Patch all areas
3. Provide missing flashings, reglets, etc.
4. Correct other deficiencies
5. Have manufacturer reinspect and approve
The estimated cost for correction is:
Misc. repairs:
Equipment
Labor
Material
Testing/Design/Oversight:
Const. Admin.:
Close-out:
Contingency:
Total
$120,000
$ 27,500
$ 22,500
$ 10,000
$ 20,000
$200,000
CMl15369
007240
    
           
            
           
          
           
    
        
    
     
    
      
    
      
      
  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
  
  
  
  
 
 
October 15, 2010
Kim Trout
228 N 9th Suite 820
Boise Id 83702
Re: Construction Management for Repair Work for Meridian City Hall Building
Dear Mr. Trout:
The purpose of this letter is to offer an opinion regarding the causation of the
damages incurred by the City of Meridian during the construction of the
Meridian City Hall Building.
As a result of the work performed by the respective experts retained by the
City, and following my review of the Construction Management Agreement,
and the Construction Management Plan prepared by Petra, in my professional
opinion as a Licensed Construction Manager in the State of Idaho, the
damages resulting from the defective work Identified in each of the reports,
are a direct result of Petra's failure to perform its duties under its contractual
and professional responsibilities as a construction manager on this Project.
Please contact me with questions or If additional information is required.
Sincerely,
Laura Knothe, PE, Manager
The New Energy Company, LLC
8720 Vic Lane. Middleton, ID 83644 • Phone 208.890.8783 • Fax 208.585.9016 • laura@thenewenergycompany.com
EXHIBIT
1-lL- CM115913
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JUL 0·8 201J
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
SyJ•.RANDAu.
DIPUJY
.'
n·KIMJ.·TROUT,ISB#2468 .\.©~··!,I TROUT. JONES. GLEDHIIL • FUHRMAN • GOURLEY, P.A.a 225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
~('\ise, ID 83701
. \1~elephone: (208) 331-1170
'-:;}acsimi1e: (208) ~31~1529
~rneys for Plai11tiff
IN THE DISTRICI' COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
.STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNI'Y OF ADA
THE cm OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corpotation,
P~tiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORA1BD, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
AFFIDAVIT OF TODD WELTNER
DATED MAY 24, 2010 FILED IN
SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR SUMMARYJUDGMENT
EXHIBIT
C
COMES NOW, TODD WELTNER, who being first duly sworn, 'w~o on oath deposes and sa~
1. I am above the age of 18 years and have petsonal knowledge of the facts contained
herein.
2. I ll1n the owner of Vettieal Cotpotation, which is a liceosed Genetal Contractor in
the State ofIdaho. Vertical is also a member of the U.S. Green Building Co~cil.
3. I am, by way of my 24 years of experience ~s a Genetal Contractor, fatniliar with the
AIA family of contracting documents, including the AIA A20tCMa 1992 which was used.in the
construction of the Neri.dian Oty Hall Project .
AFFIDAVIT OP TODD WELTNBR DATED MAY 24, 2010 FILEi> IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
MOTION POR SUMMARYJUDGMENT
Page-l
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Selected Project Specifications and drawings.
Project Photos
Deposition Transcript(s)
4. Over the coutse of my General Contracting career, I have worked on steel framed
multi-stoty commercial office, retail, and industrial structures and I am familW: with the syste1llS and
components utilized in the Meridian City Hall Project
5. I have visited the Project Site ~d reviewed the following documents:
a. Selected Rule Steel Project Specifications
b. Selected as-built drawings fat Hobson Fabrication, Inc., Tri-State Electric,
Inc. and Buss Mechanical, Inc.;
c. Selected Prime Contracts and Change Orders;
d. The Construction Management .Agteement;
e. The AlA AI0lCMa 1992 and A201CMa 1992 Contract and Geneta.l
Conditions~
f.
g.
h.
6. A Certificate of Substantial Completion is a critical component of any AIA
Construction Document family of documents for management of a construction project.
7. Section 9.8 of the AIA A201 CMa 1992, is but one contract document that details
the process for determining Substantial Completion, which process is as follows:
a. If the Contractor considers the Work to be Substantially Complete, Petra and
the Contractor were to jointly prepare and submit a comprehensive list of items to be
complete or corrected (the "punch"list'')
b. After receipt of the punch list, the Architect and the Construction Manager
were to inspect the Work and determine if the Work was substantially complete.
Co Prior to issuance of a Certificate ofSubstantial Completion, the Contractor
shall correct each ite1n on the punch list
d. Aftet completing the punch list, the Contractor will then make another
request for inspection by the Architect and the Construction Manager to dete.tmine
Substantial Completion.
e. The Architect will prepare a Certificate ofSubstantial Completion.
8. Petra, as the Construction Manager, had a contractual duty and was required to
ensure that the AIA A201CMa 1992 process was followed in managetnent of the Meridian City Hall
Project
AFFIDAVIT OF TODD WELTNnR DATBD MAY 24, 2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR SUMMARYJUDGMENT
Page. 2
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9. However, a review of the Project Documents, and particularly documents related to
the Prime Contractor Rule Steel, reveal that Petra failed to fonow this contractually required
procedure.
10. Instead of following the requirements of the AlA A201 CMa 1992 applicable to the
Prime ~nt:tactors on the Project, with respect to Rule. Petra sent a letter stating that Petta deemed
Rule Steel substantiaIly complete.
11.· However, the factual and consttuction conditions that must occur as outlined in the
AlA Contract Documents were not completed. nor could a Certificate of Substantial Completion be
legitimately issued, nor was it issued by the Architect to Rule Steel.
12. In reviewing the change Mdets of all the Prime Contractors, I have determined that
of the 129 change otders, seventeen (17) were issued without review or certification by the
.Architect.
13. The Prime Contracts all conblined dates for each Prime Contractor to be
. Substantially Complete with the respective Work, or be subject to the City's cla.im, as Owner, to
Liquidated Damages.
14. Section 3.2 of the AlA A101 CMa - 1992, which was the foan ·of agreement used
for all of the Prime Conttactots on the Meridian City Hall Project, states:
The Contractot acknowledges and agrees that the Ownet will suffer financial
. loss in an amount that is difficult to quantify if the Work -is not substantially
complete on the date set forth in the Contract Documents. The Owner shall have
the option to assess liquidated damages against the Contractor•.. in an attlount of
Five Hundred & NO/100 Dollars ($500.00) per calendar day, for each calendar day
of delay until the Work is substantially complete.
15. Western Roofing, the Prime Contractor which was responsible for the installation of
the root: had a Contract requiring a "Substantial Completion date" of November 23, 2007.
AFFIDAVIT OF TODD WBLTNER DATED MAY 24,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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16. Gene Bennett states that the date of Substantial Completion for the Project was
October 15, 2008, which equals 327 days from the date listed on Westem Roofing's Prime Contract,
and equates to the sum of$163,500 of liquidated damages which Petta was contractually obligated to
.assess, and which Petta failed to assess as against Western Roofing.
17. After·the City %eCCI1tly experienced significant damage &om a sewer back-up event, I
.was asked to examine the plans and specifications for the mechanical syste1n comprised of the sewer
lines within the building structute.
18. I first examined the plans and dtawings for the plwnbing system.
19. I then made· a physical inspection of.the building in.an effort to verify-the existence
and location of-the sewer line c1eanout in accord with what were identified as the As-Built Drawings
for the wo~.performed by Buss Mecha11;ical This inspection was performed because City pet80nnel
had been unable to locate clean outs during the sewer line back up event.
20. I then conducted a survey of the building in comparison to the so-called As-Built
Plans in order to determine the location and number of cleanouts called out in the As-Built Plans.
21. I have prepared a sutnma1y diagram of the As-Built Plans as compared to what I
actually found to be constructed within the building. A ttue and correct copy of that sununary
. .
diagram is attached hereto as Exlu'bit "A", and incolporated herein by reference.
22. My comparison disclosed that sixty two (62) cleanouts were called out in the Plans,
and according to the As-auilt plans/drawings, had been installed by Buss MechankaL
23. However, upon physical inspection of the building plumbing systetn, of the sixty two
(62) plumbing cleanouts that should have been insulled, I was able to only verify the existence of
sixteen (16) cleanouts which were installed, whicl1 reSults in forty six (46) cleanouts that do not
appear to have been installed. Thus, it appears that the City substantially overpaid for work that was .
not pedormed.
AFFIDAVIT OF TODD WELTNER DATED MAY 24,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR SUMMARYJUDGMENT
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24. Under the Construction Management Agreement. it appears that Petta was
responsible for guarding the City against defective and deficient work not petfortned in accordance
with the Plans and Specifications. In my experience as a General Contractor. any competent
Superintendant should have, and would have. verified the work perfottned by Buss as against the
plan to confirm that aD of the Work had been perfomled in accord with the Plans and
Specifications. It does not appear that the Superintendant made that con~tionin this case. I have
also not found any deductive Change Order where the City received credit for the Work not
performed by Buss. It appears that this example of the lack of quality control and quality assurance
that should have been performed by the Construction Manager for this Project.
25. There may be SOfile cleanouts that were hidden behind itnpenettable surfaces that
were not subject to visible inspection. but if there a.re in cleanouts in those locations. they are of no
value to the City because they are simply inaccessible and unusable.
26. I have also conducted an inspection of the City Project Records in search of the
contractually required «Testing. Adjusting and Balancing" ("TAB") Reports.
27. I first examined the Technical Specifications for the mechanical systems, to find the
TAB requirements, a true and correct copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit I'D" and
incorpotated herein by teference as though fully set forth herein.
28. Specifically. I turned to Section 15950 of the Mechanical Specifications, and found
the detailed requirement under Section 3.17 the FiDal Reports that were required to be submitted to
the City.
29. The reason for this review was that the City has experienced. since occupation of the
building, significant and continuing operational issues with the HVAC system, and I was unable to
find the existence of the Owner's Criteria as it relates to the HVAC system to confirm an established
baseline for the opeJ:ation of the HVAC system.
AFFIDAVIT OF TODD WELTNBR DATED MAY 24, 2010 FILED IN SUPPOltt OF OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR SUMMARYJUDGMBNT
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30. In addition. I reviewed the Commissioning Report from Hee.ry International. That
report did not address the "Final Reports" which are requited by the specifications.
31. I have also reviewed the Heety Report dated March 23, 2010 reaffitms the concerns
with the HVAC systeml
32. I then reviewed the City Project Records to locate the Reports that were requited by
the Contract Documents. I found the following reports:
a. A Final Report on the Air Handling Unit required by Section 3.17 (E);
b. A PreJiminaty Report for Section 3.17(F) fan test report;
c. A Preliminaty Report for Section 3.t7 (Ii) air terminal device;
d. A Final Report for Section j.t7 (L) boiler.
33. I was unable to find, and it did not appear that the City had received any of the other
four (4) major reports for HVAC equipttlen.t that is requited by the Specifications.
34. Without those reports. it is not possible to verify that the HVAC equipment which
has been installed is actually functioning in accordance with the Specifications. The lack of the
required reports is also consistent with the City's expetience with the dysfunction of the HVAC
systeJn which has been ongoing since the City first occupied the building.
35. It is the responsibility of the Construction Manager to insure that all of the
Specifications. including all the required Final Reports for the HVAC system, are delivered to the
City. It appears that the Construction Manager failed to meet this requirement.
36. I was also asked by the City to investigate a major "popping" noise occurring within
the building envelope, near the center of the building structute.
37. The location of the noise was identified by City employees on the second floor, near
the center of the building structute. and could be indicative of a steel failure. It has been
undetem1ined whether any steel failure has actually occurred.
IThe Heery Report is attached as Exhibit CIA" to the Affidavit ofKinJ. Trout dated May 24, 2010.
.AFFIDAVIT OF TODD WELTNBR DATED MAY 24, 2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
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38. I conducted a physical inspection and I reviewed Project Record job photos that
were taken during the course of construction. Attached hereto as Exhibit CCC" are true and co:a:ect
copies of the photographs that I reviewed. Evident in the photos is a significant amount of rust on
steel members. The amount of rust evident in the photographs is significandy more than would
no.anally be acceptable in the industry for steel erection. The amount of rust evident in the
photographs is suc.;h, that in ttly experience it would raise significant questions regarding the integrity
of the steel products, and any welding that would have been. done utilizing the steel frame members
shown in the photographs.
39. It is typical in the construction industry to ensure that structural steel is· protected
from the elements.
40. In my experience as a General Contractor, i~would notbe appropriate or peanissible
to allow a steel erector to install steel members evidencing the amount of rust that is shown on the
steel members in these photographs.
41. I have also' examined the AIA A201 CMa, Article. 7, Changes, Section 7.23 which
requires any Change Order over $500.00 contain a contractually required ite1nization for labor and
materials in order to determine the propriety of said Change.
42. I have reviewed a significant number of the Change o.rders for the Project Thete
were forty two (42) which failed to contain any itemization for labor or materials.
a. Of the forty two (42) there were fifteen (15) which were of significant dollar
values which cause great concern about the failure to administer the contracts in the best
economic interests of the City.
b. Without that do.cumentation, there is no way for the City or anyone else to
evaluate the propriety of the Change Order and whether or not the Change Order has been
valued correctly, deductive or additive in nature. As a result of this inspection, it appears as
AFFIDAVIT OF TODD WELTNBR. DATED MAY 24,2010 FILED IN SUPPOR.T OF OPPOS1TION TO
MOTION FOR SUMMARYJUDGMENT ..
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though the construction manageI failed its duties in administtation of the Prime Conttacts
with respect to these Change Orden.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.
By: ~
Todd Weltner
Subscribe~ and sworn to before me this 24lD day ofMay, 2010.
-
AFFIDAVIT OF TOnD WBLTNBR DATED MAY 24,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF oPPOSmON TO
MOTION FOR SUMMARYJUDGMENT
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Notary Pii 7C: State· of Idaho 
Residing at: Meridian, 1D 
My commission expires: November 3, 2014 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 24111 day of May, 2010, a true and cottect copy of the
above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below;
Thomas G. Walker
MacKe1We Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, ILP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax:
Email
~,)&fu &e
KimJ.Trout
18I
o
o
o
AFFIDAVIT OF TODD WBLTNBR DATBD MAY 24,2010 FILBD IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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KIM]. TROUT, ISB #2468
TROUT. JONES'.' GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
JUL 012010
J. DAvrD NAVAAFlO, Clerk
ByJ.AANDAU.
DIM'v
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITI OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF TODD
WELTNER DATED JULY 6,2010 FILED
IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
COMES NOW, TODD WELTNER, who being first duly sworn, who on oath deposes and says: .
1. I am above the age of 18 years and have personal knowledge of the facts contained
herein.
2. I am the owner of Vertical Corporation, which is a licensed General Contractor in
the State of Idaho. Vertical is also a member of the U.S. Green Building Council.
3. I am, by way of my 24 years of experience as a General Contractor, familiar with the
AlA family of contracting documents, including the AlA A201 CMa 1992 which was used in the
construction of the Meridian City Hall Project.
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF TODD WELTNER DATED JULY 6,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT '_111!!!!!~~__•
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4. Over the course of my General Contracting career, I have worked on sted framed
multi-story cotntnercial office, retail, and industrial structures and I am familiar with the systems and
components utilized in the Meridian City Hall Project.
5. I have visited the Project Site and reviewed the following documents:
a. Project Design Drawings and Specifications for the Plaza water features.
b. Project Design Drawings and Specifications for the intersection of the exterior walls
and linear ceiling systems;
c. Project Design Drawings for the Elevated Parapet walls;
d. Project Specifications for the exterior cast stone masonry.
e. Project Design Drawings for the thermoplastic membrane roofing system.
6. I have also conducted additional site inspections with respect to each of the as
constructed items associated with the foregoing Project Documents and have made the following
personal observations with respect to latent defects in the construction of the Project. By industry
standards, a latent defect is one that would not be readily observable without significant study of
constructed structures, and the specific plans, drawings and specifications directly related to the
structures at issue.
7. The City staff reported of cold air, hot air, and insect intrusion into the building in
the Mayor's reception area during the seasonal variations in weather conditions. Upon inspection of
the Design Drawings for the intersection of the exterior walls and the interior ceilings, it appears as
though an impermeable barrier is to exist between the interior and exterior at the vaulted ceiling and
exterior wall line.
8. Upon visual inspection however, it becomes very clear that there is no positive
barrier installed (with visible exterior light being seen through the interior ceiling channels) between
the exterior walls and: the ihterior at the ceiling channels. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" are
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF TODD WELTNER f>ATED JULY 6,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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photographs of the interior wall intersection with the ceiling system at the Mayor's reception area in
the Mayor's office. This lack of a barrier (either in the form of insulation, sealant, or other positive
closure) allows direct air flow and insect intrusion from the exterior of the building to the interior of
the building, which is totally inappropriate for any Class A office space of any kind. This latent
defect should have been observed by any competent Job Superintendant or Foreman for the
Construction Manager, and is a latent defect in the construction of the Project.
9. I have reviewed both the Construction Drawings and the actual physical
construction of the elevated exterior brick parapet walls. The elevated brick parapet walls should be
fully supported by structural steel framing with what is known as a lintel. The elevated brick parapet
walls are not fully supported, and are failing due to the lack of support. This latent defect should
have been observed by any competent Job Superintendant or Foreman for the Construction
Manager, and is a latent defect in the construction of the ProjeCt. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B"
are photographs of the brick parapet wall.
1O. The entire roofline of the Meridian City Hall has a parapet wall. I have reviewed the
design drawings for the parapet wall. The design drawings and details call for the roofing membrane
material (the water impermeable elastic roofing material) to go up the inside of the parapet wall,
wrap over the top, and return down the outside to provide a complete waterproofing barner. A true
and correct copy of the Parapet detail D1 is attached hereto as Exhibit "e" with a red line clarifying
the specified installation of the membrane.
11. I performed a site inspection and I observed the roofing membrane on the inside of
the parapet wall, was not lapped over the top of the parapet wall, and has pulled away from the
underlying structure. This was not constructed in the manner called for by the plans and
specifications. This latent defect should have been observed by any competent Job Superintendant
or Foreman for the Construction Manager, and is a latent defect in the construction of the Project.
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF 'rODD WELTNER DATED JULY 6,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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Attached hereto as Exhibit "D" are photographs of the roofing membrane on the inside of the
parapet wall.
12. I have studied the Project Specifications for the exterior cast stone installed. The
specifications call for not more than a 1/16" tolerance maximum from each adjacent unit of the
exterior stone Work. It also specifies that there shall be no more than 1/8" variance in the mortar
joint which is to be consistently 3/8".
13. I have taken field measurements of the exterior cast stone Work and the mortar
joints on the Project in a random sampling which, based upon my visual observation these
measurements are representative of a large portion of the building stone and masonry joint Work on
the structure.
14. The photographs attached hereto as Exhibit "E", evidences the measurements
taken on the exterior masonry joints of the stone Work, which are outside the specifications for
allowable construction tolerances. This latent defect should have been observed by any competent
Job Superintendant or Foreman for the Construction Manager, and is a latent defect in the
construction of the Project.
15. With further analysis and discovery, I will be able to obtain actual bids for the repairs
necessary for the defects noted above, but based upon my education, training, and experience, I
would conservatively estimate the cost of repairs/replacement to be in excess of$1 Million;
16. I have reviewed the drawings and specification for the Plaza water features. I have
also reviewed selected transmittals (via e-mail or other Project correspondence) related to the
construction of the water features, and have also physically inspected the water features.
17. The water features currently leak significant amounts of water, reported to be in the
range of approximately 2,000 gallons per day when operating.
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF TODD WELTNER DATED JULY 6, 2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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18. I have reviewed the Plaza water features, and specifically the river feature. Attached
hereto as Exhibit "F" is a true and correct copy of the selected design drawing of the water
features. Upon inspection, the interior gunite liner in the feature contains multiple fractures which
will allow water loss as gunite by itself is not intended to be a waterproof material. During a recent
site visit I noted that the water flowing over the top of the "waterfall" of the river feature was not
only flowing over the top and the sides of the weir, but also has penetrated the Concrete Masonry
Units ("CMU'') substructure of the vertical walls. This was evidenced by the damp / wet surface of
the exposed CMU. Additionally, the water in the "river» appears to be draining into the ground on
the sides of the overflow scuppers installed at the low end of the "river". Attached hereto as
Exhibit "G" are photographs of the Meridian City Hall River water feature.
19. I have also inspected the two waterfall / entry pond features. Attached hereto as
Exhibit "H" is a true and correct copy of the design drawing detail 10 ftom Sheet L1.62. The
design drawing specifically calls for the installation of a PVC liner, with a stainless steel top edge
attachment to seal the ponds and to prevent water leakage. Upon inspection of the entry pond
features, neither PVC liner nor the specified Stainless Steel Liner Attachment Strip was found.
Attached hereto as Exhibit "I" is a photograph of one entry pond feature.
20. The drawing detail, attached hereto as ·Exhibit "H" also indicates a single metal
conduit feed to the "J-boxes" located in the pools. The entry pools do not have either the liner nor
the stainless steel attachment installed, further more, the conduits which penetrate the slab are not a
single metal conduit, but consist of multiple plastic conduits occurring where there was either a large
(approx. 3" diameter) knock out or concrete core drilled. These locations were unsuccessfully filled
with some type of caulking or sealant which have dried and cracked over time, providing large
openings for the water to drain from the pools. Attached as Exhibit "1" is a true and correct copy
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF TODD WELTNER DATED JULY 6,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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of the Underwater Junction Box Installation Detail. Attached as Exhibit "K" is a photographs of
an Underwater Junction Box in an entry pool.
21. I have physically inspected the water features described herein, including the "canal"
water feature in their as constructed condition. The features have each suffered major degradation
and damage in the exterior brick and stone surfaces, as well as the base structure due to water
intrusion into the brick, stone and substructure causing a condition known as efflorescence. The
water infiltration and poor construction execution is evidenced by the bonding failure(s) noted in the
weirs and stone caps which were found to be loose and out of place on site. The failure to construct
the features to preclude water infiltration, and the resulting leaching of internal minerals from the
inside of the stone to the exterior surface causes damage. Attached hereto as Exhibit "L" are
photographs of the "canal" water feature
22. In addition, the apparent cause of the exterior water damage to the "canal" water
feature stone and brick results from the failure of the contractor to construct the feature in such a
manner to preclude water infiltration into the stone, brick, and substructure. Attached hereto as
Exhibit "M" are photographs of the "canal" water feature masonry and weir.
23. It is important to note that currently the "canal" water feature is currently not
operating due to the water loss discussed above and construction failures.
24. The Project correspondence that I have reviewed, and on site construction indicates
that Petra, as the Construction Manager, allowed the contractor to fail to install the liners required
by the Contract Documents in the entry pools which is the apparent cause of one of the sources for
leakage. Additionally, the failure to insure industry standard construction technology allowed the
existing damage to the stone, brick and substructures along with the failure of the water features to
hold water.
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF TODD WELTNER DATED JULY 6,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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25. The failure of the water features to be constructed in the manner called for by the
plans and specifications, and the resulting massive degradation of the water features as a result of
water damage, evidences a gross failure by the Construction Manager to protect the· City against
defective construction.
26. These latent defects should have been observed by any competent Job
Superintendant or Foreman for the Construction Manager, and are latent defect in the construction
of the Project.
27. The lSsues noted above, as well as the issues noted in my first affidavit, are
representative of a systemic failure of the Construction Manager to protect the City 111 the
management and construction of the Meridian City Hall Project.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.
By:~
Todd WeItner
Subscribed and swom to before me this 6th day ofJuly, 2010.
Notary Public, State of Idaho
Residing at: Meridian, ID
My commission expires: November 3, 2014
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
. I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 6th day of]uly, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
above and foregoing document was forwarded addre~sed as follows in the manner stated below: .
Thomas G. Walker
MacI<:enzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Facsiinile: (208) 639-5609
a.
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Email
Kim]. Trout
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF TODD WELTNER DATED JULY 6,. 2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF
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KIM J. TROUT, ISB #2468 J. DAVID NAVAAFlO, Clerk
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHilL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A. ByJ.RANDALl
225. North 9th Street, Suite 820 ~PUTY
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
,-
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
AFFIfiAVIT OF LAURA KNOTHE
DATED JULY 6, 2010 FILED IN
SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
COMES NOW, LAURA KNOTHE, who being first duly sworn, who on oath deposes and
says:
1. I am above the age of 18 years arid have personal knowledge of the facts
contained herein;
2. I am a licensed Professional Engineer in the State of Idaho and a Licensed
Construction Manager in the State of Idaho;
3. My curriculwn vitae is attached hereto;
4. I have been engaged by the City of Meridian to assist with the construction
issues and warranty issues which remained, and which continue to exist, following Petra's
AFFIDAVIT OF LAURA KNOTHE DATED JULY 6,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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abandonment of its duties under the Construction Management Agreement ("CMN') with
.the City;
5. Under the CMA, Petra was to fulfill the role of a construction manager.
Prime Contractors were engaged by the City to perform actual construction. Petra's duties
under the CMA did not include any actual construction. In construction, punch lists are
utilized to identify work of the contractors engaged in the actual construction which is
incomplete, or compl eted improperly and which must then be repaired or replaced to
conform to the Contract Documents.
6. I have reviewed the punchlists that have been produced byPetra in this case,
and in particular have reviewed the punchlists that were attached to the May affidavit of
n
Gene Bennett. None of the punchlists attached to the Bennett affidavit relate to their
performance under the CMA, only to the Work to be completed by the construction
contractors. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and fully incorporated herein by this
reference, is a true and correct copy of the punchlists attached to the Bennett affidavit.
7. In conjunction with my work effort for the City on building issues, I have
had to coordinate the work of Prime Contractors whose work was not properly completed,
well in to the spring of 2010, such as Hob~on Electrical, Buss Mechanical, M.R. Miller,
Weste~ Roofing, and others. In other words, Work on the Project simply wasn't complete
in accord with the Contract Documents as ofAugust 9, 2009.
8. Petra did not implement the controls necessary to manage this project in
accordance with the standard ofeate expected in the industry.
9. In my professional opinion, the most significant problem was the lack of
development of the owner's ptojectrequirements, or "Owner's Criteria", an exercise that
was required by the CMA but not completed.
AFFIDAVIT OF LAURA KNOTHE DATED JULY 6,2010 FILED IN SUPP0JtT OF
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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10. Section 4.2 of the CMA required that Petra, as the CM, provide a written
report detailing the CM's understanding of Owner's Criteria identifying design, construction,
scheduling, budgetary, operational or other problems or recommendations. The intent of
this requirement was to detail the City's project requirements to serve as the program or plan
for successful delivery of the project. The most important job of a ·CM is to establish the
Owner's Criteria in regard to schedule, budget and quality for the project and then oversee
design and construction for adherence to this criteria. In my professional opinion, Petra's
failure to develop the Owner's Criteria and to comply with the tasks required as it related to
the Owner's Criteria failed to comply with the standard ofcare for a construction manager at
the time and place of this project.
11. In my professional opinion, the second fundamental error with Petra's
.-
approach to the ptoject was the inadequacy of Quality Assurance and Quality Control
(QA/Qc) during COtlstruction and co1limissio~g. The QA/QC procegures established for
the project were not in alignment with a standard of care expected within. the industry.
Detailed procedures (as required by 4.4.1. of the CMA), Quality Management Plan were not
.implemented to control the construction process. For example, the brick used for the water
feature was'not itJ. compliance with the cotltuct specifications. An approved submittal was
not obtained prior to construction of the structure. Forensic testing has proven that the
brick has less than 1/3 the required strength. The current condition of this brick is that it is
crumbling and will need to be teplaced.
12. Another example is the poor condition of the roof which has resulted in a
number of leaks which is considerably'higher than the industry would expect for a building
of this age.
AFFIDAVIT OF LAURA KNOTHE DATED JULY 6,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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13. The third example is that the HVAC system w,;as not properly commissioned
to ensure the occupants the comfort expected and the energy efficiency desired by the City
who paid for a "State of the Art" system. Team members have indicated that prior to my
involvement; a collaborative effort to address the con~erns of the Owner had not been
engaged. Some specific issues with the HVAC system that have been somewhat mitigated in
the last 7 months include:
a. Adjustments to control set points to mitigate extreme cool conditions
experienced by occupants near floor vents/dampers .
b. Repair andreplacement of over 60 dampers that were malfunctioning
c. Modifica.tion of the piping for the Air Handling Units which was
installed backwards due to incottect labeling on the units. The air handlers were not
providing heating to plenum air, which was also causing cold areas in the building.
d. Filtering and treatment of glycol mixture in hot and cold loops and
the loops for the data room due to improper treatment of water and lack of
maintenance during construction, start up and the initial part of the warranty period
e. Rewiring of Air Handling Unit #2 which was originally wired
backwards a.ccording t~City petsOt.11lel.
f. Development of alternates to floor vents in the bathrooms which
allow pathway for sewer overflow and other spills to enter and contaminate the
HVAC system
g. Study of system to understand Cause of considerably higher than
expected energy consumption for a LEED Silver Building.
AFFIDAVIT Ofl LAURA KNOTHE DATED JULY 6,2010 FILED IN SUPPORT OF
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14. In my professional opinion, Petta's failure to devdop and implement the
QA/QC failed to comply with the standard of care for. a construction manager at the time
and place of this project.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.
By: ~~-:::e======---------
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 6th day ofJuly, 2010.
,......,,,.....,,,,
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Notary Public, State of Idaho
Residing at: Meridian, ill
My ~Qnunissionexpites: November 3, 2014
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 6th day ofJuly, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the mannef'stated
below:.
Thomas G Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, u.p
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho83707-9518
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Email
Kim}.Trou~
fZl
o
o
o
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THE NEW ENERGY COMPANY
Laura L. Knothe, PE, LEED@) AP
Laura Knothe has over 18 years of experience In the construction Industry on a wide vC'lrlety of
projects providing various roles. Ms. Knothe has extensive design and construction management
experience which has allowed the development of proven project management effectiveness with a
disciplined approach. Ms. Knothe has strong communication skills, extensive contract
administration ex'perlence and a strong commitment to accountability, integrity, sustainable design,
and responsible construction.
CREDENTIALS
BSCE, Montana State University
Professional E:ngineer,ID #11145
LE:ED@ Accredited Professional
Idaho Construction Manager Certification #16163-CM
Boise State University construction Management Advisory Board Member
Vision Charter School Founding Member and Former Board Member, Caldwell ID
BSU Construction Management Department Adjunct Professor
WORK EXPERIENCE'
President, The New Energy Company
Consulting firm providing project development, project management and claims consu.lting ana
., --wide'range of,projects wltha'fbCIJs On renewable energy. Servic;es'lndude overall program
management, contract administration, scheduling, estimating and budget control, quai/ty control
and on-site supervision
Project Engineer, Ada County Courthouse Project ($58M)
350;000 sf mixed-use, LEED® Certified, building with state of the art security and AV systems that
includes retail spaces as well as Ada County's 25 courtrooms, office space and holding cells. This
project won the "Eagle Award" for a large international company (Morrison Knudsen) for
profitability and client satisfaction. .
• Coordinated urban planning and project development
• Managed design to ensure that the owner's scope was addressed within the budget and
schedule restraints, and to minimize difficulty during construction
• Managed contracts, Including contractor payment and change orders to ensure complete
execution of contract requirements and minimize change orders.
• 'Monitored schedUle to ensure on-time completion and mitigate delays .
• Created and monitored budgets
• Implemented document control and commUnications protocol to ensure quality and clear,
communications among the team
• Conducted site tours for County Commissioners and other occupants, the media, professional
societies, and city officials, which resulted In positive public exposure and a satisfied u'Ser group
• Monitored for quallty,schedule, and adherence to design requirements
• Administered commissioning program that guaranteed startup and operation of all equipment
and provided adequate training for operations and occupants .
Project Manager, City of Beverly Hills Operations Servl~eCenter / Parking Garage
$3Qmllllon dollar project for the construction of a temporary structure, relocation of personnel,
demolition of existing buildings, and construction of new operations service center and 300-space
parking garage. (LEl:De Sliver) .
Managed design and construction while maintaining responsibility for aU aspects of project
execution Including schedule, blidget,qualltY"and safety
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Laura Knothe, PEl Page 2
Coordinated periodic estimates during design to ensure bUdget compliance while working with
the users to provide a functional facility meeting program requirements
• Interfaced regularly with city officials regarding project status and Issues including change
order negotiations
• Coordinated and resolved all issues related to regulatory agencies, other city entitles and all
other stakeholders
c
Project Manager, University of washington Capital Projects, Seattle, WA
Managed multiple projects totaling $10M annually on an urban camp~s. Projects Included new
construction, remodel work, streetscapes and landscapes and reqUired extensive planning,
construction phasing, and rigorous interaction with several campus organizations.
• Implemented Campus Master Plan through prioritization, financial and technical planning of
. projects, .and allocation of funding ,
• Assisted client and user groups with program scope identification based on needs, desires, and
funding.
• Managed design using a hands-on approach to ensure that the· owner's requirements were
met. Reviews Involving all stakeholders and regulators alleviated difficulties during
construction, ensured compliance with code and environmental requirements and ensured
long-term operation and maintenance satisfaction.
• Administered the bid process and contracts; reviewed and negotiated all change order requests
• Presented project status to Board of Regents, Capital Projects' Project ReviewBoard, Students,
Faculty, and other interested groups to gain appropriate approvals and to mitigate campus
situations that could delay work
• Authored correspondence, reports, and brochures detailing project status and impacts on
calTlPusentitles ' . .. . '
.-.-.Mo'nitoted bUdget and' schedule and proactively directed the project course to ensure program
completion within budget and on schedule
• Enforced compliance with community requests, regulatory requirements, and codes
• Interfaced with facilities departments before, during, and after projects to ensure long-term
functionality of systems. Assisted facilities to establish maintenance schedules and ensure
successful operation of systems.
Project Manager, Tyeo Fire Products Facility ($12.1 M)
240,000 sf Manufacturing facUlty in Lubbock, TX. Building consists of 138,000 sf of manufacturing,
76,000 sf of dlstrlbOtionand 13,000 sf of office space. This project won the President's Award for
Technical Excellence in 2003 for Earth,Tech, Inc.
• Coordinate4 program development, site selection, and property acqUisition
• Interfaced With the City of Lubbock Economic Development Group to provide new facility and
300 new jobs to a depre$sed area .In west Texas
• Responslble'forall aspects of project management . .
• Monitored schedUle. Fast..track project - programming through substantial completion was
accomplished In less than 12 months
• Control/ed budget through value engineering, favorable construction methods and contract
negotiations resulting In Owner savings of more than $500,000
• . Increased efficiency with phased design and construction to minimize contract time and realize
costbeneflts
• Managed procurement and contract administration: Fifteen contracts were bid and awarded in 6
weeks. Twenty-five contr~cts were executed with a change order amount of less than 2%.
'.
Program Management ConSUltant, Tamarack Resort, LLC, Tamarack; 10
Capital program.,ncludesresort development. and construction projects that consist of
Infrastructure, ski lifts and ski terrain, support structures and multiple residential and hotel
buildings In remote setting with significant access and logistics challenges.
• Change Order Review and Negotiations
• Contract Administration Assistance for $100M GMP Contract
007266
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Laura Knothe, PE, Page 3
• Procedures and project planning consulting for Capital Program
• Procurement assistance for multiple projects
project Manager, Mixed-use Development, The Terteling Company, Boise ID
• Coordinate site selection, planning and permitting for multi-phase project
• Int~rface with multiple regulatory agencies regarding planning and zoning, building, highways
and environmental issues as well as water rights issues. Agencies include Ada County Highway
District, US Army Corps of Engineers, ID Department of Water Resourcesr Ada County Planning
& Zoning Departmentr ID Department of Lands and Ada Co. Commissioners
• Provide civil design and erosion and sediment control design for various projects
• Manage consultants necessary for planning and design of various projects
Construction Manager, Foothills Learning Center Phase 2, Boise ID
Interactive Learning Center In Boise Foothills
• Provided civil design and construction management for City of Boise
• Interfaced with varlous regulatory agencies induding Foothills Development Division
• Provided on slt~ coordination of work and quality control
Project Manager, McNary Dam CPSP Security Upgrade Project, Umatilla OR
Security system upgrades to existing systems for Increased detection and delay features at
heightened force protection levels. ,
• Managed design and construction ofa complete functioning and Integrated securl~y system
• Closely monitored scheduler budgetr and quality controlto ensure on..tlme completion while
maintaining the budget and adhering to the contract documents
• Facilitated communication with the USACE
---------·-COol"dli'fated deilvery and Installation of owner-furnished equipment
Procurement &. Contracts Managerr Pawtucket Water Treatment Plant
25 MGD, $45M Water Treatment Plant for the City of Pawtucket, RI
• Determine Work Packages, Prequallfy bidders, prepare and distribute bid packages for
procurement of 34 packages
• Evaluate bids for technical compliance and accuracy and negotiate terms
• Prepare and administer contracts, Including scope Writing and schedule determination, change
mitigation '
Design Engineer, Slpan Heap Leach Gold Mine PrOject, Pampa Cuyoc, Peru
Gold mine on c:ompletely undeveloped site at 12,000 feet elevation In the Andes Mountains
• Designed roads, site water sources and distribution, powe'r generation and distribution and all
other site utilities and drainage !
• Provided oversight during construction startup to ensure compliance
007267
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KlMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHIll. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, PA.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
State of Idaho )
)ss
County ofAda )
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN]. AMENTO
DATED SEPTEMBER 20, 2010 FILED IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINI'IFF'S MOTION
FOR LEAVE TO AMEND COMPLAINT
STEVEN J. AMENTO, being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1. I am above the age of 18 years and have personal knowledge of the facts contained
herein.
1. I am a co-founder and President ofCorke Amento, Inc.
2. I am an experienced construction manager in the State of Washington, having
managed several major projects over the course of my career. In my role as President, I have directly
or indirectly managed over 70 constmction projects which have an aggregate value in excess of$100
Million. My C.V. has heen previously submitted to the Court along with my prior Affidavit, all of
which contains my professional qualifications.
I
EXHIBIT
I CMII4401007268
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3. As stated in my previous Affidavit, I have undertaken an examination of the Project Records
for the Meridian City Han Project, as they relate to the issue of Petra's contract
administration, particularly ,vith respect to payments to Prime Contractors and Liquidated
Damages.
4. Each Prime Contract (AIA-A-I0l Fonn), for the Meridian City Han Project contained a
$500 per day liquidated damage clause, in the event the Prime Contractor failed to achieve
the required Substantial Completion Date established by the Prime Contract.
5. Petra was, as the Construction Manager pursuant to the Construction Management
Agreement, responsible for Contract Administration of the Prime Contracts.
6. Petra, pursuant to the Construction Management Plan created by Petra and section 9.8 of
the AIA201CMa contract, and sound construction management was responsible to insure
that the Architect, Lombard Conrad Architects, appropriately provided a Certificate of
Substantial Completion for each Prime Contractor as part of its Contract Administration.
7. I have not seen any evidence Certificates of Substantial Completion were issued by Lombard
Conrad fo.r any Prime Contractor on the Meridian City Hall Project
8. The Certificate of Substantial Completion is a very important document because it
establishes, amongst other things, the responsibilities and rights of the Owner and
Contractor for damage to the work, warranty commencement, insurance obligations,
uncompleted work and the end date for liquidated damage calculation and assessment.
9. Petra failed to ensure Certificates of Substantial Completion were issued.
10. Despite the fact that Certificates were not issued, Petra issued Change Orders which
contained a date of "Substantial Completion" to 34 of the 44 Prime Contractors. (I have not
determined how the 34 were selected by Petra). The dates inserted by Petra on the various
Change Orders do not appear to be supported by project documentation and/or schedule
2
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analyses (if they exist) undertaken by Petra. The only exception is the Change Order to Rule
Steel whereas Petra conducted an evaluation of Rule's performance and recommended
assessment of liquidated damages which was eventually incorpo.rated into the monetary value
of the Change Order. I know of no reason why Petra would prepare a liquidated damages
analysis solely for Rule Steel, and not perform similar analyses for the other Prime
Contractors, and ensure the Substantial Completion Certificate process provided in Section
9.8 of the Contract \vas properly executed. (See Exluoit A for a summary of the Substantial
Completion Dates for each Prime Contractor.)
11. Absent such analyses, Petra appears to have arbitrarily inserted "Substantial Completion"
dates on the Change Orders which Petn then presented to the City for signature. For
example, the contract for MJ's Backhoe contains a substantial completion date of 7/22/2007
and Petra inserted a completion date of 8/28/2008 on Change Order #3 to MJ's Backhoe,
which essentially extended the contnctual completion date 403 calendar days. This inserted
completion date is contrary to data found on Petra's "Master Production Schedule" dated
5/2/08 which shows completion of site backfill and commencement of subsequent concrete
activities in July of 2007. Another example of Petra's arbitrary contract extension involves
TMC Masonry:
Contractual Substantial Completion Date:
Date inserted by Petra on C.O. #3:
Resulting Contract Completion Extension:
Completion Date for Exterior
Masonry on Petra schedule of 5/2/08:
12/21/2007
8/28/2008
251 Calendar Days
02/22/2008
In both examples there is no apparent explanation or support for the substantial completion
dates Petra choose to insert on these Change Orders and present to the City for signature.
(See Exhibit B Petra's Master Production Schedule dated 5/2/08.)
3
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12. Pettll's failure to follow the conttllctual requirements and provide reasonable contract
administration and consttuction management has severely hindered the City's ability to
assess liquidated damages against those Prime Contractors who failed to complete their work
on, or before their cont.tllctual substantial completion d.tes. Petta, without City knowledge
or knowing approval, waived by its conduct in recommending Clwlge Orders with arbitrary
completion dates.
13. Having signed thc various Change Orders, the City has arguably waived rights against those
Contractors and is now confronted with a set of facts and circumstances which I predict will
be utilized by those Contractors in defense of liquidated damage claims asserted by the City.
14. Each Prime Contract incmdes a provision for liquidated damages ofSSOO per calendar day.
15. Without the benefit of the Certificates of Substantial Completion and a contemporaneous
schedule analysis, the City's damages are difficult to detcnnine and will required cosdy and
time-consuming legal and consulting efforts underwritten by the City.
t 6. One damage calculation is based upon the difference between the original planned date of
building occupancy and the actual date the of City occupancy. Petra's CMP schedule of
2/12/2007 showed 8/1/2008 as the planned occupancy datc for the City Hall. The City
actwilly occupied the building on 10/15/2008, 7S calendar days later than planned. Under
the tenns of each Prime Contract, the City is entitled to liquidated damages, but now cannot
ascertain or determine which Contractors are responsible for the delayed occupancy, much
less which Contractor failed to complete its work on or before its Substantial Completion
Date. It is possible each of the 44 Prime Conttllctors is jointly responsible for the delay;
thus the City would assert an aggregate claim of $1,650,000 (44contractors x 75days x
$500/day) for liquidated damages. Predictably, the 34 Contractor with signed Change Orders
would argue the City has waived its rights to liquidated damages and the other 10
4
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Contractors would argue project dela}'S are the responsibility of other Contractors and the
City. TIle City may be tequked tosge every. or many of the, forty-fout Contractors as a
means to resolve the liquidated damagecla.im. In the unforturutte event the City has to
pursue each Contractor. the ultimate outc:ome and damages awarded to the City (or
negotiated) will depend upon It variety of factors. primarily how much thne. ene~ and
resources the City has available to resolve a problem which was caused solely by Petra's
failure to follow the contract provisions.
17. Petta's failure torequke the issuance of the Certificates of Substantial Completion,
combined with the arbitrary date of ··Substantial Completion~~in the Change Orders is a
material breach of the CQtlstnlction Management Agreement. and a matetial breach of the
fiduciary duty contained therein, and is also a material breach of the duty of due care
applicable to Petta's conduct on the Meridian City Hall Project.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.
By:
Subscribed and swom to befote me this tt:o'fJ day of September. 2010.
ta Public. State ofWas
.. at: Q>~
cotnmission expites: _---'J""'-=~~.:.....L~ _
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this __day of Septetnber, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner slated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, ll.P
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Email
KimJ. Trout
6
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Exhibit A
Meridian City HaU..substantlal Completion Worksheet
l'tepare6I1tOlto
ofWork su~:"pItIIQn Su....~c~0RIIrI _=_t
{PerPrinleCCllllracO . I (Callilder OM}
t.'
PI·1 IMlIB8ckh0e. SiIMlIIc 1121J'J.OO7 8I28I2llOa
PI·: ISidewalb LLC Site COIICI8It 1011412007 8l28/2IIOI
PI·S ITMC 17I21l2OO7 8I28I2llOa
PI·4 IRIII&SlreeI ISlreeI Falla fI8Cl 10l5I2010 1l11nooB
PI·s IHon8Pl·, 1AIdl. IDoOrS a FraIll8& 1012008 812Il2OO8
PI·7 IMtWMver IFrIImiIla I DIvwaII 10I5l2OO7 No CIl8llaeOnler
PI·I 1CUlIIIlmG/8S$Co. 1Abn. StGrehnls«GlazInD 7J1512l108 No CIl8nlIeOrder
PI·. IRoclIIIW 11J2312OO1 III2III2IIIJIl
PI.10 11- 18elIlIIllrlI. m9I2IlOI 812Il2OO8PI·11 MailsllnPlllteclioll 1 812Il2OO8N·1 8USlreeI HlnIraIIs 711 8l28/2IIOIN·2 IMt WIIIccMr ,CaIIJentry 711 No~Otder
N·S 110 CtIIIOIll WooIf·Pl!ld. MIMoIlc «CabIlleI& 71112l1O$ 812Il2OO8
N·4 Iol8IIor StorerronI«GIIZlnlI 71112008 812Il2OO8
N·I INOll8
N·' Ooor&. FraIll8&« HatdWaIe 7I1l2OO8 812Il2OO8
N·7 ICrMGtd Dootd10 Ott &COMlDoots 71112008 No~Otder
N·I IMt WllI/l:Mf DMI8I 71112008 812Il2OO8
N·. «co. CtItlmc TlIt 7/f12OO8 812Il2OO8
N·1I IDIlIilIlWFIoGr& 7I112l1O$ 812Il2OO8
N.f1 COIlInercIlII PIInlIIla PainIlna 71112008 I/28l2OO4
N·12 •Inc. ISiIeCI8IlleS 7/112008 I/28l2OO4
N·13 PacWIst InlIIrioIs 1Acc:es& FIllolInD 71112l1O$ NoCh_Order
PS·14 IntIlIIIiIh InteriOII 7/112l1O$ 8l28/2IIOI
ps·,s Center 10Iler. Paltlionl 7/112l1O$ NoCIlana80rder
ps." AlVSV&l8llI& IADonlc& 713112l1O$ 8/2812008
PS·t7 SImIeltGlinnell FitPIllIeclIon 7/112l1O$ 8l28/2IIOI
ps·t. BUSS PUnIlIn!I 71112008 8l28/2IIOI
ps·t. Hobson HVAC 11t12OO8 8I28I2llOa
N·20 ri-Slate EIedJlc:aII alarm 71112l1O$ 8I28l2OO8
PSll·:t TTE·Precan IBxlmmunlcaIlan 71tl2OO8 8l28/2IIOI
P3a·22 !APEX
RaAcc:es&
713tl2OO8 8/2812008
N·' ITerra-WIst EarIItWoIk 7/tsnooa 101311
N·2 71151201l8 812Il2OO8
P41.) IMRt.IIer IWlIIIlr FelIIureS 81112008 8l28/2IIOI
N·4 fIlIZa stone 71t5l2Oll8 8l28/2IIOI
N·5 I< U.FabrleaIIan PIeza MelaI« RaiIIm 71151201l8 8l28/2IIOI
N·' PlIIatMecIlInICal PlezaHVAC 7Itsnooa 8l28/2IIOI
N·7 RfSlale ElDIc PIezaEIeclIIcaI 711512008 8l28/2IIOI
N·S Am. WllIIcover IDlWralI &Filnila 71151201l8 No.~Order
N·' Profec:h IRooIinl:I 7ltsnooa No Ch8nae Order
N·tO None
N·11 ISEAlCO MoIslwe Prolection 811512007 N.O'C/Ianae Order
N·'2 ICommen:iIJI.1'lIInIIna PIinllnlI 81112008 No CIlana8Order
N·t3 IAl!ldIlIrI CcJncaIe CcJncaIe 81112008 812Il2OO8
'4·'4 ICOIIIlIeSbIeCalc Concrete PMIS lfI151201l8 8I1snooa
C03 403
COS 3i7
C03 251
C03 -998
C04 234
o
o
CO2 279
C03 181
C03 4tO
C04 58
o
COS 58
CO2 58
o
CO. 58
C01 58
CO2 58
C07 58
CO·& 58
o
cot 58
o
COl 28
COS 58
C07 58
C06 58
C06 58
COl 58
C03 28
C01 t08
C03 44
C03 27
C03 44
CO2 44
C01 44
COt 44
o
o
o
o
C03 27
CO2 0
2.435
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MASTER PRODUCTION SCHEDULE
Fri 5l2I08
,.,.:IOiCJtiI
. '11IS~.-:
~""trl-"""'''
JiiftMIt...,.Jan
i!ir'l1U'ml
,.,. IDeeOct
:517101
Mon5l7101
Wed 11118101
'!llII5/Z4.W
T $'ZII01
T GI1Z/07
WtICI1117107
T... 1/3I01
T..1I10107
T",'11Q/\l7
Mon1/%!/01
$uIl11Z9t07
T..1I17Al7
Mon7/%!/01
Mon11Z3101
Tu.,I18m7
T... 1/11107
Mon 1%13107
Mon 1111%107
WecllZ15101
Mon 1213107
Mon llZ8101
'!llIIZI21J08
Wed 1117107
Mon 12117.107
""9121107
FfilOJlW1'
Fli l1/%!/O7
Fn 12/14,07
Ffi 1211<1107
Ffi2f8i08
FnZIZZIO$
Ffi 10JlW1'
$uIl3l9!08
Fri3l7M
Fn4l4lO8
Ffi4l1l11Oa
""-Mon 8/14$10$
Mon1f1108
Mon7l:Z8i08
MoIl9l1J08
T... llI3OI08
weo 10115!08
~
378c1aya
10dayr.
8dl1y$
3dayr.
10GllYJ
2OdlIy$
8dl1y$
5Clays
5e1aYa
20 days
odays
3Zdays
8 Clays
1e1aYa
3tdays
3 days
"days
10elaYa
20eIaYa
5& days
80days
25Gay1
10 Clays
2OdlIy$
~days
4O<la,.
40elaYa
!'days
so days
50 Clays
5&da,.
49dl1y$
115 days
r&dll)/$
88 days
51 days
400ll)/$
38 days
15 days
15days
25 GlIYJ
21 days
lZdays
oClaY>
o IT..Ullme
I'rlorlIl"SOO••
EXCAVATE BASEMENr
REMOVE Ul\ISUITABLE sou.s
ACHOS'rORUllRAN REPAIR
SASEMENT FOOTING
SASEMENT WAI.LS
UTlUTYTO lIU\U)lNG
SOGPAEP
SASEMENT SOG
MAIClNl'lVSTAIR TOW\!R$
START AECeMNG.STEEL
STARTSTEEL~
WATER PROOF IIA$I!MENT
IW:K FtU.SASEMENT
ON GRADE FClIJND4T1OH
1STFLOOR $OGI$OO
fIlI!CT STEEL
PENTI10USE STEEL
EXTERIOR FRME
ROOF S'tSTEN
EXTERlOR MA$ONRV
STOf\£ FRONT $YSTEM
EXTERIOR IlOOl'lS
El..eCTRlCAL GEM
IooECHANlCAl.EQUIPMENT'
FUU. HEIGHT WAU.S
WALl. RO\IGH-lNS PRIMARY
DRYWALl.AT ACCESS FLOOR
ACCESS FLOOR
UNllER FLOOR RO\JGH.lN.. MEP
PAR1Tl1ON WAU.S
WALLROUGH.IN$ _
CElI.ING RO\JGIi.IN$
ELEVATORS
DRYWALl.
1NTERlOR-
ACOUSTICAl. celUNGS
~
Sl'ECW.Tll!S
MJ:.P. TRIM
FLOOR COVERINGS
BI.DG~~
ASI" WEAntER DaAY
13 MOVEIH
JD
~~
St/Il
WelMher DltYJ \.011
_\lpc:.-..Task
RcIItICI\Ip ......
.....----~
f;if:!;#:f,i;i;i;i,,;~il
Summary
RolItICIlJpTask•
U~~millrr*illn Progrcn
-
Task
~TISk
'i.
alCl:lI'OCfUCIiOtI&dl01007
~<Fri 5IZJ08
! !
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>- KIM]. T~UT,ISB #2468
C\- TROll +JONES. GLEDHIIL + FUHRMAN + GOURLEY, P.A.
C) 225 North 9th Stree1; Suite 820
C-:) P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
..... Telephone: (208) 331-1170
--' Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
--.
.... Attomeys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRIcr COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRIcr OF THE
. STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation, Case No. CV OC 09-1257
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Cotporation,
PLAINTIFF'S DISCLOSURE OF
EXPERT WITNESSES DATED
OcrOBER 15, 2010
Defendant.
COMES NOW the Plaintiff/Countenlefendant City ofMeridian (<<City''), by and through its
coUIisel of J:ecotd, lGm J. Trout of the finn Trout Jones Gledhill Fnhanan Gourley, ·P.A., and .
hereby submits Plaintiffs Disclosure of Expert Witnesses Dated October 15,2010, pw:suant to the
Order ·entered by the Court.. This disclosure is intended as a supplementation to the discovery
requests served upon it by the Defendant
Steven]. Amento
Com Amento,"Inc.
710 2M Avenue, Ste. 820
Seattle, Washington 98104
(206) 682-9722
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 26(b)(4)(A)(i)
EXHIBIT
IG
A complete·statement of all opinions to be ~sed; Mr. Amento's opinions are stated in:
his Affidavit served on or about July 6, 2010 and Mr. Amento's Affidavit dated September
20,2010. which has not yet been filed with the Court, and is attached hereto as Bates No.
CM11440t through CMt14408. Additionally Mr. Amento has given deposition testimony.
--~~~~
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Mr. Amento has also been retained by the City as the 30(b)(6) designee with tespect: to
damages, and will testify to the amount of damages suffeted by the City. Mr. Amento is
reviewing documents provided by the litigation team, and will provide an opinion regatding
the damage claim at his deposition which is currently scheduled for October 25, 2010.
The basis and teaSQAS fot the qpinions; The basis and reasons for the Qpinions are set fotth
U1 each of the affidavits and Mr. Amento's depositions.
. The data OJ: other iAfonnation coqsiderecJ in forming the opinions: Mr. Amento utilized
PrQjec:t Recotds and documents produced during the discovery of this matter to form his
opinions.
Rxbibib; to be used as a summaq Qf or support for the opinions; Mr. Amento expects to
prepare exhibits for use at hearings and the trial of this case that summarize his opinions.
Copies will be provided to the Court and counsel as required by the CQurt.
Qyalifications of the witness. including a list of aU publications authored by the witness
within the preceding ten yeats; Mr. Amenta's CV produced as Bates number CM115952
Mr. AmentQ and his finn, Code Amento, have provided cQnstruction management services
and construction claims/litigation support to hundreds of clients within the prec:eding 10
years. Mr. Amento has authored no publications during the last ten years.
CQJllPensation: Cocke Amento is paid on an hourly basis plus expenses. Come Amento has
beet) paid approximately $61,000 to date.
Listing of other cases in whjch the witness bas testified as an expert at tri@1 or by deposition
within the preceding fQur years: See list attached hereto as Bates nutnbet CM115906.
Rebuttal; Mr. Amenta may also provide expett rebuttal testimony and documents in
response to evidence that Petta may put Qn.
Dave Powell
RiveRidge Engineeri11g Company
3046 ·S. Brown Way
Boise. IdahQ 83706
(208) 344-1180
Pmsuant tQ I.R-C.P. 26(b)(4)(A)(i)
A complete statement of all opinions to be elPressed: Mr. Powell's opiniQns are stated in
his Affidavit that was served on Petta on or aboutJuly 6, 2010.
The basis and reasons for the opinions: Aftet meeting with litigation staff, Mr. Powell was
provided with computet record data. on the Meridian City Hall, which included drawings and
asked to provide square footage estimates. Mr. Powell utili%ed AutaCAD to scale the
drawings of all four floors to measure areas identified by litigatiQn staff as commQn areas.
vettica1 shafts. storage areas, open space. and office areas. Mr. Powell then calculated the
square footage. rounded to the nearest foot, for· each of these areas.
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the data or other information considered in forming the opinions; Mr. Powell relied upon
as-built drawings imported into AutoCAD and his expertise in scaling and measuring the
previously identified areas. Mr. Powell produced docum.ents as CM115936..cM115951.
Exhibits to be used as. a §1]mmaq of 0t support for the opinions: Mr. Powell expects to
p.tepate exhibits for use at" heatings and the tr.ial of this case that summarize his opinions.
Copies will be provided to the Court and counsel as required by the Court.
QuaHfimtions Qf the witness. including a Jist of all publications authQred by the witness
within the preceding ten yeatS; Mr. Powell is a licensed ProfessiQnal Civil Engineer, licensed
in the State Qf IdahQ, Certificate No. 5156. Mr. PQwell graduated in May 1984 from
University of Idaho and received his Civil License in July of 1988, and has practiced civil
engineering continually to the present. Attached heretQ .as Bates number CMl15907 is Mr.
Powell's CV. ..
Compensation: Mr. Powell billed for his services by the time actually spent plus expenses.
Mr. Powell's biIJing rate is $150 per hour plus expenses.
ListiAg o£ Qther cases in which the witness has testified as an expelt at trW or by dqrnsition
within the p!'eceding four years: Mr. PQwell has not testified as an expert at tr.ial or by
depositiQn within the preceding four years.
Laura Kttothe
The New Energy Company
8720 Vic Lane
MiddletQn, ID 83644
(208) 890-8183
Pursuant to I.RC.P. 26(b)(4)(A)(t)
A complete statement Qf an Qpitrions to be qpressed: Ms. KnQthe's QpiniQns are stated in
her Affidavit served Qn Qr about July 6, 2010. Ms. KnQthe alsQ has pro.vided an QpiniQn as
tQ the causatiQn Qf the damages suffered by the City Qf Meridian. See Bates numbeJ:s CM
CM 115913. AdditiQnally, Ms. Knothe has had her depQsitiQn taken and is Cl1ttently
scheduled to have her deposition retaken.
The basis and !'eaSQns fQ!' the Qpini011Si The basis and reasQns for the QpWQns are set forth
in Ms. Knothe's affidavit, her depositiQn, and the causatiQn opinion letter discussed above.
The data. or Qther infQrmation cQnsidered in forming the opinions: Ms. KnQthe has
reviewed Project Records, conducted site visits, had detailed conversatiQns with City
employees and Prime Contractors, as well as reviewing documents produced during the
discQvery of this matter.
&bibits to be used as a sY.D1JIlltY Qf Qr support fQr the QpiniQns: Ms. Knothe expects tQ
prepare exhibits fQr use at hearings and the trial Qf this case that summarize her opinions.
CQpies will be prQvided to the CQurt and cQUPsel as required by the Court.
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Qpalitications of the witness. including a Jist of all publimtions authored by the witness
within the preceding ten yeats; Ms. Knothe's CV is produced herewith as Bates :llutIlber
CM115914. Additionally, Ms. Knothe has authored no publications wi,thin the preceding ten
yeus.
Compensation: Ms.Knothe is compensated fot actual time spent on an hourly basis plus
expenses. Ms. Knothe's hourly rate is $85 pet hour plus expenses.
Listigg of other cases in which the witnesS has testified as an gpert at trial Of by dc;pQsition
within the preceding four years; Ms. Knothe has not testified as an expert at trial ot by .
depQsition within the pteceding fQur yeatS.
Rebuttal; Ms. Knothe may alsQ prQvide expert rebuttal testimony and documents in
response to evidence that Petta ttlay put on.
Todd Wehner
VERTICAL CQrp.
555 W. BannQck St.
BQise. ID 83702
(208) 336-9860
Pursuant to I.RC.P. 26(b)(4)(A)(i)
A complete statement of all qpinions tQ be eeptessed: Mr. Weltners opiniQns are stated in
his previQusly filed affidavits and the depQsitiQns taken to date in this matter. Additionally,
based upon Mt. Wehner's affidavits and depQsitions, he intends to opine on the fact that
Petta, as the Construction Manager on this project, failed to perfQtln proper Qvetsight of the
wott as it was being installed. There is a systemic prQble1ll in that there ate numerous
conditions involving nwnerous prittle CQnttactots that have resulted in a finished product
that is p:rone to excessive maintenance, accelerated degradatiQn and itnproperly functioning
systems. Specifically. Mt. Wellner has identified problems with the water features, plumbing
systems. the HVAC system, the roofing system, the masonty work, :llUttlerous miscellaneous
defects and lack Qf proper dOCUttlentatiQn in the close-Qut and opeta.ting & maintenance
tequkements. Mt. Weltner will Qpine that there is a consistent pattern of failure to complete
conttaetually-obligated tasks.
The basis and .reasons fQ! the opiniQns; Mr. Weltnerconducted sevetal visits to the PrQject
and visual inspections Qf the wotk, in aMition to reviewing the Project Records and
documents produced duting the cow:se Qf discQvety in this matte!. Based upQn these visits
and visual inspectiQns, details dQ not appear to have been fQllowed, procedures were not
fQllQwed. repairs were nQt completed and dQCU1nentatiQn is missing. Also, Mt. Weltner
spQke with several City Qf Meridian emplQyees, forensic cQnsultants and tmdes people
regarding existing conditions Qf building systems in fQnning his opinions.
The data or Qther infQnnation cQnsidered in fottning the o.piniQns: Mt. Weltner teviewed
the PrQject RecQrds, Contract DQcuments. testing repQrts, photos. and Qther documents
produced during discQvety in this matter.
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Bxbibits to be used as a swpmaqr of or .port £0: the qpinions: Me. Weltner expects to
have exhibits prepared for use at heuings and the tJ:ia.l of this case that summarize the
opinions set forth in Mr. Weltner"s affidavits, deposition testimony, and this disclosure.
Copies will be provided to the Court and COWlSei as required by the Court.
.
Qpalifications of the witness, including a Jist of aU publiQltions authored by the witness
within the preceding ten years; The qualifications of Mr. Weltner ate produced herewith as
Bates number CM115953. Additionally, Mr. Weltner has had his deposition taken on two
separate occasions, in which Mr. Welmers quaJifications were extensively discussed. Mr.
Weltner has not authored any publications within the preceding ten yeats.
Compensation; Mr. Weltner is biDWg for his services by the time actually spent plus
expenses. Mr. Weimer's billing rate is $125 per hour plus expenses.
Listing of other cases in which the witness has testified as an expert at trial or by dc:position
within the preceding fow: years: Mr. Weltner has not testified in any other cases as an expert
at trial Of by deposition.
Rebuttal: Mr. WeItner may also provide expert rebuttal testitnony and documents in
response to evidence that Petra may put on.
Rusty Boicourt
MTI
2791 S. Victory View Way
Boise, Idaho 83709
(208) 376-4748
Pursuant to IRC.P. 26(b)(4)(A)(i)
A complete statement of all 2Pinions to be expressed: Mr. Boicourt prepared a D~
Forensic Observation of Exterior Masonty for the Meridian City Hall report dated
September 29, 2010, directed to Mr. TOdd Weltner at Vertical Corporation. The opinions of
Mr. Boicourt ate stated in said report, produced herewith as Bates number CM115917.
The basis and reasons for the opinions: The basis and reasons for the opinions are set forth
in Mr. Boicourt's report.
The data or othet infotmation considered in forming the opinions: Mr. Boicourt reviewed;
specification sections 04720 and 04810 and conducted .tneasurements on the Meridian CitY
Hall.
Exhibits tQ be used as a summaJ;f Qf or support for the opinions; Mr. Wetherholt expects to
have exhibits prepared fQr use at hearings and the trial of this case that sumtnarize the
Qpinions set forth in Mr. Boicourt's report described above. Copies will be provided to the
Court and CQWlsel as required by the Court.
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Qpa.lifications of the witness, inc1nding a list Qf all publications authored by the witness
witbjn the preceding ten years: Mr. Boicourt has been with Materials Testing & InspectiQn
fot approximately seventeen yeats. and is currently the Emr:itQnmental Services Managet.
Mr. Boicourt attended Sanjose State University from 1987 tQ 1992 and attended BQise State
University from 1992 to 1993.
Q>mpensation: Mr. Boicourt and MTI was compensated approxitnately $1,000.
Listing of Qther cases in which the witness has testified as an expert at trial or by deposition
within the preceding fQut yea.t8; Mr. Boicourt has testified in the preceding fQur years.
, Ray WetherhQlt
Weatherholt and Associates, Inc.
13104 NE 8Sch St.
Kirkland. WA 98083
(425) 822-8397
Pursuant'tQ lR.C.P. 26(b)(4)(A)(i)
A cQmplete statement Qf all opinions to be expressed; Mr. WetherhQlfs opiniQns are sta.ted
in-his repQrt (Bates numbeJ:ed CM112451-112521). Additioruilly. Mr. WetherhQlt's
depositiQn is currently scheduled to be taken Qn OctobeJ: 26, 2010. At that time, Mr.
Wetherholt may express additional QpiniQns or expand upon the opinions presented in his
repQrt.
The basis and reasons for the opiniQns: The basis and reasons for the opinions are set forth
in Mr. Wethe.rholt's report described above.
The data or other information conside1;ed in fQnning the opjgjgns: The data. Qr other
informatiQn considered by the witness in fQrming the opinions are set forth in Mr.
Wetherholfs repQrt desa:i.bed above. Additionally, Petta has requested that Mr. Wetherholt
provide, at his deposition, a substantial amount of documents that Mr. Wethe.thQlt tnay have
in his possession. Mr. Wetherholt may have relied upon these documents as weD in forming
his opiniQn.
Exhibits to be used as a sumnw;y Qf or support fQr the opinions; Mr. WetherhQlt expects to
have exhibits prepared for use at heatings and the trial of this case that sumtnari2e the
opinions set forth in Mr. Wethe.tholt's report described above. Copies will be provided to
the Court and counsel as required by the Court.
~cations of the witness. includin,g a list of ill publications authored by the witness
within the preceding ten years: Please see the attached CV from Mr. WetheJ:holt, Bates
numbered CM115901-CMl15902.
Compensation: Mr. Wethe.tholt is billing for his services by the time actually spent plus
expenses. Mr. Wetherholt's billing rate is $185 per hour for consultii:l.g work and $200 peJ:
hour for litigation work plus expenses.
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listing of other Cases in which the witness has telitified as an expert at trial or by deposition
within the ptecedin,g fout yean; Mr. Wethetholt has testified in over forty cases during the
last five years. Attached hereto as Bates number CMtt5904-CMtt590S i8 a listing of cases
which Mr. Wetherholt testified in.
Rebuttal: Mr. Wetherholt tnay also ptovide expert rebuttal testimony and documents in
tesponse to evidence that Petra may put on.
LeoGeis
Idaho Aitships, Inc & Votum Theanogmphy
2940 S. Goshen
Boise, ID 83709
(208) 344-7410
Pw:suant to I.R.C.P. 26(b)(4)(A)(.i)
Acomplete statement of aD. opinions to be expressed: Mr. Geis is expected to testify to the
visible band photographic artifacts taken as well as the worlt performed in Adobe Systems,
Inc. softwate applications, including Photoshop, Flash, and any other software package
utilized.
The basis and reasons for the opinions: The City of Meridian engaged Idaho Airships and
Vomm Thermography to conduct thermal and visible band photographic sessions on the
Meridian City Hall. Mr. Geis is an expert with respect to Adobe Systems, Inc. software
packages, including Photoshop and Flash. .
The data or other information consi4eted in forming the opinions: Mr. Geis produced
seVeral visible band photographic artifacts and utilized Adobe Systems, Inc. software
packages to combine the visible band photographic artifacts with thermographic images to
create a Flash presentation, which has been previously produced.
,
Eyhjhits to be used as a rnmgw;y of ot sypport for the opinions: Mr. Geis will use Adobe
Acrobat ·documents of orthographic (vertical) im2ges of the Meridian City Hall, enhanced
with outlines and other digital techniques. Mr. Geis also will use Adobe Flash interactive
display of ground:"based photography and thermography of interior and exterior subjects as
contained in the file named mch.swf. Adobe Flash interactive display of ground and aerial
based imaging as contained in the file nattled mch-roof.swf
Q,\Lalifications of the witness. including a list of all publications authored lzy the witnesS
within the preceding ten years: Mr. Geis' qualifications have been previously produced Mr.
Geis is a Certified "Aerial Photographer by the Professional Aerial Photographers·
Association, an Adobe Certified Expert in Photoshop. an Adobe Online Moderator for the
Flash Community Hdp, an Adobe Online Moderator for the Photoshop Community Help.
a Lecturer regarding Digital Exhibits for Litigation for Law Seminars International, and a
regular lecturer on various digital imagety and Photoshop for the professional Aerial
Photographers Association, International's regional and intemational events. Mr. Geis is
also the Director of the Professional Aerial Photographers Association, Intemational Iron
Photoshop Contest.
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Mr. Geis has also authored ove:r fifteen online tutorials fO% the Professional Aerial
Photogmphe:rs Association, and has been featuted in the Quattedy publication of the
Ptofessional Aerial Photographe.:rs Association. Intemational on Septembe.:r 2008 (Why
Should Aerial Photographe.:rs Move to Photoshop CS4 Extended), the June 2009 edition
(photoshop CS4 and Othe:r Photography Tips) and the Septembet 2010 edition
(Introduction to Adobe's Creative Suite CS5: Photoshop, Premiete Pro, After Effects).
Compensation: Mr. Geis charges $140 pet hout plus expenses lot any tasks related to the
case other than imaging or digitallah time spent in the production ofexhibits.
Listing of other cases m which the witness has testifitd as an gpert at tria! ot by deposition
within the preceding four yeats: Mt. Geis has not testified as an expert at trial or deposition
within the preceding fout years.
Lee Cotten
Votum Thennography
Boise, ID 83709
(208) 941-2545
Pw:suant to I.RC.P. 26(b)(4)(A)(i)
A complete statement of all opinions to be e;pressed: Mr. Cotten is expected to testify to
the interpretation of the thermographic images. This mcludes the appeatance that the:re is
watet under the roof membtane and the finding of several large sparis of the roofing
membrane not being fastened. which shows up as a "bubble." Mr. Cotten was also asked to
take thennographic images of the wate:r leak on the S.W. cotner. which it appears water was
inside the walls.
The basis and reasons for the opinions: Mr. Cotten :relied uPon thermographic images taken
with the use of a thermographic camera, and he interpreted those images.
'Ihedata or other information considered in fo1111in& the opinions: Mr. Cotten relied upon
the thermographic images produced and the interpretation of those thermographic images.
Exhibits to be used as a s11tl11llatY of or syppott for the opinions: Mr. Cotten will rely upon
the thermographic images with the ovet1ays prepared by Mr. Geis.
Qya.lifications of the witness. including 3 Jist of all publications a.uthored b:y the witness
within the preceding ten yeats: Please see the CV attached hereto as Bates number
CM115954. Mr Cotten has not authored any publications in the last ten years.
Compensation: Mr. Cotten charges $140 per hour for expe:rt testimony.
ListiPi~ of other cases in which the witness has testified as an eJq>ert at trial or by deposition
within the preceding fout years: Mr. Cotten has not testified as an expert at trial or by
deposition within the preceding four years.
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Neil Anderson
Neil O. Anderson & Associates
902 Iildustrial Way
Lodi, CA 95240
(209) 367-3701
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 26(b)(4)(A)(i)
A complete statement ofall Qpinions to be expressed; Mr. Anderson's opinions ate stated in
his report (Bates numbered CM111870-111902). Additionally, Mr. Anderson's deposition is
cuaently scheduled to be taken on October 25, 2010. At that time. Mr. Anderson may
express additional opinions or expand upon the opinions presented in his report.
The basis and reasons fot the QPinions; The basis and reasons for the opinions are set forth
in Mr. Anderson's report descnbed above.
The data Qr other infQttnat.ion considered in fonning the QPinions; The data or other
infonnation considered by the witness in fonning the opinions are set forth in Mr.
Anderson's report described above. Additionally, produced herewith as Bates numbers
CMl14316 through CM114368, ate Mr. Anderson's files-exclusive of photos which will be
produced at his deposition, that Mr. Anderson utilized fu forming his opinio~.
Exhibits to be used as a Sllmuw;y of or support for the o.piniQns; Mr. Anderson expects to
have exhibits prepared for use at hearings and the trial of this case that swnmarize the
opinions set forth in Mr. Anderson's report described above. Copies will be provided to the
Court and counsel as required by the Court
Qualifications of the witness. including a list of all publications authQred b.y the witness
within the preceding ten yearS: Mr. Anderson's educational background, qualifications and
. experience are described in his Curriculum Vitae attached hereto as Bates numbers
CM114367 through CM114368. Additionally attached hereto as Bates numbers CM114316
is an article sununary prepared by Mr. Anderson.
Compensation: Mr. Anderson is billing for his services by the time actually spent Mr..
Anderson's billing rate is 1198 per hour plus expenses.
Listing of Qther cases in which the witness has testified 'as an expert at trial 01: by depQsition
withjn the ptecediAg four years; Please see the attached Curriculum Vitae.
Rebuttal; Mr. Anderson may also provide expert rebuttal testimony and documents in
response to evidence that Petta may put on.
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Jason Neidigh
DeBest Plumbing, Inc.
11477 W. Ptesident Dr.
Bois~ ID 83713
(208) 322-4844
Punuant to I.R.C.P. 26(b)(4)(A)(i)
A complete statement of all opinioQS to be expressed; Mr. Neidigh will opine that the
. backwater valves installed wete done so in direct violation of plumbing code section 710.1"
Unifottn Phunbing Code. 2003 edition. Mr. Neidigh will opine that the backwater valves
installed did not open fully to prevent screening of sewage and became blocked with solids
that ultimately caused a sewage flood. Mr. Neidigh will also opine that he found no evidence
to suggest that clean outs were installed abave the basement level allowing the servicing of
the drainage system. Mr. Neidigh recorded video of the backwater valves from the inside of
the pipe to demonstrate the potential fot blockage and took pictures of the exposed flood
site to show that the cleanouts were not buried behind sheet rock at the flood location.
The basis and reasons for the opinions: Mr. Neidigh's expertise in plumbing and knowledge
with the Unifonn Plumbing Code, 2003 edition, as weD. as his review of the installation of
the backwater valves is the basis for his opinion.
The data 01' other infotrnation considered in fortning the qpinions: Mr. Neidigh performed
a site visit, including an inspection of the backwater valves of the Meridian City Hall,
reviewed plans maintained at Meridian City Hall, had conversations with City employees,
. and took photos and videos ofhis findings.
Exhibits to be used as a 8umtIW1 of or sypport for the qpinions: Mr. Neidigh expects to
prepare exhibits for use at hearings and the trial of this case that summarize his opinions.
Copies will be provided to the Court and counsel as required by the Court. Specifically, but
without limitations, Mr. Neidigh will rely upon the photos and video he took upon his site
visit, a copy ofwhich is produced as Bates nutnber CM115267.
Qualifications of the witness. inclrnJing a list of aU publications authored b)' the witness
within the preceding ten years: Please see CV (When and what bates number)
Compensation: Mr. Neidigh is compensa.~ on an hourly basis for the time a.ctua11y spent.
Mr. Neidigh's billing rate is $85 per hour plus expenses.
Listing of othe! cases in which the witness has testified as an expert a.t trial or b)' deposition
within the preceding four years: Adkins vs. Evans Construction Management Company,
Case No. CV OC 07-19626.
PLAINTIFF'S DISCLOSURE OF EXPERT WITNESSES DATED .OCTOBER 15,2010
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Mike Simmonds
565 W. Myrtle, Ste. 225
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-8872
850-4180
Punuant to I.R.C.P. 26(b)(4)(A)(i)
A complete statement of all QpiniQns. to be e:q>teSsed,: Mr. SimmQnds' opinions lIle stated in .
his report dated SeptemM 12, 2010 (Bates number CM1124So-CM112521).
The basis and reasons for the opinions; The basis and reasons fQr Mr. Simmonds' opinions
ate set forth in his report.
The data or other information considered in forming the opinions: Mr. Sittlmonds reviewed
Project Records, documents produced eluting the discovery of this matter, and had
conversations with other City ofMeridian designated experts.
Exhibits tQ be used as a slltt1tJl.3tY of or support for the o.pinions: Mr. Simmonds expects to
p.repllle exhibits for use at hearings and. the trial of this case that summarize his opinions.
Copies will be provided to the Court and counsel as required by the Court
Qyalifications of the witness. including a list of all publications authored by the witness
within the preceding ten yens; Mr. Simmonds' CV was previously produced. Mr.
Simmonds has nQt published anything within the preceding ten years.
Compensation: Mr. Simmonds is compensated on an hourly basis plus expenses. Mr.
Simmonds'is compensated at $150 per hour for CQnsultant work and $250 for testifying.
Listipg of other cases in which the witness has testified as an §pert at trial OJ: by deposition
within the preceding four years: Mr. Simmonds has not testified in the previous four years
as an expert witness.
Rebuttal; Mr~ Simmonds may also provide expert rebuttal testimony and documents in
response to evidence that Petta may put on.
Tim Petsche
TEP,Inc.
3726 S. Selatir PI.
Meridian, ID 83642
PutS\Wlt to I.RC.P. 26(b)(4)(A)(i)
A cQmplete statement of all opinions to be expressed: Mr. Petsche has provided a
preliminary report (Bates numbered CM112408 through CM112443). Additionally, Mr.
Petsche has prepared and provided a causation report regatding the HVAC defects (Bates
number CM115359 through CM115361). Additionally, Mr. Petsche has conducted
hydronics testing and testing on the controls. The final reports for the testing of the
PLAIN'rIFF'S DISCLOSURE OF EXPERT WITNESSES DATED OCTOBER 15,2010
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controls and the hydronics test has not been completed as of the date of this disclosme,
however as soon as it is completed, it will be provided. Mr. Petsche is expected to testify as
to the causation of the HVAC problems at the Meridian City Hall as weD as the contents of
the hydtonics testing report and the controls :report.
The basis and reasons for the opinions: Mr. Petsche conducted several site visits, conducted
or directed to be conducted, hydronics testing and testing of the controls, as well as
teviewing the Project Records, Conttact Documents, and conversations with City
employees, including EricJensen.
The data OJ: other information considered in fonning the _ons: Mr. Petsche relied upon
Project Records, Contract DocUblents, multiple tests, and extensive discussions with City
employees.
Exhibits to be used as a summatY of or suwort for the opinions: Mr. Petsche expects to
prepare exhibits for use at hearings and the trial of this case that summarize his opinions.
Copies will be provided to the Court and counsel as required by the Court.
Q! l a1jfica,tions of the witness. including a list of all publications authored by the witness
within the preceding ten years: Third generation heating and cooling in the ttade. Was the
owner/operator of his own business from 1982-2005 dealing extensively in "design/build of
commercial projects. Since 2005, Mr. Petsche has been acting as an independent
contractor/consultant for the Hampton Inns for their heating and air conditioning. Mr.
Petsche has not authored any publications.
Compensation: $125 per hour plus expenses.
Listing of other cases in which the witness has testified as an eJijlert at trial or by d~osition
within the preceding four years: Mr. Petsche has not testified as an expert witness.
Rebuttal: Mr. Petsche may also provide expert rebuttal testimony and documents in
response to evidence that Petra may put on.
Thomas J. South
I.e Master & Daniels, PLLC
1010 W. Jeffe.rson St #200
Boise, ID 83702-5453
(208) 658-8200
Pmsuant to I.RC.P. 26(b)(4)(A)(i)
A complete statement of all opinions to be expressedi Mr. South is expected to provide
rebuttal testitnony regarding the calculations perfonned by Dennis Reinstein, Keith
Pinkerton and Hooper Comell's staff.
The basis and reasons for the opinions: The basis and reasons for the opinion will consist of
an analysis ofM!. Reinstein's, Mr. Pinkerton's and Hooper Cornell's staff's analysis. "
PLAINTIFFS DISCLOSURE OF EXPERT WITNESSES DATED OcrOBER 15,2010
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The data or othe: information considered in forming the opinions: Mr. South will review
the analysis of Mr. Pinkerton and Mr. Reinstein and other pertinent .information and data.
Qgalitica.tions of the witness. including a list of all publications authoted by the witness
within the preceding ten yeats; Upon receipt, Mr. South's CV will be produced.
Compensation: Mr. South is billing for his senices by the time actually spent plus expenses.
Upon receipt, Mr. South's billing %ate is $260 per hour and $325 per hour for deposition and
trial testimony.
Listing of other cases in which the witness has testified as an expert at trial at by deposition
within the preceding four years: Upon belief, Mr. South has testified as an expert at trial or
by deposition within the preceding four yeats. Upon receipt, this infotmation will be
p%ovided
Rebuttal: Mr. South may also provide expert rebuttal testimony and documents in response
to evidence that the City ofMeridian may put on.
Plaintiff reserves the right to supplement this disclosure, as discovety in this matter is still
ongoing and the Plaintiffmay be required to hire additional expert witnesses.
DATED this 15th day of October, 2010.
TRom • JONES. GLEDHILL. fuHRMAN
• GOURLEY, P.A.
Br-~~
:;:T:ut
Attomeys for Plaintiff
PLAINTIFF'S DISCLOSURE OF EXPERT WITNESSES DATED OcrOBER 15,2010
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 15th day of October, 2010, a true and coaect copy of the
above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as fonows in the mannet stated below:
Thomas G. Walket
MacKenzieWhatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, UP
800 Patk Blvd, Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
Hand DeJiVeted
U.S. Mail
Fax
Email
B
B
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•September 12, 20 I0
Mr. Kim Trout
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, PA
225 N. 9th Street
Boise, Idaho 83642
lholllHS M. Zabala, AlA
;\Ik!wel G. Sbmllomls, AlA
SI(~H'lI C. TlIfll\))" AlA
Re: Meridian City Hall Building
33 E. Broadway
Meridian, Idaho
Anu'linnl Inslillllv or Al'ehih'l'l~
51,5 \V, "\'file $1I't(;I. Suhe U5
nUtst, Idaho »:nUFI606
(lOS) .l45·Sa12
F,i>: (lOll) 34.\-7162
t~hntnil: 1:gH(?rl~~i~,tnm
Dear Mr. Trout:
As requested, I have reviewed the documentation provided to me regarding
the design and construction of the Meridian City Hall project and offer the
following with respectto the specific areas I was asked to review.
Construction Management Process
(Ref: Construction Specifications Institute Handbook ofProfessional Practice)
Construction managenlent is the process ofprofessional management applied
to a construction project from the conception to completion for controlling
project time, cost, and extent
Construction management is most often implemented on projects with
complex schedules and budgets, those that require extensive coordination
betwccn disciplines, and those where the owner bas limited expertise with
regard to designatld constmction.
The Construction Manager is typically that entity that contracts with the
Owner to provide coIlstmction management services. The Construction
Manager as adviser (CMa) is employed by the owner to act as an adviser.
The construction manager may provide constmction expertise, estimating, and
scheduling services. For CMa, Ute owner maintains direct contractual
relationships with the AlB (ArchitectlEngineer) and contractor(s).
TheCMa's role is to advise the owner on the management of the design and
construction ofthe project. This allows the use offasHrack and multiple-
prime contracts where the owner contracts directly with the specialty (trade)
contractors who bid on each bid package.
Theconstructiorunanager is responsible for ensuring that the completed
project complies with the construction documents and constmctioll
management plan. The eMa manages quality assufanceand quality control
activities, including site observation and payment requests. The CMa
typically prepares aConstmction Management Plan which includes the
following items:
• Project description
• Milestone schedule
EXHIBIT
1--lL CM115301007290
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Mr, Kim Trout
September 12, 20 I0
Page 2
• Project schedule
• Project organization chart and staffing plan
• Explanation of roles, responsibilities, and authority of team members.
• Reference to project procedures (Le., documenting the activities
throughout the design and construction )
• Bid packaging, contract scoping, and contracting strategy.
• Site mobilization and use plan.
Res}!.onsibilities l!'.CMft{~.!!visol·) J~lYICH PI·.9J.~ctm ...."",,:",:," _
(Ref: Construction Management Agreement Between City ofMeridian and
Petra Inc., dated August I, 2006)
• Represent the owner during the Project.
• Value engineer the Project to maximize costs savings
• Manage and coordinate the design and construction ofthe Project on
behalfofthe Owner.
• Examine Owner's Criteria and consult with Owner and Architect
regarding same.
• Prepare and submit to the Owner a written report detailing its
understanding ofthe Owner's Criteria and identifYing any design,
construction, scheduling, budgetary, operational or otller problems or
recommendations that may result from that criteria.
• Prepare and submit demolition and site preparation plan.
• Prepare and submit Construction Management Plan
• Prepare and suhmit a Project Schedule.
• Prepare and submit Preliminary Price Estimate.
• Prepare and submit Communications Plan.
• Prepare and suhmit Quality Management Plan.
• Review Construction Documents at appropriate intervals during their
preparation to make recommendations to Owner and Architect
regarding coilstulctability, cost-effectiveness, clarity, consistency and
coordination. eMa review to include peer review by electrical,
mechanical, structural, and architectural professionals.
• Monitor compliance with project schedule.
• Prepare documents necessary for clear separation of the Work into
bid packages.
• Conduct project meetings
• Keep and distribute minutes per Construction Management and
Communications Plan
• Coordinate transmittal ofdocuments to regulatory agencies and
advise Owner ofpotentiaI problems.
• Prepare value analysis stlldies on major constmctioncomponents.
CMl15302
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•Mr. Kim Trout
September 12, 2010
Page 3
I)lanning and Design Phase
Owner's Criteria
Owner's Criteria is defined in paragraph 3.2.2 oftheProfbssional Services
Agreement (Architectural Services) between the City ofMeridian and LCA
Architects, P.A., dated July 11,2006. Owner's Criteria was identified in the
Program and Space Needs Analysis, City ofMeridian, dated October 15,
2004. This information was to be provided by the City of Meridian to the
Architect and COl1structklll Manager.
Subject to review oftile Owner's Criteria,and consultation wilh the Owner
and Architect regarding same, the Construction Manger is to prepare and
submit a written repolt to the Owner (paragraph 4.2, ofthe Construction
Management Agreement (Constructioll Management Advisor) between the
City ofMeridian and Petra, Incorporated, dated August 1,2006, which states:
Consh-uctiol1 Manager shall carefully examine Owner's Criteria and c011sult
with Owner andArchitect in detail about the same ill detail. Based all its
review andconsultatiol1s, and withthe assistance ofArcllitect, COllstl'uction
Manager shallprepare and submit to Owner a written report detailing its
understanding ofOwner's Criteria and identifying any design, construction,
scheduling, budge/my, opeJ'ational or otherpJ'oblems or recommendations
that may resultfi'om Owner's Criteria. The writ/ell report shall a/so include
proposed solutions addressing each problem identified, alte1'llative strategies
for the cost effective design and construction ojtheProject, and alternative
strategiesfor the cost efJectivefuture expansion ofthe Project. Constructioll
Manager, with An:Jlitect 's assistance, shall develop a pre/imil101Yproject
schedulefor the design and cOllstruction ofthe Project.)
The Development Strategies and Preliminary Design Phases, as identified in
the contract documents, describe processes that establish general requirements
for the various building components, systems, and project perfonnance
expectations.
Theresponsibmties ofthe CMa in the Planning and Design Phase, as
identified in the Construction Management Agreement Between City of
Meridian and Pctralnc., dated August I, 2006, include the following:
Specific Developll1~nt Strt!J~gies and Prelim.!J.!liry D<;.sign Phf!.~~
Responsibilities
• Manage and coordinate the design of the Project on behalfof the
Owner.
• Examine Owner's Criteria and consult with Owner and Architect
regarding same.
CM115303
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Mr. Kim Trout
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• Prepare and submit to the Owner a written report detailing its
understanding ofthe Owner's Criteria and identifying any design,
constmction, scheduling, budgetary, operational or other problems'or
recommendations that may result from that criteria.
• Review Construction Documents at appropriate intervals during their
preparation to make recommendations to Owner and Architect
regarding constructllbility, cost-effectiveness, clarity, consistency and
coordination. CM review to include peer review by electrical,
mechanical, structural, and architectural professionals.
• Value engineer the Project to maximize costs savings
The contract documents. indicate that the Construction Manager is reslJonsible
for managing and coordinating the design ofthe Project on behalf of the
Owner. No documentation has been provided at this time that demonstrates
the required written report was prepared by the CMa and submitted to the
Owner as required in the Contract (Construction Management Agreement
Between City ofMeridian and Petra Inc., dated August I, paragraph 4.2).
This report was to address the specific issues identified in paragraph 4.2.
Written reports providing evaluations and recommendations, such as the
report described above, are critical to the design and project development
process. The repOrt required ofthe Architect and Construction Manger
would be complimentary, based upon their specific areas ofexpertise, and
would provide the Owrterwith the information to necessary to make overall
decisions in the best interest of the project. Such documentation is also a
critical part ofthe project .record which evolves as the design and
development of the project progress. The Owner's ability to effectively
review, assess, and be accountable to the public for the decisions made as the
project evolves is materially diminished without such written documentation.
Construction Phase
The responsibilities oftheCM in the COllstmctionPhase, as identified in the
Construction Management Agreement Between City of Meridian and Petra
Inc., dated August 1, 2006, and as outlined in the Construction Management
Plan included the fonowing:
Manage and Coordinate the Construction of the Project.
As described in the CMa Agreement, 4.1, the Construction Managet· was
responsible for managing and cool'dinating the construction ofthe Project on
behalfofthe Owner.
"Construction Manager shall be responsible for coordinating the Contractors
for each portion ofthe Work." CMa Agreement, 4.7.6.
CM115304
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"The Construction Manager will schedule and coordinate the activities of the
Contractors in accordance with the latest approved Project construction
schedule." (A201-CMa, 4.6.4)
"Instruction, directions, and other appropriate communications from Owner to
Architect and each Contractor shall be given by Construction Manager"
(Construction Management Agreement, paragraph 4.7.2).
Management ofClmnges in the Work
The process and specific documentation for managing and admini!otering
changes in the work is described in A20I/CMa (Article 7) and the
Construction Management Plan.
Due to theapparentlackofdocumentation it appears that, in many instances,
the procedures and process identified in A20l!CMa and the Construction
Management Plan were not followed. There also does 110t appeal' to be any
mechanism, other than issuance ofa Constmction Change Directive (CCD),
identified in the contract documents as the method ofdirecting the Contractor
to proceed with changes in the Work on a time and material basis (force
account). No CeD's appear to have been issued for this project.
.Failure to follow this procedure puts both the Owner and Architect at risk.
'nle Owner is not able to make infomled decisions or effectively review
alternatives regarding changes in time, cost and scol,e prior to commencement
of the changes in the Work. The Architect is also not able to provide
recotnmendationsto the Owner that might assist in the analysis ofprocedures,
cost, and benefit.
'Management ofContractor Quality Control Process
"Continuous cOlltrol ofthe quality ofthe Work is the essence ofthis
Contract". (A201lCMa, 12.1.2).
It appears that there are instances in which the observation of the Work was
not perfonned to a sufficientdegree to protect the OWner from continuing
deficient or defective Work (CMa Agreement, paragraph 4.7.9) such as
deficiencies in the construction of the water feature.
Manage quality assurancealld quality control activities, including site
observation ({lid payment requests.
The contract docllments (including the Construction Management Piau)
require the CMa to review/coordinate the quality assurance plans ofeach
Contractor. There does not appear to be any documentation that this process
occurred.
CMl15305
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Management of Substantial Completion.Processes.
Based upon the process and documentation specified for establishing
substantial completion for the portion of the Work provided be each
Contractor (A20 JlCMa, paragraph 9.8; AIO \lCMa, Articles 3 and 5) it
appears that the Construction Manager did not provide the specified
administration. The contract documents required the CM to schedule and
direct the City and Design Team ill tIle punchlist process.
Substantial completion is described in both AlA20 I!CMa and Division I
Section, "Closeout Procedures". However, some ofthe requirements
described in Division 1would not be fulfilled until total project completion
(i.e. start~up, testiu8,adjusting balancing ofsystems, changeover
requirements, owner training. etc.).
The Construction Manager and each Contractor were required to prepare and
submit a pUl1chlist of items to he completed in order to demonstrate
substantial completion. 'nlis list was to be reviewed by the CMa and
Architect. Prior to issuance offinal payment to each Contractor, a copy of the
punchlist identifying that all outstanding items had been completed, and
certified by the Architect,. was to be issued to verifY that the Work ofeach
specific contract had been completed. There is no evidence that such a
certified punchUst was issued or submitted for each Contractor's Work.
Based upon the documentation provided, it appears that formal requests for
substantial completion were not issued by any ofthe Contractors or processed
by the Construction Manager. These required actions, per the CM and Prime
Contractor Contracts, were necessary to initiate and administer the substantial
completion process for each Prime Contractor's Work. No Certificates of
Substantial Completion have been identified at this time which suggests that
Certificates of Substantial Completion were not issued as required by the
contract documents. The required documentation of the substantial
completion proceSS forms the basis for detennining the degree to which the
Work in place is complete and ill compliance with the contract documents.
The date of substantial completion also establishes the commencement of
warranty periods for each contract.
Management ofProject Closeout Process
Typical closeout process would include the following activities:
• Start~up, testing, actiusting and balancing ofsystems and equipment.
• Demonstration ofsystems and equipment and training
• Completion ofcommissioning activities
• Substantial Completion
• Final Completion
CMl15306
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Mr. Kim Trout
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For tbe MCIl closeout process only the contracts wbich substantial
completion and final completion processes coincide with the final completion
of tbeentire project wouId occur at the end of the construction process. The
process for substantial and final completion would be as identified in
A201/CMa. The Construction Manager was obI igated to manage and
coordinate the closeout process including tbe following:
• Start-up, testing, adjusting and balancing ofsystems and equipment.
• Demonstration of systems and equipment and training
• Participate in the training process and documentation to insure a
smooth transition between tbe construction and operation of the
facility.
• Completion ofcommissioning activities
• Submittal ofOperations and Maintenance manuals
• Substantial Completion (specific contracts)
• Final Completion (specific contracts)
Adequate documentation of the CMa's facilitation ofthe closeout process, as
described in the oontract documents, does not appear to have been provided.
Proper documentation ofthe CMa's facilitation of tbe substantial and final
completion processes does not appear to have been provided.
In specific cases, critical administrative and documentation procedures
described in tbecontract dOCllIllellts for changes in the Work, substantial
completion, and project closeout do not appear to have been followed by the
Construction Manager. Failure to follow tbese procedures materially
diminish the Owner's ability to be accountable and to make informed
decisions.
Respectfully submitted,
CM115307
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Theodore W. Baird 3O(b)(6) November 3, 2010 The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
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EXAMINATION
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(34 pages)
324. First Amended Complaint fi1edby tbc CiIy 42
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327. Email sIring between Keith Walls and Wesley 16
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Page 3
1 PROCEEDINGS
2
3 MR. WALKER: Okay. WeareonIherecord. This
4 is tbc 3O(bX6) deposition of tbc CiIy ofMeridian,
5 and Theodore W. Baird Jr. is tbc designated
6 reprcseniative of lhe CiIy for PlJI1lOSCS ofIhis
7 deposition.
8 And it is being Iaken on behalfofIhe
9 defeodaul, Pe1ra IncOlpOfatcd, in Case No. CV OC
10 09-7251, filed by Ihe CiIy ofMeridiao in lhe District
11 Court for lhe Fourth Judicial Dis1rict for Ihe State
12 ofldabo in and for Ada CounIy.
13 This deposition is being taken on November
14 3rd, 2010, COIJIIDCDCing at approximately 12:00 o'clock
15 noon before Janet French of Associated Reporting, Inc.
16 The deposition is being taken at \be offices ofCosho
17 HumpIIrcy, LI.P, at 800 ParIc Boulevard, Suite 790,
18 Boise, Idaho 83712.
19 fm Thomas G. Walker of \be Cosho Humplucy
20 firm, and I am here tepreseJIIiJlg Petra 1ncoJporatcd,
21 \be defendant in Ihis lawsuit, and fm also Ihe
22 opaator of tbe audiolvisua1 equipmenl
23 This deposition is being Iaken in accordance
24 with Ihe Idaho Rules ofCivil Procedure, and then: an:
25 110 olheI stipulations that fm aware of.
Page 2 Page 4
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Theodore W. Baird 3O(b)(6) November 3, 2010 The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
12:47:12 1 It's been asked IIIId answered. 12:49:37 1 say that maybe we should 100k at Steve Ameato's
12:47:15 2 THE WITNESS: My aIleptioo is coatained more in 12:49:41 2 subpoena for his deposition where he', been desilJD8led
12:47:18 3 the fiIct that we have a buiIdiDs that doesa't meet 12:49:45 3 as our expert, rm re\yiJII 011 his reports. ADd ifyou
12:47:20 4 specific:atioos IIIId somehow that bappeoed 011 Petra', 12:49:49 4 haven't bad ... opportuDity 10 depose him, I think
12:47:22 5 watch. 12:49:51 5 that's comiDa up this week.
12:47:24 6 Q. (BY MR. WALKER) ADd I need to bow 12:49:53 6 Q. (BY MR. WALKER) rm deposina Mr. Ameato
12:47:25 7 specifically, IIIId I have a right to bow specifi<:alIy 12:49:57 7 tomorrow repdiDg damages, and 3O(b)(6) depositioo.
12:47:29 8 what items you are referrin. to when you say that the 12:49:59 8 Ifyou are DOl the person most bowledge,
12:47:31 9 items do DOl meet specificatioos? 12:50:03 9 thea just teD me wbo is, IIIId fD ask those questioos
12:47:33 10 MR. TROUT: Object to the fonn of the question. 12:50:05 10 ofthe person most bowledgeable.
12:47:35 11 It', oulside the scope ofthis witDess" 3O(b)(6) 12:50:07 11 MR. TROUT: With aD due respect, Counsel, the
12:47:39 12 desigDatioo. You've already received the expert 12:50:10 12 questioa bas been asked IIIId answered. You've been
12:47:42 13 reports in this case. You've already received IIIId bad 12:50:12 13 refemd to the expert wilDess reports and all ofthe
12:47:48 14 an opportunity.to depose most, ifDOl all ofthose 12:50:16 14 informaIion already provided to your client in this
12:47:51 15 experts, COUDSeI. That's DOl part ofthis 3O(b)(6) 12:50:19 15 case repdiDg exactly bow the buiIdiDs tirih to meet
12:47:55 16 depositioo.lIIId he doesa't have to respood to yoo. 12:50:22 16 the plan IIIId specificatioD, IIIId the construction under
12:47:58 17 This is 3O(b)(6) with respect to the 12:50:26 17 Petra's watch failed to meet the pIaos IIIId
12:48:02 18 position that he~ IIIId that's all. So you don't 12:50:31 18 specificatioos, IIIId Petra's pn:cise responsibility to
12:48:04 19 get to inquire beyond that. 12:50:34 19 coaduct daily inspectioo to detamine whether or DOl
12:48:07 20 Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Mr. Baird. ifyou'd 100k 12:50:37 20 the wodt met p1all1llld specification, IIIId besl
12:48:16 21 back at your DOIice ofdeposition. which is Exhibit 12:50:40 21 coastruetioo practices accorcIina to the Coostruction
12:48:22 22 No.321. ADd you've been desilJD8led as the person 12:50:45 22 Management Plan prepared by Petra -
12:48:24 23 _ bowledgeable regarding the allegations by the 12:50:45 23 MR. WALKER: Mr. Baird - I mean, Mr. Trout,
12:48:30 24 City set forth inparagraphs 4 tJnouah 21 ofthe 12:50:48 24 would you mind shuttina up, please.
12:48:31 25 City', complaint; right? 12:50:50 25 MR. TROUT: Sir, ifyou are going to be so rode
Page 37 Page 39
12:48:33 1 A That', what it says. 12:50:53 1 IIIId UDciviI to interrupt -
12:48:38 2 Q. Okay. ADd you're - also more specifi<:ally 12:50:55 2 MR. WALKER: Ifs your objections that are rode
12:48:43 3 yalive been indicated as the desilJDalcd person with - 12:50:58 3 IIIId lIDCivillllld are interrupting these proceedings.
12:48:46 4 most bowledgeable about the facts the City claims 12:50:59 4 MR. TROUT: Well, excuse me, Mr. Walker-
12:48:50 5 support Petra', aDeaed breach ofCOIIIral:L 12 :51:00 5 MR. WALKER: You can object to the fonn ofthe
12:48:51 6 Do you see that? 12:51:02 6 questioa ifyou want Your objectioo is on the
12:48:51 7 A I do. 12:51:02 7 n:cord. You don't have to make a speaking objection.
12:48:55 8 Q. ADd do you consider the aDeaed failure of 12:51:04 8 MR. TROUT: Ale you goinIJ to allow me to finish
12:48:57 9 Petra to meet the requirements that you've ideutified 12:51:05 9 or not. sir?
12:49:03 10 in paragraph 4.7.9 as a breach ofthe cootnIct? 12:51:08 10 MR. WALlCER: Finish, please, so we can move 00.
12:49:04 11 MR. TROUT: Objecl to the form ofthe question. 12:51:09 11 MR. TROUT: Ale you goinIJ to COlltinne to
12:49:08 12 to the~ that is a question. Ifs been asked IIIId 12:51:10 12 intenuptDJlt:?
12:49:08 13 answered. 12:51:12 13 MR. WALKER: Ifyou continue to make speaking
12:49:09 14 You can answer - 12:51:15 14 objectioas, yes. fm entitled to.
12:49:12 15 MR. WALKER: Counsel, rm going to object to your 12:51:18 15 MR. TROUf: I didn't make a speaking objectioo.
12:49:14 16 CODIinnous coaching ofthis witDess. 12:51:21 16 MR. WALKER: Are we going to move forwanl with
12:49:16 17 MR. TROUT: I haven't told him what to say in any 12:51:21 17 this deposition?
12:49:17 18 regard, Counsel. 12:51:24 18 MR. TROUT: I don't bow. Ale you going to
12:49:19 19 MR. WALKER: Youdoo'tneedto. Youbow,you 12:51:28 19 continue to interrupt DJIt: UDciviIIy? Remember, there
12:49:23 20 are skilled in this. So, Mr. Trout, ifyou'd let us 12:51:31 20 is a rule related to that. And you are the ooe who is
12:49:27 21 just proceed, we'll be able 10 WI8p this up. Ifhe 12:51:34 21 cOlllllaDlly referring to rules in this case about
12:49:30 22 doesa't have the intOnnation, that's all he bas to 12:51:34 22 cooduct.
12:49:30 23 say. Ifhe bas the information, I waDI to bow what 12:51:36 23 Now, I've never intarupIed your slalaDeDls
12:49:30 24 il is. 12:51:39 24 made 011 the m:ord in this case, IIIId rm DOl sure I
12:49:33 25 THE WITNESS: IfI can stop you guys, fd like to 12:51:43 25 UDderstand, Mr. Walker, why it is that you find it
Page 38 Page 40
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,Theodore W. Baird 30(b)(6) November 3,2010 The City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et at
12:51:46 1 importanI to iDIenUpl me when rm speaking in Ibis 12:54:31 1 allllllldiDg objecIioo to lID)' questioos related to it.
12:51:46 2 case. 12:54:33 2 MR. WAI..KER: n-t you, Couosel. My 0IlIy JlUIPOSO
12:51:49 3 MR. WALKER: Go ahead and finish your objcc1ioD, 12:54:37 3 is to just DOe Ibis as an cutIioe IDI just to move it
12:51:50 4 please. 12:54:40 4 aJons. bcc:ame it does provide us some structure.
12:51:53 5 MR. TROUT: Ano you gaing to iDIenUpl again? 12:54:42 5 Q. (BYMR. WALKER) Aodlm:ogoizethattbis
12:51:55 6 MR. WALKER:I can't _ tItat uaIill hear 12:54:46 6 ~ fint.-.do:d......,Jaiol bas DOl"-- is
12:51:56 7 wbat your objectioo is. 12:54:48 7 DOl part ofIhe RCOId at Ibis point. so lam just
12:52:00 8 MR. TROUT: WelL my objedioIl is tItat the 12:54:51 8 using it as a guide.
12:52:02 9 quesrioa bas been asked and -ered. and the- 12:54:54 9 fa that -.ptable to you, Mr. Baird?
12:52:02 10 MR. WALKER: Okay. Fine. 12:54:56 10 MR. TROUT: rm to obje<:t and iosInJot the
12:52:04 11 MR. TROUT: - inflll1l1atiOtudatcd to the 12:54:57 11 witness DOl to _we< that IJlIOSlioo.
12:52:07 12 quesrioa bas aU been provided to you in accordaDce 12:55:00 12 He is boR to n:opoud purso.m to Ihe
12:52:09 13 with the Rules ofCivil Proc:eduIe. 12:55:06 13 3O(b)(6) notice and DOl to make lID)' tpJOleIooquoIe.-
12:52:17 14 MR. WALKER: Fine. n-tyou. 12:55:09 14 deaIa ... acceplabIe ammgemoDlll with COIIIIlIeI b Ihe
12:52:20 15 Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Mr. Baird, do you have 1lIIY 12:55:10 15 defeodaat repnIins Ibis_.
12:52:24 16 prooftItat l'elm did DOl observe the work each - at 12:55:12 16 My objecIioo sllIDds to lID)'~
12:52:29 17 least each work day? 12:55:16 17 J1l8IIldiog to Ihe fint.-.do:d ......Iaint ...~
12:52:31 18 MR. TROUT: Object to the fOmJ of lbe quesrioa to 12:55:19 18 fint .-.do:d......,Jaiol UDIiI such time as the Coort
12:52:34 19 the _ it's vague and lIIIIbiguouo. 12:55:23 19 aJIows it. .... CouoseI, you ..... wiIIios to stipulate
12:52:35 20 TIm WIINESS: I would have to review any reports 12:55:25 20 to its fiJing.
12:52:39 21 tItat wen: prepared by l'elm 00 tItat - reprdins tItat 12:55:27 21 MR. WAI..KER: rm DOl 5lipuIaIiog to its fiJing.
12:52:41 22 in onJer to lltI5WeI" tItat quesrioa. 12:55:29 22 Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Mr. Baird, do you recall
12:52:45 23 Q. (BYMR. WALKER) Let'stDmlllExhibit 12:55:33 23 when Chm80 0nIerNo. 2 was ultimately deoiecI?
12:52:57 24 No. 324. 12:55:36 24 A As I've testified ill my pDoa- depositiooo,
12:52:58 25 A WhaI is ExhibitNo. 324? 12:55:39 25 lbere was a letter that was sail by Ihe Meridiaa City
Page 41 Page 43
12:52:58 1 Q. 0It, I guess I beIIer give it to you. fm 12:55:43 1 CouuciIsiped by lbe Mayor and COlIIICil, and I believe
12:52:58 2 sony. 12:55:48 2 itwasinF~of~.ft~be~as
12:53:03 3 (Deposition Exhibit No. 324111l11hd.) 12:55:55 3 a deDial aJlhoush it did COIUiII an invitation for
12:53:06 4 Q. (BY MR. WALKER) It is the J'IOI'O!"'d tint 12:55:59 4 l'elm to come ill and discuss it further with City
12:53:30 5 lIIIICIIded oompIaiot. 12:56:00 5 CouuciI ill exa:ulive !le5!IioD.
12:53:34 6 Do yoo have Exhibit No. 324 in ftoDt ofyou 12:56:03 6 Q. ADd do you.....u wbat l'elm'slCSpOll5C WIl5
12:53:35 7 DOW. sit? 12:56:06 7 III the Februaly 24th, 2009, letter?
12:53:35 8 A Yes. 12:56:08 8 MR. TROUT: Object to the fotllL
12:53:37 9 Q. Have you seea this documeDI before? 12:56:08 9 TIm WIINESS: I don't ree:aIl.
12:53:37 10 A Yes. 12:56:10 10 Q. (BY MR. WALKER) Do you recaU receiving or
12:53:46 11 Q. fm goiDg to ..,fer you to JI8I88llIPb 10. 12:56:14 11 seeing a IelIer dated Man:h 16th, 2009, ftoDt me
12:53:48 12 please, 00 the secood pase ofthe tint lItIIeIIIIcd 12:56:16 12 Jequesting mediation?
12:53:55 13 complaint. ADd, in particular, lbe .... _ 12:56:24 13 A I do. Aldloush. I don't koow iftItat was
12:53:58 14 where the compIaiut aUeges Cbaaae Older NO.2 was 12:56:28 14 specifically ill te5plllI5C to that 1elIer, but we -lbe
12:54:00 15 ullimately dmied. 12:56:33 15 IIl:Xt step in lbe process WIl5 mediatioo WIl5 requested.
12:54:01 16 Do you see tItat? 12:56:38 16 Q. WhaI filets does the City have to support its
12:54:01 17 A Yes. 12:56:43 17 claim that's been made througltout Ibis case tItat l'elm
12:54:03 18 Q. Do you .....u lbe date wben lbe c:hanse onJer 12:56:46 18 IIIisrqftsettte lbe IIlIIllimum price of the cootract - of
12:54:05 19 was ultimately deDied? 12:56:47 19 the project?
12:54:08 20 MR. TROUT: By lbe way rm goiDg III object to soy 12:56:49 20 A. fdlike-
12:54:11 21 quesrioas regarding lbe proposed first lItIIeIIIIcd 12:56:51 21 MR. TROUT: Object to the form ofthe questioo to
12:54:17 22 complaiDl UDtil the Court gnDl5 us leave III file 12:56:53 22 the _ it caDs for a legal cOllCll15ioo, and to the
12:54:20 23 it. I don't tbink it'sllJllllOllriale for Counsel to 12:56:58 23 _ it is ill 1lIIY way..,1aIed to the J'IOI'O!"'d tint
12:54:22 24 iDquiR with rapect to lbe tint lItIIeIIIIcd complaiDt. 12:57:02 24 lItIIeIIIIcd complaiot.
12:54:26 25 ru allow quesrioas to be asked, but I waot 12:57:06 25 TIm WITNESS: ApiD, I do recaU di5CUS5iDg Ibis
Page 42 Page 44
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KIM J. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB#5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHIll. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
A~, F..,JI~.~ (37~:
NOV 19 2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By eARLY LATIMORE
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
THE RENEWED MOTION IN LIMINE
TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY AND
DOCUMENTS REGARDING THE
CITY'S CLAIMED DAMAGES FILED BY
THE DEFENDANT PETRA,
INCORPORATED
The Plaintiff/Counter-defendant, The City of Meridian, (hereinafter referred to as "City"),
submits this Memorandum In Opposition To The Renewed Motion In Limine To Exclude
Testimony And Documents Regarding The City's Claimed Damages Filed By The Defendant Petra,
Incorporated (hereinafter referred to as "Petra").
Petra previously flied its motion to exclude Testimony and Documents Regarding the City's
Claimed Damages, the basis of which was the purported failure on the part of the City to respond
and serve certain discovery responses with regard to expert disclosures related to the damages, now
exceeding three million dollars ($3,000,000), the City has suffered as a direct result of the multiple
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO THE RENEWED MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE
TESTIMONY AND DOCUMENTS REGARDING THE CITY'S CLAIMED DAMAGES -1
007300
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breaches and failures of Petra in fulfilling its fiduciary role as the construction manager of the
Meridian City Hall. The Court denied Petra's Motion and required that the parties identify and
supplement their expert disclosures forty-five days (45) prior to trial.
Significant to the instant "renewed" Motion, and wholly absent from Petra's Motion itself, is
the fact that the City did comply with this Court direction and timely disclosed to Petra in various
written reports its experts, their opinions, and the grounds upon which they based their opinions as
required by Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 26(b)(4). Moreover, while Petra seeks to focus on two
depositions conducted in this matter, Petra completely ignores the fact that not only is Petra fully
possessed of the City's written expert disclosures and reports, it has had the opportunity to depose
each and every expert identified by the City (excluding those which it has apparendy purposefully
chosen not to conduct).
Accordingly, Petra's Motion is in no sense "renewed" as it motion does not focus upon
disclosure or supplementation, nor does it have a basis as motion of first impression, as the City has
fully complied with the disclosure requirements of this Court and the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure. For this reason, Petra's Motion must be denied.
ARGUMENT
A. The City's Has Fully And Completely Disclosed Its Experts, Their Opinions And The
Basis For Those Opinions.
Petra's Motion is premised wholly and entirely upon a Damage Summary which was
provided by the City to Petra on October 18, 2010. (See Petra's Memorandum, page 4 and
November 9, 2010 Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker) Based on this summary, and this summary only,
Petra argues that the City has failed to support any of its damage calculations are unsupported and
without explanation. However, what Petra completely fails to disclose to this Court is the fact that
the damage summary provided by the City was precisely that - a summary of the substantial number
of written disclosures made by the City to Petra as part of its supplemental discovery response
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served on the City on October 15, 2010. (See Affidavit of Kim J. Trout In Opposition to Renewed
Motions in Limine fued by Defendant Petra, Incorporated ("Trout Aff."), Exhibit G.) Moreover, in
addition to the detailed expert reports, the City has made every individual identified as an expert
witness in this matter available for deposition and with the exception of a few individuals; Petra has
deposed nearly everyone (and some on multiple occasions). Trout Aff., ~ 3.
Thus, Petra's arguments that the City's damage claims lack foundation is utterly without
basis. Petra points to the summary, which admittedly contains only a line item detail of the various
damage calculations, and then asks this Court to strike the City's damage claims because there is no
support for those calculations without providing to the Court the expert reports which support each
line item detail. Petra cannot create an incomplete record for the Court and then seek a discovery
sanction based on the purposeful omissions of the City's full disclosures.
Perhaps the most glaring misrepresentation of the true state of the record of these
proceedings comes from Petra's repeated claim that the City has not disclosed to Petra how any
damage to the City was caused by the actions of Petra. Particularly noteworthy is the fact that one
of the depositions that Petra scheduled, but determined not to continue, was the deposition of Laura
I<.nothe, the City designated representative on causation. Trout Aff., Exhibit G. As Ms. Knothe's
disclosure identified, she is licensed construction manager in the state of Idaho who has reviewed
the various reports of the specialty experts in this matter (i.e., roof, HVAC systems, water features,
masonry, etc.). (Id.) Based on her review, she concluded that all of the defects which are revealed
therein "are the direct result of Petra's failure to perform its duties under its contractual and
professional responsibilities as a construction manager on this project." (!d.) Petra scheduled Ms.
Knothe's continued deposition, but the day prior determined to have it vacated without further
explanation or indication as to rescheduling. Trout Aff., ~ 5. Not only did Ms. Knothe address
causation, but she also identified the costs (damages) that would be incurred by the City to hire a
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construction manager to oversee completion of Petra's work. (!d.) It is indeed ironic that after
canceling her deposition, Petra now complains about the sufficiency of the City's disclosure of
causation issues.
In short, a reVlew of the substantial amount of material provided by the City to Petra
through expert reports, as contained in various written submissions, and further expounded upon in
the course of the numerous depositions taken in this case conclusively establishes that not only has
the City complied with the general requirements of disclosure provided by I.R.C.P. 26(b)(4) and
26(e), the City has timely and fully supplemented its disclosures as required by this Court's Order.
Petra's motion, once considered against the true procedural background of this case, is wholly
without merit and should be summarily denied.
B. It Is The Conduct Of Petra's Counsel, Not The City's, Which Warrants Sanction In
This Matter, And, In Any Event, Is Irrelevant To The Present Motion.
Once again, Petra seeks to lead this Court to a particular result based upon and incomplete,
and in fact, blatant misrepresentation of the proceedings. In this case, Petra seeks to isolate certain
identified, proper objections of the City without regard to the complete lack of propriety and civility
that Petra's counsel engaged in during the course of these depositions. At times, Petra's counsel has
apparendy sought to try this case as though the City's counsel was a named party, far beyond that
expected as reasonable good faith representation of his clients' interests in opposition to the
interests of the City. Most notably is Petra's counsel's repeated attempt to inject issues and matters
arising from other proceedings involving the City's counsel, Kim J. Trout. In fact, the original
motion in limine to strike the City's damage claims is entirely patterned after a similar motion, just
weeks prior, in the case of City ofMcCall v. Payette Water and Sewer District (Valley County Case No.
CV-2005-352-C).
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Likewise, Petra's counsel has used other cases involving Mr. Trout to pointedly attack Mr.
Trout in his advocacy of Petra's position in this matter. In one pleading in this matter, Petra's
counsel argued:
Perhaps Mr. Trout will recall his unsuccessful Rule 56(0 motion in
Transcorp, Inc. v. Northland Ins. Co.. 2008 WL 2857210 (D.ldaho). In
that case, Mr. Trout sough to take the deposition of a witness after the
deadline imposed by the court.
Sounds familiar. doesn't it? In this case Mr. Trout's affidavit states:
"Moreover, while I have deposed Mr. Bennett for three days, I have had litde
opportunity to depose him with respect to his affidavit and the exhibits
referenced therein.
(See Petra's Memorandum in Opposition to Meridian's Rule 56(f) Motion for Postponement
of Hearing on Petra's Motion for Summary Judgment, pgs. 9-10 (May 21, 2010» (Emphasis Added).
It is against this pattern of hostility and incivility that Petra's conduct, and the City's resultant
conduct, must be adjudged. It is the complete lack of civility that Petra's counsel has engaged in
which have unnecessarily created the environment which Petra now complains. In particular, during
the course of the deposition of Mr. Baird as taken on November 3, 2010, the following exchange
took place:
Q. And do you consider the alleged failure of Petra to meet the
requirements that you've identified in paragraph 4.7.9 as a breach of the
contract?
MR. TROUT: Object to the form of the question, to the extent that is a
question. It's been asked and answered. You can answer--
MR. WALI<ER: Counsel, I'm going to object to your continuous coaching
of this witness.
MR. TROUT: I haven't told him what to say in any regard, Counsel.
MR. WALKER: You don't need to. You know, you are skilled in this. So,
Mr. Trout, if you'd let us just proceed, we'll be able to wrap this up. If he
doesn't have the information, that's all he has to say. If he has the
information, I want to know what it is.
THE WITNESS: If I can stop you guys, I'd like to say that maybe we should
look at Steve Amento's subpoena for his deposition where he's been
designated as our expert, I'm relying on his reports. And if you haven't had
an opportunity to depose him, I think that's coming up this week.
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Q. (BY MR. WALKER) I'm deposing Mr. Amento tomorrow regarding
damages, and 30(b) (6) deposition. If you are not the person most
knowledge, then just tell me who is, and I'll ask those questions of the person
most knowledgeable.
MR. TROUT: With all due respect, Counsel, the question has been asked
and answered. You've been referred to the expert witness reports and all of
the information already provided to your client in this case regarding exacdy
how the building fails to meet the plan and specification, and the
construction under Petra's watch failed to meet the plans and specifications,
and Petra's precise responsibility to conduct daily inspection to determine
whether or not the work met plan and specification, and best construction
practices according to the Construction Management Plan prepared by Petra
MR. WALKER: Mr. Baird -- I mean, Mr. Trout, would you mind
shutting up, please.
MR. TROUT: Sir, if you are going to be so rude and uncivil to interrupt --
MR. WALKER: It's your objections that are rude and uncivil and are
interrupting these proceedings.
MR. TROUT: Well, excuse me, Mr. Walker-
MR. WALKER: You can object to the form of the question if you want.
Your objection is on the record. You don't have to make a speaking
objection.
MR. TROUT: Are you going to allow me to finish or not, sir?
MR. WALKER: Finish, please, so we can move on.
MR. TROUT: Are you going to continue to interrupt me?
MR. WALKER: If you continue to make speaking objections, yes. I'm
entided to.
MR. TROUT: I didn't make a speaking objection.
MR. WALKER: Are we going to move forward with this deposition?
MR. TROUT: I don't know. Are you going to continue to interrupt me
uncivilly? Remember, there is a rule related to that. And you are the one
who is constandy referring to rules in this case about conduct. Now, I've
never interrupted your statements made on the record in this case, and I'm
not sure I understand, Mr. Walker, why it is that you find it important to
interrupt me when I'm speaking in this case.
MR. WALKER: Go ahead and finish your objection, please.
MR. TROUT: Are you going to interrupt again?
MR. WALKER: I can't answer that until I hear what your objection is.
MR. TROUT: Well, my objection is that the question has been asked and
answered, and the -
MR. WALKER: Okay. Fine.
MR. TROUT: -- information related to the question has all been provided to
you in accordance with the Rules of Civil Procedure.
MR. WALKER: Fine. Thank you.
Trout Aff., Exhibit 1.
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However, even if this background of outright hostility and incivility could be ignored, a
review of the "multiple instances" of alleged improper objections by the City's attorney
demonstrates that the vast majority of the objections are entirely proper as they are non-instructive
objections to form. Objections to form of the question are universally recognized to be an
appropriate objection. Fed. Rule Civ. P. 30(c) Advisory Committee's Note, 1993 amendments. It is
admitted that on occasion the City was required to make an objection beyond the assertion of an
objection to form such as where, for example, Petra sought to inquire based on misleading
documentation, sought an examination beyond the scope of a 30(b)(6) designation, or sought to
continue to inquiry into areas already inquired on multiple occasions. However, it is significant to
note that in only a few, entirely appropriate instances, was the deponent ever instructed not to
answer. In each and every instance, Petra received the deponent's response. The fact that Petra
evidendy does not like the response given does not make the response, or the objection preceding it,
inappropriate.
Petra's counsel created an environment of incivility and hostility that had litde, if anything to
do, with the actual merits of the instant litigation. After having engaged in a purposeful pattern of
activity targeted at the City's counsel, and the City's personnel, Petra now seeks a sanction against
the City for the environment it created. It is the sincere hope of the City's counsel that the trial of
this matter will not be likewise marred by such behavior. However, regardless of these issues, Petra
cannot deny that it had the opportunity to depose each and every individual identified as an expert
by the City with regard to all aspects of its case and received a response to every proper question
that it posed. There is no basis for Petra's assertion that this Court that the City employed
"obstructionist tactics", that Petra is presendy unaware of the City's position on all elements of its
claims and defenses, or that the most extreme of sanctions should be imposed upon the City in this
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matter. Petra's motion is yet the latest example of overreaching based on an incomplete and
inadequate record and must be denied.
CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated, this Court should deny Petra's Renewed Motion In Limine To
Exclude Testimony And Documents Regarding The City's Claimed Damages.
RESPECTFULLY submitted this 17th day of November, 2010.
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DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
THE RENEWED MOTION IN LIMINE
TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY AND
DOCUMENTS BY MERIDIAN'S
EXPERTS FILED BY THE
DEFENDANT PETRA,
INCORPORATED
The Plaintiff/Counter-defendant, The City of Meridian, (hereinafter referred to as "City"),
submits this Memorandum In Opposition To Memorandum In Opposition To The Renewed
Motion In Limine To Exclude Testimony And Documents By Meridian's Experts Filed By The
Defendant Petra, Incorporated (hereinafter referred to as "Petra").
Petra previously f1led its motion to exclude Testimony and Documents Regarding the City's
experts and as Petra acknowledges, both Petra and the City were required to "have their opinions
and the basis for those opinions" identified forty-five days before trial, or in other words by October
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17,2010. The true state of the record discloses that with respect to every element of the City's case,
and defense, upon which it intends to present expert testimony, the City has fully and completely
made disclosures as required by I.R.C.P 26(b)(4) and this Court's Order. Moreover, Petra had a full
and complete opportunity to depose each and every individual identified as a potential expert
witness in this matter. However, none of these facts are disclosed by Petra in its moving papers.
Rather, Petra cites to a 12 page summary, without reference to the exhibits and reports upon which
the summary is based, to then seek to attack each and every expert on multiple evidentiary grounds.
In short, contrary to the representations in Petra's Motion, the City has disclosed multiple
experts on causation, one of which Petra purposefully chose not to depose on the subject. In
addition, a review of the material submitted by the City demonstrates that the City disclosed not
only the opinions but the facts upon which those opinions are based. As such, the City has
addressed the issues which purportedly caused Petra to file its motion in the first instance and fully
complied with this Court's order which resulted therefrom. Petra's motion is without merit and
should be denied.
ARGUMENT
A. Mr. Amento's Expert Opinion As To the Calculation of Liquidated Damages Is
Admissible In These Proceedings.
At the outset it should be noted that none of Petra's arguments raised in the instant Motion
are in anyway a "renewal" of its prior Motion in Limine. The prior Motion in Limine was directed
at the City's prior disclosure of expert witnesses, not at the substance of those opinions. However a
review of the instant motion does not challenge that the fact that the City did submitted detailed
expert reports from all individuals, as well as make each available for deposition on the subjects
thereof, but rather is a substantive challenge to the opinions contained therein.
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Nonetheless, this Court should deny Petra's request that this Court exclude the testimony of
Mr. Amento as to his opinion on the application and calculation of liquidated damages. To
appreciate the lack of merit to Petra's request, a brief explanation of the factual background
underlying Mr. Amento'sl opinion is necessary. Mr. Amento's opinion is not based on speculation,
but rather is grounded in Mr. Amento's analysis of Petra's conduct with regard to its handling of the
delay caused by Rule Steel and the resulting consequence therefrom. These factual underpinnings
are necessary and cannot be summarily "set aside" as trivialities as Petra would assert. (petra
Memorandum, page 4.)
As Mr. Amento noted, the Rule Steel Contract required Rule Steel to commence work on or
about July 16th, 2007 and to be 'Substantially Complete' by no later than October 51\ 2007.
(Affidavit of Steven J. Amento in Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment, ~ 20.)
Indisputably Rule Steel did not substantially complete its work by October 5th, 2007, but rather
appears to have been substantiaHy complete by ninety-seven days late, or at least as determined by
Petra. Of course, what Petra fails to note is that Mr. Amento can only opine as to when Rule Steel
"appears" to have substantially completed because Petra did not obtain with regard to Rule Steel, or
any contractor for that matter, a certificate of substantial completion identifying the actual date of
such. However, what is known is that Rule Steel's delay caused every contractor (forty-four in
number) who was required to commence and be completed thereafter to be delayed by at least
seventy-five days. It is also indisputable that every contract with every contractor on the property
contained the same liquidated damage penalty of $500 a day.
1 As this Court is familiar with based on prior filings in this matter, Mr. Amento is an experienced
construction manager who has direcdy or indirecdy managed over 70 construction projects which
have an aggregate value in excess of $100 Million. (Affidavit of Steven J. Amento in Opposition to
Motion for Summary Judgment, ~ 1-4.) Mr. Amento has identified the various materials he has
reviewed with regard to Petra's supervision and management of the construction of the Meridian
City Hall. (Affidavit of Steven J. Amento in Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment, ~ 5-6.)
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With these background it is evident that there is nothing speculative or lacking in foundation
as to Mr. Amento's opinion as to a calculation of liquidated damages in the amount of $1,650,000 as
Mr. Amento has laid out precisely his analysis, how it was reached, and what he concluded based on
that analysis. To the extent that Mr. Amento's calculation is based on speculation it is a speculation
that results from Petra's own failure to satisfy its obligations under the CMA and assure the issuance
of certificates of substantial completion from each contractor who performed services or furnished
materials for the Meridian City Hall.
What Petra truly seeks to do is by way of its Motion in Limine is to obtain this Court's order
an adjudication of the merits of Mr. Amento's opinion, not the underlying admissibility. This fact is
evident from Petra's Memorandum where it, without any supporting evidence cited, asserts that "his
opinion has no legal basis and is directly contrary to industry practice... " (Memorandum, page 6.)
It is a matter of proof at trial what was expected by the express contract terms, the relevance of
industry practices, what those industry practices might be, and the ultimate application of liquidated
damages based on the facts presented. It is not a matter to be disguised as an issue of admissibility
and determined by way of misdirected motion in limine.
Petra's Motion in Limine with regard to Mr. Amento's opinion on liquidated damages must
be denied.
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B. The City Has Disclosed Its Experts, And The Subject Of Their Testimony, On The
Issue Of Causation.
Petra asserts that the City has failed to disclose any expert testimony on causation. Once
again, Petra's assertion is belied by a full review of the expert disclosures timely and fully made by
the City in this matter. In fact, the City has disclosed at least three (3) experts who have opined on
the issue of causation. See Trout Aff., Exhibits A, B & F.
One such expert witness in particular, Laura Knothe, clearly and unequivocally identified in
her signed written expert disclosure that, based on her experience as a licensed construction manager
in the state of Idaho and her reviewed the various reports of the specialty experts in this matter (i.e.,
roof, HVAC systems, water features, masonry, etc.), that that all of the defects which are revealed
therein "are the direct result of Petra's failure to perform its duties under its contractual and
professional responsibilities as a construction manager on this project." See Trout Aff., Exhibit B.
For reasons unknown, but particularly peculiar given Petra's present motion, Petra scheduled Ms.
Knothe's continued deposition, but the day prior determined to have it vacated without further
explanation or indication as to rescheduling. Trout Aff., ~ 5.
However, Ms. Knothe is not the only individual disclosed by the City who addresses
causation. In addition, the City disclosed a general contractor with substantial experience in the state
of Idaho, who determined that many of the defects identified by the specialty experts were the result
of Petra's failure to inspect the work performed by the various contractors as required by the terms
of the construction management agreement. See Affidavit Of Todd Weltner Dated May 24, 2010
Filed In Support Of Opposition To Motion For Summary Judgment; Trout Aff. Exhibit C.
Causation was also addressed by Mr. Amento.
In short it is a gross misrepresentation of the City's expert disclosures, given the disclosures
evidendy from a review of the record in this matter, for Petra to assert that the City has "failed to
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disclose any expert testimony speaking to causation of damages." (petra Memorandum, page 7.)
Petra's Motion in this regard, once properly reviewed against the full record, must be denied.
C. The City Has Disclosed Expert Testimony On the Impropriety of Petra's Approval of
Various Change Orders.
Petra has sought to obtain an order in limine seeking essential that the City be stopped to
assert that Petra improperly approved certain change orders. Petra position is grounded in the
assertion that expert testimony is needed to establish that Petra failed to obtain proper authority for
change orders. Petra's position is flawed for several reasons.
First, Petra's duties to supervise and manager the construction of the Meridian City Hall are
set forth in the Construction Management Agreement and the documents related, and incorporated
therein. Thus there is no need to provide expert testimony for duties which are defined within the
CMA itself. However, even if expert testimony were required to establish Petra's failure, the City
has disclosed expert who will testify regarding the validity of the change orders that Petra approved.
See e.g., Affidavit Of Todd Weltner Dated May 24, 2010 Filed In Support Of Opposition To Motion
For Summary Judgment; Trout Aff., Exhibit C.
D. There Is A Dispute Of Fact As To Whether Close Out Materials And Extra Materials
Were Provided To The City.
Petra rightly recognizes that the City has identified a list of items that relate to various close
out materials and extra materials that it is the City's contention were not provided, returned, or
identified to the City at the cessation of Petra's performance of the construction of the Meridian
City Hall. As such, Petra's Motion in Limine is not well taken. These are questions of fact which
must be addressed at trial, not a matter which concerns expert witnesses and is a subject of exclusion
under the disclosure rules that Petra cites.
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E. The Sewage Incident.
There is no dispute between the parties that the City suffered damages as a result of a sewage
overflow occurring in the Spring of 2010. What is in dispute between the parties is whether or not
the overflow was the result of Petra's failure to properly supervise and manage the construction of
the Meridian City Hall. This is an issue of fact to be tried in this matter. However, as noted in the
City's Motion for Sanctions, the City's ability to present expert testimony in this matter has been
hampered as a direct result of Jerry Frank's unlawful and inappropriate tampering with the City's
expert witnesses. In particular, the City disclosed Jason Neidigh, the general manager of DeBest
Plumbing, Incorporated as the individual who had inspected the sewage system at the
Meridian City Hall and was to testify as to have testified as to both the causes of the sewage
overflow and its relation to the performance of Petra. See Trout Aff., Exhibit G.
Unfortunately, as a result of Mr. Frank's direct contact with the president of DeBest, Mr.
Neidigh's ability to testify has been compromised. For this reason the City has requested the
imposition of sanctions against Petra. However, putting this issue aside, the record
evidences, direcdy contrary to Petra's representations, the City has disclosed an expert who opinion
is that the sewage overflow was the direct and proximate result of Petra's failures. See Affidavit of
Todd Weltner Dated May 24, 2010 Filed In Support Of Opposition To Motion For Summary
Judgment; Trout Aff., Exhibit C.
F. There Is A Dispute Of Fact As To The City Claim For Defects In The Plumbing.
Once again Petra seeks to characterize an issue of fact as one which is the subject of
admissible expert testimony. The evidence at the trial of this matter will establish what was required
under the plans and specifications with regard to the sewer line cleanouts; the compliance therewith
was indisputable the obligation of Petra under the express terms of the CMA. Expert testimony is
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not required to identify what plans and specifications provide nor what duties are imposed by the
express terms of a contract. In addition, there is a dispute between the parties as to the validity and
propriety of the various punch lists upon Petra relies. Moreover, the fact that a particular system
complies with city ordinances such that it passes a government inspection does not "irrefutably
rebut" any claim of deficiency as it concerns plans and specifications.
G. There Is A Dispute Of Fact and Expert Disclosures Related To The Defect In The
Southwest Roof Drain.
Contrary to the assertions of Petra, the City has provided Petra with disclosures as to
damages and causation related to the southwest roof drain. See Trout AfE., Exhibit A at CMl15368.
H. There is a Dispute of Fact and Expert Disclosures Related to the Defects in the
Basement Mechanical and Electrical Systems.
Contrary to the assertions of Petra, the City has provided Petra with disclosures as to damages and
causation related to the basement mechanical and electrical systems. See Trout Aff., Exhibit A at
CMl15365.
I. There is a Dispute of Fact and Expert Disclosures Related to the Defects in
the Mayor's Reception Area.
Contrary to the assertions of Petra, the City has provided Petra with disclosures as to damages and
causation related to the Mayor's Reception Area. See Trout AfE., Exhibit A at CMl15364.
]. There Is A Dispute Of Fact As To The Existence Of "Owner's Criteria".
There is no dispute between the parties that the CMA required the preparation of an
Owner's Criteria which would provide the baseline for the City's expectations as to the structure to
be constructed under Petra's supervision and management. It is the City's contention that no
Owner's Criteria was ever requested by Petra and thus one was never prepared. The City has
provided expert disclosures concerning the importance of owner's criteria and the damages that
result from its failure to be obtained. Trout Affidavit, Exhibits E & H.
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO THE RENEWED MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE
TESTIMONY AND DOCUMENTS BY MERIDIAN'S EXPERTS FILED BY THE DEFENDANT PETRA,
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K. The City Has Disclosed Expert Testimony As To The Defects In The HVAC System
And Petra's Liability Therefor.
Petra correcdy identifies the fact that the City has disclosed to Petra Tim Petsche with regard
to the existence of various defects in the HVAC system, but then chooses to ignore the expert
disclosures provided by Mr. Weltner and Ms. Knothe concerning Petra's liability for these defects.
Petra's Motion in this regard should be denied.
L. The City Has Disclosed Expert Testimony As To The Defects In The Roof And
Petra's Liability.
Petra correcdy identifies the fact that the City has disclosed Ray Wetherholt as an expert
witness with regard to the substantial defects in the roof of the Meridian City Hall. However, once
again Petra ignores the expert disclosures of Mr. Weltner and Ms. Knothe who both provide expert
testimony that these defects are a result of the failure of Petra to properly manage and supervise the
construction of the Meridian City Hall as required by the express terms of the CMA and the
standards expected of like industry professionals.
M. The City Has Disclosed Expert Testimony As To The Defects In The Water Feature
and Petra's Liability.
As with both the HVAC system and the Roof, Petra does not dispute that the City has
provided expert disclosures as to the defects in the water feature. Yet again, however, Petra ignores
the expert disclosures from Mr. Weltner and Ms. Knothe which expressly address the failure of the
water feature as being the direct result of Petra's deficient management and supervision of the
Meridian City Hall as required by the express terms of the CMA and the standards expected of like
industry professionals.
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO THE RENEWED MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE
TESTIMONY AND DOCUMENTS BY MERIDIAN'S EXPERTS FILED BY THE DEFENDANT PETRA,
INCORPORATED - 9
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CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated, this Court should deny Petra's Renewed Motion In Limine To
Exclude Testimony And Documents By Meridian's Experts.
RESPECTFULLY submitted this 19th day of November, 2010.
TROUT.JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
By: ~----
KIMJ. TROUT
Attorneys for Plaintiff
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 19th day of November, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
~~{-=--_.
Kim]. Trout
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Fax: (208) 639-5609
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Fed. Express
Email
~
o
o
o
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NO. C 
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NOV 1 9 2DtO 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By CHELSIE PINKSTON 
DEPUTY 
KIM J. TROUT, ISB #2468 
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB #5113 
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHIIL • FUHRMAN, P.A. 
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820 
P.O. Box 1097 
Boise,ID 83701 
Telephone: (208) 331-1170 
Facs.Unile: (208) 331-1529 
Attomeys for Plaintiff 
IN TH~"DISir:RlCTCOURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
 
STA~O~IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
 
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho 
Municipal Corporation, 
Plaintiff';': .' 
v.
 
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
 
Corporation, 
Defendant 
Case No. CV OC 09-7257 
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
OF PLAINTIFPS MOTION TO DISMISS 
DEFENDANT'S CLAIM FOR LOST 
PROFITS AND/OR BUSINESS 
DEVASTATION PURSUANT TO 1'HE 
IDAHO TORT CLAIMS ACT 
The Plaintiff City of Meridian ("Plaintiff' or ""City"), submits the following Reply 
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion to Disnrlss De£eri~t Petra. Incorporated's 
C'Defendant" or "Petra") Claim. for Lost Profits and/or Business Devastation Pursuant to the Idaho 
Tort Claims Act. 
ARGUMENT 
Petra Admits That Its Claim .Is Not a Consequential Damage Atising From 
the City's Failure to Pay It a CM Fee, but Rather a Tort Claim. for Damage to 
Its Business Reputation. 
Petra argues that its reCently asserted damage claim for $3.9 to $42 million is not the 
presentment of a new claim, but rather "'a consequential damage flowing from the City's breach of 
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS MonON TO DISMISS 
DEFENDANT'S CLAlM FOR LOST PROFITS AND/OR BUSINESS DEVASTATION 
PURSUANT TO THE IDAHO TORT CLAIMS Acr - 1 
007318
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contract and breach of the covenant of good faith and fair deali1)g." (petra's Memo.tandum In 
Opposition, page 2.) However, Petra's assertion cannot stand against the indisputable evidence in 
the case and the admissions of Eugene Bennett with Iegud to the basis for its claim for "lost past 
and future earnings and benefits." The true facts are that Petra is seeking not consequential 
datnages, but rather damages in tor~ a claim not present in the pleadings of this case, for damage to 
its business reputation as a result of the City's fiIi11g of a Complaint. 
Once again it is important to recall that Petra's contract claim is based upon the City's 
alleged failure to pay to it the amounts demanded in Change Order No.2 which sought an increased 
Construction Management Fee (hereinafter referred to as "CM Fee''). (Affidavit of Daniel Loras 
Glynn in Support of Second Motion to Dismiss \'Glynn Aff.''), Exhibit "B".) This is the alleged 
breach of contract which Petra has asserted. in its Counterclaim. However, it is hard to conceive 
how the failure to pay a CM Fee in the amount of $512,427 would result ina consequential loss of 
nearly $4 million. 
Accordingly, on November 15, 2010, the City took the deposition of Eugene Bennett, 
Petra's designated 30(b)(6) deponeot on the subject of c:la.nuges. Mr. Bennett's testimony could not 
be any clearer that the recently disclosed millions of do.1.1us in damages that Petra seeks do not relate 
to the City's failure to pay Petra in accordance with Change Order No.2, but rather are for damages 
resulting from damages to Petra's business reputation resulting &om the City's filing of this lawsuit. 
As Mr. Bennett testified: 
Q. What was Keith Pinkerton instructed to do by Petra? 
A. Uhm, to wotk with our accounting department and determine how Petta's 
business had been affected by the Meridian lawsuit 
Q. Okay. & Petta's 30(b)(6) representative with respect to damages in this case, is 
it Petra's contention that the filing of this lawsuit has had SOII1e detrimental effect on 
Petra? 
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN' SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS MOTION TO DISMISS 
DBFBNDAN'I"S CLAIM FOR LOST PROFITS .AND/OR BUSIN'ESS DEVASTATION 
PURSUANT TO TIlE IDAHO TORT CLAIMS.ACT - 2 
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A. Yes. 
Q. And what effect is that Petta contends the filing of this lawsuit has had? 
A. It's reduced the amount of construction business that we've had in Ada and 
Canyon counties. 
(Second Affidavit of Daniel LOras Glynn in Support of Second Motion to Dismiss «Glynn Aff:j, 
Exhibit ((AU; Deposition of Eugene Bennett ("'Bennett Depo:j, 40:21-25, 41:1-9.) 
Mr. Bennett continued. (([w]e discussed -- I discussed with Keith that OU! business had been 
affected by the lawsuit, and that's when we had John Quapp come in so that he and Keith 
[pinkerton] could start analyzing how it had been affected." (Bennett Depo., 43:18-21.) 
The fact that Petta's multi-million dolla! claim is not based on the City's failure to pay Petra 
pw:suant to Change Order No. 2, but rather on the City'S prosecution of this litigation is further 
confumed by Mr. Pinkerton's October 22, 2010 report which relates that the claim arose 
immediately upon the City's filing of the Complaint in this matter on April 16, 2009. 
It is axiomatic that consequential damages are only those damages which are reasonably 
forseeable and within the contemplation of the patties when the contract was made. See e.g., BtrnII1t's 
Tie & Lumber COf!ljJa'!Y v. ChUago Title COfII/Jfl1!J ofldaho,115 Idaho 56, 61, 764 P.2d 423, 428 (1988); 
Zmwtti v. Cook. 129 Idaho 151, 154,922 P.2d 1077, 1080 (Ct App. 1996). It is beyond the stretch of 
any reasonable inference to be given to the evidence that the parties at the time of contracting could 
have reasonably contemplated that the failU!e to pay a purported change order would subject the 
party to damages in excess of $4 million for damage to business reputation. 
Petta's cla.ims are not consequential damages, but rather the assertion of a whole new claim, 
a tort claim fOE damage to business reputation which is not present in these proceedings by way of 
any pleading, any prior discovery response and certainly never previously served in a timely and 
proper notice of claim pursuant to the Idaho Tort Claims Act, I.C. § 6-901 et seq. Fo! this reason, 
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Petra's assertion of damages relating to the damage to its business suffered as a result of the filing of 
the Complaint by the City against it must be dismissed. 
III. CONCLUSION 
It is undisputed, and undisputable, that Petn wholly failed to plead, or comply with the 
ITCA and I.e. § 50-219 in regard to its claim. for lost profit and/or business devastation. As such, 
these claims must be dismissed with prejudice. 
DATED this 19th day ofNov~ber, 2010. 
TRoar. JONES. GLEDHILL. FuHRMAN. 
GOURLEY, P.A. 
B~~~ __ 
Attomeys for Plaintiff 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 19'" day of November, 2010, a true and correct copy of 
the above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below: 
Thomas G. Walker Hand Delivered tJ 
Ma.cKenzie Whatcott U.S. Mail 
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP Fax ~800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790 .Fed. Express 
P.O. Box 9518 Email D 
Boise, ill 83707·9518 
Fax: (208) 639-5609 
«,
4 
~ ~ <2:s 
Daniel Loras Glynn 
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KIM J. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB #5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHIIL • FUHRMAN, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
J. DAVIO NAVARRO, Clerk
By R. WRIGHT
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) :ss
County of ADA )
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF DANIEL
LORAS GLYNN IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO DISMISS
DEFENDANT'S CLAIM FOR LOST
PROFITS ANDlOR BUSINESS
DEVASTATION PURSUANT TO THE
IDAHO TORT CLAIMS ACT
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1. I am at least eighteen (18) years of age and am competent to testify regarding the
matters set forth herein.
2 On November 15, 2010, the deposition of Petta Incorporated pursuant to Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 30(b)(6) was taken. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct
copy of the rough draft transcript of said deposition.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF DANIEL LORAS GLYNN IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS MOTION TO
DISMISS DEFENDANT'S CLAIM FOR LOST PROFITS AND/OR BUSINESS DEVASTATION
PURSUANT TO THE IDAHO TORT CLAIMS ACT-t
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TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRM:\N.
GoURLEY, P.A.
By:~ -=> SS~
Daniel Loras Glynn
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 19th day of November, 2010.
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Notary Public, State ofIdaho
Residing at: Meridian, ID
My commission expires: November 3, 2014
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 19th day of November, 2009, a true and correct copy of
the above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, UP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Email
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1 PROCEEDINGS 1 (indicating).
2 2 MR. TROUT: For purposes of the record, the
3 EUGENE RAYMOND BENNETT, 3 witness has handed me a document. I will have it
4 a witness having been first duly sworn to tell the 4 marked as an exhibit, and then we'll go offthe record
5 truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, 5 to make copies.
6 testified as follows: 6 (Deposition Exhibit No. 624 marked.)
7 7 THE WITNESS: Do you want this at the same time?
8 EXAMINATION 8 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Yes. First of all, you've
9 BY MR. TROUT: 9 handed me a document that has been marked Exhibit
10 Q. State your full name for the record. 10 No. 624.
11 A. Eugene Ramond Bennett. 11 What is it?
12 Q. Mr. Bennett, you've been deposed before. My 12 A. It's the outstanding invoices and accrued
13 first question will be, is there anything about your 13 interest on the contract with Meridian City Hal!.
;1.4 health or physical condition that would impair in any 14 Q. Okay. You were about to hand me something
~5 way your ability to hear or understand questions 15 else.
~6 today? 16 A. In the notice ofdeposition, you asked for
~7 A. No. 17 the back up to the document prepared by Pinkerton, and
18 Q. Are you currently taking any medication? 18 the back up to that document is on that disc.
19 A No. 19 (Deposition Exhibit No. 625 marked.)
~O Q. Is there some reason why you need a Bible 20 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Our cowt reporter has
~1 sitting in front of you to assist you during your 21 marked Exhibit No. 628, which is a case containing a
22 deposition today? 22 CD ROM. Can you identify that -- oh, excuse me --
23 A. It's a personal preference. 23 Exhibit No. 625. My apologies.
24 Q. Why? 24 Can you identify that for our record,
25 A. It's personal. 25 please.
Page 1 Page 3
1 Q. Well, it may be personal, but my question 1 A. It's the back up that Keith Pinkerton used
2 is: What's the significance? 2 to prepare his analysis.
3 A. To me, personally? 3 MR. TROUT: Okay. Let's go off the record for a
4 Q. Yes, sir. 4 few minutes.
5 A. UbIn, my faith is Christianity, and the Bible 5 (Recess taken from 9:13 a.m. to 9:18 a.m.)
6 is important to me. 6 MR. TROUT: Back on the record.
7 Q. What church are you a member? 7 Q. (BY MR. TROUT) Sir, with respect to Exhibit
8 A. I'm not a member ofa church. 8 No. 624, did you prepare that document?
9 Q. Do you attend church on a regular basis? 9 A. It was prepared by John Quapp our
10 A. No, I do not. 10 accountant.
11 (Deposition Exhibit No. 623 marked.) 11 Do we need to make copies of Pinkerton's
2 Q. (BY MR. TROUn Sir, you've been handed 12 report too?
1.L3 what's been marked as Exhibit No. 623 for 13 Q. The answer is not at this point.
14 identification. 14 A. Okay.
15 Do you recognize that? 15 Q. SO, turning your attention to Exhibit
16 A. Yes, I do. 16 No. 624, the third line down, invoice No. 2032, pay
17 Q. Are you the person most knowledgeable at 17 application No. 25.
18 Petra, Incorporated with respect to its damage claims 18 A. Yes.
19 in this case? 19 Q. And in the column "Invoice/payapp balance,"
~O A. I believe so. 20 it says, "22,539.93;" correct?
~1 Q. All right. What damages does Petra claim in 21 A. That's correct.
~2 this case? 22 Q. Can you tell me how that dollar value was
~3 A. The damages thatP~j3 'COted?~4 outstanding invoices and a int ~~ .. PY'e'd have to ask Jolm Quapp that
25 accumulated, which is on this s t
age 2 Page 4
Associated Reporting Inc.
208.343.4004
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141 010/011
1 which is identified as the "Construction phase." 1
2 A. Well, in 4.7.1, it says we are to look after 2
3 the agreements between the owner and each contractor, 3
4 and the demolition contractor was one of those 4
5 contractors. 5
6 Q. Okay. Anything else? 6
7 A. I don't see anything else. 7
8 Q. Okay. So let's just take an example. 8
9 Turning your attention to Exhibit No. 629 and 9
1 0 directing your attention to the payroll history 1 a
11 distribution that was revised by Petra. 11
12 A. Yes. 12
13 Q. Tell me how many hours are specifically 13
14 identifiable as relates to demolition. 14
15 A. The reports a total report and I don't know. 15
16 Q. Okay. So turning your attention to Exhibit 16
17 No. 13, page 10, paragraph 57.1. 17
18 A. Yes. 18
19 Q. And, again, referring to the payroll history 19
2a distribution on Exhibit No. 629, how many hours can 2a
21 you identify in Exhibit No. 629 that are specifically 21
22 attributable to bullet one, "Physical size of the 22
23 project," under 57.1 on page 10 ofExhibit No. 131 23
24 A. Sitting here today, I don't know the answer 24
25 to that. 25
Page 37
specifically applicable to the furtherance of the
building exterior as identified in the amended
counterclaim?
A. Sitting here today, I do not know.
Q. Turning your attention to paragraph 57.2,
the third bullet point, "mechanical," and referring to
the payroll history distribution ofExhibit No. 629,
how many hours of the payroll history distribution ar€
specifically in furtherance of the "mechanical" as
described in the amended counterclaim?
A. I do not know.
Q. Turning your attention to page 12 ofExhibit
No. 13, the first amended counterclaim, and the bullet
point under 57.2 called "electrical," how many hours
ofthe payroll history distribution ofExhibit No. 629
are specifically in furtherance of "electrical"?
A. I do not know.
Q. Turning your attention to the last bullet
point in paragraph 57.2 on page 12 ofExhibit No. 13,
it says "LEED."
How many hours of the payroll history
distribution contained in Exhibit No. 629 are
specifically applicable to "LEED" as defined in the
amended counterclaim?
A. From this report, I cannot tell. I'd have
Page 39
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
Q. Okay. Turning your attention to paragraph
57.1, bullet No.2, "Scope ofwork within building,"
utilizing the actual hours claimed by Petra in Exhibit
No. 629, how many hours in the payroll history
distribution are strictly applicable to scope ofwork
within the building?
A. Again, sitting here today, I don't know the
answer to that question.
Q. Turning your attention to bullet point 3 of
section 57.1 of the amended counterclaim set forth on
page 11 ofExhibit No. 13, and referring to the
payroll history distribution, how many hours of the
payroll history distribution are in furtherance of the
plaza and site work?
A. I don't know.
Q. Okay. Turning your attention to paragraph
57.2, "Building complexity" on page 11, bullet point
No. 1 says, "structure,II and referring to the payroll
history distribution on Exhibit No. 629, how many
hours are specifically attributable in furtherance of
the structure?
A. I don't know.
Q. Turning your attentio.. .'" secondbit
point under 57.2 that says ''bu ~in . II
many hours of the payroll hist IrvJAtiba
~- -~age 8
1 to get additional reports to answer that.
2 Q. Is Exhibit No. 629 part ofPetra's damage
3 claim?
4 A. Yes.
5 Q. Other than Exhibit No. 629, does Petra have
6 any other damage claim in this case?
7 A. Yes.
8 Q. What?
9 A. Exhibit No. 624 and the loss ofbusiness
10 that's calculated by Keith Pinkerton.
11 Q. All right. Sir, you've been handed Exhibit
12 No. 631 for identification.
13 A. Yes.
14 Q. Who is Keith Pinkerton?
15 A. He belongs to the firm ofHooper Cornell.
16 Q. When was Keith Pinkerton hired by Petra?
17 A. I don't know the answer to that.
18 Q. How much has Keith Pinkerton been paid by
19 Petra?
20 A. I don't know the answer to that.
21 Q. What was Keith Pinkerton instructed to do by
22 Petra?
C A. Uhm, to work with our accounting department4 ~P(~wPe~'s business had been affected~ laWSUIt. Page 40
10 (Pages 37 to 40)
Associated Reporting Inc.
208.343.4004
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1 Q. Okay. As Petra's 30(b)(6) representative 1
2 with respect to damages in this case, is it Petra's 2
3 contention that the filing of this lawsuit has had 3
4 some detrimental effect on Petra? 4
5 A Yes. 5
6 Q. And what effect is that Petra contends the 6
7 filing of this lawsuit has had? 7
8 A It's reduced the amount ofconstruction B
9 business that we've had in Ada and Canyon counties. 9
10 Q. Okay. Has it reduced -- well, first of aU, 10
11 does Petra do construction business outside of Ada and 11
12 Canyon County? 12
13 A We do. 13
14 Q. And where in the past five years has Petra 14
15 had construction activities either as a CM or as a 15
1 6 general contractor? 16
17 A Uhm, we've had construction projects up in 17
18 the McCall area. over in the Burley area, and up in 18
19 the Washington area. 19
2a Q. Are you talking about Washington County in 20
21 Idaho? 21
22 A. I'm sorry. The state of Washington. 22
23 Q. All right. And how many CM projects has 23
24 Petra had in the five years preceding April of 2009, 24
25 total, in all areas, exclusive ofAda and Canyon 25
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yourself and Mr. Pinkerton being present during that
conversation?
A. I believe Jerry Frank was in that first
conversation with Keith.
Q. Anyone else?
A. I believe that John Quapp joined us later in
the meeting.
Q. Anyone else?
A. Not that I recall.
Q. Okay. What was said by Mr. Frank during
that conversation?
A. I don't recall all that was talked about.
Q. Do you recall anything that was said by
Mr. Frank during that conversation?
A. I don't. Sitting here, I don't.
Q. What was said by you during that
conversation?
A. We discussed -- I discussed with Keith that
our business had been affected by the lawsuit, and
that's when we had John Quapp come in so that he anc
Keith could start analyzing how it had been affected.
Q. Well, tell me what you claim the affect of
the lawsuit has been.
A. Well, one ofthe requirements in
construction is you sometimes have to fill an AlA 30~
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County?
A I'd have to check our files to answer that
question. I don't know the answer sitting here.
Q. Well, Mr. Pinkerton reports that he spoke
with Petra personnel.
A Vh-huh.
Q. Did he speak with you?
A. He spoke with me and he spoke with John
Quapp.
Q. Okay. Tell me the substance ofyour
conversation with Mr. Pinkerton. First of all, when
was the first one?
A. I don't recall. It would have been within
the last two months, plus or minus.
Q. Okay. Did you have more than one
conversation?
A. Yes.
Q. Howmany?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Were any notes kept of the conversation?
A. No.
Q. Tell me the date of the first conversation
and who was present. D fl
A. I don't recall.
Q. Okay. Do you recall 0 J:?" t~ge 2
1 Q. And what's an AIA 305?
2 A. It's a prequalification form.
3 Q. Okay. And?
4 A. And in that fonn it asks ifyou have any
5 lawsuits within the past five years.
6 Q. Okay. In the period since April of 2009,
7 how many AlA prequalrncation forms had Petra
8 completed?
9 A. I don't know.
10 Q. Okay. Any?
11 A. Yes.
12 Q. How many?
13 A. I don't know the answer to that.
14 Q. Who were the prequalification forms
15 submitted to?
16 A. I don't know the answer to that.
17 Q. Okay. Do you know of any prequalification
18 submissions to any owner?
19 A. Uhm, rd have to check the records to verify
20 the exact owner names. Sitting here, I don't recall
21 them.
22 Q. In the period since April of2009, have you
~personallyhad any discussion with any owner regardin
~~~ualificationfonn prepared by Petra?
~FJ' Page 44
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OR\G\NAL J. DAVID NAVARRO, ClerkByA. GARDENDEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
The City of Meridian
vs.
Petra Incorporated
For:
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
Washington Group Plaza IV
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
Boise, 10 83712
STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF ADA
)
:ss
)
Plaintiff(s):
Defendant(s):
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE
Case Number: CV OC 0907257
Received by TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LLC on November 18, 2010 to be served on STEVE
SIMMONS.
I, Zach O. Heesch, who being duly sworn, depose and say that on Friday, November 19, 2010, at 2:49
PM, I:
SERVED the within named person(s) by delivering to and leaving with STEVE SIMMONS a true copy of
the Trial SUbpoena, Letter. Said service was effected at LCA Architects, 1221 Shoreline Lane,
Boise, 10 83702.
I also tendered and paid the sum of $22.10, (Witness Fee Tendered), at the time and place of service.
I hereby acknowledge that I am a Process Server in the county in which service was effected. I am over
the age of Eighteen years and not a party to the action.
Our Reference Number: 102039
Client Reference: Thomas G. Walker
TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LLC
P.O. Box 1224
Boise, 10, 83701
(208) 344-4132
Subscribed and sworn before me today
Sunday, November 21,2010
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
VS.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO:
Steve Simmons
LCA Architects
1221 Shoreline Lane
Boise, Idaho 83702
CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
636847
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YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to appear before the Honorable Ronald J. Wilper of
the above-entitled Court at the courtroom at 200 W. Front Street, Boise, Idaho, on the on the Ist day
ofDecember, 2010, at 9:00 o'clock a.m. to testify in the above case.
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you fail to appear at the place and time specified
above, that you may be held in contempt of court and that the aggrieved party may recover from
you the sum of $100.00 and all damages which they may sustain by your failure to attend as a
witness.
DATED this 18th day ofNovember, 2010.
BY ORDER OF THE COURT.
J. DAVID NAVARRO,
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT
CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
636847
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NOV 22 2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
ByA. GARDEN
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
The City of Meridian
vs.
Petra Incorporated
For:
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
Washington Group Plaza IV
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
Boise, ID 83712
STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF ADA
)
:ss
)
Plaintiff(s):
Defendant(s):
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE
Case Number: CV OC 0907257
Received by TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LLC on November 18, 2010 to be served on STEVE
CHRISTIANSON.
I, Zach D. Heesch, who being duly sworn, depose and say that on Friday, November 19,2010, at 2:49
PM,I:
SERVED the within named person(s) by delivering to and leaving with STEVE CHRISTIANSON a true
copy of the Trial Subpoena, Letter. Said service was effected at LCA Architects, 1221 Shoreline
Lane, Boise, ID 83702.
I also tendered and paid the sum of $22.10, (Witness Fee Tendered), at the time and place of service.
1hereby acknowledge that I am a Process Server in the county in which service was effected. I am over
the age of Eighteen years and not a party to the action.
Our Reference Number: 102038
Client Reference: Thomas G. Walker
Subscribed and sworn before me today
Sunday, November 21, 2010
TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LLC
P.O. Box 1224
Boise, ID, 83701
(208) 344-4132
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantiCounterciaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO:
Steve Christianson
LCA Architects
1221 Shoreline Lane
Boise, Idaho 83702
CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
637122
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YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to appear before the Honorable Ronald J. Wilper of
the above-entitled Court at the courtroom at 200 W. Front Street, Boise, Idaho, on the 1st day of
December, 2010, at 9:00 o'clock a.m. to testify in the above case.
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you fail to appear at the place and time specified
above, you may be held in contempt of court and that the aggrieved party may recover from you the
sum of $100.00 and all damages which they may sustain by your failure to attend as a witness.
DATED this 18th day of November, 2010.
BY ORDER OF THE COURT.
CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
637122
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NOV 22 2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
ByA. GARDEN
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
The City of Meridian
vs.
Petra Incorporated
For:
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
Washington Group Plaza IV
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
Boise, 1083712
STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF ADA
)
:ss
)
Plaintiff(s):
Defendant(s):
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE
Case Number: CV OC 0907257
Received by TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LLC on November 18,2010 to be served on MIKE
WISDOM.
I, Zach D. Heesch, who being dUly sworn, depose and say that on Friday, November 19, 2010, at 3: 15
PM,I:
SERVED the within named person(s) by delivering to and leaving with MIKE WISDOM a true copy of the
Trial Subpoena, Letter. Said service was effected at Engineering, Inc., 2222 Broadway, Boise, ID
83706.
I also tendered and paid the sum of $22.10, (Witness Fee Tendered), at the time and place of service.
I hereby acknowledge that I am a Process Server in the county in which service was effected. I am over
the age of Eighteen years and not a party to the action.
Our Reference Number: 102041
Client Reference: Thomas G. Walker
Subscribed and sworn before me today
Sunday,November21,2010
TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LLC
P.O. Box 1224
Boise, 10, 83701
(208) 344-4132
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
VS.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO:
Mike Wisdom
Engineering, Inc.
2222 Broadway Avenue
Boise, Idaho 83707
CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
637123
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YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to appear before the Honorable Ronald J. Wilper of
the above-entitled Court at the courtroom at 200 W. Front Street, Boise, Idaho, on the on the 1st day
ofDecember, 2010, at 9:00 o'clock a.m. to testify in the above case.
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you fail to appear at the place and time specified
above, that you may be held in contempt of court and that the aggrieved party may recover from
you the sum of $100.00 and all damages which they may sustain by your failure to attend as a
witness.
DATED this 18th day of November, 2010.
BY ORDER OF THE COURT.
J. DAVID NAVARRO,
CLERK OF E DISTRICT COURT
CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
637123
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J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
ByA.GARDEN
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
The City of Meridian
vs.
Petra Incorporated
For:
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
Washington Group Plaza IV
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
Boise, ID 83712
STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF ADA
)
:ss
)
Plaintiff(s):
Defendant(s):
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE
Case Number: CV OC 0907257
Received by TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LLC on November 18, 2010 to be served on TED
FRISBEE.
I, Zach D. Heesch, who being duly sworn, depose and say that on Friday, November 19, 2010, at 3:52
PM, I:
SERVED the within named person(s) by delivering to and leaving with TED FRISBEE a true copy of the
Trial Subpoena, Letter. Said service was effected at Hobson Fabrication Corporation, Inc., 6428 S.
Business Way, Boise, ID 83716.
I also tendered and paid the sum of $22.10, (Witness Fee Tendered), at the time and place of service.
I hereby acknowledge that I am a Process Server in the county in which service was effected. I am over
the age of Eighteen years and not a party to the action.
Our Reference Number: 102036
Client Reference: Thomas G. Walker
Subscribed and sworn before me today
Sunda~November21,2010
TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LLC
P.O. Box 1224
Boise, 10, 83701
(208) 344-4132
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (lSB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB NO. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterciaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO:
Ted Frisbee, Jr.
Hobson Fabrication, Inc.
6428 Business Way
Boise, ID 83716
CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
637124
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YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to appear before the Honorable Ronald J. Wilper of
the above-entitled Court at the courtroom at 200 W. Front Street, Boise, Idaho, on the on the Ist day
of December, 2010, at 9:00 o'clock a.m. to testify in the above case.
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you fail to appear at the place and time specified
above, that you may be held in contempt of court and that the aggrieved party may recover from
you the sum of $100.00 and all damages which they may sustain by your failure to attend as a
witness.
DATED this 18th day ofNovember, 2010.
BY ORDER OF THE COURT.
J. DAVID NAVARRO,
CLERK OF T DISTRICT COURT
CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
637124
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDIC
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE CO
7
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13
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CVOC 09 07257
ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF
MERIDIAN'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
AND MOTION FOR PARTIAL
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
This matter came before the Court on Plaintiff Meridian's Motion for Summary Judgment
and Motion for Partial Summary Judgment. The Court heard oral argument on the Motions on
Monday, October 4, 2010. Kim Trout and Daniel Glynn appeared for the Plaintiff, and Thomas
Walker appeared for the Defendant. The Court took the motions fully under advisement at that time.
This Order now denies Plaintiff Meridian's Motion for Summary Judgment and denies Meridian's
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment.
BACKGROUND
In August 2006, the City of Meridian (Meridian) and Petra Incorporated (Petra) entered into
a Construction Management Agreement (CMA) in which Petra assumed the role of Construction
Manager for Meridian's City Hall (the Project). In sum, the city alleges Petra was negligent in its
ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND MOTION FOR PARTIAL
SUMMARY JUDGMENT- Page 1 007340
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duties and breached its duties under the CMA. In response, Petra counterclaims that Meridian
breached the CMA and the covenant of good faith and fair dealing. Petra also alleges breach of an
implied-in-fact contract and breach of an implied-in-law contract.
SUMMARY JUDGMENT STANDARD
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(c) provides that summary judgment is "rendered
forthwith if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any,
show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a
judgment as a matter of law." See also First Sec. Bank of Idaho, N.A. v. Murphy, 131 Idaho 787,
790, 964 P.2d 654, 657 (1998). An adverse party may not simply rely upon mere allegations in the
pleadings, but must set forth in affidavits specific facts showing there is a genuine issue for trial.
I.R.c.P. 56(e); see Rhodehouse v. Stutts, 125 Idaho 208, 211, 868 P.2d 1224, 1227 (1994). The
affidavits either supporting or opposing the motion must set forth facts that would be admissible in
evidence and show that the affiant is competent to testify. Id.
To withstand a motion for summary judgment, the non-moving party's case must be
anchored in something more than speculation; a mere scintilla of evidence is not enough to create a
genuine issue of material fact. Zimmerman v. Volkswagon of America, Inc., 128 Idaho 851, 854,
920 P.2d 67, 69 (1996). Generally, liberal construction of the facts in favor of the non-moving
party requires the court to draw all reasonable factual inferences in favor of the non-moving party.
See Williams v. Blakley, 114 Idaho 323, 324, 757 P.2d 186, 187 (1988). If reasonable people could
reach different conclusions or draw conflicting inferences from the evidence, the motion should be
denied. Friel v. Boise City Housing Authority. 126 Idaho 484, 486,887 P.2d 29,30 (1994).
However, when the Court sits as the trier of fact, rather than a jury, summary judgment may
be appropriate despite the possibility of conflicting inferences, because the Court alone will be
responsible for resolving such conflicting inferences. Riverside Develop. Co. v. Ritchie, 103 Idaho
ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND MOTION FOR PARTIAL
SUMMARY JUDGMENT- Page 2 007341
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
              
                  
        
   
            
               
                     
                   
                  
                 
                
                
           
             
                 
               
                
                
                 
              
              
                 
              
             
           
   
1 515, 519, 650 P.2d 657, 661 (1982). In such an instance, "the judge is free to arrive at the most
2 probable inferences to be drawn from uncontroverted evidentiary facts." Blackmon v. Zufelt, 108
3 Idaho 469, 470, 700 P.2d 91,92 (Ct. App. 1985) (citing Riverside Develop. Co., 103 Idaho at 519).
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MERIDIAN'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
Meridian moves the Court for summary judgment with respect to Petra's counterclaim.
Meridian supports this motion with the pleadings, the record, multiple affidavits, and memoranda of
support.
Primarily, Meridian alleges that, as to Change Order No.2, Petra failed to comply with the
CMA's notice of claim provision found in <j[ 8. Paragraph 8 requires that in the event of a "claim,
dispute, or other matter in question," the parties shall endeavor to resolve the "Claim" through direct
discussions and that the "Claim" must be initiated by "written notice no later than twenty-one
calendar days after the event or the first appearance of the circumstances giving rise to the Claim."
However, the Court does not read provisions of the CMA in a vacuum. Instead, the Court looks to the
entirety of the agreement in determining each party's duties under it. In this case, the Court finds that
Meridian's motion more properly implicates the provisions set forth in <j[ 7 as opposed to <j[ 8.
Paragraph 7 of the CMA addresses "Changes." In relevant part, <j[ 7 states: "Changes in
Construction Manager's services ...may be accomplished after the execution of this agreement. .. if
Construction Manager's services are affected by any of the following: ... (b) Significant changes to
the Project, including... size, quality, [or] complexity... " Paragraph 7 further provides: "[p]rior to
providing any additional services, Construction Manager shall notify Owner of the proposed change
in services and receive Owner's approval for the change." In this case, evidence in the record shows
there were in fact significant changes after execution of the CMA with respect to size, quality, and
ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND MOTION FOR PARTIAL
SUMMARY JUDGMENT- Page 3
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complexity of the Project. The record further reveals that, consistent with the requirements in <j[ 7,
Petra received Meridian's approval for the changes.
The "claim" that Petra asserts in its counterclaim is not the same as the "change" that occurred
in the "size, quality, and complexity" of the Project. After thorough examination of the record, the
Court finds that genuine issues of material fact remain concerning Petra's counterclaim. Therefore,
Meridian's Motion for Summary Judgment with respect to Petra's counterclaim is DENIED.
MERIDIAN'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT
Meridian moves the Court for partial summary judgment regarding Petra's liability under the
CMA. Meridian asserts that Petra is in material breach of the CMA and, therefore, partial summary
judgment is appropriate, as well as a finding that Meridian has been damaged in an amount to be
proven at trial. Meridian supports this motion with the pleadings, the record, numerous affidavits, and
memoranda of support.
In support of its motion, Meridian directs the Court to CMA provisions with which it asserts
Petra did not comply. Particularly, Meridian alleges Petra failed to provide Meridian with the written
report it was required to submit pursuant to <j[ 4.2: Development Strategies Phase. Meridian asserts
this failure was a material breach. The record reflects Petra's acknowledgment that it did not submit
the written report; however, Petra directs the Court to CMA <j[ 3.2.2 which required Meridian to
provide Petra with certain "Owner's Criteria" so that Petra could properly analyze and compose the
written report required by CMA <j[ 4.2. Petra asserts Meridian failed to provide it with the Owner's
Criteria and that Meridian's submission of the Owner's Criteria was a condition precedent to Petra
creating the <j[ 4.2 written report. Again, the Court does not read provisions of the CMA in a vacuum.
Instead, the Court looks to the entirety of the agreement in determining each party's duties under it. In
ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND MOTION FOR PARTIAL
SUMMARY JUDGMENT- Page 4
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this case, when reading the agreement in its entirety, the Court finds genuine issues of material fact
remain regarding whether Petra's failure to provide Meridian with the lJI 4.2 written report was a
material breach.
Additionally, Meridian directs the Court to CMA lJI 4.7: Construction Phase. In particular, lJI
4.7.1 dictates Petra's responsibilities regarding the Project's Prime Contractors. Meridian alleges that
Petra failed to comply with its duties as prescribed bYlJI 4.7.1. In response, Petra directs the Court to
the lack of evidence in the record indicating a breach ofits duties underlJI 4.7.1. When examining the
record as a whole, the Court finds that genuine issues of material fact remain as to whether Petra
breached its duties underlJI 4.7.1.
Because multiple genuine issues of material fact remain regarding whether Petra materially
breached its duties under the CMA, Meridian's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment is DENIED.
SUMMARY
Because the Court sits as the trier-of-fact in this case, it is "free to arrive at the most probable
inferences to be drawn" from the uncontroverted evidentiary facts in the record. Blackmon v. Zufelt,
108 Idaho 469, 470, 700 P.2d 91,92 (Ct. App. 1985). After thorough review of the record, the Court
finds that genuine issues of material fact remain regarding each of Meridian's motions. These issues
are more properly determined during trial than by summary judgment. Therefore, Meridian's motion
for summary judgment and its motion for partial summary judgment are DENIED.
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Thomas G. Walker
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd, Ste 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707
Fax: (208) 338-3290
KimJ. Trout
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN GOURLEY, PA
225 N 9th St., Ste 820
PO Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: (208) 331-1529
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail('f Facsimile
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
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( ) Overnight Mail(» Facsimile
1. DAVID NAVARRO
Clerk of the District Court
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
6
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THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CVOC 09 07257
ORDER GRANTING
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO
DISMISS DEFENDANT'S CLAIM
FOR LOST PROFITS AND/OR
BUSINESS DEVASTATION
PURSUANT TO THE IDAHO
TORT CLAIMS ACT
13
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This matter came before the Court on Plaintiff the City of Meridian's Motion to Dismiss
Defendant Petra Incorporated's claim for lost profits and/or business devastation pursuant to the
Idaho Tort Claims Act (ITCA). The Court heard oral argument on the Motion on Monday,
November 22, 2010. Kim Trout appeared for the Plaintiff, and Thomas Walker appeared for the
Defendant. The Court took the motion fully under advisement. This Order now grants the City of
Meridian's Motion to Dismiss Petra Incorporated's claim for lost profits and/or business devastation
brought pursuant to the ITCA.
BACKGROUND
In August 2006, the City ofMeridian (Meridian) and Petra Incorporated (Petra) entered into
a Construction Management Agreement (CMA) in which Petra assumed the role of Construction
Manager for Meridian's City Hall. In sum, the city alleges Petra was negligent in its duties and
ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO DISMISS DEFENDANT'S CLAIM FOR LOST PROFITS AND/OR
BUSINESS DEVASTATION PURSUANT TO THE IDAHO TORT CLAIMS ACT - Page 1 007346
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ft
breached its duties under the CMA. In response, Petra counterclaims that Meridian breached the
CMA and the covenant of good faith and fair dealing. Petra also alleges breach of an implied-in-fact
contract and breach of an implied-in-Iaw contract.
STANDARD OF REVIEW
In considering a motion to dismiss under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b), the court may
examine only those facts that appear in the complaint and any facts that are appropriate for the court
to take judicial notice of. Hellickson v. Jenkins, 118 Idaho 273, 276, 796 P.2d 150, 153 (Ct. App.
1990). "[T]he nonmoving party is entitled to have all inferences from the record and pleadings
viewed in its favor, and only then may the question be asked whether a claim for relief has been
stated." Coghlan v. Beta Theta Pi Fraternity, 133 Idaho 388, 398, 987 P.2d 300, 310. "The issue is
not whether the plaintiff will ultimately prevail, but whether the party is entitled to offer evidence to
support the claims." Orthman v. Idaho Power Co., 126 Idaho 960, 962, 895 P.2d 561, 563 (1995)
(quoting Gree1ifield v. Suzuki Motor Co. Ltd, 776 F.Supp. 698, 701 (E.D.N.Y.1991)).
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO DISMISS
Idaho Code § 50-219 requires that all claims for damage against a municipality must be
filed in accordance with I.C. § 6-901: the Idaho Tort Claims Act (ITCA). There is no express
format for a claim under the ITCA; however, a municipality must be placed on notice of a claim
against it within 180 days of the occurrence of the relevant wrongful act. Magnuson Properties v.
City ofCoeur d'Alene, 138 Idaho 166, 169 (2002). The primary purpose ofITCA notice is to "put
the governmental entity on notice that a claim against it is being prosecuted and thus apprise it of
the need to preserve evidence and perhaps prepare a defense." Cox v. City ofSandpoint, 140 Idaho
127, 131 (Ct. App. 2003).
ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO DISMISS DEFENDANT'S CLAIM FOR LOST PROFITS AND/OR
BUSINESS DEVASTATION PURSUANT TO THE IDAHO TORT CLAIMS ACT - Page 2 007347
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In this case, the Court has previously held that the ITCA 180-day notice requirement was
triggered by Meridian's February 24, 2009 letter to Petra informing Petra that it did not intend to
pay Petra an elevated fee in conjunction with the Meridian City Hall Project Change Order No.2.
The Court has also held that Petra put Meridian on notice of Petra's claim in a March 16,2009
letter concerning Meridian's failure to pay Petra for Change Order No.2 and requesting mediation
of that claim. Subsequently, Meridian filed this lawsuit on April 16, 2009, and Petra counter-
claimed on May 6, 2009.
Petra's May 6, 2009 counter-claim and its August 21,2009 amended counter-claim seek
damages flowing from the "lost past and future earnings and benefits Petra would have realized
had Meridian not breached." The Court finds that the lost profitslbusiness devastation claim that
Petra specifies in the October 22, 2010 report submitted by expert witness Keith Pinkerton is not
the same as the claim for consequential damages in the form of lost profits that flow from the
breach of contract claim of which Petra placed Meridian on notice with its March 16, 2009 letter.
Instead, the lost profits Petra seeks to recover are related to what the Court holds is a separate tort
claim for damage to Petra's business reputation resulting from the fact of the lawsuit. Therefore,
the Court must next decide whether Petra properly pled such a claim according to the requirements
of the ITCA.
In granting or denying a motion to dismiss, the Court may consider the complaint and any
other facts of which it is appropriate for the Court to take judicial notice. Hellickson v. Jenkins, 118
Idaho at 276, 796 P.2d at 153. Because this motion involves whether proper ITCA notice was
made, it is appropriate for the Court to look outside the complaint and take judicial notice of other
facts relevant to compliance with the ITCA.
In reviewing the complaint and the Record, the Court holds that Petra did not make proper
ITCA notice of this claim. The Record supports this holding in at least two places. One, Mr.
Pinkerton's report asserts that the lost profits claim arose when Meridian filed its April 16, 2009
ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO DISMISS DEFENDANT'S CLAIM FOR LOST PROFITS AND/OR
BUSINESS DEVASTATION PURSUANT TO THE IDAHO TORT CLAIMS ACT - Page 3 007348
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
               
                 
                
                  
              
              
     
            
               
              
                
                  
                 
                   
               
                
   
                
                  
                
                  
       
                
                 
                
            
           
1 complaint, not when the alleged breach of contract happened. Two, deposition testimony of Petra
2 principal Gene Bennett indicates that the alleged lost profits are the result of damage to Petra's
3 reputation within the community. While complainants may bring tort claims alleging defamation
4 against municipalities, such claims must be pled in compliance with the ITCA. In this case, the
5 ITCA notice period tolled on August 24,2009, 180 days after Meridian informed Petra that it did
6 not intend to pay an increased fee related to Change Order No.2. Because Petra did not properly
7 put Meridian on notice of a tort claim for lost profits resulting from damage to its business
8 reputation within the l80-day notice period, Petra did not meet the ITCA notice requirement as it
9 applies to this particular tort claim. Therefore, the Court GRANTS Meridian's Motion to Dismiss
10 Petra's claim for lost profits and/or business devastation pursuant to the ITCA.
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IT IS SO ORDE~.
Dated this (}..3 day ofNovember, 2010
ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO DISMISS DEFENDANT'S CLAIM FOR LOST PROFITS AND/OR
BUSINESS DEVASTATION PURSUANT TO THE IDAHO TORT CLAIMS ACT - Page 4 007349
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
.Plaintiff,
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
v. PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT LIST
PElRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
The Plaintiff/Counter-defendant, The City of Meridian, (the "City''), by and through its
attomeys of record, Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A., submits its current list of trial
exhibits, attached hereto as Exhibit "A." The referenced exhibits were produced to Petra,
Incorporated, (''Petra''), in dectronic format. The City reserves the right to use additional
documents as exhibits for the purpose of impeachment, cross examination or rebuttal purposes.
The City also reserves the right to use any exhibits identified or used in this matter by Petra.
The City further reserves the right to identify additional Exhibits during the course of the
proceedings. The City reserves the right to utilize any document produced during this matter by
either Petra or the City and exhibits used during the depositions taken in this case.
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT LIST
Pagel 007351
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RESPECTFULLY submitted this 29 th day of November, 2010.
TROUT.JONES.GLEDHILL.FuHRMAN.GOURLEY, P.A.
By:_~--'....:---__--__- _
KIMJ. TROUT "
Attorneys for Plaintiff
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 29 th day of November, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
_s::~~_-__
KimJ.Trout
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Fax: (208) 639-5609
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City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated
CV OC 2009-07257
-1
..
Ex No. Beg Bates End Bates Date From To Description 1Subject Line Offered Admitted Stipulated
2001 CM094372 CM094477 Petra's Response to RFO
2002 CM017390 CM017415 7/11/2006 LCA Professional Services Agreement
2003 CM002683 CM002711 8/112006 Petra Construction Management Agreement
2004 CM002832 CM002849 8/16/2006 LCA Building Program
2005 CMOO0832 CMOO0838 11127/2006 City Copy of Pay Application #01
2006 CMOO0839 CMOO0846 12122/2006 City Copy of Pay Application #02
2007 CM088801 CM088801 111512007 Cost Estimate
2008 Petra59502 Petra59507 1125/2007 Petra COpy of Pay Application #03
2009 CMOO0847 CMOO0850 2/28/2007 City COpy of Pay Application #04
2010 CMOO0851 CMOO0864 3/3112007 City COpy of Pay Application #05
2011 CMOO0865 CMOO0891 4/3012007 City COpy of Pay Application #06
2012 CM099870 CM099878 51112007 MJ Change Order 1
2013 CM072741 CM072747 51112007 TMC Inc. Change Order 1
2014 CM072947 CM072952 5/2/2007 Western Roofmg-AI01-CMa
2015 CMlOO058 CMlOO064 5/8/2007 MJs Backhoe-AI01-CMa
2016 CMI01752 CMlO1758 5/8/2007 Rule Steel-AI01-CMa
2017 CMI01759 CMI01811 5/812007 Rule Steel-A201-CMa
2018 CM072749 CM072755 5/8/2007 TMC-AI0I-CMa
2019 CMOO0892 CMOO0917 5/3112007 City Copy of Pay Application #07
2020 CMOO0918 CMOO0942 6/30/2007 City COpy of Pay Application #08
2021 CM099357 CM099364 7/6/2007 Schindler Elevator Corp. Chanl!:e Order 1
2022 CM019623 CM019632 7/17/2007 Hobson-AI01-CMa
2023 CM024235 CM024235 7/18/2007 Cost Estimate
2024 CM111434 CMI11457 7/24/2007 July 24, 2007 City Council Handout
2025 CM079013 CM079082 712412007 July 24, 2007 Regular Meeting
2026 CM099809 CM099815 7126/2007 MJs Backhoe-COR 01
2027 CM099816 CM099860 7/3112007 MJs Backhoe-COR 02
2028 CMOO0943 CMOO0989 7/3112007 City COpy of Pay Application #09
2029 CM077442 CM077453 817/2007 August 7,2007 Special Meeting
2030 CM002775 CM002807 81712007 LEED presentation to City Council
2031
2032
2033 CM097716 CM 097724 8128/2007 Sidewalks LLC Change Order 1
2034 CMOO0990 CMOO1076 8/31/2007 City Copy of Pay Application #10
2035 CMOOI077 CMOOllll 9/30/2007 City Copy of Pay Application #11
Plaintiffs Exhibit List
EXHIBIT
I-A- 1 of 19
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City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated
CV OC 2009-07257
Ex No. Beg Bates End Bates Date From To Description / Subject Line Offered Admitted Stipulated
2036 CMOOI112 CMOO1175 10/3112007 City Copy of Pay Application #12
2037 CM019171 CM019189 11/26/2007 American Wallcover Change Order 1
2038 CMOO1176 CMOO1229 11130/2007 City COpy of Pay Application #13
2039 CM073535 CM073542 12/1112007 Alpha Masonry-AI01-CMa
2040 CMI00555 CMI00567 12/14/2007 Architectural Building Supply Inc. Change Order 1
2041 CM100546 CMI00553 12/14/2007 Architectural Building Supply Inc. Change Order 2
2042 CM019609 CM019621 12/14/2007 Hobson Fabrication Corp. Change Order 1
2043 CM099620 CM099628 12/14/2007 Idaho Custom Wood Products Change Order 1
2044 CM101719 CM101751 12/14/2007 Rule Steel Change Order 01
2045 CM097708 CM097715 12/14/2007 Sidewalks LLC Change Order 2
2046 CM097699 CM097707 12/14/2007 Sidewalks LLC Change Order 3
2047 CM099516 CM099520 12/14/2007 Suncrest Corp. Change Order 1
2048 CM072733 CM072740 12/14/2007 TMC Inc. Change Order 2
2049 CM091475 CM091480 12/28/2007 Buss Mechanical Change Order 1
2050 CM098423 CM098428 12/28/2007 Commercial Painting Contractors Change Order 1
2051 CM018796 CM018800 12/28/2007 Seal Co. Change Order 1
2052 CM019922 CM019925 12/28/2007 Tri State Electric Change Order 1
2053 CMOO1223 CMOO1279 12/3112007 City COpy of Pay Application #14
2054 CMOO1704 CMOO1704 1113/2008 MJ's Backhoe invoice
2055 Petra57895 Petra57895 1113/2008 MJ's Backhoe invoice
2056 CMOO1280 CMOO1375 113112008 City COpy of Pay Application #15
2057 CM018484 CM018484 2/23/2007 Cost Estimate
2058 CMOO1618 CMOO1618 2/19/2008 Pac-West Invoice 2/19/2008 (City Copy)
2059 Petra57872 Petra57872 2/19/2008 Pac-West Invoice 2/19/2008 (Petra Copy)
2060 CMOO1376 CMOO1499 2/29/2008 City COpy of Pay Application #16
2061 CMOO1532 CMOO1732 3/3112008 City COpy of Pay Application #17
2062 Petra57785 Petra58112 3/3112008 Petra Copy of Pay Application #17
2063 CM091439 CM091474 4/7/2008 BUSS Mechanical-Change Order 02
2064 CM019143 CM019169 4/8/2008 American Wallcover Change Order 2
2065 CM098408 CM098421 4/8/2008 Commercial Painting Contractors Chanl/:e Order 2
2066 CM019570 CM019608 4/8/2008 Hobson-Change Order 02
2067 CM099114 CM099120 4/8/2008 Integrated Interiors Chanl/:e Order 1
2068 CM072718 CM072732 4/8/2008 TMC Chanl/:e Order #3
2069 CMI00821 CM100827 4/9/2008 AA-Tronics Chanl/:e Order 1
2070 CM097935 CM097941 4/9/2008 Architectural Building Supply Change Order 1
2071 CM099880 CM099995 4/9/2008 MJs Backhoe-Change Order 02
2072 CM101793 CMI01980 4/10/2008 MR MILLER-AI0I-CMa
Plaintiffs Exhibit List 20f19
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City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated
CV OC 2009-07257
Ex No. Beg Bates End Bates Date From To Description / Subject Line Offered Admitted Stipulated
2073 Petra50145 Petra50153 4/28/2007 Cost Estimate
2074 CMOO1733 CMOO1936 4/30/2008 City COpy of Pay Application #18
2075 CM099996 CMI00055 5/6/2008 MJs Backhoe-Change Order 03
2076 CMOO1937 CM002041 5/3112008 City COpy of Pay Application #19
2077 CM018788 CM018794 6/4/2008 Seal Co. Change Order 2
2078 CM097924 CM097934 6/5/2008 Architectural Building Supply Change Order 2
2079 CM098394 CM098406 6/5/2008 Commercial Painting Contractors Change Order 3
2080 CM098059 CM098068 6/512008 Designer Floors Change Order 1
2081 CM019550 CM019569 6/5/2008 Hobson-Change Order 03
2082 CM101717 CMI01717 6/1012008 Rule Steel Change Order 02
2083 CM101701 CMI01715 6/10/2008 Rule Steel Change Order 02
2084 CM002045 CM002174 6/30/2008 City Copy of Pay Application #20
2085 CM091414 CM091438 7/2/2008 BUSS Mechanical-Change Order 03
2086 CM002175 CM002318 7/31/2008 City Copy of Pay Application #21
2087 CMI00813 CMI00819 8/1112008 AA-Tronics Change Order 2
2088 CM073526 CM073533 8/11/2008 Alpha Masonry-Change Order #01
2089 CM098047 CM098058 8/1112008 Designer Floors Change Order 2
2090 CMI01955 CMI01971 8/11/2008 MR Miller Inc. Change Order 1
2091 CM072933 CM072937 8/1112008 Western Roofmg-Change Order #2
2092 CM002319 CM002481 8/31/2008 City Copy of Pay Application #22
2093 Petra95095 Petra95366 1111012008 Transmittal Log
2094 CM097914 CM097923 9/2/2008 Architectural Building Supply Change Order 3
2095 CM091404 CM091413 9/2/2008 BUSS Mechanical-Change Order 04
2096 CM098839 CM098844 9/2/2008 SBI Contracting Change Order 3
2097 CM002482 CM002654 9/30/2008 City Copy of Pay Application #23
2098 CMI01947 CM101953 10/7/2008 MR Miller Inc. Change Order 2
2099 CM020166 CM020171 10/712008 Cobblestone Construction Inc. Change Order 1
2100 CM102194 CMI02210 10/7/2008 KB Fabrication and Weldin Chan e Order 1
2101
2102 CM097674 CM097681 10/7/2008 Sidewalks LLC Change Order 5
2103 CMI00806 CMI00811 10/2312008 AA-Tronics Change Order 3
2104 CM091396 CM091403 10123/2008 BUSS Mechanical-Change Order 05
2105 CM002655 CM002681 10/3112008 City Copy of Pay Application #24
2106 CMI00955 CM100958 1116/2008 Paige Mechanical Group Change Order 1
2107 CMll0690 CMI10691 1111112008 ABM Janitorial Change Order 1
2108 CM072939 CM072945 11/11/2008 Western Roofing Change Order 1
, .
Plaintiff's Exhibit List 30f19
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City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated
CV OC 2009-07257
Ex No. Beg Bates End Bates Date From To Description 1Subject Line Offered Admitted Stipulated
2109 CM073513 CM073524 11117/2008 Alpha Masonry-Change Order #02
2110 CM097905 CM097913 1112112008 Architectural Building Supply Change Order 4
2111 CM102420 CMI02557 11130/2008 City COpy of Pay Application #25
2112 CM073508 CM0073511 12129/2008 Alpha Masonry-Chan2e Order #03
2113 CMI02347 CMI02419 12/3112008 City COpy of Pay Application #26
2114 CM091379 CM091394 111912009 Buss Mechanical Change Order 6
2115 CM019539 CM019549 1120/2009 Hobson-Change Order 05
2116 CM102322 CMI02346 113112009 City Copy of Pay Application #27
2117 CM101682 CMI01700 2/4/2009 Rule Steel Change Order 03
2118 CM100792 CM100793 2/10/2009 AA-Tronics Change Order 6
2119 CM091377 CM091378 2/10/2009 Buss Mechanical Chan2e Order 7
2120 CM019534 CM019538 2110/2009 Hobson-Chan2e Order 06
2121 CMI01392 CM101393 2/10/2009 Simplex Grinnell Chan2e Order 5
2122 CM019818 CM019826 2/1012009 Tri State Electric Change Order 6
2123 CM097465 CM097467 2/10/2009 TTE-Precom Change Order 6
2124 CM091889 CM091910 2/28/2009 City Copy of Pay Application #28
2125 CM091911 CM091969 3/31/2009 City COpy of Pay Application #29
2126 CM091970 CM092005 4/30/2009 City COpy of Pay Application #30
2127 Petra95367 Petra95443 11/13/2009 Petra Job Cost Detail by Line Item
2128 CMI02558 CMI02565 112512010 Dinius Letter RE: Western Roofm2
2129 CMll0883 CMll0910 4/9/2010 City's Case Mana,gement Report
2130 Petra51631 Petra51969 Various Petra Daily Reports 2007
2131 Petra51970 Petra52282 Various Petra Daily Reports 2008
2132 CM016908 CM017084 Various Construction Management Plan
2133 CM100076 CM100252 Various MJ Backhoe-Pay Applications
2134 Petra93131 Petra93553 Various TimeCards
2135 CMll0881 CMll0882 Various Baird floor Plan with water leak notations
2136 Various Meetin,g Minutes (City copy)
2137 Petra94411 Petra94870 Various Meetin2 Minutes (Petra copy)
2138 various Various Document G702 (City Copies)
2139 various Various Document G702 (Petra Copies)
2140 CM072828 CM072919 Various TMC Pay applications
2141 Various City of Meridian canceled Checks
2142 Check Summary Reports
, "
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City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated
CV OC 2009-07257
Ex No. Beg Bates End Bates Date From To Description 1Subject Line Offered Admitted Stipulated
2143 CM092929 CM092936 HVAC-Heery Volume 1-4
2144 CM091483 CM091494 8/30/2007 BUSS Mechanical-AI01-CMa
2145 CM018486 CM018486 4/9/2007 Cost Estimate
2146 CM052142 CM052142 4/9/2007 Cost Estimate
2147 PetraS0085 PetraS0085 8/13/2007 Cost Estimate
2148 Petra50088 Petra50088 8/2012007 Cost Estimate
2149 CM084867 CM085299 MTI Testing Report
2150 Selected International Building Code 2003
2151 CM086051 2127/2007 Selected Sections from Volume 1 - Phase 11 Technical
2152 CM086455 CM086557 2/27/2007 Selected Sections from Volume 2 - Phase II Bidding 1GeneralConditions
2153 CM092006 5/2912007 Selected Sections from Volume 1 - Technical Specifications
2154 CM096775 7/27/2007 Selected Sections from Volume 1 - Technical Specifications
2155 PetraB05247 PetraB05322 10/3/2008 iOperation and Maintenance Manual- Test and Balance Report
2156 Petra94900 Petra94904 Non-Compliance Log and Non-Compliance Notices
2157 various Selected Gantt Schedules (Petra Copy)
2158 various Selected Gantt Schedules (City Copy)
2159 CM071277 CM071738 As-Built Drawings
2160 CM072161 CM072708 Selected Architect's Supplemental Information
2161 CM071739 CM072160 Selected Requests for Information
2162 CM114376 CM115370 Cities Damage Calculations
2163 CM118354 CM118390 Dave Azpirtarte Sound Report
2164 Lee Cotten Report 1
2165 Lee Cotten Report 2
2166 CM112444 CM112450 9/12/2010 Mike Simmonds Report
2167 CM115917 CM115933 9/2912010 Draft Forensic observation of Exterior Masonry
2168 CMI11870 CM111902 8/1312010 Neil O. Anderson & Associated Water Feature Review
2169 CM112408 CM112443 Tim Petsche First Rpt
2170 CM118260 CM118350 Tim Petsche Second Report
2171 CM112451 CM112521 9/14/2010 Ray Wetherholt Report
2172 CM118171 CM118229 11110/2010 Ray Wetherholt Report
2173 CM086039 CM086050 Roof-Addendum A
2174 Changes in the Work Flow Chart
2175 Petra69582 Petra69729 9/26/2008 Punchlist
2176 Petra73947 Petra73962 9/312008 Punchlist
2177 Petra74148 Petra74150 11117/2008 Punchlist
2178 Petra74280 Petra74284 11/17/2008 Punchlist
· ,
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City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated
CV OC 2009-07257
>-
· .
Ex No. Beg Bates End Bates Date From To Description 1Subject Line Offered Admitted Stipulated
2179 Petra80675 Petra80677 4/15/2009 Punchlist
2180 Petra80864 Petra80869 2/17/2009 Punchlist
2181 Petra93663 Petra93668 113012009 Punchlist
2182 CM096339 CM096345 10113/2008 Punchlist
2183 CM017076 CM017076 2/1212007 Cost Estimate
2184 Petra86363 Petra86363 7/12/2007 Cost Estimate
2185 Petra86364 Petra86365 7/26/2007 Cost Estimate
2186 Lemley Report
2187 CMI13806 CM113809 Change Order Summary Sheet
2188 Petra96938 Petra96955 Various Labor Ready Invoices
2189 various Basement Photos
2190 various HVACPhotos
2191 various HVAC Boiler Photos
2192 various HVAC Condensation Drain Photos
2193 various HVAC Glycol Photos
2194 various Masonry Photos
2195 various Mayor Reception Area Photos
2196 various Plaza Area Photos
2197 various Plubming Clean Out Photos
2198 various Roof Photos
2199 various Steel Photos
2200 various Southwest Drain Photos
2201 various Water Feature Photos
2202 STRATA Report
2203 STRATA Photos
2204 CM030569 CM030569 6/12/2006 Pat Kershisnik Ted Baird New City Hall Construction Agreement
2205 CM033706 CM033706 6/15/2006 Pat Kershisnik J.J. Knoll E & 0 Covera.ge
2206 CM033352 CM033353 6/16/2006 Pat Kershisnik Ted Baird RE: E & 0 Coverage
2207 CM033801 CM033801 6/22/2006 Pat Kershisnik Ted Baird City Hall Construction Manager Agreement
2208 CM025391 CM025392 6/2712006 Pat Kershisnik Ted Baird RE: City Hall Construction Manager Agreement
2209 CM025721 CM025721 6/2812006 Pat Kershisnik Ted Baird RE: Construction Management Agreement and Fee Proposal
2210 CM033855 CM033855 6/28/2006 Pat Kershisnik Ted Baird Construction Management Agreement and Fee Proposal
2211 CM051323 CM051324 7/112006 Gene Bennett Frank Lee
2212 CM004263 CM004267 7/6/2006 Steve Simmons Will Berg meridian minutes 1
2213 CM053847 CM053847 7/10/2006 Ted Baird Wes Bettis RE: Meridian Downtown Design Guidelines
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City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated
CV OC 2009-07257
•
. ,.
Ex No. Beg Bates End Bates Date From To Description / Subject Line Offered Admitted Stipulated
2214 CM033137 CM033137 7/19/2006 Wes Bettis Ted Baird RE: Creamery Warehouse Structural Review
2215 CM023819 CM023819 7/24/2006 Frank Lee Pat Kershisnik Revise Construction Management Agreement
2216 CM025289 CM025289 7/25/2006 Ted Baird Pat Kershisnik RE: Meridian City Hall Agreement
2217 CM033992 CM033992 7/25/2006 Pat Kershisnik Ted Baird Meridian City Hall Agreement
2218 CM035239 CM035240 7/25/2006 Pat Kershisnik Ted Baird RE: Meridian City Hall Agreement
2219 CM011545 CM011545 7/26/2006 Gene Bennett Will Berg RE: MM 02 071306
Frank Lee; Bill
2220 CM008942 CM008943 7/28/2006 Pat Kershisnik Nary; Ted Baird; FW: E & 0 Coverage
Will Benz
Frank Lee; Bill
2221 CM010297 CMOI0297 7/28/2006 Pat Kershisnik Nary; Ted Baird; FW: Construction Management Agreement and Fee Proposal
Will Berg
Frank Lee; Bill
2222 CMOI2711 CMOI2711 7/28/2006 Pat Kershisnik Nary; Ted Baird; FW: City Hall Construction Manager Agreement
Will Berg
2223 CM034059 CM034059 7/28/2006 Pat Kershisnik Frank Lee Course of Negotiations
2224 CM090894 CM090894 7/28/2006 Pat Kershisnik Frank Lee Course ofNegotiations
2225 CMOI0160 CMOI0160 7/31/2006 Pat Kershisnik Frank Lee Agreement Clarification
2226 CM011819 CM011819 7/31/2006 Pat Kershisnik Frank Lee Scenario One
2227 CM034084 CM034084 7/31/2006 Pat Kershisnik Frank Lee Agreement Clarification
2228 CM016045 CM016045 8/1/2006 Frank Lee Pat Kershisnik RE: Agreement Clarification
2229 CM052269 CM052269 8/7/2006 Wes Bettis Ted Baird RE: Construction fence / UPRR Lease
2230 CM035406 CM035406 8/8/2006 Sharon Smith Pat Kershisnik FW: Petra Contract for Construction Manager / New City HallProject
2231 CM035315 CM035316 10/11/2006 Pat Kershisnik Ted Baird RE: Modified AlA Agreement
2232 CM102830 CM102833 11/17/2006 Steve Christiansen Design Schedule
2233 CM102816 CM102817 1/9/2007 Jim Washburn Wes Bettis Meridian City Hall Project
2234 CM013731 CM013733 1/10/2007 Ted Baird Wes Bettis Preliminary Design Phase - Meridian City Hall
2235 CM023821 CM023823 1/10/2007 Wes Bettis Ted Baird RE: Preliminary DesiW) Phase - Meridian City Hall
2236 CMOO0792 CMOO0792 1/19/2007 Petra Transmittal No. 00012
2237 CMOO0791 CMOO0791 1/29/2007 Petra City of Meridian Petra Transmittal No. 00014
2238 CMOO0790 CMOO0790 2/6/2007 Petra City of Meridian Petra Transmittal No. 00034
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City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated
CV OC 2009-07257
..
Ex No. Beg Bates End Bates Date From To Description 1Subject Line Offered Admitted Stipulated
2239 CMOO0789 CMOO0789 2/12/2007 Petra City of Meridian Petra Transmittal No. 00035
Tammy de Weerd;
2240 CM020285 CM020287 2/28/2007 Keith Watts Keith Bird; Brad Petra's Access Floor RecommendationWatson; Ted
Baird; Will Berg
Ronald Bird;
Tammy de Weerd;
2241 CM038356 CM038357 3/112007 Keith Watts Keith Bird; Ted RE: Petra's Access Floor Recommendation
Baird; Will Berg;
Brad Watson
2242 CM026937 CM027061 3/6/2007 Ted Baird Gene Bennett FW: Revise A101CMa and A201CMa ...
2243 CM025696 CM025696 3/12/2007 Ted Baird Wes Bettis RE: Contract Liquidated Damages
2244 CM031801 CM031801 3/12/2007 Wes Bettis Steve Simmons Contract Liquidated Damages
2245 CM025462 CM025462 3/12/2007 Ted Baird Gene Bennett RE: Revise A101CMa and A201CMa ...
Wes Bettis; Steve
2246 CM029250 CM029251 3/1412007 Ted Baird Christiansen; Steve RE: Contract Liquidated Damages
Simmons
Tammy de Weerd;
Keith Bird; Charlie
2247 CM031910 CM031910 3/15/2007 Keith Watts Rountree; David City Hall UpdateZaremba; Joe
Borton; Ted Baird;
Bill Nary
2248 CM013376 CM013376 3/1612007 Ted Baird Wes Bettis Contract Administration re Professional Staff
2249 CM038808 CM038808 3/16/2007 Ted Baird Wes Bettis Contract Administration re Professional Staff
Ted Baird; Jerry
2250 CM045939 CM045939 3/16/2007 Wes Bettis Frank; Gene RE: Contract Administration re Professional Staff
Bennett
2251 CM033054 CM033054 3/26/2007 Ted Baird Gene Bennett; FW: Contract Administration re Professional StaffWes Bettis
2252 CM048218 CM048219 3/26/2007 Ted Baird Gene Bennett; RE: Contract Administration re Professional StaffWes Bettis
2253 CM031908 CM031909 3/27/2007 Ted Baird Michelle FW: Contract Administration re Professional Staff
2254 CMI02808 CMI02809 312712007 Steve Simmons Tammy de Weerd Meridian City Hall- Ground Water Issues
2255 CM102810 CM102815 3/2712007 Consultant Meeting Minutes
2256 CM030239 CM030241 3/28/2007 Michelle City Council Petra - Project Superintendent Letter
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City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated
CV OC 2009-07257
'"
•
Ex No. Beg Bates End Bates Date From To Description / Subject Line Offered Admitted Stipulated
2257 CM008998 CM008998 3/29/2007 Wes Bettis Ted Baird A Surprise in the excavation
2258 CMOl7115 CM017119 3/30/2007 Ted Baird Gene Bennett Performance Concersn New Ci Hall Pro'ect
2259
2260
2261 CMOl7107 CM017110 4/312007 Gene Bennett Ted Baird Re: Performance Concerns
2262 CM016224 CM016224 4/4/2007 Ted Baird Gene Bennett; Follow up from meeting with City CouncilWes Bettis
2263 CM027415 CM027415 4/11/2007 Keith Watts Bill Byerly City Conditional Notice of Award sent to Rule Steel
2264 CM102807 CM102807 4/12/2007 Steve Simmons Will Ber~ Meridian City Hall - Buildin~ Elevation
2265 Petra54325 Petra54325 4/16/2007 Keith Watts Tyler Crofts Conditional Notice of Award/Authorization to Proceed
2266 CM025686 CM025686 5/9/2007 Keith Watts Ted Baird Construction Mana~ement Plan
2267 Petra93105 Petra93128 5/9/2007 Petra City of Meridian Transmittal No. 00242
2268 CM102798 CM102805 5/3012007 Adam Johnson LCA RFI's for MCH
2269 CMOOO175 CMOOOl77 5/3112007 Ted Baird Keith Watts Subject: Letter to Wes re CMP
2270 Petra54053 Petra54053 4-Jun-07 Ron Allen Wes Bettis RE: Meridian City Hall
2271 Petra54043 Petra54044 15-Jun-07 James Wllch Steve Cristensen Meridian City Hall Deck Clarifications
2272 CM102777 CM102783 5-Jul-07 LCA Field Report
2273 CM102769 CM102769 6-Aug-07 LCA Field Report
2274 Petra88741 Petra88741 8/1512007 Wes Bettis Steve Norquist Meridian City Hall Steel Fabrication & Erection
2275 CM102767 CM102767 8/2012007 Brent Pitts Subject: Arriscraft Stone Mortar Submittal
2276 Petra54069 Petra54069 21-Aug-07 Jon Anderson Steve Norquist STEEL DELIVERY
2277 CM038683 CM038684 8/27/2007 Wes Bettis Steve Norquist Meridian City Hall Steel Fabrication & Erection
2278 CM047414 CM047414 8/29/2007 Wes Bettis Steve Norquist Meridian City Hall Steel Fabrication & Erection
2279 Petra88772 Petra88772 8/30/2007 Ron Allen Wes Bettis RE: Meridian City Hall Fabrication & Erection
2280 Petra88749 Petra88749 9/412007 Wes Bettis Steve Norquist Meridian City Hall Steel Fabrication & Erection
2281 CM002712 CM002722 9/14/2007 Wes Bettis City of Meridian Transmittal No. 00445
2282 Petra88752 Petra88753 26-Sep-07 Wes Bettis Steve Norquist Meridian City Hall Steel Fabrication & Erection
2283 Petra92427 Petra92428 10/1/2007 Wes Bettis Will Berg Construction Management Fee Chan~e Order Request No.2
2284 Petra88758 Petra88759 111112007 Wes Bettis Steve Norquist Meridian City Hall Steel Fabrication & Erection
2285 CM023859 CM023859 11/5/2007 Wes Bettis Keith Watts Notice ofIntent to Submit Formal Chan~e Order Request
2286 CM012599 CM012600 7-Nov-07 Wes Bettis Steve Norquist Meridian City Hall Steel Fabrication & Erection
2287 Petra77694 Petra77694 8-Nov-07 Ron Allen Wes Bettis Meridian City Hall Steel Fabrication & Erection
2288 Petra77695 Petra77695 8-Nov-07 Wes Bettis Steve Norquist Meridian City Hall Steel Fabrication & Erection
2289 CM023860 CM023862 1113012007 Barbara Crawford City Council Notice of Departure
2290 Petra80949 Petra80949 3-Dec-07 Jon Anderson Ron Allen Entry Canopy
2291 Petra77647 Petra77647 10-Dec-07 Jon Anderson Ron Allen Entry Canopy
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City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated
CV DC 2009-07257
"
'.
Ex No. Beg Bates End Bates Date From To Description 1Subject Line Offered Admitted Stipulated
2292 Petra77673 Petra77673 12/1312007 Jon Anderson Steve Norquist Missing TS at Entry & Rear Canopy
2293 Petra77842 Petra77842 12/13/2007 Jon Anderson Steve Norquist MCH items
2294 Petra74631 Petra74632 12/18/2007 Jon Anderson Barbara Crawford FW: Meridian City Hall RFI 72
2295 Petra77790 Petra77792 12/18/2007 Steve Norquist Adam Johnson MCH - Outstanding change orders
2296 Petra77811 Petra77813 12/1812007 Steve Norquist Tom Cou,mlin MCH - Rule Steel C.O. requests #7 and 8
2297 CM096393 CM096424 121712007 Brent Pitts Adam Johnson Transmittal
2298 Petra74673 Petra74675 114/2008 Jon Anderson Barbara Crawford FW: MCH RFI 73 and 74
2299 Petra77734 Petra77735 1117/2008 Steve Norquist Tom COUll hlin Fw: Time Extensions for Changes
2300 Petra77696 Petar77697 1117/2008 Steve Norquist Tom COUll I1lin Meridian City Hall- C.O. request #9- ASI #13.xls
2301 Petra75347 Petra75352 1117/2008 Steve Norquist Tom COUll I1lin MCH - Chanl/;e order requests
2302 Petra77769 Petra77772 1124/2008 Steve Norquist Tom COUll I1lin MCH - Change order requests
2303 Petra77648 Petra77652 2/2612008 Steve Norquist Tom COUll I1lin Meridian City Hall - Rule Steel Change Order ReQuests
2304 Petra75353 Petra75355 2/26/2008 Steve NorQuist Tom COUll I1lin Meridian City Hall - Rule Steel Change Order ReQuests
2305 CMOI0162 CMOI0163 3/12/2008 Tom Cou,mlin Keith Watts Rule Steel - Time Extension & LiQuidated Damages
2306 Petra77844 Petra77845 3/25/2008 Steve Norquist Tom Coughlin; Re: Time Extension & Liquidated DamagesRon Allen
2307 Petra88566 Petra88575 3/25/2008 TMC, Inc. Cold Weather Change Order
2308 Petra80358 Petra80359 312812008 Tom Cou,mlin Gene Bennett FW: Rule Steel
2309 CM002808 CM002812 4/4/2008 Tom Cou,mlin Keith Watts Change Order Request - Construction Management Fee Increase
2310 Petra77794 Petra77795 4/8/2008 Steve Norquist Tom Coughlin MCH - BSE extra work authorization
2311 Petra81468 Petra81468 4/1212008 Tom Coughlin Jon Anderson Contractor Extras
2312 CM012385 CM012386 4/18/2008 Gene Bennett Keith Watts Revised Proiect SW1U1UU
2313 CM023873 CM023875 4/23/2008 Barbara Crawford City Council Notice of Departure
2314 CM010877 CM010878 4123/2008 Gene Bennett City Council
2315 Petra88691 Petra88692 4123/2008 Gene Bennett City Council Notice of Change of Emplovment
2316 CM009257 CM009258 4/2412008 Tom Cou,mlin Keith Watts Rule Steel Schedule Issues
2317 Petra75849 Petra75849 4126/2008 Tom Cou,mlin Steve Christiansen Parking, TVSS & Rule Steel
2318 Petra75192 Petra75193 4/2812008 Steve Christiansen Tom COUllhlin RE: Parking, TVSS & Rule Steel
2319 Petra76019 Petra76019 4/29/2008 Steve Christiansen TomCoughlin Rule Steel Change Order
2320 Petra75345 Petra75346 5/2/2008 Steve Christiansen TomCoughlin Stapley Change Order Comments
2321 Petra76115 Petra76116 5/2/2008 Tom COUllhlin Gene Bennett FW: Meridian City Hall
2322 Petra77224 Petra77225 5/2/2008 Tom COUllhlin Ted Frisbee RE: Meridian City Hall
2323 Petra81136 Petra81136 5/14/2008 Jack Vaugl1an Mike Wisdom Under Floor Air Loss
2324 Petra77816 Petra77817 5/20/2008 Steve NorQuist Tom Cou,mlin MCH - Rule Steel C.O. Request #15
2325 CM096739 CM096768 5/23/2008 Brent Pitts Adam Johnson Transmittal
2326 Petra63060 Petra63061 5/29/2008 Ted Baird Tom Coughlin Rejection of Change Order #2
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City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated
CV OC 2009-07257
Ex No. Beg Bates End Bates Date From To Description / Subject Line Offered Admitted StipUlated
2327 Petra88823 Petra88823 5/31/2008 Tom Coughlin Steve Norquist; Time Extension
Ron Allen
2328 CM096695 CM096695 6/2/2008 Aspen Landscape Brent Pitts Water Feature PumpsArchitecture
2329 Petra77653 Petra77653 6/5/2008 Steve Norquist Tom CouWtlin Re: Rule Steel Change Order Items
2330 Petra88768 Petra88770 6/9/2008 Tom Coughlin Steve Norquist; Time Extension Request & Liquidated DamagesRon Allen
2331 CM096694 CM096733 6/912008 Brent Pitts Adam Johnson Transmittal
2332 CM096734 CM096738 6118/2008 Brent Pitts Nick Ploetz Transmittal
2333 Petra74239 Petra74240 6/24/2008 HEERY hstacy Construction Progress Visit (HEERY)
Steve Christiansen;
Brent Pitts; Tom
2334 Petra73824 Petra73824 8/1212008 HEERY Coughlin; Jack Commissioning Site VisitVaughan; Nick
Ploetz; Mike
Wisdom
2335 Petra73820 Petra73824 8/18/2008 Heidi M. Stacy Brent Pitts; Jack FW: Meridian City Hall Cx Site Visits (7/28-7/29 & 8/12/08) andVaughan; Current Issues Log (08/12/08)
2336 Petra77738 Petra77739 8/2112008 Steve Norquist Tom Coughlin RE: Meridian City Hall
Steve Christiansen;
Brent Pitts; Tom
2337 Petra75564 Petra75565 9/1512008 HEERY Coughlin; Jack Commissioning Site VisitVaughan; Nick
Ploetz; Mike
Wisdom
2338 Petra82359 Petra82360 9/18/2008 Nick Ploetz All Trades Commissioning Requirements
2339 Petra66163 Petra66163 9/3012008 Lenny Buss Gene Bennett FW: Meridian City Hall VFD freq pump noise
2340 CMOl1617 CMOl1618 10/2/2008 Nick Ploetz Brent Biornson RE: City Hall Traininll:
2341 Petra66468 Petra66468 10/212008 Nick Ploetz Bbettencourt@sim MCH - HEERY Functional Performance Testplexgrinnell.com'
2342 Petra67648 Petra67648 1012/2008 Nick Ploetz Brent Bjornson RE: City Hall Training
2343 CM023877 CM023902 10/3/2008 Petra Petra 10/3/2008 letter with additional information and back-up toPetra CO #2 information
2344 CM110913 CM110913 10/6/2008 Gene Bennett Keith Watts Bennett letter to Watts re: East Parking Lot
2345 Petra71776 Petra71776 10/6/2008 Gene Bennett Lenny Buss Transmittal No. 00862 Chiller Verification
2346 Petra71777 Petra71778 1012/2008 Jim Edison Gene Bennett Meridian City Hall Chiller Sound - Ireduction Package
2347 Petra73853 Petra73926 101712008 Teresa Hodson Jack Vaucltan FW: Meridian City Hall
· ..
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City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated
CV OC 2009-07257
Ex No. Beg Bates End Bates Date From To Description / Subject Line Offered Admitted Stipulated
2348 Petra68680 Petra68680 10/1112008 Tom Coulrl11in Gene Bennett Chiller - MCH
2349 Petra81095 Petra81 096 10/11/2008 Tom Coughlin Scott Treoagnier FW: Freeze Protection - Outside RTU's
2350 Petra6823I Petra68231 10/15/2008 Mike Wisdom Steve Christiansen Meridian City Hall
2351 Petra69032 Petra69033 1011612008 Nick Ploetz Bbettencourt@sim FW: Fan test reports for Meridian City Hall clean agent roomslolexlrrinnell.com'
2352 Petra73495 Petra73495 10116/2008 Charles D. Hum smaneck@meridia MCH - Emissions Data on the Generator
ncity.org
2353 CM011165 CMOI1165 10120/2008 Jack Vaughan Scott Trepagnier Historical Society Room Temp.
2354 CMOlO873 CMOlO873 10/27/2008 Scott Trepagnier Keith Watts RE: Water running sound is back! It's reallv loud!
2355 Petra67667 Petra67667 11/3/2008 Ted Frisbee Jr. Gene Bennett MCH Boiler Flue
2356 Petra77167 Petra77167 11/3/2008 Gene Bennett Ted Frisbee RE: MCH Boiler Flue
2357 Petra66561 Petra66561 11/4/2008 Ted Frisbee Jr. Gene Bennett RE: MCH Boiler Flue
2358 Petra85516 Petra85516 11/10/2008 Nick Ploetz Meeting with HEERY
2359 Petra73487 Petra73487 11/12/2008 Brent Pitts Tom Coughlin Single Ply Roofmg Warranty
2360 Petra88304 Petra88304 11/18/2008 Petra LEED Update
2361 Petra77186 Petra77 I88 11/19/2008 Tom Coughlin Ted Frisbee Change Orders - MCH
2362 CM009185 CM009187 11/2012008 Tom Coughlin Keith Watts Rule Steel CO - MCH
2363 CM069201 CM069202 11/20/2008 Keith Watts Brent Bjornson Re: Here is the latest list
2364 CM006186 CM006186 11/2412008 Charles D. Hum Nick Ploetz Meridian City Hall - Chiller Traininl!
2365 CM007793 CMOO7793 11/24/2008 Charles D. Hum Nick Ploetz Meridian City Hall - Chiller Issues
2366 Petra65881 Petra65881 11/2512008 Nick Ploetz Gene Bennett FW: Meridian City Hall- Chiller Traininl!
2367 Petra69027 Petra69027 11/25/2008 Nick Ploetz Gene Bennett FW: Meridian City Hall- Chiller Issues
2368 Petra68468 Petra68468 11/25/2008 Nick Ploetz Gene Bennett FW: Meridian City Hall - Mayor's Suite Noise
2369 Petra74196 Petra74198 11/25/2008 John Buss Nick Ploetz FW: Meridian City Hall Qualifications
Brent Bjornson;
2370 CM057567 CM057567 1112612008 Eric Jensen Keith Watts; Karie Air handler linkage
Glenn
2371 Petra66463 Petra66463 12/1/2008 Nick Ploetz John Buss; Kurt MCH - Vibration NoiseWynn
2372 Petra69245 Petra69246 121212008 Kurt Wynn Nick Ploetz; John RE: MCH - Vibration NoiseBuss
2373 Petra74560 Petra74561 12/3/2008 Charles D. Hum Nick Ploetz RE: MCH - Vibration Noise
2374 Petra74437 Petra74438 12/412008 Charles D. Hum Nick Ploetz RE: MCH - Vibration Noise
2375 Petra73510 Petra73516 12/8/2008 Charles D. Hum Gene Bennett; RE: MCH Training OutlineNick Ploetz
2376 CM011515 CM011515 12/9/2008 Jack Vaughan Keith Watts Tuming off water features
2377 CM015758 CM015758 1/5/2009 Keith Watts Jack Vaughan Warranty List
· "
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City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated
CV OC 2009-07257
Ex No. Beg Bates End Bates Date From To Description 1Subject Line Offered Admitted Stipulated
2378 Petra74445 Petra74450 117/2009 Petra kedwards Construction Indoor Air Quality Plan
2379 CMOO0528 CMOO0529 111212009 Gene Bennett Keith Watts Contractor Retention Release No. 1 - Meridian City Hall
2380 CM091377 CM091378 1112/2009 TomCou~ hlin Keith Watts Retention Release
2381 Petra76680 Petra76680 1114/2009 Jack Vaul! l1an Stewart Jensen RE: Punch list Extras
2382 CM011913 CM011914 1119/2009 Jack Vaug l1an Eric Jensen RE: HVAC 'Whine'
2383 CMOO0557 CMOO0557 2/19/2009 Petra City of Meridian Petra Transmittal NO. 000946
2384 CMOO0558 CMOO0564 2/1912009 Transmittal No. 00945
2385 Petra68947 Petra68955 2/23/2009 Eric Jensen Gene Bennett FW: Heery Issues LOj!;
2386 CM023865 CM023867 212412009 City of Meridian Jerry Frank; Gene City Letter re: Change Order #2Bennett
2387 CM057390 CM057390 2/24/2009 City of Meridian Tony Hill Request for Warranty Work
2388 CM057391 CM057391 212512009 City of Meridian karie g Request for Warranty Work
2389 Petra93627 Petra93630 2/25/2009 Petra City of Meridian Transmittal No. 00948
2390 CM013722 CM013722 2/27/2009 Keith Watts Tom Coughlin Retention Release with Check Numbers 2-26-09
2391 Petra96255 Petra96257 2/2712009 Debbi Gorski Retention Request
2392 Petra66548 Petra66556 3/412009 Ted Frisbee Jr. Gene Bennett RE: Heery Issues Log
2393 Petra77119 Petra77120 3/12/2009 RaChelle Meister Tom Coughlin FW: FLOOR COVER INVOICE
2394 Petra69169 Petra69169 3/1312009 Tom Coughlin EdAnkenman Exterior Punchlist - Items
2395 Petra63724 Petra63724 311612009 Walker ltr 3/1612009
2396 CM011667 CM011667 3/1812009 Gene Bennett Keith Watts Image Attachment
2397 CM068975 CM068975 3/18/2009 Kathy Wanner Keith Watts Designer Floors - Retention Check
2398 Petra67736 Petra67736 3/19/2009 Tom Coughlin Cathy Hall RE: Meridian City Hall
2399 Petra81500 Petra81500 3119/2009 Tom Coughlin Debbie Gorski FW: Meridian City Hall
2400 CM040698 CM040701 3/20/2009 Keith Watts Retention Variance
2401 CM006113 CM006113 312212009 Charles D. Hum Eric Jensen RE: EF2
2402 Petra80870 Petra80871 3/24/2009 Keith Watts Retention Check Report
2403 Petra95975 Petra95976 3/24/2009 Keith Watts Retention Check Report
2404 Petra81023 Petra81024 3/25/2009 Debbie Gorski Tom Coughlin FW: Retention Checks for Release
2405 Petra78795 Petra78797 3125/2009 Tom Coughlin Keith Watts RE: Lien Waivers
2406 Petra96031 Petra96032 3/25/2009 Debbie Gorski Kathy Wanner; RE: Lien WaiversKeith Watts
2407 CM046055 CM046057 312512009 Tom Coughlin Keith Watts Terra-West
2408 Petra96033 Petra96035 3/25/2009 Keith Watts Kathy Wanner; ; RE: Lien WaiversDebbie Gorski
2409 Petra96039 Petra96041 3/25/2009 Keith Watts Kathy Wanner; ; RE: Lien WaiversDebbie Gorski
, ..
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City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated
CV OC 2009-07257
Ex No. Beg Bates End Bates Date From To Description 1Subject Line Offered Admitted Stipulated
2410 CM070735 CM070735 4/112009 Tom Johnson Keith Watts FW: Water Feature Core Report
2411 CM070367 CM070368 4/112009 Keith Watts Steve Christiansen FW:Wm~F~tureCmeR~ort
2412 CM066917 CM066917 4/2/2009 Cathy Hall Keith Watts RE: Outstanidng Balance for Meridian City Hall
2413 Petra79375 Petra79375 412/2009 Keith Watts Tom Coughlin FW: Outstanding Balance for Meridian City Hall
2414 Petra77832 Petra77834 4/3/2009 Tom Coughlin Steve Norquist Sunshade Suspender Rod NCH
2415 CM066913 CM066914 4/3/2009 Tom Coughlin Keith Watts RE: Outstanding Balance for Meridian City Hall
2416 CM068935 CM068937 4/3/2009 Keith Watts Debbie Gorski FW: City Hall Retention Status
2417 CM104651 CM104653 4/3/2009 Keith Watts Tom Coughlin; Water Feature Core ReportGene Bennett
2418 Petra96104 Petra96104 4/4/2009 Keith Watts Debbie Gorski FW: City Hall Retention Status
2419 Petra67722 Petra67722 4/6/2009 Tom Coughlin John Buss Chiller Status
2420 CM104649 CMI04650 4/612009 Keith Watts Tom Coull I1lin Anvil Fence
2421 CM104648 CM104648 4/6/2009 Keith Watts Tom Coull I1lin RE: Water Feature Cast Stone - MCH
2422 Petra76985 Petra76986 4/6/2009 John Buss Tom Coull I1lin FW: Chiller Status
2423 Petra69123 Petra69124 4/612009 TomCoug I1lin John Buss RE: Chiller Status
2424 Petra68556 Petra68556 4/6/2009 TomCoug I1lin Steve Norquist Penthouse Steel Tube Steel Fascia - MCH
2425 Petra68038 Petra68039 4/6/2009 TomCoug I1lin Steve Norquist RE: Penthouse Steel Tube Steel Fascia - MCH
2426 Petra67718 Petra67720 4/612009 TomCoughlin Steve Nor uist RE: Penthouse Steel Tube Steel Fascia - MCH
2427 Petra77745 Petra77748 4/6/2009 Steve Norquist TomCoug I1lin Re: Penthouse Steel Tube Steel Fascia - MCH
2428 CM104647 CM104647 4/612009 Keith Watts TomCoug I1lin Water Feature Cast Stone-MCH
2429 CM065361 CM065367 417/2009 Tom Johnson Steve Norquist Rule Steel
2430 CM104643 CM104646 4/8/2009 Keith Watts Tom Coughlin Water Feature Cast Stone-MCH
2431 Petra77713 Petra77716 4/8/2009 Tom Coughlin Steve Norquist RE: Penthouse Steel Tube Steel Fascia - MCH
2432 Petra68315 Petra68315 4/9/2009 Tom Coughlin Mike Wisdom; Chill~- MCHSteve Christiansen
2433 CM104639 CM104642 4/9/2009 Keith Watts Tom Coughlin Water Feature Cast Stone-MCH
2434 Petra96291 Petra96292 4/9/2009 Tim Wilder Debbie Gorski RE: Final Billing for M~idian City Hall
2435 CM068243 CM068243 4/1012009 Tom Coughlin Tom Johnson Steel Plate Fascia @ Penthouse - MCH
2436 CMI04637 CMI04653 4/10/2009 Keith Watts Tom Coughlin; RE: Steel Plate Fascia @ Penthouse - MCHTom Johnson
2437 CM069689 CM069690 4/10/2009 Tom Coughlin Keith Watts RE: Steel Plate Fascia @ Penthouse - MCH
2438 Petra68034 Petra68034 4/14/2009 Tom Coughlin Steve Norquist Penthouse Fascia Plates - MCH
2439 CM030578 CM030578 4/1512009 Keith Watts Tom Coughlin Punch List 1Warranty Letter
2440 CM040384 CM040384 4/16/2009 Keith Watts Tom Johnson; RE: Penthouse Fascia Plates - MCHTom Coughlin
2441 CM042426 CM042427 4/16/2009 Steve Christiansen Keith Watts Meridian City Hall- Waterfeature
2442 Petra66277 Petra66277 4/16/2009 Tom Coughlin Steve Norquist FW: Penthouse Fascia Plates - MCH
, ".
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City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated
CV OC 2009-07257
?
· ..
..
Ex No. Beg Bates End Bates Date From To Description / Subject Line Offered Admitted Stipulated
2443 Petra77802 Petra77803 4/1612009 Steve Norquist Tom Coulililin Re: Penthouse Fascia Plates - MCH
2444 CM070311 CM070311 4/16/2009 Tom Coughlin Tom Johnson; Penthouse Fascia Plates - MCHKeith Watts
2445 CM042424 CM042424 4/17/2009 Tom Coughlin Tom Johnson; Water Feature Repair & Steel FasciaKeith Watts
Tom Johnson; Ted
2446 Petra66104 Petra66105 4/17/2009 Keith Watts Baird; Tom Re: Water Feature Repair & Steel Fascia
Coughlin
2447 Petra74311 Petra74311 4/20/2009 Phillip House Nick Ploetz RE: MCH - Underfloor Plenum Test
2448 Petra96183 Petra96183 412012009 Debbie Gorski Kathy Wanner'; Architectural Building SystemsKeith Watts
Tom Johnson; Ted
2449 CM039698 CM039699 4/20/2009 Tom Coughlin Baird; Tom RE: Water Feature Repair & Steel Fascia
Coulililin
2450 Petra74172 Petra74173 4/20/2009 Charles D. Hum Nick Ploetz RE: MCH - Underfloor Plenum Test
2451 Petra74000 Petra74001 4/2012009 Phillip House Nick Ploetz; RE: MCH - Underfloor Plenum TestCharles D. Hum
2452 Petra73759 Petra73760 4120/2009 Charles D. Hum Phillip House; RE: MCH - Underfloor Plenum TestNick Ploetz
2453 Petra79157 Petra79157 4/20/2009 Tom Johnson Tom Coughlin RE: Penthouse Fascia Plates - MCH
2454 CM048974 CM048975 4/2012009 Steve Norquist Tom Coughlin; Re: Penthouse Fascia Plates - MCHTom Johnson
2455 CM035296 CM035297 4/21/2009 Tom Johnson snorquist@q.com RE: Penthouse Fascia Plates - MCH
2456 Petra96185 Petra96185 4/21/2009 Keith Watts Kathy Wanner; RE: Architectural Building SystemsDebbie Gorski
2457 Petra67709 Petra67710 4/21/2009 Tom Coughlin Gene Bennett FW: Penthouse Fascia Plates - MCH
2458 Petra80900 Petra80900 4/2712009 Keith Watts Tom Coughlin Water Feature Warranty
2459 Petra68533 Petra68533 4/27/2009 Tom Coughlin Gene Bennett FW: Water Feature Warranty
2460 CM046351 CM046352 4/28/2009 Tom Coughlin darrell coleman Water Feature Warranty Repairs - MCH
2461 CM066847 CM066847 4/28/2009 Cathy Hall Keith Watts FW: RE: Outstanding Balance for Meridian City Hall
2462 Petra76824 Petra76824 412812009 Darrell Coleman Tom Coulililin Re: Water Feature Warranty Repairs - MCH
2463 Petra77861 Petra77861 4/29/2009 Tom Coughlin Steve Norquist Punchlist - MCH
2464 Petra77032 Petra77032 4/29/2009 Tom Coughlin Keith Martin Punchlist - MCH
2465 Petra68527 Petra68527 4/29/2009 Tom Coughlin Tim Mcgourty; Punchlist - MCHMichelle Waltz
2466 Petra77788 Petra77789 4/3012009 Ron Allen Tom Coughlin Meridian City Hall Punch List Letter
2467 CM053518 CM053519 4/3012009 Tom Coughlin Cathy Hall RE: RE: Outstanding Balance for Meridian City Hall
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City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated
CV OC 2009-07257
.."
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Ex No. Beg Bates End Bates Date From To Description / Subject Line Offered Admitted Stipulated
2468 Petra65981 Petra65986 4/7/2009 Tom Coughlin Ted Frisbee Rev CO#4 - MCH
246.
2470
2471 Petra77122 Petra77127 4/7/2009 Tom Cou lin Ted Frisbee Rev C0#4 - MCH
2472 Petra66385 Petra66389 4/2/2009 Keith Watts Jaycee Holman April 7 City Council Meeting Agenda Item - Hobson ChangeOrder No. 4
2473 Petra61641 Petra61641 5/1/2009 Gene Bennett Tom Coughlin FW: Quote
2474 Petra67701 Petra67702 5/1/2009 Tom Coughlin Jeff Brewer RE: Exterior Punchlist - MCH
2475 CM045558 CM045560 5/1/2009 Tom Coughlin Cathy Hall; Keith RE: RE: Outstanding Balance for Meridian City HallWatts
2476 CM050329 CM050331 5/1/2009 Keith Watts Cathy Hall; Tom RE: RE: Outstanding Balance for Meridian City HallCoughlin
Jack Vaughn; John
2477 Petra76115 Petra76116 5/2/2009 Tom Coughlin Anderson; Gene FW: Meridian City Hall
Bennett
2478 Petra77224 Petra77225 5/2/2009 Tom Coughlin Ted Frisbee Re: Meridian City Hall
2479 CM042616 CM042616 5/4/2009 Tom Coughlin Tom Johnson; Exterior Punchlist - MCHKeith Watts
2480 Petra93761 Petra93764 5/4/2009 Tom Coughlin Keith Watts; Tom Exterior Punchlist - MCHJohnson
2481 CM048949 CM048949 5/4/2009 Levi Duckett Keith Watts Meridian City Retention
2482 Petra96191 Petra96191 5/5/2009 Keith Watts Debbie Gorski; RetentionTom Coughlin
2483 CM064642 CM064645 5/6/2009 Debbie Gorski Tom Coughlin; RE: Retention
Keith Watts
2484 Petra95663 Petra95664 5/6/2009 Kristin Perry Debbie Gorski RE: Meridian City Hall
2485 CM046300 CM046301 5/6/2009 TomCoughlin Tom Johnson RE: Exterior Punchlist - MCH
2486 Petra78604 Petra78606 5/7/2009 TomCoughlin Jeff Brewer RE: Exterior Punchlist - MCH
2487 CM042696 CM042696 5/7/2009 Keith Watts Tom Coughlin RE: Payments - MCH
2488 Petra96200 Petra96200 5/7/2009 Keith Watts Tom Coughlin RE: Payments - MCH
2489 Petra66582 Petra66582 5/12/2009 Tom Coughlin Cody Echevarria; Punchlist - MCHDrew Blessinger
2490 CM037283 CM037284 5/14/2009 Tom Coughlin Tony Hill Amphitheater Slabs - MCH
2491 Petra77692 Petra77692 5/14/2009 Steve Non uist Tom Coughlin MCH Retention payment
2492 Petra77671 Petra77671 5/15/2009 TomCou~ lin Steve NorQuist RE: MCH Retention payment
2493 CM054002 CM054003 5/15/2009 TomCou~ lin Keith Watts RE: Amphitheater Slabs - MCH
2494 Petra77912 Petra77912 5/20/2009 Levi Duckett Tom Coughlin Meridian City-Warranty
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City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated
CV OC 2009-07257
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Ex No. Beg Bates End Bates Date From To Description / Subject Line Offered Admitted Stipulated
2495 CM067446 CM067447 5/20/2009 Gene Bennett Keith Watts FW: Service calls on Meridian City Hall
2496 Petra78048 Petra78048 5/22/2009 Cody Echevarria Tom Coughlin RE: Punchlist & Warranty - MCH
2497 Petra61684 Petra61686 5/22/2009 Tom Johnson Tom Coughlin East Parking Lot & South Waterfall Area Punch List or WarrantyItems
2498 Petra61683 Petra61683 5/27/2009 Tom Coughlin Tom Johnson RE: East Parking Lot & South Waterfall Area Punch List orWarranty Items
2499 Petra69069 Petra69070 5/27/2009 Tom CoulZhlin John Buss FW: Meridian City Hall - Startup
2500 Petra61677 Petra61677 5/28/2009 Keith Watts Tom Coughlin Window Cleaning - MCH
2501 Petra61679 Petra61681 5/28/2009 Tom Coughlin Keith Watts Punch List Items-MCH
2502 Petra61678 Petra61678 5/28/2009 Keith Watts Tom Coughlin RE: Council Chamber Doors - MCH
2503 Petra69065 Petra69067 5/28/2009 Tom CoulZhlin Nick Ploetz FW: Meridian City Hall - Startup
2504 Petra61682 Petra61682 5/28/2009 Tom CoulZhlin Keith Watts Pavments-MCH and East Parking Lot
2505 CM039931 CM039931 5/29/2009 Steve Christiansen Ted Baird RE:LEED
2506 Petra65927 Petra65929 6/3/2009 Tom CoulZhlin Jeff Brewer RE: Exterior Punch list - MCH
2507 CM068736 CM068736 6/17/2009 Cathy Hall Keith Watts RE: Meridian City Hall
2508 CM035478 CM035479 6/23/2009 Tom CoulZhlin Tom Johnson Warranty & Punchlist
2509 CM048284 CM048284 6/24/2009 Tom CoulZhlin Keith Watts LEED Information - MCH
2510 CM067494 CM067494 7/6/2009 Eric Jensen Steve Christensen Chiller noise/ vibration
2511 CM066021 CM066021 7/9/2009 Gene Bennett JC Murray RE: Chiller noise/ vibration
2512 CM031615 CM031616 7/16/2009 Charles D. Hum Steve Cristensen RE: MCH - Balance Report
2513 CM035273 CM035275 7/27/2009 Charles D. Hum Nick Ploetz RE: Meridian City HALL
2514 CM068168 CM068168 7/30/2009 Steve Christiansen Charles D. Hum City Hall VFDs
2515 CM069619 CM069619 7/30/2009 Steve Christiansen Hum RE: City Hall VFDs
2516 CM068174 CM068174 8/3/2009 Eric Jensen John Buss Chiller vibration
2517 CM068852 CM068852 8/3/2009 Keith Watts Steve Christiansen RE: Chiller vibration
2518 CM068176 CM068177 8/3/2009 Eric Jensen Bruce Freckleton; Re: Chiller vibrationKeith Watts
John Buss; Eric
2519 CM068855 CM068855 8/3/2009 Mike Wisdom Jensen; Steve RE: Chiller vibration
Christiansen
2520 CM065308 CM065308 8/3/2009 Keith Watts Eric Jensen RE: Chiller vibration
2521 CM066832 CM066833 8/3/2009 Bruce Freckleton Eric Jensen; Keith Re: Chiller vibrationWatts
2522 CM070281 CM070281 8/3/2009 Bruce Freckleton Eric Jensen Re: Chiller vibration
2523 Petra93631 Petra93638 8/4/2009 Petra City of Meridian; Transmittal No. 01004Tom Johnson
2524 Petra88356 Petra88359 8/20/2009 Gene Bennett Keith Watts Letter in response to July 28 letter
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City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated
CV OC 2009-07257
Ex No. Beg Bates End Bates Date From To Description 1Subject Line Offered Admitted Stipulated
2525 9/14/2009 Thomas G. Walker KimJ. Trout General Conditions
2526 912412009 Thomas G. Walker KimJ. Trout Warranty
2527 1017/2009 Thomas G. Walker KimJ. Trout Warranty
2528 5/3/2010 Petra Revised Additional Information and back-up to Petra
Chanl:te Order #2
2529 Discovery response for Petra Exoerts
2530 Bennett 9/20/2010 Affidavit
2531 Bauer Transcriot Extract pages 95-96
2532 Bauer Transcript Extract pages 114-116
2533 Bauer Transcript Extract pages 142-143
2534 Bauer Transcript Extract pages 175-176
2535 Bennett Deposition Extract pages 316
2536 Bennett Deposition Extract pal!es 586
2537 Bennett Deposition Extract pal!es 607-608
2538 Bennett Deposition Extract pal!es 622-623
2539 Bennett Deposition Extract pal!es 639-640
2540 Bennett Deposition Extract pal!es 647-650
2541 Petra's Response to Interrol:tatorv No. 26
2542 Petra's Response to Interrol:tatorv No. 33
2543 Bennett 30(b)1 6) Deposition Extract oal!e 21
2544 Bennett 30(b) 6) Deposition Extract oal!e 26
2545 Bennett 30(b)1 6) Deposition Extract oal!e 30
2546 Lemley Deposition Extract pal:tes 146-147
2547 CM024618 CM024675 Petra CMP - Earliest Version Maintained bv City of Meridian
2548 Discovery response for Petra's Dailv Reoorts
2549 CM083925 CM083937 212412009 City of Meridian - City Council Meetinl! Minutes
2550 Discovery Response -- Job Cost Rot
2551 CMll0798 CMll0798 Water feature As-built
2552 CMll0852 CMll0862 Annotated Drawings
2553 Petra's Response to Request for Production No.2 & InterrogatoryNo.5
2554 Supplemental Response to Requests for Production of DocumentsNos. 1 through 36
2555 various Selected Photos & Documents
2556 Petra93024 Petra9363 Demolition Document 1
2557 Petra93064 Petra93093 Demolition Document 2
2558 CMll0803 CMI10851 Cleanout Photos
i.
l'
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City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated
CV OC 2009-07257
Ex No. Beg Bates End Bates Date From To Description 1Subject Line Offered Admitted Stipulated
2559 Petra 86004 Petra 86004 Water Feature-Aspen Landscape Field Report
2560 Petra60531 Petra60587 Monthly Report December, 2007 (Petra's Copy)
2561 Bauer Aff9/23/10
2562 CMl10799 CMl10800 Tamoseal Product Sheet
2563 CMll0801 CMll0801 Installation Instructions-Underwater Fixture
2564 Petra60050 Petra60071 Change Order Log
2565 CM005731 CM005804 Change Order Log Version 2
2566 Petra95356 Petra95356 Transmittal
2567 Jason NeidiJ;lh Photo
2568 Jason NeidiJ;lh Video
2569 Jason Neidigh Letter
2570 Dave Powell AFF
2571 Petra93644 Petra93647 0/0/0000 Petra Warranty List
2572 CM074412 CM074513 Monthly Report September 2008 (City Copy)
2573 CM073631 CM073736 Monthly Report October 2008 (City Copy)
2574 CM074514 CM074543 Monthly Report November 2008 (City Copy)
2575 Yamas Controls Screencast Air Handler Unit 2 - North
2576 Yamas Controls Screencast Storage 335
2577 Yamas Controls Screencast Storage 335
2578 Yamas Controls Screencast Open Office 348
2579 Yamas Controls Screencast Unassigned 314
2580 Yamas Controls Screencast Air Handler Unit 1 - South
2581 Yamas Controls Screencast Floorplan Level 3 South
2582 Yamas Controls Screencast Floorplan Level 3 South
2583 Yamas Controls Screencast
2584 Yamas Controls Screencast
2585 Yamas Controls Screencast
2586 Yamas Controls Screencast
2587 Yamas Controls Screencast
·"
""!'
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KIM J. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB#5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.o. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
NOV 2 9 2010
J. 8AV\O NAVAAfilO, CIaIk
ByKAlHVBI....
nPt1J'V
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
v. PLAINTIFF'S WITNESS LIST
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
The Plaintiff/Counter-defendant, The City of Meridian, (the "City"), by and through its
attorneys of record, Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A., provides notice of witnesses that
the City may call at the time of trial in this matter, except impeachment witnesses:
1. Dave Aizpitarte
2. Steve Amenta
3. Neil Anderson
4. Ted Baird
5. Lee Cotten
6. Leo Geis
7. Alvin Hill
PLAINTIFF'S WITNESS LIST
Paget
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8. Eric Jensen
9. Laura Knothe
10. Frank Lee
11. John McCormick
12. Steve Packard
13. Tim Petsche
14. Charles Rountree
15. Mike Simmonds
16. Keith Watts
17. Todd Weltner
18. Ray Wetherholt
19. Mayor Tammy de Weerd
20. David Zaremba
The City reserves the right to elicit testimony from any witness identified by Petra,
Incorporated ("Petra").
The City reserves the right to call additional witnesses, as necessary, to authenticate
documentation.
Due to the inappropriate conduct of Petra's President, Jerry S. Frank, contacting witnesses
or employers of witnesses, which is in violation of Idaho Code §18-2604(1) and in violation of the
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Plaintiff reserves the right to supplement this list with witnesses
who have not been compromised.
PLAINTIFF'S WITNESS LIST
Page 2
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RESPECTFULLY submitted this 29th day of November, 2010.
TROUT+JONES +GLEDHILL+FUHRMAN +GOURLEY, P.A.
BY:_C_~_-±=-->\----__
KIMJ. TROUT
Attorneys for Plaintiff
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 29th day of November, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Fax: (208) 639-5609
PLAINTIFF'S WITNESS LIST
Page 3
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Fed. Express
Email
~
Kim]. Trout
~
o
o
o
o
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NOV 29 2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By eARLY LATIMORE
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
The City of Meridian
vs.
Petra Incorporated
For:
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
Washington Group Plaza IV
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
Boise, 1083712
STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF ADA
)
:ss
)
Plaintiff(s):
Defendant(s):
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE
Case Number: CV OC 0907257
Received by TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LLC on November 18,2010 to be served on
DARRELL COLEMAN.
I, Mike Ridgeway, who being duly sworn, depose and say that on Friday, November 19, 2010, at 4:45
PM,I:
SERVED the within named person(s) by delivering to and leaving with DARRELL COLEMAN a true
copy of the Trial Subpoena, Letter. Said service was effected at Alpha Masonry, 2645 Substation
Road, Emmett, ID 83617.
I also tendered and paid the sum of $31.10, (Witness Fee Tendered), at the time and place of service.
I hereby acknowledge that I am a Process Server in the county in which service was effected. I am over
the age of Eighteen years and not a party to the action.
Our Reference Number: 102042
Client Reference: Thomas G. Walker
Subscribed and sworn before me today
Monday, November 22, 2010
TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LLC
P.O. Box 1224
Boise, 10, 83701
(208) 344-4132
--:Z4~U2~~-I).~a~~:=::~~~~~·......",
eER "'"Jf" "••••••••. A.',.,.
.. '~ ~
NOl'-1 \'7'\~;;:;;;;:;:::;o;:-:'6fu~5~=:::S~~~---=~~f:::-i..::::~~fJ..:~ :
or th State of daho : V) \ .o~. ' : :
. ': ~. vlJ ...Ise, Idaho ': "7.. LIC.· i
on Expires on February 12th::'~.d~... ••••• .1~'{'tO •••• ..~
'" P 10 A. ,,0 ",..
'" l','"'.......,,,'
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO:
Darrell Coleman
Alpha Masonry
c/o 2645 Substation Road
Emmett, Idaho 83617
CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
637157
Page 1
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YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to appear before the Honorable Ronald J. Wilper of
the above-entitled Court at the courtroom at 200 W. Front Street, Boise, Idaho, on the on the 1st day
ofDecember, 2010, at 9:00 o'clock a.m. to testify in the above case.
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you fail to appear at the place and time specified
above, that you may be held in contempt of court and that the aggrieved party may recover from
you the sum of $100.00 and all damages which they may sustain by your failure to attend as a
witness.
DATED this 18th day of November, 2010.
BY ORDER OF THE COURT.
J. DAVID NAVARRO,
CLERK OF T E DISTRICT COURT
CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
637157
Page 2
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NOV 2~ 2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clo::,
3y eARlY LAT!:\::''::E
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
The City of Meridian
vs.
Petra Incorporated
For:
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
Washington Group Plaza IV
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
Boise, 1083712
STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF ADA
)
:ss
)
Plaintiff(s):
Defendant(s):
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE
Case Number: CV OC 0907257
Received by TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LLC on November 18,2010 to be served on
EDWARD R. ANKENMAN.
I, Michael L. Kreft, who being dUly sworn, depose and say that on Friday, November 19, 2010, at 5:17
PM, I:
SERVED the within named person(s) by delivering to and leaving with EDWARD R. ANKENMAN a true
copy of the Trial Subpoena, Letter. Said service was effected at 5798 W. Victory Rd., Nampa, ID
83687.
1also tendered and paid the sum of $26.30, (Witness Fee Tendered), at the time and place of service.
I hereby acknowledge that I am a Process Server in the county in which service was effected. I ani over
the age of Eighteen years and not a party to the action.
Our Reference Number: 102045
Client Reference: Thomas G. Walker
Subscribed and sworn before me today
Monday, November 22,2010
TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LLC
P.O. Box 1224
Boise, 10, 83701
(208) 344-4132
007378
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterciaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO:
EDWARD R. ANKENMAN
5708 West Victory Road
Nampa, Idaho 83638
CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
637201
Page 1
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YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to appear before the Honorable Ronald J. Wilper of
the above-entitled Court at the courtroom at 200 W. Front Street, Boise, Idaho, on the on the 1st day
of December, 2010, at 9:00 o'clock a.m. to testify in the above case.
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you fail to appear at the place and time specified
above, that you may be held in contempt of court and that the aggrieved party may recover from
you the sum of $100.00 and all damages which they may sustain by your failure to attend as a
witness.
DATED this J.L day ofNovember, 2010.
BY ORDER OF THE COURT.
J. DAVID NAVARRO,
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT
CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
637201
Page 2
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NOV ~ j 2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clo:"
3y eARLY LATil':C.::E
JC~jJT'.'
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FORTHE COUNTY OF ADA
The City of Meridian
vs.
Petra Incorporated
For:
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
Washington Group Plaza IV
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
Boise, 1083712
STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF ADA
)
:ss
)
Plaintiff(s):
Defendant(s):
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE
Case Number: CV OC 0907257
Received by TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LLC on November 18, 2010 to be served on DAVE
CRAM.
I, Antonio Roque, who being duly sworn, depose and say that on Friday, November 19, 2010, at 3:30
PM, I:
SERVED the within named person(s) by delivering to and leaVing with DAVE CRAM a true copy of the
Trial Subpoena, Letter. Said service was effected at Materials Testing and Inspection, 2791 S.
Victory View Way, Boise, 1083709.
I also tendered and paid the sum of $23.30, (Witness Fee Tendered), at the time and place of service.
I hereby acknowledge that I am a Process Server in the county in which service was effected. I am over
the age of Eighteen years and not a party to the action.
Our Reference Number: 102043
Client Reference: Thomas G. Walker
TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LLC
P.O. Box 1224
Boise, 10, 83701
(208) 344-4132
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSMO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterciaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO:
Dave Cram
Materials Testing and Inspection
2791 South Victory View Way
Boise, Idaho 83709
CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
637143
Page I
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YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to appear before the Honorable Ronald J. Wilper of
the above-entitled Court at the courtroom at 200 W. Front Street, Boise, Idaho, on the on the 1st day
ofDecember, 2010, at 9:00 o'clock a.m. to testify in the above case.
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you fail to appear at the place and time specified
above, that you may be held in contempt of court and that the aggrieved party may recover from
you the sum of $100.00 and all damages which they may sustain by your failure to attend as a
witness.
DATED this 18th day ofNovember, 2010.
BY ORDER OF THE COURT.
CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
637143
Page 2
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NOV Z~l 2010
: p ! ,J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clar::r, \_ '!~ r , By eARLY LATIMORE
\., " . , , I- DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
The City of Meridian
vs.
Petra Incorporated
For:
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
Washington Group Plaza IV
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
Boise, 1083712
STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF ADA
)
:ss
)
Plaintiff(s):
Defendant(s):
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE
Case Number: CV OC 0907257
Received by TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LLC on November 18, 2010 to be served on TIM
MCGORTY.
I, Antonio Roque, who being duly sworn, depose and say that on Monday, November 22,2010, at 9:52
AM, I:
SERVED the within named person(s) by delivering to and leaving with TIM MCGORTY a true copy of the
Trial Subpoena, Letter. Said service was effected at TMC, 2313 West Overland Road, Boise, 10
83705.
I also tendered and paid the sum of $22.10, (Witness Fee Tendered), at the time and place of service.
I hereby acknowledge that I am a Process Server in the county in which service was effected. I am over
the age of Eighteen years and not a party to the action.
Our Reference Number: 102044
Client Reference: Thomas G. Walker
Subscribed and sworn before me today
Monday, November 22,2010
TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LLC
P.O. Box 1224
Boise, 10, 83701
(208) 344-4132
007384
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantiCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
VS.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO:
Tim McGorty
TMC
2313 West Overland Road
Boise, Idaho 83705
CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
637274
Page 1
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YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to appear before the Honorable Ronald J. Wilper of
the above-entitled Court at the courtroom at 200 W. Front Street, Boise, Idaho, on the on the 1st day
of December, 2010, at 9:00 o'clock a.m. to testify in the above case.
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you fail to appear at the place and time specified
above, that you may be held in contempt of court and that the aggrieved party may recover from
you the sum of $100.00 and all damages which they may sustain by your failure to attend as a
witness.
DATED this 18th day of November, 2010.
BY ORDER OF THE COURT.
J. DAVID NAVARRO,
CLERK OF E DISTRICT COURT
BY~I---4',LJ.,-¥-~(L1j..L---l.o!~~~~L.-_
THOMAS G. KER
An Attorney Lensed in Idaho
CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
637274
Page 2
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NOV Z9 2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Cle.r.
By eARLY LATIMORE
DEPUTY
=
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DI~FtR1lreC:'fT'-tOtfF~~.~-,,:----­
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
The City of Meridian
vs.
Petra Incorporated
For:
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
Washington Group Plaza IV
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
Boise, ID 83712
STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF ADA
)
:ss
)
Plaintiff(s):
Defendant(s):
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE
Case Number: CV OC 0907257
Received by TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LLC on November 18,2010 to be served on JOHN
BUSS.
I, Antonio Roque, who being dUly sworn, depose and say that on Monday, November 22,2010, at 9:36
AM,I:
SERVED the within named person(s) by delivering to and leaving with JOHN BUSS a true copy of the
Trial Subpoena, Letter. Said service was effected at Buss Mechanical, 4471 South Henry, Boise, 10
83709.
I also tendered and paid the sum of $22.10, (Witness Fee Tendered), at the time and place of service.
I hereby acknowledge that I am a Process Server in the county in which service was effected. I am over
the age of Eighteen years and not a party to the action.
Our Reference Number: 102037
Client Reference: Thomas G. Walker
Subscribed and sworn before me today
Monday, November 22,2010
TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LLC
P.O. Box 1224
Boise, ID, 83701
(208) 344-4132
007387
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO:
John Buss
Buss Mechanical
4471 South Henry
Boise, Idaho 83709
CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
637139
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YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to appear before the Honorable Ronald J. Wilper of
the above-entitled Court at the courtroom at 200 W. Front Street, Boise, Idaho, on the on the 1st day
ofDecember, 2010, at 9:00 o'clock a.m. to testify in the above case.
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you fail to appear at the place and time specified
above, that you may be held in contempt of court and that the aggrieved party may recover from
you the sum of $100.00 and all damages which they may sustain by your failure to attend as a
witness.
DATED this 18th day ofNovember, 2010.
BY ORDER OF THE COURT.
J. DAVID NAVARRO,
CLERK OF E DISTRICT
CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
637139
Page 2
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NOV 29 2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Cler:,
By eARLY LATIMORE
'.)EPUTV
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
lHE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
The City of Meridian
vs.
Petra Incorporated
For:
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
Washington Group Plaza IV
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
Boise, 10 83712
STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF ADA
)
:ss
)
Plaintiff(s):
Defendant(s):
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE
Case Number: CV OC 0907257
Received by TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LLC on November 18, 2010 to be served on CHUCK
HURN,
I, Zach D. Heesch, who being duly sworn, depose and say that on Monday, November 22, 2010, at 4:01
PM, I:
SERVED the within named person(s) by delivering to and leaving with CHUCK HURN a true copy of the
Trial Subpoena, Letter. Said service was effected at Heery International, 412 East Parkcenter Blvd.,
#305, Boise, 10 83706.
I also tendered and paid the sum of $22.10, (Witness Fee Tendered), at the time and place of service.
I hereby acknowledge that I am a Process Server in the county in which service was effected. I am over
the age of Eighteen years and not a party to the action.
Our Reference Number: 102040
Client Reference: Thomas G. Walker
Subscribed and sworn before me today
Monday, November 22, 2010
,\\\,'1111""",
........ "-~ T. r f: A "t,
....... ,,\r'" e.eoe. ...,,, V "~
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:: .0 .. OT A f)' ./. ":::=. ~ J\}" $0 ,.
TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LL~ : -,,- : -
P,O. Box 1224 ~ \ PL~-b-'--G-:Y-:~~~~~--r~------
Boise, 10, 83701 ~-:.~ <1'.. ••••. 0 8'){. .,lJ:bliC for t tate of 0
(208) 344-4132 "', />-1 /'0ResieQA9at Boise, Idaho
f: l\lIy Commission Expires on January 12th, 2013
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterciaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO:
CHUCKHURN
Heery International
412 East Parkcenter Blvd.
Boise, Idaho 83706
CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
637200
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YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to appear before the Honorable Ronald J. Wilper of
the above-entitled Court at the courtroom at 200 W. Front Street, Boise, Idaho, on the on the Ist day
of December, 2010, at 9:00 o'clock a.m. to testify in the above case.
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you fail to appear at the place and time specified
above, that you may be held in contempt of court and that the aggrieved party may recover from
you the sum of $100.00 and all damages which they may sustain by your failure to attend as a
witness.
DATED this L.B..- day ofNovember, 2010.
BY ORDER OF THE COURT.
J. DAVID NAVARRO,
CLERK OF E DISTRICT COURT
CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
637200
Page 2
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NOV 29 '2.Q,O
J OAV10 NA'b\RRO, C\0~f.
• BY CARLY LAilMORE
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
The City of Meridian
vs.
Petra Incorporated
For:
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
Washington Group Plaza IV
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
Boise, 1083712
STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF ADA
)
:ss
)
Plaintiff(s):
Defendant(s):
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE
Case Number: CV OC 0907257
Received by TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LLC on November 18, 2010 to be served on MIKE
MILLER.
I, Zach D. Heesch, who being dUly sworn, depose and say that on Monday, November 22,2010, at 4:16
PM, I:
SERVED the within named person(s) by delivering to and leaving with MIKE MILLER a true copy of the
Trial Subpoena, Letter. Said service was effected at MR Miller, 2661 South Federal Way, Boise, ID
83706.
I also tendered and paid the sum of $22.10, (Witness Fee Tendered), at the time and place of service.
I hereby acknowledge that I am a Process Server in the county in which service was effected. I am over
the age of Eighteen years and not a party to the action.
Our Reference Number: 102047
Client Reference: Thomas G. Walker
Subscribed and sworn before me today
Monday, November 22, 2010
""tll'''il"
,,\ 'l' ,,.
"", ~ I. TEAr "',
..... ,~ • <\ "
..' "'J .eo - .
,:. 4......l o· • ",.
: ;;: o· ~O'f AI? ,~
TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LLC ~ ..... i __._ J
P.O. Box 1224 ~ '::. PT1""l'!-T-:-l~"""'--";'--W-'=--...-.:l""""""""-----
Boise, 10,83701 ';;. ••• ary ~P1ic<for th State of I a 0
(208) 344-4132 ~"/>;'1···Ree4f!;~atBoise, Idaho
""" ?'~Y'C~'rl1mission Expires on January 12th, 2013
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB NO. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantiCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
VS.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO:
Mike Miller
MRMiller
2661 South Federal Way
Boise, Idaho 83706
CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
637162
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YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to appear before the Honorable Ronald J. Wilper of
the above-entitled Court at the courtroom at 200 W. Front Street, Boise, Idaho, on the on the 1st day
of December, 2010, at 9:00 o'clock a.m. to testify in the above case.
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you fail to appear at the place and time specified
above, that you may be held in contempt of court and that the aggrieved party may recover from
you the sum of $100.00 and all damages which they may sustain by your failure to attend as a
witness.
DATED this 18th day of November, 2010.
BY ORDER OF THE COURT.
J. DAVID NAVARRO,
CLERK OF T E DISTRICT COURT
CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
637162
Page 2
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NOV 2 ~1 20'0
J DAVID NAVARRO, Cler:~
'. By CARLY LATIMORE
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
The City of Meridian
vs.
Petra Incorporated
For:
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
Washington Group Plaza IV
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
Boise, 1083712
STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF ADA
)
:ss
)
Plaintiff(s):
Defendant(s):
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE
Case Number: CV OC 0907257
Received by TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LLC on November 18, 2010 to be served on ROB
DRINKARD.
I, Antonio Roque, who being duly sworn, depose and say that on Tuesday, November 23,2010, at 9:55
AM,I:
SERVED the within named person(s) by delivering to and leaving with ROB DRINKARD a true copy of
the Trial Subpoena, Letter. Said service was effected at Western Roofing Contractors, 2609 Keirn
Lane, Nampa, ID 83687.
I also tendered and paid the sum of $26.30, (Witness Fee Tendered), at the time and place of service.
I hereby acknowledge that I am a Process Server in the county in which service was effected. I am over
the age of Eighteen years and not a party to the action.
Our Reference Number: 102046
Client Reference: Thomas G. Walker
Subscribed and sworn before me today
Tuesda , November 23, 2010
",'"11'",\.", T II~"
.... ~ i\. '\. E}.,1j -'"
....' "-~"" ••••••• .Iv',
.... ,\r.oo e. /'
.. " 8:::::;l O'\AR}' eo=2=:~ :
.. '.t .~ •
TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LLC; ~. - \G: :
P.O. Box 1224 -;. ". P....:U::...B=-\.o_~_~:~O~:~:---::-:--:----;-:'""':"""":' _
Boise, 10, 83701 -;...... J';··.~QtilN'~~tC'''for the State of Idaho
(208) 344-4132 "''':'1 7fte~~i~.atBoise, Idaho
"''MY'~''tt1mission Expires on January 12th, 2013
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (lSB NO. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
VS.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclairnant.
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO:
Rob Drinkard
Western Roofing Contractors
2609 Keirn Lane
Nampa, Idaho 83687
CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
637149
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YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to appear before the Honorable Ronald J. Wilper of
the above-entitled Court at the courtroom at 200 W. Front Street, Boise, Idaho, on the on the 1st day
of December, 2010, at 9:00 o'clock a.m. to testify in the above case.
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you fail to appear at the place and time specified
above, that you may be held in contempt of court and that the aggrieved party may recover from
you the sum of $100.00 and all damages which they may sustain by your failure to attend as a
witness.
DATED this 18th day of November, 2010.
BY ORDER OF THE COURT.
J. DAVID NAVARRO,
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT
CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
637149
Page 2
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
NOV Z9 2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Cle~(.
By CARLY LATIMORE
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT
PETRA INCORPORATED'S TRIAL
EXHIBIT LIST
Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled matter, by
and through its attorneys of record, Cosho Humphrey, LLP, submits herewith its Trial Exhibit List
attached hereto as Exhibit "A".
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S
TRIAL EXHIBIT LIST
640606_2
Page I
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Petra reserves the right to supplement or amend this Trial Exhibit List in conformance with
the evidence and pursuant to Rule 16(h), LR.C.P., and as otherwise necessary.
DATED this tr~ay ofNovember, 2010.
BY-4al~_~c:....=--F-_~_-=-_"'--- _
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S
TRIAL EXHIBIT LIST
640606_2
Page 2
007400
               
            
      
   
   
 
  
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
1/;.
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 1:1day ofNovember, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Daniel Loras Glynn
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
D
~
D
D
D
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
E- il:
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S
TRIAL EXHIBIT LIST
640606_2
Page 3
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City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated
Ada County Case No. CV-OC-09-07257
Defendant, Petra Incorporated's Trial Exhibits
EXHIBIT "A"
5011 4/6/20061 IPetra97106-97111 IRequest for Statements ofQualifications
5021 4/24/2006 Petra 97136-97236 Petra's Response to Statements ofQualifications
5031 5/9/2006 Petra 62581 and Rating Sheet for Architects and Construction
CM024723 Managers for Meridian City Hall Project
5041 I IPetra 97129-97135 I IPetra's Slide Presentation Presented for City Hall
Pro·ect
5051 7/11/20006 Petra96867-96892 Professional Services Agreement between City
of Meridian and LCA Architects. P.A.
5061 Various GP0030-GP-0317 Drafts ofConstruction Management Agreement
8/1~ ~W/GapS5071 CM002684-CM002711 1 IFinal Executed Construction Management
A eement
508
1
7/31/2006 Email from Pat Kershisnik to Frank Lee with
copies to Ted Baird; Bill Narv and Will Ber
5091 2/12/2006 CM023811 Proiect Cost Summary Spreadsheet
5101 7/6/2006 Petra88782 Request for Proposal Temporary Construction
Fencin
3/25/20081 1CM13581-13587 and I I I ~inated Soil and Remediation Issues5111
CM16812-16813
~ I I
Page 1
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City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated
Ada County Case No. CV-OC-09-07257
Defendant, Petra Incorporated's Trial Exhibits
EXHIBIT "A"
5121 1Petra97137-97140 and I I I I IMaterials Testing and Inspection Reports
Petra85747-85751,
92123
513 10/4/2006 Various Documentation regarding Demolition Phase
514 3/27/2007 Petra88351-88352 March 27, 2007 to Mayor Tammy deWeerd
from Steve Simmons LCA
515 4/7/2008 CMOl6812 Email from Ted Baird to Jon Anderson
516 1/29/2009 Petra63629 and various Closeout Package signoff sheet and
CM demonstrative exhibit regarding punchlist and
closeout documentation
517 2/15/2007 Various Value EnJ:!;ineering; Options
518 Various Demonstrative Exhibit and Closeout
documentation
5191 4/7/20081 ICM016812 1 1 1 1 1Email Correspondence from Ted Baird to Jon
Anderson
520
1
3/25/2008 1 ICM01381-13587 I I I I ITransmittal and Declaration of Environmental
Covenant
521\ 9/12/20071 ICM002714-CM002722 1 I I I ILetter from Wesley Bettis to Will Berg with
Change Order No. 1
5221 1/22/20071 IPetra60698-Petra60714 I 1Transmittal No. 00013 with Project Cost
1/15/20071 ICM08880 1 I I I I
ISpreadsheet
5231
Page 2
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City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated
Ada County Case No. CV-OC-09-07257
EXHIBIT "A"
Defendant, Petra Incorporated's Trial Exhibits
5241 2/12/20071 IPetra60712-60726 1Transmittal No. 00035 and February 12, 2007
Proiect Cost Summary Spreadsheet
525 2/12/2007 CM018484 Project Cost Summary Spreadsheet
526 Demonstrative Exhibit Showing that Petra's Fees
for Additional Services and Reimbursable Costs
Occurred After 1115/2007 Notification of Intent
to Submit
12/14/20071 -==1 Various I I I I I~teel Change Orders and other5271
documentation
I I I I I
528 Petra61885-61889
529 VariousCM I I 1Phase III Cost Estimates and Tenant
Improvements
5301 I IVarious CM Phase III Construction
5311 Various CM Phase IV Information
5321 113112008 Petra92408-92409 Final Cost Estimate Spreadsheet
5331 I I I 1Demonstrative Exhibit Budget History Timeline
and Supporting Documentation by Eugene
Bennett
I I I I I
534 8/28/2007 Petra50095
535 9/5/2007 CM12798-12799 [ I I [ [Email Exchange between Keith Watts and
Wesley Bettis Jr. regarding Change Order No.2
I I I I I
Page 3
007404
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City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated
Ada County Case No. CV-OC-09-07257
Defendant, Petra Incorporated's Trial Exhibits
EXHIBIT "A"
5361 11/7/20071 ICM023859 I ILetter from Wesley Bettis to Keith Watts
regarding Notice of Intent to Submit Change
Order
4/4/20081 IPetra92430-92435 I I I I ~spondence to Keith Watts from Tom5371
Cou lin with Chan e Order No.2
5381 5/29/2008 Petra92436-92437 Correspondence from Ted Baird to Tom
Coughlin requesting additional information
regarding Change Order No.2
5~ I 1 I 1 I I -IApril 8, 2008 Change Order No. 1 - Exhibit A to
2/24/20091 =IPetra92462-92464 1 I I I IJeny Fronk Affidavit5401 Letter from Mayor and City Council denying
5/3/20101 IPetra92462-92464 I I I I
IChange Orde' No.2
5411 Revised Change Order No.2 and
Correspondence to Ted Baird City of Meridian
542 7/1/2008 CMVarious East Parking Lot Bid and Information
543 Various CM097357-CM97448 Certificate ofOccupancy and Permits Package
and City of Meridian Inspection Information
d I i I I I : IDers Demonstrntive Exhibit Certificate of
Occupancy and Letters of Substantial
Completion
545
1
VariousI IVarious
I
•
1 I
Iwarranty Sheets
Page 4
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City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated
Ada County Case No. CV-OC-09-07257
Defendant, Petra Incorporated's Trial Exhibits
EXHIBIT "A"
5471 Disk City Council Meeting Minutes (Separate Disk)
5481 2/19/2009 Petra93620-93638 Punch List Signoff Sheet and Colored Punch
Lists
549 12/1/2007 CM073737-073794 December 2007 Monthly Reoort
550 1/1/2008 CM073795- CM073855 January 2008 Monthly Report
551 2/1/2008 CM073856- CM073918 February 2008 Mon
552 3/1/2008 CM073919-73982 March 2008 Monthly Report
553 4/1/2008 CM073983- CM074051 April 2008 Monthly Report
554 5/1/2008 CM074052-CM074126 May 2008 Monthly Report
555 6/1/2008 CM074 127- CM074216 June 2008 Monthly Report
556 7/1/2008 CM074217-CM074311 July 2008 Monthly Report
557 8/20008 CM074312- CM0744 11 August 2008 Monthly Report
5581 9/1/2008 CM074412- CM074513 September 2008 Monthly Reoort
559 10/1/2008 CM073631- CM073736 October 2008 Monthly Report
560 11/1/2008 CM074514- CM074543 November 2008 Monthlv Reoort
Page 5
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City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated
Ada County Case No. CV-OC-09-07257
EXHIBIT "A"
Defendant, Petra Incorporated's Trial Exhibits
5611 2/12/20081 IPetra94197- 94258 1 1(Revised) February 2008 Monthly Report-
var~ I I IDelivered to City 2/12120085621 Sample ofPay Applications with Architects
Certificate
5631 9/2/2009 Petra92473-92542 ASILo~
5641 10/30/2009 Petra94149-94196 RFILo!,
565 11/4/2009 Petra95032-95040 Submittal LOl
566 5/3/2007 Petra96796-96801 Prime Contract between City of Meridian and
Western Roofm
5671 4/10/2008 Petra96636-96643 Prime Contract between City of Meridian and
MRMiller
7/17/20071 1Petra96505-96515 I I 1 1Prime Contract between City of Meridian and5681
Buss Mechanical
4/10/20081 1Petra96490-96496 1 I I 1Prime Contract between City of Meridian and5691
Axelsen Concrete Construction LLC
5701 8/28/2007 Petra96577-96588 Prime Contract between City of Meridian and
Hobson Fabricatmg CorporatIon
I I I I I
571 5/8/2007 Petra96412-96419
572 5/8/2007 Petra96687-96694 1 1 I I 1Prime Contract between City of Meridian and
Rule Steel Tanks, Inc.
Page 6
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City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated
Ada County Case No. CV-OC-09-07257
Defendant, Petra Incorporated's Trial Exhibits
EXHIBIT "A"
5731 Various1 1Various 1Excerpts from Monthly Reports (Master
Production Schedule
574 8/16/2006 CM002832-CM002849 LCA Building Program
575 1/1/2010 Petra96944-96947 Curriculum Vitae of Jack Lemle
576 6/10/2010 Petra96942-96959 Correspondence from Jack Lemley and Lemley
International Expert Witness Opinion
577 Undated Petra97097-97101 1 1 1 1 1Curriculum Vitae of Dennis Reinstein
578
I I I I
579 11/5/2010 Petra97260-97271 I I I I Curriculum Vitate of Raymond Miller and
Report of Raymond Miller - Miller Consulting
5801 9/25/20081 I I I ICorrespondence from Engineering Incorporated
to Steve Simmons LCA Architects
5811 12/1/20101 1None 1 1Demonstrative Exhibit City of Meridian
Outstanding Invoices and Accured Interest
5821 3/16/20091 IPetra63724 IMarch 16,2009 Thomas Walker to Bill Nary
reauesting mediation
5831 4/24/20081 ICM009977 - CMOlO038 1 I 1Email from Tom Coughlin with copies of
contractor invoices including Pac-West Invoice
5841 2/19/20081 ICM001618 and /
I I I
IExhibits H& I (Pac-West Invoice) to Ted Baird
Petra57872 Affidavit
Page?
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City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated
Ada County Case No. CV-OC-09-07257
Defendant, Petra Incorporated's Trial Exhibits
EXHIBIT "A"
585 8/16/2006 CM010015 Pac-West Invoice with Notation
586 4/1/2007 Affidavit of Theodore W. Baird wherein exhibits
H&I are referenced regarding Pac-West billings
5871 4/7/20101 I I 1Affidavit of Jerry Frank dated April 7, 2010
5881 4/1//20071 I I IApril 1, 2007 Letter from Steve Simmons to
Will Ber
5891 4/3/20071 1Petra88455-88457 I 1April 3, 2007 Letter from Eugene Bennett to Ted
W. Baird
590 8/16/2006 Certificate of Authority Eugene Bennett
591 11/12/2009 Demonstrative Exhibit - Change Order Items
Summ~
592 Undated DemO!
-
Change Order Approvals
593 3/3/2010 Deposition Excerpts of Jerry Frank's deposition
dated March 3, 2010
5941 Undated1 1 1 1 1 I IDemonstrative Exhibit - Time1ine for Phase 2, 3,
4 and 5 Prepared by Gene Bennett
5951 4/10/20071 I 1 I IFacilities Inventory Capital Improvement Plan
dated April 10, 2007
5961 2/14/20071 1Petra61910-61927 I 1Geotechnical/Pavement Engineering Report
Terracon Consultants. Inc.
Page 8
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City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated
Ada County Case No. CV-OC-09-07257
EXHIBIT "A"
Defendant, Petra Incorporated's Trial Exhibits
5971 7/29/20071 IC~033144-C~033146 I IEmail exchange with ~ayor deWeerd
and C~047918-
C~047920
3/12/20081 IC~010162-C~0101635981 I 1 I I~arch 12, 2008 ~emorandum from Tom
Coughlin to Keith Watts regarding Rule Steel
Time Extension & Liauidated Damages
I
5991 3/24/20091 C~084728 and Excerpts from ~inutes of~eridian City Council
C~084763 ~eetin~
I
600[ 3/30/20071 Petra88346-88350 Correspondence from Ted Baird to Eugene
Bennett
2/14/20071 IPetra61906-61909 I I I I ~r to Wesley Bettis from ~aterials Testing6011
& Inspection regarding Proposal for Phase II
Subsurface Investigation at the Former ~eridian
Creamery
11/3/20081 IC~035161-C~035162 I I , I ,Email Exchange from Ron Anderson to ~ayor602\
deWeerd
2/17/20091 Ipetra61293 I I I I ITransmittal 00944 - As Build documents signoff6031
for Signature
604 10/13/2008
605 Separate Disk Photographs of~eridian Cit
606 ~eridian City Hall Project Construction
I I I I I I I
IProgression "Keith Watt's Timeline"
Page 9
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 130/2007  
   
 13/2008 CM035 M035162 
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  Minutes f Meridi    
      
 
Letter     Material   
       
     Meri i  
      Mayor 
 
     
 
Versico Roofmg Systems Inspection 
for 
Meri i      
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City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated
Ada County Case No. CV-OC-09-07257
Defendant, Petra Incorporated's Trial Exhibits
EXHIBIT "A"
607 Petra96956-96957 Curriculum Vitae or Richard Bauer
608 Certificate of Authority and Construction
Manager's License Richard Bauer
609 VariousCM Miscelleous Email Com
- -
-
Meridian City Hall Proiect
610 PetraB06428-B06429 Versico Roofmg Systems Membrane Material
Warran
6111 IPetra52952-Petra52958 1 I I I 1Budgeted Contract Amendment MR Miller
Change Order No. 2
May 12,2008 Correspondence to Keith Watts
from Steven M. Simmons regarding Meridian
6121 5/12/20081 ICM017371-CM017376 1 1 ! 1 ICity Hall- Building Modifications Fee Request
CM079604,CM079613- Excerpts from City Council Meeting May 8,
6131 I !CM079614 2007
I I I
Prelimianry Expert Witness Report and
6141 11/15/2010 Petra97237-Petra97259 Curriculum Vitae of Keith Pinkerton
Prime Contract between City of Meridian and
615/ 5/8/20071 IPetra96766-Petra96772 I I ITMC Masonry _
6161 20041 I I I 12004 Space Study by ZGA
Correspondence from Gene Bennett to Ted
Baird responding to Request for Additional
6171 10/3/20081 IPetra92438-Petra92461 1 1 1 I 1Information
Page 10
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City of Meridian v. Petra Incorporated
Ada County Case No. CV-OC-09-07257
Defendant, Petra Incorporated's Trial Exhibits
EXHIBIT"A"
..
Page 11
618 Per Subpoena
619 VariousCM
620 10/19/2006 CM089304
621 10/7/2009
622
623 11/4/2009 Petra94412-Petra94416
624 CMl14377-CMl14395
625 CM110957-CM110990
Materials Testing and Inspection Files
Phase II Documentation
Email between Tammy deWeerd and Steve
Simmons
Correspondence from Thomas Walker to Kim
Trout regarding One Year Warranty items
Resumes of relevant Petra Personnel
Meeting Minutes List
City ofMeridian Damages Summary
007412
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ORIGINAL
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (lSB NO. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantiCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
NOV 29 2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By eARLY LATIMORE
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
PETRA INCORPORATED'S TRIAL
WITNESS LIST
Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and through its attorneys of
record, Cosho Humphrey, LLP, submits a list of witnesses that it may call live or by deposition
at the trial of this matter.
PETRA INCORPORATED'S TRIAL WITNESS LIST
640590Jdoc
Page I
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The persons listed on the attached Exhibit A have personal knowledge that may be
relevant to this case and may be called by Petra. The persons most likely to be called by Petra
are indicated by an asterisk.
Petra also reserves the right to call any witness listed by the City of Meridian, and to
subsequently designate rebuttal witnesses, if any. Petra reserves the right to supplement or
amend this Trial Witness List in conformance with the evidence and pursuant to Rule 16(h),
I.R.C.P., and as otherwise necessary.
DATED: November 23,2010.
PETRA INCORPORATED'S TRIAL WITNESS LIST
640590Jdoc
Page 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 23rd day of November, 2010, a true and correct copy
of the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Daniel Loras Glynn
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
PETRA INCORPORATED'S TRIAL WITNESS LIST
640590Jdoc
u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
E-mail:
Page 3
007415
   
                
         
    
   
     
      
   
   
     
 
  
  
  
 
 
  
"LAST NAME FIRST NAME DESCRIPTION
Amento Steve City of Meridian - Expert
Anderson Jon Former Petra employee
Anderson Neil City of Meridian - Expert
* Ankenman Ed Former employee, City of Meridian
Axelsen Paul Axelsen Concrete
* Baird Theodore Deputy City Attorney
Barry Tom Employee, City ofMeridian
* Bauer Richard Lemley International - Petra Expert
* Bennett Eugene Current Petra employee
* Berg Will Former employee, City of Meridian
* Bettis Wes Former Petra employee
* Bird Keith Councilman, City of Meridian
Bird Brad Technical Air Products
Borton Joseph Former Councilman, City of Meridian
Brewer Jeff Western Roofing
Brown Drew Hill Construction
* Buss John Buss Mechanical
Buss Lenny Buss Mechanical
Child Patrick Former Petra employee
* Christiansen Steve LCA
Clover Pat Hobson Fabricating
* Coleman Darrell Alpha Masonry
Cotton Lee Votum Thermography
* Coughlin Thomas Former Petra employee
* Cram David Materials Testing & Inspection
Crawford Barbara Current Petra employee
Creager Connie Former Petra employee
Cushing Cleve Former Petra employee
Davis Ted Former Western Roofing employee
* DeWeerd Tammy Mayor, City of Meridian
Dillon Jerry Former Petra employee
* Drinkard Rob Western Roofing
* Frank Jerald Current Petra employee
* Frisbee Ted, Jr. Hobson Fabricating
Frisbee Randy Hobson Fabricating
Frisbee Ted Hobson Fabricating
EXHIBIT A
1
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EXHIBIT A
LAST NAME FIRST NAME DESCRIPTION
Geis Leo Idaho Airships
Gooden Jay Tri-State Electric
Gorski Debbie Current Petra employee
Hatch Dell Hatchmuellar Landscape Architects - Out of Business
Hickey Glenn Custom Precast - Out of Business
Hoaglun Brad Councilman, City of Meridian
Huff Elroy Employee, City of Meridian
* Hum Chuck Heery International
Jackson Tom Employee, City of Meridian
Jensen Stewart Former Architectual Building Supply employee
Jensen Eric Employee, City of Meridian
Johnson Adam Former Petra employee
Johnson Geoff Eidam & Associates - Electrical Engineers
Kershisnik Patrick Former Petra employee
Kilchenmann Stacy Employee, City of Meridian
Knothe Laura City of Meridian - Expert
Kunas Troy Heery International
LaRue Bill Hatchmuellar Landscape Architects - Out of Business
Lee Franklin Outside counsel, City of Meridian
* Lemley Jack Lemley International - Petra Expert
* McGorty Tim TMC Masonry
* Miller Mike M.R. Miller
Miller Ray Miller Consulting Engineers - Petra Expert
Moorhead Russ LCA
Morgan Sheldon Custom Glass
Murray J.C. Current Petra employee
* Nary William City Attorney
Nedeigh Jason DeBest Plumbing
Packard Steve Pac-West - Out of Business
Petsche Tim City of Meridian - Expert
Pierce Randy American Wall Covering
* Pinkerton Keith Hooper Cornell, CPAs - Petra Expert
Pitts Brent LCA
Ploetz Nick Former Petra employee
Pope Monica Petra employee
Powell Dave City of Meridian - Expert
* Quapp John Current Petra employee
642352_2.xlsx 2
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LAST NAME FIRST NAME DESCRIPTION
* Reinstein Dennis Hooper Cornell, CPAs - Petra Expert
* Roundtree Charlie Councilman, City of Meridian
Simmonds Mike ZGA Architects
* Simmons Steve LCA
South Tom City of Meridian - Expert
Stevens Arthur Current Petra employee
Stewart Warren Elk Mountain Engineering
Terrell Milford DeBest Plumbing
Trepangnier Scott Former Petra employee
Turney Steve
Vaughn Jack Former Petra employee
Wanner Kathy Employee, City of Meridian
Watson Brad Former employee, City of Meridian
* Watts Keith Employee, City of Meridian
Weatherholt Ray City of Meridian - Expert
Welch Jan Stapley Engineering
Weltner Todd City of Meridian - Expert
* Wisdom Mike Engineering, Inc.
Zabala Tom ZGA Architects
Zaremba David Councilman, City of Meridian
642352Jxlsx
EXHIBIT A
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NO·----=..I"."LSD,.....--3~:U5...,.....-.....,'/
A.M ...P.MI_.._E-I ~
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT NOV 29 2010
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF Ad~AVID NAVARRO, Cler["
, ByCARLYLAnMCl~E
DEPUTY
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County ofAda )
)
) CASE NO. CV OC 09-7257
)
)
) AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
I, DEXTER L. COLE, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1. I am a resident of Ada County, over the age of eighteen (18) years, not a party to this
action and I am competent to make this Affidavit.
2. On November 24,2010, at approximately 10:33 a.m., I served David Cram by personally
handing him a true and correct copy of the Subpoena to David Cram and a check in the amount of$22.70
in this matter at the business address of2791 S. Victory View Way, Boise, Idaho 83709, Ada County,
Idaho.
FURTHER your affiant sayeth naught.
~••~· ••• lJ POBOX 190705, BOISE, ID 83719 AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE - 1
(I)
--.~
~7
--)::>
r
007419
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otaty Public for Idaho 
Residing at Boise 
Commission expires: 12/21/2013 
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NO._ ~ ~
A.M -' F.'.W> ~n:.I- -~-__.__._.•..RRM ~~
NOV 2~l 2010
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICTJ. DAVID NAVARRO, Cler!.:
By CARLY LATIMORE
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA DEPUTY
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County ofAda )
)
) CASE NO. CV OC 09-7257
)
)
) AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
I, DEXTER L. COLE, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1. I am a resident of Ada County, over the age of eighteen (I8) years, not a party to this
action and I am competent to make this Affidavit.
2. On November 24,2010, at approximately 9:30 a.m., I served Milford Terrell by
personally handing him a true and correct copy ofthe Subpoena to Milford Terrell and a check in the
amount of $22.70 in this matter at the business address of 11477 W. President Drive, Boise, Idaho 83713,
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me thi
Ada County, Idaho.
FURTHER your affiant sayeth naught.
PO BOX 190705, BOISE, ID 83719
,2010.
otary Public for Idaho
esiding at Boise
Commission expires: 12/21/2013
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE - 1
o
,"'0
"'---.-.-
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NOV 2~ 2010
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerf\
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA By eARLY LATIMCt~E
DEPUTY
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
)
) CASE NO. CV OC 09-7257
)
)
) AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County ofAda )
I, DEXTER L. COLE, being ftrst duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1. I am a resident of Ada County, over the age of eighteen (18) years, not a party to this
action and I am competent to make this Affidavit.
2. On November 28, 2010, at approximately 2:55 p.m., I served Jason Neidigh by
personally handing him a true and correct copy ofthe Subpoena, a letter dated November 23,2010 and a
check in the amount of $22.70 in this matter at the address of 3802 N. Palatine Pl., Meridian, Idaho
o
u
(I)
-~
Z
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE - 1~
otary Public for
esiding at Boise
Commission expires: 12/21/2013
FURTHER your affiant sayeth naught.
83646, Ada County, Idaho.
~PO BOX 190705, BOISE, ID 83719
007421
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PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Plaintiff,
vs.
~~'-:----=-==--~--..~
__-,F'~.3:tt
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
NOV 29 20m
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA'A\lID N' II\!
'J: Dnv /"\v:4RRO, Clerk
By CARLY LATIMORE
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho ) DEPUTY
Municipal Corporation, ) CASE NO. CV OC 09-7257
)
)
) AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County ofAda )
I, DEXTER L. COLE, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
l. I am a resident of Ada County, over the age of eighteen (18) years, not a party to this
action and I am competent to make this Affidavit.
2. On November 29,2010, at approximately 9:30 a.m., I served Jerry S. Frank by
o
-0
-(l)
---~-'--?
~
"J;>
1
otary Public for Idaho
Residing at Boise
Commission expires: 12/21/2013
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE - 1
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 2
personally handing him a true and correct copy ofthe Subpoena and a check in the amount of $23.30 in
this matter at the business address of 1097 Rosario Street,M~dabO 83642, Ada County, Idabo.
FURTHER your affiant sayeth naught. I & ~
007422
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NO·-----;:;FI:-:;LED;::-/t/~
A.M P.M. ...;;::u...+--
NOV 30 2010
KIM J. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB #5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHIIL. FUHRMAN, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
J, DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
8yA. GARDEN
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
v. ACCEPTANCE OF SERVICE RE:
KEVIN KLUCKHOHN
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
)ss
County of Ada )
I, Kevin Kluckhohn, being first duly sworn, deposes and says:
Your affiant hereby admits and acknowledges that I have been served with a copy of the
Subpoena, attached thereto, for the trial in the above-entided case, issued out of the above-entided
court on the 23rd day of November, 2010, and hereby accepts service on this.20"d:y of November,
2010.
ACCEPTANCE OF SERVICE RE: KEVIN KLUCKHOHN -1
<:)
:::0
-(j")
007423
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fee.
Your affiant also hereby admits and acknowledges that I have waived receipt of any witness
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me thishy of November 2010, by the above-
named person, known to me to be the person named as the affiant in the above Acceptance of
Service and that Kevin Kluckhohn received a copy of the Subpoena therein swom to.
No ry Public for the State of Idaho
Residing at: 001M 10
My commission expires: t/· Jo-jPlh
ACCEPTANCE OF SERVICE RE: KEVIN KLUCKHOHN - 2
007424
               
 
Kevin Kluckhohn 
      l       
                  
              
        
    
   'til, to-J  
       
NO. FILEP~
A.M_----P,.M.~
NOV 30 2010
KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB #51:13
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
ByA.GARDEN
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
v. ACCEPTANCE OF SERVICE RE: LEO
GElS
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
)ss
County of Ada )
I, Leo Geis, being first dilly sworn, deposes and says:
Your affiant hereby admits and acknowledges that I have been served with a copy of the
Subpoena, attached thereto, for the trial in the above-entitled case, issued out of the above-entitled
court on the 23rd day of November, 2010, and hereby accepts service on this;J;L day of November,
2010.
ACCEPTANCE OF SERVICE RE: LEO GElS - 1
007425
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-Your affiant also hereby admits and acknowledges that I have received the sum of $30.00
(Witness Fee Tendered) at the same time and Place as above~~
(leo is
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this~day of November 2010, by the above-
named person, known to me to be the person named as the affiant in the above Acceptance of
Service and that Leo Geis received a copy of the Subpoena therein swom to.
~;d==:
Noi!>ObliC for the State of Idaho
Residing at:
My commission expires:
ACCEPTANCE OF SERVICE RE: LEO GElS - 2
007426
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J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By eARLY LAnMORE
DEPUTY
•
=~: ~5)FU;~,
'----
O£C 0,1 2010
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (lSB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (lSB No. 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail:twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, PETRA'S MOTION TO SHORTEN
TIME FOR HEARING
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
The above-named Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and
through its attorney of record, Thomas G",$alker, of the law firm Cosho Humphrey, LLP moves
this Court pursuant to Rule 7(b)(3) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure for an Order shortening
PETRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING
644633
Page 1
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...
the required period for hearing Petra's Second Motion in Limine to Exclude Testimony and
Documents by the City's Experts and Motion for Site View of Meridian City Hall..
This motion is made because there is insufficient time to give the notice required by
Rule 7(b)(3) prior to the hearing scheduled to commence prior to the commencement of trial on
or about December 2, 2010 or as soon as this matter may be heard.
DATED: December 1, 2010.
PETRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING
644633
Page 2
007428
              
               
               
                
              
    
Attorneys for D £ dants/Counterclaimant 
        
 
  
,•
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 1st day of December, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
D
~
D
D
D
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facs' . e: 331-1529
a :
PETRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING
644633
Page 3
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IORIGINAL
Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
DEC a12010
J, DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By GARLY LAnMORE
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, MOTION FOR SITE VIEW OF
MERIDIAN CITY HALL
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
The above-named Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and
.,fl' through its attorney of record, Thomas G. Walker, of the law firm Cosho Humphrey, LLP moves,
this Court pursuant to Rule 43(f) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure for an order granting a
site view of the Meridian City Hall to be conducted by the Court during the first part of the trial.
MOTION FOR SITE VIEW OF MERIDIAN CITY HALL
643653_3.docx
Page 1
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This Motion is supported by the Memorandum in Support Motion for Site View of
Meridian City Hall, filed concurrently.
Oral argument is requested, but not required.
DATED: December 1,2010. Y,LLP
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 1st day of December, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Daniel Loras Glynn, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
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l~G\NAL
Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
DEC 012010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By eARLY LATIMORE
OEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PETRA'S MOTION FOR SITE VIEW
OF MERIDIAN CITY HALL
The above-named Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and
through its attorney of record, Thomas G. Walker, of the law firm Cosho Humphrey, LLP
submits its Memorandum in Support of Motion for Site View of Meridian City Hall.
(~
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PETRA'S MOTION
FOR SITE VIEW OF MERIDIAN CITY HALL
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IThis case is set for a court trial commencing December 1, 2010. As the Court knows,
the case revolves around the construction of the new Meridian City Hall. As is clear from the
motion practice to date, the Meridian City Hall itself is at the center of this dispute. Petra
submits that a view of City Hall by the Court would provide context for the testimony and
evidence that the parties will be submitting at trial, and would assist the Court in assessing the
evidence. Therefore, Petra requests that the Court conduct a view pursuant to I.R.C.P. 43(f).
Rule 43(f) provides for a view "premises, property, or things." The rule states:
During a trial, the court, in its discretion, may order that the court or jury shall
have a view of, (1) the property which is the subject of the action, or (2) a place in
which any material fact occurred or in which any material thing is located, or (3)
any other item, thing or circumstance relevant to the action.
A view by the court shall be conducted personally by the court after notice to all
parties. Counsel shall have the right to be present at any view by the court or jury.
I.R.C.P.43(f). The decision whether to conduct a view is within the discretion of the trial court.
Gilbertv. City ofCaldwell, 112 Idaho 386, 398, 732 P.2d 355, 367 (1987).
A view may be conducted "in order to evaluate and apply the evidence submitted." Id.
Although personal observations are not themselves "considered evidence of facts," such
observations by the trier of fact are "permissible and proper as an aid to a better understanding
by the judge of the evidence, the issues, what the witnesses have testified to, the weight of the
evidence, and its proper application ...." 89 C.J.S. Trial § 1036 (2000).
Due to the nature of the evidence in this case, a view by the Court will be beneficial for
purposes of understanding the evidence. Conducting the trial after the Court has become
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PETRA'S MOTION
FOR SITE VIEW OF MERIDIAN CITY HALL
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familiar with the actual building will facilitate the fact-finding process. And because this is a
court trial, the logistics of a view would be relatively straightforward.
Petra requests that the Court conduct a view of the Meridian City at a convenient time
during the first few days of the trial.
DATED: December 1,2010.
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 1st day of December, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Daniel Loras Glynn
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PETRA'S MOTION
FOR SITE VIEW OF MERIDIAN CITY HALL
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ORIGINAL
Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantiCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
----
DEC 0 12010
J. DAVlD NAVARRO, CJs'rk
Sy CARlY LATIMO.~;2
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
PETRA'S SECOND MOTION IN
LIMINE TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY
AND DOCUMENTS BY THE CITY'S
EXPERTS
Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled matter, by
and through its attorneys of record, Cosho Humphrey, LLP, moves this Court pursuant to Rules
7(b), 16(i) and 26(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, for an order in limine to exclude
testimony and documents by certain of the City's expert witnesses.
PETRA INCORPORATED'S SECOND MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE
TESTIMONY AND DOCUMENTS BY THE CITY'S EXPERTS
644080_2
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This motion is based on the pleadings, records and files in this case, Petra's
Memorandum in Support of its Second Motion in Limine to Exclude Testimony and Documents
by Meridian's Experts, and the Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker dated November 30,2010.
Oral argument is requested on this motion.
DATED: December 1, 2010.
PETRA INCORPORATED'S SECOND MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE
TESTIMONY AND DOCUMENTS BY THE CITY'S EXPERTS
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 1st day of December, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
o
~
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o
o
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsi ile: 331-1529
E-
PETRA INCORPORATED'S SECOND MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE
TESTIMONY AND DOCUMENTS BY THE CITY'S EXPERTS
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ORIGINA\L
Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com;
eklein@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
DEC 0,1 2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By eARLY LATIMORE
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
VS.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada )
Case No. CV OC 0907257
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER
DATED DECEMBER 1,2010 IN SUPPORT OF
PETRA'S SECOND MOTION IN LIMINE TO
EXCLUDE CITY'S EXPERTS
I, THOMAS G. WALKER, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state:
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER DATED NOVEMBER 30, 20 lOIN SUPPORT OF PETRA'S SECOND
MOTION IN LIMINE CITY'S EXPERTS
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1. I am one of the attorneys of record for the Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra
Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled action and I make this affidavit based on my own
personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein.
2. I submit this affidavit in support of Petra's Second Motion in Limine to Exclude
Testimony and Documents by the City's Experts.
3. On November 17,2010, I received a letter from the City's counsel indicating that
their masonry expert, Rusty Boicourt of MTI, could no longer testify due to a conflict of
interest. Counsel for the City indicated he would be substituting a new expert from STRATA.
4. I thereafter disclosed a report from Ray Miller on the masonry out of an
abundance of caution.
5. On November 24, 2010 I received a copy of the City's new previously
undisclosed expert witness report from Bart Larsen of STRATA. Bart Larsen was disclosed on
Nov. 19, 2010. STRATA appears to have submitted a proposal to inspect the masonry to the
City on November 6,2010.
6. The STRATA report is in excess of 426 pages and constitutes substantial new
expert opinion. Petra's own experts, including its masonry expert, will not have the opportunity
to analyze and rebut this report prior to trial. Petra will not have the opportunity to depose
Larsen prior to trial.
7. On or around November 19, 2003 I received a new report by Dave Aizpitarte
consisting of a noise study of the Meridian City Hall. This report is dated September 21, 2009.
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER DATED NOVEMBER 30, 2010 IN SUPPORT OF PETRA'S SECOND
MOTION IN LIMINE CITY'S EXPERTS
007439
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On November 23, 2010, the City disclosed "recordings" that appear to be related to the
Aizpitarte report. Aizpitarte was first disclosed on November 19,2010. Petra will be unable to
retain an expert to analyze and rebut this new expert report, or be able to depose Aizpitarte prior
to trial.
8. On November 17,2010 I received a new 91-page report from Tim Petsche dated
November 15, 2010 and based on a study by Total Systems Services of the City Hall's HVAC
control system. I am unaware of anyone from Total Systems Services planning on testifying in
this case. This report includes substantial new previously undisclosed HVAC "correction cost
estimates" of $1,798,675. Tim Petsche has already been deposed regarding his previous
opinions. Petra will be unable to retain an expert to analyze and rebut this new report, or depose
Petsche again prior to trial.
9. On November 17, I received a new 57-page report on the City Hall roof from Ray
Wetherholt dated November 10,2010. Ray Wetherholt has already been deposed regarding his
original report. This report contains substantial new opinion and information. Petra will be
unable to retain an expert to analyze and rebut this new report, or depose Wetherholt again prior
to trial.
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER DATED NOVEMBER 30,2010 IN SUPPORT OF PETRA'S SECOND
MOTION IN LIMINE CITY'S EXPERTS
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ary Public for Idaho
Residing at Eagle, Idaho
My commission expires: March 31, 2016.
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 1st day of December, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Daniel Loras Glynn
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
o[gJ
o
o
o
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile
E- '1:
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER DATED NOVEMBER 30, 2010 IN SUPPORT OF PETRA'S SECOND
MOTION IN LIMINE CITY'S EXPERTS
007441
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
~~~..~-..._.--
DEC 01 2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By CARLY LATIMORE
OEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
municipal corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV-OC 0907257
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PETRA'S SECOND MOTION IN
LIMINE TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY
AND DOCUMENTS BY THE CITY'S
EXPERTS
The above-named Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and
through its attorney of record, Thomas G. Walker, of the law firm Cosho Humphrey, LLP
submits this memorandum in support of its Second Motion in Limine to exclude testimony and
documents by the Plaintiff City of Meridian's ("City") experts.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PETRA'S SECOND MOTION IN LIMINE
TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY AND DOCUMENTS BY THE CITY'S EXPERTS
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1. Introduction
On the eve of trial, the City disclosed to Petra substantial expert witness reports, hundreds
of pages of documents in total, in disregard of this Court's Order Setting Proceedings and Trial,
this Court's bench ruling on September 27,2010, and the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. Petra
requests that the Court exclude the STRATA expert reports, the Aizpitarte "noise study" report,
the additional Petsche opinion, and the additional Wetherholt opinion. All of this constitutes
new and untimely expert opinion. These reports were disclosed within two weeks of trial. The
STRATA report, which is in excess of 426 pages, was received by Petra late in the afternoon of
November 24, 2010, the day before Thanksgiving, after all of the lawyers assigned to this case
had left for the holiday.
2. Background
The trial in this case is set to commence on December 1, 20 IO. The case has been
pending since April of 2009. The Court's Order Setting Procedures and Trial required the City
to disclose its experts no later than 126 days prior to trial and in accordance with Rule 26(b)(4).
Petra's discovery requests regarding the City's experts state that supplementation must be made
no later than 45 days before trial. After Petra sought in September to exclude the City's experts
from testifying due to the untimeliness of the City's disclosures, the Court ordered the City to
disclose all its experts' opinions no later than 45 days prior to trial.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PETRA'S SECOND MOTION IN LIMINE
TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY AND DOCUMENTS BY THE CITY'S EXPERTS
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On the evening prior to Thanksgiving Day, the City delivered a new report on the
masonry at the Meridian City Hall.! This is a detailed expert report in excess of 426 pages? The
City did not disclose Bart Larsen from STRATA until November 19, 2010.3 Petra expects the
City to argue it was forced to hire STRATA late in the game because its original expert, an
employee of MTI, is no longer willing to testify due to a conflict of interest.4 However, the City
has known since the beginning that MTI originally conducted inspections on the Meridian City
Hall during the course of project construction-inspections that the City apparently wanted MTI
to call into question at trial. The City has waited until the eve of trial and then claim one of their
experts has a conflict of interest that essentially has been common knowledge for years. The
City's attempt to substitute the STRATA report for the MTI report a week before trial is the
result of the City's lack of due diligence. Petra is completely unable to properly analyze and
rebut the STRATA report.s Petra is unable to even depose Mr. Larsen prior to trial.
Additionally, on November 17, Petra received new opinions from the City's experts
Petsche and Wetherholt, regarding the City Hall's control systems and the roof, respectively.6
Between November 19 and November 23 of201O, Petra received an extensive "noise study" by
1 Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker dated November 30, 2010 (Walker Affidavit), at ~ 5.
2Id. at ~ 6.
3 Id. at ~ 5.
4Id. at 3.
5 When the City notified Petra of its intent to withdraw MTI and make a substitute, Petra disclosed its own masonry
report as rebuttal, out of an abundance of caution. However, Petra's masonry report is not responsive to the new
STRATA report, and the prejudice suffered by Petra due to the untimely STRATA report remains. See Affidavit of
Thomas G. Walker dated November 30, 2010, at ~ 3-6.
6 Walker Affidavit, at ~ 8-9.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PETRA'S SECOND MOTION IN LIMINE
TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY AND DOCUMENTS BY THE CITY'S EXPERTS
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Dave Aizpitarte. 7 All these constitute new expert opinion.8 Petra deposed both Petsche and
Wetherholt prior to receiving these new reports.9 Further, Dave Aizpitarte was not disclosed as
an expert until November 19, 2010, although his report is dated September 21, 2009. 10
3. Law and Argument
Petra's position is straightforward. Under Idaho's discovery rules and the Court's orders,
the City should not be permitted to offer testimony and documentary evidence at trial based on
expert reports not disclosed until just before trial. Each of the reports was disclosed on the eve
of trial, giving Petra no time to assess them and prepare rebuttal, prejudicing Petra's defense of
its case. The City's experts should not be permitted to continuously develop and supplement
their opinions up to and beyond the commencement of the trial. Further, new expert opinions
cannot be offered at trial that were not previously disclosed in compliance with the Court's
orders, particularly when they are as untimely as the reports are here.
Rule 16(b) gives the Court authority to issue a scheduling order. The City has violated
the Court's orders, including its bench ruling on September 27, 2010 after Petra was forced to
file a motion to exclude the City's experts. Under Rule 16(i), the Court has the authority to
sanction the City by excluding testimony based on these reports and to exclude the reports
themselves. LR.C.P. 16(i); Edmunds v. Kraner, 142 Idaho 867, 872-73, 136 P.3d 338, 343-44
(2006) ("A trial court has authority to sanction parties for non-compliance with pretrial orders,
7 Id at~7.
8 Id. ~ 7-9.
9 Id. ~8-9,
10 Id. ~ 7.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PETRA'S SECOND MOTION IN LIMINE
TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY AND DOCUMENTS BY THE CITY'S EXPERTS
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and sanctions may include those enumerated in I.R.C.P. 37(b)(2)(B), (C) and (D) for discovery
violations.").
Idaho law is clear on late disclosed expert opinion: the opinions ordinarily should be
excluded. "Our discovery rules are designed to prevent surprise at trial and discovery rules
regarding expert witnesses were designed to promote fairness and candor."
Edmunds, 142 Idaho at 878, 136 P.3d at 349 (2006). "Effective cross-examination of an expert
witness requires advance preparation." Schmechel v. Dille, 148 Idaho 176, _, 219 P.3d 1192,
1197 (quoting Radmer v. Ford Motor Co" 120 Idaho 86, 89,813 P.2d 897, 900 (1991)).
It is fundamental that opportunity be had for full cross-examination, and this
cannot be done properly in many cases without resort to pretrial discovery,
particularly when expert witnesses are involved. Before any attorney can even
hope to deal on cross-examination with an unfavorable expert opinion he must
have some idea of the bases of that opinion and the data relied upon. If the
attorney is required to await examination at trial to get this information, he often
will have too little time to recognize and expose vulnerable spots in the
testimony.
Id. (quoting Radmer, 120 Idaho at 89, 813 P.2d at 900)).
The principle of a fair opportunity to cross-examine witnesses, particularly expert
witnesses, applies in this case and is fundamental to achieve a fair and accurate judicial
resolution.
Where expert witnesses are employed, cross-examination is even more crucial to
ensuring accurate fact-finding. Since, as in this case information submitted by
an expert witness generally consists of opinions, cross-examination is necessary
to not only test the witness's knowledge and competence in the field to which
his testimony relates but also to elicit the facts on which he relied in forming the
opinions.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PETRA'S SECOND MOTION IN LIMINE
TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY AND DOCUMENTS BY THE CITY'S EXPERTS
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State v. Creech, 105 Idaho 362, 380 670 P.2d 463, 481 (l983).
In Radmer, the trial court committed reversible error by failing to exclude the testimony
of an expert in light of the failure to supplement discovery responses and timely disclose a new
theory offered by the expert at trial. 120 Idaho at 91, 813 P.2d at 902. "Typically, failure to
meet the requirements of Rule 26 results in exclusion of the proffered evidence." Id at 89, 813
P.2d at 900. "Moreover, while trial courts are given broad discretion in ruling on pretrial
discovery matters, reversible error has been found in allowing testimony where Rule 26 has not
been complied with." Id (citing Smith v. Ford Motor Co., 626 F.2d 784 (lOth Cir.1980)).
There is ample case authority that gives guidance as to the proper course of action when a
party has violated discovery orders or Rule 26. See, e.g., Clark v. Klein, 137 Idaho 154,45 P.3d
810 (2002) (physician's failure to timely supplement his discovery responses to disclose identity
of expert and to disclose substance of expert's testimony, warranted exclusion of expert's
testimony at trial); Hopkins v. Duo-Fast Corp., 123 Idaho 205,217-218,846 P.2d 207, 219-20
(1993) (noting that LR.C.P. 26(e)(l) obligates counsel to supplement discovery responses,
particularly the substance of an expert's testimony); Perry v. Magic Valley Regional Medical
Center, 134 Idaho 46, 995 P.2d 816 (2000) (trial court did not abuse its discretion in excluding
video tape that was not provided in discovery); Zolber v. Winters, 109 Idaho 824, 712 P.2d 525
(1985) (court granted a new trial on the grounds that plaintiffs counsel had failed to supplement
his interrogatories in violation of Rule 26(e)); Fouche v. Chrysler Motors Corp., 103 Idaho 249,
646 P.2d 1020 (Ct. App. 1982) (trial court did not abuse its discretion in excluding mechanic's
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PETRA'S SECOND MOTION IN LIMINE
TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY AND DOCUMENTS BY THE CITY'S EXPERTS
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accident reconstruction testimony where such expert testimony from mechanic had not been
timely disclosed in response to a continuing request for discovery).
Therefore, whether characterized as a failure to timely supplement under Rule 26, or as
the late disclosure of a new expert opinion in violation of the Court's orders, the result is the
same: Petra is forced to grapple with new expert opinions on the eve of trial. This is
fundamentally prejudicial. Petra's cross-examination of these experts is prejudiced. Petra is
unable to deploy its own experts to analyze and rebut these reports. In fact, Petra cannot even
depose these experts regarding their new opinions before trial. The City is apparently seeking
to prove millions of dollars in damages based in part on the testimony of these experts. Petra
submits the fundamental prejudice to its case is obvious. Petra requests that the Court exclude
at trial all opinions and evidence based on these late disclosures.
3. Conclusion
The City's disclosures of the STRATA masonry report, and the new Petsche, Wetherholt,
Aizpitarte expert reports, are untimely under the Court's orders and the discovery rules. Petra
cannot adequately analyze and rebut these opinions, having received them only days away from
trial. Due to this prejudice, Petra requests that the Court exclude these new expert opinions and
related documentary evidence and reports.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PETRA'S SECOND MOTION IN LIMINE
TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY AND DOCUMENTS BY THE CITY'S EXPERTS
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DATED: December 1,2010
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 1st day of December, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Fa 'mile: 331-1529
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643718_2
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ORIG1[~AL
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
DE:C 'I 1 2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, ~?bi\:
61 eARLY LATIMUi;~
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
NOTICE OF HEARING
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, That the undersigned, attorneys for Petra Incorporated,
("Petra"), the Defendant/Counterclaimant in the above-entitled matter, will bring before the
Honorable Ronald J. Wilper of the above-entitled Court, for hearing at the Ada County
Courthouse, 200 West Front Street, Boise, Idaho 83702, on Thursday, the 2nd day of
NOTICE OF HEARING
644635
Page 1
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December, 2010, at the hour of 9:00 a.m. or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard prior to
the commencement of the trial in this matter, Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated's
Second Motion in Limine to Exclude Testimony and Documents by the City's Experts, and
Motion for Site View of Meridian City Hall.
DATED: December 1,2010.
NOTICE OF HEARING
644635
ER
dant/Counterclaimant, Petra
Page 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 1st day of December, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
NOTICE OF HEARING
644635
D
~
D
D
D
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile: 331-1529
Page 3
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
The City of Meridian
vs.
Petra Incorporated
For:
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
Washington Group Plaza IV
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
Boise, ID 83712
STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF ADA
)
:ss
)
Plaintiff(s):
Defendant(s):
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE
Case Number: CV OC 0907257
Received by TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LLC on November 18,2010 to be served on WILL
BERG.
I, Antonio Roque, who being duly sworn, depose and say that on Wednesday, November 24, 2010, at
7:52 PM, I:
SERVED the within named person(s) by delivering to and leaving with WILL BERG a true copy of the
Trial Subpoena, Letter. Said service was effected at 541 East Saint Kitts Drive, Meridian, ID 83642.
I also tendered and paid the sum of $23.30, (Witness Fee Tendered), at the time and place of service.
I hereby acknowledge that I am a Process Server in the county in which service was effected. I am over
the age of Eighteen years and not a party to the action.
Our Reference Number: 102048
Client Reference: Thomas G. Walker
Subscribed and sworn before me today
Monday, November 29, 2010
\"",UiU I8 1 }f
l
"", S'(,'{ VI IV/( "'"
..... ~ "
.:'" ~ .0- -..'':"~ ~ .-
: : ~0 l' A..:.R~y:.....-·.~_::-.L.--==-_--=:::::...--r~:::::;;z:.._:::::::;;;..: . \.- -
: : ~... :
: ~ G :
• • P \-.\ •
TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LL't •••• UB ••••
•, ur e. ._
P.O. Box 1224 "" J>-1 ••••••• .
Boise, ID 83701 "'" l'E O.;.......O~~~P;.U-b.:....h-C...,..fo-r..::,th~e;...S=::--;+-O~f~ld~a-b"OL-L-~---
I "," '""',(208) 344-4132 .. /"'(esiding at Nampa, I a 0
My Commission Expi e on March 7th, 2014
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (lSB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterciaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
VS.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO:
WILL BERG
541 East St. Kitt Drive
Meridian, Idaho 83642
CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
637199
Page I
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YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to appear before the Honorable Ronald J. Wilper of
the above-entitled Court at the courtroom at 200 W. Front Street, Boise, Idaho, on the on the 1st day
ofDecember, 2010, at 9:00 o'clock a.m. to testify in the above case.
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you fail to appear at the place and time specified
above, that you may be held in contempt of court and that the aggrieved party may recover from
you the sum of $100.00 and all damages which they may sustain by your failure to attend as a
witness.
DATED this 18th day ofNovember, 2010.
BY ORDER OF THE COURT.
J. DAVID NAVARRO,
CLERK OF DISTRICT COURT
By~oJ-~~~~'!f--=--':~~~__~-­
THOMASG.
An Attomey L
CIVIL TRIAL SUBPOENA
637199
Page 2
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL D~STRICTOF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
The City of Meridian
vs.
Petra Incorporated
For:
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
Washington Group Plaza IV
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
Boise, 1083712
STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF ADA
)
:ss
)
Plaintiff(s):
Defendant(s):
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE
Case Number: CV OC 0907257
Received by TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LLC on November 24,2010 to be served on
MATERIALS TESTING & INSPECTION, INC..
I, Antonio Roque, who being duly sworn, depose and say that on Monday, November 29,2010, at 12:50
PM, I:
SERVED the within named Materials Testing & Inspection, Inc. by delivering a true copy of the
Affidavit, Subpoena for Document Production; Letter to Dave Cram, Registered Agent, a person
authorized to accept service on behalf of Materials Testing & Inspection, Inc.. Said service was effected
at 2791 S. Victory View Way, Boise, 10 83709.
I also tendered and paid the sum of $25.00, (Witness Fee Tendered), at the time and place of service.
I hereby acknowledge that I am a Process Server in the county in which service was effected. I am over
the age of Eighteen years and not a party to the action.
Our Reference Number: 102185
Client Reference: Thomas G. Walker
,,\',I' II r II '" It,
........ ~ T. T1;A, "",
...' ,~ ••••• 0 •• -V/ ",
," '" of.' • ,~ 'V .e • ':,.
:: ;:: Q. aT A!? eo.L. -:. --.t----~:~.~ "Y~:'
TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LU3 ~ ~- Q ..,. : §
P.O. Box 1224 ~, 0Q. Pu \G l §
Boise, 10,83701 \. <1'0°'..... ~N:'""o:-t!:1-r.Y"t';:t,"""*fto-r""':"th:-e--=S:-ta-:-te-o-:f:-:'ld-:-a"'":'h-o------
(208) 344-4132 ~. /:/ d.~"~~iQJng.atBoise, Idaho
,.'MY,Gommission Expires on January 12th, 2013
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"Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Mackenzie Whatcott (lSB 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, SUBPOENA FOR DOCUMENT
PRODUCTION
VS.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
THE STATE OF IDAHO SENDS GREETINGS TO
Materials Testing & Inspection, Inc.
2791 South Victory View Way
Boise, Idaho 83709
Phone: 376-4748
SUBPOENA FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO MATERIALS
TESTING & INSPECTION, INC.
606772_2
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YOU ARE COMMANDED:
D to appear in the Court at the place, date and time specified below to testify in the above case.
D to appear at the place, date and time specified below to testify at the taking of a deposition in
the above case.
IZI to produce or permit inspection and copying of the following documents or objects, including
electronically stored information, at the place, date and time specified below. (See list of
documents or objects on Exhibit A attached hereto.)
D to permit inspection of the following premises at the date and time specified below.
PLACE DATE AND TIME: Documents shall be produced at the offices of Cosho
Humphrey, LLP, 800 Park Blvd., Suite 790, Boise, ID 83712 not later than 5:00 p.m. on
December 24,2010.
You are further notified that if you fail to appear at the place and time specified above, or to
produce or permit copying or inspection as specified above that you may be held in contempt of
court and that the aggrieved party may recover from you the sum of $100 and all damages which
the party may sustain by your failure to comply with this subpoena.
Dated this 24th day ofNovember, 2010.
J. DAVID NAVARRO
Clerk of t urt
SUBPOENA FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO MATERIALS
TESTING & INSPECTION, INC.
606772_2
Page 2
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EXHIBIT A
Produce true, correct, complete and legible copies of your file or files, information and
documents in any way related to, connected with, attributable to, and associated with any and all
documents prepared for or by Materials Testing & Inspection, Inc. ("MTI"), regarding the new
Meridian City Hall project ("Project"), including but not limited to all contracts entered into
with the City of Meridian and all testing and inspections (interim and final) that MTI conducted
for the City of Meridian in regard to the Project
This subpoena not only calls for the documents in your possession, but also for all
documents that are in your care, custody or control or in the care, custody and control of your
employees, representatives and attorneys.
DATED this 24th day of November, 2010.
J. DAVID NAVARRO
Clerk of th rt
q.¥-~~R
in the State of Idaho
SUBPOENA FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO MATERIALS
TESTING & INSPECTION, INC.
606772_2
Page 3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 24th day ofNovember, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
o
o
o
~
o
u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
SUBPOENA FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO MATERIALS
TESTING & INSPECTION, INC.
606772_2
Page 4
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KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB #5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
N9.~A.M7::'::X-"'"·-·'~"·-.c-
• .... ..', ~...... 1
DEC 022010
J. DAVID NAVAFlAO, Clerk
By J. RANDALL
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) :ss
County of ADA )
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
AFFIDAVIT OF DANIEL LORAS
GLYNN IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
THE SECOND MOTION IN LIMINE
TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY AND
DOCUMENTS BY THE CITY'S
EXPERTS
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1. I am at least eighteen (18) years of age and am competent to testify regarding the
matters set forth herein.
2. I am a member of the law finn of TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN
GOURLEY, P.A., representing the Plaintiff in this matter, and I make the following statements
based upon my own personal knowledge.
AFFIDAVIT OF DANIEL LORAS GLYNN IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO THE SECOND MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY AND
DOCUMENTS BY THE CITY'S EXPERTS - 1
007461
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3. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A," is a true and correct copy of the excerpts of the
deposition ofTimothy E. Petsche as taken on October 8, 2010, pages 59-63, 92-93.
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B," is a true and correct copy of the excerpts of the
deposition of Raymond C. Wetherholt as taken on October 26, 2010, pages 15-18, 70-72.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN.
GOURLEY,PA
By:S:::> ~ ~
Daniel Loras Glynn
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 2nd day of December, 2010.
Notary Public, State of Idaho
Residing at: Meridian, ID
My commission expires: November 3, 2014
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2nd day of December, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Email
~~~Daniel LoraS
~
o
o
o
AFFIDAVIT OF DANIEL LORAS GLYNN IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO THE SECOND MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY AND
DOCUMENTS BY THE CITY'S EXPERTS - 2
007462
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho)
Municipal Corporation, )
) Case No. CV OC 0907257
)
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, )
)
vs. )
)
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho )
corporation, )
)
Defendant/Counterclaimant. )
---------------)
AUDIO-VISUAL DEPOSITION OF TIMOTHY E. PETSCHE
October 8, 2010
Boise, Idaho
Janet French, CSR #946, RPR
EXHIBIT
A I--
007463
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Timothy E. Petsche October 8, 2010 The City vf Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et a1.
[Page 59]
A. I have.
hot and cold areas. So I'm aware of the issues.
A. I personally know that when you set the
A. I mean, I've walked through the building.
I can feel the
How do you know that's what caused tiles to
Whistling doors.
How do you know that?
It's the pressure that actually lifts it to
I saw them out, yeah.
Well, it's pressurization in the building.
But you don't know how they came out?
Q. But you are making an assumption that that's
Q. And have you done that yourself?
Q. Okay. Where did you do that?
A. At the Meridian City Hall.
Q. Okay. Did you see tiles get blown out, or
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
come out?
A.
what caused that. You don't actually know that. I'm
versus what someone else had told you.
to the pressure in the hallways.
tiles back to the holes that they actually float due
the ceiling.
I've looked at the tiles blown out.
someone told you
just trying to understand what you personally know
1 11:33:37
2 11:33:39
3 11:33:39
4 11:33:41
5 11:33:41
6 11:33:42
7 11: 33: 46
8 11: 33: 47
9 11:33:49
10 11:33:51
11 11:33:54
12 11:33:55
13 11:33:57
14 11:33:58
15 11:34:00
16 11:34:05
17 11:34:07
18 11:34:11
19 11:34:14
20 11:34:17
21 11:34:18
22 11:34:21
23 11:34:21
24 11: 34: 22
25 11:34:24
Associated Reporting Inc.
208.343.4004
007464
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1Timothy E. Petsche
11:34:25 Q. Where?
October 8, 2010 The City ~_ Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
[Page 60]
2
3
4
5
6
7
11:34:26
11:34:27
11:34:29
11:34:31
11:34:31
11:34:34
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
First floor, south end.
Okay. What is located there?
It's an entry area.
Okay. And where in the entry area?
The ceiling.
Okay. How did you do that? Tell me about
8 11:34:38 how you did this, where you checked the tile.
9 11:34:42 A. I took a ladder. The tiles cocked out of
10
11
12
13
11:34:46
11: 34: 50
11:34:52
11: 34: 55
the hole. You can go up, adjust the tile, set it back
in place. With the door closed, you actually get the
whistling sound from the pressure in the building.
It's so intense, it just lifts the tiles.
14
15
11:34:58
11:35:00
Q.
A.
Okay. What do you attribute that to?
Something to do with the pressure controller
16 11: 35: 02 on the HVAC system.
17 11: 35: 05 Q. Are you aware of what, if any, training Eric
18 11:35:10 Jensen has on doing the controls on the HVAC system?
19 11:35:12 A. I know he's got -- he's been a building
20 11: 35: 13 manager at other facilities. I mean, I don't know
21 11:35:15 what his formal training is, no.
22
23
24
25
11: 35: 17
11: 35: 17
11:35:18
11:35:20
Q.
controls?
A.
Q.
Do you have the ability to adjust the
No.
Why not?
Associated Reporting Inc.
208.343.4004
007465
   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
    
  
    
  
  
    
    
  
  
    
  
    
    
  
  
            
  
  
     
      
     
        
   
          
         
          
            
          
        
        
        
        
    
          
          
         
         
      
 
 
 
 
        
 
  
   
 
Timothy E. Petsche October 8, 2010 The Cit} ~f Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et ai.
[Page 61]
1 11:35:23
2 11:35:27
3 11:35:30
4 11: 35: 33
5 11:35:36
6 11:35:40
7 11:35:51
8 11:35:57
9 11:35:58
10 11:36:01
11 11:36:02
12 11:36:06
13 11:36:11
14 11:36:15
15 11:36:17
16 11:36:17
17 11:36:20
18 11:36:25
19 11:36:29
20 11:36:34
21 11:36:37
22 11:36:39
23 11:36:41
24 11:36:46
25 11:36:47
A. That's not my -- I'm basically a systems
analyst. I'm not a controls guy.
Q. So when you install a system, do you install
the controls and does someone else deal with them?
A. I usually have subs, a control sub like
Yamas or Total Systems come in and do the controls.
Q. Okay. The next -- is there anything else on
the HVAC controls that you know is at some issue with
those?
A. No. We'll have that information within a
couple weeks.
Q. Okay. On the next one, No. 3 on your
letter, it says, "Hydronic loop chemical treatment.
We took a water sample and are currently awaiting
results."
Tell me about that.
A. There has been -- Eric -- well, through
notes and through Eric, the water treatment has been
an ongoing issue, I guess, since they got in the
building. So I had water treatment taken, a sample,
and it's currently off for analysis, and they are
going to come up with a remedy.
Q. Who took that?
A. Well, Total Systems had an outfit take it.
I don't know who it is.
Associated Reporting Inc.
208.343.4004
007466
   
  
  
  
    
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
            
  
        
      
          
         
         
          
         
           
 
        
  
          
       
         
 
    
       
         
          
         
         
       
    
         
      
   
 
Timothy E. Petsche October 8, 2010 The Cit. f Meridian v. Petra, Inc., et al.
[Page 62]
1 11:36:49
2 11:36:50
3 11:36:50
4 11:36:53
5 11:36:58
6 11:36:59
7 11:37:02
8 11:37:04
9 11:37:08
10 11:37:11
11 11:37:15
12 11:37:20
13 11:37:22
14 11:37:27
15 11:37:29
16 11:37:33
17 11:37:33
18 11:37:34
19 11:37:37
20 11:37:40
21 11:37:40
22 11:37:42
23 11:37:45
24 11:37:46
25 11:37:49
Q. Do you have experience in chemical
treatment?
A. No.
Q. So what experience do you have that would
give you any ability to talk about the hydronic loop
chemical treatment?
A. I'm not talking about it. That's what I
said. I have a sub hired to look at it.
Q. And does your engagement agreement with
Trout Jones have provisions for you to hire additional
people to do work as part of your assignment?
A. My authorization for the other subs came
from the City of Meridian.
Q. Okay. So you really can't testify about
this treatment, because you don't have any experience
in that and someone else is doing testing on it; am I
correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. So I assume you wouldn't be offering
testimony about that because you don't know about it?
A. I'm not. I'm waiting on results.
Q. Are you then going to be able to testify
about those without any experience in chemical
treatment?
A. I can testify on the results.
Associated Reporting Inc.
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A. He is.
A. I do not.
A. I have no idea.
A. No.
It's
I guess I canIt will be on a report.
Q. Is he aware now?
Q. Do you know when it became defective?
Q. Do you know if Eric Jensen was aware of it
A. Just in walking through the building,
THE WITNESS: All right.
MR. GLYNN: Make sure you wait for her to finish
Q. So you wouldn't have any personal knowledge
Tell me about that.
A.
Q. (BY MS. KLEIN) All right. The fourth thing
Q. How can you testify on results of tests that
particular thermometer that is pegged out.
observing different pieces and parts, there is one
her question.
prior to you seeing it?
defective. I snapped a picture of it.
you have listed here is, "Noted defective thermometer
on chilled water return line."
provide a report as evidence.
of that testing or what was contained in it?
you didn't execute?
1 11:37:52
2 11:37:53
3 11:37:56
4 11:37:57
5 11:37:59
6 11: 38: 03
7 11:38:04
8 11:38:07
9 11:38:08
10 11:38:09
11 11:38:11
12 11:38:14
13 11: 38: 17
14 11:38:17
15 11:38:19
16 11:38:23
17 11:38:27
18 11:38:29
19 11: 38: 32
20 11:38:34
21 11:38:36
22 11:38:37
23 11:38:38
24 11:38:40
25 11:38:41
Associated Reporting Inc.
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1 12:20:04
2 12:20:11
3 12:20:17
4 12:20:18
5 12:20:24
6 12:20:41
7 12:20:42
8 12:20:50
9 12:20:53
10 12:20:55
11 12:27:02
12 12:27:04
13 12:27:06
14 12:27:08
15 12:27:11
16 12:27:15
17 12:27:18
18 12:27:18
19 12:27:23
20 12:27:26
21 12:27:29
22 12:27:33
23 12:27:36
24 12:27:36
25 12:27:39
A. No, I don't.
Q. Okay. Were you also involved in a lawsuit
in 1999 where the plaintiff was Franklin Building
Company?
A. I may have been named. That was on a -- I
believe it was on an apartment complex or something in
Hailey.
MS. KLEIN: Okay. I'm going to take just a quick
break and then I'm just about done. I just want to
review a couple of things. We'll go off the record.
(Recess taken from 12:20 p.m. to 12:27 p.m.)
MS. KLEIN: Back on the record.
Mr. Petsche, I just have a couple quick
questions before we finish up.
Q. (BY MS. KLEIN) As I understand it, your
current -- the company that you own does installation
of HVAC systems?
A. That's correct.
Q. You haven't provided today pursuant to the
duces tecum a copy of the bill that you've submitted
so far or a copy of the engagement letter, and you
will get us those documents. You can get them to
Mr. Glynn and he will get them to us; is that correct?
A. I will.
Q. And that you are waiting for additional
Associated Reporting Inc.
208.343.4004
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A. That's correct.
revisit that.
the fact that he's testified that he has additional
(Signature requested.)
I think
I'm going to conclude theMS. KLEIN: Okay.
Do you have anything --
MR. GLYNN: On those issues; right?
MS. KLEIN: On those issues; correct.
MR. GLYNN: Yep. No objection there.
MS. KLEIN: All right. I think we are done. Off
the record.
(The deposition concluded at 12:28 p.m.)
generates anything else, we'd want the opportunity to
area. But depending on what those say and if he
option to -- to call this witness later only based on
he's asserted the he doesn't have expertise in that
doing pursuant to your engagement letter with Trout
deposition today, but I'm going to leave open the
reports to finish your requested work that you are
Jones?
reports he is waiting for, although I don't
1 12:27:42
2 12:27:45
3 12:27:46
4 12:27:47
5 12:27:50
6 12:27:55
7 12:27:56
8 12:27:58
9 12:28:02
10 12:28:04
11 12:28:06
12 12:28:06
13 12:28:06
14 12:28:06
15 12:28:08
16 12:28:10
17 12:28:11
18 12:28:13
19 12:28:13
20 12:28:13
21 12:28:13
22 12:28:13
23 12:28:13
24 12:28:13
25 12:28:13
Associated Reporting Inc.
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1 09:21:09 Q. Okay. Have you previously spoken with
2 09:21:10 Mr. Trout on the telephone?
3
4
5
09:21:11
09:21:13
09:21:23
A.
Q.
A.
Yes.
When was that?
More at the start of the -- of my
6
7
8
09:21:29
09:21:36
09:21:39
engagement, and then sort of meet and greet, if you
will; and then after my two site visits, we spoke on
the phone as well reviewing what my observations were.
9 09:21:45 Q. Okay. Who else have you spoken with from
10 09:21:47 the fir.m of Trout Jones?
11 09:21:52 A. Dick -- I want to say it's Kluckhohn.
12
13
09:21:54
09:21:57
MR. TROUT: Yes.
THE WITNESS: And Kevin Kluckhohn.
14
15
16
17
09:21:59
09:21:59
09:22:03
09:22:06
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
(BY MS. KLEIN) Okay. Anyone else?
That's it.
When did you last speak to Dick or Kevin?
I spoke to Kevin probably a couple of days
18
19
20
09:22:11
09:22:15
09:22:18
ago about the site visit and -- or actually, the
coming over for the deposition. And Dick was with us
this morning when we looked at the roof.
21
22
23
24
25
09:22:21
09:22:23
09:22:25
09:22:25
09:22:28
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
What time did you do that this morning?
7: 30.
Was it light yet?
No.
What were you looking at this morning?
Associated Reporting Inc.
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surface.
wall was not adhered to the wall.
A. He's with Versico, V-E-R-S-I-C-O.
to?
he marked some patches that were
A. The damage to the roof and the markups made
Q. And when was he there?
Q. Did you observe differences today than what
One was the
Q. Who is the inspector that you are referring
Q. Okay. When you say the damage to the roof,
A. Nicks, cuts, tears, scrapes to the roof
A. Most of them I had seen or they were similar
A. I believe he was there in September of this
the base flashing on the wall was -- at the top of the
year, recently.
marked a location where the patch over a cut had not
to what I had previously observed. There was a couple
been completely welded. He also marked an area where
installed, and I'm not sure why he marked them, and
maybe that it was a different material. He also
things that the inspector marked that I hadn't seen.
by the Versico inspector.
what are you referring to?
your last visit on July 23rd of 2010?
you observed pursuant to your report, which included
1 09:22:32
2 09:22:35
3 09:22:41
4 09:22:42
5 09:22:46
6 09:22:46
7 09:22:53
8 09:22:56
9 09:23:01
10 09:23:08
11 09:23:13
12 09:23:22
13 09:23:29
14 09:23:33
15 09:23:36
16 09:23:41
17 09:23:49
18 09:23:52
19 09:23:56
20 09:23:58
21 09:23:59
22 09:24:03
23 09:24:06
24 09:24:09
25 09:24:10
Associated Reporting Inc.
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1 09:24:12
2 09:24:16
3 09:24:18
4 09:24:20
5 09:24:24
6 09:24:28
7 09:24:28
8 09:24:30
9 09:24:32
10 09:24:34
11 09:24:39
12 09:24:43
13 09:24:48
14 09:24:54
15 09:24:58
16 09:24:59
17 09:25:08
18 09:25:16
19 09:25:24
20 09:25:27
21 09:25:31
22 09:25:38
23 09:25:44
24 09:25:48
25 09:25:53
Q. Okay. Was it your understanding that after
the time he was there and marked some corrections that
needed to be made, that those were made?
MR. TROUT: Object to the form of the question.
THE WITNESS: My understanding is that he made
the marks, but they have not been addressed since his
site visit.
Q. (BY MS. KLEIN) Okay. Do you know
whether -- have you been informed whether there are
plans to address those?
A. It sounds like Versico is -- from discussion
on the site this morning was that Versico is figuring
out how to address them.
Q. Okay. Was there new damage that you had not
observed in July of 2010?
MR. TROUT: Object to the form.
THE WITNESS: The previous site visit in July was
not to identify every single spot of damage, and so
his inspection was more thorough, at least in one,
maybe two areas.
Q. (BY MS. KLEIN) Okay. Did you personally
observe any areas that you believed to be damaged that
you do not recall observing in July of 2010?
A. I don't remember every specific location
that I marked, but I marked a fair number, but I would
Associated Reporting Inc.
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1 09:25:58
2 09:26:07
3 09:26:09
4 09:26:26
5 09:26:29
6 09:26:31
7 09:26:37
8 09:26:41
9 09:26:53
10 09:26:59
11 09:27:05
12 09:27:05
13 09:27:09
14 09:27:15
15 09:27:20
16 09:27:28
17 09:27:33
18 09:27:39
19 09:27:53
20 09:27:53
21 09:27:55
22 09:27:59
23 09:28:02
24 09:28:08
25 09:28:11
not have marked as many as he did.
Q. Okay. Who else have you talked with
regarding your deposition?
A. Well, you could count my staff for the
scheduling, and my wife for the arrangement of coming
over here, but that's about it.
Q. Okay. Fair enough. When were you
initially -- well, how were you initially contacted
about doing some analysis in this matter?
A. I was called by Kim Trout, I believe, in
January of this year to come over and take a look at
the roof.
Q. What were you told initially by Mr. Trout?
A. That the building was new, built for the
City of Meridian, and it had a construction management
kind of contract with the construction manager and all
of the -- what would normally be subcontractors,
signed directly with the City of Meridian. And that
the roof had leaked reportedly since the time it was
installed.
Q. Anything else that he told you?
A. There is notes in the file on the left side,
as I recall, that reflect most of that discussion.
Q. What did he ask you to do? You said he
asked you to come over. What did he ask you to do?
Associated Reporting Inc.
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1 11:15:52
2 11:15:54
3 11:16:00
4 11:16:02
5 11:16:05
6 11:16:08
7 11:16:10
8 11:16:14
9 11:16:14
10 11:16:19
11 11:16:23
12 11:16:37
13 11: 17: 15
14 11:17:17
15 11:17:22
16 11:17:25
17 11:17:28
18 11: 17: 32
19 11:17:36
20 11:17:39
21 11:17:43
22 11:17:45
23 11:18:55
24 11:19:00
25 11:19:03
brick work, the stone work, the sheet metal work,
essentially, the construction management role.
Q. Okay. Do you know if he has experience with
this type of roofing?
A. I would think so, being in Idaho where you
put a lot of this kind of roofing on.
Q. Are you knowledgeable about his background
and the type of construction that he does?
A. Limited.
Q. Okay.
A. I know he's got a degree, I think, from
Oregon in construction management.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 313 marked.)
Q. (BY MS. KLEIN) I'm going to hand you a
stack of documents that came out of that file that you
brought today. You can just look through and make
sure these are documents you provided. I'm going to
mark it as Exhibit No. 313 solely for the purpose of
that they will be an exhibit of items that you brought
that we made a copy of to have in the record. And I
just want to make sure they are all ones that you
provided.
A. Yes, they are all from my file.
Q. Can you add this to it as well and make sure
as well? I apologize.
Associated Reporting Inc.
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1
2
3
11:19:05
11:19:05
11:19:09
A.
exhibit?
Q.
Do you want me to include this in the
Correct. Just make sure that you got a
4
5
11:19:10
11:19:12
chance to look at it. I understand that's a
preliminary report that you prepared?
6
7
8
11:19:12
11:19:12
11:19:22
A.
Q.
Yes.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 314 marked.)
(BY MS. KLEIN) Okay. And then finally I'm
9
10
11:19:25
11:19:30
going to hand you what's been marked as Exhibit
No. 314.
11
12
13
11:19:32
11:19:40
11:19:41
A.
No. 313?
Q.
So do you want this as part of Exhibit
Correct. Thank you. I don't know if that
14 11:19:41 clip is going to --
15
16
11:19:41
11:19:43
A.
Q.
You need a bigger clip.
I can get one from the court reporter.
17
18
19
11:19:44
11:19:48
11:19:48
MS. KLEIN: Mr. Trout, here is this. I don't
think the one page is going to knock anything over
so ...
20 11:19:49 Q. (BY MS. KLEIN) Have you been provided a
21 11:19:54 copy of this email from Versico?
22
23
24
25
11:19:57
11:20:00
11:20:00
11:20:05
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
It looks like it is not from Versico.
I'm sorry. It is from Mr. Weltner.
No.
Okay. Were you provided information that is
Associated Reporting Inc.
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A. I haven't seen this email before.
MS. KLEIN: Okay. Off the record.
(The deposition concluded at 11:20 a.m.)
provided information that Versico was doing some
at this point any
I don't think I have any
Okay. Do you have any
MS. KLEIN: Okay.
MR. TROUT: No.
Mr. Trout?
(Signature requested.)
Q.
A. Not specifically, no.
do related to the roof?
contained in here? You mentioned that you had been
further questions at this point.
other direction from the City on tasks that you're to
additional work.
1 11:20:08
2 11:20:12
3 11:20:23
4 11:20:25
5 11:20:29
6 11:20:34
7 11:20:36
8 11:20:39
9 11:20:48
10 11:20:50
11 11:20:51
12 11:20:51
13 11:20:51
14 11:20:51
15 11:20:51
16 11:20:51
17 11:20:51
18 11:20:51
19 11:20:51
20 11:20:51
21 11:20:51
22 11:20:51
23 11:20:51
24 11:20:51
25 11:20:51
Associated Reporting Inc.
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KIM J. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB#5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
THE SECOND MOTION IN LIMINE
TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY AND
DOCUMENTS BY THE CITY'S
EXPERTS
The Plaintiff/Counter-defendant, The City of Meridian, (hereinafter referred to as "City"),
submits this Memorandum In Opposition To The Second Motion In Limine To Exclude Testimony
And Documents By The City's Experts As Filed By The Defendant Petra, Incorporated (hereinafter
referred to as ''Petra'').
Petra has moved this Court for an order seeking to exclude certain expert reports that the
City intends to present in this matter. Petra's Motion should be denied as the evidence in the record
indicates that the timing of the City's disclosures was not the result of any bad faith, lack of
diligence, or improper purpose. Rather, the timing of these disclosures was the result of
circumstances beyond the control of the City including, the sudden departure of a previously
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO THE SECOND MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE
TESTIMONY AND DOCUMENTS BY THE CITY'S EXPERTS - 1
007479
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disclosed expert witness and the delayed production of certain studies and investigations by third
parties which delay was advised in advance to Petra. Thus, the City submits that good cause exists
for the timing of these disclosures and, rather than request a continuance which would be
appropriate under the circumstances, substantial justice warrants that these reports be considered at
the trial of this matter.
ARGUMENT
While the purpose of pretrial disclosures is to equip both sides with tools to ensure fair
pretrial procedure, the Court must always be mindful to do substantial justice in the application of
those pretrial procedures. Edmunds v. Kraner, 142 Idaho 867, 873, 136 P.3d 338, 344 (2006);
Department ofLabor and Indus. Services v. East Idaho Mills, Inc., 111 Idaho 137, 139, 721 P.2d 736, 738
(Ct. App. 1986); Stevenson v. Steele, 93 Idaho 4, 9, 453 P.2d 819, 824 (1969). Thus, as the Court in
Hopkins v. Duo-Fast Corp., 123 Idaho 205, 846 P.2d 207 (1993), a trial court does not abuse its
discretion in permitting expert testimony which was previously undisclosed where the evidence
showed that expert opinion was reached recendy and not the result of sandbagging by the disclosing
party. Such is the case here and the City submits that good cause and the ends of substantial justice
warrant the submission of the City's reports from Strata and Dave Aizpitarte as well as the
supplemental reports of Tim Petsche and Ray Wetherholt.
As Petra acknowledges in its moving memorandum, the City's need to retain Strata for the
purposes of providing an expert report is the direct result of the City's prior disclosed expert witness
MTI advising the City, just prior to the expert disclosure deadline, that it would not provide further
expert testimony in view of a discovered conflict interest, i.e. its ongoing business relationship with
Petra. Given the significance of the evidence to be provided by MTI, and now Strata, concerning
the substantial failure rate of the masonry on the Meridian City Hall, the City believes that a
continuance would have been an appropriate request. However, rather than seek to obtain a
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO THE SECOND MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE
TESTIMONY AND DOCUMENTS BY THE CITY'S EXPERTS - 2
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continuance upon this disclosure from MTI, the City retained Strata on an expedited basis to
provide the exact same opinion that it anticipated to be presented by MTI. Petra was aware of the
nature and substance expert opinion that the City intended to present, had disclosed a rebuttal
expert concerning the same, and thus there is no prejudice to Petra in the presentation of the same
opinion from a different source.
As it concerns the supplemental reports from Mr. Petsche and Mr. Wetherholt, Petra also
acknowledges that it had the opportunity to depose each of these individuals. As a review of the
deposition transcript of each discloses, both individuals expressly disclosed to Petra's counsel that
their report was not complete and that both were awaiting on additional information from a third
party whose investigation and analysis would be incorporated within their opinion. (Affidavit of
Daniel Loras Glynn in Opposition to Petra's Second Motion in Limine to Exclude Testimony and
Documents by the City's Experts, Exhibits "A" and "B".) It is the results of this testing and analysis
which are contained within the supplemental expert disclosures made by the City on November 17,
2010. Despite receiving these supplemental disclosures nearly two weeks ago, Petra determined not
to seek the continuation deposition that it had reserved as a result and awaited until the first day of
trial to claim prejudice and fue the instant motion. The supplemental reports of Mr. Petsche and
Mr. Wetherholt do not materially differ from the scope of the opinions previously disclosed by the
City, but rather provide additional support and detail. These are matters that can easily be addressed
in cross examination and responded to by its own already disclosed expert witnesses.
Finally, as it concerns the City's disclosure of an expert report from Mr. Aizpitarte, the City
acknowledges that report was inadvertendy omitted from its expert disclosures made on October 15,
2010. Nonetheless, the City asserts that the City should be entided to present the report and
testimony of Mr. Aizpitarte because the "noise study" is not a matter subject to a wide variety of
opinion. Petra has long known that the City has complained about the excessive noise resulting
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO THE SECOND MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE
TESTIMONY AND DOCUMENTS BY THE CITY'S EXPERTS - 3
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from improper design and installation of the certain components of the HVAC system. The "Noise
Study" simply quantifies the sound level. If Petra is concerned about the veracity of the sound level
which is emitted, there is sufficient time before the conclusion of the evidence in this matter for
Petra to have its own test conducted.
In short, each report, whether the substituted masonry report (Strata), the supplemental
reports of Mr. Petsche and Mr. Wetherholt, and the "Noise Study" are each reports which, although
not completely disclosed on October 15, 2010, do not prejudice Petra such that substantial justice
would not be served by allowing their admission. Petra's motion should be denied, or in the
alternative the less draconian remedy of a trial continuance as to the issues presented by these
reports granted.
CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated, Petra's Second Motion in Limine to Exclude Testimony and
Documents by the City's Experts should be denied.
RESPECTFULLY submitted this 2nd day of December, 2010.
TROUT+ JONES+GLEDHILL+ FUHRMAN + GOURLEY, P.A.
~~KIM]. TRO
Attorneys for Plaintiff
----
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2nd day of December, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Fax: (208) 639-5609
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Fed. Express
Email
l2J
o
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~"3c:?£s-----
Kim]. Trout
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO THE SECOND MOTION IN LIMINE TO EXCLUDE
TESTIMONY AND DOCUMENTS BY THE CITY'S EXPERTS - 5
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,KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIELLORAS GLYNN, ISB#5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
DEC u2 20JO
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By J. RANDAll
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
PETRA'S MOTION FOR SITE VIEW OF
MERIDIAN CITY HALL
The Plaintiff/Counter-defendant, The City of Meridian, (hereinafter referred to as "City"),
submits this Memorandum In Opposition To Memorandum In Opposition To Petra's Motion For
Site View Of Meridian City Hall As Filed By The Defendant Petra, Incorporated (hereinafter
referred to as "Petra''). t
While the City does not necessarily oppose this Court viewing the Meridian City Hall at
some point, the City submits that a viewing in advance of the presentation of the evidence is
inappropriate. This case concerns not the mere existence of the Meridian City Hall, but the
t At the outset, the City objects to consideration of Petra's Motion. This Court has frequently and recently reminded the
parties that it intends to strictly adhere to the deadlines contained within its order governing pretrial and trial procedure
in this matter. As such, Petra's motion filed on the first day of trial is clearly untimely and should not be considered.
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION FOR SITE VIEW OF MERIDIAN CITY
HALL-l
007484
 
    
   
    
    
   
      
      
 
   
   
   
   
   
           
          
      
  
 
 
    
 
 
     
    
      
   
           
             
              
     
               
                 
               
                    
                   
                      
            
 
substantial defects that resulted from Petra's failure to fulfill the fiduciary duties it accepted acting as
the construction manager pursuant to the provisions of the Construction Management Agreement.
Without the evidence and testimony concerning the substantial and significant number of defects in
the construction of the Meridian City Hall, this Court has no context by which to adjudge its
viewing. As such a viewing in advance of the presentation of the evidence has litde to no probative
value. Accordingly, Petra's request should be denied.
ARGUMENT
Petra correcdy recognizes that whether or not to conduct a viewing is committed to the
sound discretion of the trial court. Gilbert v. Ciry of Caldwell, 112 Idaho 386, 397-98, 732 P.2d 355,
366-67 (Ct. App. 1987). However, a request to view the property is only appropriate where a
viewing would assist the court in making its decision. Pqyne v. Skaar, 127 Idaho 341, 900 P.2d 1352
(1995). Thus, while a viewing of the subject property may be appropriate, it is "not essential to a fair
and complete trial." Cardwell v. Smith, 105 Idaho 71, 82, 665 P.2d 1081, 1092 (Ct. App. 1983).
In this case a viewing of the Meridian City Hall in advance of the presentation of the
evidence would be of no assistance in adjudging the facts of this case. Petra apparendy wants this
Court to walk through the Meridian City Hall in order for the Court to understand Petra's claims
concerning the size and scope of the structure constructed. However, this case is not solely about
whether or not Petra constructed a four-story structure containing 80,000 square feet of Class A
office space.
This case also concerns the manner in which Petra constructed the Meridian City Hall. A site
inspection in advance of the presentation of evidence concerning the defects within the construction
of the Meridian City Hall leaves the Court without any direction as to what it is looking at, or should
be looking for. How does a view of the Meridian City Hall in advance of the presentation of
evidence assist the Court in understanding the City's evidence concerning the defects in the
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION FOR SITE VIEW OF MERIDIAN CITY
HALL-2
007485
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plumbing, the masonry, the HVAC system, the roof, or the water feature? The answer is, it does
not. Thus, as the Court recognized in Golden Condor, Inc. v. Bell, 106 Idaho 280, 283,678 P.2d 72, 75
(Ct. App. 1984), a trial court did not abuse discretion in denying site view where such would have no
probative value on the questions presented.
It should be noted that Rule 43(f) also provides that there shall be no communication during
the viewing absent prior authorization. I.R.c.P. 43(f). Thus, if there is to be a viewing in advance
of the evidence the parties should be able to present commentary concerning what it is that the
Court is viewing and how that viewing relates to the evidence to be presented. As is evident by that
proposition, such a procedure creates more problems than it resolves, as the parties will inevitably
be concerned that the viewing is being used solely for argumentative purposes rather than for the
demonstrative or illustrative purposes for which it is intended.
Thus, the City submits that if there is to be any viewing of the Meridian City Hall it should
be conducted at the conclusion of the evidence of the case rather than preceding it. After having
heard the testimony and having reviewing the number of images, diagrams and other demonstrative
exhibits can the Court conclude whether a viewing of the Meridian City Hall would be of assistance
or simply be unnecessarily cumulative of the evidence admitted. Pqyne, 127 Idaho at 348, 900 P.2d at
1359 (a district court does not abuse its discretion in denying a request for an inspection where a
viewing would be cumulative of the testimony, pictures, and diagrams already presented).
CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated, Petra's should be denied.
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION FOR SITE VIEW OF MERIDIAN CITY
HALL-3
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RESPECTFULLY submitted this 2nd day of December, 2010.
TROUT+]ONES+GLEDHILL+FUHRMAN+GOURLEY, P.A.
~ ~ ~--------
KIM]. TROUT
Attorneys for Plaintiff
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2nd day of December, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Fax: (208) 639-5609
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Fed. Express
Email
~--o~
Kim]. Trout
[gJ
D
D
D
D
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTION FOR SITE VIEW OF MERIDIAN CITY
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DEC 03 2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By J. RANDALL
DEPUTY
---l
«
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-0:::
a
KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
NO. 7
A.M B:$ FILEDP.M _
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF EXPERT WITNESSES
DATED DECEMBER 3,2010
COMES NOW the PlaintiffjCounterdefendant City of Meridian ("City"), by and through its
counsel of record, Kim J. Trout of the finn Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A., and
hereby submits Plaintiff's Supplemental Disclosure of Expert Witnesses Dated December 3, 2010.
This disclosure is intended as a supplementation to the discovery requests served upon it by the
Defendant.
Clifford S. Chamberlain, P.E.
Chamberlain Mechanical Corp.
4926 - 199th Place N.E.
BJrWand,WA.98033
(425) 889-2375
Pursuant to LR.C.P. 26(b)(4)(A)(i)
A complete statement of all opinions to be expressed: Mr. Chamberlain is expected to opine
on the matters of which Mr. Neidigh is expected to opine.
PLAINTIFF'S DISCLOSURE OF EXPERT WITNESSES DATED DECEMBER 3, 2010
Page -1
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The basis and reasons for the opinions: Mr. Chamberlain's expertise as a Mechanical HVAC
& Plumbing Consultant as well as his scheduled site visit of the Meridian City Hall, the
scheduled meeting with Mr. Neidigh as well as an inspection of the documents and video
evidence provided by Mr. Neidigh is the basis for his opinion.
The data or other information considered in forming the opinions: Mr. Chamberlain is
expected to perform a site visit, including an inspection of the backwater valves of the
Meridian City Hall, review plans maintained at Meridian City Hall, have conversations with
City employees, as well as meet with and review photographic and videographic evidence
taken by Mr. Neidigh.
Exhibits to be used as a summary of or support for the opinions: Mr. Chamberlain expects
to prepare exhibits for use at the trial of this case that summarize his opinions. Copies will
be provided to the Court and counsel as required by the Court. Mr. Chamberlain, without
limitations, will rely upon the photos and video taken by Mr. Neidigh, as well as the meeting
with Mr. Neidigh currently scheduled.
Qualifications of the witness. including a list of all publications authored by the witness
within the preceding ten years: Please see attached CV.
Compensation: Mr. Chamberlain is compensated on an hourly basis for the time actually
spent plus expenses. Mr. Chamberlain's billing rate is $195 per hour for investigations and
$325 per hour for expert witness testimony.
Listing of other cases in which the witness has testified as an expert at trial or by deposition
within the preceding four years: Please see attached documentation.
Plaintiff reserves the right to supplement this disclosure, as discovery in this matter is still
ongoing and the Plaintiff may be required to hire additional expert witnesses.
DATED this 3rd day of December, 2010.
TROUT +JONES +GLEDHILL +FUHRMAN
+GOURLEY, P.A.
By:
Kim
s=;idJT '---------
. rout
Attorneys for Plaintiff
PLAINTIFF'S DISCLOSURE OF EXPERT WITNESSES DATED DECEMBER 3, 2010
Page - 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 3rd day of October, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Email
Kim]. Trout
[gJ
D
D
D
PLAINTIFF'S DISCLOSURE OF EXPERT WITNESSES DATED DECEMBER 3, 2010
Page - 3
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Meehanical HVAC &PIUlltDI1I8 CORI'U.'tllIg
!jt~om I·~l l!
- .SRE: from the ·11 of If in fiG8
-Licensed Mechanical P.E. in:
• W(l$hingtCln
-OrQi'on
• Alaska
• lQabQ
• Calif()rn1a·
BIIBS§UIIlIID:i
A li«msedmeehanieaJ ~with overl5 yearsofexperietQ in the de$ip and
installation ofheating, ventilatin& air conditWnin& C()nt:r1.lls, piping, refrigeration and
plutnbing systems for commercial; insti'hltional, .health care, hotel, high-tech, bio-
tech, light industrial and large residential buildings.
Prof.ion.) Exueriegee:
> Chamberlain MeehaDw.lC~ - Kirkland, WA. (1990 to Present):
;~lainbt~=~~on <CMC) i6~~.=n:L=
btth., imfI.. . . of.~, .•.l1t,~cal, .and.~1Y~~ca1_igJ,l$ana in ..•.... '.. . for bu . 'pIbuild (dI&).and pJaUYspee .(pIs)
=:tsre~s.idro~~=a:~~~&r'
~~~desip~"'~.~bid ..
.... .. ... m .... ··noftllo .···~~.AvItilatil.co. ........••~
abe•... b· ....... .. '.. '~'~,,__~on
_ly., ·.anae~or~e~.
> Linford Air & lWrigeration Co. - Oaklattd, CA. (1987 to 1989):
~d clivjslon ..•••...•. . .and..~.'~~ ~Ie'for t)~
bodIthedesi~MpIam1·· .... .. ..:. .•..•.••this larp ....m.
andcomrolscontractor·~·_. .• '.'~commerdial bu11_'.-.
> James A. Nelson Co. - San Fran.cisco, CA. (1935 to 1987):
President of the James A. Nelson Co., a subsidiary ofHoladay-Parks, Inc. This large
total mechanical contractor specialized in high-rise buildings and thermal ice storage
symems.
> Holaday-Parks, _eo - Seattle, WA.. (1980 to 1935);
Started the designlbuild division as manager and later corporate vice-president. The
dIb division of this Seattle based meebanicalcontraetor provided engineering, sales
and project management for commercial projects in the Pacific Northwest and
Alaska.. Mr. Chamberlain also directed the company's marketing and long range
planning that included expansion into California.
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Resume: Clifford S. Cbamberlai~ FE Page #2
» MacDmlaId..MillerCo. - .~~WA. (1912 to 191():
Design••"~~~ and project tl'latJaBerfor the dlbtumkeyinstalJation
ofslmetm~ p,il'liq,~5 and plumbing systems for connneteial buil~.
» JOhllSOll Coatro)s,ln.t. - s.ute~WA. (l968to 1972):
Sale&~ ... project me.p tor the design aad in$tallation of temperatm'e
coottolaad blidlengautomtliOllSYstemsfOt the ~·l\l·tmtfkeL Reeeiv.
$peci~ CODtrol borytralnin8 in the desi8l1 of praetiQdand. .•et'~dlcient
~ .. elldti,>~el~ and CPrJlP1Jtef based comrol ..arId.hWldinS~t
s~.
Meef!g.~_iII:.
)- ~ohnsDnCon#.;~~shJ..~eek~~ng ~andapplica.ti0n$ oo~
1n '~'.•.~ -JIB .....~.of HVAC eon.l $Jstd1$.Alsa~ved
a4difi~muniqalll.com~·~eneJUY'~$~.
» ca.ni«:a.~ ~ry "Applied Ptodncts~t~CourseM in
Syracuse~ New York. This course fooused on accutateequiprnent selections for years
ofefficient operation plus the art ofaccurate heating and cooling load calculations.
» Ottaviano Technical Services, Inc.: attended multiple seminars. in conceptual budget
estilnating for mecbanical systems~ value engineering plus detailed eStimating of
sheet metal~ piping and plumbing systems.
» Quick Pen Computerized Estimating: factory training for theset...up and operation ofa
computer based estimating systems.
»- Mechanical Contractors Association of America (MCA): attended multiple seminars
in mechanical project managemen~ quality control and mechanical systems
commissioning.
» Sheet Metal Aild Air Conditionjn~ContraCtors National AssooiatiQl1 (SMACNA):
attended multiple seminars.in .~tI1tCtadmii:listrati~ claims m_~ont .~
~ment, qtJaJityconttol,fire/life safety de$i~ ·work pl_ safety, duct "iga
aad ductfa.bri~D. .
>ttaneTrace600~CBS~~:~ trai.gmtbeqseofbandiq~~
m"li.and~~$~;
)- AirR~eh '. inlow ~t1:lteairde$ip..;~air.ualityfor
SCboolsaad ()
»- ASHRAE: attended multiplecolltinuing educati()U classes and senUaat'$ at both the
load and natiollal COllveation level.
t~
» AJt)lor of"Viewpoint, Design-Build'" in the September 1990 issue~Heating Piping
Air Conditioning magazine by PenronPublishing.
» Author of "Statistical Validation Testing vs Commissioning~~ in the August 199~
issue ofHeating Piping Air Conditiomng magazine by PentaD Publishing.
»- .Auth'.0.£ 0.. f.,. th.e .. 2.
00
p.lace. nan·onal· e.ngtnee.' . nn.'.g. team .. Pf. OJ.ect.•...award as .spo.n8.or. byEngineered Systems magazine published by Business News Publishing Company.
The subject was.V.• ·irginia Mason Medical center~s Chiner Plant ltepJaeemem and the
article was published in the January 1999.
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Resume: Clifford S. Chamberlain, PE Page #3
Organization & Leadership Es.perieDee:
)l. American. Society of Heating, Refrigerating and. Air-Conditioning Engineers
(ASHRAE): a member sinee 1969. Participation includes attendaneeat local and
national meetings plus continuing education classes and workshops. Some of the
classesatrended involve the following subjects: application of.seismic restraints,
principles of energy .efficient design, computer modeling of buildings for energy
efficiency, indoor air quality control, indoor ventilationstandatds, life safety smoke
control, commissioning, and energy code analysis.
)- Building Commissioning Association (BCA): a past member in this national
organization. The Illi$sion of BCA is to improve and further the practiee of building
commissioning through professionaldeVelopmem programs, policies and activities.
)- National Society of Professional Engineers (NSPE): a past member, a past chapter
Board of Director and a past chapter vice-president of the Lake Washington NSPE
chapter.
)l. Sheet Metal & Air-conditioning Contractors National Association (SMACNA): a past
member and a past Board ofDirector for the San Francisco chaPter.
)- North Seattle Community College: current member and past president of the "HVAC
Technical Advisory Committee" providing teaching recommendations and course
curriculum guidance.
Clifford S. Chamberlain, PE
Chamberlain Mechanical Corporation
4926 - 119th Place N.B.
EJrkland, WA.98033
(425) 889-2375
clitf@nwlink.com
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Rule 26 Disclosure
Experience In Last 5-Years
Professional Opinions, Depositions & Expert Testimony Provided By
Clifford S. Chamberlain, PE Date Last Revised: 10/25/2010
DOL& Date
Started Work Court, Case Name & Work Description Case No., Firm & Contact(s)
Washington, Thurston County Superior Court Cause #04-2-01315-9
3/3/2005 Washington, Thurston County Juvenile Detention Facility v. Bodenhamer Jager Law Office
Provided HVAC consulting on the installation provided for Bodenhamer by Metcalf-Grimm Mr. David F. Betz
relative to performance &comfort comolaints.
Washington, Snohomish County Superior Court Cause #03-2-04996-2
4/25/2005 Heritage Ridge Residential Investment Partners 1997 v. S.C. Visions, Inc. Preg, O'Donnell &Gillett, PLLC
Provided expert opinions and deposition regarding the improper use of a gas log fireplace Mr. Jeffrey W. Daly
Deoo. as a orimarv source of heat and its contribution of moisture in a build ina mold claim.
New Mexico, U.S. District Court Cause #05-0261 MAC/LAM
7/26/2005 MacDonald v. United States US Dept. of Justice, Civil Division
Joint site inspection & testing with GT Engr. regarding possible source of worker exposure Mr. Michael Scadron
to CO at the Cannon AFB.
Washington, Snohomish County Superior Court Cause #05-2-10661-0
9/13/2005 Walden Park Condo v. D. R Horton, Inc. Preg O'Donnell & Gillett, PLLC
Provided site inspection of condominiums and their various mechanical systems to Mr. Mark O'Donnell & Ms. Lori K. McKown
Depo determine their role in discovered moisture in exterior walls.
US District Court, Eastern District of Washington Cause #CV-03-5071-LRS
10/10/2005 Phoenix Apartments Carney Badley Spellman, PS
Sub-consultant services to GT Engr. for the evaluation of data on attic space ventilation Mr. Scott Penner
and how moisture condensation can occur plus the oreoaration of a brief reoort.
2/22/2006 Washington, King County Superior Court Cause #05-2-18311-0 SEA
Daybreak At Issaquah Ridge Condo v. South Ridge LLC Preg O'Donnell & Gillett, PLLC
I inspected multiple units for domestic water pipe leaks and found what I believed to be a Mr. John Butler
materials defect. I also consulted on the buildino's envelooe desion.
Washington, Benton County Superior Court Cause #05-2-00287-2
2/23/2006 Mutual Of Enumclaw v. TMT Homes, Chips Plbg & RD. Rhoten Construction Law Offices Of Kenneth R Scearce
Provided expert opinions and a report relative to the proper installation of a gas fired Mr. Gordon C. Klug
domestic hot water heater as the oossible source of a house fire.
Washington, King County Superior Court Cause #04-2-36119-2SEA
5/19/2006 Sayles v. Quadrant Homes &Washington Insulation Williams, Kastner &Gibbs
Provided inspection and consulting on multiple new home furnace duct installations at the Mr. Tad Shimazu
Snoaualmie Ridoe develooment as it imoacts the normal installation of bldo. insulation.
Date Printed: 12/2/2010 Page #1
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Rule 26 Disclosure
Experience In Last 5-Years
Professional Opinions, Depositions & Expert Testimony Provided By
Clifford S. Chamberlain, PE Date Last Revised: 10/25/2010
DOL & Date
Started Work Court, Case Name & Work Description Case No., Firm & Contact(s)
Washington, Pierce County Superior Court Cause #06-2-05503-4
7/1212006 Blake & Alison Gibbons v. Air System Northwest, Inc Williams, Kastner & Gibbs
Joint site inspection & testing with GT Engr. regarding a home furnace replacement and a Mr. Tad Shimazu
homeowner's claim of a defective installation that impacted indoor air Quality.
Washington, Snohomish County Superior Court Cause #05-2-10912-1
10/12/2006 Emerald PI. Condo. HOA v. Emerald PI. Investors, LLC Preg O'Donnell & Gillett, PLLC
Provided expert opinions on the design and installation of residenfs radiant heating system Ms. Lori K. McKown
and an exterior driveway ice melting systems.
11/9/2006 Renaissance Condo HOA v. Goff & DeWalt, LLP
Joint investigation for HOA with GT Engr. to look at construction defects. I inspected the Mr. Daniel DeWalt
radiant heating system, multiple AlC units and the public corridor ventilation system.
DOL: 7/9/2005 US District Court, District Of Oregon Cause #0610-10773
3/1/2007 Rain & Hail v. Hussmann Corporation Schwabe, Williamson & Wyatt, PC
Provided refrigeration system consulting and opinions regarding the claim of a defective Mr. Thomas V. Dulcich &
ammonia piping installation. Mr. Andrew Lee
Cause #
5/18/2007 Woods v. McKittrick Building Company, LLC Ahlers & Cressman PLLC
Provided investigation services into proper crawl space and house ventilation issues plus Mr. Paul R. Cressman, Jr.
wrote a formal report documenting deficiencies. I also reviewed proposed methods of repair.
Cause #
8/612007 Villa Juanita Condominiums v. Stafford Homes Preg O'Donnell & Gillett, PLLC
Provided consulting services regarding htg. equipment complaints and ran htg. load Ms. Lori K. McKown
calculations to determine the required scope of repairs.
Washington, King County Superior Court Cause #06-2-37768-1 SEA
9/4/2007 Jacob's Creek HOA v. Simpson Housing Gierke, Curwen, Dynan & Erie, PS
Provided consulting services, wrote a report and was deposed on hydronic heating, hot Mr. Mark J. Dynan
Depo. water heater sizing and fireplace venting complaints.
Cause #
9/11/2007 City of Seattle v. Lockinvar City Of Seattle Attorney's Office
Provided boiler design, performance and installation review to support a 5-year warranty Mr. Gregory C. Narver
claim. I worked with all oarties to resolve the complaint.
Date Printed: 12/2/2010 Page #2
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Rule 26 Disclosure
Experience In Last 5-Years
Professional Opinions, Depositions & Expert Testimony Provided By
Clifford S. Chamberlain, PE Date Last Revised: 10/25/2010
DOL & Date
Started Work Court, Case Name & Work Description Case No., Firm & Contact(s)
Washington, Snohomish County Superior Court Cause #05-2-07117-4
12/6/2007 Bayside Condominium HOA v. Mastro Properties & Tri-State Plumbing Jager Law Offices
Provided consulting services and opinions on the installation of plumbing piping and fixtures Mr. Steven Jager
Ms. Mamie Silver
Washington, King County Superior Court Cause #07-2-22890-oSEA
2/19/2008 Admiral Condo. HOA v Ledcor Industries Scheer & Zehnder
Consulting services to review expert inspection report and offer opinions on repairs. Mr. Shawn Small
Depo.
Washington, Snohomish County Superior Court Cause #05-2-070004-6
2/29/2008 Canoe Club Condominium HOA v. Mastro Properties & Tri-5tate Plumbing Jager Law Offices
Provided consulting services and opinions on the installation of plumbing piping and fixtures Mr. Steven Jager
Ms. Mamie Silver
Washington, Pierce County Superior Court Cause #07-2-10003-8
4/10/2008 Mary Smith v Chong Yee Walker Gierke, Curwen, Dynan, Erie & Jones, PS
Reviewed documents and depositions to provide opinions on H&V installation. Mr. Mark J. Dynan
Washington, Clark County Superior Court Cause #08-2-02135-5
8/1/2008 Tidewater Cove Condo HOA v Tidewater Cove, LLC Todd & Wakefield
Provided consulting services and opinions on the installation of H&V plus plumbing systems Mr. Stephen M. Todd
Depo for seven luxury condo. buildings with 101-units. Ms. Vickv Strada
Washington, Clark County Superior Court Cause #07-2-04133-1
8/1/2008 Heritage Place Condo HOA v Heritage Place, LLC Todd & Wakefield
Provided consulting services and opinions on the installation of H&V plus plumbing systems. Mr. Stephen M. Todd
Depo. Ms. Vicky Strada
Washington, Pierce County Superior Court Cause #
8/1/2008 Pacific Tower Condo HOA v. Air Systems Engineering, Inc. Lee Smart, Inc.
Consulting on the HVAC design and installation as provided by Air Systems Engineering Mr. Marc Rosenberg
Depo. relative to heating/cooling capacity complaints.
Cause #
8/4/2008 Unigard v. Skanska Jager Law Office, PLLC
HVAC Consulting as part of the Olympic Associates team on building envelope and Mr. Steven Jager &
office comfort complaints for the Unigard Corporate Campus of buildings in Bellevue WA. Ms. Marianna Valasek-elark
Date Printed: 12/2/2010 Page #3
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Rule 26 Disclosure
Experience In Last 5-Years
Professional Opinions, Depositions & Expert Testimony Provided By
Clifford S. Chamberlain, PE Date Last Revised: 10/25/2010
DOL& Date
Started Work Court, Case Name & Work Description Case No., Firm & Contact(s)
Washington, King County Superior Court Cause #07-2-21835-1 SEA
2/3/2009 Shadow Hawk II Condo HOA v. Shadow Hawk LLC & Pageantry Communities of WA. Todd & Wakefield
Provided inspection services, expert opinions, report and deposition on plumbing and H&V Ms. Sommer B. Dykema
issues.
Alaska, Superior Court, Fourth Jucicial District At Fairbanks Cause #4FA-D9-D1484 CI
4/2/2009 Watterson Const. Co. v. A&A Roofing & Honeywell Law Offices of Richmond & Quinn
Provided expert opinions within a formal report regarding the role Honeywell controls played Mr. Kenneth M. Gutsch
in the over-pressurization & roof failure of at the Vehicle Maint. Facility, Ft. Wainwriaht, AK.
Washington, King County Superior Court Cause #08-2-07119-7SEA
4/6/2009 Rainier Vista or Ireland v. The Janes Company, Inc. Lee Smart, Inc.
Provided inspection and deposition regarding only eight home owners at Rainier Vista and Mr. Steven Wraith
Depo. complaints with a hotwater radiant heating system installed by the Janes Infloor Company. Mr. Scott Wong
Washington, King County Superior Court Cause #08-2-41976-2SEA
4/22/2009 Vista Valencia HOA v. Vista Valencia LLC Oles Morrison Rinker Bakker, LLP
Provided inspection services and opinions regarding the HVAC installation for all eight units. Ms. Eileen McKillop
Washington, Island County Superior Court Cause #07-2-00405-4
4/24/2009 Gordon v. Arbor Builders, Inc. & All-Ways Air Control Helsell Fetterman Attorneys At Law
Provided inspection and formal opinions regarding the HVAC installation. Ms. Pauline V. Smetka
Michigan, Oak Land County Circuit Court Cause #07-713-164-NF
7/16/2009 Estate of Daniel Devlin v. Progressive Mechanical & Ventrol Air Handling Systems Authur Chapman, Kettering, Smetak & Pikala, PA
Provided expert services and opinions on the accidental death of Mr. Devlin as it related to Mr. Willaim A. LeMire
the Ventrol rooftop air handler gas explosion. Mr. Timothy J. CarriQan
Washington, Pierce County Superior Court Cause #72-46-241614
7/29/2009 Sky Terrace HOA v. Sky Terrace LLC Todd & Wakefield
Provided inspection services, formal report, repair budgets and consulting regarding the Mr. Stephen M. Todd
existing H&V systems involved in this conversion from apartments to condominiums. Mr. Tylor C. Laney
Washington, King County Superior Court Cause #08-2-37204-9 SEA
8/10/2009 Pacific Rim Center, Condominiums Todd & Wakefield
Provided inspection services and a formal report regarding plumbing and heating issues in Mr. Stephen M. Todd
Depo. the residential portion of this buildinQ. Ms. Vicky Strada
Date Printed: 12/2/2010 Page #4
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Rule 26 Disclosure
Experience In Last 5-Years
Professional Opinions, Depositions & Expert Testimony Provided By
Clifford S. Chamberlain, PE Date Last Revised: 10125/2010
DOL & Date Court, Case Name & Work Description Case No., Firm & Contact(s)Started Work
Washington, Pierce County Superior Court Cause #08-2-12654-0
12/9/2009 Gold Pointe Condo. HOA v. Gold Pt. LLC Scheer & Zehnder
Provided inspection services for plumbing and heating systems plus wrote a scope of repair Mr. Matthew F. Quigg
Depo. report.
Washington, King County Superior Court Cause #08-2-31396-4 SEA
1/19/2010 Northwood Parkway Condominiums v Salmon Bay Plumbing Jager Law
Reviewed plumbing files in this case. Ms. Mamie H. Silver
Cause #
7/15/2010 Mohr v Sawtooth Construction Reed McClure Attorneys At Law
Provided HVAC inspection and consulting services. I wrote a report and was deposed in Mr. Earle Bravo
Depo. Auaust reaardina mv findinas and options
Cause #
8/19/2010 Sundance Glen v D.R. Horton Preg O'Donnell & Gillett, PLLC
Provided inspection services for H&V systems plus wrote a formal report and scope of Ms. Lori K. McKown
repair document.
Date Printed: 12/2/2010 Page #5
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"'KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB#5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
NO•...,., ....IiA.Mi> $'1~:I!II'I'@!PI"'B---
- ...... _-'•.P.M,_.. _
DEC 03 2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By J. RANDALL
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED WITNESS
LIST
The Plaintiff/Counter-defendant, The City of Meridian, (the "City"), by and through its
attorneys of record, Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A., in accordance with the Court's
Scheduling Order, filed its Witness List with the Court on Monday November 29, 2010, and
provided copies to counsel. However, at the time of the filing, the Court had not yet held the
evidentiary hearing with respect to Mr. Frank's inappropriate conduct of contacting expert
witnesses. Therefore, the Plaintiff reserved the right to supplement its witness list with witnesses
that had not been compromised.
At the evidentiary hearing, the Court found that Mr. Frank did inappropriately contact
witnesses, however the Court has ruled that the City must use Mr. Neidigh as its expert witness in
this matter and that any continuance in this matter would result in some prejudice to Petra,
PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED WITNESS LIST
Page 1
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Incorporated. The City has found a Mechanical HVAC & Plumbing consultant with which it is our
understanding that Petra, Incorporated has no affiliation with, and who is willing and scheduled to
testify in this matter.
The City hereby amends its witness list and provides notice of witnesses that the City may
call at the time of trial in this matter, except impeachment witnesses:
1. Dave Aizpitarte
2. Steve Amento
3. Neil Anderson
4. Ted Baird
5. Lee Cotten
6. Leo Geis
7. Alvin Hill
8. Eric Jensen
9. Laura Knothe
10. Frank Lee
11. John McCormick
12. Steve Packard
13. Tim Petsche
14. Charles Rountree
15. Mike Simmonds
16. Keith Watts
17. Todd Weltner
18. Ray Wetherholt
19. Mayor Tammy de Weerd
PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED WITNESS LIST
Page 2
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20. David Zaremba
21. Jason Neidigh
22. Clifford Chamberlain
The City reserves the right to elicit testimony from any witness identified by Petra,
Incorporated ("Petra").
The City reserves the right to call additional witnesses, as necessary, to authenticate
documentation.
Due to the inappropriate conduct of Petra's President, Jerry S. Frank, contacting witnesses
or employers of witnesses, which is in violation of Idaho Code §18-2604(1) and in violation of the
Idaho Ru1es of Civil Procedure, Plaintiff continues to reserve the right to supplement this list with
witnesses.
tri~
RESPECTFULLY submitted thisYday of December, 2010.
TROUT.JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
BY'~
Attorneys for Plaintiff
PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED WITNESS LIST
Page 3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
?:Jr:.
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day of December, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Fax: (208) 639-5609
PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED WITNESS LIST
Page 4
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Fed. Express
Email
Kim]. Trout
~
o
o
o
o
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ORIGINAL
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantiCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
A.M ....IP.M_. _
DEC 20 2010
J. DAVID NAVAFlRO, Oltrk
IV I. HOI.MU
!:l~
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case~No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
VS.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT
PETRA INCORPORATED'S FIRST
SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF
TRIAL EXHIBITS
Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled matter, by
and through its attorneys of record, Cosho Humphrey, LLP, submits herewith its first Supplemental
Disclosure of Trial Exhibits and hereby lodges Exhibits 626, 627 and 628 to its exhibits for use at
triaL
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS Page 1
Supplemental Disclosure ofTrial Exhibits
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Petra reserves the right to supplement or amend this Trial Exhibit List in conformance with
the evidence and pursuant to Rule 16(h), I.R.C.P., and as otherwise necessary. Additionally Petra
Incorporated reserves the right to utilize any exhibits identified or utilized by the Plaintiff in this
matter.
DATED this 20th day of December, 2010.
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS Page 2
Supplemental Disclosure of Trial Exhibits 007504
               
              
                
 
       
An Attorney ic sed in Idaho 
     
      
     
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 20th day of December, 2010, a tnue and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Daniel Loras Glynn
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
D
~
D
D
D
u.s. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
E-
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS Page 3
Supplemental Disclosure of Trial Exhibits 007505
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From:
Sent:
To:
CC:
Subject:
Keith Walts
Wednesday, June 03, 2009 01:26 PM
Tom Coughlin
Tom Johnson; Steve Christiansen
Exterior Punch
'lOla, we only have a dozen items left on the punch list. can you tell me when we can get this done.
I would like to get this complete ASAP.
Keith Watts
purchasing Manager
City of Meridian
33 East Broadway Avenue
Meridian, rc 83642
Ph. 208-489-0416
Fax: 208-887-4813
Petra79432
007506
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EXHIBIT 
I DEF.626 
CV:OC::U!fO 125 
 
j
.. -.
ARCHITECT'S SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTIONS
Date: 04130108
Project Name: Meridian City Hall
Contractor: Petra Incorporated
Projectl: 06016.01
Owner: City of Meridian
ASlI: 88
Fie Code: 9-h
----------------._._._-------------;
oOWner oconsuttant ocontractor aField oQlher
The Work $hall b&carrled out in accordance wilh the following supplementallnslructions issued In accordance!with the Contract DooJments wltho.Ut
change In Contract S\m or Contract TIme. PrIor to proceeding In accordance with ~Is- iI'Istruclfon, Indicate yotI' acceptance ofIhis inmK:lion. for'
minor change t> the Wort as consistent with the COntract Documents and relUm acopy to the Architect.
Reference: Community Plaza and SIte Improvements
Water Features: ReoAse the water features per the enclosed BuRetin# 22 from Petra Inc. dated 4/30108.
Attachments Petra Inc. Bulletin. 22 dated 4130/08
AcknoWledged By:
06016.01 ASI88 043008 BPbp 9-
h.doC
1221 Shoreline Ln.
I
Brent Pitts
Contractor
BoIse, 10 83702
EXHIBIT
DEF.627 .
CV-oC.otCJ125
Lombard·Conrad Architects. P.A.
PAGE 1OF 1
fx: 208.344.9002
Petra52965
007507
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APR-30-2008 IO:45AM FROM-- T-686 P.002/00S' F-19t
BULLmN
No. 00022
GBNERAL 0 ~~~lt.a _
1097 N. ROSAlUO STREEI' • MERIDIAN; ID 83642 • PHONE; (298) 323-'tSOO • FAX: Q(8),32HS07
mLE: Water Feature ASI Infonnatfon
PROJECT: Meridian CIty Han
DATe: 4/30/2008
'OBa 060675
TO: Attn: Brent Pitts
LeA Archltec.ts, PA
1221 Shoreline Ln.
BoIse, YO 83702
Phone: 208-345-6677 Fax: 208-344-9002
STARTED:
COMPLETE:
REQUIRED: 5/7/2008,
tlEMARks: ,,: :j.. ,,".. . :,:..:i.... .:"i,;>~;. ;~;·~.=·.':l!t~~~~;::~J"'~::it\ ·:f':.:i}r~:l·W:~~~·: .::'.:..! .~;'; : ~ ::; . '..:':' ' ..•. ':
The plaza changes to the water feature are BS folows:
1) Change to Aquasol System - WTC-L. The, system wfll come aa a compl&ta unit. se the attached from
Aquaspl.
2) Oel&te the Bromine System.
3) Change to a 36' Baker Hydro HRV, High Rate Permanent Media Filter.
4) Change to 8 5.5' taU retum tank to aeecomodate the over flow line.
5) Add asix Inch overflow line from tank to AD--6.
6) Change AD-5 to a precast 24" diameter x 4' tall with grate type to accommodate new overflow from tank.
7) Change pump to turbine type with programmable VFD. VIT-cATM 1 stage &11 CLC.
8) Add concrete enclosure on top of tank with gratee to cover pump and valves.
9) Use four Inch line In and out of filter room at Heritage BC,lllding. Filter line to discharge inla tank.
10) The return from the canal shall be eight inch.
11) The retum from the pool shan be six Inch until it connects to the stream.
12) The return from the Stream Shall be eight Inch until It connects to the Pool retum.
13) Pool and Stream will COMect Into a ten :lneh and return to the tank.
14) Delete drain to,lPnltary sewer.
15) All supply to water features to be six Inch.
16) Pool weir to be eight Incll In length.
17) There ,hall be two each of two Inch water services to be Installed in tha mechanical room of the Hertlage .
Building. One each for the Heritage water service. Oneeaoh water feature.
, .Re'-~
Slgnedl~
, ~wr'IA'I-------------------------------
Petra52966
007508
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(, MATeRIALSTESTING &INSPECTION CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE PAGE t# 1 OF2PRINT OATE 1112812010
o Environmental Services a Geotechnical Engineering o Construction Materials Testing a Special Inspections
Keith Watts
City ofMeridian
33 East Idaho Avenue
Meridian, ID 83642
Phone: (208) 898-5500
Fax: (208) 888-4218
Other:
CERTIFICATE of COMPLIANCE
Project: Meridian City Hall
Permit #: BP 2007-927
Project Manager: Clint Taylor
MTI File #: B70561
This letter is to certify that, in accordance with Chapter 17 ofthe 2006 International Building Code, the project
specifications, and the project scope of services, Materials Testing & Inspection personnel have performed
special inspections of the following items:
• Geotechnical Observation and recommendations
• Soils Density Testing
• Structural Masonry Testing and Inspection
• Reinforced Concrete Testing and Inspection
• Epoxy Installation of Bolts/Dowels Inspection
• Structural Steel, High Strength Bolting Inspection
• Structural Steel Welding I~pection and Non-destructive Testing
We certify that, to the best ofour knowledge, the requirements of the 2006 International Building Code and the
approved plans and specifications have been complied with, insofar as meeting the portion of the
aforementioned inspections requiring special inspection under Chapter 17 of the IBC, except as noted below:
• All non-compliance issues were corrected, and all structural steel welding and high strength bolting has
been approved by Gordon Finlay (American Welding Society certified Welding Inspector).
Tests and inspections were performed only when MTI was scheduled to do so. A guarantee that the contractor
has necessarily constructed the structure in full accordance with the plans and specijicatiOlts is neither
intended nor implied.
If you have any questions concerning this letter or if MTI can be of further assistance, please call project
manager at (208) 376-4748.
EXHIBIT
DEF.628
CY.OC-0907257
I
_....::...;::,:..;..-...--
2791 South Victory View Way, Boise 10 83709 208376-4748
mti@mti-id.com mti-id.cor.n
Fax 208322-6515
Rev. 6-15-07
Exhibit 618
Page 1 ofll
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MATeRIALS
TesnNG&
INSPECTION
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE
PAGE # 20F2
PRINT DATE 1112812010
o Environmental Services o Geotechnical Engineering o Construction Materials Testing o Special Inspections
Respectfully submitted,
MATERIALS TESTING & INSPECTION
Reviewed by
David O. Cram, P.E.
General Manager
Reviewed by
Gordon Finlay, AWS-CWI
Welding Inspector
2791 South Victory View Way. Boise 10 83709 208 376-4748
mti@mti-id.com mti-id.com
Exhibit 628
Plge20rll .
Fax 208 322-6515
Rev. 6-15-07007510
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Q Geotechnical Engineering o Construction Materials Testing 0 Special Inspections
MATERIALS
TeSTING &
INSPECTION
o Environmental Services
ASTM 0-2922 Density of Soil and
Soil-Aggregate in Place by Nuclear
Methods (Shallow Depth)
PAGE #1 OF1
REvlSlON OATIl 1112t12010
R:I8OISEI2OO7 RePol\TS\400.
599\870561C\RPT34ONo.DOC
Keith Watts
City ofMeridian
33 East Idaho Avenue
Meridian, ID 83642
Phone: (208) 898~5500
Fax: (208) 888-4218
Other:
Project: Meridian City Hall
Permit #: BP 2007-927
Project Manager: Clint Taylor
Inspector: Troy Cunningham
Inspection Date: May 8, 2008
As requested, MTI perfonned density testing in accordance with current applicable standards. Required
compaction is 95%. The results obtained are as follows:
Test Location & Depth Wet Percent Dry Mat'l. % Pass!
# Density Moisture Density Type Compo Fail
"'All tests taken using Direct Transmission method at 4"
West wall ofpublic restroom building, 3'south of 133.9 9.5 122.3 A 95 Pass
northwest comer at bottom of footing
"'All tests taken using Direct Transmission method at 6"
2 At bottom of footing: West wall of amphitheater, middle 131.9 6.1 124.3 A 96 Pass
3 East wall of amphitheater, middle 136.1 7.9 126.1 A 98 Pass
4 North wall ofpublic restroom building, 8' west of 138.6 7.4 129.0 A 100 Pass
northeast comer
Method of testing: BS is Backscatter; Depth in inches is Direct Transmission
Material Type: A: 129.2pcf@ 8.4% On site - silty sand and rock ASTMD~lSS7
If you have questions concerning this report (rpt340md), please call project manager at (208) 376-4748.
Respectfully submitted,
MATERIALS TESTING & INSPECTION, INC.
~1?{-
Reviewed by: George DuPont
Corporate Construction Services Manager
2791 S. Victory VIew Way. Boise 1083709 208·376-4748 Fax: 208-322-6515
Email: mtl@mti-id.com Website: www.mli-id.com
Exhibit 618
Page30fll
007511
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'6 MATERIALS
TESTING &
INSPErrION
PAGE,1OF1
REVISION DA'll! 1112912010
R.'\IIOISE\2OO7 RE1'ORTS\400·
5991870561cWT342CO.ooc
o Environmental Services
Keith Watts
City of Meridian
33 East Idaho Avenue
Meridian, ID 83642
o Geotechnical Engineering o Construction Materials Testing 0 Special Inspections
Phone: (208) 898-5500
Fax: (208) 888-4218
Other:
Project:
Permit#:
Project Manager:
Inspector:
Inspection Date:
Meridian City Hall
BP 2007·927
Clint Taylor
Phil Shearer and David Rader
May 12, 2008
CONCRETE INSPECTION REPORT
On the above date, our representative perfonned work on the referenced project as reported below.
Monitored concrete arriving at the jobsite for correct mix. Performed one air entrainment test and one slump
test. Observed placement and consolidation of 24 cubic yards of GB Redi Mix concrete mix #N3515N placed
at footing for restroom building and footing for west amphitheater wall, and cast one set of four cylinders.
Cylinders: #804466-#804469
Work inspected was in compliance with project plans and specifications.
If you have questions concerning this report (rpt342co), please call project manager at (208) 376-4748.
Respectfully submitted,
MATERIALS TESTING & INSPECTION, INC.
60l?f-
Reviewed by: George DuPont
Corporate Construction Services Manager
('
2791 S. VICtOry View Way • Boise. Idaho 83709 • (208) 376-4748 • Fax (208) 322-6515
mti@mti-ld.com • www.mti-id.com
Exhibit 628
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C; MATERIALSTESTING &INSPEl:TION
PAGE.1 OF 1
REYtSIOH DATe 1112912010
R:\IlOIS&I2OO7 flePORTSI4OO-
599\B70561C1RPT346SM.DOC
a Environmental Services
Keith Watts
City ofMeridian
33 East Idaho Avenue
Meridian, ID 83642
a Geotechnical Engineering a Construction Materials Testing a Special Inspections
Phone: (208) 898·5500
Fax: (208)888-4218
Other:
Project:
Permit#:
Project Manager:
Inspector:
Inspection Date:
Meridian City Hall
BP 2007-927
Clint Taylor
Ed Wilson
May 15,2008
STRUCTURAL MASONRY INSPECTION REPORT
On the above date, our representative performed work on the referenced project as reported below.
Inspected reinforcing steel placement at waterfall north ofbuilding at 4' to 8' elevation as per detail 7 on L1.64.
Performed a visual inspection ofreinforcing steel, concrete masonry units and mortar, and inspection oflow-lift
grout at the location noted above. A total of 1 cubic yards of Idaho Concrete grout mix #3136522 was placed at
the above location and was mechanically vibrated. No samples taken.
Work inspected was in compliance with project plans and specifications.
If you have questions concerning this report (rpt346sm), please call project manager at (208) 376-4748.
Respectfully submitted,
MATERIALS TESTING & INSPECTION, INC.
6~~
Reviewed by: George DuPont
Corporate Construction Services Manager
Exhibit 628
Page 50fll
2791 S. Vteto/y View Way • Boise, Idaho 83709 • (208) 376-4748 • Fax (208) 322·6515
mti@mtl-ld.com • www.mtl-id.com Form xx.xxx Rev 0007513
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MATERIALS
TESTING &
INSP€CTION
PAOE.1Of1
REVlSIOll DATE 1112911010
R:I8OIsEI2OO7 REPORTS\4OO.
5991B70561C\RPT347SM.o<lC
o Environmental Services
Keith Watts
City ofMeridian
33 East Idaho Avenue
Meridian, ID 83642
o Geotechnical Engineering o Construction Materials Testing 0 Special Inspections
Phone: (208) 898-5500
Fax: (208) 888-4218
Other:
Project:
Permit#:
Project Manager:
Inspector:
Inspection Date:
Meridian City Hall
BP 2007-927
Clint Taylor
Ed Wilson
May 15,2008
STRUCTURAL MASONRY INSPECTION REPORT
On the above date, our representative perfonned work on the referenced project as reported below.
Inspected reinforcing steel placement at waterfall north ofbuilding at 0' to 4' elevation as per detail 7 on Ll.64.
Perfonned a visual inspection of reinforcing steel, concrete masonry units and mortar, and inspection oflow-lift
grout at the location noted above. A total of 1 cubic yards of Idaho Concrete grout mix #3136522 was placed at
the above location and was mechanically vibrated. No samples taken.
Work inspected was in compliance with project plans and specifications.
If you have questions concerning this report (rpt347sm), please call project manager at (208) 376-4748.
Respectfully submitted,
MATERIALS TESTING & INSPECTION, INC.
6~.et-
Reviewed by: George DuPont
Corporate Construction Services Manager
Exhibit 628
Page60fll
2791 S. Victory View Way. Boise. Idaho 83709 • (208) 376·4748 • Fax (208) 322-6515
mti@mti-id.com • www.mti-id.com Form XXXXX Rev 0007514
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MATERIALS
TESTING &
INSPS::TlON
PAGE'10,1
REY1$tON DATE 1112t12010
R....aOISE\2007 REPORTS\4OO-
599\B70561C\APT349RC.ooc
Q Environmental Services
Keith Watts
City ofMeridian
33 East Idaho Avenue
Meridian~ ID 83642
Q Geotechnical Engineering Q Construction Materials Testing Q Speclallnspeclions
Phone: (208) 898-5500
Fax: (208) 888-4218
Other:
Project:
Permit #:
Project Manager:
Inspector:
Inspection Date:
Meridian City Hall
BP2007-927
Clint Taylor
David Rader
May 21, 2008
REINFORCED CONCRETE INSPECTION REPORT
On the above date, our representative performed work on the referenced project as reported below.
Inspected reinforcing steel placement at Amphitheater wing wall per detai12 on L1.63.
Monitored concrete arriving at the jobsite for correct mix. Performed one air entrairunent test and one slump
test Observed placement and consolidation of 12Yi cubic yards of Idaho Concrete mix #3125134 placed at the
location noted above, and cast one set of four cylinders.
Cylinders: #804861-#804864
Work inspected was in compliance with project plans and specifications.
If you have questions concerning this report (rpt349rc), please call project manager at (208) 376-4748.
Respectfully submitted,
MATERIALS TESTING & INSPECTION, INC.
~1i?f-
Reviewed by: George DuPont
Corporate Construction Services Manager
Exhibit628
rage 7 ofll
2791 S. Victory View Way. Boise. Idaho 83709 • (208) 376-4748 • Fax (208) 322-6515
mti@mti-id.com • www.mti-j<J.com Form XXXXX Rev 0007515
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TESTING &
INSPELTION
PAGU1Of1
REVlSlOll DATe 1112912010
R:I8OllEI2OO7 RI!PORTS\4OO-
5991B70561C1RPT351SM.ooc
o Environmental Services
Keith Watts
City ofMeridian
33 East Idaho Avenue
Meridian, ID 83642
o Geotechnical Engineering o Construction Materials Testing 0 Special Inspections
Phone: (208) 898-5500
Fax: (208) 888-4218
Other:
Project:
Permit#:
Project Manager:
Inspector:
Inspection Date:
Meridian City Hall
BP2007-927
Clint Taylor
Troy Cunningham
June 3, 2008
STRUCTURAL MASONRY INSPECTION REPORT
On the above date, our representative perfonned work on the referenced project as reported below.
Inspected reinforcing steel and block placement at eMU wall for waterfall on south side of west amphitheater
wall at 6' to 9'4" (top ofwall elevation).
Perfonned a visual inspection of reinforcing steel, concrete masonry units and mortar, and inspection oflow-lift
grout at the location noted above. A total of I cubic yard of Ash Grove 4000psi grout mix (hatched on site) was
placed at the above location and was mechanically vibrated. No samples taken.
Work inspected was in compliance with project plans and specifications.
If you·have questions concerning this report (rpt351sm), please call project manager at (208) 376-4748.
Respectfully submitted,
MATERIALS TESTING & INSPECTION, INC.
6)1?{-
Reviewed by: George DuPont
Corporate Construction Services Manager
EXhibit 628
Page80fU
2791 S. Victory View Way • Boise, Idaho 83709 • (208)376-4748 • Fax (208) 322-6515
mtl@mti-ld.com • www.mti-id.com Form XXXXX Rev 0007516
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MATERIALS
TESTING &
INSPECTION
ASTM 0-2922 Density of Soil and
Soil-Aggregate in Place by Nuclear
Methods (Shallow Depth)
PAGE #1 OF1
REVISION DATI! 1112912010
R:\8Olse\2007 REP0RTS\400-
6991870561C\RPT356ND.ooc
o Environmental SelVices o Geotechnical Engineering o Construction Materials Testing o Special Inspections
Keith Watts
City ofMeridian
33 East Idaho Avenue
Meridian, ID 83642
Phone: (208) 898-5500
Fax: (208) 888-4218
Other:
Project:
Permit#:
Project Manager:
Inspector:
Inspection Date:
Meridian City Hall
BP 2007-927
Clint Taylor
Patrick Pinkston
J nne 26, 2008
As requested, MTI perfonned density testing in accordance with current applicable standards. Required
compaction is 95%. The results obtained are as follows:
Test
#
Location & Depth Wet
Density
Percent Dry
Moisture Density
Mat'l.
Type
%
Compo
Pass!
Fail
100 Pass
96 Pass
AASHTOT-99
A
A
127.4
121.4
2.5130.6
*All tests taken using Direct Transmission method at BS
Footings, south pool, final lift ofbasecourse: 7' west of
northeast comer
2 7' north of southwest comer 126.0 3.8
Method of testing: BS is Backscatter; Depth in inches is Direct Transmission
Material Type: A: 126.5pd @ 8.5% Quality S&G - *" minus base aggregate
Gauge Information:
MTI #: 5 Make & Model: Troxler 3411 Serial #: 5186 Standard Counts: DS: 1846 MS: 595
If you have questions concerning this report (rpt356md), please call project manager at (208) 376-4748.
Respectfully submitted,
MATERIALS TESTING & INSPECTION, INC.
O~'71~
Reviewed by: Clint Taylor
Construction Services Manager
Exhibit 628
Page 9 ofll
2791 S. VICtory View Way, Boise 1083709 208·376-4748 Fax: 208·322-6515
Email: mti@mti-ld.com Website: www.mti-id.com
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•MATERIALS
TeSTING &
INSPECTION
ASTM 0-2922 Density of Soil and
Soil-Aggregate in Place by Nuclear
Methods (Shallow Depth)
PAGE#10F1
REVISION DATE 1112912010
R:\IlO1SE\2OO7 REPoRT$\400·
5991870561c1RPt357NO.DOC
o Environmental Services o Geotechnical Engineering o Construction Materials Testing o Special Inspections
Keith Watts
City ofMeridian
33 East Idaho Avenue
Meridian, ID 83642
Project:
Permit#:
Project Manager:
Inspector:
Inspection Date:
Phone: (208)898-5500
Fax: (208) 888-4218
Other:
Meridian City Hall
BP2007-927
Darren Arnold
Travis Phillips
July 7, 2008
As requested, MTI perfonned density testing in accordance with current applicable standards. Required
compaction is 95%. The results obtained are as follows:
Test Location & Depth Wet Percent Dry Mat'l. % Pass!
# Density Moisture Density Type Compo Fail
*All tests taken using Backscatter method
1 Water feature at finish grade: Southwest side 125.8 2.8 122.4 A 97 Pass
2 Northeast side 126.6 3.7 122.3 A 97 Pt.'.:
3 Pool feature at finish grade: Northwest side 121.7 1.7 119.6 A 95 Pass
4 Southeast side 122.1 1.8 119.9 A 95 Pass
Method of testing: BS is Backscatter; Depth in inches is Direct Transmission
Material Type: A: 126.Spcf @ 8.5% Quality S&G - ~" minus base aggregate AASIITO T-99
Ifyou have questions concerning this report (rpt357md.doc), please call project manager at (208) 376-4748.
Respectfully submitted,
MATERIALS TESTING & INSPECTION, INC.
OLwrf-~~
Reviewed by: Clint Taylor
Construction Services Manager
Exhibit 628
Page 10 of 11
2791 S. Victory View Way, BoIse 10 83709 208·376·4748 Fax: 208·322·6515
Email: mti@mti-id.com Website: www.mti·id.com
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6 MATERIALS" 'TESTING &INSPa::TION
PAGE.tOFt
REVISION DATE 1t/2912010
R:IBOlS6\2007 REI'oRTS\4OO-
5991B70561C\APT36i)RC.OOC
o Environmental SelVices
Keith Watts
City ofMeridian
33 East Idaho Avenue
Meridian, 10 83642
o Geotechnical Engineering Q Construction Materials Testing 0 Special Inspections
Phone: (208) 898·5500
Fax: (208) 888-4218
Other:
Project:
Permit#:
Project Manager:
Inspector:
Inspection Date:
Meridian City Hall
BP2007-927
Darren Arnold
Roman Guevara
July 11,2008
REINFORCED CONCRETE INSPECTION REPORT
On the above date, our representative perfonned work on the referenced project as reported below.
Inspected reinforcing steel placement at entry pool wall footings and canal wall footing on north side.
Monitored concrete arriving at the jobsite for correct mix. Performed one air entrainment test and one slump
test. Observed placement and consolidation of 50 cubic yards of GB Redi Mix concrete mix #N351SN placed
at the location noted above, and cast one set of four cylinders.
Cylinders: #6681-#6684
Work inspected was in compliance with project plans and specifications.
If you have questions concerning this report (rpt360rc.doc), please call project manager at (208) 376-4748.
Respectfully submitted,
MATERIALS TESTING & INSPECTION, INC.
OM71~
Reviewed by: Clint Taylor
Construction Services Manager
Exhibit 628
Page Il ofll
2791 S. Victory View Way • Boise, Idaho 83709 • (208) 376-4748 • Fax (208) 322-6515
mti@mti-id.com • www.mti-ld.com 007519
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DEC 20 2010
J. DAVID NAVAHH..... , ......rk
ByL.AMES
DEPUTY
KIM J. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB#5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE:
PETRA PAY APPLICATIONS
COMES NOW, the Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, City of Meridian, (the "City"), by and
through its counsel of record, the law firm of Trout • Jones. Gledhill. Fuhrman. Gourley, P.A.,
and hereby moves this Court for an Order prohibiting Defendant Petra, Incorporated ("Petra"), its
attorneys and all witnesses in this action from mentioning or referencing in any manner, asking any
questions about, either direcdy or indirecdy, any evidence regarding Petra's Pay Applications. This
motion is based on the pleadings, records and flies in this case and the Plaintiffs Memorandum in
Support of its Motion In Limine RE: Petra Pay Applications as well as the Affidavit of Thomas J.
South flied in support of said motion.
RESPECTFULLY submitted this 20th day of December, 2010.
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: PETRA PAY APPLICATIONS-1
007520
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TROUT+JONES+GLEDHILL+FUHRMAN +GOURLEY, P.A.
ByL>~~
Daniel Loras Glynn
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 20th day of December, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Fax: (208) 639-5609
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Fed. Express
Email
~
o
o
o
o
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: PETRA PAY APPLICATIONS - 2
007521
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DEC 20 2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
GyL..AMEI
OIPUTV
KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB #5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO)
) :ss
County of ADA )
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS J. SOUTH IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION
IN LIMINE RE: PETRA PAY
APPLICATIONS
THOMAS J. SOUTH, being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1. I am at least eighteen (18) years of age and am competent to testify regarding the
matters set forth herein.
2. A true and correct copy of my Curriculum Vitae is attached hereto and incorporated
herein by reference as though fully set forth herein.
3. On December 17, 2010, I personally went to the offices of Defendant Petra,
Incorporated, ("Petra"), located at 1097 North Rosario Street, Meridian, Idaho.
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS J. SOUTH IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION IN LIMINE RE: PETRA PAY APPLICATIONS
Pagel
007522
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4. The purpose of my visit to Petra's office was to examine certain paper documents
represented to be Petra's copy of the Pay Applications as maintained as Project Records for the
Meridian City Hall Project. The Bates numbered pay applications produced by Petra in this matter
are consecutively numbered within each of the pay applications. I compared the paper copies
provided to me as against the Bates numbered copies provided to the Plaintiff City of Meridian,
("City"), by Petra's counsel Thomas G. Walker during discovery in this litigation.
5. In order to conduct the comparison, I personally examined the ftrst sixteen paper
versions of the pay applications provided by Petra and compared each, page by page, with the
electronic versions provided to the City in discovery.
6. What I found as a result of the comparison was:
a. The paper version contained additional pages that were not contained in the
electronic version of each of the pay applications, with one exception being Pay
Application No. 12;
b. The electronic version of pay application numbers 3, 7, 9, 14, 15 and 16 included
pages that were not contained in the paper copy of the same pay application;
c. As compared against the copies produced by Petra during discovery, certain
pages in the paper copy of the pay applications I reviewed had been modifted
since production to the City during discovery;
d. As compared against the copies produced by Petra during discovery, the
organizational structure of several pay applications had changed signiftcandy,
which made it extraordinarily difficult to compare the documents.
e. I noted several handwritten modiftcations to the paper copies of the pay
applications as compared against the copies produced during discovery. While a
line-by-line review is required to identify all of the modiftcations, there were
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS J. SOUTH IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION IN LIMINE RE: PETRA PAY APPLICATIONS
Page 2
007523
               
                
               
              
                
            
              
                
        
           
             
             
   
                
              
            
              
       
            
         
         
             
           
            
         
       
  
clearly some handwritten modifications on several of the pay applications. Pay
Application No. 11, the "Main Cover Sheet" produced to the City did not
contain check marks, while the paper copy did. I noted the same types of
modifications to Pay Application No. 15 with the addition of a handwritten
number in the margin. None of these handwritten notations were contained in
the electronic copy.
7. I made the following observations during my review of December 17, 2010:
a. The method in which Petra produced the Pay Applications to the City during
discovery is a state of total inconsistency and disorganization, when comparing
the consecutive Bates numbering to the paper copies of the Pay Applications.
b. There was no uniformity to the method of organization in which the electronic
copies of the Pay Applications were produced during discovery.
c. There is no consistency in the organization of the electronic copies produced
during discovery between the respective Pay Applications.
d. The paper copies, both the groups and individual pages, had been reorganized.
8. Based upon the foregoing results of my comparison and observations of the paper
documents and the electronic documents, I made the following conclusions:
a. As a result of my review on December 17, 2010, it is my opinion that the paper
copy of the pay applications were not kept and maintained in a manner to allow
a reasonable forensic accounting expert to conclude anything except that the
paper copies had been modified since the provision of the electronic copies to
the City.
9. Based upon my professional experience as a Certified Financial Forensics and a
Certified Public Accountant, I conclude that after paper copies were scanned, Bates numbered and
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS J. SOUTH IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION IN LIMINE RE: PETRA PAY APPLICATIONS
Page 3
007524
           
             
              
            
            
   
             
              
           
            
              
         
             
       
             
              
          
                  
               
           
             
  
             
              
         
       
  
12/20/2010 MON 15:27 FAX 208 658 2294 LeMa,ter Daniel, 14J00 2/00 2
deliveJ:ed to the City in discovery, it appears as though 8omeone with access to the l'1'per copies of
the Petra Pay Applications attetnpted to organize, add to. and modify the paper copies in some
fashion.
10. I have been tasked to, and will contin\lc and complete my personal review of the last
fourteen Pay Applications, which according to the page count in the decttonic versions provided to
the City .in discovery consists of 3,145 pages, as 800n as I am allowed additionll1 access to the
documents at Petta's office. I have alteady reviewed approxima.tely 1,416 pages of the electronic
version of the Pay Applications as provided to the City during discovety in this matter.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.
Subscribed and swom to before me this 20th day of Decetnbet, 2010.
Not.tJ:y Public., State of Idaho
Residing at: ~an. Ie .8,/~, /~
My commission expires: -November 3, 261+ .2".2.2 - ~~/(.
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
Hand De1iveIed
u.s. Mail
Fax
Email
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 20th day of December, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the above and foregoing d~umentwas forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKesuie Whateott
COSHO HUMPHREY~LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
AFFIDAVIT Of THOMAS J. SOUTH IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION IN LIMINE RB; PETRA. PAY APPLICATIONS
Page 4
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AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS J. SOUTH IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION IN LIMINE RE: PETRA PAY APPLICATIONS
Page 5
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KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB#5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
DEC 20 2010
.' -vl"\riAO. ClerkJ u....... '""' '''In
• ByL.AMES
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION IN LIMINE RE: PETRA PAY
APPLICATIONS
Plaintiff/Counter-defendant, the City of Meridian, (hereinafter referred to as the "City"),
submits this Memorandum in support of its Motion In Limine re: Petra's Pay Applications. As this
Court is aware, a dispute has arisen between the parties concerning the authentication and
completeness of the various Pay Applications that the Defendant, Pertra, Incorporated (hereinafter
referred to as "Petra") submitted to the City in the course of the construction of the Meridian City
Hall (hereinafter referred to as "MCH"). In view of this issue, the Court ordered that the parties
conduct a review of the records retained by each with regard to the Pay Applications.
The City's review of Petra's records was commenced by the City on December 17, 2010. As
a result of the review of the paper versions of Petra's alleged original copies of the Pay Applications,
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the City noted a number of significant discrepancies between the documents in the City's
possession, the documents that Petra provided in the course of discovery, and the manner in which
the documents have been maintained while in Petra's possession. For this reason, the City now
moves for an order in limine prohibiting Petra from seeking admission of its Pay Applications under
the business exemption exception to the hearsay rule contained in Idaho Rule of Evidence 803(6).
ARGUMENT
A. Motions In Limine Generally.
A motion in limine provides the Court with the opportunity to control the evidence at trial by
providing an advance ruling on the admissibility of certain evidence. See D. Craig Lewis, Idaho Trial
Handbook, § 3.2, p. 30.
The motion in limine is potentially useful in two situations: where a
party anticipates that an opponent will offer evidence of questionable
admissibility, and the mere mention of the evidence during the course
of the offer may produce prejudice; and where evidence central to the
action is of questionable admissibility, and the parties will benefit in
their preparation and presentation of the case from an advance ruling
on admissibility.
Id., at p. 31.
In Davidson v. Beco Corporation, 112 Idaho 560, 733 P.2d 781 (Ct. App. 1986),partialfy overruled
on other grounds, 114 Idaho 107, 753 P.2d 1253 (1987), the Idaho Court of Appeals recognized the
importance of motions in limine:
The court's ruling on the motion enables counsel on both sides to
make strategic decisions before a trial concerning the content and
order of evidence to be presented.
Id., at 563, 733 P.2d at 784 (citation omitted). The Court of Appeals reasoned that motions in limine
were of sufficient importance in pre-trial procedure that a denial of such a motion preserves the
underlying evidentiary issue for appeal. Id.
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B. A Review of Petra's Pay Applications as Kept in Its Possession Demonstrates That
They Lack Sufficient Reliability Such That Their Admissibility Can Not Be Had
Pursuant to I.R.E. 803(6).
Idaho Rule of Evidence 803(6) provides:
A memorandum, report, record, or data compilation, in any form, of acts, events,
conditions, opinions, or diagnoses, made at or near the time by, or from information
transmitted by, a person with knowledge, if kept in the course of a regularly
conducted business activity, and if it was the regular practice of that business activity
to make the memorandum, report, record, or data compilation, all as shown by the
testimony of the custodian or other qualified witness, or by certification that
complies with Rule 902(11), unless the source of information or the method or
circumstances of preparation indicate lack of trustworthiness.
I.R.E. 803(6).
As the language of the Rule indicates, records will not qualify for admission pursuant to
I.R.E. where the circumstances indicate a "lack of trustworthiness." Thus, "[b]usiness records
possessing a reasonable degree of necessity and trustworthiness are to be received in evidence unless
the trial court, after examination, doubts their reliability." Idaho Falls Bonded Produce and SupplY Co. v.
GeneralMills Restaurant Group, Inc., 105 Idaho 46, 49, 665 P.2d 1056, 1059 (1983). See also Christensen v.
Rice, 114 Idaho 929, 934, 763 P.2d 302, 307 (Ct. App. 1988). Accordingly, "[i]t is necessary that the
circumstances behind the creation of the business records "impl[y] a high degree of veracity."
Hurtado v. Land o 'Lakes, Inc., 147 Idaho 813, 815,215 P.3d 533,535 (2009).
As is evident from the Affidavit of Thomas South submitted concurrendy herewith, the
review of Petra's files, thus far, related to the various Pay Applications raises serious questions as to
the files' reliability and the veracity of Petra such that the assumption that Petra's copy of the various
Pay Applications are complete, true and accurate copies of the documents prepared
contemporaneously with the events is subject to a high degree of doubt.! See Affidavit ofThomas South
in Support ofMotion in Limine re: Petra's Pqy Applications (hereinafter referred to as "South Affidavit").
! It should be noted that Mr. South has only completed his review of Pay Application Nos. 1-16. He is scheduled to
continue his review of Pay Application Nos. 17-30 on Tuesday, Decembmer 21, 2010. The discrepancies found in the
first sixteen pay applications are expected to be found in the remaining fourteen.
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In particular, Mr. South notes upon comparison with the version of the Pay Application ftles
previously produced in discovery in this matter, Petra's purported business records copy contained
the following discrepancies:
(1) Petra's paper version contained additional pages that were not contained in the
electronic version of each of the Pay Applications previously produced in
discovery;
(2) The electronic version of Pay Applications previously produced in discovery
included pages that were not contained in Petra's paper version of the same pay
applications;
(3) Certain pages in Petra's paper copy of the pay applications had been modifted
since the production of the electronic version of each provided to the City
during discovery;
(4) The organizational structure of several of Petra's paper versions of the pay
applications had changed signiftcandy from the electronic versions provided to
the City during discovery; and
(5) several handwritten modiftcations to Petra's paper versions of the pay
applications were revealed when compared against the electronic copies of the
same produced during discovery.
(South Afftdavit, ~ 6.)
Moreover, Mr. South noted that:
(1) The method in which Petra produced the Pay Applications to the City during
discovery is a state of total inconsistency and disorganization, when comparing
the consecutive Bates numbering to the paper copies of the Pay Applications.
(2) There was no uniformity to the method of organization in which the electronic
copies of the Pay Applications were produced during discovery.
(3) There is no consistency in the organization of the electronic copies produced
during discovery between the respective Pay Applications.
(4) The paper copies, both the groups and individual pages, had been reorganized.
(South Afftdavit, ~ 7.)
These conclusions made evident that Petra's ftles related to the Pay Applications are not only
disorganized but, given the substantial discrepancies between the electronically produced copies and
the originals, there is substantial reason to doubt the reliability and veracity of their contents. Petra's
Pay Applications have evidendy been modifted since their creation and have additionally been
reviewed and reorganized. Additionally, the fact that the Pay Applications contained multiple
examples of discrepancies from the alleged true and correct copies produced in discovery requires
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that this Court conclude that Petra's Pay Applications do not possess the requisite indicia of
reliability that they can be wholesale accepted in bulk pursuant to the hearsay exception provided by
LR.E. 803(6). For these reasons, this Court should conclude that Petra cannot provide the requisite
foundation to support the admission of Petra's Pay Applications pursuant to LR.E. 803(6) and
should enter a motion in limine excluding their admission in this proceeding. See Hurtado, 147 Idaho
at 816, 215 P.3d at 536 (district court abused its discretion in admitting certain exhibit as business
records).
CONCLUSION
Based upon the foregoing, the City requests that this Court grant its Motion in Limine re:
Petra's Pay Applications.
RESPECTFULLY submitted this~ day of December, 2010.
TROUTtJONEStGLEDHILLtFuHRMANtGOURLEY, P.A.
~ ~~~B .~-=~~7~~::=:::::::,..~_KIM]. n{
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2J;L day of December, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Fax: (208) 639-5609
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Fed. Express
Email
~
o
o
o
o
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ORIGINAL
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
NO. FILED !31)Lp ~
AM_--. _- __P.M.-L-"-'-~-
DEC 2 12010
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
VS.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT
PETRA INCORPORATED'S THIRD
SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF
TRIAL EXHIBITS
Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled matter, by
and through its attorneys of record, Cosho Humphrey, LLP, submits herewith its third Supplemental
Disclosure of Trial Exhibits and hereby lodges Exhibits 631 to its exhibits for use at trial.
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S THIRD SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS Page 1
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Petra reserves the right to supplement or amend this Trial Exhibit List in conformance with
the evidence and pursuant to Rule 16(h), LR.C.P., and as otherwise necessary. Additionally Petra
Incorporated reserves the right to utilize any exhibits identified or utilized by the Plaintiff in this
matter.
DATED this 21st day of December, 2010.
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S THIRD SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS Page 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 21st day of December, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Daniel Loras Glynn
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
D
D
D[g]
[g]
u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
E-ma· .
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S THIRD SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS Page 3
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Great, thanks Karie.
Keith Watts
Purchasing Agent
City of Meridian
33 East Broadway Avenue
Meridian, ID 83642
Ph. 208-888-4433
Fax: 208-887-4813
Keith Watts
Thursday. January 08,200903:50 PM
Karie Glenn
RE: Department Head walk thrus
From: Karie Glenn
Sent: Thursday, January 08, 2009 3:50 PM
To: Keith Watts
Subject: RE: Department Head walk thrus
Not a prob, understood.
Just wanted to make sure you were aware of his concerns as well.
Karie
From: Keith Watts
Sent: Thursday, January 08, 2009 3:46 PM
To: Karie Glenn
SUbject: RE: Department Head walk thrus
Correct, however there are only a few punch list items left. Anything that Er~c finds that is
sub-standard from here on or that were not caught on the punch list are warranty items and he will
need to follow up with Petra and the Contractors to get resolved.
Keith Watts
Purchasing Agent
City of Meridian
33 East Broadway Avenue
Meridian, ID 83642
Ph. 208-888-4433
Fax: 208-887-4813
From: Karie Glenn
Sent: Thursday, January 08, 2009 3:43 PM
To: Keith Watts
Subject: RE: Department Head walk thrus
This does sound reasonable to me for things that were finished. I think that the punch-list items
are still in the construction mode correct?
I will have Eric get a list to you in regards to the items that he feels have been done sub-standard
and/or things that he feels are being ignored.
Karie j EXHIBITDEF.631
CV-OC-G907257
,~-""iiiiiiilrI Exhibit 631
Page 1 of9 CM036557
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•From: Keith Watts
Sent: Thursday, January 08, 2009 3:24 PM
To: Karie Glenn
SUbject: RE: Department Head walk thrus
Karie, I will ask Ed to take care of this. If there are issues-Ed can download to Eric.
I thought about our conversation and would like to clarify.
This building has been turned over to the City which means turned over to Eric. If we experience
any failures I believe Eric should be the first point of contact. For the next 2 months he can send
the issue to Petra via e-mail and they will contact the contractor for repair/remediation. Eric
should be the contractors point of contact when they come in to repair as it wlll be Eric's
responsibility to maintain once there gone and he should know the history of the building. Does
this sound reasonable to you? Please let me know.
Keith Watts
Purchasing Agent
City of Meridian
33 East Broadway Avenue
Meridian, ID 83642
Ph. 208-888-4433
Fax: 208-887-4813
From: Karie Glenn
Sent: Thursday, January 08, 2009 2:51 PM
To: Eric Jensen
Cc: Keith Watts
SUbject: RE: Department Head walk thrus
Based on the conversation that Keith and I had this morning, It shouldn't be you working on
punchlist items. It should be Keith and Ed.
Keith - are you or Ed doing this "walk around"
Karie
From: Eric Jensen
Sent: Thursday, January 08, 2009 2:44 PM
To: Karie Glenn
Subject: FW: Department Head walk thrus
Kari
I wanted to let you know about this request. Also I need some'direction on who the department heads
that II should contact.
Thanks
Eric Jensen
City of Meridian
Maintainence Supervisor
Phone: 208-489-0374
Cell: 208.954.4997
33 E. Broadway
Meridian, Id. 83642
From: Jack Vaughan [mailto:jvaughan@petrainc.net]
Sent: Wednesday, January 07, 2009 4:39 PM
To: Eric Jensen
Cc: Keith Watts; Ed Cuttlers; Gene Bennett; Tom Coughlin
Exhibit 631
Page 2 of9
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Subject: Department Head walk thrus
I have been informed that you and I will walk with each Department Head and review the punch list.
These individual walks will replace the need of having all the department heads at our next Monday
weekly meeting.
Have you started to schedule these?
' .........
Exhibit 631
Page 3 of9
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From:
Sent:
To:
cc:
Subject:
Attachments:
KeithWatls
Tuesday, January 20, 2009 07:38 PM
Stacy Kilchenmann; Jaycee Holman; Bruce Freckleton; Anna Canning; Steve Siddoway; Ron
Anderson; Tom Barry; Bill Nary; Robert Simison; Terrance Paternoster
Tammy de Weerd; Eric Jensen; Ed Ankenman
Department Punch Lists
PW ENG Punch List.xls; Clerks Punch List.xls; Finance Punch List.xls; Fire Punch
List.xls; IT Punch List.xls; Legal Punch List.xls; Mayors Punch List.xls; Parks Punch
List.xls; Planning Punch Ust.xls; PW Building Punch List.xls
All, I thought I had sent this Friday before I left. Attached is the original punch list for your
respective departments. Please schedule a time to walk your area with Ed Ankenman, Eric Jensen and
Jack Vaughan of Petra to ensure that all items have been corrected to your satlsfaction. ED, Eric
and Jack are aware of this and are anticipating your calls. Ed's number is 0342 and Eric's is 0374.
Ed and Eric will coordinate with Jack. Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions.
Thanks,
Keith Watts
Purchasing Agent
City of Meridian
33 East Broadway Avenue
Meridian, 1D 83642
Ph. 208-888-4433
Fax: 208-887-4813
Exhibit 631
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From:
Sent:
To:
cc:
Subject:
Tammy de Weerd
Tuesday, January 20,200911 :41 PM
Robert Simison
Keith Watts
RE: Department Punch Lists
Please check on ours along with Jaycee.
From: Keith Watts
Sent: Tuesday, January 20, 2009 7:38 PM
To: Stacy Kilchenmann; Jaycee Holman; Bruce Freckleton; Anna Canning; Steve Siddoway; Ron Anderson;
Tom Barry; Bill Nary; Robert Simison; Terrance Paternoster
Cc: Tammy de Weerd; Eric Jensen; Ed Ankenman
Subject: Department Punch Lists
All, I thought I had sent this Friday before I left. Attached is the original punch list for your
respective departments. Please schedule a time to walk your area with Ed Ankenman, Eric Jensen and
Jack Vaughan of Petra to ensure that all items have been corrected to your satlsfaction. ED, Eric
and Jack are aware of this and are anticipating your calls. Ed's number is 0342 and Eric's is 0374.
Ed and Eric will coordinate with Jack. Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions.
Thanks,
Keith Watts
Purchasing Agent
City of Meridian
33 East Broadway Avenue
Meridian, 10 83642
Ph. 208-888-4433
Fax: 208-887-4813
Exhibit 631
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:
Rachel,
Steve Siddoway
Wednesday, January 21, 2009 07:57 AM
Rachel Myers
FW: Department Punch Lists
PW ENG Punch List.xls; Clerks Punch List.xls; Finance Punch List.xls; Fire Punch
List.xls; IT Punch List.xls; Legal Punch List.xls; Mayors Punch List.xls; Parks Punch
List.xls; Planning Punch List.xls; PW Building Punch List.xls
Let's review this punch list together this morning. I need to be ready to discuss any remaining
items at Directors Meeting at 10 AM.
Thanks,
steve
From: Keith Watts
Sent: Tuesday, January 20, 2009 7:38 PM
To: stacy Kilchenmann; Jaycee Holman; Bruce Freckleton; Anna Canning; steve Siddoway; Ron Anderson;
Tom Barry; Bill Nary; Robert Simison; Terrance Paternoster
Cc: Tammy de Weerd; Eric Jensen; Ed Ankenman
Subject: Department Punch Lists
All, I thought I had sent this Friday before I left. Attached is the original punch list for your
respective departments. Please schedule a time to walk your area with Ed Ankenman, Eric Jensen and
Jack Vaughan of Petra to ensure that all items have been corrected to your sat~sfaction. ED, Eric
and Jack are aware of this and are anticipating your calls. Ed's number is 0342 and Eric's is 0374.
Ed and Eric will coordinate with Jack. Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions.
Thanks,
Keith Watts
Purchasing Agent
city of Meridian
33 East Broadway Avenue
Meridian, 1D 83642
Ph. 208-888-4433
Fax: 208-887-4813
Exhibit 631
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Stacy Kilchenmann
Wednesday, January 21, 200909:26 AM
Keith Watts
RE: Department Punch Lists
I think they will be mad at whoever made up the punch lists and 'left all the old stuff on there.
-----Original Message-----
From: Keith Watts
Sent: Wednesday, January 21, 2009 9:25 AM
To: Stacy Kilchenmann
Subject: Re: Department Punch Lists
That was my thoughts also but the Mayor wants each department to do it.
-----Original Message-----
From: stacy Kilchenmann
To: Keith Watts
Sent: Wed Jan 21 09:01:04 2009
Subject: RE: Department Punch Lists
As long as people are not mad about having to go over a big long ,list of things and go back and
check if they are done. It's time consuming.
-----Original Message-----
From: Keith Watts
Sent: Wednesday, January 21, 2009 9:00 AM
To: Stacy Kilchenmann
Subject: Re: Department Punch Lists
That's a good thing. Actually everything is suppose to be completed. I will look it over today.
-----Original Message-----
From: Stacy Kilchenmann
To: Keith Watts
Sent: Wed Jan 21 08:51:11 2009
Subject: RE: Department Punch Lists
No it's not the date, it's the stuff on the list, most of it has been done long ago.
-----original Message-----
From: Keith Watts
Sent: Wednesday, January 21, 2009 8:50 AM
To: Stacy Kilchenmann
SUbject: Re: Department Punch Lists
They just never changed the date. I am doing ours
-----Original Message-----
From: Stacy Kilchenmann
To: Keit.h Wat.t.s
Sent: Wed Jan 21 08:43:29 2009
Subject: RE: Department Punch Lists
Did you know this punch list is REALLY old? Looks like the punch list when we first moved in.
From: Keith Watts
Sent: Tuesday, January 20, 2009 7:38 PM
To: Stacy Kilchenmanni Jaycee Holmani Bruce Freckletoni Anna canningi Steve SiddowaYi Ron Andersoni
Tom BarrYi Bill NarYi Robert Simisoni Terrance Paternoster
cc: Tammy de Weerdi Eric Jenseni Ed Ankenman
SUbject: Department Punch Lists
All, I thought I had sent this Friday before I left. Attached is the original punch list for your
respective departments. Please schedule a time to walk your area with Ed Ankenman, Eric Jensen and
Jack Vaughan of Petra to ensure that all items have been corrected to your sat~sfaction. ED, Eric
and Jack are aware of this and are anticipating your calls. Ed's number is 0342 and Eric's is 0374.
Ed and Eric will coordinate with Jack. Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions.
Thanks,
Keith Watts
Purchasing Agent
city of Meridian
33 East Broadway Avenue Exhibit 631
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From:
Sent:
To:
CC:
Subject:
Attachments:
Tom
Tom Coughlin
Tuesday. May 26, 2009 09:57 AM
Tom Johnson
Gene Bennett; Keith Watts
RE: East Parking lot and South Waterfall area Punch list or Warranty Items
image001.gif
We will check these out and get back to you. Are all the monitoring well locations and the curb
items in the east parking lot paving or landscape area?
On the water fall brick (#009) there really wasn't a detail on terminating or stepping the back
side. We have discussed providing a return back to the concrete but that is pending the repairs to
the cast stone.
On the embed plates ('010) our suggestion is to paint the top of the plates gray to match the
concrete per my e-mail on Wednesday.
Let me know.
Tom Coughlin
Tom coughlin
Project Manager
PETRA, Inc.
1097 N Rosario St.
Meridian, ID 83642
P:208-323-4500
C:208-919-8583
F:208-323-4507
tcoughlin@petrainc.net
www.petrainc.net
From: Torn Johnson [mailto:tjohnson@meridiancity.org]
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2009 10:25 AM
To: Tom Coughlin
Cc: Keith Watts
Subject: East Parking Lot and South Waterfall area Punch list of Warranty Items
Hello, please find attachment of pictures in the East Parking lot and the south amphitheater area,
at the New City Hall project. The pictures of the monitoring well show failure in the collar or the
monitoring well is not flush with the finish grade. Please replace them and adjust to grade. Picture
number six from the left shows slurry that was left in the gutter that is in need of removal.
Picture number seven shows a break in the flat work; this section needs to be removed and replaced.
Picture number 8 shows the masonry on the south waterfall work was left unfinished; it needs to be
capped off. Pictures8, 9 and 10 shows the rusting of the plates in the walls that was left
unfinished.
Please direct me to whom I am to address these issues with.
Thank you,
Tom Johnson
Chief Inspector
City of Meridian
Public Works Dept
(0) 208.887.2211
(c) 208.409.9913
(f) 208.887.1297
Exhibit 631
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From:
Sent:
To:
cc:
Subject:
JC Murray
Thursday, July 09, 200912:59 PM
Tom Johnson
Art Stevens
RE: Meridian City Punch List
I am forwarding this to Art stevens for him to have the proper documentation.
From: Tom Johnson [mailto:tjohnson@meridiancity.orgl
Sent: wednesday, July 08, 2009 4:56 PM
To: JC Murray
Subject: RE: Meridian City Punch List
Hello, I am thinking we are going to need a more formal request per contract. - am hearing Tom C is
no longer with your company, whom do I need to direct communications?
Tom Johnson
Chief Inspector
City of Meridian
Public Works Dept
(0) 208.887.2211
(c) 208.409.9913
(f) 208.887.1297
(e) tjohnson@meridiancity.org
From: JC Murray [mailto:jcmurray@petrainc.netJ
Sent: Wednesday, July 08, 2009 2:43 PM
To: Tom Johnson
Cc: Tom Coughlin; Gene Bennett; Art Stevens; Jerry Frank
Subject: Meridian City Punch List
Tom -
Thank you for your time to meet and walk the Final (18) items of the EXTERIOR PUNCH LIST
(updated 6/02/09) on Thursday 7/2 at 9:30am.
By your agreement that all (18) items were found to be rectified and satisfactorily completed, this
EXTERIOR PUNCH LIST is now complete.
JC Murray
Petra Inc. - General Superintendent
--Exhibit 631
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OR\G\NAL
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDiCIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT
PETRAINCQRPORATED'SSECOND
SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF
TRIAL EXHIBITS
Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled matter, by
and through its attorneys of record, Cosho Humphrey, LLP, submits herewith its second
Supplemental Disclosure of Trial Exhibits and hereby lodges Exhibits 629 and 630 to its exhibits
for use at trial.
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS Page 1
651298651298 007545
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Petra reserves the right to supplement or amend this Trial Exhibit List in conformance with
the evidence and pursuant to Rule 16(h), LR.C.P., and as otherwise necessary. Additionally Petra
Incorporated reserves the right to utilize any exhibits identified or utilized by the Plaintiff in this
matter.
DATED this 21st day of December, 2010.
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS Page 2
651298651298 007546
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 21 5t day of December, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Daniel Loras Glynn
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
o
o
o[gJ
[gJ
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
il:
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS Page 3
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:
04-23-07
Keith:
Wesley Bettis Jr.
Monday. April 23, 2007 05:34 PM
Keith Watts
February Application for Payment
image002.gif
Accounting jumped my case today about not rece1v1ng the February application for payment yet. My
records show that I signed that on March 1, 2007 and it was hand delivered to you later that week.
Do you have an idea on when those funds will be released?
On an unrelated note, for my records and future reference, what is Hydrologic charging to abandon
and seal the four wells? I would like a reference point as I do not think this is going to be an
uncommon occurrence on future projects. wwb
WESLEY W. BETTIS, JR
Sr. Project Manager
PETRA Incorporated
1097 N. Rosario St.
Meridian, ID 83642
Direct Phone: 208.493.2747 Front Desk 208.323.4500
Direct Fax: 208.493.2747 Main Fax: 208.323.4507
Email: wbettis@petrainc.net
i
EXHIBIT
DEF.629
CV_OC-0907257
Edlibit 61.9
Pa~lof29 CM044908007548
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"From:
Sent:
To:
CC:
Subject:
Jon Anderson
Tuesday, October 09, 2007 01 :36 PM
Keith Watts
Adam Johnson; Wesley Bettis Jr.
RE: Engineering North West.
Not a problem. I don't think we ever told them to submit the invoices to us for approval. I will
have ENW resubmit to Petra for approval if that will help you out Keith.
Adam please send a memo to MTI and ENW accounting department and have them start submitting all
invoices to Petra.
From: Keith Watts [mailto:wattsk@meridiancity.org]
Sent: Tuesday, October 09, 2007 1:32 PM
To: Jon Anderson
Cc: Adam Johnson; Wesley Bettis Jr.
Subject: RE: Engineering North West.
No problem. We need to get them and MTI to send invoices directly to Wes. I will work on them.
Keith Watts
Purchasing Agent
city of Meridian
33 East Idaho Avenue
Meridian, ID 83642
Ph. 208-888-4433 x207
Fax: 208-887-4813
From: Jon Anderson [mailto: janderson€petrainc. net]
Sent: Tuesday, October 09, 2007 12:22 PM
To: Keith Watts
Cc: Adam Johnson; Wesley Bettis Jr.
Subject: Engineering North West.
Hello Keith.
Jim of ENW called and said he has a couple of out standing invoices. When you get a chance can you
look into the payment?
Thanks, Jon.
"Exhibit 629
Page 1 of 29
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)From:
Sent:
To:
CC:
Subject:
Steve Christiansen
Wednesday. October 10, 2007 03:38 PM
Keith Watts
Steve Simmons
RE: Petra Application for Payment #11
Keith,
I have reviewed the pay application for Petra and it looks to be in line. The only question would be
the Project Engineer. I am assuming this is Adam. It shows that line item being billed out at 57% of
the project. Maybe they have billed the Project Engineer during the design phase as well since Adam
was involved during that time.
Steve Christiansen
LCA Architects
schristian@lcarch.com
Phone (208)-345-6677
Fax (208)-344-9002
From: Keith Watts [mailto:wattsk@meridiancity.org]
Sent: Wednesday, October 10, 2007 10:40 AM
To: Steve Simmons; steve Christiansen
Subject: Petra Application for Payment ~11
Steve, please review and let me know if you agree to the payment request. I an processing payments
today. Thanks,
Keith Watts
Purchasing Agent
City of Meridian
33 East Idaho Avenue
Meridian, IO 83642
Ph. 208-888-4433 x207
Fax: 208-887-4813
Exldbit6~9
Page 3 oe29
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From:
Sent:
To:
CC:
Subject:
Attachments:
Keith Watts
Thursday, November 22, 2007 11 :52 AM
Steve Simmons
Steve Christiansen
Petra Pay App #12
Petra Pay App #12.pdf
Please review and let me know if OK to pay. I am paying this on Thursday. Thanks,
Keith Watts
Purchasing Agent
City of Meridian
33 East Idaho Avenue
Meridian, ID 83642
Ph. 208-888-4433 x207
Fax: 208-887-4813
Exhibit 629
Page 4 of29
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Keith Watts
Friday. December 07,200707:12 AM
Kathy Wanner
Re: Petra Invoice
Kathy, can you scan/e-mail or fax a copy to Steve Simmons at LCA for his review. If you can't find
it Will can get it for you. Just send the cover sheets of each contractor and all 3 of Petra's.
Thanks
-----Original Message-----
From: Kathy Wanner
To: Keith Watts
Sent: Tue Dec 04 09:30:53 2007
SUbject: Petra Invoice
Keith
Gene Bennett brought over the new invoice. It's for $258,576.74.
He also brought and introduced Connie. She will now be the one who delivers the invoices and picks
up the checks.
She wanted to know what they could do to help with the pa~~ent process. Is the 5th soon enough date
to have the checks processed, etc, I did not have an answer for her.
Anyway, I'll leave the invoice for you to review.
Kathy Wanner
Meridian City Finance Office
33 E. Idaho
Meridian, 1D 83642
(208) 888-4433 ext 227
wannerk@meridiancity.org
,£xllH»t 629
Pag!~o;(~9
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From:
Sent:
To:
CC:
Subject:
Attachments:
Keith
Tom Coughlin
Friday. February 15, 2008 01 :45 PM
Keith Watts
Gene Bennett; Connie Creager
RE: PayApp
image001.jpg
The $200,000 is an arbitrary breakout from the contingency for the estimated cost for the winter
conditions. Petra is tracking that cost separately and that is the reason you received a separate
sheet. When the final cost of the winter conditions is determined the amount will be adjusted and
reconciled with the contingency.
Any thing else just give me a call.
Tom
Tom Coughlin
project Manager
Petra, Inc.
1097 N. Rosario
Meridian, IO 83642
Phone: (208) 323-4500 Fax: (208) 323-4507
E-Mail: tcoughlin@petrainc.net
This Communication contains proprietary business information and may contain confidential
information. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent
responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please immediately destroy, discard, or erase this information.
From: Keith watts [mailto:wattsk@meridiancity.org]
Sent: Wednesday, February 13, 2008 10:58 PM
To: Gene Bennett; Tom Coughlin
Subject: Pay App
Gene, the Pay App has a separate packet for Winter Conditions for $200,000. Where did this come
from? I do not remember talking about this in any meeting. Did I just miss it?
Keith Watts
Purchasing Agent
city of Meridian
33 East Idaho Avenue
Meridian, IO 83642
Ph. 208-888-4433 x207
Fax: 208-887-4813
fJi~)b>'(. , .1j'{""S
EXhibit 629
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From:
Sent:
To:
CC:
Subject:
Attachments:
Keith
Tom Coughlin
Thursday, May 01,2008 05:47 PM
KeithWatls
Connie Creager; Gene Sennett
image001.jpg; Pay App #17 March 08 Silting Issues.xls
Attached is copy of your worksheet Petra's responses to your questions concerning the March 08
billing. Let me know if this satisfies your concerns. If you have any questions give me a call, I
am available to sit down with you and good through the questions.
On future billings lets schedule a sit down with connie, you and myself at your convenience a couple
of days after the billing is submitted to review any questions you might have. Will this work for
you? Let me know.
Thanks
Tom Coughlin
Tom Coughlin
Project Manager
Petra, Inc.
1097 N. Rosario
Meridian, ID 83642
Phone: (208) 323-4500 Fax: (208) 323-4507
E-Mail: tcoughlin@petrainc.net
This Communication contains proprietary business information and may contain confidential
information. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent
responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please immediately destroy, discard, or erase this information.
"'·1qL\" Gi]; "~'_l\i
Exhibit 629
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:
Kathy Wanner
Wednesday, JlI1e 04, 2008 04:15 PM
Keith Watts
RE: Check
image001.gif
No one has approved the pay app . . . . . is Keith Bird ok with it?
From: Keith Watts
Sent: Wednesday, June 04, 2008 4:12 PM
To: Kathy Wanner
Subject: RE: Check
Go ahead and please enter it and I will pull it before the check run if I need to. Thanks Kathy.
Keith Watts
Purchasing Agent
City of Meridian
33 East Idaho Avenue
Meridian, 1D 83642
Ph. 208-888-4433 x207
Fax: 208-887-4813
From: Kathy Wanner
Sent: Wednesday, June 04, 2008 4:02 PM
To: Keith Watts
SUbject: RE: Check
This is for Contigency. It's the one with all the questions about winter cond~tions. Do you want
me to go ahead and enter it? This is the original pay app with no changes, $73,566.21.
From: Keith Watts
Sent: Wednesday, June 04, 2008 11:21 AM
To: Kathy Wanner
Subject: RE: Check
I will stop by after lunch to pick it up and take another look. If its ok I will e-mail you.
Keith Watts
Purchasing Agent
City of Meridian
33 East Idaho Avenue
Meridian, 1D 83642
Ph. 208-888-4433 x207
Fax: 208-887-4813
From: Kathy Wanner
Sent: Wednesday, June 04, 2008 11:11 AM
To: Keith Watts
Subject: RE: Check
Exhibit 629
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Is it the one for $73,566.217
the questions.
Were there any changes? I just have the original pay app with all
From: Keith watts
Sent: Wednesday, June 04, 2008 10:59 AM
To: Kathy Wanner
Subject: FW: Check
This is for contingency correct? If so please enter it into MIP. and 1 will sign it in the morning.
Keith lQatts
Purchasing Agent
City of Meridian
33 East Idaho Avenue
Meridian, 10 83642
Ph. 208-888-4433 x207
Fax: 208-887-4813
From: Connie Creager [mai1to:ccreager@petrainc.netl
Sent: Wednesday, June 04, 2008 10:57 AM
To: Keith watts
CC: Kathy Wanner
SUbject: Check
Is the check for the March billing going to be ready Friday?
Thank you
Connie Creager
Petra, Inc.
208-493-2725
ccreager@petrainc.net
Exhibit 6.29
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From:
Sent:
To:
CC:
Subject:
Jennifer Lusk
Wednesday, August 27,200810:50 AM
Kathy Wanner
Keith Watts
RE: labor Ready
Will they be ready for me to enter tomorrow so the vendor can get paid this week?
Jennifer Lusk
Accounts Payable Specialist
City ot Meridian
208-888-4433 ext 232
Fax 208-887-4813
From: Kathy Wanner
Sent: Wednesday, August 27, 2008 9:20 AM
To: Keith Watts
cc: Jennifer Lusk
SUbject: RE: Labor Ready
We're not waiting on Petra. They are all here at City Hall. Some still need Keith Bird's
signature.
From: Keith Watts
Sent: Tuesday, August 26, 2008 6:13 PM
To: Jennifer Lusk
cc: Kathy Wanner
Subject: RE: Labor Ready
Kathy, can you let Jennifer know which ones we are waiting for Petra to get back to us. Thanks,
Keith Watts
Purchasing Agent
City of Meridian
33 East Idaho Avenue
Meridian, ID 83642
Ph. 208-888-4433 x207
Fax: 208-887-4813
From: Jennifer Lusk
Sent: Tuesday, August 26, 2008 5:30 PM
To: Keith Watts
Subject: Labor Ready
Hello Keith,
Kim from Labor Ready was calling for payment status. We have several past due invoices and they
can't not release more work orders until they have an idea of when a payment will be issued. Do you
have any idea? I told her I would call her tomorrow 8/27/08 with status.
Thank you,
Jennifer Lusk
Accounts Payable Specialist
City of Meridian
208-888-4433 ext 232
Fax 208-887-4813
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:
Keith,
Debbie Gorski
Monday, February 09, 2009 01 :40 PM
Keith Watts
Per your request
image001.gif; Pay App #03 For Keith.pdf; Pay App #04 For Keith.pdf; Pay App #05 For
Keith.pdf
Attached you will find the copies you requested.
Thank you,
Debbie
Debbie Gorski
Accounting Manager
PETRA, Inc.
1097 N Rosario st.
Meridian, ID 83642
P:208-323-4500
F:208-323-1l47
dgorski@petrainc.net
www.petrainc.net
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From:
Sent:
To:
CC:
Subject:
Attachments:
Keith,
Debbie Gorski
Friday, February 13, 2009 09:53 AM
KeithWatis
Gene Bennett
RE: Per your request
image001.gif; Contract Allowed Reimbursables Pay App #4.pdf
Attached you will find the Contract Allowed Reimbursable for Pay Application 104
Debbie
From: Keith Watts [mailto:kwatts@meridiancity.org]
Sent: Thursday, February 12, 2009 11:35 PM
To: Debbie Gorski
Subject: RE: Per your request
Debbie, do you have the worksheet for Contract Allowed Reimbursable for Pay App 14?
Keith Watts
Purchasing Agent
City of Meridian
33 East Broadway Avenue
Meridian, ID 83642
Ph. 208-888-4433
Fax: 208-887-4813
From: Debbie Gorski [mailto:dgorski@petrainc.net]
Sent: Monday, February 09, 2009 1:40 PM
To: Keith Watts
Subject: Per your request
Keith,
Attached you will find the copies you requested.
Thank you,
Debbie
Debbie Gorski
Accounting Manager
PETRA, Inc.
1097 N Rosario st.
Meridian, ID 83642
P:208-323-4500
F:208-323-1147
dgorski@petrainc.net
www.petrainc.net
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Contract Allowed Reimb
APPLICATION fOR PAYMENT
Meridian City Hall
City ofMMdian
S3 East Idaho Slreel
Mctidian, 10 83842
APPUCATION~
APPLICATION DATE:
PERIOD TO'
PROJECT NAME
PROJECT NO,
004
0212112007
0212812007
M.rldlan City hall
06-0675
A 8 C 0 E F G H I J K L
I WORKCOMPLETEO TOTAL NET
T ! COMPLETED PAYMENT
E SCHEDULED ORIGINAL CHANGE IFROM PREVIOUS AND STORED BAlANCE RETENTION SUB AMOUNT
M DESCRIPTION OF WORK VALUE VALUE ORDERS APPLICATION THlSPERJOD TO DATE % TO f1NIStl 0% CONTRACTOR
Construction - Not to &xeoed I OlnnetAilowed Re $
·
PreioetManager
· ·
0% $
·
Preject Engi..- 52.sn.oo 52,877..00
-
0% 52.aT7.oo $
-
Project Suoerinlendent ,~.eos.OO ···l~.~:QCi
·
0% 125.eoe.00 II
·
Preject Foreman 71.311.00 . 71.31'.QCi: - 0% 71.311.00 $ -
-
0% $
-
-
0% $
·
· -
O'll. $
·
- I
·
O'll.
·
S
-
- i - O'll. · $ -
· -
0% $
·
- · 0% $
·
- -
0% S
·
- - 0% $
·
·
0% S
-
- - 0% $ -
·
O'll. S
-
_. · - O'll. $ -
·
O'll. $
·Total S 249,&94.00 S 249.994.00 $ . $ . $
·
$ . 0%$ 249,994.00 $
·
$
·~=~- @, :I. .1. .1. .1 : I .~ :I :I Ii q
II ITOTAl CONTRACT AMOUNT: I $ 249,994.00 I $ 249,994.00 I $ • I $ • I$ • i $ .! 0%1 $ 249,994.00 I $ • I • I $ • II
C"I
NC"I
ICN_...
:s Q
.- r--,c_
~ U~c.o
~
WDlklIh.....Conal ZN3I200hI8:23 All
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From:
Sent:
To:
CC:
Subject:
Attachments:
I got them at one point.
Keith Watts
Purchasing Agent
City of Meridian
33 East Broadway Avenue
Meridian, 1D 83642
Ph. 208-888-4433
Fax: 208-887-4813
Keith Watts
Tuesday, February 03, 2009 03:42 PM
Debbie Gorski
Gene Bennett
RE: G703
image001 .gif
Can you e-mail the original document?
From: Debbie Gorski [mailto:dgorski@petrainc.net]
Sent: Tuesday, February 03, 2009 3:08 PM
To: Keith Watts
cc: Gene Bennett
Subject: RE: G703
Keith,
The G703 is integrated into the billing so it is not a stand alone spreadsheet. Since it is
connected to everything else the best I can do is print them out for you. Sorry
Thank you,
Debbie
From: Keith Watts [mailto:kwatts@meridiancity.org]
Sent: Monday, February 02, 2009 7:24 PM
To: Debbie Gorski
Subject: RE: G703
Is there anything I can do to help get these into Excel?
Keith Watts
Purchasing Agent
City of Meridian
33 East Broadway Avenue
Meridian, 1D 83642
Ph. 208-888-4433
Fax: 208-887-4813
From: Debbie Gorski [mailto:dgorski@petrainc.net]
Sent: Monday, February 02, 2009 3:52 PM
To: Keith Watts
Subject: RE: G703
Keith,
Attached you will find the General Conditions for pay apps 24 - 27
Exhibit 629
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Thank you,
Debbie
From: Keith watts (mailto:kwatts@meridiancity.orgl
Sent: Monday, February 02, 2009 3:26 PM
To: Debbie Gorski
Subject: RE: G703
Debbie, can you get me these for General Conditions for pay app 24, 25, 26 & 27 right away? Thanks,
Keith Watts
Purchasing Agent
City of Meridian
33 East Broadway Avenue
Meridian, ID 83642
Ph. 208-888-4433
Fax: 208-8B7-4813
From: Debbie Gorski [mailto:dgorski@petrainc.netj
Sent: Wednesday, November 26, 2008 5:11 PM
To: Keith Watts
Subject: FW: G703
Keith
Sorry I did not attach to the last email
Debbie
From: Debbie Gorski
Sent: Wednesday, November 26, 200B 5:09 PM
To: 'Keith Watts'
SUbject: G703
I have attached billing #24 please let me Know if you need the others
Happy Thanksgiving
Debbie
Debbie Gorski
Accounting Manager
PETRA, Inc.
1097 N Rosario St.
Meridian, ID 83642
P:208-323-4500
F:208-323-1l47
dgorski@petrainc.net
www.petrainc.net
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From:
Sent:
To:
CC:
Subject:
Attachments:
Keith
Tom Coughlin
Tuesday, January 13, 2009 05:35 PM
Keith Watts
Gene Bennett; Debbie Gorski
October Pay Request Questions - MCH
image001.gif; COM Ques Pay App 24 10-31-08.x1s
Attached are Petra's responses to your questions on the October pay request. Please review the
responses and let me know how you wish to proceed ASAP. We are seriously overdue on the payments to
the vendors for both October and November.
Let me know if you have additional questions.
Thanks
Tom Coughlin
Tom Coughlin
project Manager
PETRA, Inc.
1097 N Rosario St.
Meridian, IO 83642
P:208-323-4500
C:208-919-8583
F:208-323-4507
tcoughlin@petrainc.net
www.petrainc.net
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A s c 01 E IFI G IH J K
CITY HALL BILLING ISSUES
2 : I ~H: I I
3 1/6/2009
4
SIPAYAPP i DATE INVOICEAMT VENDOR IPROBLEM
6
__I _ _..1- - _ - - _ - .
.,;.t- .;;;4-_-'_.....;;;,c~~f_-I---:::=;::;:t--...;;,:=::::::::,:;,;.--:-;--+--Till;:::u:.:n~chnot to be charged per Gene B I
.LUnchnol to be charged per Gene B. !
12
r--, I I I: ' I241 '9130120081 $145.001 ;Andrews Rib Shack I kunch notto be charged per Gene B
13 241 9/15/20081 I $125.531 iEI Tenampa 1 ILunch not to be chargedper<oene B.
14
15
16
17
241
24
!
I
24!
9/1612008
9/19/2006
913012006
$97.56
$70.50
$216.30
iAndrews Rib Shaok
IBusted ShCMll
,Traffic Products &
!services
Lunch not to be charged per Gene B.
Lunch .iot to be charaedper Gel\8 B
Not Taxable
_..;
',,\'"'
~_..._-..._2l--·_·L·-~:~~=~~ __.. I·-·....·--$·1.~~.:
~_ __._~~ ..+__ .1.~~~
0'1
O'IM
M ....
\C Q
~~
J:JM
.- ~
'cCO~ ~
~=-
~'?'-!!,.I."V!*/i!.... •• ..~~~ ..~2.~.m!£~~!!jt!!:~~-~l.!I~.§..I~!.~f~r.(l ..~~.Y., ....-.
•
!
Not Taxable •• What was this for?
Need description ofwhat was cone and why it had to be done. Was ita design error?
The City paid for this during the oliginal construction. was this a design error or faulty
conslruotion?
City paid for one set and then billed for another as Jack had to redes!!:n. Was the orillinal
l0ffload Trash / Was 1he crane'already on site? What was this for?
IShOUld be warranlv i
.What were the (foors for?
I
jArnerioan Wallco"er
:Special~1 1"
!conslrUCtlon SupplyI
TBoise Metal Work&
iWestel"nldaho -1
,Crane I
iHobson I
:ArohiteclUral
'Building Supplv
'Concrete I!Construction Supply
· ·.L·········..·-..-··-··· ·-····
r
·..···-·t-··..·..·..·..·-.--- ·..-·.. ···-··..--·····..··-·· ··--·..r--··· -.-..- ----..--- -- - - ..
$323.50
$446.341
I
$125.00
$760.00
1
$2,977.00
$1.200.00
........__....._.~!!2"~L._ ....l!.!!!.~.Rents_ .... _
241 ! 10/212006
!
I
241 ! 10/1812008\
I
i
T
241 8111/2OOS\
241 10124/200S!
241 812712008
.{
241" 9/3012008
2S
22
18
32
31
21
30
29
23
24
~27
351 241 913012008/ i $1.000.00
36
iCustom GIaS$ This is either a mistake on RUie-steer Of Cl.alO/l'l Glass for not r",fcfverifying measurements
371 241 10/612OOS1 I $405.00 iSealCo. If not Seal Co'. iob then the company that sel the block.
38
~----_.24f-.-.'.-.-;"-'" 1017120061 _.1-- $11,937.87
421 !
-···fi'ri-SlalB EleCiric·"·i--"1:rhi$-;;eemse~:-&nvciiprOYide dekiie.:riiote;;'iO,eachO"rtiie·Ciia;Q,;;;·an(j-·"--·'····'·
39
43
24
24f
9/2512008
9/2512008
$914.77
$1.725.001
i
'Sunshine
'Landscape
!Sunshine
ILandscape
Fixing damage done by others is not 1he City's bill.
I i
Was this topsoil needed to cover bad topsoil from Terra Wee(? This should be there
Charlie.
44
45 24 10/1412008 $297.50 ;Enterprise Electrio Shouldn't the roof drains been in as a&-built?
Palle 1 of4
-?
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~I-. II2 I
3 I
4 1/13/09
! I
5 PETRA RESPONSE I
6
7 ? WHI correct
8 __.___..•......_ ......__._____ f.----.. - ......-............---..•--..- ..-.1--_._..._.-
9 OK Expense - Lunch for Cleanup Crew
10 Oelele I
11 Delete I
12 Delete i
13 Oelele
14 Del.
15 Delete
16 I
17 Tax on material only. Not install labor I
18
19 Need iovoice. Will bEl ~ueted from Rule Steel selUement
20 ...----"-r-'-..---.-.... ·····--·..··-··-·-r---.. "---
Weatherization· Temporal'( doors to prolect from weater and avoid damage to peremant
21 doors
22 I
Traffic Control· Tax on rental material only. Traffic control for using lift to clean windows
from Broadway & Meridian Rd.
23
24
Remove trash from roof instead of bring down thru building. One additional hour of crane
~ time.~ I IZT Not warranty item. notina was broken. Not Hobsons or !he electricians fault. more of a
28 I
see included invoice; four sperate OFA's, DFA#46 • Redo Sever Rm window$ 736.
29 OFA#47 Reoair of darr,aoe bv unknown oarties, DFA#48 Soffit Modification arour.d
30 i I
31 The orininal natasdidn't stand un to the use. JackV revised to come UD with a stroncer
32 I
Additional work done to lop& of lighl poles due to grade changes and adjustments on the
plaza,
~ ---.".-.."..._..-.- - ..-·..---..·---·-r---·····..-..-----..-..··- --····..---T--···....·-..·..·•34
35 Will need to be backch2med to Rul& Steel
36
37 Not slluclural or _atheroroofina. Done at window frames & beams in stairwells 10
38
This is acllJal the repairs done to relocate the sprinkler line feeding the treeweJls out ot
39 the ACHO rioht-ot-wav on Meridian Rd. il was cut loose moved over and ra-connected.
~'oi;i~"F'OrCe'AcCOunr$heei$a;eiiiCiUded.~aioritYof the tim;-is-for the overtime--41
42 I
Additional topsoil was required elon9 Meridian Rd, original material replaced at tree
43 wells. No existlna was stookpiled.
~ !
46 Roofdrain lalerals hed to be m""<WI for ACHO ""reement. The exoot location where the
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48
471 24/ I 10/1112008
Acos. hie lwas';'tti\f.~adeilg,;~errot? 0
........,. _.._._ ._.... __ _ __ _._ _ _I _ __ __ __ _. __"
'C<lbbleSlooe Fixing brokerl conduit! Shouldn't the contractor who bro!<e it fix it?
iCon$!ruction
46
A s c o E
$1.150.00
F G
'Iotearated lolerior.
H
Were Ihelle bllnd& Iolt off the SIleCS?
I
J K
~ .. - -T I I H I~I I $26.051.84; r-I .--=--..--+-!---------=J=j
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46 !
47 NOllnoluded in the original design. This W8& an owner reQuest for addllional vertical
48
49 Modifoalion oer ASI-156 to allow for oomplelalv draining canel feature. AfW
~ f,----.-.-----..-------....--~_.L ....-.---.-...----......---...-L..----II coukl be determined who damaged it. The electrician repaired it. But the pavers had to
51 be r8l1\Qlled and replac:ed.
52 I I
53 I I
54
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From:
Sent:
To:
CC:
Subject:
Keith Watts
Saturday, November 22, 2008 12:39 PM
'tcoughlin@petrainc.net'
Kathy Wanner; 'gbennett@petrainc.net'; Ed Ankenman
Re: Payments & Change Orders - MCH
Tom, I have lots of questions on the Oct/Nov pa~~ent. I will meet with Ed early next week to
finalize.
Sent using BlackBerry
-----original Message-----
From: Tom Coughlin <tcoughlin@petrainc.net>
To: Keith Watts
CC: Kathy Wanner; Gene Bennett <gbennett@petrainc.net>
Sent: Sat Nov 22 12:26:58 2008
Subject: FW: Payments & Change Orders - MCH
Keith
Any news on the Oct payments? How about the July payment?
Will you and Ted have time to sit down and discuss the Petra change order on Tuesday, 11/25?
Thanks
Tom C
Tom Coughlin
Project Manager
PETRA, Inc.
1097 N Rosario St.
Meridian, 10 83642
P:208-323-4500
C:208-919-8583
F:208-323-4507
tcoughlin@petrainc.net
www.petrainc.net
From: Tom coughlin
Sent: Wednesday, November 19, 2008 2:13 PM
To: 'Keith Watts'
Cc: 'Kathy Wanner'; Gene Bennett
SUbject: Payments & Change Orders - Mcn
Keith
With Thanksgiving next week what is the timetable for payments of the October billing. I have not
had any feedback or questions so I am assuming we are good to go on everything. Let me know if this
is not the case.
The $5,842 from the July billing is still outstanding, can we get that cut loose.
You should have 16 contractor change orders in your possession; this would include three being
developed today.
Any more though on when we can sit down with you and Ted to review the Petra change order request?
Gene and I are both available on Monday or Tuesday next week.
If you have any questions please call me.
Exhibit 629
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Thanks
Tom
._----_.._--_.----_.-
Tom Coughlin
project Manager
PETRA, Inc.
1097 N Rosario st.
Meridian, ID 83642
P:20B-323-4S00
C:20B-919-8583
F:20B-323-4507
tcouqhlin@petrainc.net
www.petrainc.net
Exhibit 629
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From:
Sent:
To:
CC:
Subject:
Attachments:
Keith
Tom Coughlin
Thursday, May 28, 200903:46 PM
Keith Watts
Gene Bennett
Payments - MCH & East Parking Lot
image001 .gif
After our conversation yesterday about the City's decision to reduce the payment for the amount owed
to Petra for the East Parking Lot I talked to Gene Bennett about the East Park~ng Lot. He has no
recollection about any discussion with you about altering the terms of the proposal for the
management of the East Parking Lot other than reducing the fee from 5% of the estimated construction
cost to a fixed fee of $20,000 which Petra agreed to. The terms discussed were for Fee,
Pre-Construction cost of $5,000 and reimbursable salary and general conditions costs to match the
terms included in the contract for new city Hall. Petra is available to discuss the terms but we are
expecting the city to reimburse Petra for the entire cost expend to manage the East Parking Lot.
As of 3/31/09 approximately $ 56,774 dollars in reimbursable costs have been billed to the east
parking lot, approximately $40,000 is for a full-time superintendent. This cost would reflect
approximately 984 hours of time for the period Oct 08 thru Feb 09. Since the start of construction
for the East Parking Lot was delayed due to design and land acquisition issues the use of a
full-time superintendent was discussed and agreed to, since the building and plaza where
substantially complete. In addition to his duties on the East Parking Lot, th~s included
supervision of the additional changes requested by the city for the City Hall building that were not
billed to the against that project.
In addition can you advise us of the status of the balance of payments to the Contractors and Petra
for the outstanding amounts billed to date. We are continuing to receive calls from Contractors
about the status of their retainage payments. Will we be able to pick up checks tomorrow? Do we
need to meet to resolve any outstanding issues?
Please let me know.
Thanks
Tom coughlin
Tom coughlin
Project Manager
PETRA, Inc.
1097 N Rosario St.
Meridian, ID 83642
P:208-323-4500
C:208-9l9-8583
F:208-323-4507
tcoughlin@petrainc.net
www.petrainc.net
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From:
Sent:
To:
CC:
Subject:
Attachments:
Keith
Tom Coughlin
Wednesday, June 10, 2009 08:32 AM
Keith Watts
Gene Bennett; Debbie Gorski; Thomas G. Walker
Payments - MCH
image001.gif
Currently Petra is owed approximately $235,000, of which $79,000 is due Contractors and vendors, for
both the City Hall and the East Parking Lot projects thru the Apr 09 billings. This amount is for
full or partial payments for Jul 08, Oct 08, Nov 08, Dec 08, Jan 09, Feb 09, Mar 09 and Apr 09.
Petra has answered all your questions we have received concerning the pay appl~cations. The
majority of this amount is seriously overdue in accordance with the terms of the contract.
Petra has not received any information concerning the status of the overdue payments. Can you please
inform Petra of the City's intent regarding these payments.
Thanks
Tom Coughlin
Tom Coughlin
Project Manager
PETRA, Inc.
1097 N Rosario St.
Meridian, ID 83642
P:208-323-4500
C:208-9l9-8583
F:208-323-4507
tcoughlin@petrainc.net
www.petrainc.net
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From:
Sent:
To:
CC:
Subject:
Peggy Gardner
Wednesday, July 22, 2009 02:56 PM
Tammy de Weerd
Robert Simison
Commercial Painting Invoices I Phone call from Keith Martin
I received a call from Keith Martin, commercial Painting, 453-1898, keith@co~mercial-painting.biz.
He has been waiting payment on the following invoices:
Nov. 10, 2008 #3423 to Petra $15, 143.60
Mar. 3, 2009 # 3536 to Petra $1,483.50
Apr. 28 to City of Meridian $1,910.00
He said Keith Watts promised payment on several occasions but they have not received anything.
Keith failed to respond to his phone call from June 4, 2009 and email from June 16, 2009. It has
been a hardship on his company. He didn't know what other recourse he had other than calling our
office to ask for help.
I left a message with Keith Watts letting him know Commercial Painting had called. He called me
back to let me know he just got off the phone with Bill Nary and Ted Baird. They authorized payment
to be released to Petra and Commercial Painting. Keith Watts said checks will be ready for Petra
and Commercial Painting to pick up tomorrow.
Peggy Gardner
Administrative Assistant to
Mayor Tammy de Weerd
city of Meridian
33 E. Broadway Avenue
Meridian, ID 83642
Phone 489-0529
Exhibit 629
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MERIDIAN WATER FEATURES
REVIEW BY NEAL ANDERSON
# ITEM DESCRIPTION ANSWER EXHIBIT
221Mechanical - Circulation System
Design Changed to increase pump size, IJOint Meeting with Arch., City, MR Miller, and Petra tha
add varispeed drive and go to all gravity resulted in Bulletin 22 and ASI 88 issued by LCA and
drain system for winterization approved by Bill LaRue IASI 88
Petra wrote RFI110 to Bill LaRue (landscape Arch.) to
check the surge tank for adequate size, and Bill's
calculations showed a 2100 gallon tank with 1100
RFI 110 allowed inadequate surge Igallons that would return upon shutdown and a startup
capacity requirement of 1720 gallons IRFI 110 wI answers
Submittal for larger pump with varispeed drive approvedlAPproved Submittal
Improper pump Iby Bill laRue Dated 6/2/2008
;',~~:~=.3~~:a ,.,,";';,dP'
·······.I~~~~~~bdi.~r;&;~?·#ILfERWAS .•NO~ •..•..••
Approved Surge Tank had 2500 gallon capacity
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Approved Submittal
Dated 5/22/2008
.. !'........ >.:
Petra Transmittal #691 for surge tank
which was inadequate and allowed to
be installed.
241Wrong Pump for AppHcation
I
21Stream Feature· Weir Aesthetics
Installed weir 2' larger than design. This
was allowed wlo consideration to
change in system hydraulics. Required
greater design flow reducing aesthetics IRFI #186 added 2 feet to the 4' shown on the drawings
of waterfall. for a total width of 6' • directed by Bill LaRue IRFI #186
Stream Feature - Backfill Settlement and
41Leakage
Wall backfill not properly compacted &
settled, allowing a crack to form betweenlRebar Inspection Passed 6/312008 Backfill Compaction IMTI Reports
the basin & wall wlleakage. Test Passed 71712008 6/3/2008 & 71712008
Stream Feature - Excessive Water
61Staining
Copper weir installed wlo designed
freeboard edge resulting in excess
wetting and staining of wall face. Warranty and Maintenance Issue
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MERIDIAN WATER FEATURES
REVIEW BY NEAL ANDERSON
• Petra Bulletin #00022 approved
change from 4' to 8' long sheer
descents. This doubled required flow
rate, no allowance made for this. .
Operating at manufactured RFI # 126 & #131 confirmed the weir width changing
recommended flow rate will stop from 4' to 8' and the resulting change in flow
Entrance Pools· Excessive Staining & backdripage which is causing staining characteristics - directed by Bill laRue • see photos
8 Efflorescence and efflorescence. from Nov 2008 with uniform flows RFI #126 & #131
If required circulation system shop
drawing had been submitted likely would
have determined that different height
Entrance Pools - Unbalanced Sheer sheer descents would require indiVidual
9 Descents valves so flows could be balanced. see photos from Nov 2008 with uniform flows
't:ua ri:lnSmllla, .. uu (.£'1 COnli:lllleu
submittal for sheer descents and
cartridge filter. Manufacturer
recommends a 20 micron in-line
cartridge filer for sheet descents.
SUbmitted filter never installed only a RFI #131 deleted the need for the cartridge filter -
11 Entrance Pools - Improper Filtration basket strainer. directed by Bill LaRue RFI #131
Petra Transmittal # 00724 contained
submittal for sheer descents and
cartridge filter. If manufacture
recommended cartridge filter is installed
it will create a variable head demand for RFI #131 deleted the need for the cartridge filter -
feature, therefore as a minimum needs directed by Bill LaRue - see Nov 2008 photo with
12 Entrance Pools - Separate Pump its own pump. balanced flows RFI #131
Plan sheet SE1.03, Detail 2 details a ." ..... ..... , .
single conduit penetration for I.
underwater junction boxes. Submitted ..
detail also shows a water stop on
Detliil1/SE1.03 talll;t'orPVCcorid~it WhiChwa~ ..'•.•....•. '.....conduit. Plan and detail was not
followed and has created a source of installed.'.RFI#198 calls fofEtJCalistic sealant WhiCh "...... Detail2/SE1.03 and
14 Entrance Pools· Junction Box Leakage leakage maintenance trouble. was instiilled.".checklngvllth Jay froin Tiistate •• ' . '. RFI #198
Installed cast concrete capstones are
significantly below specifications in
material quality leading to rapid Warranty Item on the Punch List, retention held and
20 Canal - Deterioration Cap Stones deterioration. bond never released.
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MERIDIAN WATER FEATURES
REVIEW BY NEAL ANDERSON
Allowed poor workmanship in setting
weir caps resulting n early and rapid
5 Stream Feature· Weir Edge Deterioration deterioration and.excessive staining. Warrant I latent defect
to be properly attached. According to
warranty work log stream leakage has
been a chronic problem. leakage
7 Stream Feature· leakage discovered in supply pipe likely due to Warranty I latent defect
Installed skimmers do not have gasket
behind cover frame. allowing leakage
and deterioration. Corroding hardware
15 Entrance Pools· Skimmer Leakage and allowed to be used. Warranty I latent defect
Allowed poor workmanship in setting
weir caps resulting n early and rapid
16 Canal· Weir Saddle Deterioration deterioration and excessive staining. Warranty and Maintenance Issue
Excessive concrete cracks have formed
likely from pooR quality concrete.
Approved sealer only adequate for static Concrete Tests Passed. Rebar Inspection Passed, RFI
17 Canal· Cracks and Efflorescence cracks. # 207 approved the sealer
Excessive and unsightly staining of weir
wall faces from leakage under
18 Canal· Excessive Staining of Weir Walls improperly set weir caps. Warranty and Maintenance Issue
.'
.. ".' .......•.•......
....
Improperly installed light fixtures
latent defect·o(ma~t~~n~item.cl1ecl<·wlJay ;'.19 Canal· Leaking light Fixtures allowing leakage into fixture.
Single point of supply not able to be
control diverted to two separate features built per plans and specs· piping diagram detail 5 I
3 Stream Feature· Unbalanced Flow to achieve balance. L1.67 Detail 51 l1.67
submittal for sheet descents. Submittal
clearly indicates a manufacture
Entrance Pools· Excessive Shear recommended maximum height limit of
10 Descent Height 3' or desired effect starts breaking. see photos from Nov 2008 with uniform flows Nov 2008 Photo
insufficient horizontal reinforcement for
this type of application allowing drying built per plans and specs
shrinkage cracks to form. with resulting Rebar Inspections by MTI on 5/15/2008 & 7/11/2008
Entrance Pools· Wall Cracks and seepage and staining. Approved sealer Compaction Test on 6126/2008 and Concrete Test on
13 Leakage only adequate for static cracks. 7111/2008 See MTI Reports
Windy climate, should consider this in
21 Canal - Weir Basin Spillage the design. built per plans and specs
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lombord·Conrod
Archife<:ts, tAo
ARCHITECT'S SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTIONS
Date: 04J30/08 AS1.: 88
Project Name: Meridian City Hall Project.: 06016.01
Owner: City of Meridian
File Code: ll-h
Contractor: Petra Incorporated
,-----------....,--.,-------~-----I
oConsultant oContractor aField oOl!ler
The WOl'k~ b&canied out in accordance wilh lhe folloWing supplemental in*uclions issued In accordance with lIle Contract Documents witho.ut
change in Contract sum or Contract TIme. PrIor 10 proceeding In accordance with lIlis'instruction. Indicate your acceptance of this instruction, for
minor change to lIle Work as consistent wlth the COntract Documents and return a,copy to the Architect.
Reference: Community Plaza and Sile Improvements
Water Features: Revise the water features per !he enclooed Bulle6n# 22 rtom Petra Inc. dated mos.
Attachments Petra Inc. BuUeun. 22 dated 413OJ08
Acknowledged By:
06016.01 ASl8& 043008 BPbp g.
h.doc
1221 Shoreline Ln.
BrentPilts
Contractor
Boise. 10 83702
Exhibit 630
Page4of29
ph: 208.345.66n
Lombard·COnrad Architects, PA
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APR-30-200a !O:45AM fROM--
323..4500
BOISE, IDAHO
R.CR-I8'1~
GBNBRAL CO kS
T-686 P.001/00S' F-\9Z
BULLetIN
No. 00022
lO9? N. ROSARIO STREeT • Mf:'UDIAN, XD 83642 • PHONE;~ 323-4500 • FAX: (208)323...507
mLE: Water Feature ASI Infonnatfon
PROJECT: Meridian City Hall
TO: Attn: Brent PItts
LCA Architects, PA
1221 Shoreline Ln.
BoIse, 10 83702
Phone: 208-345-6677 Fax: 208-344-9002
DATE: 4/30/2008
'081 060675
$TAR.TE.D:
COMPLETE:
REQUIRED; 517/2008
REMARks: ,,: :./..,.",' ':.:.,:.,.',.: "); <.:J:/.:':,::::iH~;::::~··r~t:i!:::'\·::~:.~·:1j[::/t'li\i~.:-:,/.',:,,! ,:j'; / :~.. ':.:.;: .. , . ';
The pl~ changes to the water feature are 8S follows:
1) Change to Aquasol System - WTC-L The eystem wltl come 8S a complete unit. the attached from
Aquasol.
2) Delete the Bromine System.
3) Change to a 36" Baker Hydro HRV, High Rate Permanent Media rtlter.
4) Change to a 5.5' tall return tank to 8ocoomodate the over flow Une.
S) Add a six Inch overflow line from tank to AP-5.
6) Change AO-5 to a precast 24" diameter x 41 tall with grate type to accommodate new overflow from tank,
7) Change pump to turbine type with programmable VFD. V,'T-CATM 1 stage 6x11 CLe.
8) Add concrete enOfosure on top of tank with gratee to cover pump and valve•.
9) Use four Inch line in and out of filter room at Hemage Bt,iDdlng. Filter line to discharge into tank.
10) The retum from the canal shaH be eight inch.
11) The return from the pool shaH be 6lx lnoh until It connects to the stream.
12) The return from the Stream shalf be eight Inch until It conneots to the Pool return.
13) Pool and Stream will connect into a ten loch and return to the tank.
14) Delete drain to .nltar)' sewer.
1.6) All 'Supply to water features to be six Inch.
16) Pool weir to be eight lnotlln length.
17) There shall be two each of two Inch water "ervlcee to be installed 1n the mechanical room of the Hertlage
Building. One each for th& Heritage water service. One each water feature.
RM:ported &YAmI~~ .
S1S1nech~
__....:.---..-;crew 8FGWA
, ,
Exhibit 630
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MeR RFI 11O-Rev Piping
Tom Coughlin
From: Jon Anderson
Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 200811:26 AM
To: Barbara Crawford
Cc: Adam Johnson; Gene Bennett; Tom Coughlin; Scott Trepagnier; Jack Vaughan
Subject: FW. MCH RFI 110-Rev Piping
Attachments: RFI 110-Rev Piping.pdf
Page 1 of 1
Barb pleases forward to MR Miller. I think the best route is to have one COR on the plaza issues. Pipe size
increase, filter change, chlorination, drains to seepage bed and increase in the return tank. Input anyone? I will
redline a 11 x 17 with the changes.
Thanks, Jon.
From: Brent Pitts [mailto:Bpitt5@lcarch.com]
sent: Wednesday, April 23, 200810:34 AM
To: Adam Johnson; Gene Bennett; Jon Anderson; SCott Trepagnier; Tom Coughlin
Subject: MOl RFI 110-Rev Piping
«RFI110-Rev Piping.pdf»
Enclosed please find sketch of the revised return piping sizes for the Plaza water features.
If you should have any additional questions please feel free to give me a call.
Brent Pitts
Project Manager
LCA Architects
bpi~@lcarch.com
Phone (208)-345-6677
Fax (208)-344-9002
Exhibit 630
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REQUEST FORlNFORMATION
No.OOflQ
.....
mLlc
,PROJ~
TO:
W_"'~Quesbs
M$idiin QtV: H~II
Attn: Steve Chl1stJenten
l..tAAl'd.lI~ ~A
~,i Sl:k;re!fne'ln.
~~to. ~7Q~,
Phone:~C8~~~n t:m<~ 208"$-90QZ
n~.2L....~~Wlil .•·~..
8!.,Q~:, 4/1.SI1I#J
... . . uazii
#1. see atta<,:h.ed respons'e fi'om Eng,. Inc. '
#2. See attached response from'Bill LaRue.
#.3. See a:t;t:aclled response from ,Bill LaRue
,.,'r·
t"" 4 • '.
RS~ElVEO
At'R t l' 2008:
LeA-ARCHITEcts
FlLEbOPY,
JOB$ME'
JO'S'fL----.........-.-...........-
FILE coo.e..It'-";"',_.. ---,,-.....--
Da~ 04-17-08
'1011
Exhibit 630
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RE::: Meridian City Hal1RFI 110: - water feature .
Brent Pitts
Page 1 of3
- .1::1W:~ ; ~"""_._l'Cl. ~__-,._.. ~.,.",..__.. ,.,..,.i(J.,.,.."".. ;".,.,. ;,.,.,.'..""".",.,...•",.,,.". :i =.""... -...", "", ''';'._:..=..=.,2.-'••*,,:(.r_'_•. ..,;,""' _~ ~ .,.,.",.,_._•..,.,.,..,.lj"M'
Fro.m: alii laRue [bill@nfullerfon.com]
Sent: Thursda.y, April 17. 20()8 3;11 PM
To: Brent Pitts
Sl,IbJect RE: Meridian City. Hall RFI 110 - watei'teatlire
Answer to item ~ 2
Ca.n..IW_~r Fealure 176g.PIn
water in Feature ~3,5nD x 18:"W247,5'l) 551 gallons
Water in 4" return lines1911f= 123 gallons
Entry Wate.r·feature. 143·gpm
~terln Featore N/A{t)asin$ re~jo recfrcufatioh water)
Water in 4" return lines 16011"= 1039a110ns
Stream Feature ~OO gpm
water'in Fe.ature (1-1/4" 0 x 4' Wave x 75'L} 233 :9allons
Water Jn401 refumlines 13.7 'If=as·,64.gallons :
Totalgallon,e ·to 'retum'to the 21:00 gal. storage' tank WOUld be 1098.64.
Answer to item 3
can.1 Wat(Jf Feature 116gpm
water in FBature'(3~5"Ox Hl~ 241.5'l) 551 gallQ,ils:
Water in .fl supply lines 86 :If"= '126' gallons
Entry Water feature 143gpm
Water in Feature NIA '(basins retain recirculationWater)
Weifer in 6" supply lines 245 If =: 359 gallons
Stream Feature 200 gpm
water In Feature (1:-1W D "X.:4'·Wave X 75'L) 253· 9~IIOn$
Water In 6- supply 11005·108 'If = 451 gallons
Totaf g~l!on.~ need~ ~t start ftom the. 2100 ~1. storage. ·tank would be 1720.
aill
from: Brent·Pit.b. tmailto:'Bpitts@lcarch~com]
:Sent: fitll:mday, April 14, 2008 8:39 AM
To: mlkew@Eng1n.eerlngihi:.tomi jimE!@E;nglneeringinc.oom; Bill laRue
SUbject: RE:Mertdlan etty. HallRfI 110 - Water feature
Gr~etings,
We have reviewed this RFI witb Mike Wisdom and he will be abl~to anSWer the firs.t question.
Bill the 2nd and 3r;d question will need to b.e answered by you.
Please send your ~sponse directly to me and I will forward both sets to theexmtractOf.
4/17/2008 Exhibit 630
Page II 0(29
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Brent Pitts
--~~... ~-~-..-._._-.--~-
From: Bill LaRue [blarue@hughes.net]
Sent: Thursday, May 22, 2008 3:14 PM
To: Brent Pitts
Cc: Steve Christiansen
SUbject: Meridian City Hall - water storage vault submittal
~---~-.-.-~
Brent,
I am approving the previously submitted water storage vault for the water feature that I previously rejected. Please
attach this email to the returned submittals. The vault is not a 2,000 gallon utility vault as the Lar-ken title block
states but is actually closer to 2,500 gallons. Installation elevations are as follows.
1. The bottom of the tank will be installed at 2595.92
2. 10" return line invert in will be 2601.5
3. Outflow out will be 2602.08 an will tie into AD5 with revised invert out of 2601.5
4. Top of tank will be 2603.25
5. Finish grade will be 2606.2
6. Top of pump vault will be 2607.92
Bill LaRue, Landscape Architect
9122 S. Quaking Aspen Ln.
Valleyford WA 99036
(509) 842-2508
blarue@hughes.net
5/22/2008 Exhi~it 630'Page 12 of 29
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ONCRETE UTILITY VAULJ"
TRAFFIC RATED .-
;5ee.. ~-Hqck.J CalM~S
I<:l-c=+- 1S"23"
l2I8"
024"
PLAN VIEW
88"
012"
2S"
22"
-<:J,--------=:-:;~====18" 139!" ---------====e:::-
~14"
fe::::J-- 32" --e:-
-~ 112110"
23"
-q
18"~
;ptrJ
aQ:'
~ -.
.. c:l"l.H=:S,e
N=
\C
END WALL
ATOA END WALLSTOS \-~~I:C.KEN
SEPTIC TANKS
411 REMINGTON ST. BOISE,IO
PH 20S 377 2440 FAX 20S 3n S838
~ 69" ----c:>J 2000 UTILITY VAULTMODEL # 2000 UTILITY
KEN BARNESlwww.hSr-ken.c:oml"""
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MODEL # 2000 unUTY
KEN BARNESlwww.lar-ken.co...11teY
fc::::Ji----------;;;;;:::;:;;;:;;;;::=====SECTION A TOA 13~" l::>j
~ --L IVIVUCL ~uoO REINFORCEDCONCRETE UTILITY VAULTr'-... TRAFFIC RATEDT(l\ ~ . ~
~ ~22"Y- 024"~-~mi2"
+
!<::J- 22" -e:>
TONGUE AND GROOVE JOINT
SEALED WITH CON-SEAL 8S"
28"
CS·302
---e:::...
I--
r\
'I PLAN VIEW 6X610·10 WWF
~ ~..~
'OR.J=QUAL
.........r--
r---.....
I I ~ I ~ - l\II"I II V I
-C>: 12" ~ 1 ~-I ~ 24" -l:::j
71" OF DEPTH =2400 GALLONS +·50 /<:J 69" c:>iTOTAL VOLUME IS APPROXIMATLY 76"
71"/26DO GALLONS ~ ,\l)1l1l!1ft#.!li"n~..
. .,~ ~
,...-
8S" 1~6~qc;. Y;d:-I-.tIt:. ~~O~'~
132 -....- 'l( • ...."~.
NOTE: \-1J\.~I;c.I(IENMODEL 2000 UTILITY VAULT.
MODEL NUMBER DOES NOT SEPTIC TANKS
INDICATE CAPACITY I 411 REMINGTON ST. BOISE, ID
PH 208 377 2440 FAX 208 377 8838
-
20DO UTILITY VAULT
~
"':It'!':l
~ ~
lrO=-~ _.
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... ~
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CONCRETE UTILITY VAULT
TRAFFIC RATED
NOTE:
THE MODEL NUMBER IS 2000. THIS IS NOT THE VAULT CAPACITY IN GALLONS.
DESIGN IS BASED ON LAR·KEN 2000 GALLON FORM. DIMENSIONS HAVE NOT BEEN MODIFIED
TO INCREASE GALLONS.
ONLY THE WATER DEPTH HAS BEEN CHANGED. ORIGINAL DESIGN CALCULATIONS ARE APPLICABLE.
THE TOTAL VOLUME IS APPROXIMATELY 2600 GALLONS.
THE ACTUAL USEABLE VOLUME IS APPROXIMATELY 2500 GALLONS + ·50.
\-~~,:c.I{EN
SEPTIC TANKS
411 REMINGTON ST. BOISE,IO
PH 208 377 2440 FAX 208 377 8838
2000 GALLON UnUTYVAULT
MODEL # 2000 UTILITY
KEN 8ARNE$lwww.lar-ken.eomlozy
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(ERR]
/l:J LAYNE
VIT-CATM
) Stage 6xIICHC
PumpDsta
PAGE 63/84
~
4.1688
Packing
.aa~et
None
11CHC
I
Bro~
Cast Lron
41658 1.69"
Rubber
41688 1"
Open
Steel
6" Threaded
10 feet
10 feet
A:Cast
6" t25#
Size:
Stages:
Impellers:
Bowl:
BowISl1aft:
Linesbaft BcariDg:
LilJcSbaft Mat':
LineSbaft Type:
Column:
Column:
Beamg SpaciQg:
Section L.eugtb:
Head:
Flange (Disch.):
Inlet:
Lineshaft Coupling:
Seal:
SCJaine:r:
SubBase:
AD: 1.00
AG: 26.75
BD: 10.0
BL: 19.00
CAN: N/A
CD: 23.3S
CL: N/A
COL: 5.0·
OD: 12.00
DR: 6.75
G: 23.50
H: 21.25
HH: 15.50
J: 0.75
R:
s:
~ SL: 6.25
to TPL: 30.3"UG: N/A
...
V: 0.75QrPL W:(Y) X:
XC: 3.22
6L Y:J Z; PLC5Be
If'
SL
Olse HEAD
B1draa&c Dam M.iscdlaDeoas MotoTData
Ftow(gpm): 8S0 11Jrust At Design: 384 Model: F428
Pump Head (ft): 41.4 T.bru8t At Sbutotf 475 Make: USEM
TDH(ft): 50.5 Min Water lAve.l(an): 24 HP: 15
Speed (rpm): 1170 RPM: 1100
Flnid: Water Weight Type: AUE
T.~(F): 60 Pump: 545 Efficiency: 91.7
Viscosity: l.105 MotQ{: 265 Frame: 254TP
Spc:c:.O!a.v: r Total: 810 Ratchet: NRR
Version: 2.52 Customer: Oat~: 05·12·2008
)..jf~.,v ~A
REG E , V E L-y.:..fetz.t,.v~ 1:>1. 1\jr:A)?..J1)
l~ r -" .. fi111 r-J("~ ~ rt:Po\)~v.)
.J!..Jd D) 2u08 ... f/L~w.. el.( OW,.J~,-,- A ~hL..
Le/\ ,l\RCHITECTS""~,.r ftt.~ c.,I?
~~ ~ ('-(v ~t>
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May 1508 07:59a Doug Sower
............ ' 41fJU'" .4 •• 4. :::J ~ClOqt tj
w_
SG: 1
Vi9cosiCy. 1.105 cP
NPS~: -ft
"=-- ~'1~
SizinV Cf\t9ria: Max Power on Design Curve
LAVt£
"'''',....... ......... .(1' ..... ,.-, ........
Order No:
P-np:
SU: 11CHC (1 "ge$)
Type; Uteehaft ~ 1770 rpm
syitchtIPHd: 1800rpm 01&: 7.25ln
CUlW; 1:3141-2
SpecIIc~; Ns: 2130
Pump Notes for Standard sa.:
Svotlon R&o8" DJichel!le~.8"
VeIticaJ TUfb4ne; BM*e: 11 in
Ma¥ I8IeraI: 0.75 kl
Thl'Utlt l<faclor. 7 btft
Pump..-.fwSlandardCO~
T~ 120 -F Pressur~ 380 psi g
...size: 0.68 in
Company. Layne of Idaho, Inc.
HIne:
"* 05N?A)8
f SHr
13.5
9.94
7.78
r
POWI!f
np
13.5
12.9
11.1
'0.2
1!'
1 f
L-_-=-_~~_-==--,--~::--~==-_--,JUS gpn ~ 500 150 'MlOO ,~
~Ei:fiil.i":'''· ~ ~"=-':' ..-.-"-"" •...
~gpm ~ ~ ="
1020 1710 42.1 80
850 1710 SO.S 83.&
680 mo 56.9 83.1
510 1770 60.3 16.1
340 mo
-1JIiItaPOhlt-
FlCNI:fiio US gpm,.....,..at_
PCMMf.·T2.9 tlp
NPSHr. 9.94 It
- Design CuM! -
Shutoff Head: 63.$ ft
8huIoI dP: '0.4 PIli
Min FlOw: - USgpm
8EP: 14.2% eff
@771lJSgpm
NOLPwr. 14.1 tip
gf~47USgpm
-MuCurw-
MaKPM: 1U hp
o 1300USgpm
eo 8.""
TUI1llne Pump S8lGdion 2004e Selected from catalog:~ Unesh8ft 60HZ VetS: 3.0
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TITLE:
PROJECT:
TO:
Fax: 208-344-9002
REQUEST FOR INFORMATION
No. 00186
7/29/2008
060675
STARTED:
COMPLETED:
REQUIRED: 8/5/2008
REQUEST:
Reference Contract Drawing Ll.67 Detail #7:
Per our previous discussions, can we delete the pre-cast panels as shown and install a cast in place concrete panel the full 6' in
width? The panel will be case in the same plane as brick veneer with expansion joint and sealant at both ends where it ties into
veneer. Finished wall to have a smooth sacked finish. Please advise.
7/29/2008Date: -----'-'-~~....:......_--Requested By: Petra Incorporated
Signed:
----------Pat Child
ANSWER:
Per the on-site review, Monday 7-28, this is acceptable.
1 of1
Date: ...;.7.<..;{2=9.l,.;:/2=OO.=..S"-- _
Exhibit 630
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Brent Pitts
Answered By: LCA Architects, PA
Signed:
-----;;---;-=-:-----
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323-4500 
BOISE, IDAHO 
ReB·IS7S 
RoCK SOLID 
GENERAL CONTRACTORS 
1097 N. ROSARIO STREET • MERIDIAN, ID 83642 • 
Deletion of pre-cast panels 
Meridian City Hall 
Attn: Brent Pitts 
LCA Architects, PA 
1221 Shoreline Ln. 
Boise, 10 83702 
Phone: 208-345-6677   
PHONE: (208) 323-4500 • FAX: (208) 323-4507 
DATE:  
JOB:  
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MATERIALS
TESTING &-
INSPEcnON
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE
PAGE # 1 OF2
PRINT OAn 1112912010
Q Environmental Services o Geotechnical Engineering o Construction Materials Testing Q Speciallnspeetions
Keith Watts
City ofMeridian
33 East Idaho Avenue
Meridian, ID 83642
CERTIFICATE of COMPLIANCE
Project: Meridian City Hall
Permit #: BP 2007-927
Project Manager: Clint Taylor
MTI File #: B70561
Phone: (208) 898~5500
Fax: (208) 888-4218
Other:
This letter is to certify that, in accordance with Chapter 17 ofthe 2006 International Building Code, the project
specifications, and the project scope of services, Materials Testing & Inspection pcrsolmel have performed
special inspections ofthe following items:
• Geotechnical Observation and recommendations
• Soils Density Testing
• Structural Masonry Testing and Inspection
• Reinforced Concrete Testing and Inspection
• Epoxy Installation ofBoltslDoweJs Inspection
• Structural Steel, High Strength Bolting Inspection
• Structural Steel Welding Inspection and Non-destructive Testing
We certify that, to the best ofour knowledge, the requirements of the 2006 International Building Code and the
approved plans and specifications have been complied with, insofar as meeting the portion of the
aforementioned inspections requiring special inspection under Chapter 17 of the mc, except as noted below:
• All non-compliance issues were corrected, and all structural steel welding and high strength bolting has
been approved by Gordon Finlay (American Welding Society certified Welding Inspector).
Tests and inspections were performed only when MTI was scheduled to do so. A guarantee that ti,e contractor
has necessarily constructed the st"ucture in full accordance with tlfe plans alld specijicatiolls is lIeither
ill-tended nor implied.
If you have any questions concerning this letter or if MTI can be of further assistance, please call project
manager at (208) 376A748.
2791 South Victory View Way, Boise 10 83709 208376-4748
mli@mli.id.com mti·id.com
Exhibit 630
Page 190(29
Fax 206 322-6515
Rev. 6-15·07
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MATERIALS
TesTING 6-
INSPECTION
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE
PAGE # 2 OF2
PRINT DATE 11/29/2110
o Environmental Services o Geotechnical Engineering o Construction Materials Testing o Special Inspections
Respectfully submitted,
MATERIALS TESTING & INSPECTION
Reviewed by
David O. Cram, P.E.
General Manager
Reviewed by
Gordon Finlay, AWS-CWI
Welding Inspector
2791 South Victory View Way. Boise 10 83709 2083764748
mtl@mti-id.com mti-id.com
Exhibit 630
Page 20 0(29
Fax 208 322-6515
Rev. 6·15-07
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C. MATERIALSTESTING &INSPECTION
PAGE" Of'
R£vl$1OIl D"TE 11/2912010
R:IBOl~7 Rl!I'ORT$\400.
599\B705filCIfIPT351S1.t.OOC
Q Environmental Services
Keith Watts
City ofMeridian
33 Eastldaho Avenue
Meridian, 10 83642
o Geotechnical Engineering o Construction Materials Testing 0 Specia/lnspections
Phone: (208) 898-5500
Fal{: (208) 888-4218
Other:
Project:
Permit #:
Project Manager:
Inspector:
Inspection Date:
Meridian City Hall
BP 2007-927
Clint Taylor
Troy Cunningham
June 3, 2008
STRUCTURAL MASONRY INSPECTION REPORT
On the above date, our repre..~entative perfonned work on the referenced project as reported below.
Inspected reinforcing steel and block placement at eMU wall for watclfall on south side of west amphitheater
wall at 6' to 9'4" (top of wall elevation).
Performed a visual inspection of reinforcing steel, concrete masonry units and mOltar, and inspection oflow-lift
grout at the location noted above. A total of 1 cubic yard of Ash Grove 4000psi grout mix (batched on site) was
placed at the above location and was mechanically vibrated. No samples taken.
Work inspected was in compliance with project plans and specifications.
If you have questions concerning this report (rpt351sm), please call project manager at (208) 376-4748.
Respectfully submitted,
MATERIALS TESTING & INSPECTION, INC.
6~~~
Reviewed by: George DuPont
Corporate Construction Services Manager
2791 S. Victory View Way • Boise, Idaho 83709 • (208) 376-4748 • Fax (208) 322-6515
mti@mU-ld.com • \'JWW.mtl-id.com
Exhibit 630
Page2lof29
Form XXXXX Rev 0
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A.M W17
DEC 2Z2010
KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB #5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO)
) :ss
County of ADA )
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS J.
SOUTH IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION IN LIMINE RE: PETRA PAY
APPLICATIONS
THOMAS J. SOUTH, being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1. I am at least eighteen (18) years of age and am competent to testify regarding the
matters set forth herein.
2. On December 17, 2010, I personally went to the offices of Defendant Petra,
Incorporated, ("Petra"), located at 1097 North Rosario Street, Meridian, Idaho to examine certain
paper documents represented to be Petra's paper copy of the Pay Applications as maintained as
Project Records for the Meridian City Hall Project.
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS J. SOUTH IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION IN LIMINE RE: PETRA PAY APPLICATIONS
Page 1 007598
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3. I returned to Petra's offices on December 21, 2010, to complete my personal review
of the remaining pay applications. Upon arriving at Petra's offices, it became apparent that on
December 17,2010 I review Pay Application Nos. 1 through 15, inclusive, and No. 17.
4. On December 21,2010, I reviewed Pay Application No. 16 and Nos. 18-30. I again
compared the paper copies provided to me as against the Bates numbered copies provided to the
Plaintiff City of Meridian ("City"), by Petra's counsel Thomas G. Walker during discovery in this
litigation.
5. I agam, personally examined the paper verS10ns of the pay applications made
available for my review, page by page, as against the electronic versions provided to the City in
discovery.
6. In addition to my [mdings on December 17, 2010, during my review of the pay
applications on December 21,2010, I found:
a. The paper versions of many of the pay applications contained additional pages
that were not contained in the electronic version of each of the pay applications.
1. Of specific interest was Pay Application No. 26 that contained an entire
section called "LEED ACTIVITY" that was not scanned. I would
estimate that the "LEED ACTIVITY" section consisted of
approximately 150-200 pages of documents.
11. Of additional interest, many of the pay applications contained yellow slip
sheets identifying specific sections of the pay applications, for example
Pay Application No. 23 contained yellow slip-sheets for Contract
Allowed Reimbursables, Construction Costs Phase 2, Construction Costs
Phase 3, General Conditions Phase 3, Construction Costs Phase 4, and
LEED. These slip-sheets were not in the electronic copies provided ot
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS J. SOUTH IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION IN LIMINE RE: PETRA PAY APPLICATIONS
Page 2 007599
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the City during discovery. There were some slip sheets in the Bates
numbered documents identifying "Phase 2," "Phase 3," etc... however
these appeared to have either been replaced or modified after the
scanning had taken place.
b. As compared against the copies produced by Petra during discovery, the
organizational structure of many of the pay applications had changed
significantly, which made it extraordinarily difficult to compare the documents.
7. In addition to the observations made during my review on December 17, 2010, I
made the following observations during my review on December 21,2010:
a. The method in which Petra produced the Pay Applications to the City during
discovery is a state of total inconsistency and disorganization, when comparing
the consecutive Bates numbering to the paper copies of the Pay Applications.
b. There was no uniformity to the method of organization in which the electronic
copies of the Pay Applications were produced during discovery.
c. There is no consistency in the organization of the electronic copies produced
during discovery between the respective Pay Applications.
d. The paper copies, both the groups and individual pages, had been reorganized.
e. If the paper copies of the pay applications made available for my review today,
Petra failed to produce true and accurate copies of the pay applications to the
City during discovery in this matter.
8. Based upon the foregoing results of my comparison and observations of the paper
documents and the electronic documents, I made the following conclusions:
a. As a result of my review on December 17, 2010 and December 21, 2010, it is my
opinion that the paper copy of the pay applications were not kept and
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS J. SOUTH IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION IN LIMINE RE: PETRA PAY APPLICATIONS
Page 3 007600
            
          
           
    
            
          
          
               
          
              
           
            
              
         
             
       
             
               
              
      
              
          
                  
             
          
       
  
maintained in a manner to allow a reasonable forensic accounting expert to
conclude anything except that the paper copies had been modified since the
provision of the electronic copies to the City.
9. Based upon my professional experience as a Certified Financial Forensics and a
Certified Public Accountant, I conclude that after paper copies were scanned, Bates numbered and
delivered to the City in discovery, it appears as though someone with access to the paper copies of
the Petra Pay Applications attempted to organize, add to, or modify the paper copies in some
fashion.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 22nd day of December, 2010.
",......",
........" ¥..LUC';"'"
.......\,~ ~O" ..
:' ~.- e. ':A".. ~~ ~ ••• •.....r ~
: -<: ~OTAR .. •• '1- ~
. • ~ r._
. . . .: : ......... : :
_. C·-~ \ PUB\...\ .: :~if'.. ..,,:~ :?> •• •• A'V :
'" ~ •••••••• ~''Y' ,"
"",,/'}] OF \'\) ,..,......
"''''11.11''''
Notary Public, State of Idaho
Residing at: Meridian, ID
My commission expires: November 3, 2014
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS J. SOUTH IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION IN LIMINE RE: PETRA PAY APPLICATIONS
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 22nd day of December, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Email
C=i1
Kim]. Trout
I2$J
o
o
o
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS J. SOUTH IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION IN LIMINE RE: PETRA PAY APPLICATIONS
Page 5 007602
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tOR\G\NAL
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika Klein (ISB No. 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com;
eklein@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
M).----~~_tk_lA~~--Uil_~. .... ~~~~.1!!lo u
DEC 222010
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada )
Case No. CV OC 0907257
AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW SCHELSTRATE
DATED DECEMBER 22, 2010 IN OPPOSITION
TO THE CITY OF MERIDIAN'S MOTION IN
LIMINE RE: PETRA'S PAY APPLICATIONS
I, MATTHEW SCHELSTRATE, being first duly sworirupon oath, depose and state:
AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW SCHELSTRATE DATED DECEMBER 22, 2010 IN OPPOSITION TO THE CITY
OF MERIDIAN'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: PAY APPLICATIONS PAGE 1
651707
007603
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1. I am one of the attorneys of record for the Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra
Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled action and I make this affidavit based on my own
personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein.
2. I submit this affidavit in opposition to the City of Meridian's Motion in Limine
Re: Petra's Pay Applications.
3. On December 16th and December 20th, I reviewed the City's copies of the pay
applications as they are maintained at Meridian City Hall.
4. I compared the City's pay applications at City Hall, the City's exhibits produced
for trial, and Petra's copies of the pay applications.
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true, correct and complete copy of a table I
created illustrating some of the differences.
6. Of particular note, the City did not produce In its exhibits the entire pay
application for many of its pay applications.
7. Based on my review of Petra's pay applications, I also note that Petra has copies
of the G-703's for pay applications 21 (Bates Nos. 56610 - 56611), 25 (Bates Nos. 55412 -
55413) and 28 (Bates Nos. 91276 -91277.
MATTHEW SCHELSTRATE
AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW SCHELSTRATE DATED DECEMBER 22, 2010 IN OPPOSITION TO THE CITY
OF MERIDIAN'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: PAY APPLICATIONS PAGE 2
651707
007604
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 22nd day of December, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Daniel Loras Glynn
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
D
D
D
~
D
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile
E-mail:
AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW SCHELSTRATE DATED DECEMBER 22,2010 IN OPPOSITION TO THE CITY
OF MERIDIAN'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: PAY APPLICATIONS PAGE 3
651707
007605
   
                 
        
    
   
     
      
   
   
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
  
 
 
            
          
 
Pay App No. City's Exhibit City's Original File Petra's file
1 G-702 Signed by Petra G-702 Signed by Petra G-702 Unsigned
7 pp 12 pp.
2 G-702 Signed by Petra G-702 Signed by Petra G-702 Signed by Petra
8 pp. 9 pp.
3 City's pay app is Petra's G-702 Signed by Petra. G-702 unsigned
produced copy- G-702 Has City approval stamp 6 pp.
unsigned
No approval stamp
6 pp
4 No G-702 No G-702 G-702 Signed by Petra
4 pp. 45 pp.
5 No G-702 G-702 signed by Petra G-702 Signed by Petra
14 pp. 30 pp.
6 G-702 signed by Petra G-702 signed by Petra G-702 signed by Petra
27 pp 22 pp.
7 G-702 signed by Petra G-702 signed by Petra G-702 signed by Petra
26 pp. 139 pp.
8 G-702 signed by Petra No G-702 -It's the last G-702 signed by Petra
25 pp page of Exhibit 9 65 pp.
9 G-702 signed by Petra G-702 signed by Petra G-702 signed by Petra
and Architect and Architect 41 pp.
47 pp
10 G-702 signed by Petra G-702 signed by Petra G-702 signed by Petra
87 pp 134 pp.
11 G-702 is attached to the No G-702 within City's G-702 signed by Petra
end of Exhibit for Pay original file for Pay App 123 pp.
App.12. l1-(It's the last page of
35 pp Pay App. 12)
12 G-702 signed by Petra G-702 Signed by Petra G-702 signed by Petra
64 pp. 92 pp.
13 G-702 signed by Petra G-702 signed by Petra G-702 signed by Petra
and Architect and Architect and Architect
54 pp. 145 pp.
14 G-702 Signed by Petra G-702 signed by Petra G-702 signed by Petra;
and Architect and Architect Also a blank G-702
50pp. 168 pp.
15 G-702 signed by Petra G-702 signed by Petra G-702 signed by
and Architect and Architect Architect; also two other
96 pp. unsigned G-702's
215 pp.
16 No G-702. No G-702 G-702 signed by Petra
124 pp. and Architect
170 pp.
17 G-702 signed by Petra G-702 signed by Petra G-702 signed by Petra
and the Architect and the Architect and the Architect
EXHIBIT
j~ 007606
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201 pp. 328 pp.
18 G-702 signed by the G-702 Signed by Petra G-702 Signed by Petra
Architect and Petra; also and Architect and Architect
two other revised 344 pp
versions
204 pp.
19 G-702 signed by G-702 signed by Petra G-702 signed by Petra
Architect and Petra and Architect and Architect
105 pp. 249 pp.
20 No G-702 in Pay App. 20. G-702 signed by Petra G-702 signed by Petra
It is the last page of Pay and Architect and Architect
App.21 254 pp.
pp.130
21 No G-702 No G-702 No G-702
144 pp. 328 pp.
22 G-702 signed by Petra G-702 signed by Petra G-702 signed by Petra
and Architect and Architect and Architect
163 pp. 314 pp.
23 G-702 signed by Petra G-702 signed by Petra G-702 signed by Petra
and Architect and Architect and Architect
173 pp. 354 pp.
24 G-702 signed by Petra G-702 signed by Petra G-702 signed by Petra
and Architect and Architect and Architect
27 pp. 335 pp.
25 No G-702 No G-702 G-702 signed by Petra
138 pp. 196 pp.
26 G-702 signed by Petra G-702 signed by Petra G-702 signed by Petra
and Architect and Architect 117 pp.
73 pp.
27 G-702 Signed by G-702 Signed by G-702 signed by Petra
Architect and Petra Architect and Petra 39 pp.
25 pp.
28 G-702 Signed by G-702 Signed by G-702 Signed by
Architect and Petra Architect and Petra Architect and Petra
22 pp. 130 pp.
29 G-702 signed by G-702 signed by G-702 signed by Petra
Architect and Petra Architect and Petra 121 pp.
59 pp.
30 G-702 signed by G-702 signed by G-702 signed by
Architect and Petra Architect and Petra Architect and Petra
36 pp. 36 pp.
007607
  
    
             
        
     
 
  
            
       
    
               
           
   
 
       
    
             
      
    
             
      
    
             
      
    
         
    
             
      
  
           
        
  
          
         
    
           
        
  
          
         
    
ORIGiNAL
Thomas G. Walker (158 1856)
Erika K. Klein (IS8 5509)
Mackenzie Whlltcott (ISB 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrllte (ISB 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise l Idaho 83707-9518
Direet Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Pholle: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639·5609
[-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholnw.com;
mwhatcott@cosho!aw.com; mschelstrare@cosholnw.cGm
Attorneys for DefendantiCounterdaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OrTHE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT Or
THE STATE Or IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY Of ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
municipal corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
)ss.
County of Ada )
Case No. CV-OC 0907257
AFFIDAVIT OF DEBBIE GORSKI
DATED DECEMBER 22, 2010 IN
OPPOSITION TO THE CITY OF
MERIDIAN'S MOTION IN LIMINE
RE: PETRA'S PAY APPLICATIONS
DEBBIE GORSKI, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says the following:
1. I am an employee of Defendant in the above-captioned matter and I make this
affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge and in support of Petra's Memorandum in
Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion in Limine Re: Petra's Pay Applications.
- P.I
IMBS 12/22/103:30:21 PM
LOO/C:OO~
007608
",o. __ -t:Frt:ro",u:O ~/i~W::= ____ PM.J.'1.':J._llJ-..--
A.M_' -.---
DEC 222010  "ARRO Clerk J PI'''' ILoi I~A'y • 
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2. I am an individual over the age of eighteen, a resident of the State of Idaho, and
have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein, believing them all to be true and correct to
the best ofmy knowledge and belief.
3. On December 16th and December 20th of 2010, I conducted a review of the City
of Meridian's files containing their copies of the pay applications related to the construction of
the Meridian City Hall.
4. Based on approximately 16 hours of review, at1d my personal knowledge of the
pay application procedures employed during the construction of the City Hall, I came to the
following conclusions about the pay applications as they are currently maintained by the City
and as they were presumably maintained by Keith Watts during the comse of the project.
5. First, the City's copies of the pay applications were extremely difficult to analyze.
Keith Watts, instead of keeping each pay application together as a unit the way Petra submitted
them, separated out pay application documents for the multiple (30 or more) prime contractors
and attempted to place them in separate binders. As a consequence there are at least 35 or 40
binders, each containing pieces of the once integrated pay applications that Petra originally
submitted to the City.
6. TI1e situation created by the way the City has organized the pay applications
submitted to them by Petra is similar to separating out each page of a 200 page phone bill,
placing each page in a separate binder, doing the same for 37 separate phone bills, and then
attempting to reassemble the bills.
7. Either as a consequence of this system, or of the general methods employed by
the City, multiple pages are missing:
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a) Pay Application No.1 is missing appx. 4 pages.
b) Pay Application No.2 is missing appx. 2 pages.
c) Pay Application No.4 is missing appx. 2 pages.
d) Pay Application No. 7 is missing appx. 97 pages.
e) Pay Application NO.8 is missing appx. 3 pages.
f) Pay Application No. lOis missing appx. 8 pages.
g) Pay Application No. 11 is missing appx. 3 pages.
h) Pay Application No. 12 is missing appx. 4 pages.
i) Pay Application No. 13 is missing appx. 8 pages.
j) Pay Application No. 14 is missing appx. 46 pages.
k) Pay Application No. ISis missing appx. 28 pages.
1) Pay Application No. 16 is missing appx. 33 pages.
m) Pay Application No. 17 is missing appx. 11 pages.
n) Pay Application No. 18 is missing appx. 17 pages.
0) Pay Application No. 19 is missing appx. 6 pages.
p) Pay Application No. 20 is missing appx. 8 pages.
q) Pay Application No. 21 is missing appx. 6 pages.
r) Pay Application No. 22 is missing ~ppx. 6 pages.
8. Key documents such as G-702's tor the pay applications are missing and/or
misfiled.
9. Many back-documents for the prime contractors are completely missing.
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10. For example, I could not locate the billing documents for M.R. Miller,
presumably an entire binder.
11. Multiple documents are misfiled.
12. For example, documents pertaining to one pay application are in the file for
another pay application altogether.
13. Documents pertaining to a contractor with multiple contracts were filed in
multiple files. In the course of filing the payment applications some were not filed with the
correct contract and pay applications.
14. On a Whole, the system employed by the City makes it extremely difficult to trust
any concll.1sions about what docwnents mayor may not be in the City's files, or what was in the
City's files at one point but subsequently misplaced.
15. Furthermore, I was employed by the Defendant during the course of the project
and was personally involved in the pay application process.
16. I have personal knowledge of the various problems Petra encountered with the
sub-par manner in which the City, panicularly Keith Watts, maintained its records during the
project.
17. There were many occasions where Keith Watts lost docwnents that we would
have to replace for him by email or fax.
18. There were occasions where checks were found in Keith Watts' desk after having
gone "missing."
19. There were occasions where checks were cut by the City and placed in Keith
Watts' desk without being immediately paid.
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20. I am personally familiar with the frustration felt by Keith Watts' personal
assistant, based on Keith Watts' lack of organization and propensity to misplace documents.
21. One one occasion Keith Watts paid out a prime contractor by a letter sent by them
asking for early payment. This was paid to them without Petra being able to add it to the billing.
As a result that contractor's billing does not show retention being paid out via Petra's payment
application process.
22. On at Jeast one occasion J personally asked Keith Watts to give me a breakdown
of a check received that was not reflected in the amount of the payment application. Keith Watts
could not teU me what he had paid and what he had not. In other words, Keith Watts could not
identify what he had rejected on a pay application.
DEBBIE GORSKI
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this~ day of December, 2010.
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
~.,.c,.-<.
THOMAS G. WALKER
Attorneys for Defendant
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
tvL-
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 22. day of December, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the withil1 and foregoing instnllnent was served upon:
Kim J. Trout
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhnna.l1,
P.A.
225 N, 9th Street, Suite 820
Boise, Idaho 83701
Served by: ~e./mdt. ~:SI ...IS29
THOMAS G. WALKER
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterciaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
municipal corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV-OC 0907257
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION IN LIMINE
RE: PETRA PAY APPLICATIONS
The above-named Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and
through its attorney of record, Thomas G. Walker, of the law firm Cosho Humphrey, LLP
submits this memorandum in opposition to the Plaintiff City of Meridian's ("City") Motion in
Limine Re: Petra's Pay Applications.
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO CITY'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: PETRA'S
PAY APPLICATIONS
651561
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1. Introduction
The City's attempt to exclude Petra's pay applications-; which Petra has not yet offered
into evidence and many of which have not even been identified as exhibits,1 is based on a flawed
reading of Rule 803(6) and is premature. Petra requests that the Court deny the City's Motion,
or, in the alternative, take up this issue at the relevant time in the trial.
2. Law and Argument
First, the City's Motion in Limine is premature. Petra has not sought to introduce any
pay applications or any portions of pay applications. It is the City that is attempting to offer its
copies of the pay applications. Petra submits that the most appropriate course would be to
address this issue when Petra's pay applications are actually offered.
Second, the City's Motion in Limine misconstrues the text and purpose behind Idaho
Rule of Evidence 803(6). Rule 803(6), the business records exception to the hearsay rule,
"allows admission of a record or report if it was made and kept in the course of a regularly
conducted business activity and if it was the regular practice of that business to make the report
or record." These foundational requirements must be shown through "the testimony of the
custodian or other qualified witness." LR.E. 803(6). That is, the record must be authenticated by
1 Petra reserves the right to supplement its exhibit list with the pay applications if it becomes necessary to rebut the
City's allegations.
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO CITY'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: PETRA'S
PAY APPLICATIONS Page 2
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someone "who has custody of the record as a regular part of his or her work or who has
supervision of its creation." Id. A primary concern with regard to trustworthiness is verifying
that the "records were produced in the ordinary course of business, at or near the time of the
occurrence and not in anticipation oftrial." Hurtado v. Land o 'Lakes, Inc., 147 Idaho 813, 816,
215 P.3d 533, 536 (2009) (citing Reco Corp. v. Roberts & Sons Constr. Co., 114 Idaho 704, 711,
760 P.2d 1120, 1127 (l988)(emphasis added)).
It is clear that the pay applications were not created in anticipation of litigation. A brief
examination of Petra's pay application documents demonstrates that they were created by Petra
during the construction of the Meridian City Hall, i. e. during the ordinary course of business. If
the City has an objection to the admission of a specific document, the Court can easily examine
the document, hear from Petra's witness regarding the proper foundation, and determine whether
the document qualifies under Rule 803(6) or another rule of evidence. Most of the pay
application documents are actually duplicated in the City's exhibit list. The City's recent review
of Petra's records sheds no light on the trustworthiness of the copies that Petra would offer at
trial. The City's argument regarding the trustworthiness of the records, which is based on its
recent review of the records by its hired expert, misses the mark.
Lastly, based on Petra's document review of the City's files, there are multiple problems
with the way that the City maintained the pay applications? The City is not even offering the
entire pay applications as exhibits, but appears to be leaving out multiple documents. It is in fact
2 See Affidavit of Debbie Gorski dated December 22,2010; Affidavit ofMatthew Schelstrate dated December 22,
2010, filed in support of this memorandum.
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO CITY'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: PETRA'S
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the City that has an issue with the "trustworthiness" of business records under Rule 803(6), as
the City construes the Rule.
3. Conclusion
Therefore, Petra requests the Court rule on the admissibility of the records when the
Court (1) is informed as why the document is being offered into evidence; (2) hears from the
appropriate witness regarding foundation; (3) and can examine the document. Petra submits this
would be the appropriate course, rather than accepting the City's assertions from its hired expert
based on a recent document review. If the Court is inclined to rule prior to this point, then Petra
requests the Court to take a common sense approach to this issue and deny the City's Motion. If
the City wants to make a good-faith argument that one of Petra's business records is actually not
what it says it is, but something else, then Petra would like to rebut that allegation when it arises
and through the testimony of the people who actually created the records.
DATED this 22nd day of December, 2010.
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
THOMAS G. WALKER
Attorneys for Defendant
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO CITY'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: PETRA'S
PAY APPLICATIONS
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 22nd day of December, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing instrument was served upon:
Kim J. Trout
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 N. 9th Street, Suite 820
Boise, Idaho 83701
Served by: Facsimile: 331-1529
THOMAS G. WALKER
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO CITY'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: PETRA'S
PAY APPLICATIONS Page 5
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•Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterciaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
DefendantlCounterclaimant.
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT
PETRA INCORPORATED'S FOURTH
SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF
TRIAL EXHIBITS
DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled matter, by
and through its attorneys of record, Cosho Humphrey, LLP, submits herewith its fourth
Supplemental Disclosure of Trial Exhibits and hereby lodges Exhibit 632 to its exhibits for use at
trial.
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S FOURTH SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS
652029
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Petra reserves the right to supplement or amend its trial exhibits in conformance with the
evidence and pursuant to Rule 16(h), I.R.C.P., and as otherwise necessary. Additionally Petra
Incorporated reserves the right to utilize any exhibits identified or utilized by the Plaintiff in this
matter.
DATED this 27th day of December, 2010.
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S FOURTH SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS Page 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 27th day of December, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Daniel Loras Glynn
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
D
D
D
l2J
D
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
E 1:
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S FOURTH SUPPLEMENTAL
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OR\G\NAL
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantiCounterciaimant, Petra Incorporated
NO.~FILEOAM .M _
JAN 03 2011
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
ByA.GARDEN
OEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
DefendantlCounterclaimant.
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT
PETRA INCORPORATED'S FIFTH
SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF
TRIAL EXHIBITS
DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled matter, by
and through its attorneys of record, Cosho Humphrey, LLP, submits herewith its Fifth
Supplemental Disclosure of Trial Exhibits and hereby lodges Exhibits 634 and 635 to its exhibits
for use at trial.
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S FIFTH SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS Page 1
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Petra reserves the right to supplement or amend its trial exhibits in conformance with the
evidence and pursuant to Rule 16(h), I.R.C.P., and as otherWise necessary. Additionally Petra
Incorporated reserves the right to utilize any exhibits identified or utilized by the Plaintiff in this
matter.
DATED this 3rd day of January, 2011.
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
By ~ {;'~
THOMAS G. WALKER
An Attorney Licensed in Idaho
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S FIFTH SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS Page 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 3rd day of January, 2011, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Daniel Loras Glynn
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
o
o
o[8J
o
u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
E-mail:
THOMAS G. WALKER
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ORlG\NAL
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantiCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
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J. DAVID NAVARRO, CIIl'k
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
DefendantiCounterclaimant.
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT
PETRA INCORPORATED'S SIXTH
SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF
TRIAL EXHIBITS
DefendantiCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled matter, by
and through its attorneys of record, Cosho Humphrey, LLP, submits herewith its Sixth
Supplemental Disclosure of Trial Exhibits and hereby lodges Exhibits 636 and 637 to its exhibits
for use at trial.
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S SIXTH SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS Page 1
654147 007625
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Petra reserves the right to supplement or amend its trial exhibits in conformance with the
evidence and pursuant to Rule 16(h), I.R.C.P., and as otherwise necessary. Additionally Petra
Incorporated reserves the right to utilize any exhibits identified or utilized by the Plaintiff in this
matter.
DATED this 4th day of January, 2011.
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S SIXTH SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS Page 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 4th day of January, 2011, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing docwnent was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Daniel Loras Glynn
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
o
o
o
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o
u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
E-m ..
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S SIXTH SUPPLEMENTAL
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OR\G\NAL
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mWhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
JAN 05 2011
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
ByA.GARDEN
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
DefendantiCounterclaimant.
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT
PETRA INCORPORATED'S SEVENTH
SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF
TRIAL EXHIBITS
~\
DefendantiCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled matter, by
and through its attorneys of record, Cosho Humphrey, LLP, submits herewith its Seventh
Supplemental Disclosure of Trial Exhibits and hereby lodges Exhibit 638 to its exhibits for use at
trial.
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S SEVENTH SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS Page 1
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\Petra reserves the right to supplement or amend its trial exhibits in conformance with the
evidence and pursuant to Rule 16(h), I.R.C.P., and as otherwise necessary. Additionally Petra
Incorporated reserves the right to utilize any exhibits identified or utilized by the Plaintiff in this
matter.
DATED this 5th day of January, 2011.
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S SEVENTH SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS Page 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 5th day of January, 2011, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Daniel Loras Glynn
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
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U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
E-
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KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB#5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
JAN g 620"
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By CARLY LATIMORE
OEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION
FOR SANCTIONS
The Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant, City of Meridian (the "City"), submits this Supplemental
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Sanctions. As this Court is aware, and previously
found sufficient evidence to support a finding of probable cause for a misdemeanor charge of
witness tampering, the City has sought the imposition of affirmative sanctions against the Defendant
Petra, Incorporated ("Petra") based on Jerry Frank's inappropriate and unlawful contacts with
certain of the City's expert witnesses. In particular, the City raised concerns that the relationship
between it and its retained expert witness, Jason Neidigh, had been compromised.
While the City continues to believes that more severe sanctions are appropriate and
necessary, the City submits that an appropriate mitigation of the City's damages resulting from Mr.
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Frank's inappropriate and unlawful contact would be leave to substitute the expert testimony of Mr.
Neigdigh with that of Clifford S. Chamberlain, P.E., the City's recently retained and disclosed
expert.
ARGUMENT
Ibis Court previously received the City's briefing concerning the basis for the imposition of
sanctions resulting from Mr. Frank's admitted direct and indirect contact with several of the City's
expert witnesses. Moreover, this Court conducted an evidentiary hearing on December 1, 2010 for the
sole and exclusive purpose of being presented with all facts concerning Mr. Frank's conduct and the
consequence therefrom. As such, those factual matters and legal arguments will not be re-argued here,
but rather incorporated wholly by reference herein.
What is important to note is that at the conclusion of the hearing on December 1, 2010, the
Court held as follows:
Now, I did fInd that Mr. Frank did engage in misconduct. In fact, if I were a
magistrate hearing a -- reading or hearing a probable cause affIdavit or testimony,
there's a potential I think that a court might fInd that there's at least probable cause
to proceed on a misdemeanor against Mr. Frank. I'm not saying that he would be
convicted, but I think there would be enough probable cause based on the testimony
of Mr. Frank and Mr. Geis. So it's no small thing when a party contacts an expert
witness for the other side. It's not just a violation of Rule 26, but it actually may
constitute a misdemeanor offense. So I can deal with that, though, at a later date. I
think we have bigger fIsh to fry. And we need to get this thing I think to trial.
(AffIdavit of Counsel in re: Supplemental Memorandum in Support of Motion for Sanctions
("AffIdavit of Counsel"), Exhibit "A" 12/1/10 Transcript, 139:14-24, 140:1-8.)
Thus, this Court concluded that probable cause did exist to believe that Mr. Frank did
engage in witness tampering, a misdemeanor crime pursuant to Idaho Code § 18-2604(1) as well as
subjecting himself to sanctions under the Court's authority to sanction under both the Idaho Rules of
Civil Procedure as well as the trial courts own inherent authority. Nonetheless, the Court determined
that the appropriate sanction was not that of an evidentiary bar as to certain evidence or claims, nor was
a continuance of trial necessary. The City disagrees, but respects the Court's decision in this regard.
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However, this Court did recognize that it would deal with the issue of other corrective sanctions at a
later date.
The City submits that the time to fashion at least a partial remedy to the City is the present
moment as the City is prepared to present expert testimony concerning various defects with the
plumbing system in the Meridian City Hall. This expert testimony was previously to be provided by Mr.
Neidigh from DeBest Plumbing, Inc. However, despite Mr. Neidigh's willingness to testify, the City
rightfully has the right to believe that the inviolate relationship it should have with its expert witness,
its champion in this cause, has been compromised. It is not enough to simply state that Mr. Neidigh
will provide his intended testimony, the City is entided to have the security of knowledge that its
expert witness will testify as intended, advocate the City'S position as expected, and defend against
Petra's arguments. Petra's contact, and apparent continuing relationship with Mr. Neidigh's
employer DeBest Plumbing, raises more than a specter that such may not be the case.
Accordingly, the City secured the expert services of Mr. Chamberlain and, on an expedited
basis, had him conduct the necessary factual investigation and prepare an expert opinion. This
expert disclosure was provided to Petra on December 3, 2010. (Affidavit of Counsel, Exhibit "B".)
As can be seen by a comparison of Mr. Neidigh's expert disclosure (Affidavit of Counsel, Exhibit
"C") with that of Mr. Chamberlain's expert disclosure, the subject matter of the expert testimony on
plumbing matters has not changed. Allowing Mr. Chamberlain to testify in the place of Mr. Neidigh
would thereby still provide the City with the necessary expert testimony on the subject matter
without any concern as to whether or not the testimony to be elicited might be compromised.
As the Idaho Supreme Court identified in the case of Noble v. Ada Counry Elections Bel.
135 Idaho 495, 20 P.3d 679 (2000), there are two general rules by which a court considering
sanctions is to be guided. "The trial court "must balance the equities by comparing the culpability of
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the disobedient party with the resulting prejudice to the innocent party" and consider whether lesser
sanctions would be effective." Noble, 135 Idaho at 499-500, 20 P.3d at 683-684, quoting in part
Roe v. Doe, 129 Idaho 663,931 P.2d 657 (Ct. App. 1996). The City submits that the substitution of
Mr. Chamberlain for Mr. Neidigh is an appropriate lesser sanction that provides at least some
equitable consequence for Mr. Frank's conduct and its impact upon the City.
The City expects that Petra will argue that it is prejudiced by such a request. However, this
argument should be rejected for multiple reasons. First, there would be no prejudice to Petra as the
subjects of expert testimony are not changed by the replacement of an expert witness. Second, Petra
did not conduct a deposition of Mr. Neidigh when he was disclosed as the City's expert and hence it
is hard to imagine any prejudice that would result from Mr. Chamberlain's testimony likewise
presented without a prior deposition. Third, Petra did not disclose an expert witness to respond to
Mr. Neidigh's expert disclosure and thus regardless of whether the testimony is presented by Mr.
Neidigh or Mr. Chamberlain Petra will not have its own responding expert witness affected. Finally,
any prejudice attending the replacement of Mr. Neidigh by Mr. Chamberlain can be alleviated by
scheduling a deposition of Mr. Chamberlain to occur on an off day.
While allowing the City to replace the testimony of Mr. Neidigh will not provide a complete
remedy to the City, nor a full sanction upon Petra for the wrongdoing of Mr. Frank, it will do
substantial justice to the City with regard to the discrete issue of the City's expert witness testimony
on the deficiencies in the plumbing system at the Meridian City Hall.
CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated, the City respectfully requests that this Court grant it leave to replace
the expert testimony of Mr. Neidigh with Mr. Chamberlain.
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RESPECTFULLY submitted this 6th day ofJanuary, 2011.
TROUT.JONES.GLEDHILL.FUHRMAN.GOURLEY, P.A.
By:_C:==_d~,"------_
Kim]. Trout
Attorneys for Plaintiff
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 6th day of January, 2011, a true and correct copy of the
above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Fax: (208) 639-5609
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Fed. Express
Email
Kim]. Trout
~
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KIM J. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB#5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHIlL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
JAN 0 6 2011·
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By eARLY LATIMORE
DepUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) :ss
County of ADA )
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN RE:
SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION
FOR SANCTIONS
KIM J. TROUT, being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1. I am at least eighteen (18) years of age and am competent to testify regarding the
matters set forth herein.
2. I am a member of the law fIrm of TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN.
GOURLEY, P.A., representing the Plaintiff in this matter, and I make the following statements based
upon my own personal knowledge.
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN RE: SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
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3. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of pages 138-141 of the
hearing held on December 1, 2010 in this matter.
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of Plaintiff's Supplemental
Disclosure of Expert Witnesses dated December 3, 2010.
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit "c" is a true and correct copy of the cover page,
signature page, certificate of service page, and the disclosure ofJason Neidigh as an expert witness in
this matter.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.
KimJ. Trout
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 6th day ofJanuary, 2011.
"" ......",
........' ¥,.L UC:""
.... "~ '\,{. "
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.: L)..~ •• e. Jt.',~ :\-Y.- -."r ~~..,. .. ..l.OTAI?L·.~~: : \- r.:
: : --.-- : :
: ~ r • :~ •• PUBL\v" ~
':t. ~n • • ..
.. V'~ •• •• '"' ~~.r' _. • •• ..:\.V ~
.... '11' ...... ~'v ..
....", II OF \\) , ..
"',........',,'
Notary Public, State of Idaho
Residing at: Meridian, ID
My commission expires: November 3, 2014
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 6th day of January, 2011, a true and correct copy of the
above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Fax: (208) 639-5609
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Fed. Express
Email
Kim]. Trout
[g]
D
D
D
D
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City of Meridian v. PeLra 12/1/2010
Page 1
DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - x Case No. CVOC-09-072S7
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
EVIDENTIARY HEARING
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - x
REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS
Held on on December 1, 2010, before
Ronald J. Wilper, District Court Judge.
Reported by
Dianne E. Cromwell
CSR No. 21
Tucker & Associates, 60S W. Fort st., Boise, ID 83702 l
www.etucker.net j
EXHIBIT
A,----007639
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City of Meridian v. Petra 12/1/2010
Page 138
1 then I could get to my client, why are we going
2 forward with a witness like that? So that's the
3 point here, Your Honor.
4 THE COURT: All right. I'm not going to
5 continue the trial. Mr. Neidigh has said that if
6 called upon to testify in this case, he will do so
7 truthfully. He has already conducted his entire
8 investigation. There may corne a point during the
9 trial, if there is a request, to treat Mr. Neidigh
10 as a hostile witness by the City of Meridian if
11 they must so that they can lead him a little bit,
12 if he starts to go off from his from the
13 opinions that he intends to offer. Then perhaps I
14 could take some corrective action along the lines
15 or along the way.
16 But having seen Mr. Neidigh testify
17 today and significantly having heard him testify
18 under oath that if called upon to testify, he will
19 do so, I find that although Meridian's misgivings
20 are not completely without merit, I do not think
21 that they are so significant, nor do I think that
22 Mr. Frank's contact was so deliberate or so
23 egregious that -- nor do I think that the
24 prejudice to the City of Meridian is so great that
25 it would -- that I should continue the trial.
Tucker &Associates, 605 W. Fort St., Boise, ID 83702 (208) 345-3704
www.etucker.net
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Page 139
This is scheduled for -- gosh, I think1
2 I counted well over 100 witnesses combined. I
3 think there were some 98 witnesses listed by Petra
4 with 28 of them being likely and 125 exhibits; 20
5 witnesses listed by the City of Meridian and 587
6 exhibits.
7 I've been in this position before where
8 a major piece of litigation on the eve of trial,
9 just seems to be getting bigger and bigger and
10 bigger. And if I were to continue this trial,
11 'it's, in my opinion, Mr. Walker's contention that
12 his client would be significantly prejudiced are
13 very real.
14 Now, I'm going to reject the motion.
15 I'm going to deny the motion to continue.
16 Now, I did find that Mr. Frank did
17 engage in misconduct. In fact, if I were a
18 magistrate hearing a -- reading or hearing a
19 probable cause affidavit or testimony, there's a
20 potential I think that a court might find that
21 there's at least probable cause to proceed on a
22 misdemeanor against Mr. Frank. I'm not saying
23 that he would be convicted, but I think there
24 would be enough probable cause based on the
25 testimony of Mr. Frank and Mr. Geis.
Tucker & Associates, 605 W. Fort St., Boise, ID 83702 (208) 345-3704
www.etucker.net
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Page 140
1 So it's no small thing when a party
2 contacts an expert witne~s for the other side.
3 It's not just a violation of Rule 26, but it
4 actually may constitute a misdemeanor offense. So
5 I can deal with that, though, at a later date. I
6 think we have bigger fish to fry.
7 And we need to get this thing I think
8 to trial. If the only concern is that Mr. Neidigh
9 will be a reluctant witness or a very difficult
10 witness to deal with, I can play that by ear as
11 his testimony is elicited.
12 He has offered his opinion. I mean,
13 the City of Meridian knows what they're going to
14 ask him, and they're going to have to do the best
15 they can with him under the circumstances. So
16 that's going to be the ruling of the court on that
17 issue.
18 Now, I have not seen any new motions
19 that have been filed yet, late disclosed material,
20 and so forth. But I'll tell the parties that I do
21 intend to start the trial at 9 o'clock tomorrow
22 morning with brief opening statements for each
23 side, and then we'll just proceed with the
24 evidence and testimony.
25 Mr. Trout?
Tucker & Associates, 605 W. Fort St., Boise, ID 83702 (208) 345-3704
www.etucker.net
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1 MR. TROUT: I have one problem I'm going to
2 put out for the court's attention right now.
3 First of all, I don't think I can prepare
4 Mr. Neidigh to testify. And, therefore, I would
5 at least like the record to reflect that given the
6 allegations made today both on the record and off
7 the record by Mr. Insinger with respect to this
8 matter, that not only is my client prejudiced
9 severely but that I don't feel under the
10 circumstances that I am in a position whatsoever
11 to prepare the witness to testify or have the
12 witness testify. And I want the record to reflect
13 that fully with respect to this issue going
14 forward.
15 The second thing that I want the court
16 to be aware of is that I was asked a question last
17 night in a meeting with the City of Meridian, city
18 council, by Mayor De Weerd, whether or not she was
19 going to be subject to being cross examined by her
20 own counsel, that being Tom Walker.
21 I wasn't aware until last night that
22 Mr. Walker represents an entity in which
23 Mrs. De Weerd has an ownership interest in, and I
24 believe that issue is going to crop up in this
25 case as well, and I wanted to make that disclosure
Tucker & Associates, 605 W. Fort St., Boise, ID 83702 (208) 345-3704
www.etucker.net
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KIM J. TROUT, ISB #2468
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHIlL. FUHRMAN • GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
DEC U3 2010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
ByJ.RANDAU
DEflUTV
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation, Case No. CV OC 09-7257
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF EXPERT WITNESSES
DATED DECEMBER 3,2010
Defendant.
COMES NOW the Plaintiff/Counterdefendant City of Meridian ("City"), by and through its
counsel of record, Kim J. Trout of the firm Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A., and
hereby submits Plaintiffs Supplemental Disclosure of Expert Witnesses Dated December 3, 2010.
Ibis disclosure is intended as a supplementation to the discovery requests served upon it by the
Defendant.
Clifford S. Chamberlain, P.E.
Chamberlain Mechanical Corp.
4926 - 199th Place N.E.
~~and,WA.98033
(425) 889-2375
Pursuant to LR.C.P. 26(b) (4)(A) (i)
EXHIBIT
13-
A complete statement of all opinions to be expressed: Mr. Chamberlain is expected to 0 ine
on the matters of which Mr. Neidigh is expected to opine.
PLAINTIFF'S DISCLOSURE OF EXPERT WITNESSES DATED DECEMBER 3,2010
Page -1 007644
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The basis and reasons for the opinions: Mr. Chamberlain's expertise as a Mechanical HVAC
& Plumbing Consultant as well as his scheduled site visit of the Meridian City Hall, the
scheduled meeting with Mr. Neidigh as well as an inspection of the documents and video
evidence provided by Mr. Neidigh is the basis for his opinion.
The data or other information considered in forming the opinions: Mr. Chamberlain is
expected to perform a site visit, including an inspection of the backwater valves of the
Meridian City Hall, review plans maintained at Meridian City Hall, have conversations with
City employees, as well as meet with and review photographic and videographic evidence
taken by Mr. Neidigh.
Exhibits to be used as a summar.y of or support for the opinions: Mr. Chamberlain expects
to prepare exhibits for use at the trial of this case that summarize his opinions. Copies will
be provided to the Court and counsel as required by the Court. Mr. Chamberlain, without
limitations, will rely upon the photos and video taken by Mr. Neidigh, as well as the meeting
with Mr. Neidigh currendy scheduled.
Qualifications of the witness. including a list of all publications authored by the witness
within the preceding ten years: Please see attached CV.
Compensation: Mr. Chamberlain is compensated on an hourly basis for the time actually
spent plus expenses. Mr. Chamberlain's billing rate is $195 per hour for investigations and
$325 per hour for expert witness testimony.
Listing of other cases in which the witness has testified as an expert at trial or by deposition
within the preceding four years: Please see attached documentation.
Plaintiff reserves the right to supplement this disclosure, as discovery in this matter is still
ongoing and the Plaintiff may be required to hire additional expert witnesses.
DATED this 3rd day of December, 2010.
TROUT +JONES +GLEDHILL +FUHRMAN
+GOURLEY, P.A.
By: Kim~JT ~-----. rout
Attorneys for Plaintiff
PLAINTIFF'S DISCLOSURE OF EXPERT WITNESSES DATED DECEMBER 3, 2010
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
•
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 3rd day of October, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Email
Kim]. Trout
~
D
D
D
PLAINTIFF'S DISCLOSURE OF EXPERT WITNESSES DATED DECEMBER 3,2010
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Mechanical HVAC iPIUmbiJlg ConaultJ.ng
.ar..•.s~'::m. ' .f1iQi(tl{",,,vr.1~(Sg
-LIcensed 'Mechanical p.m. In:
, lasld.ft9t:.oa
Ii Or....
• }J.a~ka
• IQab'Q
• ca-t1foJ:nla',
iCI.a6U1J11lai
Ati~ meebauibal ongiIteer with over]5 yearsofexperie~in the Mi•.4'Dd
installation ofheadng, ventilQin•• Air conditioDiD& controls, piPin& refriaerationand
plumbing systems for commercial, insti.~ .health cans; hotel, high-tech, bio-tee, light industrial and large residential buildings.
lmteui0paJ Expcriepee:
.)0 CllaJDherlain M.....kalC~ - Kjrkl~WA (19.90 toPtosent):
~' .. ' .:'.:~' mi_ 4CMC:) ill I ijQj~consuItUtd b~
r::=;:'.'~ia '. .. '~" ,.. '" ·to', . ~.' 'l.~tit'.\, . ,.c. "":ill :tlW: .. ,p, Citr·.· .· * ~':"cn=·"··' .'
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........ ' .. -.,. ..... . lU' .' . '. "~' 'I' ..,' . ... \P"J
.;;a. On pis. POOClQtS 'CMCfI'OYidesconstruetiOJl'~' ~
",,': ··...'~1dMid 1iIti,~'~'~ ..•A·,.~,.~......_,.,:.,-~~~ ,......i'~.~b¥i. " ..0.. 'IIUJ;~'''~ ~ "'';~ih:Atil~~A~' \: '." .
....... iI=,III ,., ..... ' " ' VA " .' ..~...•.~... "'flIi'l!'=::.'_~.>.'.. .. ' .. _ .....,;..to.•.llrjp,~
6_....,uil "'l>i l..a.fwwd_,,· ,h ......M..-w-·or . I) __M'.~~
......~Wi1IIlf~__,~ ..". ~~' " ..,' ~.u.I6'
)0 Liatord Air & Beti1ptatioaCct. - QaklaD.<t CA. (1987 to 19_)=
==f3~_~~"ttJ.~~~::~@d controls. contraetor SetviDJtbbOttIiem'Srtlia conimerGialbuifding'~
)- James A. Nelson Co. - San Francisco. CA (1985 to 1987):
President of the James A Nelson Co., a subsidiary of Holaday-Parks, Inc. This large
total mechanical contractor specialized in high-rise buildings and thermal ice storage
systems.
)0 Holaday-Parks, DIe. - Seattle, WA. (1980 to 19'5):
Started the design/build division as manager and later corporate vice-president The
dIb division of this Seattle based mechanical contractor provided engineering, sales
and project management for commercial projects in the Pacific Northwest and
Alaska. Mr. Chamberlain also directed the company's marketing and long range
planning that included expansion into California. 007647
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•Resume: Clifford S. Chamberlain, PE • Page #2
)0 MacDonald..Miller Co. -Seattle, WA. (1972 to 1980):
DesiP. en&im*'~ WOI~ and project nuUJagef for the dIb turnkey installation
ofsheet metal, pi:Pin&~'_p1umbingsystems for connneteial buiI~.
)0 Johnson Controlstblc.· Seattl., WA (l968to 19'n):
SalcseJtgi:neer ·amI pWj••,.... for tho desip and QtalIation of tem.peIJture
control 'and~diJJs a\lf.4)tJUUi-.systems tor the comtn~,lmarkel iee.etved
$peCi~coutrol theorytnUuing in the desian ofpracti~.and. eJttqy eftkttent
1U.~~;~nieaad. QPPIP-·~ controJ,aIJd hut1dJD.I_~ent
s~ .
.M!!..IaLDalIQ....·z.
~f:~.SII..~t:.....•..:. -..u...:..••..•~.~.:.··.·.ryo~.. l\C.•... :OO.lIil.~.i.Il.. ft-lIIld.at._.~~
additi··.·.··.: · ·.iDGOIJI,....eJUIIIY~~
» Carri«:..' ' .. "' .. a ....~.. filctD'HI itA .·lied~.."'.' '15 n ...n:ft, ". 'Duinin."II '~.".... in.• '
Syracuse, New yOrk. This"eourse'ocused on~e:t:ent lieleeJons for yelllS
ofefficient operation plus the art ofaccurate heating and cooling load calcul.tions.
)0 Ottaviano TeehnicalServices, Inc.: attended multiple seD11nars. mcoocept!-fll budpt
estimating formochamcal systenlS, value engineering ,plus dctai1~e~g of
sheet metal, piping and plwnbing systems. .
)0 Quick Pen Computerized Est:inu.Jting: factory training for theset-up and operation ofa
computer based estimatirtg systems.
> Mechanical Contractors Association ofAmerica (MeA): attended multiple seminars
in mechanieal project ma.nagemeh~ quality control and mechanical systems
commiS$imring.
»- .S.......... Metal .-" ....1 -"~. ,...,:,,--~. ..r""M-MA_ National A_-+.,ti ,(~K"CN:A:)'.
. '~..' ..~ .rw. ~1I0nms~~~.. .... ... . . ~'"' .. Qtl .liJ~.fA· •:':U~~~s:1rJ::=N-;::~.,dUeta=
·aad·4UQt ta1Jii*_. '.' ','
)'T~Trac. 60B A .l'!rI:JO a ....~_, ..'4h~ tnt.;m_ '."'.. ot",...'1Ai;..ft' ~nt'ftllA*.'~~ .. . -,~'~.t'••~:_-.1 ........-.Pl~q.se~¥WI"'~~
..........;ait;:-~ ..d~_ t._a........ .~"",- ~.~ ~.,;,.-',.. ', .. ,
)- Air.'.··.H.. ~.'*''.~ .•.a....•...· .' :'·in.low~air~'.d· ,tua1ttv torsChools'" . ; ... ,'.•' ~' ,. ...~
» ASHRAE: a~ded muUipJe continuing educati()t1 classes and seminat$ at both the
10£11 and natioDSltoJ1venuon level
~ .
)0 ~uthc~n:~~=~~::~:::; rub~~~:ember 1990 iSSUO m'Heating Piping
)0 Author of "Statistical Validation Testing vs Commissioning" in the August 199~
issue ofHeating Piping Air Conditioning magazine by Penton Publishing.
» A...uthor. of the 204 place national engineering team project alward as sponsor by
Engineered Systems masazine published by Business News Publishing Company.
The subject was V.irginia Mason Medical Center's Chiller Plant R.eplacement and the
article was published in the January 1999.
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)0 Author of"Viewpoin~ Design-Bui1d~ in the September 1990 issue t1fHeating Piping 
Air Conditioning magazine by Penton Publishing. 
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-Resume: Clifford S. Chamberl~ PE • Page #3
Organization & Lea4ership ExoerieDCe:
)- American Society of Heating. Refri~ and Air-Conditioning Engineers
(ASHRAE): a member since 1969. ParticipatiQn includes attendance at local and
Dati.. 'Onal. m.eetinss. .plus continuing. ~on... classes and....•. !,OrkshO~.. ~om.e. of'the
classe$ ,uended mvolve the followmg subjects: application of setsmlC restraintS,
prin~iples ~f ener.Sf effic~.eDt. desiP,.Com..puter .m6,delingof buil~gs £0.r energy
effiCIency..' m~! ~ql::: controL.. indoor V~tion standards, life safirty smoke
controL COJDDUSSI0t1U'1& . . .. energy code analysIs.
)0 Building.Commissioning Association (DCA): a past meuiber in this national
or~1;i~ The missi()ll of~CA i$ to Unprove and further~ practice o~ b~ldins
comnnsslomng through professtonal development programs, pohCles and aCUVlties.
)0 National Society of Professional Engineers (NSPE): a past member, a past chapter
Board of Direetor and a past chapter vico-president of the Lake Washington NSPE
chapter.
)0 Sheet Metal & Air-conditioning Contraetors National Association (SMACNA): a past
member and a past Board ofDirector for the San Francisco chapter.
> North Seattle Community College: current member and past president of the "HVAC
Technical Advisory ColDJ'llittee" providing teaching recommendations and course
curriculum guidance.
Clifford S. Chamberlain, PE
Chamberlaw Mechanical Corporation
4926 - 119 Place N.E.
Kirkland, WA 98033
(425) 889-2375
clitf@I1wljnkcoIll
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Rule 26 Disclosure
Experience In Last 5·Years
Professional Opinions, Depositions & Expert Testimony Provided By
Clifford S. Chamberlain, PE Oate Last Revised: 1012512010
DOL & Date
Started Work Court, Case Name & Work Description Case No., Firm & Contact(s)
Washington, Thurston County Superior Court Cause #04-2-01315-9
3/3/2005 Washington, Thurston County Juvenile Detention Facility v. Bodenhamer Jager Law Office
Provided HVAC consulting on the installation provided for Bodenhamer by Metcalf-Grimm Mr. David F. Betz
relative to performance & comfort complaints.
Washington, Snohomish County Superior Court Cause #03-2-04996-2
4/25/2005 Heritage Ridge Residential Investment Partners 1997 v. S.C. Visions, Inc. Preg, O'Donnell & Gillett, PLLC
Provided expert opinions and deposition regarding the improper use of a gas log fireplace Mr. Jeffrey W. Daly
Depo. as a primary source of heat and its contribution of moisture in a building mold claim.
New Mexico, U.S. District Court Cause #05-0261 MAC/LAM
7/26/2005 MacDonald v. United States US Dept. of Justice, Civil Division
Joint site inspection & testing with GT Engr. regarding possible source of worker exposure Mr. Michael Scadron
to CO at the Cannon AFB.
Washington, Snohomish County Superior Court Cause #05-2-10661-0
9/13/2005 Walden Park Condo v. D. R Horton, Inc. Preg O'Donnell & Gillett, PLLC
Provided site inspection of condominiums and their various mechanical systems to Mr. Mark O'Donnell & Ms. Lori K McKown
Deco determine their role in discovered moisture in exterior walls.
US District Court, Eastem District of Washington Cause #CV-03-5071-LRS
10/1012005 Phoenix Apartments Camey Badley Spellman, PS
Sub-consultant services to GT Engr. for the evaluation of data on attic space ventilation Mr. Scott Penner
and how moisture condensation can occur plus the preparation of a brief report.
212212006 Washington, King County Superior Court Cause #05-2-18311-0 SEA
Daybreak At Issaquah Ridge Condo v. South Ridge LLC preg O'Donnell & Gillett, PLLC
I inspected multiple units for domestic water pipe leaks and found what I believed to be a Mr. John Butler
materials defect. I also consulted on the building's envelope design.
Washington, Benton County Superior Court Cause #05-2-00287-2
2123/2006 Mutual Of Enumclaw v. TMT Homes, Chips Plbg & RD. Rhoten Construction Law OffICeS Of Kenneth R Scearce
Provided expert opinions and a report relative to the proper installation of a gas fired Mr. Gordon C. Klug
domestic hot water heater as the possible source of a house fire.
Washington, King County Superior Court Cause #04-2-36119-2SEA
5/19/2006 Sayles v. Quadrant Homes & Washington Insulation Williams, Kastner & Gibbs
Provided inspection and consulting on multiple new home fumace duct installations at the Mr. Tad Shimazu
Snoaualmie Ridae develocment as it imcacts the normal installation of bide. insulation.
•
•
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Rule 26 Disclosure
Experience In Last 5·Years
Professional Opinions, Depositions & Expert Testimony Provided By
Clifford S. Chamberlain, PE Date Last Revised: 1012512010
DOL & Date
Started Work Court, Case Name & Work Description Case No., Firm & Contact(s)
Washington, Pierce County Superior Court Cause #06-2-05503-4
7/1212006 Blake & Alison Gibbons v. Air System Northwest, Inc Williams, Kastner & Gibbs
Joint site inspection & testing with GT Engr. regarding a home furnace replacement and a Mr. Tad Shimazu
homeowner's claim of a defective installation that impacted indoor air Quality.
Washington. Snohomish County Superior Court Cause #05-2-10912-1
10/1212006 Emerald PI. Condo. HOA v. Emerald PI. Investors, LLC Preg O'Donnell & Gillett, PLLC
Provided expert opinions on the design and installation of residenfs radiant heating system Ms. Lori K. McKown
and an exterior drivewav ice meltina svstems.
11/9/2006 Renaissance Condo HOA v. Goff & DeWalt, LLP
Joint investigation for HOA with GT Engr. to look at construction defects. I inspected the Mr. Daniel DeWalt
radiant heating system, multiple AlC units and the public corridor ventilation svstem.
DOL: 7/9/2005 US District Court, District Of Oregon Cause #061 0-1On3
3/112007 Rain & Hail v. Hussmann Corporation Schwabe. Williamson & Wyatt. PC
Provided refrigeration system consulting and opinions regarding the claim of a defective Mr. Thomas V. Dulcich &
ammonia piping installation. Mr. Andrew Lee
Cause #
5118/2007 Woods v. McKittrick BUilding Company, LLC Ahlers & Cressman PLLC
Provided investigation services into proper crawl space and house ventilation issues plus Mr. Paul R. Cressman. Jr.
wrote a formal report documenting deficiencies. I also reviewed proposed methods of repair.
Cause #
81612007 Villa Juanita Condominiums v. Stafford Homes Preg O'Donnell & Gillett. PLLC
Provided consulting services regarding htg. equipment complaints and ran htg. load Ms. Lori K. McKown
calculations to determine the reauired scope of repairs.
Washington. King County Superior Court Cause #06-2-3n68-1SEA
9/4/2007 Jacob's Creek HOA v. Simpson Housing Gierke, Curwen, Dynan & Erie, PS
Provided consulting services. wrote a report and was deposed on hydronic heating. hot Mr. Mark J. Dynan
Depo. water heater sizing and fireplace ventina complaints.
Cause #
9/11/2007 City of Seattle v. Lockinvar City Of Seattle Attorney's Office
Provided boiler design, performance and installation review to support a 5-year warranty Mr. Gregory C. Narver
claim. I worked with all parties to resolve the complaint.
•
•
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Rule 26 Disclosure
Experience In Last 5-Years
Professional Opinions, Depositions & Expert Testimony Provided By
Clifford S. Chamberlain, PE Date Last Revised: 1012512010
'.
DOL & Date
Started Work Court, Case Name & Work Description Case No., Firm & Contact(s)
Washington, Snohomish County Superior Court Cause #05-2-07117-4
1216/2007 Bayside Condominium HOA v. Mastro Properties & Tri-State Plumbing Jager Law Offices
Provided consulting services and opinions on the installation of plumbing piping and fixtures Mr. Steven Jager
Ms. Mamie Silver
Washington, King County Superior Court Cause #07-2-2289Q-OSEA
2119/2008 Admiral Condo. HOA v Ledcor Industries Scheer & Zehnder
Consulting services to review expert inspection report and offer opinions on repairs. Mr. Shawn Small
Depo.
Washington, Snohomish County Superior Court Cause #05-2-070004-6
2129/2008 Canoe Club Condominium HOA v. Mastro Properties & Tri-5tate Plumbing Jager Law Offices
Provided conSUlting services and opinions on the installation of plumbing piping and fIXtures Mr. Steven Jager
Ms. Mamie Silver
Washington, Pierce County Superior Court Cause #07-2-10003-8
4/10/2008 Mary Smith v Chong Yee Walker Gierke, Curwen, Dynan, Erie & Jones, PS
Reviewed documents and depositions to provide opinions on H&V installation. Mr. Mark J. Dynan
Washington, Clark County Superior Court Cause #08-2-02135-5
8/1/2008 Tidewater Cove Condo HOA v Tidewater Cove, LLC Todd & Wakefield
Provided consulting services and opinions on the installation of H&V plus plumbing systems Mr. Stephen M. Todd
Depo for seven luxury condo. buildings with 101-units. Ms. Vicky Strada
Washington, Clark County Superior Court Cause #07-2-04133-1
8/1/2008 Heritage Place Condo HOA v Heritage Place, LLC Todd & Wakefield
Provided consulting services and opinions on the installation of H&V plus plumbing systems. Mr. Stephen M. Todd
Deoo. Ms. Vicky Strada
Washington, Pierce County Superior Court Cause #
8/112008 Pacific Tower Condo HOA v. Air Systems Engineering, Inc. Lee Smart. Inc.
ConSUlting on the HVAC design and installation as provided by Air Systems Engineering Mr. Marc Rosenberg
Depo. relative to heating/cooUna caoacitv comolaints.
Cause #
8/4/2008 Unigard v. Skanska Jager Law Office, PLLC
HVAC Consulting as part of the Olympic Associates team on building envelope and Mr. Steven Jager &
office comfort comolaints for the Uniaard COrPorate Camous of buildinas in Bellevue WA. Ms. Marianna Valasek-elark
•
•
Date Printed: 121212010 Page #3
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Rule 26 Disclosure
Experience In Last 5-Years
Professional Opinions, Depositions & Expert Testimony Provided By
Clifford S. Chamberlain, PE Date Last Revi&ed: 1012512010
'.
DOL & Date
Started Work Court, Case Name &Work Description Case No., Firm & Contact(s)
Washington, King County Superior Court Cause #07-2-21835-1 SEA
213/2009 Shadow Hawk II Condo HOAv. Shadow Hawk LLC & Pageantry Communities ofWA. Todd & Wakefield
Provided inspection services, expert opinions, report and deposition on plumbing and H&V Ms. Sommer B. Dykema
issues.
Alaska, Superior Court, Fourth Jucicial District At Fairbanks Cause #4FA~9~1484CI
41212009 Watterson Consl Co. v. AAA Roofing & Honeywell Law Offices of Richmond & Quinn
Provided expert opinions within a formal report regarding the role Honeywell controls played Mr. Kenneth M. Gutsch
in the over-pressurization & roof failure of at the Vehicle Maint. Facility, Ft. Wainwright, AK.
Washington, King County Superior Court Cause #08-2~7119-7SEA
4/6/2009 Rainier Vista or Ireland v. The Janes Company,lnc. Lee Smart, Inc.
Provided inspection and deposition regarding only eight home owners at Rainier VISta and Mr. Steven Wraith
Depo, complaints with a hotwater radiant heatina svstem installed bv the Janes Infloor Company. Mr. Scott Wona
Washington, King County Superior Court Cause #08-2-41976-2SEA
412212009 VISta Valencia HOA v. Vista Valencia LLC Oles Morrison Rinker Bakker, LLP
Provided inspection services and opinions regarding the HVAC installation for all eight units. Ms. Eileen McKillop
Washington, Island County Superior Court Cause #O7-2~0405-4
4/2412009 Gordon v. Arbor Builders, Inc. & All-Ways Air Control Helsell Fetterman Attorneys At Law
Provided inspection and formal opinions regarding the HVAC installation. Ms. Pauline V. Smetka
Michigan, Oak Land County Circuit Court Cause #07-713-164-NF
7/16/2009 Estate of Daniel Devlin v. Progressive Mechanical & Ventrol Air Handling Systems Authur Chapman, Kettering, Smetak & Pikala, PA
Provided expert services and opinions on the accidental death of Mr. Devlin as it related to Mr, Willaim A. LeMire
the Ventrol rooftop air handler gas explosion. Mr. TimothY J. Carrigan
Washington, Pierce County Superior Court Cause #72-46-241614
7129/2009 Sky Terrace HOA v. Sky Terrace LLC Todd & Wakefield
Provided inspection services, formal report, repair budgets and consulting regarding the Mr. Stephen M. Todd
existina H&V sYstems involved in this conversion from apartments to condominiums. Mr. Tvlor C. Lanev
Washington, King County Superior Court Cause #08-2-37204-9 SEA
8110/2009 Pacific Rim Center, Condominiums Todd & Wakefield
Provided inspection services and a formal report regarding plumbing and heating issues in Mr. Stephen M. Todd
Depo. the residential portion of this buildina. Ms. Vicky Strada
•
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Rule 26 Disclosure
Experience In Last 5-Years
Professional Opinions, Depositions & Expert Testimony Provided By
Clifford S. Chamberlain, PE Date Last Revised: 1012512010
..
DOL & Date COUrt, Case Name & Work Description Case No., Firm & Contact(s)Started Work
Washington, Pierce County Superior Court Cause #08-2-12654H1
121912009 Gold Pointe Condo. HOA v. Gold Pl LLC Scheer & Zehnder
Provided inspection services for plumbing and heating systems plus wrote a scope of repair Mr. Matthew F. Quigg
Depo. report
Washington, King County Superior Court Cause #08-2-31396-4 SEA
1/1912010 Northwood Parkway Condominiums v Salmon Bay Plumbing Jager Law
Reviewed plumbing files in this case. Ms. Mamie H. Silver
Cause #
7/1512010 Mohr v Sawtooth Construction Reed McClure Attorneys At Law
Provided HVAC inspection and consulting services. I wrote a report and was deposed in Mr. Earle Bravo
Depo. Auaust regardina mv findinas and options
Cause #
811912010 Sundance Glen v D.R. Horton Preg O'Donnell & Gillett. PLLC
Provided inspection services for H&V systems plus wrote a formal report and scope of Ms. Lori K. McKown
reDair document.
til
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>- KIM]. Tl\PUT, ISB #2468
a- TROur • JONES. GLEDHllL. FUHRMAN • GOURLEY, P.A.
C) 225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
C-:)' P.O. Box 1091
Boise, ID 83101
..... Telephone: (208) 331-1110
--' FacaimiIe: (208) 331-1529
..... :
.... Attomeys far Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICI COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICI OF THE
" STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MBRIDIAN. an Idaho
Municipal Cotpotation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA. INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Cotpotation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7251
PLAINTIFF'S DISCLOSURE OF
EXPERT WITNESSES DATED
OCIOBER 15, 2010
COMES NOW ,the PJaintiff/Counterdefendant City of Meridian ("<City"), by and through its
cowisel. of .cecord,·Kim J. Trout of the finn Trout Jones Gledhill FuJ?nnM GOurley, ·P.A., and '
hereby submits PlaintifFs Disclosure of Expert Witnesses Dated October 15, 2010, pw:suant to the
Order ·entered by the Court.. This disclosure is intended as a supplementation to the discovelf
requests served upon it by the Defendant
Steven]. Amento
Com Amento,lnc.
710 r Avenue, Ste. 820
Seattle, Washington 98104-
(206) 682-9722
Pursuant to lR.C.P. 26(b)(4)(A)(i)
A complete"8tatsment of all opinions to be exp!essed; Mr. .Amento's opinions are stated in:
his Affidavit served on or about July 6, 2010 and Mr. Amento's Mfidavit dated September
20,2010, which has not yet been filed with the Court, and is attached hereto as Bates No.
CM114401 thtough CM114408. Additionally Mr. Amento has given deposition testimony.
PLAINTIFF'S DISCLOSURE OF EXPERT WITNESSES DATED OcrOBBR 15,2010
Page-1
EXHIBIT
C007655
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Jason Neidigh
DeBest Plumbing. Inc.
11477 W. President Dr.
Boise, ID 83713
(208) 322-4844
Pumuant to I.R.C.P. 26(b)(4)(A)(i)
A complete statement Qf all Qpinions tQ be exptessed: Mr. Neidigh will Qpine that the
. bac:kwateJ: valves installed were done SQ in diIect'Violation of plumbing code section 710.1"
UDifonn Plumbing Code, 2003 edition. Mr. Neidigh will opine that the backwater valves
installed did not Qpen fully to prevent screening Qf sewage and became blocked with solids
that ultimately caused a sewage flood. Mr. Neidigh will also opine that he found no evidence
to suggest that clean outs were installed above the basement level allowing the se:rv:iciog of
the drajnage system. Mr. Neidigh teCOrded video Qf the backwater valves from the inside Qf
the pipe tQ demonstrate the potential fQr blockage and took pictures Qf the exposed flood
site to show that the cleanQut8 were not buried behind sheet rock at the flood location.
The basis md reasons for the opinions: Mr. Neidigh·s expertise in plumbing and knowledge
with the Uniform Plumbing Code, 2003 edition. as wen as his review Qf the installation of
the backwateJ: valves is the basis for his Qpinion.
The data or other infotP1ation copsidered in forming the opinions; Mr. Neidigh performed
a site visit, including an inspection Qf the backwater valves of the Meridian City HaD,
reviewed plans maintained at Meridian City Hall. had conversatiQns with City emplQyees,
. and toQk phQtos and videQS Qfhis findings.
Exhibits tQ be used as a mJDWIY Qf Qr _port fot the opinjpm; Mr. Neidigh expects to
prepare exhibits fot use at hearings and the trial of this case that summarize his opinions.
Copies will be prQvided to the CQurt and counsel as requited by the Court. Specifically. but
without limitatiQns, Mr. Neidigh will rely upon the photos and video he took upon his site
visit; a copy Qfwhich is produced as Bates nuttlber CM115267.
QualUjgtions of the witnell8, including a JUt Qf all publications authored by the witness"
withjn the preceding ten years: Please see CV (When and what batesoU1nber)
Compensation: Mr. Neidigh is compensated on an hourly basis fQr the time actually spent
Mr. Neidigh's billing rate is $85 per hour plus expenses.
Listing Qf other cases in which the witness lw testified as an expert at trial ot by depolririon
within the preceding four yea.tl!i Adkins vs. Evans ConstructiQn Management Company,
CaseNQ. CV OC 07-19626.
pLAINTIFPS DISCLOSURE OF EXPERT WITNBSSES DATED.0000BER 15,2010
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The data or othet information considered in forming the opininmi Mr. South will review
the analysis of Mr. Pinkerton and Mr. Reinstein and other pertinent information and data.
Q.yaJifications of the witness. in,.]wUng a tist of all publicatiops anthom by the witness
within the lIteceding ten years; Upon receipt. Mr. South's CV will be produced.
Compensation; Mr. South is billing for his services by the tUne actually spent plus expenses.
Upon receipt, Mr. South's billing tate is $260 per hour and $325 pet hour for deposition and
trial testimony.
Listing of other cases in which the witness has testified as an gpert at tria' or by deposition
within the prs;s:eding fom YearS; Upon belief, Mr. South has testified as an expert at trial or
by deposition within the preceding four years. Upon receipt, this information will be
provided.
Rebuttal; Mr. South may also provide expert rebuttal testimony and documents in response
to evidence that the City ofMeridian may put on.
Plaintiff reserves the right to supplement this disclosure, as discovery in this matter is still
ongoing and the Plaintiffmay be tequited to hire additional expert witnesses.
DATED this 1Slh day of October, 2010.
nOill+~N~+GUIDmu+~H~
+GOUlUBY, P.A.
Bl"~~
. J. Trout
Attomeys for Plaintiff
PLAINTIFFS DISCLOSURE OF EXPBRT WITNBSSES DATED OCTOBER 15, 2010
Page-13
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1Sdl day ofOctober, 2010, a true and cotteet copy of the
above and fotegoing document was fotwuded addressed as foBows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY. ILP
800 Patk Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Email
B
B
PLAINTIFFS DISCLOSURE OF EXPERT WITNBSSBS DATED ocrOBBR 15, 2010
Page-14
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB No. 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
~s::: :t::::.:
JAN 10 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHIAHOLMES
0EPUlY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal
Corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 0907257
PETRA'S MOTION FOR
PROTECTIVE ORDER RE:
DEPOSITION OF DEBBIE GORSKI
DUCES TECUM AND REQUEST FOR
ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS
Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and through its attorney of record, Thomas G. Walker, of
the law firm Cosho Humphrey, LLP moves this Court pursuant to Rules 7(b), 26(b)(1), 26(b)(3),
26(c) and 26(c)(1), (4) and (7) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure for a Protective Order that
the discovery set forth in that certain Notice of Deposition of Debbie Gorski duces tecum served
PETRA'S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - GORSKI
655872Jdocx
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January 7, 2011 prior to the start of day 16 of trial not be had, on grounds that include the
following:
1. Any and all information desired by the City is irrelevant to any issues in this
ongoing trial. Ms. Gorski's affidavit compared the City's pay applications with Petra's pay
applications and offered her view as to the discrepancies in the City's pay applications. This
whole issue arose because the City sought to exclude Petra's pay applications due to perceived
deficiencies. Her involvement in the document review was pursuant to the Court's directive
allowing Petra to view the City's copies of the pay applications. The Court made its ruling and
the issue is concluded. The City's repeated attempts to relitigate the Court's rulings are
oppressive and create an unnecessary burden on Petra and its counsel.
2. Any and all information the City is seeking is protected by the attorney-client
privilege. From even a cursory glance at the City's Notice it is clear that the information sought
is privileged.
3. Further, this deposition has been noticed up in order to harass Petra and to cause
undue burden and expense. See I.R.C.P. 26(c). For this reason, Petra seeks attorney fees for
having to seek this protective order.
DATED: January 10,2011. BY:~I-~~~~-I-----'..,..~~~~::::::="'_
THOMASG.
Attorneys for
PETRA'S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - GORSKI
655872_2.docx
Page 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 10th day of January, 2009, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
D
D
D
~
D
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
E-
PETRA'S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - GORSKI
655872Jdocx
Page 3
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika Klein (ISB No. 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com;
eklein@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
NO.~r FII,.ED :A.M.~~ P,M_---
JAN 10 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH. Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
VS.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Couqterclaimant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) SS.
County of Ada )
Case No. CV OC 0907257
AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW SCHELSTRATE
DATED JANUARY 10,2011 IN SUPPORT OF
PETRA'S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE
ORDER RE: DEPOSITION OF MATTHEW
SCHELSTRATE DUCES TECUM AND
DEPOSITION OF DEBBIE GORSKI DUCES
TECUM AND PETRA'S REQUEST FOR
ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS
AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW SCHELSTRATE DATED JANUARY 10,2011 IN SUPPORT OF PETRA'S
MOTION FOR PROTECtIVE ORDER RE: DEPOSITION OF MATTHEW SCHELSTRATE DUCES TECUM
AND DEPOSITION OF DEBBIE GORSKI DUCES TECUM AND PETRA'S REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY
FEES AND COSTS . PAGE 1
655957
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I, MATTHEW SCHELSTRATE, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state:
1. I am one of the attorneys of record for the Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra
Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled action and I make this affidavit based on my own
personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein.
2. Attached are true and correct copies of the Notice of Deposition of Debbie Gorski
(duces tecum) and the Notice of Deposition of Matthew Schelstrate (duces tecum) served on
Petra's counsel on January 7, 2011.
MATTHEW SCHELSTRATE
e this 10th day of anuary~
~"""",,,\lPublicfor Idaho
Residing at Eagle, Idaho
My commission expires: March 31, 2016.
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to befor
AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW SCHELSTRATE DATED JANUARY 10,2011 IN SUPPORT OF PETRA'S
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER RE: DEPOSITION OF MATTHEW SCHELSTRATE DUCES TECUM
AND DEPOSITION OF DEBBIE GORSKI DUCES TECUM AND PETRA'S REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY
FEES AND COSTS PAGE 2
655957
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 10th day of January 11,2011, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Daniel Loras Glynn
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
o
o
o
~
o
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile
E-mail:
THOMAS G. WALKER
AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW SCHELSTRATE DATED JANUARY 10,2011 IN SUPPORT OF PETRA'S
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER RE: DEPOSITION OF MATTHEW SCHELSTRATE DUCES TECUM
AND DEPOSITION OF DEBBIE GORSKI DUCES TECUM AND PETRA'S REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY
FEES AND COSTS PAGE 3
655957 007664
   
                 
        
    
   
     
      
   
   
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
  
 
 
   
           
            
            
     
 
KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB #5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN • GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
NOTICE OF DEPOSITION OF
v. MATTHEW SCHELSTRATE (DUCES
TECUM)
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Plaintiff, The City of Meridian., by and through its counsel
of record, Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A., will take the testimony, on oral
examination, of Matthew Schelsttate. The deposition will be taken before an officer qualified to
administer oaths on the U th day of January, 20U at the hour of 8:00 a.m. of said day, and
thereafter from day to day as the taking of said deposition may' be adjourned, at the law offices of
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A., located at 225 N. 9th St., Suite 820, Boise, Idaho
83701. This deposition shall be taken pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. You are
hereby invited to appear and take part in the examination of the witness as is advisable and proper.
NOTICE OF DEPOSITION OF MATTHEW SCHELSTRATE (DUCES TECUM)-l
007665
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YOU ARE FURTHER COMMANDED, pw:suant to Rule 34 of the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure, to bring to the place above-named for the taking of said deposition and to have available
for copying and/or inspection the following items:
1. A copy of all documents! regarding the review of the City's copies of the pay
applications as they are maintained at Meridian City Hall, which includes, but shall not be
limited to:
a. All notes taken by you, either electronically or in paper fottn, during
and after yow: review of the City's copies of the pay applications on December 16th
and 20th, 2010.
b. All memorandum prepared by you, either electronically or in paper
fottn, regarding yow: review of the City's copies of the pay applications on
December 16th and 20th, 2010.
c. All pictures taken during yow: review of the City's copies of the pay
applications on December 16th and 20th, 2010.
d. All communications between yourself and any other person,
including but not limited to, Thomas Walker, Erika Klein, Pam Carson, Tom
Coughlin, Gene Bennett,Jerry Frank, Debbie Gorski, andJohn Quapp, regarding
your review of the City's copies of the pay applications.
e. All drafts of yow: affidavit, and the attachment thereto, dated
December 22, 2010.
1. ! "Document" or "documents" means the original, all copies and drafts of papers and writings of
every kind, description and form, whether handwritten or typed, and all mechanical, magnetic media and electronic
recordings (including but not limited to, hard disks, floppy disks, compact disks, and magnetic tapes of any kind),
records and data of every kind, description and form, and all photographs of every kind, and including without limiting
the generality of the foregoing, the following: correspondence, letters, notes, e-mails, computer files, memoranda,
reports, notebooks, binders, drawings, studies, analyses, drafts, diaries, calendars, date books, appointment books, day-
timers, intra-or inter-office communications, memoranda, reports, canceled checks, minutes, bulletins, circulars,
pamphlets, telegrams, instructions, work assignments, messages (including reports, notes and memoranda of telephone
conversations and conferences), telephone statements, calendar and diary entries, desk calendars, appointment books,
job or transaction files, books of account, ledgers, bank statements, promissory notes, invoices, charge slips, working
papers, graphs, charts, lab books, lab notes, lab journals or notebooks, evaluation or appraisal reports, pleadings,
transcripts of testimony or other documents filed or prepared in connection with any court or agency or other
proceeding, deeds, mortgages, deeds of trust, contracts, agreements, assignments, instruments, charges, opinions, official
statements, prospectuses, appraisals, feasibility studies, trust, releases of claims, charters, certificates, licenses, leases,
invoices, computer printouts or programs, summaries, audio, video or sound recordings, cassette tapes, video recorded,
electronic or laser recorded, or photographed information. Documents are to be taken as including all attachments,
enclosures and other documents that are attached to, relate to or refer to such documents.
NOTICE OF DEPOSITION OF MATTHEW SCHELSTRATE (DUCES.TECUM)- 2
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DATED this 7th day ofJanuary, 2011.
Trout. Jones. Gledhill. Fuhrman.
Gourley, P.A.
Kim]. Trout
Attorney for Plaintiff
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 7th day of January, 2011, a true and correct copy of the
above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Fax: (208) 639-5609
Associated Reporting, Inc.
1618 W. Jefferson St.
Boise, ill 83702-5110
Fax: (208) 343-4002
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Fed. Express
Email
~
D
D
D
D
D
D
~
D
D
NOTICE OF DEPOSITION OF MATTHEW SCHELSTRATE (DUCES TECUM) - 3
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"KIM J. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB #5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHIlL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsitnile: (208) 331-1529
Attomeys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CIlY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
NOTICE OF DEPOSITION OF DEBBIE
v. GORSKI (DUCES TECUM)
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Plaintiff, The City of Meridian., by and through its counsel
of record, Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A., will take the testimony, on oral
examination, of Matthew Schelstrate. The deposition will be taken before an officer qualified to
administer oaths on the 11th day of January, 2011 at the hour of 1:00 p.m. of said day, and
thereafter from day to day as the taking of said deposition may be adjourned, at the law offices of
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A., located at 225 N. 9th St., Suite 820, Boise, Idaho
83701. This deposition shall be taken pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. You are
hereby invited to appear and take part in the examination of the witness as is advisable and proper.
NOTICE OF DEPOSITION OF DEBBIE GORSKI (DUCES TECUM}-l
I.
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YOU ARE FURTHER COMMANDED, pursuant to Rule 34 of the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure, to bring to the place above-named for the taking of said deposition and to have available
for copying and/or inspection the following items:
1. A copy of all documents1 regarding the review of the City's copies of the pay
applications as they are maintained at Meridian City Hall, which includes, but shall not be
limited to:
a. All notes taken by you, either electronically or in paper form, during
and after your review of the City's copies of the pay applications on December 16th
and 20th, 2010.
b. All memorandum prepared by you, either electronically or in paper
form, regarding your review of the City's copies of the pay applications on
December 16th and 20th, 2010.
c.· All pictures taken during your review of the City's copies of the pay
applications on December 16th and 20th, 2010.
d. All communications between yourself and any other person,
including but not limited to, Thomas Walker, Erika Klein, Matthew Schelstrate, Pam
Carson, Tom Coughlin, Gene Bennett, Jerry Frank, and John Quapp, regarding your
review of the City's copies of the pay applications.
e. All drafts of your affidavit dated December 22, 2010.
1. I "Document" or "documents" means the original, all copies and drafts of papers and writings of
every kind, description and fonn, whether handwritten or typed, and all mechanical, magnetic media and electronic
recordings (Including but not limited to, hard disks, floppy disks, compact disks, and magnetic tapes of any kind),
records and data of every kind, description and form, and all photographs of every kind, and including without limiting
the generality of the foregoing, the following: correspondence, letters, notes, e-mails, computer files, memoranda,
reports, notebooks, binders, drawings, studies, analyses, drafts, diaries, calendars, date books, appointment books, day-
timers, intra-or inter-office communications, memoranda, reports, canceled checks, minutes, bulletins, circulars,
pamphlets, telegrams, instructions, work assignments, messages (including reports, notes and memoranda of telephone
conversations and conferences), telephone statements, calendar and diary entries, desk calendars, appointment books,
job or transaction files, books of account, ledgers, bank statements, promissory notes, invoices, charge slips, working
papers, graphs, charts, lab books, lab notes, lab journals or notebooks, evaluation or appraisal reports, pleadings,
transcripts of testimony or other documents filed or prepared in connection with any court or agency or other
proceeding, deeds, mortgages, deeds of trust, contracts, agreements, assignments, instruments, charges, opinions, official
statements, prospectuses, appraisals, feasibility studies, trust, releases of claims, charters, certificates, licenses, leases,
invoices, computer printouts or programs, summaries, audio, video or sound recordings, cassette tapes, video recorded,
electronic or laser recorded, or photographed infonnation. Documents are to be taken as including all attachments,
enclosures and other documents that are attached to, relate to or refer to such documents.
NOTICE OF DEPOSITION OF DEBBIE GORSKI (DUCES TECUM) - 2
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DATED this 7th day ofJanuary, 2011.
Trout. Jones. Gledhill. Fuhrman •
Gourley, P.A.
Kim]. Trout
Attomey for Plaintiff
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 7th day ofJanuary, 2011, a true and correct copy of the
above and foregoing docw:nent was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise,ID 83707-9518
Fax: (208) 639-5609
Associated Reporting, Inc.
1618 W. Jefferson St.
Boise, ID 83702-5110
Fax: (208) 343-4002
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Fed. Express
Email
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
~:
Kim]. Trout
~
D
D
D
D
D
D
~
D
D
NOTICE OF DEPOSITION OF DEBBIE GORSKI (DUCES rECUM) - 3
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB No. 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
JAN 10 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH. Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal
Corporation,
Plaintiff,
VS.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 0907257
PETRA'S MOTION FOR
PROTECTIVE ORDER RE:
DEPOSITION OF MATTHEW
SCHELSTRATE DUCES TECUM AND
PETRA'S REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY
FEES AND COSTS
Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and through its attorney of record, Thomas G. Walker, of
the law firm Cosho Humphrey, LLP moves this Court pursuant to Rules 7(b), 26(b)(1), 26(b)(3),
26(c) and 26(c)(1), (4) and (7) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure for a Protective Order that
the discovery set forth in that certain Notice of Deposition of Matthew Schelstrate duces tecum
PETRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - SCHELSTRATE
655828_2.docx
Page 1
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served January 7, 2011 prior to the start of day 16 of trial not be had, on grounds that include the
following:
1. Any and all information requested by the City is irrelevant to the issues in this
ongoing trial. In opposition to the City's Motion seeking to exclude Petra's pay applications,
Mr. Schelstrate's affidavit simply compared the City's exhibits with Petra's copies of the pay
applications. This document review was made pursuant to the Court's directive. All information
contained in the affidavit and accompanying exhibit is readily available to the City. Even more
important is that the Court has already ruled with regard to the City's Motion in Limine to
Exclude Petra's Pay Applications. The issue of the pay applications as an evidentiary matter has
already been addressed by the Court. Mr. Schelstrate is not a party or a witness in this matter,
nor would it be in any way appropriate to designate him as a witness. The City's attempts to
continue to litigate issues and seek reconsideration of the rulings of this Court are oppressive.
2. Any and all information the City could hope to learn would be covered by the
attorney work product doctrine. The City requests that, Mr. Schelstrate, an attorney for Petra,
disclose what is indisputably work product. From even a cursory glance at the City's Notice it is
clear that any and all information sought would be privileged. Rule 26(b)(3) states: "In ordering
discovery of [trial preparation materials] when the required showing has been made, the court
shall protect against disclosure of the mental impressions, conclusions, opinions, or legal theories
of an attorney or other representative of a party concerning the litigation, including
communications between the attorney and client, whether written or oral." This is exactly what
the City seeks in deposing one of Petra's attorneys during the on-going trial. The City has not
PETRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - SCHELSTRATE
655828_2.docx
Page 2
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and cannot make any showing that Mr. Schelstrate is in possession of information material to this
case that is unavailable from another source, i. e. the City's own comparison of its exhibits, its
original pay applications, and Petra's pay applications. See Vaught v. Dairy/and Ins. Co., 131
Idaho 357, 363, 956 P.2d 674,680 (1997).
3. Further, this deposition has been noticed up in order to harass Petra and to cause
undue burden and expense. See I.R.C.P. 26(c). For this reason, Petra seeks attorney fees for
having to seek this protective order.
DATED: January 10,2011.
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 10th day of January, 2011, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
D
D
D
~
D
u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
E-
PETRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - SCHELSTRATE
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika Klein (ISB No. 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com;
eklein@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
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JAN 10 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
8y ELYSHIA I.U'\l .. ' ClerkOEPuiv-ES
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
VS.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada )
Case No. CV OC 0907257
AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW SCHELSTRATE
DATED JANUARY 10,2011 IN OPPOSITION
TO THE CITY OF MERIDIAN'S MOTION TO
SUBSTITUTE CLIFFORD S. CHAMBERLAIN
FOR JASON NEIDIGH
I, MATTHEW SCHELSTRATE, being first duly swqm upon oath, depose and state:
AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW SCHELSTRATE DATED JANUARY 10,2011 IN OPPOSITION TO THE CITY'S
MOTION TO SUBSTITUTE CLIFFORD S. CHAMBERLAIN FOR JASON NEDIGH PAGE 1
655956
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1. I am one of the attorneys of record for the Defendant/Counterc1aimant, Petra
Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled action and I make this affidavit based on my own
personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein.
2. Attached are true and correct copies of relevant portions of the Court Reporter's
transcripts of the evidentiary hearing on December 1, 2010, and day 1 and day 2 of the trial in
this matter.
MATTHEW SCHELSTRATE
oremetms ::J:-~Ol~
~~myPublic for Idaho
Residing at Eagle, Idaho
My commission expires: March 31, 2016.
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to b
AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW SCHELSTRATE DATED JANUARY 10,2011 IN OPPOSITION TO THE CITY'S
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Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
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Page 41
1 mE COURT: You had two other matters,
2 Mr. Trout.
3 MR. TROUT: I do, Your Honor.
4 mE COURT: Go ahead.
5 MR. TROUT: Your Honor, we would ask the
6 court to reconsider its ruling yesterday on the
7 city's motion for sanctions.
8 The basis for this request is as
9 follows: When I went out of this courtroom
10 yesterday, I met with the citizens of the City of
11 Meridian who have been elected as the
12 representatives of the community, the city council
13 members who were here. There were three city
14 council members and a mayor.
15 And upon reflection of what occurred
16 during the proceedings, they uniformly asked me,
17 "What happened?" And to the casual observer, or
18 the very interested observers who were citizens of
19 the City of Meridian, what happened was the court
20 found that Jerry Frank violated the rules of civil
21 procedure as the principal of Petra. The court
22 found probable cause that Jerry Frank tampered
23 with two witnesses -
24 mE COURT: Well, let me stop you right
25 there. I didn't make a probable cause finding.
Page 43
1 argue that following the proceedings yesterday,
2 that something else happened, is that right, that
3 should cause the court to reconsider?
4 MR. TROUT: The answer to that question is
5 yes. Mr. Neidigh did not speak to me following
6 the proceedings yesterday. I don't know how in
7 the world I can prepare a witness to testify who
8 made the allegations that were made yesterday.
9 And under the circumstances, Judge, the
1 0 city is severely prejudiced, and I think needs to
11 be given a fair opportunity to resolve that
12 prejudice.
13 We asked for an unspecified period of
14 time to do so. The court denied that request
15 based upon a finding of prejudice to the city -
16 or to Petra, in the delay of these proceedings
1 7 assuming it might be weeks.
18 At this point, Your Honor, I want to
1 9 try and resolve the issue with Mr. Neidigh. I
20 think it's fundamentally unfair for my client to
21 be forced to go forward at trial when as a result
22 of the conduct ofJerry Frank, the city lost
23 credibility in the ability of Mr. Neidigh to
2 4 assist the city as an expert witness.
25 Thev have Daid a serious amount of
Page 42
1 What I said was, if the evidence that I heard was
2 presented to an independent magistrate in support
3 of a contention by a prosecuting authority that
4 Mr. Frank had engaged in conduct which, in my
5 view, likely lead to a finding of probable cause
6 for the misdemeanor offense of improperly
7 attempting to influence a witness as - just to
8 the extent that his contact with Mr. Geis was
9 concerned, that the court opined, rather
10 gratuitously, that such a finding might be made.
11 That falls short of this court finding
12 probable cause to believe that a crime was
13 committed.
14 I did find that Mr. Frank did violate
15 Rule 26 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure by
16 having that improper contact with Mr. Geis.
1 7 The salient point that I made was a
18 finding of lack of prejudice, based on that
19 violation of the rule, where both Mr. Geis and the
2 0 other young gentleman, the employee of DeBest
21 Plumbing, Neidigh, both testified that if called
22 upon to testify as witnesses in this case, that
23 they could and would and will testify truthfully,
2 4 and I was satisfied that there was no prejudice.
25 Now, Mr. Trout, you are prepared to
Page 44
1 money for his services. They would be, no doubt,
2 expected to pay money for his additional services
3 at trial. And I'm simply going to ask the court
4 for three business days to solve that issue.
5 Three days.
6 I have a plan for doing so. It's not
7 appropriate for me to disclose that plan to the
8 court, but I want three business days so that my
9 client is not prejudiced and Mr. Frank is not
10 rewarded for his conduct. Because at the
11 conclusion ofthe hearing, the court reserved any
12 ruling with respect to the violation of 26(b), it
13 didn't state when we would have a resolution of
14 that issue.
15 I believe the city is prejudiced in
16 that Mr. Neidigh's relationship with counsel for
17 the city has been, effectively, destroyed. And
18 regardless of his "willingness to tell the truth,"
19 it's very clear that there's a relationship
20 between Petra and DeBest Plumbing that Mr. Terrell
21 sought to preserve by his conduct, and that
22 Jason Neidigh, in my opinion and as evidenced by
23 what happened yesterday, is seeking to preserve by
24 his conduct.
25 And the reason I sav that is as
11 (Pages 41 to 44)
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Page 49
1 that you would be able to have an alternative 1
2 witness. Right? 2
3 MR. TROUT: Correct. 3
4 THE COURT: The problem that I have is, on 4
5 the face of it, a three-day delay to cure what 5
6 your client contends is significant prejudice 6
7 presents another problem. And that is the fact 7
8 that I presume that Petra has taken the deposition 8
9 or at least had their experts review the opinions 9
10 that Mr. Neidigh is prepared to testify about. 10
11 MR. TROUT: They had the opportunity to take 11
12 his deposition when the issue about the improper 12
13 conduct came up. They canceled Mr. Neidigh's 13
14 deposition on the eve of that deposition being 14
15 taken. 15
1 6 You'll recall from the testimony 16
17 yesterday that Mr. Terrell reported that 17
18 Mr. Neidigh was about to be deposed. And, in 18
19 fact, that was the substance of the conversation 19
20 between Jerry Frank and Mr. Terrell was, "Your guy 20
21 is going to testify against me in a day or so." 21
22 That was the deposition that was set of 22
23 Mr. Neidigh. That deposition was canceled after 23
24 Mr. Walker received either an email or a letter, I 24
25 can't remember which, from my partner Daniel Glynn 25
Page 50
about the inappropriate conduct of Mr. Frank in
contacting DeBest Plumbing as our expert. So that
deposition has not been taken.
MR. WALKER: That's correct, Your Honor. I
didn't want to exacerbate the problem at the time,
because I really didn't know what the scope ofthe
problem was. I was informed by Mr. Glynn that
there was a contact. I didn't know anything about
the contact at the time, and I didn't want to
exacerbate the situation by taking Mr. Neidigh's
deposition.
We are, however, aware of the basis of
his testimony, and we're prepared to meet it with
our own witnesses.
MR. TROUT: And one additional point for the
record, Judge. I don't mean to belabor this, but
the reason Mr. Glynn wrote Mr. Walker was because
on the 21st of October, Mr. Neidigh called
Kevin Kluckhohn, not to talk about car detailing
but to talk about the fact he didn't think he
could be an expert witness in this case.
THE COURT: Here is what I'm going to do: I
am not going to change my mind on the ruling that
I made yesterday regarding Mr. Neidigh's
testimony.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
Page 51
IfMeridian wants to, they can call 1
Mr. Neidigh as an expert witness, and we'll see 2
how that goes. 3
Now, ifduring the testimony of 4
Mr. Neidigh he indicates fear or expresses some 5
other reluctance to testify fully and fairly and 6
truthfully, then we can cross that bridge when we 7
come to it. 8
But as it stands right now, Mr. Neidigh 9
under oath told me in response to my direct 10
question that he was prepared to go forward and 11
testify, not withstanding the reluctance of 12
Meridian now to use him as their expert. 13
I'll be fully aware of this contention 14
that Mr. - that, frankly, the City of Meridian 15
might have to impeach the testimony oftheir own 1 6
witness. 17
But until and unless I see some 18
reluctance on his part or if I see him testify 1 9
differently than the way he has previously 20
testified or previously said he would testify, 21
then I do not see the kind of severe prejudice 22
that Meridian now complains of. 23
And, again, on its face, a three-day 24
continuance does not seem unreasonable. However. 25
Page 52
the problem I have is that if I were to grant the
three-day continuance, and ifwe were to come back
into court Wednesday morning and begin this trial,
I would anticipate that there would be yet another
issue that might very foreseeably be raised by
Petra, and that is that testimony ofwho
presumably would be a new expert plumber would
deviate from the expert - or from the testimony
that's been disclosed on Neidigh's behalf.
MR. TROUT: If that were the case, Judge, we
have every Tuesday during the course of this trial
in which that expert could be deposed. That
problem could be solved by the simple taking of a
deposition. They could adjust to whatever
necessary extent they had to depose that person,
and therefore resolve the issue. It's not like
there's no time.
THE COURT: Mr. Walker?
MR. WALKER: Well, I've been involved in
trials before. And taking the deposition of an
expert, especially one that Mr. Trout has
represented is critical to the city's case, is a
side show that, frankly, diverts everyone's
attention on the trial team away from the primary
focus of challeneine the city's evidence in this
13 (Pages 49 to 52)
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Page 113
have that you were discussing this with your 1
lawyer? 2
A~L 3
Q. Now, let's be clear on this. 4
Notwithstanding anything that happened in this 5
conversation with you and Mr. Terrell, Mr. Terrell 6
and Mr. Frank, or you and Mr. Trout, are you still 7
willing and able to testify in this case as to 8
matters that you were hired to testify about? 9
A Yes. 10
Q. And is that with DeBest's consent and 11
authorization? 12
A I believe so, yes. 13
Q. And was that decision made to your 14
knowledge in the first few days after your 15
conversation with Milford about his concerns that 16
he expressed to you? 1 7
A Yes. 18
Q. And did you convey that to Mr. Trout 19
that you're still willing to testify? 20
A Yes. 21
Q. Even at a deposition. 22
A. Yes. 23
MR. INSINGER: Thankyou. That's all. 24
THE COURT: All ri2ht. Are you 20ing to 25
Page 115
been done by the affidavit. But the fact is, he 1
shouldn't be entitled to continue on without a 2
hearing. It's a confidential communication, and 3
he should not be able to further inquire or have 4
Mr. Neidigh testify about it. 5
THE COURT: Thank you. 6
Mr. Jones, how do you respond to the 7
objection? 8
MR. JONES: Your Honor, it's been a long 9
time since I was in law school, and I thought I 10
knew what a red herring was before I went to law 11
school, but I have never really saw it as big and 12
red as I see this one. 13
You know, I never offered the 14
transcript. I believe I can do what I need to do 15
with Mr. Neidigh without using the transcript. I 16
had no idea that Mr. Trout had, for free, formed 1 7
an LLC for Mr. Neidigh. I mean, the court has now 18
read the transcript. It's clear he wasn't calling 19
to talk about his LLC. It's clear he was calling 20
to talk about his capacity as an expert witness in 21
this case and the consternation to which he had 22
been put in this situation. 23
THE COURT: All right. Here is what I'm 24
Iwine to do. 2 5
Page 114
need - I take it you're not going to need that
transcript anymore, Mr. Jones.
MR. JONES: No. I have copies, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Why don't you give that back to
me, and you can continue to examine the witness,
Mr. Jones. But I will instruct you that the
subject matter of this transcript - I mean, I
want to make sure that I understand your objection
exactly, Mr. Insinger. As I understand it, you're
asking me to rule that essentially as a sanction
for Mr. Trout's alleged violation of the Rules of
Professional Responsibility, that counsel may not
inquire into the subject matter discussed in the
transcript?
MR. INSINGER: Judge, I don't know as I
necessarily thought of it in the context of a
sanction. I thought of it more in the context
that this - the publication ofthis affidavit by
filing it, this transcript by attaching it to an
affidavit and filing it with the court is a breach
in and of itself right then and there.
I just don't want Mr. Neidigh to
continue to have to testify about things that were
really the subject of confidential communication
between he and his client. The damage has already
Page 116
In sustaining the objection, and based
on the testimony that has been elicited from this
witness thus far with respect to his continuing
willingness to act as an expert witness in this
case for Meridian, I'm going to call the
examination of this witness to an end right now.
So you may step down, and you're released from
your subpoena. There's not going to be any more
questions ofyou. You have already said that if
you're subpoenaed in this case, that you're going
to come in and testify truthfully as an expert.
Right?
mE WITNESS: Correct.
THE COURT: That's all I need to know. You
can go sit down.
(11:45 a.m. The witness left the
stand.)
mE COURT: Do you have another witness?
MR. JONES: Yes, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Go ahead.
MR. JONES: Kevin Kluckbohn.
11/
11/
11/
11/
29 (Pages 113 to 116)
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Page 137
to handle this discreet issue, and I agreed to do 1
that because it was clear to me that what 2
Mr. Frank had done was improper, and by the time 3
this came to me, it was also clear that the trust 4
relationship - I don't know Jason Neidigh. I 5
have never met him - but that the trust 6
relationship was broken between our client and his 7
testimony, and that our client would be prejudiced 8
by this if forced to proceed. 9
And, Your Honor, this could only have 10
made it worse, to be honest 11
I didn't go back to Mr. Terrell's 12
deposition. I have no heartburn with him, and I 13
didn't get after him the way I did Mr. Frank 14
because I don't think he did anything wrong. He 15
is a businessman, and he is a dang good one, and 16
he's a very successful person. And he knows how 17
to preserve relationships, and that's what he did, 18
he set about preserving this relationship. 19
And no, he didn't tell anybody they 2 0
couldn't do something. But this was put in 21
motion, the rock rolling down the hill by 22
Mr. Frank's push, and this is the end result And 23
once again, I didn't offer that transcript All I 24
wanted to get to was, he was reluctant because 25
Page 139
This is scheduled for - gosh, I think 1
I counted well over 100 witnesses combined. I 2
think there were some 98 witnesses listed by Petra 3
with 28 of them being likely and 125 exhibits; 20 4
witnesses listed by the City of Meridian and 587 5
exhibits. 6
I've been in this position before where 7
a major piece of litigation on the eve of trial, 8
just seems to be getting bigger and bigger and 9
bigger. And if I were to continue this trial, 10
it's, in my opinion, Mr. Walker's contention that 11
his client would be significantly prejudiced are 12
very real. 13
Now, I'm going to reject the motion. 14
I'm going to deny the motion to continue. 15
Now, I did find that Mr. Frank did 16
engage in misconduct. In fact, if I were a 17
magistrate hearing a -- reading or hearing a 18
probable cause affidavit or testimony, there's a 19
potential I think that a court might find that 20
there's at least probable cause to proceed on a 21
misdemeanor against Mr. Frank. I'm not saying 22
that he would be convicted, but I think there 23
would be enough probable cause based on the 24
testimony of Mr. Frank and Mr. Geis. 25
Page 138
then I could get to my client, why are we going
forward with a witness like that? So that's the
point here, Your Honor.
THE COURT: All right. I'm not going to
continue the trial. Mr. Neidigh has said that if
called upon to testify in this case, he will do so
truthfully. He has already conducted his entire
investigation. There may come a point during the
trial, if there is a request, to treat Mr. Neidigh
as a hostile witness by the City of Meridian if
they must so that they can lead him a little bit,
if he starts to go off from his - from the
opinions that he intends to offer. Then perhaps I
could take some corrective action along the lines
or along the way.
But having seen Mr. Neidigh testify
today and significantly having heard him testify
under oath that if called upon to testify, he will
do so, I find that although Meridian's misgivings
are not completely without merit, I do not think
that they are so significant, nor do I think that
Mr. Frank's contact was so deliberate or so
egregious that - nor do I think that the
prejudice to the City of Meridian is so great that
it would - that I should continue the trial.
Page 140
So it's no small thing when a party
contacts an expert witness for the other side.
It's not just a violation of Rule 26, but it
actually may constitute a misdemeanor offense. So
I can deal with that, though, at a later date. I
think we have bigger fish to fry.
And we need to get this thing I think
to trial. If the only concern is that Mr. Neidigh
will be a reluctant witness or a very difficult
witness to deal with, I can play that by ear as
his testimony is elicited.
He has offered his opinion. I mean,
the City of Meridian knows what they're going to
ask him, and they're going to have to do the best
they can with him under the circumstances. So
that's going to be the ruling ofthe court on that
issue.
Now, I have not seen any new motions
that have been filed yet, late disclosed material,
and so forth. But I'll tell the parties that I do
intend to start the trial at 9 o'clock tomorrow
morning with briefopening statements for each
side, and then we'll just proceed with the
evidence and testimony.
Mr. Trout?
35 (Pages 137 to 140)
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Page 344 Page 345
1 And I have a few more things to add.
2 One of my concerns with respect to the
3 motion that was made this morning by Mr. Trout was
4 that even if I were to order Mr. Neidigh to meet
5 with Mr. Chamberlain, it seems to me that there is
6 as great a danger that he will refuse to cooperate
7 with him as there is that he will not truthfully
8 testify. And, again, I'm remembering that Neidigh
9 did say he would truthfully testify if called
10 upon.
11 I've considered several ideas to remedy
12 any prejudice to Meridian, and I thought what I
13 would do in the nature of a sanction, which I
14 believe I have the authority to make under the
15 general provisions of imposing discovery sanctions
16 under Rule 37, is that if Neidigh testifies,
17 Chamberlain can observe his testimony,
18 notwithstanding the court's previous order that
19 all witnesses, you know, have to remain out of the
20 courtroom. Then plaintiff's counsel may call
21 Chamberlain to rebut Neidigh and potentially to
22 offer his own opinion.
23 Remember, ifhe is called only as a
24 rebuttal witness, that testimony isn't going to be
25 considered in the plaintiff's case in chief.
1 Okay?
2 So essentially the way I've tried to
3 articulate it is this: As a remedial sanction for
4 Petra's violations ofRule 26, as it relates to
5 Neidigh, not to Geis, because I don't think that
6 there was any prejudice suffered because of Geis,
7 because of the contact with Geis, I will allow
8 Chamberlain to be in the courtroom during
9 Neidigh's testimony and to be called as a rebuttal
10 witness by Meridian if Meridian wants to do so.
11 Additionally, if after Neidigh
12 testifies plaintiff's counsel wants to call
13 Chamberlain as an independent expert witness
14 instead of or in addition to a mere rebuttal
15 witness, then I would want to give defense counsel
16 at least an opportunity potentially to depose him
17 about any new opinions that he might have.
18 I am also remembering specifically that
19 Mr. Geis was also contacted by Mr. Frank in a
20 manner that was, in my view, more blatant and more
21 likely to improperly influence him than the rather
22 indirect contact that Frank had with Neidigh
23 through Mr. Terrell.
24 Based on Mr. Geis' testimony on
25 Wednesday, he will testify truthfully in spite of
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
Page 346
that improper contact, so no remedial sanction is
necessary with respect to him. I had said
previously that a violation of Rule 26 has
occurred in this case, it certainly called for
some sort of a sanction.
I think that a remedial sanction is
appropriate with respect to the improper contact
with potential expert witness Neidigh. I don't
find that a remedial sanction is called for in
this case with respect to Mr. Frank's
inappropriate contact with Mr. Geis.
I'm not going to impose any sanction on
counselor Mr. Frank right now. I think that with
respect to the Geis contact, I think that any
punitive type sanction, I think to do so might,
you know, potentially create some animosity or
some friction between the party and his counsel,
so I'm not going to do this at this time.
In saying all this, I appreciate very
much because of a recent Supreme Court opinion in
a completely unrelated matter, that there is
certainly a distinction and a difference between a
rule that was violated versus a discovery order.
However, I do believe that Rule 37 does give this
court authority to impose appropriate sanctions,
Page 347
1 and I think that the remedial sanction that I have
2 indicated would be most appropriate.
3 With respect to this question about
4 no-contact - no-contact between anybody
5 associated with Petra and now Mr. Neidigh, I would
6 just again remind the parties that Idaho Rule of
7 Civil Procedure 26(bX4)(A), triple I, already
8 says that no expert may be contacted by a party
9 without the permission of the party who hired the
10 expert - without the permission ofthe party or
11 the permission of the court. So I would remind
12 the parties ofthat
13 In the event, and I'll just remind
14 Petra and Meridian, by notifying their counsel
15 right now in open court and on the record that in
16 the event that Mr. - you know, that any experts
17 contact them, you know, experts for the other side
18 contact them, that they remind that individual of
1 9 that rule that prohibits contact without
20 permission of the other side or a ruling of the
21 court.
22 Folks, I realize that was perhaps a bit
23 much to lay on you folks here at the end ofthe
24 day, but I wanted to give the parties some
25 2uidance as to the court's thinkin2 and the
43 (Pages 344 to 347)
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantiCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
~~.~--
JAN 10 20U
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHlA HOLMES
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
municipal corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant.
1. Introduction
Case No. CV-OC 0907257
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
MERIDIAN'S MOTION TO
SUBSTITUTE CLIFFORD S.
CHAMBERLAIN FOR JASON
NEIDIGH
The Court has already ruled that Clifford Chamberlain may not be substituted for Jason
Neidigh as the City's plumbing expert. Consequently, the City should not be allowed to call Mr.
Chamberlain as a witness unless Mr. Neidigh does not testify truthfully. The City is attempting
to persuade the Court to set aside its prior ruling because the City wants to spring late-disclosed
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expert testimony on Petra. The fact is the City suffered no prejudice from Mr. Frank's violation
of Rule 26. Mr. Neidigh has stated under oath he would testify truthfully in this case, which he
has. There is no reason to replace Mr. Neidigh with Mr. Chamberlain. This is simply another
attempt to have the Court reconsider its previous rulings. The City's continuing efforts to seek a
different ruling from this Court should be disregarded and its renewed motion denied.
2. Background
At the close of Jason Neidigh's testimony at the evidentiary hearing of December 1,
2010, the Court asked Mr. Neidigh: "You have already said that if you're subpoenaed in this
case, that you're going to come in and testify truthfully as an expert. Right?" (Dec. 1 Hearing
Transcript, 116:9). Mr. Neidigh responded, "Correct." (116:13). The Court then stated, "That's
all I need to know." (116:14). Later, the Court made a ruling:
Mr. Neidigh has said that if called upon to testify in this case, he will do so
truthfully. He has already conducted his entire investigation. There may come a
point during the trial, if there is a request, to treat Mr. Neidigh as a hostile witness
by the City of Meridian if they must so that they can lead him a little bit, if he
starts to go off from his -- from the opinions that he intends to offer. Then
perhaps I could take some corrective action along the lines or along the way.
(Dec. 1 Hearing, 138:5).
The Court again made a very clear ruling on this matter on the first day of trial, after the
City made a motion to reconsider. The Court stated:
The salient point that I made was a finding of lack of prejudice, based on that
violation of the rule, where both Mr. Geis and the other young gentleman, the
employee of DeBest Plumbing, Neidigh, both testified that if called upon to
testify as witnesses in this case, that they could and would and will testify
truthfully, and I was satisfied that there was no prejudice.
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MERIDIAN'S MOTION TO
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(Day 1,42:17-42:24, Dec. 2,2010)
Later, the Court stated:
Here is what I'm going to do: I am not going to change my mind on the ruling
that I made yesterday regarding Mr. Neidigh's testimony. If Meridian wants to,
they can call Mr. Neidigh as an expert witness, and we'll see how that goes. Now,
if during the testimony of Mr. Neidigh he indicates fear or expresses some other
reluctance to testify fully and fairly and truthfully, then we can cross that bridge
when we come to it. But as it stands right now, Mr. Neidigh under oath told me in
response to my direct question that he was prepared to go forward and testify,
notwithstanding the reluctance of Meridian now to use him as their expert. I'll be
fully aware of this contention that Mr. -- that, frankly, the City of Meridian might
have to impeach the testimony of their own witness. But until and unless I see
some reluctance on his part or if I see him testify differently than the way he has
previously testified or previously said he would testify, then I do not see the kind
of severe prejudice that Meridian now complains of.
(Day 1,50:22-51:23, Dec. 2, 2010)
At the conclusion of the second trial day, the Court again addressed this issue:
I've considered several ideas to remedy any prejudice to Meridian, and I thought
what I would do in the nature of a sanction, which I believe I have the authority to
make under the general provisions of imposing discovery sanctions under Rule
37, is that if Neidigh testifies, Chamberlain can observe his testimony,
notwithstanding the court's previous order that all witnesses, you know, have to
remain out of the courtroom. Then plaintiffs counsel may call Chamberlain to
rebut Neidigh and potentially to offer his own opinion. Remember, ifhe is called
only as a rebuttal witness, that testimony isn't going to be considered in the
plaintiffs case in chief. Okay?
(Day 2,344:11-345:1, Dec. 3,2010)
And further:
As a remedial sanction for Petra's violations of Rule 26, as it relates to Neidigh,
not to Geis, because I don't think that there was any prejudice suffered because of
Geis, because of the contact with Geis, I will allow Chamberlain to be in the
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MERIDIAN'S MOTION TO
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courtroom during Neidigh's testimony and to be called as a rebuttal witness by
Meridian if Meridian wants to do so. Additionally, if after Neidigh testifies
plaintiffs counsel wants to call Chamberlain as an independent expert witness
instead of or in addition to a mere rebuttal witness, then I would want to give
defense counsel at least an opportunity potentially to depose him about any new
opinions that he might have.
(Day 2,345:3-345:17, Dec. 3,2010)
Taking the Court's rulings in their totality, Mr. Neidigh should be allowed to
testify until it becomes apparent that he is not testifying truthfully.
3. Law and Argument
There is no reason for the Court to reconsider its prior rulings. The City's Renewed
Motion offers nothing new. The Court has been presented with all the facts, has considered
them, and has made a ruling. Mr. Neidigh stated under oath he would testify truthfully and he
has done so in this case. Based on these findings, there is no reason Mr. Neidigh should not be
allowed to testify. Allowing Chamberlain to substitute for Neidigh would go beyond the Court's
rulings in this case, would prejudice Petra, and would be a more severe sanction than the
circumstances warrant.
3.1 Chamberlain is a late disclosed expert witness
Idaho law is clear on late disclosed expert opinion: the opinions ordinarily should be
excluded. "Our discovery rules are designed to prevent surprise at trial and discovery rules
regarding expert witnesses were designed to promote fairness and candor." Edmunds v. Kraner,
142 Idaho 867, 878, 136 P.3d 338,349 (2006).
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There is ample case authority that gives guidance as to the proper course of action when a
party attempts to offer late-disclosed expert testimony. See, e.g., Clark v. Klein, 137 Idaho 154,
45 P.3d 810 (2002) (holding the trial court should not have permitted an untimely disclosed
expert to offer new theory at trial); Fouche v. Chrysler Motors Corp., 103 Idaho 249, 646 P.2d
1020 (Ct. App. 1982) (upholding the exclusion of mechanic's accident reconstruction testimony
where such expert testimony had not been timely disclosed); Hopkins v. Duo-Fast Corp., 123
Idaho 205, 217-218, 846 P.2d 207, 219-20 (1993) (noting that I.R.C.P. 26(e)(1) obligates counsel
to supplement discovery responses, particularly the substance of an expert's testimony); Perry v.
Magic Valley Regional Medical Center, 134 Idaho 46, 995 P.2d 816 (2000) (trial court did not
abuse its discretion in excluding video tape that was not provided in discovery); Zolber v.
Winters, 109 Idaho 824, 712 P.2d 525 (1985) (court granted a new trial on the grounds that
plaintiffs counsel had failed to supplement his interrogatories in violation of Rule 26(e)).
The prejudice is particularly real when the late disclosure involves an expert witness. See
City ofMcCall v. Seubert, 142 Idaho 580, 586, 130 P.3d 1118, 1124 (2006) (noting the prejudice
from late disclosure of a witness may be greater when the witness is an expert); Bramwell v.
South Rigby Canal Co., 136 Idaho 648, 652, 39 P.3d 588, 592 (2001).
3.2 Allowing Chamberlain to testify is not an appropriate sanction
Apart from the prejudice caused by late disclosure, if the Court considers allowing
Chamberlain to testify or the City to offer his report as a sanction for Mr. Frank's conduct, Petra
submits the sanction would not be appropriate. Idaho law provided two rules for the imposition
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MERIDIAN'S MOTION TO
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of sanctions. The trial court "must balance the equities by comparing the culpability of the
disobedient party with the resulting prejudice to the innocent party" and consider whether lesser
sanctions would be effective. Roe v. Doe, 129 Idaho 663, 668, 931 P.2d 657, 662 (Ct. App.
1996) (quoting Southern Idaho Prod. Credit Ass'n v. Astorquia, 113 Idaho 526, 532, 746 P.2d
985,990 (1987)); see also Noble v. Ada County Elections Bd., 135 Idaho 495, 499, 20 P.3d 679,
683 (2000).
Under this rule, it is clear that allowing the Chamberlain report or allowing Chamberlain
to testify would be an inappropriate sanction. First, the City is not prejudiced by simply going
forward with Mr. Neidigh, its previously disclosed expert. The Court has already found that Mr.
Neidigh is willing to go forward and testify truthfully. Allowing Mr. Chamberlain to testify
without any finding that Mr. Neidigh did not testify truthfully would not be an appropriate
sanction.
Second, although Petra acknowledges the Court's finding that Mr. Frank' conduct
violated Rule 26, he never threatened Mr. Neidigh or even directly contacted him. Mr. Neidigh
has testified that he is not dissuaded from testifying.
Third, the prejudice to Petra is very real, considering the lateness of the disclosure and
the heavy burden this trial has imposed on the Court and counsel. As of January 7, 2011, the
trial has consumed 16 days of testimony and presentation of documentary evidence. The trial
schedule leaves little or no time for dealing with late disclosed experts. Allowing Chamberlain
to testify is more severe a sanction than is warranted in this case.
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4. Conclusion
The Court's rulings were proper and should remain in place. Mr. Neidigh should testify
as planned. Testimony from Chamberlain after this late a disclosure would be prejudicial to
Petra. The City is attempting to spring late disclosed expert testimony despite the fact it is
previously disclosed expert has no problem testifying truthfully. Because of the prejudice Petra
would suffer, the Court should exclude the Chamberlain report and testimony.
DATED: January 10, 2011. BY::V---!LJ~~~~~~~~~==------__
THOMAS ALKER
Attorneys for Defendants/Counterclaimant
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
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Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
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KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB#5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY,P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
JOINT MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTIONS
FOR PROTECTIVE ORDERS
Plaintiff/Counter-defendant, City of Meridian (the "City"), submits this Joint Memorandum
In Opposition To Petra's Motions for Protective Orders.
INTRODUCTION
On January 10, 2011, Petra flied two motions: (1) Petra's Motion for Protective Order Re:
Deposition of Debbie Gorski Duces Tecum and Request for Attorney Fees and Costs; and (2)
Petra's Motion for Protective Order Re: Deposition of Matthhew Schelstrate Duces Tecum and
Request for Attorney Fees and Costs (collectively, the "Motions"). The Motions were filed in
response to the City's attempt to take the depositions of Mr. Schelstrate and Ms. Gorski
(collectively, the "Affiants") in relation to their review of the City's copies of the subject pay
JOINT MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTIONS FOR COLLECTIVE ORDERS -1
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applications. See Notice of Deposition of Matthew Schelstrate (duces tecum) and Notice of Deposition
of Debbie Gorski (duces tecum) (collectively, the "Depositions Notices"), copies of which are attached
to the Affidavit of Matthew Schelstrate Dated January 10, 2011 in Support of Petra's Motion for
Protective Order Re: Deposition of Matthew Schelstrate Duces Tecum and Deposition of Debbie
Gorski Duces Tecum and Petra's Request for Attorney Fees and Costs. Specifically, the Deposition
Notices required the Affiants to have available for copying and/or inspection the following:
A copy of all documents regarding the review of the City's copies of the pay
applications as they are maintained at Meridian City Hall, which includes, but
shall not be limited to:
a. All notes taken by you, either electronically or in paper form,
during and after your review of the City's copies of the pay applications on
December 16th and 20t\ 2010.
b. All memorandum prepared by you, either electronically or in
paper form, regarding your review of the City's copies of the pay applications
on December 16th and 20th, 2010.
c. All pictures taken during your review of the City's copies of
the pay applications on December 16th and 20th, 2010.
d. All communications between yourself and any other person,
including but not limited to, Thomas Walker, Erika Klein, Pam Carson, Tom
Coughlin, Gene Bennett, Jerry Frank, [Debbie Gorski or Matthew
Schelestrate, depending on the notice], and John Quapp, regarding your
review of the City's copies of the pay applications.
e. All drafts of your affidavit, and the attachment thereto, dated
December 22, 2010.
See Notice of Deposition of Matthew Schelstrate (duces tecum), p. 2.
In response to the Deposition Notices, Petra argues that: (1) the information desired by the
City is "irrelevant to any issues in this ongoing trial"; (2) the information the City is seeking is
protected by the attorney-client privilege and/or the work product doctrine; and (3) the City noticed
up the deposition "in order to harass Petra and to cause undue burden and expense", which allows
Petra to be awarded fees for having to seek the subject protective orders. See generallY, the Motions.
The City objects to the Motions on the grounds and for the reasons that: (1) the December
22,2010 affidavits of Mr. Schelstrate and Ms. Gorski (the "Limine Affidavits") filed in opposition to
JOINT MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTIONS FOR COLLECTIVE ORDERS - 2
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the City's Motion in Limine Re: Petta's Pay Applications (the "Motion 10 Limine") contain
unsupported, conclusory opuuons relating to the affiants' compansons of the subject pay
applications as maintained by the City and those maintained by Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff, Petta,
Inc. ("Petta"); (2) the deadline to initiate discovery, including deposition notices, lapsed September
29, 2010, and therefore witnesses, other than experts, were to be disclosed by that date; (3) the
Limine Affidavits contain factual assertions on matters which were not disclosed as being within the
scope of the Affiants' anticipated testimony; (4) the City has not had a fair opportunity to examine
the Affiants regarding the basis for their unsupported, conclusory opinions; (5) this Court relied on
the unsupported, conclusory opinions made in the Limine Affidavits as the basis for its denial of the
Motion in Limine; and (6) neither the attorney-client privilege nor the work product doctrine are
invoked because the scope of City's desired examination of the Affiants only relates to discovering
the basis upon which the Affiants made their subject opinions.
ARGUMENT
Petta's Sanction Request. Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 26(c) provides that, "for good
cause shown," the Court "may make any order which justice requires to protect a party or person
from annoyance, embarrassment, oppression, or undue burden or expense... ", and then lists
multiple examples of the type of protection the Court might grant. The rule also provides a
mechanism for an award of attorney fees and costs pursuant to the sanctions provisions of LR.C.P.
37(a) (4). In its Motions, Petta seeks such an award based on the allegation that the City noticed up
the depositions "in order to harass Petta and to cause undue burden and expense."
The City's purpose behind the Deposition Notices is not to harass, annoy, embarrass,
oppress or impose an undue burden or expense on Petta. The City's purpose is to try to gain an
understanding of what information the Affiants relied upon in making the conclusory opinions
contained in their Limine Affidavits. See Affidavit of Kim Trout in Support of Memorandum in
JOINT MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTIONS FOR COLLECTIVE ORDERS - 3
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Opposition to Petra's Motions for Protective Orders, p. 2, para. 2 ("Trout Affidavit"). "The
discovery rules were designed to prevent surprise at trial." Edmunds v. Kraner, 142 Idaho 867, 136
P.3d 338 (2006); see also, Lester v. Salvino, 141 Idaho 937, 940, 120 P.3d 755, 758 (Ct. App. 2005),
noting that discovery is the tool by which an attorney can minimize the possibility of surprise and
prepare for trial. Based on that reasoning, the Idaho Supreme Court has recognized that an attorney
must have access to pretrial discovery because an attorney cannot be expected to await examination
at trial to obtain information from a proposed witness. Schmechel v. Dille, 148 Idaho 176, 181, 219
P.3d 1192, 1197 (2009). The City has a right to examine Ms. Gorski and Mr. Schelstrate with
respect to their allegations so that it can avoid surprise at trial. Below are some examples of the
"surprise" the City is trying to avoid.
Mr. Sche1strate's affidavit contains a chart that is intended to support his statement that "the
City did not produce in its exhibits the entire pay application for many of its pay applications." See
Affidavit of Matthew Schelstrate Dated December 22,2010 in Opposition to the City of Meridian's
Motion in Limine Re: Pay Applications, p. 2, para. 6; see also, ld. at Exhibit A. The chart referenced
by Mr. Sche1strate does not contain any bates numbers of the pages to which he refers. See ld. at
Exhibit A. Without examining Mr. Schelstrate and/or reviewing any of Mr. Sche1strate's
"Documents" (as that term is defined in the Deposition Notices") relating to his creation of the
chart, it is not possible for the City to understand how Mr. Schelstrate formed the conclusions made
in his affidavit.
Ms. Gorski's affidavit contains multiple conclusory statements similar to those made in Mr.
Sche1strate's affidavit. See Affidavit of Debbie Gorski Dated December 22, 2010 in Opposition to
the City of Meridian's Motion in Limine Re: Pay Applications, p. 2, para. 6. For example, at
Paragraph 8 of her affidavit, she makes the assertion that "multiple pages are missing" from various
pay applications. There is no way to refute those assertions without more information.
JOINT MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTIONS FOR COLLECTIVE ORDERS - 4
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Additionally, Ms. Gorski makes multiple allegations against the City that are raised for the first time
in her affidavit. See, for example, paragraphs 14-19 of her affidavit.
Relevance of Information Sought Through Depositions. Petra has continually argued
throughout the trial that the City's pay application records are inaccurate and/or incomplete. It is
now apparent that Petra has witnesses (the Affiants) who will testify regarding the grounds upon
which Petra argues the pay application records are inaccurate and/or incomplete. Accordingly, the
information sought by way of the Deposition Notices is relevant and, more importantly, necessary
for the City to properly prepare for the anticipated testimony of the Affiants on these issues.
Attorney-Client Privilege and Work Product Doctrine. The City is not seeking any
documents or information protected by the attorney-client privilege or the work product doctrine.
The City simply wants to have an opportunity to learn the bases upon which the conclusory
statements contained in the Limine Affidavits were made. To the extent the information sought
contains protected information, that protection was voluntarily waived by Petra when it submitted
the Limine Affidavits and brought those allegedly protected matters into issue.
CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated, the Motions should be denied. In the alternative, if the Motions are
granted, the Limine Affidavits should be stricken from the record and the City's Motion in Limine
granted.
RESPECTFULLY submitted January 13, 2011.
TROUT.JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
c~By: _
KIM]. TROUT
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
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Fax: (208) 639-5609
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Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO)
) :ss
County of ADA )
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
AFFIDAVIT OF KIMJ. TROUT IN
OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S
MOTIONS FOR PROTECTIVE
ORDERS
KIM J. TROUT, being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1. I am at least eighteen (18) years of age and am competent to testify regarding
the matters set forth herein.
AFFIDAVIT OF KIM]. TROUT IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTIONS FOR
PROTECTIVE ORDERS - 1
007695
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2. I am a member of the law flrm of TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN.
GOURLEY, P.A., and represent the Plaintiff in this matter, and I make the following
statements based upon my own personal knowledge.
3. The City did not notice the depositions of Matthew Schelstrate and Debbie
Gorski to harass, embarrass, oppress or impose an undue burden or expense on Petra,
Incorporated. Instead the purpose is to gain an understanding of what information Mr.
Schelstrate and Ms. Gorski relied upon in making the conclusory opinions contained in their
affldavits dated December 22,2010.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.
C~
KIM). TROUT
Notary Public(§tateOf Idaho
Residing at: Meridian, Idaho
My commission expires: November 3, 2014
,"'....·,1',"'~ lZLUC;:"'"
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#""""11"'"
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 13th day ofJanuary, 2011.
~/t/~;?£
AFFIDAVIT OF KIM J. TROUT IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTIONS FOR
PROTECTIVE ORDERS - 2
007696
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 13th day ofJanuary, 2011, a true and correct copy of the
above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Fax: (208) 639-5609
Hand Delivered
u.s. Mail
Fax
Fed. Express
Email
~-
Kim]. Trout
[gJ
D
D
D
D
AFFIDAVIT OF KIM]. TROUT IN OPPOSITION TO PETRA'S MOTIONS FOR
PROTECTIVE ORDERS - 3
007697
   
                  
              
   
  
   
     
   
   
   
  
  
 
  
 
  
          
   
 
 
 
 
 
1KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB#5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHIlL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
SUPPLEMENTAL REPLY
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR
SANCTIONS
The Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant, City of Meridian (the "City"), submits this Supplemental
Reply Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Sanctions. In response to the City's
request that this Court consider as a potentially mitigating sanction against the Defendant Petra,
Incorporated ("Petra") the substitution of the City's previously disclosed expert testimony of Jason
Neigdigh with that of Clifford S. Chamberlain, P.E., Petra argues that such a request would "go
beyond the Court's rulings in this case, would prejudice Petra, and would be a more severe sanction
than the circumstances warrant." (Memorandum in Opposition to City's Motion to Substitute
Clifford S. Chamberlain for Jason Neidigh, page 4.) However, each of Petra's arguments in
opposition have no merit.
SUPPLEMENTAL REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR SANCTIONS -1
007698
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IFirst, in no sense is the City's request for substitution a request for reconsideration of this
Court's prior ruling or a request for relief beyond the Court's rulings. As this Court will recall from
the December 1, 2010 hearing on the City's Motion for Sanctions, in view of Mr. Frank's admitted
inappropriate and unlawful conduct the City had requested that the Court impose either an
evidentiary sanction against Petra, or at least, a continuance so as to afford the City the opportunity
to replace Mr. Neidigh. The Court denied the request for a continuance, but after acknowledging
that " ...Mr. Frank did engage in misconduct," recognized that he would deal with the issue of other
sanctions "at a later date." (Affidavit of Counsel in re: Supplemental Memorandum in Support of
Motion for Sanctions ("Affidavit of Counsel"), Exhibit "A" 12/1/10 Transcript, 139:14-24, 140:1-
8.) Thus, the City's request is neither one for reconsideration, nor seeking the Court to go beyond
its prior ruling.
Second, it is worth noting that while Petra asserts that it will be prejudiced by the
substitution of Mr. Chamberlain for Mr. Neigdigh, nowhere in Petra's memorandum does it ever
identify exacdy what prejudice it would suffer. The fact of the matter is that Petra can demonstrate
no prejudice. Petra was timely and fully apprised of the fact that the City intended to present expert
testimony on the subject of the failure of the plumbing systems at the Meridian City Hall and the
cause of those failures. While the City is requesting that Mr. Chamberlain be substituted for Mr.
Neidigh, Petra must concede that the subject matter of the testimony is not different. Since Petra
did not even bother to depose Mr. Neidigh during the discovery period in this case, and the subject
matter of the ultimate opinions to be expressed have not changed, there is simply no prejudice to
Petra.
Third, Petra's argument that the sanction of permitting the City to substitute Mr.
Chamberlain for Mr. Neidigh is "a more sever sanction than the circumstances warrant" is specious
at best. Absent relief in the form of substitution, the Court's sanction for Mr. Frank's "misconduct"
SUPPLEMENTAL REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR SANCTIONS - 2
007699
 
                
                  
                 
              
                 
               
                   
               
           
                 
   
                
              
                 
                  
                  
                
                
                  
                 
 
             
               
                
       
    
which this Court acknowledged was "no small thing when a party contacts an expert witness for the
other side" is in fact no sanction at all. Thus, without even the least severe of all sanctions in the
form of substitution being imposed against Mr. Frank, Petra is permitted to interfere in the
relationship of trust and confidence between the City and its expert, caused doubt in the City of its
expert witness, and face no sanction whatsoever. This is not a decision between the imposition of
one sanction over another, it is the decision as to whether to impose some sanction or no sanction
at all. The City submits that the least severe sanction is that of substitution; a remedy which does
not fully resolve the City's concerns but at least removes from concern any issue about Petra unduly
influencing, directly or indirectly, the testimony of the City's expert witness.
In short, the City's request for substitution, while not a complete remedy for the
inappropriate and unlawful interference with the City's expert witnesses by Petra, is a remedy which
can at least provide some relief to the City. Petra's arguments have no merit and should be rejected.
CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated, the City respectfully requests that this Court grant it leave to replace
the expert testimony of Mr. Neidigh with Mr. Chamberlain.
RESPECTFULLY submitted this 13th day ofJanuary, 2011.
TROUT.JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
BC:=> ~ ~KimJ.Tr~)
Attorneys for Plaintiff
--
SUPPLEMENTAL REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR SANCTIONS - 3
007700
                 
                    
               
                  
                
                  
                  
                 
           
              
               
                  
 
                
         
        
       
    
   
       
    
,CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 13th day ofJanuary, 2011, a true and correct copy of the
above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Fax: (208) 639-5609
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Fed. Express
Email
r2J
D
D
D
D
~~<fr:s~
Kim]. Trout
SUPPLEMENTAL REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR SANCTIONS - 4
007701
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JAN 14 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By LARAAMES
DEPUTY
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT
PETRA INCORPORATED'S EIGHTH
SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF
TRIAL EXHIBITS
Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled matter, by
and through its attorneys of record, Cosho Humphrey, LLP, submits herewith its Eighth
Supplemental Disclosure of the attached Trial Exhibits and hereby lodges Exhibit 545(B), Exhibit
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S EIGHTH SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS Page 1
657125 007702
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639 (DVD of Heery Commissioning documents), and Exhibits 640 through 644 to its exhibits for
use at trial.
Petra reserves the right to supplement or amend its trial exhibits in conformance with the
evidence and pursuant to Rule 16(h), LR.C.P., and as otherwise necessary. Additionally Petra
Incorporated reserves the right to utilize any exhibits identified or utilized by the Plaintiff in this
matter.
Itf
DATED this lc31h day of January, 2011.
BY~+-..L.-__I---I-_::.......r.~ _
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S EIGHTH SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS Page 2
657125 007703
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
14
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the lath day of January, 2011, a true and correct copy ofthe
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Daniel Loras Glynn
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
D
~
D
D
D
u.s. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
E-m ..
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S EIGHTH SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS Page 3
657125 007704
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JAN 14 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By LARAAMES
DEPUTY
Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, NOTICE OF SERVICE OF
DISCOVERY RESPONSES
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on this 14th day of January 2011, Defendant Petra
Incorporated's Supplemental Response Dated January 14, 2011 to the City of Meridian's First
Requests for Production of Documents, together with a copy of this Notice of Service of
Discovery was served on or about January' 14, 2011 upon counsel for Plaintiff, The City of
Meridian in the manner set forth below:
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF DISCOVERY RESPONSES
657157
Page 1
007705
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Kim J. Trout
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF DISCOVERY RESPONSES
657157
D
~
D
D
D
u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
- ail:
Page 2
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•Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
NO. FI~~.00' b
A.M._----'
JAN 18 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
DefendantlCounterclaimant.
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLA1~NT
PETRA INCORPORATED'S NINTH
SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF
TRIAL EXHIBITS
DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled matter, by
and through its attorneys of record, Cosho Humphrey, LLP, submits herewith its Ninth
Supplemental Disclosure of Trial Exhibits and hereby lodges Bates numbered Exhibits 645 through
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S NINTH SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS Page 1
658276 007707
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r681 consisting of Petra Incorporated's produced Pay Applications 1 through 30 and Pay
Applications 001 through 007 for the East Parking Lot.
Petra reserves the right to supplement or amend its trial exhibits in conformance with the
evidence and pursuant to Rule 16(h), I.R.C.P., and as otherwise necessary. Additionally Petra
Incorporated reserves the right to utilize any exhibits identified or utilized by the Plaintiff in this
matter.
DATED this 18th day of January, 2011.
COSHOHU
/./.
/'
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S NINTH SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS Page 2
658276 007708
 
             
         
               
             
                
 
       
 
 
 
     
      
 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 18th day of January, 2011, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document and an electronic copy ofPetra Incorporated's Trial Exhibits 645
through 681 was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Daniel Loras Glynn
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
D
~
D
D
D
u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
E-nm
"~/
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S NINTH SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS Page 3
658276 007709
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JAN 24 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By CARLY LATIMORE
DEPUTY
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterciaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT
PETRA INCORPORATED'S TENTH
SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF
TRIAL EXHIBITS
Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled matter, by
and through its attorneys of record, Cosho Humphrey, LLP, submits herewith its Tenth
Supplemental Disclosure of Trial Exhibits and hereby lodges Exhibits 682 and 683.
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S TENTH SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS Page 1
659674 007710
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Petra reserves the right to supplement or amend its trial exhibits in conformance with the
evidence and pursuant to Rule 16(h), I.R.C.P., and as otherwise necessary. Additionally Petra
Incorporated reserves the right to utilize any exhibits identified or utilized by the Plaintiff in this
matter.
DATED this 24th day of January, 2011.
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S TENTH SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS Page 2
659674 007711
               
             
                
 
       
     
      
 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 24th day of January, 2011, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document and an electronic copy of Petra Incorporated's Trial Exhibits 682
and 683 were served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Daniel Loras Glynn
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
D
~
D
D
D
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
E-mail:
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S TENTH SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS Page 3
659674 007712
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
NO. ~YJFILEDA.M. 'P.M.__..&oo._~__
JAN 25 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
MOTION FOR ORDER ALLOWING
PETRA REPRESENTATIVES ENTRY
TO THE MERIDIAN CITY HALL FOR
INSPECTION
The above-named Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and
through its attorney of record, Thomas G. Walker, of the law firm Cosho Humphrey, LLP moves
this Court pursuant to Rule 34(a)(2) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure for an order granting
Petra's representatives and other designated persons entry to the Meridian City Hall on February
MOTION FOR ORDER ALLOWING PETRA REPRESENTATIVES
ENTRY TO THE MERIDIAN CITY HALL FOR INSPECTION
660069_2
Page I
007713
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8, 2011, commencing at 9 a.m. and continuing until finished, for the purpose of conducting
inspections ofcertain areas in the Meridian City Hall, including the following:
/f. Access floor panels
2. Waterproofing
3. Heritage Building
~. Masonry
5. Piping
6. Cleanouts
7. Water Features
These inspections will be conducted by Gene Bennett (Petra), Tom Coughlin (Petra),
Steve Packard (PacWest), Mike Devaney (or other representative of Sealco), Roy McGlothin (or
other representative of Lemley International), Lenny Buss (or other representative of Buss
Mechanical), Tim McGorty (or other representative of TMC), Rick Dooms (or other
representative ofTMC), and Matthew Schelstrate (Cosho Humphrey, LLP).
Oral argument is requested, but not required.
DATED: January 25,2011.
MOTION FOR ORDER ALLOWING PETRA REPRESENTATIVES
ENTRY TO THE MERIDIAN CITY HALL FOR INSPECTION
660069_2
A ER
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 25 day of January, 2011, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Daniel Loras Glynn, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
o
o
o
[gJ
o
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
E-mai'
MOTION FOR ORDER ALLOWING PETRA REPRESENTATIVES
ENTRY TO THE MERIDIAN CITY HALL FOR INSPECTION
660069_2
Page 3
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TROUT .JONES • GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY) P.A.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
December 14, 2010
Thomas G. Walker
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Re: City ofMeridian VS. Petra, Inc.
Case No. CV OC 2009-07257
Dear Tom:
The City is requesting inspection of the following documents at Petra's offices:
All pay applications as kept and maintained by Petra, Incorporated;
Proof of payment, i.e. canceled checks, for every cost identified on the job cost
summary produced by Petra, Incorporated;
Deposit slips depositing and a copy of the bank statement in which checks from the
City of Meridian were deposited;
All the files for the following prime contractors:
Alpha Masonry;
M.R. Miller;
TMC,Inc.;
BUSS Mechanical;
Hobson Fabricating;
Western Roofing;
MJ. Backhoes;
Ideal Demolition;
Rule Steel
All communication to, or from, LCA;
All files relating to value engineering;
All Idaho Airship photos;
All RFI's and ASI's maintained by Petra;
Any internal periodic, (i.e. monthly, quarterly or semi-annual) project status report.
If the files for the prime contractors identified above does not contain the correspondence
to and from each of the prime contractors identified above, submittals and all attachments to and
from each of the prime contractors identified above, or transmittals to and from each of the prime
contractors identified above, please ~so make those files available for review.
The 9th & Idaho Center. 225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P. O. Box 1097. Boise, Idaho 83701
Phone (208) 331-1170 • Facsimile (208) 331-1529
007716
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THOMAS G. WALKER
twalkeI@cosholaw.com
wVlw.ricolawblog.com
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
COUNSELORS & ATTORNEYS AT LAW
PO Box 951883707-9518
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
Boise, Idaho 83712
Telephone 208.344.7811
Firm fax 208.338.3290
December 15,2010
DIRECT PHONE
CELL PHONE
DIRECT FAX
208.639.5607
208.869.1508
208.639.5609
Kim J. Trout, Esq. - Via Email
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
Re: City of Meridian
Case No. 09-07257
CH File No. 20771-008
Dear Kim:
I am responding to your email and letter dated December 14, 2010 regarding Petra's
inspection of the City's originals of the pay applications and your request for inspection of
various documents.
First, representatives of Petra and our office will not bring any white paper into the City
Hall incident to their inspection. They will use electronic copies of the pay applications
produced during discovery.
Second, although Judge Wilper specifically stated that he was not ordering Petra to allow
an inspection of its files at this time, representatives of the City and your office may inspect only
the pay applications contained in Petra's files. The inspection, however, cannot occur on
December 16, 2010 because Debbie Gorski, the Petra employee who maintains the records, will
be at City Hall participating in the inspection of the City's originals of the pay applications. The
Petra pay applications may be inspected commencing at 9:00 a.m. on Friday, December 17,
2010.
Third, as you know discovery is closed and your request to inspect the documents listed
in your December 14, 2010 letter will not be made available.
Very truly yours,
/s/
THOMAS G. WALKER
649533
cc: Gene Bennett
007717
 
   
     
   
   
 
 
      
     
      
   
   
    
   
     
   
  
   
  
    
  
  
  
  
 
 
 
              
               
  
                
              
   
              
                  
             
              
                 
              
 
               
           
   
 
   
 
   
9:00 AM
HloRABLE RONALD J. WILrJER
District Judge
***
THURSDAY, JANUARY 27,2011
Meridian v. Petra
4:00 PM
Capitol One v. Stanton
1/27/2011 07:49 AM
CVOC09-07257
CVOC10-05441
Court Trial Day Twenty Six
Motion for Summary Judgment
007718
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB NO. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
JAN 25 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclairnant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
VS.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT
PETRA INCORPORATED'S
ELEVENTH SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS
Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled matter, by
and through its attorneys of record, Cosho Humphrey, LLP, submits herewith its Eleventh
Supplemental Disclosure of Trial Exhibits and hereby lodges Exhibits 545(C), 684, 685, 687 and
688.
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S ELEVENTH SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS Page I
659848_2 007719
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Petra reserves the right to supplement or amend its trial exhibits in conformance with the
evidence and pursuant to Rule 16(h), I.R.C.P., and as otherwise necessary. Additionally Petra
Incorporated reserves the right to utilize any exhibits identified or utilized by the Plaintiff in this
matter.
DATED this 25th day of January, 2011.
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S ELEVENTH SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS Page 2
659848_2 007720
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 25th day of January, 2011, a true and correct copy ofthe
within and foregoing trial exhibits were served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Daniel Loras Glynn
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
D
D
D[g]
D
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
E- il:
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S ELEVENTH SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS Page 3
659848_2 007721
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JAN 27 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By STEPHANIE VIOAK
DEPUTY
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT
PETRA INCORPORATED'S
TWELFTH SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS
Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled matter, by
and through its attorneys of record, Cosho Humphrey, LLP, submits herewith its Twelfth
Supplemental Disclosure of Trial Exhibits and hereby lodges Exhibits 690, 691, 729, 730, 731, and
732.
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S TWELFTH SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS Page 1
661258 007722
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Petra reserves the right to supplement 01 amend its trial exhibits in conformance with the 
evidence and pursuant to Rule 16(h), I.R.C.P., and as otherwise necessary. Additionally Petra 
Incorporated reserves the right to utilize any exhibits identified or utilized by the Plaintiff in this 
matter. 
DATED this 27th day of January, 2011. 
DEFENDANTICOUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S TWELFTH SUPPLEMENTAL 
DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS Page 2 
661258 007723
 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 27th day of January, 2011, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing trial exhibits were served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Daniel Loras Glynn
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
o
~
o
o
o
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
E-mail:
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S TWELFTH SUPPLEMENTAL
DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS Page 3
661258 007724
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JAN 28 lOll
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
Case No. CV OC 0907257
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT
PETRA INCORPORATED'S
AMENDMENT TO NINTH
SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF
TRIAL EXHIBITS
Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled matter, by
and through its attorneys of record, Cosho Humphrey, LLP, submits herewith its Amendment to
Ninth Supplemental Disclosure of Trial Exhibits and hereby lodges Bates numbered Exhibits 692
DEFENDANTICOUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S AMENDMENT TO NINTH
SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS Page 1
662658
007725
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l.
through 728 consisting of Petra Incorporated's produced Pay Applications 1 through 30 and Pay
Applications 001 through 007 for the East Parking Lot. These exhibits replace previously
disclosed Exhibits 645 through 681.
Petra reserves the right to supplement or amend its trial exhibits in conformance with the
evidence and pursuant to Rule 16(h), LR.C.P., and as otherwise necessary. Additionally Petra
Incorporated reserves the right to utilize any exhibits identified or utilized by the Plaintiff in this
matter.
DATED this 28th day of January, 2011.
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
By ~W-
THOMAS G. WALKER
An Attorney Licensed in Idaho
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S AMENDMENT TO NINTH
SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS Page 2
662658
007726
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 28th day of January, 2011, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document and an electronic copy of Petra Incorporated's Trial Exhibits 692
through 728 was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Daniel Loras Glynn
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
D
~
D
D
D
u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
E-mail:
THOMAS G. WALKER
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT PETRA INCORPORATED'S AMENDMENT TO NINTH
SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL EXHIBITS
662658
Page 3
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JAN 31 2011
KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB#5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
ORDER REGARDING PROCEDURE
FOR FEBRUARY 8, 2011 SITE
INSPECTION OF MERIDIAN CITY
HALL BY PETRA REPRESENTATIVES
AND OTHER DESIGNATED PERSONS
The Court having heard Defendant's Motion for Site Inspection on January 27, 2011, and
upon due consideration of the motion, facts, law and arguments of both counsel, and in an exercise
of the Court's discretion, and good cause appearing therefore, it is HEREBY ORDERED:
1. On February 8, 2011, Petra representatives and other designated persons listed in
this order are to be allowed entry to the Meridian City Hall and surrounding premises.
2. The inspection is to commence at 9:00 a.m. and continue for a period of time not to
substantially exceed half a day.
3. The following persons are to be allowed entry: Gene Bennett (petra), Tom Coughlin
(petra), Steve Packard (pacWest), Mike Devaney (or other representative of Sealco), Roy McGlothin
ORDER REGARDING PROCEDURE FOR FEBRUARY 8, 2011 SITE INSPECTION OF MERIDIAN
CITY HALL BY PETRA REPRESENTATIVES AND OTHER DESIGNATED PERSONS -1 007728
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(or other representative of Lemley International), Lenny Buss (or other representative of Buss
Mechanical), Tim McGorty (or other representative of TMC), Rick Dooms (or other representative
of TMC), and Matthew Schelstrate (Cosho Humphrey, LLP). Only the people listed in this Order
shall be allowed entry for inspection of the Meridian City Hall and surrounding premises.
4. The City of Meridian may have representatives present at the City's discretion and
will identify any such representatives to the Court and to Petra's counsel prior to the site inspection.
5. The inspecting team will conduct the inspection as a group;
6. The inspection will be limited to the following items or areas:
a. Access floor panels;
b. Waterproofing;
c. Heritage Building;
d. Masonry;
e. Piping;
f. Cleanouts, and
g. Water Features.
7. The inspecting team will be allowed to perform some excavation with shovels in
connection with the inspection of the waterproofing. The inspecting team shall not use any "heavy
equipment." The inspecting team shall guarantee that the site is returned to the condition it was
found. If the inspecting team does not return the site to the condition it was found. Petra shall be
responsible for any remediation costs.
8. The inspecting team may take photographs at any time during the inspection.
9. Petra will provide a written report to the Court and to counsel for the City of
Meridian within 48 hours of the completion of the inspection. This report will detail the date and
time of the inspection, what specific areas or items were inspected, by whom, who was present at
ORDER REGARDING PROCEDURE FOR FEBRUARY 8, 2011 SITE INSPECTION OF MERIDIAN
CITY HALL BY PETRA REPRESENTATIVES AND OTHER DESIGNATED PERSONS - 2
007729
             
             
               
              
              
                 
           
            
    
  
   
  
  
   
   
              
               
                
                   
     
             
                 
                 
                 
           
          
..
the inspection, and how each inspection was conducted. The report will also detail the results of
each inspection.
10. This Order does not re-open discovery.
.?\~
DATED this~ day ofJanuary, 2011.
ORDER REGARDING PROCEDURE FOR FEBRUARY 8, 2011 SITE INSPECTION OF MERIDIAN
CITY HALL BY PETRA REPRESENTATIVES AND OTHER DESIGNATED PERSONS - 3
007730
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the "?Iday ofJanuary, 2011 a true and correct copy of the
above and foregoing document was served upon:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
~ (208) 639-5~----
Kim). Trout
TroutJones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A.
225 N. 9th St., Ste. 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise,ID 83702
~x: (208) 331-1520
ORDER REGARDING PROCEDURE FOR FEBRUARY 8, 2011 SITE INSPECTION OF MERIDIAN
CITY HALL BY PETRA REPRESENTATIVES AND OTHER DESIGNATED PERSONS - 4 007731
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FEB 02 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By eARLY LATIMORE
DEPUTY
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantiCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
PETRA INCORPORATED'S FIRST
SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF
TRIAL WITNESSES PURSUANT TO
COURT RULING ON JANUARY 31,
2011
Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and through its attorneys of
record, Cosho Humphrey, LLP, submits the additional list of witnesses that it may call at the trial
in this matter for purposes of rebuttal or Surrebuttal. This disclosure is pursuant to Court's
ruling during the trial on January 31, 2011.
PETRA INCORPORATED'S FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL WITNESSES PURSUANT
TO COURT RULING ON JANUARY 31, 2011 Page 1
663097 007732
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Witness Company
Dick Cummings Cummings Law
JonKruk Materials Testing and Inspection
Jay Grieve M.R. Miller
Dave Peterson Yamas
Charlie Transtrum Buss Mechanical
Bill Long Versico
Rick Roberson Tsa-La-Gi
Mike Devaney Sealco
Rick Dooms TMC
Ray Miller Miller Consulting Engineers
Phil McClain Phil McClain Photography
DATED: February 2, 2011.
PETRA INCORPORATED'S FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL WITNESSES PURSUANT
TO COURT RULING ON JANUARY 31, 2011 Page 2
663097 007733
  
    
     
    
   
    
   
   
   
   
     
     
    
Counsel for Petra incorporated 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 2nd day of February, 2011, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Daniel Loras Glynn
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
E-mail:
PETRA INCORPORATED'S FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF TRIAL WITNESSES PURSUANT
TO COURT RULING ON JANUARY 31, 2011 Page 3
663097 007734
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FEB 24 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOL.MES
OEPUTY
Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantiCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, MOTION FOR ORDER SETTING
TRIAL PROCEDURES
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
The above-named Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and
through its attorney of record, Thomas G. Walker, of the law firm Cosho Humphrey, LLP moves
this Court pursuant to Rule 611 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence and the Court's authority over
trial proceedings for an order limiting the amount of time for cross examination to not more than
MOTION FOR ORDER SETTING TRIAL PROCEDURES
671029_2.docx
Page I
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50% of the amount of time taken for the direct examination. This motion is made for the
purposes of bringing this trial to a timely completion.
LR.E. 611 states:
(a) Control by court. The court shall exercise reasonable control over the mode
and order of interrogating witnesses and presenting evidence so as to (1) make the
interrogation and presentation effective for the ascertainment of the truth, (2)
avoid needless consumption oftime, and (3) protect witnesses from harassment or
undue embarrassment.
The authority of a trial court to enter an order governing the presentation of evidence is
clear under the Rules of Evidence and Rules of Civil Procedure. Orders concerning the
presentation of proof at trial are within the trial court's sound discretion. See Findley v. Woodall,
86 Idaho 439, 442,387 P.2d 594,595 (1963).
This case began December 2, 2010. After the City took two months to put on its case,
Petra began its case on February 2, 2011. It is now February 24, 2011. Petra has completed
direct examinations of 2 witnesses. As the Court is aware, the City's cross-examinations have
exceeded the length of the direct examinations. At the rate the trial is currently proceeding, Petra
will be required to expend substantial and unanticipated additional funds to complete its
participation in this case. A limitation on cross examination to not more than 50% of the amount
of time taken for direct is a reasonable limitation and will serve the ends ofjustice. The City had
ample opportunity to present its case. There would be no prejudice to the City if the Court grants
the requested relief.
MOTION FOR ORDER SETTING TRIAL PROCEDURES
671029_2.docx
Page 2
007736
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JConsidering the length of this trial already, the Court would be within its discretion to
enter the requested order.
Oral argument is requested to occur prior to the commencement of trial on Wednesday
March 2,2011.
DATED: February 24,2011.
KER
ndants/Counterclaimant
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 24th day of February, 2011, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
D
D
D
r8J
D
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Fac' ile:
MOTION FOR ORDER SETTING TRIAL PROCEDURES
671029_2.docx
Page 3
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FEB 24 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.comjeklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.comjmschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, PETRA'S MOTION TO SHORTEN
TIME FOR HEARING
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
The above-named Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and
through its attorney of record, Thomas G. Walker, of the law firm Cosho Humphrey, LLP moves
this Court pursuant to Rule 7(b)(3) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure for an Order shortening
the required period for hearing its Motion for Order Setting Trial Procedures.
PETRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING
671114
Page 1
007738
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This motion is made because there is insufficient time to give the notice required by
Rule 7(b)(3) prior to the hearing requested to occur prior to the commencement of trial on
Wednesday March 2, 2011.
DATED: February 24,2011.
By:~'-tL-~~~"PI--'-:::::'~-=":~:"-':~-=-_
THOMAS G. W KER
Attorneys for D:6 dant/Counterclaimant
PETRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING
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•CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 24th day ofFebruary, 2010, a true and correct copy of
the foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
D
D
D
~
D
u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile
E-mail:
PETRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING
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\Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.comjeklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.comjmschelstrate@cosholaw.com
AM. -:--iliifUDliip.M-;-"'K""':·~-·c!J---
f
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterciaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, ORDER
VS.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
Petra Incorporated's ("Petra") Motion to Shorten Time for hearing on Petra's Motion for
Order Setting Trial Procedures, having come before the Court, and good cause appearing
therefor;
ORDER TO SHORTEN TIME
671116
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IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Petra's Motion to Shorten Time is granted.
r-- ~DATED: February;li! ,2011. ----"~-+-,fT-/---------
RONALDJ. ER
District Jud
ORDER TO SHORTEN TIME
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"CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the ztfday of February, 2011, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
Thomas G. Walker
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
ORDER TO SHORTEN TIME
671116
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U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile: 331-1529
E-mail:
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile: 338-3290
E-mail:
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NO.P1t+ A~~ :A.M.-+tt-
FEB 28 2011
CHRiSTOPHER D. RiCH, Clerk
By ABBY GARDEN
DEPUTY
Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@coshola\f.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, MOTION TO RECONSIDER
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
The above-named Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and
through its attorney of record, Thomas G. Walker, of the law firm Cosho Humphrey, LLP moves
this Court pursuant to Rule 11 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure for reconsideration of the
Court's oral finding during trial on February 25,2011 regarding discovery violations.
MOTION TO RECONSIDER
672084
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This motion is supported by the Memorandum and Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker filed
contemporaneously herewith.
Oral argument is requested to occur prior to the commencement of trial on Monday
February 28,2011.
DATED: February 26,2011.
R
ants/Counterclaimant
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 26th day of February, 2011, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim 1. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
MOTION TO RECONSIDER
672084
D
D
D
D
~
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
11:
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika Klein (ISB No. 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com;
eklein@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantiCounterciaimant, Petra Incorporated
NO.AH- Pl~
A.M~.J.4.-_ .... ·M_----
FEB 28 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ABBY GARDEN
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
STATEOFIDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada )
Case No. CV OC 0907257
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER
DATED FEBRUARY 26, 2011 IN
OPPOSITION TO CITY'S MOTION TO
STRIKE PETRA'S DEFENSES AND
COUNTERCLAIM
I, THOMAS G. WALKER, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state:
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS WALKER DATED FEBRUARY 26, 2011.
672079
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1. I am one of the attorneys of record for the Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra
Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled action.
2. I make this affidavit based upon facts I consider to be true and correct to the best
ofmy personal knowledge and belief.
3. I submit this affidavit in opposition to City's motion to strike Petra's defenses and
counterclaim.
4. The City's motion is based upon the mistaken belief that Petra did not meet its
discovery obligations regarding the production of the accounting records maintained in the
Construction Partner program.
5. Construction Partner is an accounting software program for use by companies
involved in the construction industry.
6. Construction Partner is not a data base like Expedition. Rather, it is a program
like QuickBooks, but with more capabilities designed to meet the needs of the construction
industry.
7. During the times relevant to this case Petra used the Construction Partner software
for its total company accounting.
8. Thus, the accounting information maintained by Construction Partner includes all
of Petra's business and projects.
9. On February 25,2011, I contacted Russ Roy, a representative of the Construction
Partner software, to determine whether the binary data maintained in the program with respect
to the new Meridian City hall Project could be exported separately from all of the other binary
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS WALKER DATED FEBRUARY 26, 2011.
672079
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data in the program. (Attached as Exhibit A are copies of Mr. Roy's email transmittal and the
Construction Partner Software License Agreement).l
10. Based on my conversation with Mr. Roy I learned that the binary data in
Construction Partner relevant to the new Meridian City Hall Project could be not be produced
separately from the other binary data in the program.
11. Rather, the data can be exported to .pdfformat, which Petra did.
12. These .pdffiles were produced by Petra to the City during discovery as follows:
Payroll History Distribution 2006 - Bates Petra 93131 - 93133
Payroll History Distribution 2007 - Bates Petra 93186 - 93192
Payroll History Distribution 2008 - Bates Petra 93421 - 93430
Vendor History by Job - Bates Petra 92905-930082
Payroll History Distribution and Time Card documentation - Bates Petra 93131-
93553
Job Cost Detail-By Line Item - Bates Petra 95367-954433
A Summary Production report is also attached as Exhibit N.
13. Importantly, this Court entered an Order Granting Petra Incorporated's Motion for
A Protective Order on November 30, 2009 (attached as Exhibit B). This Order provided:
"1. Petra will not be required to re-produce the job cost accounting
information for the Meridian City Hall Project (Notice Item 1).
"2. Petra will not be required to produce "All Petra job cost accounting
for any and all projects under either contract or construction by Petra, Inc.
(sic) during the period June 17,2006 through April 30, 2009... " (Notice
Item 2).
1Petra personnel could not locate Petra's copy of the License Agreement.
2 This report shows all of the invoices that were posted and the check numbers and check dates for payments.
3 See Notice of Service of Discovery Responses and Fifth Supplemental Response dated November 25, 2009 to First
Request for Production of Documents attached as Exhibit M.
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS WALKER DATED FEBRUARY 26, 2011.
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"3. Petra will not be required to produce "All Petra non-job cost
accounting information from June 17, 2006 through April 30, 2009... "
(Notice Item 3).
Petra's motion is granted for the reason that the production of the
foregoing and records would be unduly burdensome and would not likely lead to
the discovery of admissible evidence."
14. With respect to the Court's Order the following are attached: Copies of
Petra's Motion for Protective Order that Certain Discovery Not be Had (Exhibit C),
Memorandum in Support of Petra's Motion for Protective Order that Certain Discovery
Not be Had (Exhibit D), Affidavit of John E. Quapp dated November 17, 2009 in
Support of Petra's Motion for Protective Order that Certain Discovery Not be Had
(Exhibit E), Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker dated November 17, 2009 in Support of
Petra's Motion for Protective Order that Certain Discovery Not be Had (Exhibit F), and
Notice ofDeposition of Petra Incorporated Pursuant to LR.C.P. 30(b)(6) (Exhibit G).
15. Of additional importance to the discovery matters is the correspondence
exchanged between counsel for the parties, including: (1) Mr. Trout's letter dated
November 24, 2009 (Exhibit H), (2) my response dated November 25, 2009 (Exhibit I),
(3) Ms. Klein's letter dated March 12, 2010 (Exhibit J), (4) Mr. Trout's letter dated
March 17, 2010 (Exhibit K) and (5) my letter dated March 31, 2010 (Exhibit L).
16. During the proceedings on Friday, February 25,2011, the Court asked me
whether I could make an affirmative representation that Petra produced all of the Project
Records, including the records maintained in the accounting software program known as
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS WALKER DATED FEBRUARY 26, 2011.
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Construction Partner. I responded that I could not make that representation at that time
because I did not know.
17. I also informed the Court that my office had instructed Petra personnel
during the course of discovery to produce all Project Records for the new Meridian City
Hall project and we were informed that all such records had been produced.
18. On Friday afternoon, February 25, 2010, I convened and participated in a
meeting with the following persons to determine whether Petra had met its discovery
responsibilities: Jerry Frank, Gene Bennett, John Quapp, Debbie Gorski, Robin
Anselme, Erika Klein, and Matt Schelstrate. During this meeting we placed a call to the
offices of Construction Partner and I spoke to Russ Roy. The results of that telephone
interview are reported in paragraphs 5-11 above. Before the meeting adjourned, we
determined on a preliminary basis that Petra had met its discovery responsibilities
considering the Project Records that had been produced and this Court's Order Granting
Petra Incorporated's Motion for a Protective Order.
19. Following the meeting, I met with Ms. Klein, Mr. Schelstrate and Pam
Carson, the paralegal assigned to this case. During this meeting we reviewed portions of
the files maintained in our office to confirm that Petra had met its discovery
responsibilities. We then separated and pursued legal research and review of the
discovery in this case.
20. On Saturday, February 26, 2011, we continued our work in order to
prepare a response to the City's motion to strike Petra's defenses and its counterclaim.
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS WALKER DATED FEBRUARY 26, 2011.
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Our research and investigation led us to conclude that Petra had met its discovery
responsibilities and that sanctions were not warranted.
21. Consequently, we prepared a motion to reconsider the Court's findings
that Petra violated the rules of discovery and that the City was prejudiced by the alleged
violation. I prepared this affidavit. And, we prepared a memorandum in opposition to
the City's motion to strike Petra's defenses and its counterclaim.
March 31, 2016.
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS WALKER DATED FEBRUARY 26,2011.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
-tit
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the £ day of February, 2011, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
o
o
o
o
~
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Fac' He
il:
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS WALKER DATED FEBRUARY 26, 2011.
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Pam Carson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:
See attached.
Thomas G. Walker
Friday, February 25, 2011 2:23 PM
Barb Crawford; Gene Bennett; Jerry Frank; Robin Anselme; Tom Coughlin
Erika K. Klein; Matt Schelstrate; Mackenzie E. Whatcott; Pam Carson
FW: Construction Partner - license agreement
LicenseAgreement.pdf
Thomas G. Walker
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Direct phone: 208-639-5607
Cell phone: 208-869-1508
Fax: 208-639-5601
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com
From: Russ Roy [mailto:russroy@constructionpartner.com]
Sent: Friday, February 25,20111:46 PM
To: Thomas G. Walker
Subject: Construction Partner - license agreement
Tom,
Attached is the license agreement you requested.
Sincerely,
Russ Roy (russroy@constructionpartner.com)
Construction Partner, Inc.
800-395-7474; Fax 800-695-7474
!SIG:4d6814f6185716943512813!
EXHIBIT
I~
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SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT
Construction Partner, Inc. ("CPI") and the "End-User" whose signature appears below enter into this
Software License Agreement ("Agreement") and agree as follows:
1. SOFTWARE. The term "Software" as used in this Agreement shall refer to the
CONSTRUCTION PARTNER ® computer program, accompanying materials, documentation,
subsequent program updates, and instructions (either oral or written) as provided by CPI and its
authorized representatives
2. LICENSE GRANT. CPI hereby grants to End-User a non-exclusive and non-transferable
license to use this Software on a single computer. If this Software is designed to function on a computer
network, then this License applies to all users on that single network. No title or ownership interest in
this Software is granted to End-User by this Agreement and CPI retains exclusive title thereto. CPI
retains all rights not expressly granted to End-User hereunder.
3. USE RESTRICTIONS. End-User may copy the Software from one computer to another
so long as it exists or is used on only one computer at anyone time. End-User may make a backup copy
of the Software for End-User's sole use. End-User may not use, modify, adapt, add-on, translate,
improve, enhance, create derivative works of, lease, assign, sublicense, distribute, disclose or transfer the
Software, in whole or in part, to any third party.
4. TERM AND TERMINATION. The term of this Agreement shall commence upon the date of
this Agreement as entered below and shall terminate upon the earlier of (l) End-User's discontinuing the use of
the Software and (2) automatically and without notice from CPI if End-User is in breach of, or fails to comply
with, any provisions of this Agreement.
5. SOFTWARE UPDATES. CPI may from time to time create updated versions and revisions to
the Software. At its option, CPI may make these Software updates available to End-User, provided that End-
User has signed and returned this Agreement and pays any required update fees to CPI.
6. SOFTWARE WARRANTY. CPI warrants that, for a period of90 days after delivery,
the Software provided under this Agreement shall perform according to the program design and published
specifications provided with the Software and that the media on which the Software is originally provided
to End-User shall be free from defects in materials and workmanship under normal use, for a period of 30
days after delivery. In the event that the Software does not substantially perform in accordance with the
program design and specifications, then, provided that End-User is not in violation of this Agreement,
CPI shall, at its option and within 30 days of notification, either (l) correct the Software and distribute the
correction to the End-User at no charge, or (2) refund the purchase price of the Software upon End-User's
return of the Software.
7. DISCLAIMER; NO FURTHER WARRANTIES. End-User assumes the entire liability
for the selection and use of the Software, and CPI shall have no liability for any errors, malfunctions,
defects, or loss of data resulting from or related to the use of the Software. Except for the limited
warranty described above, the Software is provided on an "AS IS" basis. CPI does not warrant that the
documentation or functions of the Software will meet End-User's requirements or that the operation of
the Software will be uninterrupted or error free. CPI provides no other warranties of any kind, either
express or implied, including but not limited to any warranties with respect to the quality, performance or
(See Reverse)
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accuracy of this Software or the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose,
and all such warranties are expressly and specifically disclaimed.
8. DAMAGE LIMITATION. In no event shall CPI or anyone else involved in the creation,
licensing or support of the Software be liable for any indirect, incidental or consequential damages or lost
profits to End-User or to any other person or entity arising out of the use or inability to use this Software,
even if advised ofthe possibility of such damage. In no event shall CPI's liability hereunder, if any,
exceed the purchase price paid by End-User for the Software. The foregoing exclusion ofliability for
consequential or incidental damages is limited to the extent required by applicable state law, but shall
apply to the fullest extent permitted under applicable law.
9. INDEMNITY. End User agrees to indemnify, defend and hold CPI, and its agents
harmless from any loss, damage, claim, liability, settlement, cost or expense, including attorney's fees,
asserted against or incurred by reason of any third party demand or claim arising, directly or indirectly,
out of any use of the Software by End User.
10. AMENDMENT; WAIVER. No supplement, modification or amendment of this
Agreement shall be binding unless executed in writing by both parties. No waiver of any provision of the
Agreement shall constitute, a waiver of any other provision, whether or not similar, nor shall any waiver
constitute a continuing waiver.
11. ILLEGALITY. If any provisions of this Agreement shall be invalid, illegal or
unenforceable in any respect, such provision shall be deemed ineffective to the extent of such invalidity,
illegality or unenforceability without invalidating or impairing the remainder of such provision or the
remaining provisions of the Agreement.
12. AGREEMENT. This Agreement is a complete agreement and understanding of the
parties with respect to the license of the Software, and supersedes all prior oral, written or other
representations and agreements regarding the subject matter. This Agreement may only be amended in
writing by an authorized officer of CPI.
13. CHOICE OF LAW. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance
with the laws of the State of California. Any action to enforce or interpret this Agreement shall be
brought in a court of competent jurisdiction in Roseville, Placer County, California.
14. ATTORNEY'S FEES. If the services of an attorney are required by any party to secure
the performance of this Agreement or otherwise upon the breach or default of another party, or if any
judicial remedy or arbitration is necessary to enforce or interpret any provision of this Agreement or the
rights and duties of any person in relation thereto, the prevailing party shall be entitled to attorney's fees,
costs and other expenses, in addition to any other relief to which such party may be entitled.
Dated effective this _ day of ,20__ at
(Month) (Year) (City) (State)
FOR:
(End-User Company Name)
BY:
(Printed Name)
(Title)
(Page 2)
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EXHIBITI (l Bil
Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant, Petra Incorporated
copy
tC1 =Fi.IiO
~. P.M.
NOV 3 02009
J. DAVID NAVARRO, CtIIIt
8t' .NGA JOHNSON
""""" j I~ f,\,1
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
ORDER GRANTING PETRA
INCORPORATED'S MOTION FOR A
PROTECTIVE ORDER
Petra Incorporated's ("Petra") Motion for a Protective Order regarding the City of
Meridian's November 16,2009 Notice of Deposition of Petra Incorporated pursuant to I.R.C.P.
30(b)(6) came before this Court on for hearing on November 23, 2009. The Court having
considered the motion, affidavits, memoranda and counsels' oral arguments and good cause
appearing therefor;
ORDER GRANTING PERTRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION FOR A PROTECTIVE ORDER Page I
5I6664.doc
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IT IS ORDERED as follows:
Petra motion for a protective order is GRANTED.
Petra will not be required to re-produce the job cost accounting information for
the Meridian City Hall Project (Notice Item 1).
2 Petra will not be required to produce "All Petra job cost accounting for any and
all projects under either contract or construction by Petra, Inc. (sic) during the period June 17,
2006 through April 30, 2009... " (Notice Item 2).
3 Petra will not be required to produce "All Petra non-job cost accounting
information from June 17,2006 through April 30, 2009... " (Notice Item 3).
Petra's motion is granted for the reason that the production of the foregoing and records
would be unduly burdensome and would not likely lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.
DATED: November{~2009. RONALD J.WtLPSRRONALD J. WILPER
District Judge
ORDER GRANTING PERTRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION FOR A PROTECTIVE ORDER Page 2
516664.doc
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the ?LJ day of November, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Giedhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
E-mail:
Thomas G. Walker, Esq.
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd.,
Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
E-mail:
ORDER GRANTING PERTRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION FOR A PROTECTIVE ORDER Page 3
516664.doc
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EXHIBIT
NOV17.
NO·'----":::Fluro:':='"-----A.M PM _
J. DAVliJ I\lAVARRO, CIQrk
ayl..,AMII
Of:PUTY
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendanUCounterciaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
PETRA'S MOTION FOR
PROTECTIVE ORDER THAT
CERTAIN DISCOVERY NOT BE HAD
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant.
The above-named Defendant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and through its attorney of
record, Thomas G. Walker, of the law firm Cosho Humphrey, LLP moves this Court pursuant to
Rules 7(b), 26(b)(l), 26(c) and 26(c)(l), (4) and (7) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure for a
Protective Order that the discovery set forth in that certain Notice of Deposition of Petra
Incorporated Pursuant to LR.C.P. 30(b)(6) served on the 16th day ofNovember, 2009 not be had.
PETRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER
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Petra objects to Item No.1 because the job cost accounting information for the Project
was originally provided to the City ofMeridian ("Meridian") in the Monthly Reports delivered to
Meridian during the course of the Project, and Meridian produced a copy of the monthly reports
in response to discovery requests as Bates Nos. CM073631 through CM074543.
Petra objects to Item No.2 and seeks an order that discovery not be had because the
production of "All Petra job cost accounting for any and all projects under either contract or
construction by Petra, Inc. (sic) during the period June 17,2006 through April 30, 2009...." is
oppressive, unduly burdensome and expensive because it would require the production of
hundreds of thousands of pages of documents requiring the expenditure of an estimated 1,500 to
2,000 man hours. In addition, Item No.2 requests the production of confidential commercial
information, and the information sought is not likely to lead to the discovery of admissible
evidence.
Petra objects to Item No.3 and seeks an order that discovery not be had because the
production of"All Petra non-job cost accounting information from June 17, 2006 through April
30, 2009...." is oppressive, unduly burdensome and expensive because it would require the
complete disclosure of all of Petra's accounting and financial records for a three-year period. In
addition, Item No. 3 requests the production of confidential commercial information, and the
information sought is not likely to lead to the discovery ofadmissible evidence.
This motion is supported by the Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion for a
Protective Order Re: Confidential Commercial Information, the Affidavit of John Quapp dated
PETRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER
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November 17, 2009 and the Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker dated November 17, 2009 filed
concurrently herewith.
Oral argument is requested and is scheduled for Thursday, November 23, 2009 at 2:00
p.m., or a soon thereafter as counsel can be heard.
DATED: November 17, 2009.
PETRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 17th day ofNovember, 2009, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
o
o
o
~
o
u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Fac ·mile:
it:
PETRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER
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NOV 17 2009
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P; O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707;.9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendanUCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
DefendantiCounterclaimant.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PETRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION
FOR A PROTECTIVE ORDER THAT
CERTAIN DISCOVERY NOT BE HAD
Defendant Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), lodges this memorandum of law in support of its
motion for a protective order pursuant to Rules 7(b), 26(b)(I), 26(c) and 26(c)(I), (4) and (7) of
the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure for a Protective Order that the discovery set forth in that
certain Notice of Deposition of Petra Incorporated Pursuant to I.R.c.P. 30(b)(6) served on the
16th day of November, 2009 not be had.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Plaintiff, City of Meridian, an Idaho Municipal Corporation ("Meridian"), served a
Notice of Deposition of Petra Incorporated Pursuant to LR.C.P 30(b)(6) on November 16,2009
("Notice"), scheduling a deposition for November 24, 2009, just seven days after service of the
Notice, and without any prior consultation with the undersigned counsel for Petra. Interestingly,
even though the thrust of the Notice is to obtain documents, it is not denominated a duces tecum
Notice.
The use by Meridian of Rule 30(b)(6) is obviously an attempt to avoid the 30-day
response requirements of Rule 34. Regardless, to the extent the discovery sought has not already
been produced at least twice, the remaining requests described in Items 2 and 3 of the Notice are
objectionable for the reasons set forth in Petra's motion, this memorandum and the affidavits of
John Quapp, Petra's CFO, and Thomas G. Walker, Petra's counsel.
Petra objects to Item No.1 because the job cost accounting information for the Project
was originally provided to the City ofMeridian ("Meridian") in the Monthly Reports delivered to
Meridian during the course of the Project. Meridian has these extensive documents and
produced a copy of each of the Monthly Reports as Bates Nos. CM073631 through CM074543.
Petra objects to Item No.2 and seeks an order that discovery not be had because the
production of "All Petra job cost accounting for any and all projects under either contract or
construction by Petra, Inc. (sic) during the period June 17, 2006 through April 30, 2009...."
would be oppressive, unduly burdensome and expensive because it would require the production
ofhWldreds of thousands of pages of documents requiring the expenditure of an estimated 1,500
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER
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to 2,000 man hours. In addition, Item No.2 requests the production of confidential commercial
information, and the information sought is not likely to lead to the discovery of admissible
evidence.
Petra objects to Item No.3 and seeks an order that discovery not be had because the
production of "All Petra non-job cost accounting information from June 17,2006 through April
30, 2009...." is oppressive, unduly burdensome and expensive because it would require the
complete disclosure of all of Petra's accounting and financial records for a three-year period. In
addition, Item No.3 requests the production of confidential commercial information, and the
information sought is not likely to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.
2. LAW AND ANALYSIS
2.1 Petra is entitled to a protective order under the Rules and applicable
law.
Rule 26(b)(1), I Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, provides in relevant part as follows:
Unless otherwise limited by order of the court in accordance with these rules, the
scope of discovery is as follows: (1) Parties may obtain discovery regarding any
matter, not privileged, which is relevant to the subject matter involved in the
pending action, whether it relates to the claim or defense of the party seeking
discovery or to the claim or defense of any other party, including the existence,
description, nature, custody, condition and location of any books, documents, or
other tangible things and the identity and location of persons having knowledge of
any discoverable matter. It is not ground for objection that the information sought
will be inadmissible at the trial if the information sought appears reasonably
calculated to lead to the discovery ofadmissible evidence.
Rule 26(c),2 Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, provides in relevant part as follows:
I Llnless otherwise specified herein, "Rule" shall refer to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedun::.
2'Unless otherwise specified herein, "Rule" shall refer t()the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER
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Upon motion by a party or by the person from whom discovery is sought, and for
good cause shown, the court in which the action is pending .. , may make any
order which justice requires to protect a party or person from annoyance,
embarrassment, oppression or undue burden or expense, including one or more of
the following: (l) that discovery not be had; . . . (4) that certain matters not be
inquired into, or that the scope of the discovery be limited to certain matters; ...
(7) that a trade secret or other confidential research, development, or commercial
information not be disclosed or be disclosed only in a designated way....
The trial court's decision to grant a protective order is discretionary with the court. See
Bailey v. Sanford, 139 Idaho 744, 748, 86 P.3d 458, 462 (2004), citing Selkirk Seed Co. v.
Forney, 134 Idaho 98, 996 P.2d 798 (2000)("This Court has held that the use of the permissive
word 'may' denotes the exercise of discretion.") "Given the permissive language of the rule, the
district court's decision to grant a protective order is discretionary and will not be overturned
absent an abuse of that discretion." Selkirk Seed, 134 Idaho at 104, 996 P.2d at 804.
2.2 The job cost accounting information for the Project has been
produced.
With regard to Item 1 of the Notice, the job cost accounting information for the Project
was originally provided to Meridian in the Monthly Reports delivered to it during the course of
the Project.3 Meridian has the Monthly Reports and produced them during discovery as Bates
Nos. CM073631 through CM074543.4 Consequently, another production of that information
would serve no legitimate purpose and would be unduly burdensome. In addition, such a re-
production would cause Petra to incur unnecessary expense. It is oppressive and unduly
burdensome to produce information that has previously been produced. Although the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure do not apply, they are instructive on this issue. Rule 26(b)(2)(C)(i)
3 In addition to the Monthly Reports, invoices and other source documents supporting the entries in each Monthly
Report was provided to Meridian with the Monthly Reports.
4 Affidavit ofThOnlBS G. Walker dated November 17,2009 ("Walker Affidavit") at' 3.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT Of MOTION fOR PROTECTIVE ORDER
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provides that discovery requests cannot be "unreasonably cumulative or duplicative" nor can the
burden or expense of the resulting production be outweighed by the likely benefit. Fed.R.Civ.P.
26(b)(2)(C)(iii). The Court should take into consideration this same rationale when detennining,
under Rule 26(c) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, whether the request is oppressive and
unduly burdensome. This analysis calls first for a comparison of the information sought and the
information already provided. In this case, the information sought in Item 1 is identical to the
infonnation that is contained in the Monthly Reports and supporting source documents that were
previously provided by Petra to Meridian.5 Meridian can set forth no explanation as to why the
re-production of the infonnation identified in Item 1 is necessary in light of what has already
been provided, or why it would not be cumulative or duplicative. See John C. Flood o/Virginia
Inc. v. John C. Flood, Inc., 69 Fed. Rules Servo 3d 1503 (D.D.C.2008)(request for financial
infotmation of two companies who used disputed trade names sought infonnation which was
duplicative and cumulative of previously produced infonnation and burden of producing
outweighed benefit of infonnation ofquestionable relevance; protective order granted).
2.3 The production of Petra's job cost accounting for any and all projects
and non-job cost accounting would be oppressive, unduly burdensome
and expensive.
With regard to Items 2 and 3 of the Notice, the production of Petra's non-job cost
accounting and job cost accounting records for any and all projects under either contract or
construction for the period June 17, 2006 through April 30, 2009 would be oppressive, undUly
burdensome and expensive because it would require the production of hundreds of thousands of
S See Walker AfT. at 13.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER
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pages of documents requiring the expenditure of an estimated 1,500 to 2,000 man hours to
assemble, collate, copy and produce.6 In addition, Items 2 and 3 request the production of
confidential commercial information, and the information sought is not likely to lead to the
discovery of admissible evidence.
2.3.1 Oppressive, unduly burdensome and expensive.
The production of all of Petra's accounting for any and all projects is oppressive, unduly
burdensome and expensive as it would require the production of hundreds of thousands of pages
of documents requiring the expenditure of an estimated 1,500 to 2,000 man hours. See Van v.
PortneuJ Medical Center, 147 Idaho 552, 212 P.3d 982 (2009)(court entered a protective order
barring the discovery of a certain contract on the grounds that the request was duplicative,
burdensome and irrelevant).
2.3.2 Confidential commercial information.
While there do not appear to be any published decisions in Idaho directly on point with
regard to confidential commercial information, the federal courts have addressed the required
analysis under the identical Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(c)(7). See Sammis v. Magnetek,
Inc., 130 Idaho 342, 941 P.2d 314 (l997)("When Idaho courts have not addressed an issue
concerning the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Idaho courts will consider federal case law
interpreting the analogous Federal Rule of Civil Procedure.") "To obtain a protective order, the
party resisting discovery or seeking limitations must, under Rule 26(c), show good cause for its
issuance. Specifically, the moving party must make a clear showing of a particular and specific
6 Affidavit of John Quapp dated November 17, 2009 ("<J(j~pp Affidavit") at' 6.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER
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need for the order." Nutratech, Inc. v. Syntech (SSPF) Int'l, Inc., 242 F.R.D. 552,554 (2007),
citing Blankenship v. Hearst Corp., 519 F.2d 418,429 (9th Cir.1975).
"The burden then shifts to the party seeking discovery to show that the infonnation is
relevant to a party's claims or defenses or the subject matter of the lawsuit and is necessary to
prepare the case for trial." Id. Where trade secrets or other confidential commercial
information are involved, the court will balance the risk of disclosure to competitors against the
risk that a protective order will impair prosecution or defense of the claims. Brown Bag
Software v. Symantec Corp., 960 F.2d 1465, 1470 (9th Cir.1992). The Nutratech court
explained that certain information which included overall sales and revenue figures,
customer/supplier lists constitute "trade secrets" and that Rule 26(c)(7) does not limit its reach
to "trade secrets," but also allows for protection of "confidential commercial infonnation."
Customer/supplier lists and sales and revenue information qualify as "confidential commercial
information." Nutratech, 242 F.R.D. at 555, fn. 4.
Production of the information contained in Items 2 and 3, non-job cost accounting and
job cost accounting for any and all of projects, would result in the disclosure of all of Petra's
financial and accounting information for a three-year period. This information would reveal
Petra's cost structure and how it bids its jobs. Disclosure of this information would be
prejudicial and hannful to Petra's business and would compromise its competitive position.
Meridian's sweeping request consists not only of confidential financial, accounting and
commercial information, but infonnation that is in no way relevant to the litigation.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER
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3. CONCLUSION
Based upon the foregoing, Petra requests that this Court enter, a Protective Order
concluding that the discovery sought by Item 1 has already been produced and that the discovery
sought by Items 2 and 3 of the Notice not be had.
DATED: November 17, 2009.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 1t h day of November, 2009, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
o
o
o
~
o
T
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsi ile:
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From: ~8 3231147 Page: 1/3 Date: 11/1712009 '~'~9:02 PM
", .
COpy EXHIBIT{(C /1
NO'----=FlLEO~-----
A,M ~....JP.M --
NOV17~
J. CAVIC NAVARRO. Clerk
DVL.AMES
OCNr'Y
nonaas C. Walker (ISB Js..~)
MacKenzie Whatcott (ISS 6774)
Cosho H••pbny, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
BoIse, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct PhoDe: (:l08) 639-5607
ceu Phone: (108) 869-1508
Dlreet Facsimile: (108) 639·5609
E-mail: twalker@cosbollllw.com; mwhateott@egsholaw.eom
Attomeys for Defendant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICf COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
CHRISTOPHER BRAND,
Plaintiff,
v5.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
Coun~ofAda )
Case No. CV OC 0824654
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN E. QUAPP
DATED NOVEMBER 17, 2009 IN
SUPPORT OF PETRA
INCORPORATED'S MOTION FOR
PROTECTIVE ORDER
I. John E. Quapp, being first duly sworn upon oath. depose and state:
1. I make this Affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge and I am
competent to testify to the facts set forth below ifcalled as a wjtness.
2. J am employed by Petra Incorporated ("Petra") as its ChiefFinancial Officer.
"
AFFJDAvrr OF JOHN E. QUAPP DATED NOVEMBER 17,2009
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From: "~231147 Page: 2J3 Date: 11/17/2009 - '12 PM
3. I am one of the custodians ofPerra's business records.
4. At all times relevant to this case I was responsible for Petra's financial and
accounting records.
5. J have reviewed the Notice of Deposition of Petra Incorporated served on Petra's
counsel on November 16, 2009.
6. With regard to Item 2 of the Notice, the production ofPetra's job cost accounting
~
!
I
records for any and all projects under either contract or construction for the period June 17, 2006
.
through April 30, 2009 would require the production of hundreds of thousands of pages of
documents requIring the expenditure of an estimated 1,500 to 2,000 man hours.
7. With regard to Item 3 of the Notice, the production of Petra's non~job cost
accounting information from June 17, 2006 through April 30, 2009 would require the complete
disclosure of all ofPetra's accounting and financial records for a three-year period.
SUBSCRffiED AND SWORN to before me this 17 ay ofNovember, 2009
a~(L~
Notary Public tor Idaho
Residing atm~d.A\~"'" . Idaho
My commission expires: ""'\ -5-)~
'-....-~~
DEBBIE GORSKI ~1;'
NOTARY PU8l1C
STATE OF IDAHO,.....--...~P...,....;.-~1
DATED: November 17, 2009.
B '~~~=:-:::~--J.:.~~:=:::::::::::"~-­
THOMASG.
Attorneys for
AFFlDAVIT OF JOHN E. QUAPP DATED NOVEMBER 17.2009
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From: --- 3231147 Page: 313 Date: 11/17/20091 '02 PM
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTiFY That on the 17th day ofNovember, 2009, a true and correct copy
of the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhnnan. P.A.
225 North 9th Stl'eet, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN E. QUAPP DATED NOVEMBER 17, 2009
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FILmA.M_.. __PM, _
NOV 17.
j, l,.,.nw IW ."AVAARO. Clerk
By I... AMES
0!PUlY
Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
COSRO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
VS.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County ofAda )
Case No. CV OC 0907257
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER
DATED NOVEMBER 17, 2009 IN
SUPPORT OF PETRA'S MOTION FOR A
PROTECTIVE ORDER
I, THOMAS G. WALKER, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state:
AFFIDAVITOFTHOMASG. WALKER DATED NOVEMBER 17,2009.
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1. I am one of the attorneys of record for the Defendant, Petra Incorporated
("Petra"), in the above entitled action and I make this affidavit based on my own personal
knowledge ofthe facts set forth herein.
2. I submit this affidavit in support ofPetra's Motion for Protective Order.
3. The City of Meridian ("Meridian;') has complete copies of all of the Monthly
Reports that Meridian produced during discovery as Bates Nos. CM073631 through
CM074543. The Monthly Reports contain the job cost accounting information for the Project.
4. As of the date of this affidavit, Petra has produced over 15,300 documents,
consisting over 44,000 pages in response to Meridian's requests for production of documents.
Petra's discovery responses and its production of documents in this case has been oppressive,
unduly burdensome and very expensive.
5. As noted in Petra's motion any further discovery, especially of job cost
accounting for any and all of Petra's projects under either contract or construction and of
Petra's non-job cost accounting information for the period June 17, 2006 through April 30,
2009, would require the disclosure of confidential financial and commercial information and
records at great expense. Such unwarranted disclosure would also compromise Petra's
competitive position and would not lead to the discovery 0
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER DATED NOVEMBER 17,2009.
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CZ-~K.~
Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at Eagle, Idaho
My commission expires: March 31, 2010.
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 17th day of November, 2009.
-~"'"''''''''''~~O,!J,V.LS I",
...I#~~"""'.... .~'~.,:.~ A(\cl -. \. A:V e ..
-. .~, ,~ ..r.~... ~ ..' '.~ e.. >:i 'I' 0.... I~:\(,. k~""'~ -'~$
~. . . ' .....~ ~~. . "'_·c .-e ~.' ~
'Ii ~- .'P ..
""')?""lfV') ..
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 17th day ofNovember, 2009, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
D
D
"~.
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile
E-
AFFIDAVITOFTHOMASG. WALKER DATED NOVEMBER 17,2009.
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.KIM J. 'fROUT, ISB #2468
TROOT +JONES +GLEDHiLL. FUfIRMAN,P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise. Ib 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attomeys for Plaintiff
IN 'tHE DISTRIct COURt OF THE FOUR.THJUDICIAL DiSTRIct OF THE
STATE OF IDAltO, IN AND FOR THE COUN'i'Y OF ADA
TIIl:!, CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporatio~
Plaintiff.,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED. an Idaho
Corpotation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
NOTICE OF DEPOSITION OF pE'tRA
INCORPORATED PURSUANT TO
LR.C.P.30(b)(6)
TO: PETRA, INCORPORAl'ED and its attorneys ofRecord:
PLEASE TAKE·N01JCE that Plaintiff. The CitY of Meridian., by and through its counsd
of record, Trout Jones Gledhill Fllhrmatl, P.A'I will take the testimony, on otal examination, ?f the
person ~o$t knowledgeable at Petta. I11.corfiorated, with respect to the follovrihg:
1.. All Petra job cost accounting for the Project known as the City of Meridi2n New City
Hall from June 17, 2006 through Apri130, 2009; and
2. All Petra job cost accounting for any and all p.rojects under either. conttact or
consttuctiofi by Petta, Inc. during the period ofJl1ne 17, 2006 throUgh April 30. 2009.
NonCE o!l DEPOSI'l'ION OF PETRA INCORPORATED PuRsUAlItr"'i'O 1.R..c.P. 3O(b}(6} • {"
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3. All Petra non-job cost accounting infottnlltion from June 17, 2006 through At>.til 30,
2009.
The deposition will be taken before a1l officer qualified to administer oaths on the 24th day
of November, 2009 at the hoUt of 9:30 a.1il. of said day, and thereafter from day to day as the
taking of said deposition may be adjoUti1~ at the law offices of Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhttnan,
P.A., located at 225 N. 9th St. Suite 820, Boise, Id2h6 83701. This deposition shall be taken
pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. You ate hereby invited to appear a1ld take part i1i
the examination of the witness as is advi,sable and proper.
DATED this 16th day of Noyember, 2009.
Trout. Jones • Gledhill. Fuhrman, P.A.C:--s<t- -
..
Kim]. Trout
Attomey for Plaintiff
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 16th day of November, 2009, a ttue and conect copy of
the above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY. LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box9S18
Bois~ In 83707-9518
Fax: (208) 639-5609
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Fed. Express
Email~---~-
Kim]. Trout
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TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN, P.A.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
Kim]. Trout
VIA: E-Mail
Thomas G. Walker
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
Boise, ID 83712
twalker@CoshoLaw.com
November 24, 2009
EXHIBIT
Re: City of Meridian vs. Petra, Inc.
Case No. CV OC 2009-07257
Dear Tom,
Although I did not have the opportunity to hear your argument to the Court on the motion
for protective order, I've taken the liberty of ordering a copy of the audio recording so that I can
have a precise record of the representations you made to the Court.
With that said, I'd like to address a fundamental issue which we believe would improve the
chances for a successful mediation. Very directly, what the City seeks is 'full disclosure' from Petra
of its internal construction cost accounting for the City Hall Project, as well as concurrent projects
during the applicable time frame. It would seem that if the City is willing to sign a confidentiality
agreement with Petra regarding its disclosure of accounting records for all projects which Petra
engaged in, running concurrent to the City Hall Project, that Petra would welcome the opportunity
to prove, unequivocally, once and for all, that Petra had been perfectly honest with the City in it's
charges to the City on this Project.
We recognize there is some effort in the production of that documentation. To that end, we
would simply ask that the documents and electronic files be gathered at Petra's offices, and we'll
have a Certified Public Accountant do the work at your client's facility without the necessity of
copying by Petra. Absent Petra's willingness to engage in this full disclosure, I fear that mediation
will be significantly impaired. The City is not a competitor of Petra, so the disclosure of this
information can have no proprietary impact on Petra's ability to compete in the marketplace. The
City is willing to sign a confidentiality agreement, and will agree to make it confidential for purposes
of only this litigation. Further, we will simply ask th;1t Petra do nothing more than assemble this
information in their own building and allow us to inspect and copy that which we believe relevant.
As the inducement to the City to retain Petra, it stated: "PETRA, Incorporated has stringent
accounting policies... Our team works to provide innovative accounting products to owners and
subcontractors to ensure disclosure of detail and timely payments."... "PETRA has customized
The 9th & Idaho Center. 225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P. O. Box 1097. Boise, Idaho 83701
Phone (208) 331-1170 • Facsimile (208) 331-1529
E-Mail Address:ktrout@idalaw.com
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November 24, 2009
Page - 2
Construction Management accounting. . . which is invaluable to the precIsion of a
scrutinized budget and schedule." Simply providing time cards and pay requests does not appear
to meet the Petra representations to the City.
Finally, I've been representing construction companies since 1984. Even the most
unsophisticated of this group, keeps and maintains job cost accounting ledgers. In today's
environment, these are 'produced' electronically, with a variety of accounting reports with the 'detail'
of the ledger and summary information in a matter of minutes. I would certainly believe from Petra's
representations as to its expertise, that Petra must have this electronic accounting ability. To date,
the City has never received any job cost accounting from Petra. The City has received some time
cards, and has received certain pay applications. These documents are not the internal job cost
accounting which the City is entitled to as part of the Project Records that Petra had a duty to keep
and maintain. If you believe that Petra has already provided these documents, please refer to them
by Bates Number so that we can verify. Otherwise, we continue to make the request for these
documents, both in paper and electronic format.
As Petra has failed to respond to our last discovery request, except as to the requests for
admission, I will assume that a "meet and confer" meeting is unnecessary and a waste of resources,
unless you can give me an explanation as to how a meet and confer will assist with a total non-
response. Absent such an explanation, we will be filing a motion to compel. As with the foregoing
requests, the failure of Petra to comply with the outstanding discovery requests appears again, to be
an impediment to any mediation effort.
I'd urge your client's reconsideration of its position.
Sincerely,
lsi
Kim). Trout
Cc: City of Meridian
007781
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THOMAS G. WALKER
twalker@cosholaw.com
www.ricolawblog.com
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
COUNSELORS & AITORNEYS AT LAW
PO Box 951883707-9518
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
Boise,ldaho 83712
Telephone 208.344.7811
Firm fax 208.338.3290
www.cosholaw.com
November 25, 2009
DIRECT PHONE 208.639.5607
DIRECT FAX 208.639.5609
Kim 1. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 N. 9th Street, Suite 820
Boise, Idaho 83701
Re: City of Meridian
CH File No.: 20771-008
Case No.: 09-07257
Dear Kim:
Via email to:ktrout@idalaw.com
I am responding to your letter dated November 24,2009.
1. Although I believe Petra has provided Meridian with a full and complete
accounting both during the City Hall project ("Project") and in discovery in this case, including
providing all receipts, billings and other supporting documents, I have ordered a set of reports for
the Project entitled "Job Cost Detail - By Line Item." These reports have been processed by
Bridge City Legal. I will endeavor to have the documents delivered to your office today. The
reports are Bates numbered Petra 95367 through Petra 95443. I will also provide you with a disk
(Volume Petra 013) containing Concordance and Opticon Load files for your convenience. As
you will determine from your review of the reports, Petra did not make any allocation of its
general overhead to the Project. This is consistent with the requirements of the Construction
Management Agreement ("CMA").
2. Since Petra did not allocate its general overhead to Meridian, the City has no need
to perform an analysis of Petra's job cost accounting for concurrent projects. We were surprised
by Rory Jones' argument that Meridian's personnel suspected that the Project received a
disproportionate allocation of Petra's general overhead. There is no basis for such a suspicion,
and an analysis of Petra job cost accounting records on concurrent projects cannot possibly lead
to the discovery of admissible evidence. Petra is entitled to maintain the confidentiality of its
records involving parties unrelated to the Project. In fact, Petra's other customers are entitled to
keep their job cost accounting records confidential.
3. The record in this case supports a finding that Petra provided a full and complete
accounting of its work throughout the Project. All of Petra's work in managing the Project was
inspected by the Architects, by independent testing and inspection companies like Materials
Testing & Inspection, by the City's designated representatives, and by the City's own
professional building inspectors. Not only was the Project budget approved by Meridian's City
Council, each and every billing was contemporaneously approved. It was not until February 24,
2009, that Meridian belatedly challenged already approved expenditures. As I pointed out to the
007782
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· Kim 1. Trout, Esq.
November 25, 2009
Page 2
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
Court, the work for which each monthly pay application was submitted to the City for payment
was certified by the Architects as being in substantial compliance with the plans and
specifications. In fact the certification reads as follows:
In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on on-site observations and
the data comprising this application, the Architect certifies to the Owner that to
the best of the Architect's knowledge information and belief, the Work has
progressed as indicated, the quality of the Work is in accordance with the
Contract Documents, and the Contractor is entitled to payment of the Amount
Certified.
Keith Watts, the City's purchasing agent and designated representative, and Keith Bird, a
City Council Member, approved each pay application. See for example the City's approval and
initialed stamps on CM000750-753, CM000832-838, CM001937-2041 and CM002482-2654. In
addition, at the end of each major phase, the City's building department issued Certificates of
Substantial Completion and Certificates of Occupancy.
4. Regarding Meridian's Second Set of Interrogatories, Requests for Production of
Documents and Request for Admissions that were received in my office on October 21, 2009,
there is no need for the City to make a motion to compel. As I informed you by letter dated
November 16, 2009, Petra needs additional time to prepare appropriate responses to the City's
interrogatories and requests for production of documents. Responding to these requests is a huge
task requiring many hours to analyze, assemble, collate, copy and produce. Considering the
scope of the undertaking, a request for an extension from November 20th to December 15th
cannot be considered unreasonable. Your letter refers to a "total non-response." This statement
is erroneous. Petra did answer the request for admissions and also asked for a modest extension
of time to respond to the interrogatories and requests for production. The City's continuing
efforts to hold the mediation session hostage by superfluous and onerous discovery requests is
certainly contrary to the letter and intent of the CMA, which stated that "The parties shall
endeavor to have the mediation completed within 60 days of the request for mediation." Petra
requested mediation on March 16, 2009, but the City has resisted by engaging in its oppressive
discovery efforts. The obvious purpose of the CMA's requirement that an early mediation occur
was to avoid just what has happened in this case - exorbitant costs and long delays.
Please call or write if you have any questions or comments.
Very truly yours,
lsi
THOMASG. WALKER
cc: Jerry Frank (Via email)
Gene Bennett (Via email)
Tom Coughlin (Via email)
517121.doc
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ERIKA K. KLEIN
eklein@cosholaw.com
Via fax: 331-1529
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
COUNSEWRS & ATIORNEYS AT LAW
PO Box 9518 83707-9518
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
.. Boise, Idaho 83712
Telephone 208.344.7811
Firm fax 208.338.3290
www.cosholaw.com
March 12,2010
Kim J. Trout
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 N. 9th Street, Suite 820
Boise, Idaho 83701
Re: City of Meridian
CH File No.: 20771-008
Case No.: 09-07257
Dear Mr. Trout:
You have raised a concern that the documents provided in Petra's numbering system are
not the same as documents the City of Meridian received. Therefore, I have attached the
following list of exhibits for which we had only located the Petra bates numbered documents.
Please provide our office with the City of Meridian bates numbers for each of the exhibits listed.
Each exhibit has the Petra number that we have as well as a description of the exhibit. Please
provide us those bates numbers so that we may locate the Meridian documents to which you
have referred.
It is my understanding that a number of these documents may not have been disclosed by
the City despite the fact they were in the City's possession. If a document has not been disclosed
by Meridian, and therefore does not have City of Meridian bates numbers, please note that as .
well.
Please get this information to me as soon as possible.
Very truly yours,
Erika K. Klein
EKKlmks
Attachment: Petra Bates Numbered Documents
cc: Petra, Inc.
20771-008 Doc.#: 553012 I
EXHIBIT
__l(....J_1_'--
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TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN, P.A.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
March 17, 2010
VIA; E-Mail
Erika K Klein
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
Boise, ID 83712
eklein@cosholaw.com
Re: City of Meridian vs. Petra, Inc.
Case No. CV OC 2009-07257
Dear Erika,
I received your letter of March 12,2010. As you are aware, this case is a document intensive
case. The City of Meridian has provided Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman with over 120,000 pages of
documents for review in this matter. Of those pages provided, we found over 20,000 pages to be
non-responsive, relating to community events, chamber of commerce, and other City activities not
related to the City Hall Project. Of the remaining 100,000 pages of documents the City has been
reviewing them for privilege and after the review is complete producing them to your office. As of
today we have provided Petra with approximately 90,000 pages of the 100,000 pages.
As additional documents are located by the City, it is our practice and procedure to scan,
bates number the documents, and review them for privilege. If the documents are not privileged,
they are then produced to your office. We are in the process of producing an additional 1,977
documents, for which a privilege review has been completed, and they have been sent to Bridge City
Legal for production. Approximately 1,200 documents remain to be reviewed for privilege and the
creation of a privilege log.
Attached to your letter of March 12,2010, you provided a listing of Petra exhibits with bates
ranges that you state could only be found in the Petra documents. You requested that we provide
you with the corresponding City of Meridian bates numbers for the Petra listed ranges. Upon
reviewing Petra's exhibit list, I see that all these exhibits are exhibits which were identified by your
own office for depositions of the City witnesses on behalf of your client, Petra Incorporated.
A further review of the list of bates ranges, shows that you have requested the City to
undertake the search, review, and analysis of 87 exhibits, which translates into approximately 299
unique documents with over 1,500 pages of documents, all at the City's expense.! In reviewing your
1 This page count excludes Exhibits 179, 197 and 203 as the ending bates numbers are smaller than the beginning bates
ranges.
The 9th & Idaho Center. 225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P. O. Box 1097. Boise, Idaho 83701
Phone (208) 331-1170 • Facsimile (208) 331-1529
EXHIBIT
'~J~ .,
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March 17, 2010
Page - 2
list and the exhibits referenced by your list we find several of the exhibits to be duplicative of
exhibits entered earlier in the deposition exhibit listing, and you are requesting us to provide you
with the corresponding bates numbers, when Petra already has the City's bates numbered docwnent
as an exhibit.
Your office's request of our review of the docwnents requires the City to not only perform a
cursory review, but perform a detailed review of the docwnent to ensure that it is exacdy identical to
Petra's docwnent. As we have already pointed out to your office in the deposition of Mr. Watts, it
has become clear that some of Petra's docwnents are, in fact, different than those produced by Petra
to the City during the course of construction. The City has already complied with your office's
request to provide the corresponding bates nwnbers for the pay applications, as the City maintained
them. This request was reasonable as they are a very unique docwnent, and easily identifiable in the
docwnents, so there was no material cost incurred by our client to provide these bates nwnbers.
Your request of reviewing almost 300 unique docwnents, would be a material cost to our
client, and is as easily performed by your office through the iConect database, as it is by our office
searching the iConect database. In fact, during a recent deposition, when we requested the bates
nwnber ranges of a document that Mr. Coughlin had referenced, you mentioned that we had
iConect and could just as easily go and find that docwnent. As indicated above, the vast majority of
the docwnents have been produced, and are available for your review. The City will not be
incurring the cost to create a cross-index of the docwnents for Petra's behalf.
Additionally, I will review, with my client, whether it has produced all the docwnents that it
maintained regarding the subject matter of this litigation to my office, and if any additional
docwnents have not been produced to us, I will ask that they are, we will review them for privilege,
and produce to your office. Ifyou are aware of the existence or location of a'!Y City docwnents that
you represent have "not been disclosed," please notify me immediately of the location and the
nature of these docwnents, and I will work with the City to locate and produce those docwnents.
Sincerely,
/s/
KimJ. Trout
007786
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THOMAS G. WALKER
twalker@cosholaw.com
www.ricolawblog.com
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
COUNSELORS & ATTORNEYS AT LAW
PO Box 9518 83707-9518
800 Park Blvd.• Suite 790
Boise, Idaho 83712
Telephone 208.344.7811
Firm fax 208.338.3290
March 31, 2010
DIRECT PHONE
CELL PHONE
DlRECTF'AX
208.639.5607
208.869.1508
208.639.5609
EXHIBIT
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
Re: City of Meridian
Case No. 09-07257
CH File No. 20771-008
Dear Kim:
I am responding to your letter dated March 10, 2010 regarding the City's allegation that
certain of the documents provided by Petra during discovery are materially different than the
documents provided to the City by Petra during the course of the project. Despite an extensive
review of the documents, we are not able to substantiate that there are either material or
substantive differences between the documents produced by Petra during discovery and the
documents provided to the City by Petra. During the course of our investigation, we did note
some minor differences in dates on documents, which appear to have been the result of the
automatic dating feature built into many Microsoft applications and also included in the
proprietary Expedition program. Simply stated, the documents generated by Expedition will
automatically include the print date. Thus, meeting minutes, RFl's or transmittals that are re-
printed will have the then current print date on them. This is also the case with Excel and Word
documents. For example, our examination of PETRA 50773-50774 and PETRA 94417-94418
reveals that these documents are identical except for the print dates. The content of these
documents is also identical (i.e., the substance is identical) to the copy produced by the City as
CM000515-517. The only differences are the print dates and the formatting. It has been
reported to me that the change in formatting between the PETRA documents produced during
discovery and the CM document provided to the City during the project occurred at the time the
respective documents were printed out. The Expedition program provides several alternative
formats for its printing function.
As a part of our investigation, Erika Klein wrote you on March 12, 2010 requesting more
detailed information regarding the documents the City claims are materially and substantively
different, but you responded by letter dated March 17, 2010 stating the City would not provide
that information. I once again request that the City identify for us the documents that it claims
are materially and substantively different from those that Petra provided to the City during the
course of the project.
I (f LtJ
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Kim J. Trout, Esq.
March 31,2010
Page 2
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
Notwithstanding the City's refusal to provide more detailed information to support its
spoliation allegation, Sawtooth Technology, Petra's IT consultant, copied all electronic files that
it could identify as being related to the City Hall project onto a DVD. A copy of that DVD is
enclosed with this letter. In searching the drives some additional electronic files were found.
These files are included on the enclosed DVD. See reference folders: From-2006-Estimates-Wes
and From-OfficeDocs-JC-Jack.
I am also providing you with a copy of a letter dated March 18, 2010 from Chuck Page of
Sawtooth Technology. As noted in Mr. Page's letter the security logging feature required to
produce the log that you requested was not activated on the Petra servers. I am told that this
feature is rarely activated by most small to medium sized businesses. Consequently, it is not
possible to generate a log reporting when individual files were accessed. Sawtooth did, however,
turn on that feature on March 19,2010.
In his letter, Mr. Page also addresses the 2009 server crash. In addition to the June 10,
2009 crash, I have been told that Petra experienced two other server crashes. I could not
determine the actual dates of the previous crashes. However, it appears that one of the crashes
occurred in February of 2007. It is possible that certain electronic documents were lost as a
result of the server crashes.
We have previously addressed your comments regarding Exhibit 184 and 185 confirming
that those exhibits were Bates numbered and produced.
Your claim that Petra maintained minutes of internal meetings is unfounded. The
document, Bates No PETRA 88715, referred to by you is a copy of an internal memorandum
from Wes Bettis to Gene Bennett. This document was produced and is clearly not meeting
minutes.
Enclosures
cc: Jerry Frank, wlo encl. (via email)
Gene Bennett, wlo encl. (via email)
Tom Coughlin, wlo encl. (via email)
559246.doc
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Thomas J. Walker
CoshoHumphrey, LLP
.gOO Park Blvd Suite 790
~Sawtooth
Technology
SOlutions for Today • •• Technology for Tomorrow
March 18, 2010
.Re: Petra Inc, Server Crash
Dear Tom,
This ,letter serves as a response to youand Tom Coughlin'srequesfthat Sawtooth Technology
outline the servercrash at Petra Inc.
The crash itself was on June-W, 2009. Restoration, of the server was completed on June 15,
2009.
. , .
A reload of the,ddmaincontrollers was necessary along with anewcQofigutation of group ,
policies, permissions, and user profiles.
All retrievable data was restored from the existing tape backup system. This data included email
files,word and excel documents, database records, and other company files.
During our phone conversation last week you askeq the question iftheoriginaldomain
~ontroltershad security logging activated and configure'dprior to the crash. Theanswertothis is no. The
1,T.personalprior to Sawtooth did not turn on auditing to the bestof our knowledge. Logging activity on
every folder and file resource is not a common practice,.and is only activate9by anadministrator.ltis
not turned on automatically when the operating system is installed. Per Tom!=oughlin's request,
. Sawtooth has turned security logging on pertaining to known files relating to the Meridian City Hall
~ - -.
project. Thiswas done March 19, 2010.
Sawtooth Technology
90 South Cole Road • Boise, Idaho 83709
Phone 208-378-8575 • www.sawtoothtechnology.com • Fax 208-:378-8839007789
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Sincerely, 
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J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
ByE. HOLMES
DEPUTY
Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
MacKenzie Whatcott (ISB 5509)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, NOTICE OF SERVICE OF
DISCOVERY RESPONSES
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on this 25th day ofNovember, 2009, Defendant Petra
Incorporated's Fifth Supplemental Response dated November 25,2009 to the City of Meridian's
First Requests for Production of Documents to Defendant Petra Incorporated dated July 22, 2009
and a copy of this Notice of Service of Discovery were, served upon counsel for Plaintiff, The
City ofMeridian as follows:
EXHIBIT
Page 1
(( /VI J\I
---'_.:.-_-NOTICE OF SERVICE OF DISCOVERY RESPONSES
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225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
Case No. CV OC 0907257
PETRA INCORPORATED'S FIFTH
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE DATED
NOVEMBER 25,2009 TO THE CITY OF
MERIDIAN'S FIRST REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO
DEFENDANT PETRA INCORPORATED
Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and through its undersigned counsel, pursuant to Rule 34
of the Idaho Rules of CiviI Procedure, supplements its response to Plaintiffs City of Meridian's
(Meridian) First Requests for Production of Documents, served on or about July 22, 2009 as
follows:
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REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.1: All documents either used to respond to any
ofthe interrogatories served on you in this action.
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE: Produced herewith are the following documents:
1. Job Cost Detail - By Line Item, Bates numbered PETRA95367 through
PETRA95443, which are being produced in both electronic fonn and hard copy.
Documents referenced above are being produced in both electronic fonn and hard copy.
DATED: November 25,2009.
PETRA lNCORPORATED'S FIFTH SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE DATED NOVEMBER 25,2009 Page 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 25th day of November, 2009 a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
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o
u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
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Production Report
Vols. 1 and 2 were originally produced on a Flash drive provided by Petra and then eventually
reproduced and uploaded to iConect on or about 8/17/09.
Vol. Petra 003 - Bates Range Petra 63767-66171 dated August 13,2009
Vol. Petra 004- Bates Range Petra 66172-75238 dated August 13,2009
Vol. Petra005 - Bates Range Petra75239-Petra83655 dated August 13,2009
Vol. Petra 006 - Bates Range Petra 83656- Petra83860 dated September 14,2009
Vol. Petra 007- Bates Range Petra 83861-Petra92391 dated October 2,2009
Vol. Petra 008 - Bates Range Petra 92392 - Petra93619 dated October 2,2009
Vol. Petra 009 - Bates Range Petra93620 - Petra93638 dated October 28, 2009
Vol. PetraOIO - Bates Range Petra93639 through Petra94144 dated October 28,2009
Vol. PetraOll - Bates Range Petra 94145 - Petra 94258 dated November 17,2009
Vol. Petra 012 - Bates Range Petra 94259 - Petra 95366 dated November 17,2009
Vol. Petra 013 - Bates Range Petra95367 - Petra95443_dated November 20,2009
Vol. Petra 014 - Bates Range Petra 95489 - Petra 96340 dated December 16, 2009.
Vol. Petra015 - Bates Range Petra96341-Petra 96826 dated 2/4/2010
Vol. Petra BOO 1 - Petra BOOOOO1 through Petra B07022, dated March 3, 2010.
Vol. Petra B002 - Bates Range Petra96341 - Petra96826 , dated March 4, 2010.
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FEB 28 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ABBY GARDEN
DEPUTY
Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal
Corporation,
Case No. CV OC 0907257
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PETRA'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER
AND IN OPPOSITION TO THE CITY'S
MOTION TO STRIKE PETRA'S
DEFENSES AND COUNTERCLAIM
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
The above-named Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and
through its attorney of record, Thomas G. Walker, of the law firm Cosho Humphrey, LLP
submits its Memorandum in Support of its Motion to Reconsider and in Opposition to the City's
Motion to Strike Petra's Defenses and Counterclaim.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PETRA'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER AND IN OPPOSITION
TO THE CITY'S MOTION TO STRIKE PETRA'S DEFENSES AND COUNTERCLAIM Page 1
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As the Court will recall, during his redirect Gene Bennett identified the name of Petra's
accounting software, Construction Partner. Although the City knew Petra utilized an accounting
program apparently the name of the program had not previously been mentioned. Upon hearing
the name, the City's counsel claimed that Petra had not produced all of the accounting records
required under the discovery rules. During counsel's argument, Mr. Trout did not identify the
accounting records the City claimed had not been produced. He then referred the Court to the
City's Request for Production No.2, which asks for "All documents relating to the Project in
Petra's possession as identified in Article 2.4 of the Construction Management Agreement."
The City then moved the Court to strike Petra's defenses and counterclaim. Petra
submits the City's motion is another attempt to prevent Petra from presenting the merits of its
defenses and counterclaim. For the reasons described below, Petra requests the Court reconsider
its oral ruling that Petra committed a discovery violation that caused the City prejudice. Further,
the City's Motion to Strike Petra's Defenses and Counterclaim should be denied.
1. Petra was not required to produce its entire accounting files under the
Court's Protective Order.
First, Petra requests the Court reconsider its oral ruling that Petra violated the applicable
discovery requirements. Although during Friday's argument, Petra's counsel could not recall
off-hand whether documents created using the Construction Partner software had all been
produced, it is now clear that Petra produced all Project-related accounting information created
using Construction Partner that the City is entitled to under its Requests for Production, the
Court's Protective Order, and the discovery rules.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PETRA'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER AND IN OPPOSITION
TO THE CITY'S MOTION TO STRIKE PETRA'S DEFENSES AND COUNTERCLAIM Page 2
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Petra's job-cost accounting records created using the Construction Partner software, have
already been the subject of a discovery dispute in November of 2009. Despite the fact the City
had been provided with the Project job cost accounting infonnation, the City sought further
production via a 30(b)(6) deposition. Petra moved for a protective order, which the Court
granted. The Court entered the following order:
1. Petra will not be required to re-produce the job cost accounting infonnation for the
Meridian City Hall Project (Notice Item 1).
2. Petra will not be required to produce "All Petra job cost accounting for any and all
projects under either contract or construction by Petra, Inc. (sic) during the period
June 17,2006 through April 30, 2009 ..." (Notice Item 2).
3. Petra will not be required to produce "All Petra non-job cost accounting infonnation
from June 17,2006 through April 30, 2009.
Prior to this Order, Petra had provided the City with the Project's job cost accounting
infonnation. The City never asked the Court to reconsider its Order, which, along with Petra's
production of the documents referenced below, effectively closed the book on Petra's obligations
to disclose the accounting infonnation maintained in the Construction Partner program. The data
in Construction Partner is fully protected by the Court's protective order. Petra has excised
documents related to the Project in the only reasonable way available under the circumstances,
which is in .pdf fonnat. An electronic copy of the data maintained in the Construction Partner
program would encompass all of Petra's accounting data. This would not only be contrary to the
Court's Protective Order, it would be infonnation which is not "relevant to the subject matter
involved in the pending action" and not "reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of
admissible evidence." I.R.C.P.26(b)(l).
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PETRA'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER AND IN OPPOSITION
TO THE CITY'S MOTION TO STRIKE PETRA'S DEFENSES AND COUNTERCLAIM Page 3
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2. Petra reasonably complied with all of the City's discovery requests
Apart from the fact the Protective Order applies to the City's request for the electronic
data in Construction Partner, Petra has, in good faith, reasonably complied with the City's
discovery requests. The Construction Partner software is essentially a QuickBooks-like
program for the construction industry. Its only substantive relation to this Project was in
generating Payroll History Distributions, Vendor History by Job, and Job Cost Details. Many
of these documents have been introduced into evidence by the City. In reviewing its document
production, Petra has determined that the following documents have been produced:
Payroll History Distribution 2006 - Bates Petra 93131 - 93133
Payroll History Distribution 2007 - Bates Petra 93186 - 93192
Payroll History Distribution 2008 - Bates Petra 93421 - 93430
Vendor History by Job - Bates Petra 92905-930081
Payroll History Distribution and Time Card documentation - Bates Petra
93131- 93553
Job Cost Detail-By Line Item - Bates Petra 95367-954432
As Petra understands the City's argument, the City is requesting all "electronic data"
maintained in Construction Partner program that is related to the Project. According to Russ
Roy, a representative for Construction Partner, the only way to produce documents for a specific
project maintained in Construction Partner is to export them to a .pdf or excel file. 3 Due to
proprietary characteristics of Construction Partner, any electronic versions of its data are only
I This report shows all of the invoices that were posted and the check numbers and check dates for payments.
2 See Notice of Service of Discovery Responses and Fifth Supplemental Response dated November 25,2009 to First
Request for Production of Documents attached as Exhibit M to the Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker Dated February
26,2011.
3 See Affidavit ofThomas G. Walker Dated February 26,2011 at 5 - 11 and 18.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PETRA'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER AND IN OPPOSITION
TO THE CITY'S MOTION TO STRIKE PETRA'S DEFENSES AND COUNTERCLAIM
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available in unreadable binary format. An "original" electronic version of the data created on
this program is effectively unavailable for purposes of the City's discovery requests, which
specifically state that the "term electronic data means the original (or identical duplicate when
the original is not available ...." The "original" native file cannot be produced. Only a .pdf or
excel "duplicate" version can be produced and the .pdfs were produced by Petra.
3. Striking Petra's defenses or counterclaim would be a harsh measure and an
abuse of discretion
If the Court disagrees with Petra, and affirms its finding there was a discovery violation,
Petra submits striking Petra's defenses or counterclaim would be a harsh measure and an abuse
of the Court's discretion. The appropriate standard for the imposition of sanctions was stated in
Noble v. Ada County Elections Bd., 135 Idaho 495, 499-500, 20 P.3d 679,683-84 (200):
In Idaho, two general rules guide a trial court in imposing sanctions. The trial
court "must balance the equities by comparing the culpability of the disobedient
party with the resulting prejudice to the innocent party" and consider whether
lesser sanctions would be effective. Roe v. Doe, 129 Idaho 663, 668, 931 P.2d
657, 662 (Ct. App. 1996) (quoting Southern Idaho Prod Credit Ass'n v.
Astorquia, 113 Idaho 526, 532, 746 P.2d 985, 990 (1987)). A court need only
make express findings on these factors when the sanction deprives a party of the
opportunity to go forward on the merits of the claim. See Roe, 129 Idaho at 667-
68, 931 P.2d at 661-62; see generally Ashby, 117 Idaho at 686-87, 791 P.2d at
436-37; Astorquia, 113 Idaho at 532, 746 P.2d at 991.
Based on this standard, the Court should balance the fact that (1) the accounting
information in Petra's possession, not governed by the Court's Protective Order, has been
provided to the City; (2) Petra has never attempted to hide the fact that it has accounting
software, like most every company; (3) any problems or objections that the City had regarding
the manner or extent of Petra's production of accounting related documents was never raised
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PETRA'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER AND IN OPPOSITION
TO THE CITY'S MOTION TO STRIKE PETRA'S DEFENSES AND COUNTERCLAIM Page 5
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with the Court prior to yesterday; (4) The City has not articulated any prejudice whatsoever from
not having an electronic copy of unnamed documents allegedly in existence that would not even
be producible in the native electronic "original" format.
This last point is the most important. Despite the claims by the City's counsel, the City
cannot demonstrate the type of prejudice to support an express finding by the Court and to
warrant the ultimate sanction. Such a finding is required by Idaho law. See State Ins. Fund v.
Jarolimek, 139 Idaho 137, 139, 75 P.3d 191, 193 (2003) (trial court erred in dismissing action for
failure of plaintiff to comply with order to produce key witness for discovery, where trial court
failed to articulate specific prejudice to defendant). There has been no bad faith or willful
misconduct on Petra's part shown in this case. The federal courts, in addressing sanctions for
discovery violations, offer instructive guidance. "[D]ismissal represents an extreme sanction
appropriate only in cases of willful misconduct." Ehrenhaus v. Reynolds, 965 F.2d 916, 920
(1992). "Because dismissal with prejudice 'defeats altogether a litigant's right to access to the
courts,' it should be used as 'a weapon of last, rather than first, resort.' Id (citing Meade v.
Grubbs, 841 F.2d 1512, 1520 n. 6 (10th Cir. 1988)). Idaho law favors a decision "predicated on
the merits" of a case. Gerstner v. Washington Water Power Co., 122 Idaho 673, 675, 837 P.2d
799 (1992).
The City's Motion is a continuation of its attempt to use discovery, not as a way to aid
the ends ofjustice and a fair adjudication of the case on its merits, but as an end in itself and as a
way to avoid addressing the merits of Petra's case. If in fact Petra failed to produce a document
in the precise form requested by the City, the City cannot demonstrate any prejudice, particularly
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PETRA'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER AND IN OPPOSITION
TO THE CITY'S MOTION TO STRIKE PETRA'S DEFENSES AND COUNTERCLAIM Page 6
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· ..
after having almost a year and a half to prepare its case, and after having two months to put on its
case. It was not difficult to determine that Petra, like nearly every company, employs accounting
software. If the City wanted an electronic copy of all data created by this software program, it
could have specifically requested it and its request would have been met with Petra's response
that the electronic data maintained in Construction Partner is protected by this Court's November
30, 2009 Order. Construction Partner is not a database like Expedition, which the City requested
an electronic copy of and which was provided.
Moreover, the City never once brought to the Court's attention in the months leading up
to this trial any issues it had with Petra's production of documents. Rather, it appears that the
City's strategy is to lie in wait and playa "gotcha" game. This type of strategy should not be
rewarded by the Court.
DATED: February 26,2011.
ALKER
Defendants/Counterclaimant
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PETRA'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER AND IN OPPOSITION
TO THE CITY'S MOTION TO STRIKE PETRA'S DEFENSES AND COUNTERCLAIM Page 7
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 26th day of February, 2011, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Daniel Loras Glynn
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
D
D
D
D
~
u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
E- 1:
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FEB 28 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ABBY GARDEN
DEPUTY
Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
THE CITY'S REQUEST FOR THE
COURT TO TAKE JUDICIAL NOTICE
OF A MONTANA REGULATION
The above-named Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and
through its attorney of record, Thomas G. Walker, of the law firm Cosho Humphrey, LLP,
submits this memorandum in opposition to the City's Request for the Court to Take Judicial
Notice of a Montana Regulation.
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO THE CITY'S REQUEST FOR THE
COURT TO TAKE NOTICE OF A MONTANA REGULATION
672106.docx
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1. The City's allegations regarding Gene Bennett's credentials is outside the scope of
the pleadings
The City's latest allegation, based on its reading of a Montana administrative law, is
another attempt to expand this case - nearing its 41 SI day of trial - into areas outside the scope of
the pleadings. Petra objects to this issue being raised and will not consent to it being tried in this
case.
2. The City's request for the Court to take notice of a foreign regulation is contrary to
the Rules of Evidence and Civil Procedure.
As the Court recalls, the City requested the Court to take notice of a Montana regulation,
in an attempt at writing a revisionist history of the parties' dealings in bringing the Project to
completion. 1 Without waiving the above objection, the City's request is based on a
misunderstanding of LR.E. 201 (b) and should be denied.
Rule 201(b) states:
(b) Kinds of facts. A judicially noticed fact must be one not subject to reasonable
dispute in that it is either (1) generally known within the territorial jurisdiction of
the trial court or (2) capable of accurate and ready determination by resort to
sources whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned.
I.R.E. 201(b). This Rule only applies to "adjudicative facts." I.R.E. 201(a). These are
facts that are "case-specific" and concern "events at issue in a single case, such as who did what,
where, when, how, why, and with what motive or intent. State v. Alger, 115 Idaho 42, 764 P.2d
119 (Ct. App. 1988); see also Idaho Trial Handbook § 11:7 (2d ed.)
I In the 17 months of litigating this case, including the 30+ depositions taken and the dozens of affidavits filed, not
once has the issue been raised that somehow the City chose Petra because its representatives thought Gene Bennett
was a registered Professional Engineer.
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First, the Montana regulation cited by the City is not properly an "adjudicative fact."
This is the first to time this regulation has been mentioned in this case. Whatever theory it
supports in the City's case is plainly not within the scope of the pleadings. It is waste ofjudicial
time and resources to engage in an analysis of Montana laws and regulations in order to address
a peripheral issue that does not concern any "events at issue" in this case. This is particularly
true given the length of this trial already.
Second, Petra is not aware of any case holding that notice of a foreign law is appropriate
under I.R.E. 201. Recently, the Court of Appeals held that a court could take notice of a local
ordinance under I.R.E. 201. State v. Doe, 146 Idaho 386, 389, 195 P.3d 745, 748 (Ct. App.
2008). In doing so, the Court of Appeals stressed the fact that the ordinance in question, alleged
to have been violated by the juvenile defendant, was generally known in the territorial
jurisdiction of the trial court - it was Caldwell curfew ordinance in a case brought in the Third
Judicial District. And, it was obviously an adjudicative fact given that it was the violation of the
ordinance that prompted the State to file the petition under the Juvenile Corrections Act.
Third, and most importantly, Rule 44 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure governs when
a party wants a court to take judicial notice of a foreign law. This Rule states:
If either party to an action intends to request the court to take judicial notice of the
statutes or laws of a foreign state, a brief or memorandum citing such foreign law
shall be submitted to the court and opposing counsel at least ten (l0) days prior to
trial or hearing. Opposing counsel may reply thereto within five (5) days
following service of such brief. Failure to submit such brief may in the discretion
of the court constitute a waiver of the request.
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO THE CITY'S REQUEST FOR THE
COURT TO TAKE NOTICE OF A MONTANA REGULATION
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I.R.C.P.44(d). This allows the opposing party and the Court time to assess a foreign law
that may not be readily familiar. It also gives notice to the opposing party so that it may file a
brief in opposition. The Rule states the question ofjudicial notice should be resolved prior to the
trial or hearing.
The City did not follow this procedure before the commencement of trial. Consequently,
the City waived the request. More fundamentally, as stated above, this issue is peripheral and
outside the scope of the pleadings. Petra requests the Court deny the City's Motion and allow
Petra the opportunity to move on and address the triable issues in this case.
DATED: February 28,2011.
By:~~~(Ck~~~~~~~~__
THOMAS G. ~LKER
Attorneys for efendants/Counterclaimant
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 28th day of February, 2011, a true and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
D
D
D
~
D
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
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MAR 0 1 2011
KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB#5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY,P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
OBJECTION TO PETRA'S MOTION
FOR ORDER SETTING TRIAL
PROCEDURES
The City of Meridian hereby objects to Petra's Motion for Order Setting Trial Procedures
(the "Motion") filed on February 24, 2011 on the following grounds:
The Motion seeks an Order limiting the City's "cross examination to not more than 50% of
the amount of time taken for direct..." on the grounds that such a limitation "will serve the ends of
justice." See Motion, p.2. Petra also asserts the conclusory, unsupported statement that "[t]here
would be no prejudice to the City if the Court grants the requested relief." Id
The City objects to the Motion because: (1) the relief requested, if granted, would be
extremely prejudicial to the City; and (2) the Idaho Rules of Evidence provide reasonable
alternatives which address Petra's concerns.
OBJECTION TO PETRA'S MOTION FOR ORDER SETTING TRIAL PROCEDURES Page -1
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Prejudice to the City. The time constraints proposed by the Motion would allow Petra to
control the City's cross-examinations. For example, Petra could put on a witness to testify regarding
a material, disputed fact and simply ask a 'yes' or 'no' question and then be done with the witness
after two minutes. That would leave the City with one minute to cross-examine the witness
regarding the material, disputed fact. However, the City may require an hour, or several hours to
establish, through that witness, that the witness's answer on direct was inaccurate.
As explained in Brown v. United States Fidelity and Guaranty Company, 977 P.2d 807 (Ariz.
Ct. App. 1999):
Trial courts have the discretion to impose time limits on trial proceedings. See Ariz.
R. Civ. P. 16(h) (Supp.1997). However, any limits must be reasonable under the
circumstances. Id.; 3 James W. Moore et aI., Moore's Federal Practice § 16.77[4][i], at
16-193 (3d ed.1997). While courts may place reasonable limits on trial time to avoid
undue delay, waste of time or needless presentation of cumulative evidence, see
Johnson v. Ashby, 808 F.2d 676, 678 (8th Cir.1987), rigid limits are disfavored. Flaminio
v. Honda Motor Co., Ltd., 733 F.2d 463, 473 (7th Cir.1984). Trial time limits should be
sufficiently flexible to allow adjustment during trial. MCl Communications Corp. v.
American Tel. & Tel. Co., 708F.2d 1081,1171 (7thCir.1983).
Id. at 813.
This is a very complex, fact-intensive lawsuit. There is not a one-size-fits-all approach that
can work here. The Court has noted on multiple occasions that neither the City nor Petra has
caused undue delay or wasted time during the trial of this case. The City should not be subject to an
arbitrary time constraint that is completely controlled by Petra. It would be prejudicial and unfair,
especially since Petra has other means of seeking relief when it believes the City is spending too
much time on an issue.
Alternative Means of Relief. Idaho Rule of Evidence 403 authorizes a judge to exclude
evidence, although relevant, "if its probative value is substantially outweighed by the danger of
unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues, or misleading the jury, or by considerations of undue delay,
waste of time, or needless presentation of cumulative evidence." Petra should seek relief through
OBJECTION TO PETRA'S MOTION FOR ORDER SETTING TRIAL PROCEDURES Page - 2
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I.R.E. 403 instead of I.R.E. 611 because it provides more flexibility for the Court to address each
evidentiary issue separately (as opposed to issuing a blanket, arbitrary time constraint).
For these reasons, the Court should deny Petra's Motion.
RESPECTFULLY submitted this 15t day of March, 2011.
TROUT.JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
C--:::::;:*~= -By: ~_..>L.._ _
KIM]. TROUT
Attorneys for Plaintiff
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 15t day of March, 2011, a true and correct copy of the
above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise,ID 83707-9518
Fax: (208) 639-5609
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Fed. Express
Email
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KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB #5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHIll. FUHRMAN, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
~/
MAR 0 1 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. R!CH, Clerk
By ELYf';·HU' HOLMES
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
AFFIDAVIT OF KIMJ. TROUT IN
SUPPORT OF JUDICIAL NOTICE OF
MONTANA STATUTE
COMES NOW, Kim J. Trout, who being first dilly sworn, on oath deposes and says:
1. I am above the age of 18 years and have personal knowledge of the facts contained
herein.
2. I am counsel for the City of Meridian ("Meridian") in the above captioned matter
and have been so from the inception of this case on Apri116, 2009.
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and Certified Correct Copy of Original
Public Record State of Montana record showing Mr. Bennett's status as a Professional Engineer
being terminated with an expiration date of 6/30/2000.
AFFIDAVIT OF KIM J. TROUT IN SUPPORT OF JUDICIAL NOTICE OF MONTANA STATUTE -1
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4. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of Montana Code
Annotated 2009 37-1-130 and 37-1-141. The Montana Code was downloaded from the Montana
Board of Professional Engineers and Professional Land Surveyors, (the "Board"), website located at:
"bsd.dli.mt.gov/license/bsd_boards/pel_board/board_page.asp." In order to view the statutes that
were specifically applicable to the Board, I selected the Regulations tab.
5. Specifically, MCA 37-1-130 defines "Terminated license" to be a "license that is not
renewed or reactivated within 2 years of the license lapsing."
6. MCA 37-1-141(8) states that "Unless otherwise provided by statute or rule, an
occupational or professional license that is not renewed within 2 years of the most recent renewal
date automatically terminates. The terminated license may not be reactivated, and a new original
license must be obtained."
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.
-
c
Kim]. Trout
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN.
GOURLEY, P.A.
.z:::::=:~
By:
Subscribed and sworn to before me this lst~daOf:?:"
..',',....... -~
........ \ZLUCJ\':"". _-.L----:=--....p.~ _
...... ,'~ ••••••• ~O".... Notary Pu lie, State of Idaho
flt -. ":Jf.... ."! ~ TA .....~'\ Residing at: Meridian, ID
g ! ~O R. y \ ~ My commission expires: November 3, 2014
: : ~..... : :
• ~ pC· :
';. •• VB\..\ .. :~i.P... ..·O!
.. />. •• .~ ..
...... -1)' ••••••• ~~' ..
""" 'S OF \~ ..
,',',......',,'
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JCERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1st day of March, 2011, a true and correct copy of the
above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Email: twalker@cosholaw.com
eklein@cosholaw.com
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Fed. Express
Email
Kim]. Trout
-
~
o
o
o
o
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MAR 0 12011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY
KIM J. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB#5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation, Case No. CV OC 09-7257
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF'S REQUEST FOR THE
COURT TO TAKE NOTICE OF
MONTANA STATUTE
Defendant.
The City submits this Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Request for the Court to Take
Notice of Montana law.
ARGUMENT
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 44(d) states as follows:
Judicial notice of facts and foreign law.
The court shall take judicial notice as provided by law. When judicial
notice is taken of an adjudicative fact, the court shall instruct the jury
as provided in Rule 201 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence. If either
party to an action intends to request the court to take judicial notice
of the statutes or laws of a foreign state, a brief or memorandum
citing such foreign law shall be submitted to the court and opposing
counsel at least ten (10) days prior to trial or hearing. Opposing
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S REQUEST FOR THE
COURT TO TAKE NOTICE OF MONTANA STATUTE-l
007815
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Icounsel may reply thereto within five (5) days following service of
such brief. Failure to submit such brief may in the discretion of the
court constitute a waiver of the request.
Petra argues that this Court cannot take judicial notice of the subject Montana law because it
is not an adjudicative fact. Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 44(d) acknowledges that "adjudicative
facts" are not the same as "statutes or laws of a foreign state," and that the two are to be treated
differendy. Adjudicative facts are to be addressed pursuant to LR.E. 201. None of the Idaho cases
addressing judicial notice of statutes or laws of a foreign state incorporate LR.E. 201 into their
analyses. See, e.g., Mryers v. Lott, 993 P.2d 609 (Idaho 2000).
As explained in Idaho Trial Handbook § 11:10:
The rule is clearly not intended to govern the citation of decisions or
statutory law of other states when offered to support arguments as to
what Idaho law is or should be. Instead, it addresses circumstances
where, because of the location of the events involved, the law of
another jurisdiction controls determination of an issue in an action
brought in Idaho.
Here, the subject Montana law is not being offered to support arguments as to what Idaho
law is or should be. It is being offered to shed light on the issue of whether Mr. Bennett was a
licensed engineer in Montana on the dates in question. The subject Montana law controls the
determination of that issue.
The only issue for this Court to consider is whether it will take judicial notice of the subject
Montana law despite that fact that a brief was not submitted prior to trial as set forth in LR.C.P.
44(d).1 That Rule specifically grants the Court the discretion to waive the briefing requirement. See
!d. There is no common law or statutory guidance as to what may constitute reasonable grounds for
taking judicial notice of a foreign law in the absence of pre-trial briefing.
1 In the event this Court determines that an I.R.E. 201 analysis is necessary, a quick review of the subject Montana law,
which has been read into the record in open court, is "capable of accurate and ready determination by resort to sources
whose accuracy cannot reasonable be questioned." A copy of the subject Montana law is also attached to the Affidavit
of Kim Trout in Support ofJudicial Notice of Montana Statute as Exhibit A.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S REQUEST FOR THE
COURT TO TAKE NOTICE OF MONTANA STATUTE - 2
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Kim]. Trout
Attorneys for Plaintiff
The Court should waive the brieftng requirement in this instance because the City believed
Mr. Bennett would readily admit he was not a registered professional engineer in any state, let alone
Idaho, at the material times in question. Mr. Bennett's failure to admit his license had been
terminated and was not subject to renewal is the cause for the need to bring this adjudicative fact to
the Court's attention at this time. Impeachment of Bennett's, and Petra's, blatandy false
representation to the City as to Bennett's professional licensure at the inception of the Project is
necessary given Mr. Bennett's failure to be honest under oath. Petra's and Mr. Bennett's use of the
conjunction "as well as" in its representation of Mr. Bennett's purported licensure as a "registered
professional engineer" as it related to his actual construction management license is the basis for his
misrepresentation to the City. See, City Ex. 2001, p. 5.
CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated, the City respectfully requests that this Court take judicial notice of
the subject Montana law.
RESPECTFULLY submitted this 1st day of March, 2011.
TROUT+JONES +GLEDHILL+FUHRMAN +GOURLEY, P.A.
<E: ..:..:?...~
By: ~_____:::...\~__
"
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jCERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1st day of March, 2011, a true and correct copy of the
above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Fax: (208) 639-5609
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Fed. Express
Email
Kim]. Trout
cg]
D
D
D
D
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
MAR 0~ 2Dl1
CHRISTOPHER 0
By ElYSHIA HO~~~' Clerk
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, PETRA'S MOTION IN LIMINE
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled matter, by
and through its attorneys of record, Cosho Humphrey, LLP, moves this Court pursuant to Rule
7(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and Idaho Rule of Evidence 1003, for an order in
limine to admit photographs taken of the Meridian City Hall project between November 20,2008
and December 5, 2008.
PETRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION IN LIMINE
673523
Page 1
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This motion is based on the pleadings, records and files in this case, Petra's supporting
Memorandum and the Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker dated March 4,2011.
Oral argument is requested on this motion and is scheduled to commence at March 9,
2011 at 8:30 a.m.
DATED: March 4,2011.
PETRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION IN LIMINE
673523
Page 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 4th day of March, 2011, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
PETRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION IN LIMINE
673523
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U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
il:
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MAR 04 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH. Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY
Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com:eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCountercIaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
Case No. CV OC 0907257
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PETRA'S MOTION TO ADMIT
PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE MERIDIAN
CITY HALL PROJECT TAKEN
BETWEEN NOVEMBER 20,2008 AND
DECEMBER 5, 2008
The above-named Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and
through its attorney of record, Thomas G. Walker, of the law firm Cosho Humphrey, LLP
submits its Memorandum in Support of the Admissibility of Petra's Exhibit 682 containing
photos of the Meridian City Hall taken in November and December of2008.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PETRA'S MOTION TO ADMIT PHOTOGRAPHS
TAKEN BETWEEN NOVEMBER 20, 2008 AND DECEMBER 5, 2008
670042_2
Page 1
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On day 35 of the trial in this matter, Petra offered certain photographs (collectively
"Photographs" and singly "Photograph") taken of the Meridian City Hall between November 20,
2008 and December 5, 2008 through Gene Bennett. Gene Bennett testified, based on his own
personal knowledge, that the Photographs were fair, true, and accurate representations of the
depicted scenes of the Meridian City Hall building and grounds during November and December
of2008, shortly after occupancy.
Despite this foundational testimony, the City objected there was a lack of foundation and
also objected to the admission of these Photographs because they had not been timely disclosed.
Contrary to the City's objections, these Photographs are properly admissible. This memorandum
will address the City's objections and suggest various ways the Court can admit and should
admit these Photographs.
1. The Photographs were timely disclosed to the City.
First, the Photographs were properly disclosed to the City shortly after they came into
Petra's possession. The Photographs were not provided to Petra by LCA until on or around
November 16,2010. Once Petra received the Photographs they were immediately forwarded to
Bridge City Legal and then to the City on November 29,2010. Petra disclosed the Photographs
as exhibits prior to trial. These disclosures satisfied Petra's obligations to seasonably supplement
Petra's responses to the City's discovery requests. There is no prejudice to the City by the
introduction almost three months later of these Photographs of the Meridian City Hall.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PETRA'S MOTION TO ADMIT PHOTOGRAPHS
TAKEN BETWEEN NOVEMBER 20, 2008 AND DECEMBER 5, 2008
670042_2
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The City's attempt to use the discovery cut-off date to exclude Photographs of the
Meridian City Hall taken shortly after the City occupied the project is disingenuous. The City
has offered and the Court has admitted photographs of the masonry that were not disclosed to
Petra until late November of 2010, well after the discovery cut-off. The City's photographs are
contained in Exhibit 2680. The Court will recall that counsel for Petra objected to the admission
of the photographs for several reasons, including that they were not provided to Petra until well
after the discovery disclosure deadline. The Court ruled the photographs were admissible. Petra
requests that the Court apply the same ruling to the Photographs. Thus, the City's objection
should be overruled.
2. The proper foundation for admission of the Photographs has been laid.
Second, the proper foundation has been laid by Gene Bennett. He testified that the
Photographs were fair, true, and accurate representations of the depicted scenes of the Meridian
City Hall building and grounds during November and December of 2008. "Photographs are
generally admissible where the witness who identifies them testifies that they correctly portray
relevant scenes or objects." McKee v. Chase, 73 Idaho 491, 501, 253 P.2d 787, 792 (1953). The
City's objection based on lack of foundation should be overruled.
Third, the City can allege no prejudice due to their admission. These Photographs are
simply visual depictions of what many of Petra's witnesses have or will testify to: the state of the
facilities at occupancy. Since testimony of this nature is admissible and highly relevant, so are
these supporting Photographs. There is no unfair prejudice.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PETRA'S MOTION TO ADMIT PHOTOGRAPHS
TAKEN BETWEEN NOVEMBER 20, 2008 AND DECEMBER 5, 2008
670042_2
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In short, the condition of the building and grounds at occupancy is relevant and supports
Petra's position that it fulfilled its contractual obligations and that any alleged defects or
deficiencies were either not observable, or were the result of the City's failure to mitigate its
damages, or related to the City's failure to pursue its warranty rights and work with Petra in good
faith. The City's puzzling objection to Photographs demonstrating the condition of the City Hall
building and grounds shortly after occupancy should be overruled.
DATED: March 4, 2011.
By:~..L!!.~~~~~~~~~~=-­
THOMAS G. "I£""I.,"-~," ....ER
Attorneys for De dants/Counterclaimant
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PETRA'S MOTION TO ADMIT PHOTOGRAPHS
TAKEN BETWEEN NOVEMBER 20, 2008 AND DECEMBER 5, 2008
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 4th day of March, 2011, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Daniel Loras Glynn
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
D
~
D
D
D
T
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
E-m ':
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PETRA'S MOTION TO ADMIT PHOTOGRAPHS
TAKEN BETWEEN NOVEMBER 20,2008 AND DECEMBER 5,2008
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika Klein (ISB No. 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosholaw.com;
eklein@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
NO.~ FIlEDA.M. P.M, _
MAR 04 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
VS.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada )
Case No. CV OC 0907257
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS G. WALKER
DATED MARCH 4, 2011 IN SUPPORT OF
PETRA'S MOTION AND
MEMORANDUM TO ADMIT
PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE MERIDIAN
CITY HALL PROJECT TAKEN
BETWEEN NOVEMBER 20,2008 AND
DECEMBER 5, 2008
I, THOMAS G. WALKER, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state:
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS WALKER DATED MARCH 4, 2011.
669191_2
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1. I am one of the attorneys of record for the Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra
Incorporated ("Petra"), in the above-entitled action.
2. I make this affidavit based upon facts I consider to be true and correct to the best
ofmy personal knowledge and belief.
3. I submit this affidavit in support of Petra's Motion and Memorandum to Admit
Photographs of the Meridian City Hall Project taken between November 20, 2008 And
December 5, 2008 ("Photographs").
4. October 17, 2010 was the discovery cutoff date set by the Court.
5. The Photographs were not within Petra's care, custody or control prior to October
17,2010.
6. Late afternoon on November 16, 2010 counsel for Petra was advised that the City
of Meridian ("City" or "Meridian") intended to substitute Strata in place of MTI as its expert
witness.
7. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true, correct and complete copy of the
document received by my office indicating that the City intended to substitute Strata in place of
MTI as its expert witness.
8. Following the City's notification, I sought to determine if photographs were
available that were taken at or around the date of occupancy.
9. I learned that LCA had such Photographs in its possession.
10. On or about November 17, 2010 I requested that Petra obtain copies of the
photographs taken near the date of occupancy.
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS WALKER DATED MARCH 4, 2011.
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11. Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of email correspondence
dated November 17, 2010 from Kris Maxwell with LCA Architects transmitting contact sheets
containing the Photographs.
12. Also included in Exhibit B is the transmittal email from Tom Coughlin to me
transmitting the contact sheets to my office.
13. On or about November 19,2010 I received authorization from Petra to obtain the
entire set of Photographs.
14. Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of email correspondence
dated November 20, 2010 from me to Tom Coughlin confirming authorization to have the
Photographs reproduced.
15. On Friday November 19, 2010, Bridge City Legal picked up Petra's trial exhibits,
including three separate DVD's, i.e., Exhibit 546 containing the Heery Commissioning Report,
Exhibit 547 containing the Meridian City Council Meeting Minutes and Exhibit 605 containing
copies of the Photograph contact sheets of the Meridian City Hall project.
16. Bridge City Legal delivered binders including Petra's trial exhibits and the
individual DVD's on November 23,2010.
17. Electronic copies of Petra's trial exhibits and the DVDs were delivered to Mr.
Trout's office contemporaneously with delivery to the Court on November 29, 2010 only two
business days after my office received the trial exhibit binders and DVDs from Bridge City
Legal.
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS WALKER DATED MARCH 4, 2011.
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18. Attached as Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of email correspondence
between Kevin Kluckhohn and my office dated December 10, 2010 regarding the contents of
Exhibit 605.
19. On or about December 13,2010, a true, correct and complete copy of Exhibit 605
containing all of the Photographs in digital JPEG format were delivered to Mr. Trout's office as
requested.
20. Attached as Exhibit E is a true and correct copy of correspondence from this
office transmitting another DVD of Exhibit 605 containing the Photographs in JPEG format.
21. Attached as Exhibit F is a true and correct copy of email correspondence between
Kevin Kluckhohn and my paralegal, Pam Carson, wherein Mr. Kluckhohn acknowledges
receipt of the DVD with the JPEG files of the Photographs.
22. The JPEG files of the Photographs contain the metadata, including the date each
of the Photographs was taken.
23. Petra's Exhibit 682 is a hard copy compilation of 68 of selected photographs
contained on the Exhibit 605 DVD.
24. Petra produced true, correct and complete copies of all photographs In its
possession during the course of discovery in this matter.
25. Attached hereto as Exhibit G is a true and correct copy of my correspondence to
Kim Trout dated June 10,2009 summarizing the contents of two USB thumb drives, including
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS WALKER DATED MARCH 4, 20 II.
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but not limited to the transmission of JPEG files ofphotographs taken during the construction of
the project.
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS WALKER DATED MARCH 4, 2011.
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Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at Eagle, Idaho 
My commission expires: March 31, 2016. 
        
 
  
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 4th day of March, 2011, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim 1. Trout, Esq.
Daniel Loras Glynn
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
\ .
",.fI... •
o
~
o
o
o
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile
E-m '.
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS WALKER DATED MARCH 4, 2011.
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TROUT .JONES • GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
November 16,2010
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY. LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Re: CitY ofMeridian us. Petra, Inc.
Case No. CV OC 2009-07257
Dear Tom:
I am in receipt of yow: email of Monday, November 15. 2010 received at approximately 8:46
A.M. After the City filed its Disclosure of Expert Witnesses and received Mr. Boicourt's summary
report, MTI advised us that they would not perform any additional 'Work as expert witnesses as
somehow determined they had a conflict of interest wherein they are working on several of Petra's
projects. As such, we intend to file a Motion to Substitute Expert Witness wherein we will
substitute Strata for MTI. With respect to the reports, Strata is currendy completing their report,
and upon receiving the completed report we will provide that to you. I expect to receive Strata's
completed report by the end of this week. Thank you,
Verr Truly Yours,
~.T~
KJT/kk
EXHIBIT(( A 'I
The 9'" & Idaho Center. 225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P. O. Box 1097 • Boise, Idaho 83701
Phone (208)331-1170. Facsimile (208)331-1529 007833
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From: Tom Coughlin [mailto:tcoughlin@petrainc.net]
sent: Thursday, November 18, 2010 7:35 AM
To: Thomas G. Walker
Cc: Pam carson; Gene Bennett; Jerry Frank; Robin Anselme
Subject: FW: MCH Photos 1
Tom
This is the first of five emails with the contact sheets for the photos that LCA had done for the Meridian City Hall project.
There are a total of 30 contact sheets with over 417 shots. The cost per LCA would be $450 for all of them or $50 shot.
will check to see what Petra wants. I figure it is probably more cost effective to get the whole set.
TomC
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
From: Kris Maxwell [mailto:kmaxwell@lcarch.com]
sent: Wednesday, November 17, 2010 3:25 PM
To: Tom COughlin
Cc: Steve Christiansen
Subject: MCH Photos 1
kris MCl,XweLL
LCA ARCHITECTS
architecture + interior design
1221 shoreline lane Iboise, idaho 83702
208.345.6677 I ~y.!Y_~Jcar\;b,,-~Qm
h-m-'J~weJI({idcarch.cQm
EXHIBIT
I l( B:1
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From: Thomas G. Walker
sent: saturday, November 20,201012:34 PM
To: Tom Coughlin
Cc: Gene Bennett; Jerry Frank; Robin Anselme; EKK; MBS; MEW; PRC
Subject: RE: MCH Photos 1
Importance: High
Yesterday Jerry authorized us to obtain the whole set of photographs. I need the JPGs themselves
so we can download into PowerPoint for presentation during the trial. I also need to know who took
the photographs and when they were taken. Regarding the dates the photographs were taken,
hopefully the photographs are dated. If they were taken by Simmons or Christiansen they can
authenticate the photos. If not, the authenticating witness must have personal knowledge of the
scene or image and be able to testify that the photo fairly and accurately represents what it purports
to represent.
Thomas G. Walker
Cosho Humphrey, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Direct phone: 208-639-5607
Cell phone: 208-869-1508
1
EXHIBITi tt~1
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Pam Carson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:
Kevin Kluckhohn [KKluckhohn@idalaw.com]
Friday, December 10, 2010 9:23 AM
Pam Carson
Thomas G. Walker; Kim Trout; Dick Kluckhohn-gmail; Daniel Glynn
Re: City of Meridian v. Petra
Exhibit-605.txt
Pam: Attached to this email is a directory print of the CD showing the date of modification, the size of the file
and the name of the file. As you can see, the CD provided only shows that they are Contact Sheets. As
requested, please provide the original photos to our offices or if the documents were previously produced,
provide us the bates numbers under which they were produced. Thank you,
Kevin Kluckhohn
Paralegal to Kim J. Trout
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A.
225 N. 9th St., Ste 820
Boise, 10 83702
P.O. Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
kkluckhohn@idalaw.com
This electronic transmission (and/or the documents accompanying it) may contain confidential information
belonging to the sender that is protected by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.c. Sections
2510 and 2521 and may be legally privileged. This message (and any associated files) is intended only for the
use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, subject
to copyright or constitutes a trade secret. If you are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any
dissemination, copying or distribution of this message, or files associated with this message, is strictly
prohibited. Ifyou have received this communication in error, please notify
Trout+Jones+Gledhill+Fuhrman+Gourley, PA immediately by telephone (208-331-1170) and destroy the
original message. Messages sent to and from us may be monitored.
On Dec 10,2010, at 8:46 AM, Pam Carson wrote:
> The contact sheets were not Bates numbered.
are jpg's of photographs of City Hall.
>
> Pamela Carson
>
> Paralegal
> Cosho Humphrey, LLP
> 800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
> P.O. Box 9518
> Boise, ID 83707-9518
>
> (208) 639-5630
>
>
> -----Original Message-----
Mr. Trout was provided with a CD labeled Exhibit 605 which
EXHIBIT
I t. DIt
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> .From: Kevin Kluckhohn [mailto:KK.luckhohn@idalaw.com]
> Sent: Thursday, December 09,20103:11 PM
> To: Pam Carson
> Cc: Thomas G.Walker; Kim Trout; Dick Kluckhohn-gmail; Daniel Glynn
> Subject: City of Meridian v. Petra
>
>
> Pam: In reviewing Petra's Exhibits, it appears that exhibit 605 are contact sheets. Additionally, I am unable
to find bates numbers on any of these documents. Could you please provide the produced bates-numbered
copies of these photos. Thank you,
>
> Kevin Kluckhohn
> Paralegal to Kim 1. Trout
> Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A.
> 225 N. 9th St., Ste 820
> Boise, ID 83702
> P.O. Box 1097
> Boise, ID 83701
> Telephone: (208) 331-1170
> Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
> kkluckhohn@idalaw.com
> This electronic transmission (and/or the documents accompanying it) may contain confidential information
belonging to the sender that is protected by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. Sections
2510 and 2521 and may be legally privileged. This message (and any associated files) is intended only for the
use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, subject
to copyright or constitutes a trade secret. If you are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any
dissemination, copying or distribution of this message, or files associated with this message, is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify
Trout+Jones+Gledhill+Fuhrman+Gourley, PA immediately by telephone (208-331-1170) and destroy the
original message. Messages sent to and from us may be monitored.
>
>
>
>
lSIG:4d02540169566046018382l
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volume in drive D is Nov 19 2010
volume serial Number is EB35-9D69
Exhibit-605
Directory of D:\
11/19/2010 07:54 AM 1,264,835 2nd Floor Lobby Contactsheet-001.pdf
11/19/2010 07: 54 AM 2,170,454 Art Gallery contactSheet-001.pdf
11/19/2010 07:55 AM 2,238,256 council chambers contactsheet-001.pdf
11/19/2010 07: 54 AM 2,591,257 Details contactsheet-001.pdf
11/19/2010 07: 54 AM 2,657,011 Details contactSheet-002.pdf
11/19/2010 07:55 AM 2,815,715 Details contactsheet-003.pdf
11/19/2010 07:54 AM 458,847 Details contactsheet-004.pdf
11/19/2010 07:55 AM 2,264,619 Exterior - contactsheet-001.pdf
11/19/2010 07:55 AM 2,323,918 Exterior Panorama Contactsheet-001.pdf
11/19/2010 07:55 AM 2,912,544 Fire Dept contactsheet-001.pdf
11/19/2010 07: 56 AM 199,739 Fire Dept contactsheet-002.pdf
11/19/2010 07:55 AM 1,066,992 Interior panoramas contactsheet-001.pdf
11/19/2010 07:55 AM 1,379,391 IT Dept contactsheet-001.pdf
11/19/2010 07: 56 AM 2,051,881 Legal contactSheet-001.pdf
11/19/2010 07:55 AM 2,974,687 Lobby contactsheet-001.pdf
11/19/2010 07:55 AM 110,923 Lobby contactsheet-002.pdf
11/19/2010 07:56 AM 2,404,348 Mayors office contactsheet-001.pdf
11/19/2010 07:57 AM 2,397,799 P & R contactsheet-001.pdf
11/19/2010 07:57 AM 2,309,941 panorama contactsheet-001.pdf
11/19/2010 07:57 AM 2,608,588 panorama contactsheet-002.pdf
11/19/2010 07:56 AM 2,012,358 Panorama contactsheet-003.pdf
11/19/2010 07:57 AM 2,275,594 panorama contactsheet-004.pdf
11/19/2010 07:57 AM 1,437,314 panorama ContactSheet-005.pdf
11/19/2010 07:57 AM 1,076,941 petra contactsheet-001.pdf
11/19/2010 07:57 AM 2,293,525 pub Works contactsheet-001.pdf
11/19/2010 07: 58 AM 2,539,754 Roof ContactSheet-001.pdf
11/19/2010 07: 58 AM 2,915,565 Roof contactsheet-002.pdf
Page 1
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11/19/2010 07:58 AM
11/19/2010 07:58 AM
11/19/2010 07:58 AM
30 File(s)
Total Files Listed:
30 File(s)
o oi res)
Exhibit-60S
494,531 Roof (ontactsheet-003.pdf
1,321,078 Trellis (ontactsheet-001.pdf
524,935 Twilight (ontactsheet-001.pdf
56,093,340 bytes
56,093,340 bytes
o bytes free
Page 2
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THOMAS G. WALKER
twalke1@cosholaw.com
www.ricolawblog.com
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
COUNSELORS & ATIORNEYS AT LAW
PO Box 9518 83707-9518
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
Boise, Idaho 83712
Telephone 208.344.7811
Firm fax 208.338.3290
December 13,2010
DIRECT PHONE
CELL PHONE
DIRECT FAX
208.639.5607
208.869.1508
208.639.5609
Kim J. Trout,Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
Attn: Kevin Kluckhohn
Re: City of Meridian
Case No. 09-07257
CH File No. 20771-008
Dear Kevin:
Enclosed pursuant to your request, is a copy of the DVD of Exhibit 605, Photographs of
the Meridian City Hall. If you have any questions, please advise.
~YYours, /J
\.::J~~
PAMELA R. CARSON
Paralegal
Enclosure
EXHIBIT
i Cl E. ),
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Pam Carson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Thank you.
Kevin Kluckhohn [KKluckhohn@idalaw.com]
Wednesday, December 15,20108:35 AM
Pam Carson
Re: "Meridian City Hall Photos"
Kevin Kluckhohn
Paralegal to Kim J. Trout
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A.
225 N. 9th St., Ste 820
Boise, ID 83702
P.O. Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
klduckhohn@idalaw.com
This electronic transmission (and/or the documents accompanying it) may contain confidential information
belonging to the sender that is protected by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. Sections
2510 and 2521 and may be legally privileged. This message (and any associated tiles) is intended only for the
use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, subject
to copyright or constitutes a trade secret. If you are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any
dissemination, copying or distribution of this message, or files associated with this message, is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify
Trout+Jones+Gledhill+Fuhrman+Gourley, PA immediately by telephone (208-331-1170) and destroy the
original message. Messages sent to and from us may be monitored.
On Dec 15,2010, at 8:26 AM, Pam Carson wrote:
> See attached.
>
> Pamela Carson
>
> Paralegal
> Cosho Humphrey, LLP
> 800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
> P.O. Box 9518
> Boise, ID 83707-9518
>
> (208) 639-5630
>
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Kevin Kluckhohn [mailto:KKluckhohn@idalaw.com]
> Sent: Wednesday, December 15,20108:07 AM __~.~~__
> To: Pam Carson EXHIBIT
> Subject: "Meridian City Hall Photos" i C( F II
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>
>
> Pam: I am generally able to open Exhibit 605, however "14.jpg" in the "1- Exteriors" subdirectory contained
on the DVD is not readable. Please email me 14.jpg. Thank you,
>
> Kevin Kluckhohn
> Paralegal to Kim J. Trout
> Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A.
> 225 N. 9th St., Ste 820
> Boise, ID 83702
> P.O. Box 1097
> Boise, ID 83701
> Telephone: (208) 331-1170
> Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
> kkluckhohn@idalaw.com
> This electronic transmission (and/or the documents accompanying it) may contain confidential infOlmation
belonging to the sender that is protected by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. Sections
2510 and 2521 and may be legally privileged. This message (and any associated files) is intended only for the
use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, subject
to copyright or constitutes a trade secret. If you are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any
dissemination, copying or distribution of this message, or files associated with this message, is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify
Trout+Jones+Gledhill+Fuhrman+Gourley, PA immediately by telephone (208-331-1170) and destroy the
original mess~ge. Messages sent to and from us may be monitored.
>
>
>
>
>
>**************************************************************************************
>**************************************************************************************
> Confidentiality Notice:
> This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or
entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing,
copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited. If
you have received this email in error please notify the sender and delete the email. Please note that any views or
opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and not necessarily those ofCosho Humphrey,
LLP. The recipient should check this email and any attachments for the presence ofviruses. Cosho Humphrey,
LLP accepts no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this email.
>
> IRS Circular 230 Notice:
> Any tax advice contained herein was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any other
person (i) in promoting, marketing or recommending any transaction, plan or arrangement or (ii) for the purpose
of avoiding penalties that may be imposed under federal tax law.
>
> <14.jpg>
!SIG:4d08e03e69561118390990!
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THOMAS G. WALKER
twalket@lcosholaw,com
www.ricolawblog.com
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
COUNSELORS & ATIORNEYS AT LAW
PO Box 9518 83707-9518
800 Park Blvd" Suite 790
Boise, Idaho 83712
Telephone 208.344,7811
Firm fax 208,338.3290
June 10,2009
DELIVERED BY COURIER
DIRECT PHONE
CELL PHONE
DIRECT FAX
208,639,5607
208,869,1508
208,639,5609
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
Re: The City.ofMeridian,an Idaho Municipal Corporation v. Petra Incorporated
Ada County Case No. CV OC 0907257
CH File No. 20771-008
Dear Kiin:
Delivered herewith are Petra's responses to the requests made in Exhibits A and B attached
to your letter dated April 20, 2009. The documents are on two USB thumb drives. The pdf
document files contain 13,691 pages and are Bates numbered 50029 through 63720. We do not have
the technology available to Bates number the jpeg files (photographs). There are 1,221 photographs
of the project. In addition, we could not Bates number the following: emails (pst files), WORD and
EXCEL documents in native format, the LEEDS data and information documents, the MCH Leeds
credit documents, or the Microsoft Explorer files.
I reviewed the documents, data and files contained in Petra's production and find them to be
in good order and excellent evidence ofthe competent, complete and professional manner in which
Petra's personnel conducted and documented their work.
On the other hand, I found the City's discovery responses and production received on June 8th
to he grossly incomplete, evasive and unresponsive. I will provide you with a letter within the next
few days documenting the deficiencies in the City's responses along with a request for responses and
documents that conform to the requirements of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. .
Enclosures
cc: Jefty Frank, w/o encIs. (via email)
Gene Bennett, w/o encIs. (via email)
Tom Coughlin, w/o encIs. (via email)
459734 EXHIBIT
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• "
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.comjeklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.comjmschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantiCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
NO'~H+/b~__
'V FILEDA.M.~;.:....,;~__P.M. _
MAR 04 2011
CHRISTOPHER O. RICH. Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, PETRA'S MOTION TO SHORTEN
TIME FOR HEARING
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
The above-named Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated ("Petra"), by and
through its attorney of record, Thomas G. Walker, of the law firm Cosho Humphrey, LLP moves
this Court pursuant to Rule 7(b)(3) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure for an Order shortening
PETRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING
673531
Page 1
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the required period for hearing its Motion in Limine to Admit Photographs of the Meridian City
Hall Project Taken Between November 20, 2008 and December 5, 2008.
This motion is made because there is insufficient time to give the notice required by
Rule 7(b)(3) prior to the hearing requested to occur at 8:30 a.m. on March 9, 2011.
DATED: March 4, 2011.
ER
ndant/Counterclaimant
PETRA INCORPORATED'S MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING
673531
Page 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 4th day of March, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
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Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
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Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
MAR 04 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OC 0907257
Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
NOTICE OF HEARING
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, That the undersigned, attorneys for Petra Incorporated,
("Petra"), the Defendant/Counterclaimant in the above-entitled matter, will bring before the
Honorable Ronald J. Wilper of the above-entitled Court, for hearing at the Ada County
Courthouse, 200 West Front Street, Boise, Idaho 83702, on Wednesday, the 9th day of
NOTICE OF HEARING
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March, 2011, at the hour of 8:30 a.m., Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated's
Motion to Shorten Time and Motion in Limine Admit Photographs of the Meridian City Hall
Project Taken Between November 20, 2008 and December 5, 2008.
DATED: March 4,2011.
NOTICE OF HEARING
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 4th day of March, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
NOTICE OF HEARING
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MAR 07 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By eARLY LATIMORE
DePUTY
Thomas G. Walker (ISB No. 1856)
Erika K. Klein (ISB No. 5509)
Mackenzie Whatcott (ISB No. 6774)
Matthew B. Schelstrate (ISB No. 8276)
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5607
Cell Phone: (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twalker@cosholaw.com;eklein@cosholaw.com;
mwhatcott@cosholaw.com; mschelstrate@cosholaw.com
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant, Petra Incorporated
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant/Counterclaimant
1. Introduction
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
CITY'S MOTION IN LIMINE TO
EXCLUDE TESTIMONY OF WITNESSES
DISCLOSED ON OCTOBER 29,2010
The City's March 4, 2010 oral motion to exclude the witnesses disclosed by Petra on
October 29,2010 ignores the fact that it brought the very same motion before trial and the Court
denied it on December 2, 2010. Nothing has changed in the interim. Petra has relied on the
Court's ruling three months ago and would be prejudiced by a reversal at this late date in the
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO CITY'S MOTION IN LIMINETO
EXCLUDE TESTIMONY OF WITNESSES DISCLOSED ON OCTOBER 29, 2010
674310.docx
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trial. Furthermore, Petra's witness disclosure on October 29,2010 was made in direct response
to the City's late disclosed damage claims. Petra's experts and the prime contractors - certainly
their companies - have been part of this case since the beginning. These witnesses were
disclosed on October 29, 2010 as the direct result of the City waiting until mid-October to
disclose the basis of its damage claims. Even more disingenuous, the City ignores the fact that
two witnesses disclosed on October 29, 2010 - Ted Frisbee and Dave Cram - testified at trial
without objection.
The City's cry of prejudice should be given little weight by the Court. Petra complied
with its obligations under Rule 26 to seasonably supplement its disclosures by doing so within
nine working days of receiving the City's inadequate damage disclosures consisting of a
hodgepodge of approximately 1,000 pages of largely unrelated and disorganized documents.
The City's motion boils down to this: the City waited until 44 days prior to trial to
disclose the basis for its damage claims, and then cries foul when Petra discloses witnesses that
will rebut the City's untimely claims. The City's tactics are at odds with the purpose of the
discovery rules. Simply stated, the City wants the Court to reward it for "stonewalling." See
Edmunds v. Kraner, 142 Idaho 867, 873, 136 P.3d 338, 344 (2006). The City's Motion should
be denied.
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO CITY'S MOTION IN LIMINETO
EXCLUDE TESTIMONY OF WITNESSES DISCLOSED ON OCTOBER 29,2010
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2. Law and Argument
2.1 The Court denied the same motion made by the City on December 2,
2010.
The Court denied the same motion made by the City On December 2,2010. Nothing has
changed in the interim to warrant the Court granting the City's motion now. In fact, it is Petra's
case that would be severely prejudiced by the exclusion of these witnesses. Petra has relied on
the Court's December 2,2010 ruling in preparing its case to date.
2.2 The City waived this objection by allowing Ted Frisbee and Dave
Cram to testify without objection
Additionally, the City's claim that it is prejudiced is meritless. The City did not object
when Ted Frisbee and Dave Cram - two witnesses identified on the October 29,2010 discovery
response - testified at trial without objection. The City should not be allowed to play fast and
loose with the rules, arguing prejudice when it's convenient and ignoring it when it's not. Any
prejudice suggested by the City is concocted. In any event, if the City had a problem preparing
to address the testimony of the prime contractors, it is of its own making as it was obvious from
its damage claims that it made the prime contractors' work an important part of this case.
2.3 Petra seasonably supplemented its discovery disclosures and timely
disclosed additional witnesses.
The City's motion is based on the assumption that Petra made a late disclosure of its
witnesses. This is incorrect. The only rule implicated by the City's Motion is LR.C.P. 26(e),
which requires a seasonable supplementation of discovery responses. The Court did not issue an
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO CITY'S MOTION IN LIMINETO
EXCLUDE TESTIMONY OF WITNESSES DISCLOSED ON OCTOBER 29,2010
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order requiring that all witnesses be disclosed at least 45 days before trial. Rule 26(e) does not
require the disclosure of witnesses at least 45 days before trial. I
Considering the fact that the City disclosed its claimed damages just 44 days prior to trial,
it is illogical to consider Petra's responsive supplementation of discovery untimely. Had Petra
gained some idea about the City's damage claims earlier in the case, Petra would have disclosed
these witnesses earlier. The City cannot claim prejudice from a situation it created. It is only by
accepting the City's manipulation of its 45-day supplementation rule that the listed persons can
be considered late-disclosed witnesses.
In addition, Petra had previously disclosed that it reserved the right "to call as a witness
any person identified by Petra or Meridian during the course of discovery.,,2 Further, the
following persons were previously disclosed by Petra: Jack K. Lemley (disclosed on May 6,
2010, June 10, 2010 and August 12, 2010), Richard Bauer (disclosed on May 6, 2010 and
August 12, 2010), Keith Pinkerton (first disclosed on August 12, 2010, and Dennis Reinstein
(first disclosed on August 12, 2010). In addition, representatives of the following companies
were disclosed on August 21, 2009: TMC (masonry), Mountain Steel and Tombari (structural
steel and deck); ABS (doors and hardware); PS&G and lSI (drywall); Custom Glass (glass and
glazing); Western Roofing (roofing); Schindler (elevators); Idaho Custom Woodwork
(cabinetry); Flooring America (flooring); Nordwall (demountable walls); Barclay-Dean (access
1 In fact, it is the City that violated the only Court order regarding witnesses contained in the Order Setting
Proceedings and Trial, which was the attorney's conference that Plaintiffs counsel was required to convene on
November 9,2010 for, among other things, "exchange of all witness lists."
2 See Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker dated November 16, 2010, at ~ 3, Exh. A. [Petra Incorporated Response
dated August 21, 2009 to the City ofMeridian's First Set ofInterrogatories, Requests for Production ofDocuments
and Requestfor Admissions to Defendant Petra Incorporated, at p. 14]
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flooring); TVFP (fire sprinklers); DeBest (plumbing); TML (HVAC) Mountain Power
(electrical). The remaining persons, representatives of prime contractors, are well known to the
City and its counsel as having personal information regarding their work on the Project: Darrell
Coleman (Alpha Masonry);Tim McGourty (TMC Masonry Contractors); Mike Miller (M.R.
Miller); Tom Zabala (ZGA Architects); Glenn Hickey (Custom Precast); Rob Drinkard (Western
Roofing Contractors); Jeff Brewer (Western Roofing Contractors); Ted Davis (Western Roofing
Contractors); Jay Goodsen (Tri State Electric); Randy Frisbee (Hobson Fabricating, Inc.); Ted
Frisbee, Sr. (Hobson Fabricating, Inc.); Ted Frisbee, Jr. (Hobson Fabricating, Inc.); Pat Clover
(Hobson Fabricating, Inc.); Dell Hatch (Hatchmueller Landscape Architects); Chuck Hum
(Heery International); Troy Kunas (Heery International); Lenny Buss (Buss Mechanical); John
Buss (Buss Mechanical); Representatives of Yamas (HVAC controls); representative ofVersico
(regarding roofing materials); Sheldon Morgan (Custom Glass); Randy Pierce (American Wall
Covering); Stewart Jensen (D&A Door); and Dave Cram (MTI).
Petra seasonably supplemented its discovery responses after analyzing the City's damage
disclosures and then recognizing that certain prime contractors would need to testify to rebut the
City's allegations. Importantly, Petra is the party that would be prejudiced if it is not allowed to
provide evidence rebutting the City's damage claims. The City's position lacks merit and should
not serve as the basis for any sanction.
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO CITY'S MOTION IN LIMINETO
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2.5 Petra had good cause for why it disclosed its witnesses on October 29,
2010.
Even if these witness disclosures could be considered tardy, the City cannot show any
unfair surprise or prejudice. Petra had good cause for why it disclosed these witnesses on
October 29, 2010. On October 18, 2010 Petra received more than a thousand pages of
documents, expert opinions, damage allegations, and cost estimates. Nine business days later, on
October 29, 2010, Petra disclosed additional witnesses it may call at trial to meet the City's
belated damage claims.
In light of the late disclosure of the basis for its damage claims, the City cannot, in good
faith, represent to this Court that it is prejudiced by Petra's October 29,2010 witness disclosures.
Petra respectfully submits that excluding the witnesses is unwarranted in this case,
especially after 44 days of trial.
3. Conclusion
Petra respectfully submits that the Court should deny the City's motion to exclude any of
its witnesses disclosed on October 29,2010.
DATED: March 7, 2011
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO CITY'S MOTION IN LIMINETO
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 7th day of March, 2011, a true and correct copy of the
within and foregoing document was served upon:
Kim J. Trout, Esq.
Daniel Loras Glynn
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
D
~
D
D
D
u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
E-ma· :
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KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB#5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY,P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By STEPHANIE VIDAK
OEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
OBJECTION TO PETRA'S MOTION IN
LIMINE
The City of Meridian hereby objects to Petra's Motion in Limine filed on March 4, 2011 (the
"Motion") on the following grounds:
The Motion seeks an Order allowing Petra to admit Petra Exhibit 682 (the "Exhibit"). The
Exhibit contains photographs of the Project which were allegedly taken between November 20,
2008 and December 5, 2008 (the "Photos"). Petra argues that the Photos should be admitted into
evidence based on the following assertions: (1) the Photos were timely disclosed to the City; and (2)
the proper foundation for the admission of the Photos has been laid. See generallY, Memorandum in
Support of Petra's Motion to Admit Photographs Taken Between November 20, 2008 and
December 5, 2008 ("Petra Memorandum").
OBJECTION TO PETRA'S MOTION IN LIMINE Page -1
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11. The Photographs were not timely disclosed to the City.
The Photos were not properly, nor timely disclosed to the City as asserted by Petra. Petra
produced thirty contact sheets of photographs on November 29, 2010 at the pre-trial conference.1
After a careful review of the photographs, on December 9, 2010, Kevin Kluckhohn, the paralegal
for Mr. Trout contacted Pamela Carson, the paralegal for Mr. Walker, informing Mr. Walker's office
that Petra had failed to produce the photographs, but instead had produced contact sheets, which
were unusable.2
The following day, Ms. Carson replied that the "jpg's of photographs of City Hall" were
provided on a CD labeled Exhibit 605.3 Shordy after Ms. Carson's email.Mr. Kluckhohn attached a
directory print of the CD showing, among other things, the name of the fl1e.4 It is important that
the Court recognize that all the files provided were contact sheets and not photographs as alleged by
Mr. Walker. It wasn't until December 15, almost one month after Petra received the subject Photos
from LCA that they produced the subject Photos to the City as an exhibit.s
The photographs contained in Exhibit 2680 are distinguishable from the Photos because
they were produced to Petra immediately after receiving the exhibits from STRATA. In addition,
the photographs were taken and offered into evidence by Mr. Weltner who testified on January 20,
2011 that he was present when STRATA performed their inspection and took the photographs. Mr.
Weltner had personal knowledge with regard to the photographs and the observations he made
during that visit.
1 Affidavit of Thomas G. Walker dated March 4, 2011 in Support of Petra's Motion and Memorandum to Admit
Photographs of the Meridian City Hall Project taken between November 20, 2008 and December 5, 2008 (hereafter
''Walker Aff."), mill & 15.
2 Walker Aff., Ex. D.
3 lei.
4 lei.
5 lei. at Ex. F.
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I2. The proper foundation for admission of the Photographs has not been laid.
The City also objects to the Motion because the proper foundation has not been laid. The
Photos were taken by an unknown third party.6 Additionally, approximately two years elapsed
before the Photos were within Petra's care, custody or control.7 Because of these deficiencies there
is no way for Mr. Bennett to properly authenticate the Photos.
Petra correcdy states that "[P]hotographs are generally admissibly where the witness who
identified them testifies that they correcdy portray relevant scenes or objects." See Petra
Memorandum, p. 3, citing McKee v. Chase, 253 P.2d 787, 792 (Idaho 1953). However, Petra fails to
mention the authenticity requirement. The decision in McKee is based on a relevancy dispute. See
McKee at 792. In other words, the objecting party was claiming that the subject photograph was
irrelevant because it was taken a few days after the subject automobile accident, and therefore could
not be relied upon. Id. The decision does not explain how the subject photograph was
authenticated (e.g., by a person with knowledge that a matter is what it is claimed to be, as required
by I.R.E. 901 (b)(1».
The general rule regarding the admissibility of photographs is that they have to be "duly
verified" before addressing the issue of whether they accurately represent the scene in question. See
State v. Padilla, 620 P.2d 286, 293 (Idaho 1980), quoting State v. Marline~ 439 P.2d 691 (Idaho 1968).
Mr. Geis, a forensic photographer and certified expert in Photoshop, has reviewed a selected
portion of the 398 photos provided to the City as proposed Exhibit 605, and has stated:8
1. The photographs are manipulated in a heavy handed manner for artistic value;
2. There is no evident concern for 'undue influence' the photographer or the manipulator
of the photographs;
6 See Walker Affidavit W3-10.
7 See Walker Affidavit W3-10.
8 See Affidavit of Leo Geis Dated March 8, 2011
OBJECTION TO PETRA'S MOTION IN LIMINE Page - 3
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3. There are no apparent controls for distortion or other image inaccuracy or custody;
4. There is no prescribe viewing distance which is the single most important factor in image
accuracy;
5. There is no apparent conformant to color management principles and therefore the
colors are inaccurate;
6. There is no forensic context as the images were prepared for aesthetic value and
therefore we can assume the preparer used customary techniques to enhance the
aesthetic appearance of the image (which can include things like patching walls,
enhanced lighting and the like).
Mr. Bennett cannot duly verify the Photos because he does not know who took them, and
he does not know if they were altered during the two years since they were taken. Additionally, it
appears that some of the Photos may have been altered. In this respect, although the Photos appear
to have been taken between November 21,2008 and December 4,2008, it also appears (according
to the metadata contained within the JPEG images), that the Photos were subsequendy modified.9
While it is uncertain whether the photographs were actually modified, there is doubt that the Photos
being presented are "fair, true, and accurate representations of the depicted scenes of the Meridian
City Hall building and grounds" as alleged by Petra. to Rather, the Photos appear to be professional
photographs taken for marketing purposes. It is customary for professional photographers to
touch-up photographs or alter them to make the subject look as good as possible. It appears that
such altering occurred with respect to the Photos.
Without being able to question the person who took the Photos, and the person who knows
whether and to what extent they were altered, those issues will remain unresolved. The authenticity
9 Trout Affidavit, Ex. "A."
10 See Petra's Memorandum, Pg. 3.
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of the Photos cannot be verified. Therefore, they should not be introduced into evidence through
Mr. Bennett or any other witness aside from the photographer.
For the reasons stated above, the Court should deny Petra's Motion.
RESPECTFULLY submitted this 8th day of March, 2011.
TROUT+JO<+GLEDH~N+G:RLEY' P.A.
By KIM J TRim
Attorneys for Plaintiff
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 8th day of March, 2011, a true and correct copy of the
above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Fax: (208) 639-5609
OBJECTION TO PETRA'S MOTION IN LIMINE
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U.S. Mail
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KIM J. TROUT, ISH #2468
DANIELLORAS GLYNN, ISB#5113
TROUT + JONES + GLEDHILL + FUHRMAN +GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
MAR 08 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By STEPHANIE VIDA/(
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
STATEOFIDAHO )
) :ss
County of ADA )
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
AFFIDAVIT OF KIM J. TROUT DATED
MARCH 8, 2011
KIM 1. TROUT, being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1. I am at least eighteen (18) years of age and am competent to testify regarding the
matters set forth herein. I am an attorney at the law firm of TROUT • JONES • GLEDHILL •
FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A., representing the City of Meridian, and I make the following
statements based upon my own personal knowledge.
2. On December 15,2010, my office received Exhibit 605.
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3. After receiving Defendant's Motion in Limine relating to proposed Exhibit 605 in
this matter, I asked my office staff to review the metadata contained within each of the
photographs for when each of the photographs were taken and if they were modified thereafter.
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a spreadsheet prepared by my staff and
reviewed by myself regarding the metadata of each of the 398 images. The spreadsheet
calculates the difference between the "Date Created" as identified in the metadata of each of the
images and the "Date Modified" as identified in the metadata of each of the images.
Notary Public, State of Idaho
Residing at: Meridian, Idaho
My commission expires: November 3, 2014
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 8th day of March, 2011.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 8th day of March, 2011, a true and correct copy of the
above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Email
Kim J. Trout
~
D
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Folder Photo Name Date Created Date Modified Calendar Days WomDays
1-Exteriors l.jpg 11/28/08 11:20 AM 12/10/08 1:57 PM 12.10902778 9
2.jpg 11/28/0811:23 AM 12/10/089:21 PM 12.41527778 9
3.jpg 11/28/08 11:45 AM 12110/0811:49 PM 12.50277778 9
4.jpg 11/28/08 11:45 AM 12/11/081:37 PM 13.07777778 10
5.jpg 11/28/08 11:48 AM 12/11/081:46 PM 13.08194444 10
6.jpg 11/28/08 11:54 AM 12/11/0810:08 PM 13.42638889 10
7.jpg 11/28/08 11:56 AM 12111/0810:06 PM 13.42361111 10
8.jpg 11/28/08 11:58 AM 12/11/0810:07 PM 13.42291667 10
9.jpg 11/28/08 11:59 AM 12/11/0810:22 PM 13.43263889 10
10.jpg 11/28/0812:05 PM 12111/0810:34 PM 13.43680556 10
11.jpg 11/28/08 12:11 PM 12/11/0810:47 PM 13.44166667 10
12.jpg 11/28/0812:17 PM 12111/0811:00 PM 13.44652778 10
13.jpg 11/21/084:10 PM 12117/089:04PM 26.20416667 19
14.jpg 11/21/084:11 PM 12/15/088:33 AM 23.68194444 17
15.jpg 11/21/084:11 PM 12/17/089:14 PM 26.21041667 19
16.jpg 11/21/084:16 PM 12/17/08 9:22 PM 26.2125 19
007865
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Folder
2-Exterior Panoramas
Photo Name
l.jpg
2 TIFF.tif
2.jpg
3.jpg
4.jpg
5.jpg
6.jpg
7.jpg
8.jpg
9.jpg
10.jpg
l1.jpg
12.jpg
13.jpg
14.jpg
15.jpg
16.jpg
17.jpg
18.jpg
19.jpg
Date Created
11/22/082:03 AM
11/26/08 11:25 PM
11/26/08 11:25 AM
11/26/08 11:33 AM
12/9/08 10:48 PM
12/9/08 11:24 PM
12/9/08 11:50 PM
12/10/0812:05 AM
12/10/0812:28 AM
12/10/0812:49 AM
12/11/0811:43 PM
12/15/0811:48 PM
12/17/082:32 PM
12/17/08 2:40 PM
12/17/084:17 PM
12/17/08 3:38 PM
12/17/085:25 PM
12/18/089:34 PM
12/24/084:51 PM
12/24/084:44 PM
Date Modified Calendar Days
11/22/082:24 AM
11/26/08 11:33 PM
11/26/08 11:33 AM
11/26/08 11:33 AM
12/9/08 10:48 PM
12/9/08 10:33 PM
12/9/08 11:53 PM
12/10/08 12:05 AM
12/10/0812:28 AM
12/10/0812:49 AM
12/11/0811:44 PM
12/15/08 11:48 PM
12/17/082:32 PM
12/17/083:11 PM
12/17/084:19 PM
12/17/083:55 PM
12/17/085:26 PM
12/18/089:36 PM
12/24/084:51 PM
12/24/084:44 PM
WotkDays
007866
          
       
        
       
       
       
       
       
      
     
     
     
      
     
      
     
      
     
     
     
     
Folder Photo Name Date Created Date Modified Calendar Days WorkDays
Council O1amber
3-Interior Panoramas l.jpg 12/18/0812:42 AM 12/18/0812:42 AM
Council O1amber
2.jpg 12/18/082:46 PM 12/18/085:31 PM
Initial Point Art
Gallery.jpg 12/19/081:20 PM 12/19/081:21 PM
Mayor's Office
Reception.jpg 12/18/084:49 PM 12/18/085:22 PM
Mayor's Office.jpg 12/18/084:10 PM 12/18/084:12 PM
Public Works and
Engineering.jpg 12127/082:57 PM 12/27/082:58 PM
Second Floor
Elevator Lobby.jpg 12110/081:06 PM 12/10/081:35 PM
007867
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Folder Photo Name Date Created Date Modified Calendar Days WorkDays
4-Mayor's Offices l.jpg 11/21/087:22 PM 12/18/089:41 PM 27.09652778 20
2.jpg 11/21/087:24 PM 12/18/089:49 PM 27.10069444 20
3.jpg 11/21/087:25 PM 12/18/08 12:13 AM 26.2 20
4.jpg 11/21/087:28 PM 12/19/08 12:13 AM 27.19791667 21
5.jpg 11/21/087:26 PM 12/19/08 12:03 AM 27.19236111 21
6.jpg 11/21/087:26 PM 12/19/0812:16 AM 27.20138889 21
7.jpg 11/21/087:27 PM 12/19/08 12:20 AM 27.20347222 21
8.jpg 11/21/087:28 PM 12/19/08 12:27 AM 27.20763889 21
9.jpg 11/24/086:29 PM 12/19/08 12:33 AM 24.25277778 20
10.jpg 12/2/085:18 PM 12/19/08 12:41 AM 16.30763889 14
11.jpg 12/2/085:23 PM 12/19/0812:44 AM 16.30625 14
12.jpg 12/2/085:24 PM 12/19/0812:48 AM 16.30833333 14
13.jpg 12/2/085:25 PM 12/19/08 1:04 AM 16.31875 14
14.jpg 12/2/085:25 PM 12/19/08 1:07 AM 16.32083333 14
15.jpg 12/2/085:26 PM 12/19/081:11 AM 16.32291667 14
16.jpg 12/2/085:20 PM 12/19/081:16 AM 16.33055556 14
17.jpg 12/2/085:20 PM 12/19/08 1:19 AM 16.33263889 14
007868
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Folder Photo Name Date Created Date Modified Calendar Days WorkDays
5-Art Gallery l.jpg 11/24/086:41 PM 12/2/089:52 PM 8.132638889 7
2.jpg 11/21/087:11 PM 12/19/08 12:16 PM 27.71180556 21
3.jpg 11/24/086:52 PM 12/19/08 12:27 PM 24.73263889 20
4.jpg 11/24/086:47 PM 12/19/0812:38 PM 24.74375 20
5.jpg 11/24/086:44 PM 12/19/081:29 PM 24.78125 20
6.jpg 11/24/086:43 PM 12/19/081:28 PM 24.78125 20
7.jpg 11/21/087:13 PM 12/19/081:37 PM 27.76666667 21
8.jpg 11/21/087:13 PM 12/19/081:37 PM 27.76666667 21
9.jpg 11/21/087:12 PM 12/19/08 1:43 PM 27.77152778 21
10.jpg 11/21/087:12 PM 12/19/08 1:47 PM 27.77430556 21
ll.jpg 11/21/087:11 PM 12/19/08 1:50 PM 27.77708333 21
12.jpg 11/21/087:10 PM 12/19/081:55 PM 27.78125 21
13.jpg 11/21/087:09 PM 12/19/08 1:57 PM 27.78333333 21
14.jpg 11/21/082:31 PM 12/19/082:02 PM 27.97986111 21
15.jpg 11/21/082:33 PM 12/19/082:06 PM 27.98125 21
16.jpg 12/2/085:28 PM 12/19/082:09 PM 16.86180556 14
007869
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Folder Photo Name Date Created Date Modified Calendar Days WorkDays
6-Council Chamber l.jpg 11/21/086:46 PM 12/19/083:06 PM 27.84722222 21
2.jpg 11/21/086:41 PM 12/19/083:15 PM 27.85694444 21
3.jpg 11/21/087:04 PM 12/19/083:19 PM 27.84375 21
4.jpg 11/21/087:06 PM 12/19/083:24 PM 27.84583333 21
5.jpg 11/21/087:01 PM 12/19/084:04 PM 27.87708333 21
6.jpg 11/21/087:01 PM 12/19/084:11 PM 27.88194444 21
7.jpg 11/21/086:48 PM 12/19/084:21 PM 27.89791667 21
8.jpg 11/21/086:51 PM 12/19/084:19 PM 27.89444444 21
9.jpg 11/21/086:51 PM 12/19/084:28 PM 27.90069444 21
10.jpg 11/21/086:52 PM 12/19/084:32 PM 27.90277778 21
l1.jpg 11/21/086:53 PM 12/19/084:32 PM 27.90208333 21
12.jpg 11/21/086:53 PM 12/19/084:49 PM 27.91388889 21
13.jpg 11/21/086:57 PM 12/19/084:55 PM 27.91527778 21
14.jpg 11/21/083:02 PM 12/19/085:00 PM 28.08194444 21
15.jpg 11/21/083:01 PM 12/19/085:06 PM 28.08680556 21
007870
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Folder Photo Name Date Created Date Modified Calendar Days WorkDays
7-IT Department l.jpg 12/2/084:37 PM 12/18/086:47 PM 16.09027778 13
2.jpg 12/2/084:38 PM 12/18/086:53 PM 16.09375 13
3.jpg 12/2/084:38 PM 12/18/087:13 PM 16.10763889 13
4.jpg 12/2/084:39 PM 12/18/087:18 PM 16.11041667 13
5.jpg 12/2/084:19 PM 12/18/087:32 PM 16.13402778 13
6.jpg 12/2/084:23 PM 12/18/087:43 PM 16.13888889 13
7.jpg 12/2/084:28 PM 12/18/087:48 PM 16.13888889 13
8.jpg 12/2/084:30 PM 12/18/087:55 PM 16.14236111 13
9.jpg 12/2/084:31 PM 12/18/088:25 PM 16.1625 13
10.jpg 12/2/084:34 PM 12/18/088:31 PM 16.16458333 13
007871
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Folder Photo Name Date Created Date Modified Calendar Days WorkDays
8-Fire Depanment
Administration 1.jpg 12/4/08 2:23 PM 12/8/086:39 PM 4.177777778 3
2.jpg 12/4/082:25 PM 12/8/086:42 PM 4.178472222 3
3.jpg 12/4/082:25 PM 12/8/086:46 PM 4.18125 3
4.jpg 12/4/082:27 PM 12/8/086:52 PM 4.184027778 3
5.jpg 12/4/082:32 PM 12/8/087:05 PM 4.189583333 3
6.jpg 12/4/082:34 PM 12/8/087:14 PM 4.194444444 3
7.jpg 12/4/082:34 PM 12/9/08 11:55 AM 4.889583333 4
8.jpg 12/4/082:35 PM 12/9/08 12:03 PM 4.894444444 4
9.jpg 12/4/082:35 PM 12/9/08 12:13 PM 4.901388889 4
10.jpg 12/4/082:42 PM 12/9/08 12:19 PM 4.900694444 4
11.jpg 12/4/082:42 PM 12/9/08 12:24 PM 4.904166667 4
12.jpg 12/4/082:43 PM 12/9/0812:31 PM 4.908333333 4
13.jpg 12/4/082:44 PM 12/9/08 12:35 PM 4.910416667 4
14.jpg 12/4/082:44 PM 12/9/08 12:38 PM 4.9125 4
15.jpg 12/4/082:46 PM 12/9/08 1:08 PM 4.931944444 4
16.jpg 12/4/082:47 PM 12/24/084:57 PM 20.09027778 15
17.jpg 12/4/082:48 PM 12/25/085:20 PM 21.10555556 16
18.jpg 12/4/082:48 PM 12/26/0812:58 AM 21.42361111 17
19.jpg 12/4/082:49 PM 12/26/0810:59 AM 21.84027778 17
20.jpg 12/4/082:50 PM 12/26/08 11:02 AM 21.84166667 17
21.jpg 12/4/082:50 PM 12/26/08 11:11 AM 21.84791667 17
007872
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Folder Photo Name Date Created Date Modified Calendar Days WorkDays
9-Parks and Recreation 1.jpg 12/4/083:00 PM 12/26/08 11:25 AM 21.85069444 17
2.jpg 12/4/083:01 PM 12/26/08 11:28 AM 21.85208333 17
3.jpg 12/4/083:02 PM 12/26/08 11:33 AM 21.85486111 17
4.jpg 12/4/083:03 PM 12/26/084:01 PM 22.04027778 17
5.jpg 12/4/083:03 PM 12/26/084:04 PM 22.04236111 17
6.jpg 12/4/083:05 PM 12/26/084:08 PM 22.04375 17
7.jpg 12/4/083:05 PM 12/26/084:24 PM 22.05486111 17
8.jpg 12/4/083:10 PM 12/26/084:41 PM 22.06319444 17
9.jpg 12/4/083:11 PM 12/26/084:44 AM 21.56458333 17
10.jpg 12/4/083:11 PM 12/26/085:15 PM 22.08611111 17
l1.jpg 12/4/083:11 PM 12/26/085:22 PM 22.09097222 17
12.jpg 12/4/08 3:12 PM 12/26/085:25 PM 22.09236111 17
13.jpg 12/4/083:13 PM 12/26/085:30 PM 22.09513889 17
14.jpg 12/4/08 3:15 PM 12/26/086:02 PM 22.11597222 17
15.jpg 12/4/083:16 PM 12/26/086:07 PM 22.11875 17
16.jpg 12/4/083:18 PM 12/26/086:09 PM 22.11875 17
17.jpg 12/4/08 3:18 PM 12/26/086:12 PM 22.12083333 17
007873
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Folder Photo Name Date Created Date Modified Calendar Days WorkDays
1Q..Legal Department l.jpg 12/2/08 4:59 PM 12/18/088:39 PM 16.15277778 13
2.jpg 12/2/085:00 PM 12/18/088:48 PM 16.15833333 13
3.jpg 12/2/085:02 PM 12/18/088:52 PM 16.15972222 13
4.jpg 12/2/08 5:03 PM 12/18/088:59 PM 16.16388889 13
5.jpg 12/2/085:05 PM 12/27/08 1:13 PM 24.83888889 19
6.jpg 12/2/085:06 PM 12/27/081:16 PM 24.84027778 19
7.jpg 12/2/085:07 PM 12/27/081:21 PM 24.84305556 19
8.jpg 12/2/085:09 PM 12/27/08 1:35 PM 24.85138889 19
9.jpg 12/2/08 5:10 PM 12/27/08 1:45 PM 24.85763889 19
10.jpg 12/2/085:12 PM 12/27/08 1:58 PM 24.86527778 19
11.jpg 12/2/085:12 PM 12/27/082:00 PM 24.86666667 19
12.jpg 12/2/085:12 PM 12/27/082:03 PM 24.86875 19
13.jpg 12/2/085:13 PM 12/27/082:05 PM 24.86944444 19
14.jpg 12/2/085:13 PM 12/27/082:08 PM 24.87152778 19
15.jpg 12/2/085:11 PM 12/27/08 1:54 PM 24.86319444 19
007874
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Folder Photo Name Date Created Date Modified Calendar Days WomDays
ll-Public Works and
Engineering l.jpg 12/4/08 5:10 PM 12/27108 5:16 PM 23.00416667 17
2.jpg 12/4/085:13 PM 12/271083:09 PM 22.91388889 17
3.jpg 12/4/08 5:13 PM 12/271083:14 PM 22.91736111 17
4.jpg 12/4/085:15 PM 12/271085:20 PM 23.00347222 17
5.jpg 12/4/085:17 PM 12/271083:36 PM 22.92986111 17
6.jpg 12/4/08 5:18 PM 12/271083:35 PM 22.92847222 17
7.jpg 12/4/085:19 PM 12/271085:18 PM 22.99930556 17
8.jpg 12/4/08 5:19 PM 12/271084:05 PM 22.94861111 17
9.jpg 12/4/085:20 PM 12/271084:11 PM 22.95208333 17
10.jpg 12/4/08 5:21 PM 12/271084:16 PM 22.95486111 17
11.jpg 12/4/08 5:21 PM 12/271084:21.AM 22.45833333 17
12.jpg 12/4/08 5:22 PM 12/271084:32 PM 22.96527778 17
13.jpg 12/4/085:25 PM 12/271084:38 PM 22.96736111 17
14.jpg 12/4/08 5:26 PM 12/271085:19 PM 22.99513889 17
15.jpg 12/4/085:37 PM 12/271085:00 PM 22.97430556 17
16.jpg 12/4/08 5:15 PM 12/271085:04 PM 22.99236111 17
17.jpg 12/4/085:34 PM 12/271085:14 PM 22.98611111 17
007875
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Folder Photo Name Date Created Date Modified Calendar Days WOlkDays
12-Second Floor
Elevator Lobby l.jpg 12/4/083:36 PM 12/28/082:20 AM 23.44722222 17
2.jpg 12/4/083:38 PM 12/27/087:37 PM 23.16597222 17
3.jpg 12/4/083:39 PM 12/28/082:24 AM 23.44791667 17
4.jpg 12/4/083:41 PM 12/28/08 1:52 AM 23.42430556 17
5.jpg 12/4/08 3:42 PM 12/28/082:00 AM 23.42916667 17
6.jpg 12/4/083:44 PM 12/28/082:06 AM 23.43194444 17
7.jpg 12/4/083:46 PM 12/28/08 2:10 AM 23.43333333 17
8.jpg 12/4/083:46 PM 12/28/082:18 AM 23.43888889 17
007876
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Folder Photo Name Date Created Date Modified Calendar Days WorkDays
13-Roof l.jpg 12/4/08 4:10 PM 12/20/082:08 PM 15.91527778 12
2.jpg 12/4/084:11 PM 12/20/082:07 PM 15.91388889 12
3.jpg 12/4/084:12 PM 12/20/082:13 PM 15.91736111 12
4.jpg 12/4/08 4:12 PM 12/20/082:16 PM 15.91944444 12
5.jpg 12/4/084:12 PM 12/20/082:20 PM 15.92222222 12
6.jpg 12/4/08 4:12 PM 12/20/082:27 PM 15.92708333 12
7.jpg 12/4/084:13 PM 12/20/082:42 PM 15.93680556 12
8.jpg 12/4/084:13 PM 12/20/082:48 PM 15.94097222 12
9.jpg 12/4/084:13 PM 12/20/082:52 PM 15.94375 12
10.jpg 12/4/084:13 PM 12/20/082:56 PM 15.94652778 12
l1.jpg 12/4/084:13 PM 12/20/083:00 PM 15.94930556 12
12.jpg 12/4/084:13 PM 12/20/083:04 PM 15.95208333 12
13.jpg 12/4/084:13 PM 12/20/083:12 PM 15.95763889 12
14.jpg 12/4/08 4:14 PM 12/20/083:16 PM 15.95972222 12
15.jpg 12/4/084:14 PM 12/20/086:35 PM 16.09791667 12
16.jpg 12/4/084:14 PM 12/21/089:34 PM 17.22222222 12
17.jpg 12/4/084:18 PM 12/21/089:35 PM 17.22013889 12
18.jpg 12/4/084:19 PM 12/21/089:36 PM 17.22013889 12
19.jpg 12/4/084:21 PM 12/21/089:37 PM 17.21944444 12
20.jpg 12/4/084:22 PM 12/21/089:37 PM 17.21875 12
21.jpg 12/4/084:22 PM 12/21/089:38 PM 17.21944444 12
22.jpg 12/4/084:22 PM 12/21/089:39 PM 17.22013889 12
23.jpg 12/4/084:23 PM 12/21/089:44 PM 17.22291667 12
24.jpg 12/4/084:23 PM 12/21/089:47 PM 17.225 12
25.jpg 12/4/084:25 PM 12/21/089:54 PM 17.22847222 12
26.jpg 12/4/084:30 PM 12/21/08 10:52 PM 17.26527778 12
27.jpg 12/4/08 4:32 PM 12/21/08 10:52 PM 17.26388889 12
28.jpg 12/4/084:33 PM 12/21/08 10:53 PM 17.26388889 12
29.jpg 12/4/084:34 PM 12/21/08 10:53 PM 17.26319444 12
30.jpg 12/4/084:36 PM 12/21/08 10:54 AM 16.7625 12
31.jpg 12/4/084:38 PM 12/21/0810:54 PM 17.26111111 12
32.jpg 12/4/084:38 PM 12/21/08 10:54 PM 17.26111111 12
33.jpg 12/4/084:38 PM 12/21/08 10:55 PM 17.26180556 12
34.jpg 12/4/084:39 PM 12/21/08 10:55 PM 17.26111111 12
35.jpg 12/4/084:40 PM 12/21/08 10:48 PM 17.25555556 12
36.jpg 12/4/084:41 PM 12/21/08 10:51 PM 17.25694444 12
37.jpg 12/4/084:42 PM 12/21/08 10:58 PM 17.26111111 12
38.jpg 12/4/084:43 PM 12/21/08 10:59 PM 17.26111111 12
39.jpg 12/4/084:43 PM 12/21/08 11:02 PM 17.26319444 12
40.jpg 12/4/084:43 PM 12/21/08 11:07 PM 17.26666667 12
41.jpg 12/4/084:44 PM 12/21/08 11:10 PM 17.26805556 12
42.jpg 12/4/08 4:53 PM 12/21/08 11:39 PM 17.28194444 12
43.jpg 12/4/084:53 PM 12/21/08 11:39 PM 17.28194444 12
007877
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Folder Photo Name Date Created Date Modified Calendar Days WorkDays
14-Petra G>I1struction
and Engineering l.jpg 12/4/083:57 PM 12/28/08 1:56 PM 23.91597222 17
2.jpg 12/4/083:58 PM 12/28/082:00 PM 23.91805556 17
3.jpg 12/4/083:59 PM 12/28/082:04 PM 23.92013889 17
4.jpg 12/4/084:00 PM 12/28/082:09 PM 23.92291667 17
5.jpg 12/4/084:02 PM 12/28/082:15 PM 23.92569444 17
6.jpg 12/4/084:03 PM 12/28/082:19 PM 23.92777778 17
7.jpg 12/4/084:03 PM 12/28/082:23 PM 23.93055556 17
007878
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Folder Photo Name Date Created Date Modified Calendar Days WorkDays
15-Twilight Shots 1.jpg 11/24/085:49 PM 12/28/083:08 PM 33.88819444 25
2.jpg 11/24/086:10 PM 12/28/083:17 PM 33.87986111 25
3.jpg 11/24/086:06 PM 12/28/082:58 PM 33.86944444 25
4.jpg 11/24/085:37 PM 12/28/083:27 PM 33.90972222 25
007879
          
  l.j        
       
       
       
Folder Photo Name Date Created Date Modified Calendar Days WorkDays
16-Trellis l.jpg 11/21/083:17 PM 12/28/083:59 PM 37.02916667 26
2.jpg 11/21/083:17 PM 12/28/084:03 PM 37.03194444 26
3.jpg 11/28/08 11:33 AM 12/28/084:23 PM 30.20138889 21
4.jpg 11/28/0811:34 AM 12/28/084:35 PM 30.20902778 21
5.jpg 11/28/08 11:35 AM 12/28/084:53 PM 30.22083333 21
6.jpg 11/28/08 11:36 AM 12/28/085:01 PM 30.22569444 21
7.jpg 11/28/08 11:37 AM 12/28/085:08 PM 30.22986111 21
8.jpg 11/21/083:57 PM 12/28/084:09 PM 37.00833333 26
007880
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    1 /     
        
        
       
Folder Photo Name Date Created Date Modified Calendar Days WorkDays
17-Architecmral Details
anddoseups 1.jpg 11/21/081:19 PM 11/22/086:21 PM 1.209722222 1
2.jpg 11/21/082:22 PM 11/22/087:02 PM 1.194444444 1
3.jpg 11/21/082:54 PM 11/22/08 10:38 PM 1.322222222 1
4.jpg 11/24/087:14 PM 12/22/088:44 PM 28.0625 21
5.jpg 11/21/082:59 PM 11/29/08 12:05 AM 7.379166667 6
6.jpg 11/21/087:31 PM 11/22108 10:26 PM 1.121527778 1
7.jpg 12/2/08 5:40 PM 12/22/087:15 PM 20.06597222 15
8.jpg 12/2/085:41 PM 12/22/087:15 PM 20.06527778 15
9.jpg 11/21/082:30 PM 12/22/087:13 PM 31.19652778 22
10.jpg 11/21/082:35 PM 12/22/087:21 PM 31.19861111 22
l1.jpg 11/21/082:44 PM 12/221088:17 PM 31.23125 22
12.jpg 11/21/082:44 PM 12/22/088:19 PM 31.23263889 22
13.jpg 11/21/083:00 PM 12/22/088:32 PM 31.23055556 22
14.jpg 12/2/085:43 PM 12/22/088:58 PM 20.13541667 15
15.jpg 12/2/085:45 PM 12/22/089:05 PM 20.13888889 15
16.jpg 12/2/085:47 PM 12/22/089:27 PM 20.15277778 15
17.jpg 12/2/085:50 PM 12/22/089:34 PM 20.15555556 15
18.jpg 12/2/08 5:52 PM 12/22/089:41 PM 20.15902778 15
19.jpg 12/2/085:55 PM 12/22/08 10:05 PM 20.17361111 15
20.jpg 11/21/082:28 PM 12/22/08 10:05 PM 31.31736111 22
21.jpg 12/2/084:05 PM 12/2/089:42 PM 0.234027778 1
22.jpg 11/21/082:36 PM 12/22/08 10:22 PM 31.32361111 22
23.jpg 11/21/082:24 PM 12/23/08 11:07 AM 31.86319444 23
24.jpg 11/21/082:31 PM 12/23/08 11:17 AM 31.86527778 23
25.jpg 11/21/082:46 AM 12/23/08 11:24 AM 32.35972222 23
26.jpg 11/21/082:43 PM 12/23/08 11:28 AM 31.86458333 23
27.jpg 11/21/082:42 PM 12/23/0811:34 AM 31.86944444 23
28.jpg 12/4/085:02 PM 12/23/08 12:01 PM 18.79097222 14
29.jpg 12/4/085:01 PM 12/23/08 12:00 PM 18.79097222 14
30.jpg 12/4/085:02 PM 12/23/08 12:04 PM 18.79305556 14
31.jpg 12/2/084:52 PM 12/23/085:35 PM 21.02986111 16
32.jpg 12/2/084:54 PM 12/23/08 5:36 PM 21.02916667 16
33.jpg 12/2/085:30 PM 12/23/085:51 PM 21.01458333 16
34.jpg 12/2/085:30 PM 12/23/086:08 PM 21.02638889 16
35.jpg 12/2/084:46 PM 12/23/086:25 PM 21.06875 16
36.jpg 12/2/084:49 PM 12/23/086:43 PM 21.07916667 16
37.jpg 12/2/084:50 PM 12/23/086:59 PM 21.08958333 16
38.jpg 11/21/083:09 PM 12/23/087:45 PM 32.19166667 23
39.jpg 11/21/083:09 PM 12/23/087:55 PM 32.19861111 23
40.jpg 11/21/083:09 PM 12/23/087:58 PM 32.20069444 23
41.jpg 11/21/084:23 PM 12/23/08 8:03 PM 32.152m78 23
42.jpg 11/28/08 11:39 AM 12/23/088:23 PM 25.36388889 18
43.jpg 11/28/08 11:54 AM 12/23/088:28 PM 25.35694444 18
44.jpg 11/21/083:10 PM 12/23/08 8:36 PM 32.22638889 23
45.jpg 11/21/08 3:17 PM 12/23/08 8:39 PM 3222361111 23
46.jpg 11/21/083:14 PM 12/23/088:48 PM 32.23194444 23
47.jpg 11/21/083:11 PM 12/23/088:53 PM 32.2375 23
48.jpg 11/21/08 3:17 PM 12/23/089:08 PM 32.24375 23
49.jpg 11/21/08 2:26 PM 12/23/089:14 PM 3228333333 23
50.jpg 11/21/082:26 PM 12/23/089:19 PM 32.28680556 23
51.jpg 11/21/08 3:13 PM 12/23/089:22 PM 32.25625 23
52.jpg 11/21/08 3:15 PM 12/23/089:24 PM 32.25625 23
007881
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Folder
Panoramas Elements
Photo Name
IMG_0088.JPG
IMG_0090.JPG
IMG_OO91.JPG
IMG_0093.JPG
IMG_0094JPG
IMG_OO95.JPG
IMG_0108.JPG
IMG_0109.JPG
IMG_0110JPG
IMG_0127.JPG
IMG_0128JPG
IMG_0129.JPG
IMG_0214.JPG
IMG_0215.JPG
IMG_0216.JPG
IMG_9724.JPG
IMG_9725.JPG
IMG_9726.JPG
IMG_9781.JPG
IMG_9782JPG
IMG_9783.JPG
IMG_9784.JPG
IMG_9785.JPG
IMG_9788.JPG
IMG_9789.JPG
IMG_9790.JPG
IMG_9791JPG
IMG_9792.JPG
IMG_9793.JPG
IMG_9794.JPG
IMG_9795.JPG
IMG_9797.JPG
IMG_9798.JPG
IMG_9799.JPG
IMG_9802.JPG
IMG_9804.JPG
IMG_9805.JPG
IMG_9806.JPG
IMG_9813.JPG
IMG_9814JPG
IMG_9815JPG
IMG_9816.JPG
IMG_9831.JPG
IMG_9832.JPG
IMG_9833.JPG
IMG_9834.JPG
IMG_9835.JPG
IMG_9836.JPG
IMG_9837.JPG
IMG_9838.JPG
IMG_9839.JPG
IMG_9840.JPG
IMG_9841.JPG
Date Created
12/4/083:51 PM
12/4/083:52 PM
12/4/083:53 PM
12/4/083:54 PM
12/4/083:54 PM
12/4/083:54 PM
12/4/084:11 PM
12/4/084:12 PM
12/4/084:12 PM
12/4/084:18 PM
12/4/084:18 PM
12/4/084:18 PM
12/4/085:01 PM
12/4/085:11 PM
12/4/085:11 PM
11/21/087:27 PM
11/21/087:27 PM
11/21/087:27 PM
11/24/086:09 PM
11/24/086:10 PM
11/24/086:10 PM
11/24/086:10 PM
11/24/086:10 PM
11/24/086:29 PM
11/24/086:30 PM
11/24/086:30 PM
11/24/086:30 PM
11/24/086:31 PM
11/24/086:31 PM
11/24/086:32 PM
11/24/086:32 PM
11/24/086:34 PM
11/24/086:34 PM
11/24/086:35 PM
11/24/086:38 PM
11/24/086:39 PM
11/24/086:39 PM
11/24/086:40 PM
11/24/086:47 PM
11/24/086:48 PM
11/24/086:48 PM
11/24/086:48 PM
11/28/08 11:09 AM
11/28/08 11:09 AM
11/28/08 11:10 AM
11/28/08 11:10 AM
11/28/08 11:11 AM
11/28/08 11:11 AM
11/28/08 11:12 AM
11/28/08 11:12 AM
11/28/08 11:12 AM
11/28/08 11:12 AM
11/28/08 11:12 AM
Date Modified Calendar Days
12/4/083:51 PM
12/4/083:52 PM
12/4/083:53 PM
12/4/083:54 PM
12/4/08 3:54 PM
12/4/08 3:54 PM
12/4/084:11 PM
12/4/084:12 PM
12/4/08 4:12 PM
12/4/084:18 PM
12/4/08 4:18 PM
12/4/084:18 PM
12/4/085:01 PM
12/4/08 5:11 PM
12/4/08 5:11 PM
11/21/087:27 PM
11/21/087:27 PM
11/21/087:27 PM
11/24/086:09 PM
11/24/086:10 PM
11/24/086:10 PM
11/24/086:10 PM
11/24/086:10 PM
11/24/08 6:29 PM
11/24/08 6:30 PM
11/24/086:30 PM
11/24/086:30 PM
11/24/086:31 PM
11/24/086:31 PM
11/24/086:32 PM
11/24/086:32 PM
11/24/086:34 PM
11/24/086:34 PM
11/24/086:35 PM
11/24/086:38 PM
11/24/086:39 PM
11/24/086:39 PM
11/24/086:40 PM
11/24/086:47 PM
11/24/086:48 PM
11/24/086:48 PM
11/24/086:48 PM
11/28/08 11:09 AM
11/28/08 11:09 AM
11/28/08 11:10 AM
11/28/08 11:10 AM
11/28/08 11:11 AM
11/28/08 11:11 AM
11/28/08 11:12 AM
11/28/08 11:12 AM
11/28/08 11:12 AM
11/28/08 11:12 AM
11/28/08 11:12 AM
WorkDays
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Folder Photo Name
IMG_9842JPG
IMG_9849.JPG
IMG_9850JPG
IMG_9851.JPG
IMG_9852JPG
IMG_9854.JPG
IMG_9855.JPG
IMG_9856.JPG
IMG_9857.JPG
IMG_9858JPG
IMG_9859.JPG
IMG_9860.JPG
IMG_9861.JPG
IMG_9862.JPG
IMG_9863.JPG
IMG_9864.JPG
IMG_9865.JPG
IMG_9866.JPG
IMG_9880.JPG
IMG_9881.JPG
IMG_9882.JPG
IMG_9883.JPG
IMG_9884.JPG
IMG_9885.JPG
IMG_9905.JPG
IMG_9906.JPG
IMG_9907.JPG
IMG_9908.JPG
IMG_9909.JPG
IMG_9910.JPG
IMG_9913.JPG
IMG_9914.JPG
IMG_9915JPG
IMG_9916JPG
IMG_9917.JPG
IMG_9918.JPG
IMG_9934.JPG
IMG_9935.JPG
IMG_9936.JPG
IMG_9937.JPG
Date Created
11/28/08 11:13 AM
11/28/08 11:25 AM
11/28/08 11:25 AM
11/28/08 11:26 AM '
11/28/08 11:26 AM
11/28/08 11:27 AM
11/28/08 11:27 AM
11/28/0811:28 AM
11/28/08 11:28 AM
11/28/08 11:28 AM
11/28/0811:30 AM
11/28/08 11:30 AM
11/28/08 11:30 AM
11/28/0811:30 AM
11/28/08 11:31 AM
11/28/08 11:31 AM
11/28/0811:31 AM
11/28/08 11:31 AM
11/28/08 11:42 AM
11/28/08 11:42 AM
11/28/08 11:43 AM
11/28/08 11:43 AM
11/28/08 11:44 AM
11/28/0811:44 AM
11/28/0812:12 PM
11/28/08 12:13 PM
11/28/0812:13 PM
11/28/08 12:13 PM
11/28/08 12:13 PM
11/28/0812:13 PM
11/28/0812:19 PM
11/28/08 12:19 PM
11/28/0812:19 PM
11/28/08 12:19 PM
11/28/0812:20 PM
11/28/08 12:20 PM
12/2/084:26 PM
12/2/084:26 PM
12/2/084:26 PM
12/2/084:27 PM
Date Modified Calendar Days
11/28/08 11:13 AM
11/28/08 11:25 AM
11/28/0811:25 AM
11/28/08 11:26 AM
11/28/08 11:26 AM
11/28/08 11:27 AM
11/28/0811:27 AM
11/28/08 11:28 AM
11/28/08 11:28 AM
11/28/0811:28 AM
11/28/0811:30 AM
11/28/0811:30 AM
11/28/08 11:30 AM
11/28/08 11:30 AM
11/28/0811:31 AM
11/28/0811:31 AM
11/28/0811:31 AM
11/28/0811:31 AM
11/28/08 11:42 AM
11/28/08 11:42 AM
11/28/08 11:43 AM
11/28/0811:43 AM
11/28/08 11:44 AM
11/28/08 11:44 AM
11/28/08 12:12 PM
11/28/08 12:13 PM
11/28/08 12:13 PM
11/28/0812:13 PM
11/28/0812:13 PM
11/28/0812:13 PM
11/28/08 12:19 PM
11/28/0812:19 PM
11/28/08 12:19 PM
11/28/08 12:19 PM
11/28/0812:20 PM
11/28/08 12:20 PM
12/2/084:26 PM
12/2/084:26 PM
12/2/084:26 PM
12/2/084:27 PM
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KIM J. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB#5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN .GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
NO. ~:o::f"_~""""
A.M. ~~.~. (3 : q~
MAR 08 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By STEPHANIE VIDAK
DEPUTY
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) :ss
County of ADA )
AFFIDAVIT OF LEO GElS DATED
MARCH 8, 2011
)
LEO GElS, being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1. I am at least eighteen (18) years of age and am competent to testify regarding the
matters set forth herein.
2. I am employed by Idaho Airships, Inc. and Votum Thermography and am an
expert in digital photographic processes, including Photoshop, Flash, Color Management, digital
output, and am an Adobe Certified Expert in Photoshop. My C.V. is attached hereto as Exhibit
"A."
AFFIDAVIT OF LEO GElS DATED MARCH 8, 2011 - 1
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3. I have been hired by law firm of TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN.
GOURLEY, P.A., as an expert witness testifying on behalf of the Plaintiff in this matter, and I
make the following statements based upon my own personal knowledge.
4. I was asked by Plaintiffs counsel to review the photographs contained within
Exhibit 605.
5. Based upon my reVIew of the selected photographs, I have concluded the
following:
a. The photographs are 'manipulated' in a heavy handed manner for
artistic value: and
b. There is no evident concern for 'undue influence' by the
photographer or the manipulator of the photographs (the artistic goal is to
synthesize an idealized version of the actual photograph); and
c. There are no apparent controls for distortion or other unage
inaccuracy or for the chain of custody; and
d. There is no prescribed viewing distance which is the single most
important factor in image accuracy; and
e. There is no apparent conformance to color management
principles and therefore the colors may be presumed inaccurate; and
f. There is no 'forensic context' as the images were prepared for
aesthetic value and therefore we can assume the preparer used customary
techniques to enhance the aesthetic appearance of the image (which can
include things like 'patching walls', 'enhanced lighting', 'removing negative
AFFIDAVIT OF LEO GElS DATED MARCH 8, 2011 - 2
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impacts in the image' and the like.
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a technical explanation of forensic image
disqualifications that apply to the photographs contained in Exhibit 605.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 8th day of March, 2011.
/4/d =
Notary Public, State ofIdaho
Residing at: flw:.d: It, yo. 1:D,
My commission expires: r-,)~. 1 'l01'1
I
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 8th day of March, 2011, a true and correct copy of the
above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Email
Kim J. Trout
~
D
D
AFFIDAVIT OF LEO GElS DATED MARCH 8, 2011 - 3
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Votum Thermography
2940 S. Goshen Way
Boise, Idaho 83709
208.861.2477 or 208.941.2545
Icog(?Vvotul11thcrmo.col11
lecc(cvvotumthcrmo.col11
Mr. Kevin Kluckhohn
Mr. Kim Trout
Trout, Jones, Gledhill, Fuhrman, Gourley P.A.
7/30/10
Sirs,
Concerning E. Lee Cotten, Level I Thermographer and Principal in Votum
Thermography:
2009-2010 Principal & Levell Thermographer, Votum
Thermography
Principal. Operation and interpretation of thermographic images, including
aerial and ground based thermographic collections using various FUR (P660,
P640) and Fluke (Ti55, TiR) thermal cameras, primarily in electrical,
archaeological and forestry forensic applications.
2007-2009 Comprehensive Heating and Cooling Consulting LLC
& Idaho Thermal Imaging LLC Meridian Idaho
Owner
Consulting business to help customers improve the efficiencies of their
homes and businesses. Assisted customers through the purchase
process when buying heating and air conditioning equipment.
2005-2007 TML Heating and Cooling Inc. Boise, Idaho
Outside salesman
My responsibilities were to meet with company supplied customers. I
would meet with the customer in there homes to help them determine
what they needed and to provide pricing. Help them thought the entire
purchasing process.
EXHIBIT
A CM115954
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2004-2005 Idaho Electrical Service Meridian, Idaho
Service Tech Apprentice Electrician
Worked with customers on replacing lamps and or ballast in light fixtures,
including lights located up to 50' off of portable boom lift. Electrical
installation in commercial and residential buildings.
2003 - 2004 Access Heating and Air Conditioning Meridian, Idaho
Salesman:
My responsibilities were to generate sales leads and present sales
proposals to customers after visiting with them and evaluating there
needs and desires. I preformed customer callbacks from service calls
invoices to insure complete customer satisfaction.
2000 - 2002 Advanced Heating and Cooling Meridian, Idaho
Pipe Fitter & Installer:
I installed gas piping in both commercial and residential buildings. My
primary job responsibilities included complete installation of gas piping in
new construction. This included the reading of blue prints, scheduling the
work to be done in the time frame that was allotted, coordinating with all
other trades, calculating pipe sizing and proper installation per uniform
building code.
1997-2000 Gas Wright Inc. Meridian, Idaho
President and Owner:
As the owner of Gas Wright Inc. I learned how to operate a small
business. My duties included insulation of gas piping in commercial and
residential construction, scheduling work, cost estimating, supervising
workers, purchasing building permits, customer relations, vehicle and tool
maintenance, and all other paperwork associated with operating a small
business. (Invoices, Bid sheets, tax forms, insurance, etc.)
1995-1996 Stein Distributing Co Inc. Boise, Idaho
Delivery Driver:
Product distribution; Inventory of product within stores; Rotation of
product on shelves; Product display construction, invoice and cash
transactions; Return of out of date product, customer relations and
vehicle maintenance.
CMl15955
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1994-1995 DeBest Fire Protection Boise, Idaho
Fire Suppressions Pipe Fitter:
Delivery of materials and equipment to job sites; Installation of fire
suppression piping systems; Testing of fire suppression systems; Ground
work (installation and connection of piping to outside fire hydrants and
main lines), Manufacturing of sprinkler piping in shop as well as on job
sites.
1993-1994 Ringel & Associates PA Cascade, Idaho
Head Chainman:
Land survey for the United States Forest Service. Registering land
survey with local Government offices, finding location of quarter corners
of the last survey done at the turn of the century, Customer relations
(gaining access to private land).
1989-1992 Capital Sports Sales Inc. Boise, Idaho
Rigger:
Assembly of boats; Installation of outboard motors and lower drive units
on inboardl outboard boats; Custom installation of boating accessories
including: depth finders, down riggers, pole holders Speedometers UHF
radios and trailer accessories.
Formal School: 1987 - 1990 Borah High School Boise, Idaho
Idaho Class "A" Commercial Drivers License #ZB153480J
CM115956
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Concerning Leo Anthony Geis, Certified Aerial Photographer and Principal in Votum
Thermography:
2009-Present:
CEO/Owner, Persuasion Interactive Media (Flash Production)
Principal, Votum Thermography
1997-Present:
CEO/Owner, Idaho Airships, Inc. (Aerial & Technical Photography)
Identified as one of America's 100 Most Entrepreneurial Companies,
1998
Customers & subjects include Disney, Sea World, Olympics, NFL Super
Bowl, Major League Baseball, PGA
Specializing in aerial and technical photography, particularly for
litigation and engineering. Over a decade of experience with both Idaho
Transportation Department and Ada County Highway District litigation.
Member and lecturer for the Professional Aerial Photographers'
Association, one of approximately 60 certified aerial photographers in
the world
Former lecturer for Law Seminars, International
Former lecturer for Small Business Administration
Expert in digital photographic processes, Photoshop, Flash, Color
Management, digital output. Adobe Certified Expert in Photoshop.
Online moderator for Adobe: Flash and Photoshop
National media coverage included feature article in Entrepreneur
Magazine, 12/2004
CMl15957
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1995-1996
Principal, Executive MD4 Clinical Research, Boise, Idaho
Recruited physicians to participate in pharmaceutical research for
major pharmaceutical manufacmrers. Company purchased in
1996.
1989-1995
Sales Representative, Sandoz Pharmaceuticals, Basel, Switzerland
National Rookie of the Year, 1990
Three Special (and rare) "Sandollar" Awards for Witnessed
Performance
1977-1985
United States Air Force, Air Traffic Controller
Control Tower Supervisor at age 25
USAF Honor Graduate, NCO Leadership School, 1984
Education
BS, Aviation Management, Southern Illinois University, 1984, Cum
Laude.
All but four courses completed for MBA, University ofPhoenix, A & A-
grades only.
CM115958
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Full tuition scholarship to the University of Chicago Law School,
Osteoporosis Centers of AmericalMr. Larry Klugge.
Other
Eagle Scout
Open Level Racquetball Player, won Arizona Cup (Doubles) 1984
Please feel free to contact me ifyou have any questions or require expansion on any of
the above items.
Leo A. Geis
Principal, Votum Thermography
CM115959
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Cardinal Point 1: The images are not suitable for forensic critique nor interpretation.
Reasoning: No photograph is "accurate."
1. The photographer was hired specifically because he or she has the capability to manipulate
photographs so that they are pleasing to the eye and reflect positively upon the customer and
project. This is corroborated by the exercise of selectivity when hiring photographers: favorite
vendors are typically vetted on their ability to produce imagery that is aesthetically pleasant or
impactful. It is unlikely that the photographer's instructions on this assignmentfs were to "not
enhance the image to be pretty." The images I viewed-except for certain panoramic elements-all
appeared to have been prepared for aesthetic value. Thus, if the photographer did not receive
objections to the delivered portfolio, was paid, and was subsequently hired or referred, it
remains apparent that the artistic predispositions in their preparation were desired and
considered satisfactory.
2. No viewing distance is prescribed for the subject imagery. The single most important element of
photographic accuracy is viewing distance according to Dr. Rudolf Kingslake, former Director of
Optical Design for Kodak, Emeritus Professor of the University of Rochester (d. 2003).
3. Artistic predispositions and practices are hostile to if not generally exclusive to image accuracy.
Artistic preparations are accomplished "to taste," while investigative or object preparations are
typically sensitive to various color science metrics, conventions, and standards. There is no
indication of either familiarity with nor compliance with those standards in the subject images.
Cardinal Point 2: Geometric Optics
1. Please refer to the exterior sunset panorama of the structure. Note that the eastern wing is
curvilinear in the image. This is a manifestation of "Panoramic Distortion," which is not
considered a terrible liability in many applications but is a fatal liability in photogrammetrical
(using photographs to measure things) applications and in architectural imagery. It serves as an
obvious indication of the image's geometric corruption. Panoramic Distortion occurs throughout
the image globally and summarily disqualifies an image from being considered geometrically
"accurate."
2. Please refer to the interior image with the clock in the upper left corner. Note that the clock is
imperfectly ovoid, not round. This is a manifestation of "Elliptical Distortion," which is not
considered a terrible liability in many applications but is a fatal liability in photogrammetrical
(using photographs to measure things) applications. It serves as an obvious indication of the
image's geometric corruption with non-planar image elements. Elliptical Anomalies occur
throughout the entire image in graduating degree toward the periphery and summarily
disqualify an image from being considered geometrically "accurate."
3. There are a number of "Distortions" and "Aberrations" in any type of imaging. They include the
Seidel ("Sigh-Del") Aberrations such as Spherical Aberration and Curvature of Field. These names
are self-descriptive and exist even in the highest grades of lenses. They produce what are
inarguable inaccuracies that are fatal liabilities in photogrammetrical (using photographs to
measure things) applications. There is no indication in the subject images that any attempt has
EXHIBIT
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been made to compensate for the Seidel Aberrations. Seidel Aberrations summarily disqualify
an image from being considered geometrically "accurate."
4. Keystone Distortion: In many images buildings and other structures "tilt" or converge/diminish
into the distance when a camera is pointed up or down. Keystone Distortion is in fact not a
distortion but an accurate trait of an image captured with a monocular imaging system (camera,
or human with one eye). Keystone Distortion is nonetheless typically compensated for by
straightening the walls in a building. This straightening can occur in two ways: either by using a
perspective-correcting lens, or by correcting the perspective during processing (i.e. enlarging on
a tilting table or within Photoshop). However, Keystone "Distortion," because it is a natural
phenomena to the monocular camera, is not an inaccuracy, and its correction is technically the
introduction of distortion! Keystone correction is one of the most common manipulations within
the discipline of architectural imaging, and there is no indication that it was avoided in the
production of the subject images. The correction of Keystone Distortion, whether antecedent
(via lensing) or in post processing, summarily disqualifies an image from being considered
particularly "accurate."
Cardinal Point 3: Color Rendition
1. From the point of an image being captured on a camera sensor to the point at which a print is
viewed, color choices are frequently made on aesthetic pleasantry. The process of "Color
Management" is employed to afford a certain degree of reliability in the production of color
whether on a monitor, while working in Photoshop, or when printed on any combination of
media and ink. "Color Management" is its own discipline and far too deep to discuss here,
however-it is considered a necessity for any application requiring any significant accuracy. There
is no indication that any of these images were produced in a color managed environment. The
lack of a color managed production process from capture through presentation summarily
disqualify an image from being considered accurate.
2. Please refer to the interior image with the clock in the left corner. Note that the image of the
room is rather nicely balanced in terms of "color temperature" -that is, the light's bias in the
room is neither very yellow nor very blue. However, it appears that the lights in the room are
fluorescent-probably "non-daylight" bulbs that produce light a very yellowish 3,200 degrees
Kelvin. If these presumptions are true, the image has been drastically corrected (meaning that it
is inaccurate) for color temperature. Such corrections tend to summarily disqualify an image
from being considered colorimetrically "accurate."
3. Please refer to the interior image with the clock in the left corner. Zooming in to the clock shows
some colored fringing that is the manifestation of "Chromatic Aberration." In essence,
Chromatic Aberration is the misregistration of the various elemental colors in an image, and it is
a minor but important example of the many ways in which an image bears inaccurate data.
Cardinal Point 4: Other Manipulations
007894
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It is customary and reasonable for photographers to "repair" blemishes, faults, and any other potentially
objectionable elements from certain species of imagery. Architectural photography is most certainly in
that category. Image elements that can easily be removed include fire alarms, wall sockets, wall and
carpet staining, cracks in walls, and other imperfections. Not only are visual liabilities removed, but
visual assets may be added: inoperative lights or lights of different color nature may be simulated as
"on," cabinet doors that do not fit properly may be adjusted, and wall art may be straightened.
In the case of these images we have no indication that such manipulation did not take place. In fact,
being that such manipulations are customary it is reasonable to expect that they in fact were effected.
Some major flaws-such as the water on the sidewalk in front of City Hall in one daytime exterior, would
have been very tedious to repair: it should not be presumed that since some problematic features were
not removed that none were.
Corroborating the "customary" claim for such image manipulation, Photoshop-the top professional
image manipulation software used by an overwhelming majority of professional photographers (by my
estimation)-has multiple tools that are specifically engineered for such manipulations (Selection Tools,
Clone Tool, Content Aware Fill, et. al.)
Cardinal Point 5: Reproducing the Human Visual Experience
The incidence of clinically-significant dyschromatopsia ("color blindness," but more accurately, faulty
color vision) among American males is shockingly high-as much as 1 in 10-12. This may not account for
clinically significant dyschromatopsia from pathological origins such as diabetes or even mood disorders
and physical fatigue-which may be undiagnosed and/or transient. Stringent scrutiny of any image must
be based upon a standardized and reliable model of normalized human vision, which has not been
produced in this case (human visual acuity is wildly variable). It also depends upon controlled viewing
conditions, which have not been produced in this case.
Conclusion: The subject images are obviously prepared to be aesthetically pleasing, which serve as an
indictment against their fitness for forensic use. Artistic predispositions are hostile to typical forensic
goals and certainly to image accuracy. In fact, their aggressive manipulation does not stop short of the
concern for undue influence.
Other concerns which lead me to consider the subject images as inaccurate include:
1. The lack of a prescribed viewing distance-the single most important element of image
accuracy.
2. The inclusion of an image with profound panoramic distortion in a group of images offered
as "accurate."
3. The evident lack of concern for Elliptical Anomalies in images in a group of images offered as
"accurate."
007895
               
             
                
               
                 
                 
                   
                 
                   
                 
     
           
             
            
       
        
           
                  
             
              
                
                
         
               
              
                 
    
             
              
 
                
  
                  
 
4. The lack of accounting for Seidel Abberations in images in a group of images offered as
"accurate."
5. The lack of explanation of whether or not any corrections for Keystone Distortion were used
in the subject images.
6. The lack of any assurance that the subject images were prepared in a color managed
environment-an absolute necessity for any assurance of hue (color) or luminance
(brightness) accuracy.
7. The lack of prescription for viewing environment (light levels and color temperature), which
are ubiquitous requirements for professional-grade image critiques including image print
contests.
8. The obvious corrections for color temperature bias in some of the images. Such corrections
should be identified and quantified for an image to be considered "accurate." The capricious
correction of color temperature "to taste" summarily disqualifies an image from being
considered "accurate."
9. The lack of a disclaimer concerning the manipulation of image elements such as increasing
saturation and contrast, removing various flaws or other elements considered
objectionable, the addition of any elements considered desirable, etc. There has been no
evident chain of custody and no evident record of preparatory steps, both of which are
under extreme prejudice because of the apparent or possible number of custodians and the
"artistic" intent of the imagery.
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0::::: Telephone: (208) 331-1170
a Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
MAR 23 20U
CHRISTOP . H, Clerk
GAJOHNSON
DePUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO EXCLUDE
QUAPP TESTIMONY AND EXHIBITS
RE: THE CITY'S ACCOUNTING
COMES NOW, the Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, City of Meridian, (the "City"), by and
through its counsel of record, the law ftrm of Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley,
P.A., and hereby moves this Court for an Order: (1) prohibiting any further testimony of John
Quapp ("Quapp") regarding his forensic accounting of Plaintiff's Exhibit 2608; (2) striking the
existing testimony of Quapp regarding his forensic accounting of Plaintiff's Exhibit 2608; (3)
reconsidering the overruling of the City's objection to the admission of Petra Exhibit 910; and (4)
prohibiting the introduction of any exhibits (illustrative or otherwise) containing a forensic analysis
of Plaintiff's Exhibit 2608. This Motion is supported by the Afftdavit of Counsel in Support of
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO EXCLUDE QUAPP TESTIMONY AND EXHIBITS RE: THE CITY'S
ACCOUNTING - 1
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Motion in Limine Re: Quapp, filed contemporaneously herewith, and all other pleadings and papers
on fIle herein.
INTRODUCTION
Quapp was disclosed by Petra as a lay witness with knowledge regarding Petra's alleged
damages. See Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion in Limine Re: Quapp, paras. 3-7; see also,
Id., Exhibit A. Quapp was not disclosed as an expert witness. Affidavit of Counsel in Support of
Motion in Limine Re: Quapp, paras. 7-8.
At trial on January 12, 2011 the City introduced into evidence Plaintiffs Exhibit 2608 (the
"City's Exhibit") through the testimony of Keith Watts. At trial on March 21, 2011, Petra
introduced testimony from Quapp regarding Quapp's forensic analysis of the City's Exhibit. Petra
has and will seek to introduce a total of six "illustrative" exhibits, which allegedly support Quapp's
forensic analysis ("Quapp's Forensic Accounting Exhibits"). The Court admitted one of Quapp's
Forensic Accounting Exhibits, Petra Exhibit 910. The City objected to Quapp's testimony regarding
his forensic analysis of the City's Exhibit and the introduction of Petra Exhibit 910. The Court
overruled the City's objections.
The City requests the Court examine this matter with the following facts and legal theories in
mind.
ARGUMENT
Quapp's forensic analysis of the City's Accounting Exhibit and Quapp's Forensic
Accounting Exhibits should be deemed inadmissible because they are: (1) based on speculative
assumptions made by Quapp; (2) being used by Petra as an attempt to evade the requirements of
I.R.E. 702; (3) being used by Petra to evade the mandatory disclosure requirements for expert
testimony set out in I.R.C.P. 26; and (4) beyond the scope of his disclosed potential testimony.
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO EXCLUDE QUAPP TESTIMONY AND EXHIBITS RE: THE CITY'S
ACCOUNTING - 2
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Lay Testimony and Exhibits Based on Speculation are Prohibited. Quapp admitted during
his testimony that his forensic analysis of the City's Accounting Exhibit was based on several
assumptions. Also, Petra Exhibit 910 lists several "assumptions" which were made in creating the
exhibit. See Petra Exhibit 910, p. 3. The Rules of Evidence, specifically Rules 602 and 701, do not
permit such speculative testimony by lay witnesses.
Idaho Rule of Evidence 602 states, in relevant part, that "[aJ witness may not testify to a
matter unless evidence is introduced sufficient to support a finding that the witness has personal
knowledge of the matter." Quapp's admission that he had to make assumptions about portions of
the City's Accounting Exhibit establishes that Quapp does not have the requisite personal
knowledge regarding the matter to which he is testifying.
Idaho Rule of Evidence 701 places two limitations on the use of lay opinion testimony. The
first restriction is that the lay opinion must be "rationally based on the perception of the witness."
"This requirement is itself divisible into two parts: (1) the witness must have perceived with his
senses the matters on which his opinion is based, and (2) there must be a rational connection
between the witness' opinion and his perceptions. A final issue concerns the procedure for proving
that lay opinion was rationally based on the perception of the witness." 9 Fed. Prac. & Proc. Evid. §
6254 (1st ed.) (citations omitted). Quapp's opinion is based on assumptions. Therefore, he cannot
meet the requirement that his opinion be based on matters which he perceived.
Idaho Rule of Evidence 701's second limitation on the use of lay opinion testimony is that
the opinion must be "helpful to a clear understanding of the testimony of the witness or the
determination of a fact in issue." The fact in issue is whether the City's Exhibit is reliable and/or
accurate. Quapp's opinion in this regard is based on speculation. Thus, his opinion is not useful.
The rules of evidence and procedure are designed to avoid these scenarios. In this respect,
Petra could have eliminated the need to make assumptions about the City's Exhibit by obtaining the
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO EXCLUDE QUAPP TESTIMONY AND EXHIBITS RE: THE CITY'S
ACCOUNTING - 3
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relevant information from Mr. Watts during cross-examination or at the deposition of Mr. Watts.
At its own peril, Petra decided not to do so. Petra cannot be allowed to come in now, through the
back door, and attempt to poke holes in the City's Exhibits based on unfounded and unproven
assumptions. It is a waste of the Court's time, unnecessarily confuses the record, and is prohibited
by LR.E. 602 and 701.
If necessary, the City will introduce evidence on rebuttal explaining why Quapp's
assumptions are wrong. If the Court permits Quapp's opinion to be placed into the record, the City
will be forced to recall Mr. Watts to testify why each cell on Exhibit 2608 was created to rebut
Quapp's testimony. However, by granting the City's Motion the Court can avoid the need for such
a wasteful exercise.
Evasion of LR.E. 702 and LR.C.P. 26. Rule of Evidence 701 is structured to: "(1) eliminate
the risk that the reliability requirements of Rule 702 will be evaded through the simple expedient of
proffering an expert in lay witness clothing; and (2) prevent litigants from evading the mandatory
disclosure requirements for expert testimony set out in Rule 26." See 1 McCormick on Evid. §11 (6th
Ed.).
Quapp was not disclosed as a potential expert witness, and Petra has not attempted to
establish him as an expert witness. See Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion in Limine Re:
Quapp, paras. 7-8. Nevertheless, Quapp's testimony regarding his forensic accounting of the City's
Exhibit and Quapp's Forensic Accounting Exhibits consist entirely of "technical or other specialized
knowledge within the scope of Rule 702." See LR.E. 701. In other words, they consist of expert
testimony. Petra is attempting to skirt the reliability requirements of LR.E. 702, and the disclosure
requirements for expert testimony, by declaring Quapp's testimony to be merely that of a lay
witness. That is not allowed and should not be condoned by the Court.
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO EXCLUDE QUAPP TESTIMONY AND EXHIBITS RE: THE CITY'S
ACCOUNTING - 4
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As explained in the preceding section, Quapp's testimony and related exhibits cannot be
introduced through a lay witness. Such testimony and exhibits could only be admitted, if at all,
through a duly qualified and disclosed expert. Quapp has neither been duly disclosed nor qualified
as an expert. Accordingly, Quapp's testimony and related exhibits cannot be considered by this
Court, and must be prohibited from being introduced into evidence.
Beyond the Scope of Disclosed Potential Testimony. Quapp's testimony was supposed to
be limited to his personal knowledge of Petra's accounting for the Project as it relates to Change
Order No.2, and the corresponding Construction Manager Fee and Reimbursables. See Affidavit of
Counsel in Support of Motion in Limine Re: Quapp, para. 3-7. The City specifically asked Petra in
Interrogatory No.3 to identify each and every accounting with respect to the claims made in this
case by both Meridian or Petra and the defenses asserted by both the City and Petra. See Affidavit
of Counsel in Support of Motion in Limine Re: Quapp, para. 7. Petra did not identify that it had
conducted a forensic accounting with respect to the City's Exhibit. lei. Thus, regardless of whether
he is testifying as an expert or a lay witness, Quapp's testimony regarding his forensic accounting of
the City's Accounting Exhibit is beyond the scope of his disclosed potential testimony and should
be prohibited by this Court.
CONCLUSION
Based upon the foregoing, the Court should enter an Order: (1) prohibiting any further
testimony of Quapp regarding his forensic accounting of Plaintiffs Exhibit 2608; (2) striking the
existing testimony of Quapp regarding his forensic accounting of Plaintiffs Exhibit 2608; (3)
reconsidering the overruling of the City's objection to the admission of Petra Exhibit 910; and (4)
prohibiting the introduction of any exhibits (illustrative or otherwise) containing a forensic analysis
of Plaintiffs Exhibit 2608.
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO EXCLUDE QUAPP TESTIMONY AND EXHIBITS RE: THE CITY'S
ACCOUNTING - 5
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RESPECTFULLY submitted this 23rd day of March, 2011.
TROUTtJONEstGLEDHILLtFUHRMAN t GOURLEY, P.A.
BY:_S:_~_~_-
Kim). Trout
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 23rd day of March, 2011, a true and correct copy of the
above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Fax: (208) 639-5609
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Fed. Express
Email
Kim). Trout
~
o
o
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PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO EXCLUDE QUAPP TESTIMONY AND EXHIBITS RE: THE CITY'S
ACCOUNTING - 6
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KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB#5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada )
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE
RE:QUAPP
I, KIM J. TROUT, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state:
1. I am one of the attorneys of record for the Plaintiff/Cou?terdefendant, City
of Meridian ("City"), in the above-entided action and I make this affidavit based on my own
personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein.
2. I submit this affidavit in support of Plaintiffs Motion to Exclude Quapp
Testimony and Exhibits RE: The City's Accounting.
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE RE: QUAPP - 1
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T3. On or about August 21,2009 Defendant, Petra, Incorporated, served via
u.s. Mail Petra Incorporated Response Dated August 21, 2009 to the City of Meridian First
Set of Interrogatories, Requests for Production of Documents and Request for Admissions
to Defendant Petra Incorporated (hereafter "First Discovery Responses").
4. Petra's First Discovery Responses are 76 pages in length. Attached hereto as
Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of the responses to the Interrogatories contained
within the First Discovery Responses.
5. Interrogatory No.1 requested Petra to "Identify each and every person
known to Petra who has information regarding anything having to do with (a) the Claims
made [by] Meridian, (b) the Defenses asserted by Petra, (c) the Claims made by Petra, and (d)
the D~fenses asserted by Meridian, whether oral, written or recorded; stating complete detail
as to each such person... substance of the information of which they may have knowledge."
6. In response to Interrogatory No.1 Petra disclosed John Quapp and stated
that "Mr. Quapp is expected to testify consistent with the responses set forth herein."
7. Petra supplemented its response to Interrogatory No.3 on October 29,2010
after the established October 17,2010 discovery cutoff date relied upon by the City during
the trial in this matter, stating that Mr. Quapp was expected to testify regarding (1) Petra's
financial statements and condition; (2) outstanding and unpaid invoices that were provided
to the City for the labor and materials provided by Petra during the course of the Project; (3)
Petra's Change Order No.2; (4) the calculation of interest due on unpaid invoices and
Petra's Change Order No.2; and (5) other fInancial matters. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B"
is a true and correct Copy of Petra's Supplemental Responses dated October 29, 2010.
8. Petra disclosed Mr. Quapp as an expert witness on September 14, 2010, but
after receiving extensive discovery requests, Petra withdrew its Second Disclosure of Expert
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE RE: QUAFP - 2
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Witnesses and represented to the City and the Court that it would not be "relying on Jerald
Frank, Eugene Bennett, Thomas Coughlin or John Quapp as expert witnesses at trial." See
Petra Incorporated's Notice ofWithdrawal ofPetra's Second Disclosure ofExpert Witnesses Dated
September 14, 2010 (Oct. 4, 2010). Therefore, the City did not expect Mr. Quapp to perform a
forensic accounting of the City's Exhibit 2608 or any other forensic accounting of the City's
documents.
9. The representation that Exhibit 910 is a review for addition or subtraction
errors is a misrepresentation by Petra, as Mr. Quapp did not review the Excel Spreadsheet in
the native format as kept and maintained by Mr. Watts, and therefore Mr. Quapp is unable
to determine what was intended to be added and subtracted from a column or a series of
columns, therefore Mr. Quapp utilized his own personal assumptions, rather than attempting
to understand the actual spreadsheet as kept and maintained by Mr. Watts.
11. It was represented during the testimony of Mr. Quapp on March 21, 2011
that the City had never produced an electronic copy of Ex. 2608. Upon discussions with Mr.
Watts, Ex. 2608 was never intended to be a static document and was consistently being
updated by Mr. Watts. The City produced a native version of the Excel spreadsheet on or
about November 6, 2009 at Bates numbers CM054708 through CM054789. On or about
September 1, 2010 and then again on September 28, 2010 the City produced a PDF version
of the spreadsheet to Petra as Bates numbers CMll1903 through CMll1985. Petra never
requested a native version of the latter produced document.
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE RE: QUAFP - 3
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FURTHER YOUR AFIANT SAYETH NOT.
Kim]. Trout
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me thi~S23rd y of March, 2011 .
..." ......"" / './
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a i _e_ : S Commission expires: Nov. 3,2014
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............,,~,_a-tFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 23rd day of March, 2011, a true and correct copy
of the above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner
stated below:
c=:;as--
Thomas G. Walker
MacKenzie Whatcott
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Fax: (208) 639-5609
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Fed. Express
Email
~
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D
D
D
Kim]. Trout
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE RE: QUAPP - 4
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ThomasG. Walker (lSB 1856) .
MacKenZie Whatcott(ISBS509)
c~oHUMPHREY,LLP"
. 800 PUkBlvd., Suite 790
,;,P.O.Box9518 ' "
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208)~
.CeD Phone: . ,,(208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 63,..S609
E-mail: twalker@eosbolaw.com;mwbatcott@cosbolaw.com
Attorneys tor Defendant"Petra Incorporated
.- ..... - - ..
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA '
******,
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
corporation,
Defendant
Case No. CV OC 0907257
PETRA INCORPORATED RESPONSE
DATED AUGUST 21, 2009 TO THE CITY
OF MERIDIAN'S FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND
REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS TO
DEFENDANT PETRA INCORPORATED
Petra Incorporated ("Petra''), by and through its undersigned counsel, pursuant to Rul~s
33, 34 and 36 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, responds to Plaintiffs City of Meridian's
(Meridian)F.irstSet ofInterrogatories, Requests for Production of Documents and Requests for ' .
Admissions, served on or about July 22, 2009 as follows:
PETRA INCORPORATED RESPONSE DATED AUGUST 21,2009 TO 1HE CITY OF Page 1
MERIDIAN'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION
OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS TO DEFENDANT PETRA INCORPORATED
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GENERAL OBJECTIONS
1. .Petra objects to each Interrogatory~ Request for Production and Request for
Admission to the extent that it seeks to elicit information' subject to and protected b~ the
attorney-client privilege and the attorney work-product doctrine. Nothing contained in these
responses is intended. to be or should be construed as a waiver ofthe attomey-client privilege or
~---._.--attomeywork-product-proteCtion~\}rany-otherapplicablel'rivi1ege~proteetion-onlo-etrlne:- -- ---.-----
2. Petra objects to each Interrogatory~ Request for Production and Request for
Admission to the extent it seeks docwnents that contain confidentiaI information, or which
would impinge on the constitutionally or statutorily protected right ofindividuals.
3. Petra objects to each Interrogatory~ Request for Production and Request for
Admission to the extent that it attempts to place a burden on Petra that exceeds the duties set
forth in the Idaho Rules ofCivil Procedme.
4. Petra objects to each Interrogatory, Request for Production and Request for
Admission to the extent the discovery sought is unreasonably cwnulative or duplicative, or is
obtainable from some other somce~ including but not limited to Plaintiff, that is more
convenien4 less bmdensome, or less expensive. Petra also objects to each Interrogatory and
Request for Production of Documents to the extent the bmden or expense of the discovery
-. --. soughtoutweighs its likely.benefit.
5. These responses are made solely for the purpose of discovery in this action.
Nothing herein is intended to waive the following objections, which are expressly reserved: all
objections as to competency, relevancy, authenticity, propriety, materiality, and admissibility of
PETRA INCORPORATEDRESPONSE DATED AUGUST 21,2009 TO THE CITY OF Page 2
MERIDIAN'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION
OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS TO DEFENDANT PETRA INCORPORATED
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1the subject matter of the discovery requests; all objections.as to vagueness, ambiguity, or undue
burden; all· obJections on any ground as to the use of any information provided in response to
these discovery requests; all objections on any ground to any request for further responses to
these or other discovery requests; and any and all other objections and grounds that would or
could require or permit the exclusion of any document or statement there from evidence, all of
Subject to the foregoing objections and such other objection as may be noted below,
Petra responds as follows:
,The definitions previously provided in Petra's discovery requests and responses are
incorporated herein. In addition, the subject Meridian City Hall project is referred to as the
"Project" and the City ofMeridian is referred to as the City, Meridian, and the Plaintiff.
INTERROGATORIES
INJ'ERROGATORY NO.1: Identify each and every person known to Petra who has
information regarding anything having to do with (a) the Claims made Meridian, (b) the
Defenses asserted by Petra, (c) the Claims made by Petra, and (d) the Defenses asserted by
Meridian, whether oral, written or recorded; stating in complete detail as to each such person: (i)
full name, home address, business address and telephone number; and (ii) substance of the
infonnation ofwhich they may have knowledge.
. -- .,- ..- _.
RESPONSE:
1. Jerry Frank, Petra Incorporated, who may be contacted through Petra's counsel. Mr.
Frank is expected to testify consistent with the responses set forth herein.
PETRA INCORPORATED RESPONSE DATED AUGUST 21, 2009 TO THE CITY OF Page 3
MERIDIAN'S FIRST SET OF lNTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION
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2. John Quapp, Petra Incorporated, ~o ·.may be coirtacted through Petra's counsel.
Mr. Quapp is expected to testify consistentwith the responSes set fortbherein.
3. Eugene Bennett, Petra Incorporated, who may be contacted through Petra's counsel.
Mr. Bennett is expected to testify consistent with the resPonSes sei forth herein.
4. Arthur· Stevens, Petra Incorporated, who may be contacted through Petra's counsel.
_..~_.. ·_.---..:.~<.S.teYeDs.' testimonyjsnolpresentlyJm.ownJoPetra. ..
5. Thomas R. Coughlin, Petra Incorporated, who may be contacted through Petra's
counsel. Mr. Coughlin's testimony is not presently known to Petra.
6. Debbie Gorski, Petra Incorporated; who may be contacted through Petra's counsel.
Ms. Gorski's testimony is not presently known to Petra
'7. Monica Pope, Petra Incorporated, who may be contacted through Petra's counsel.
Ms. Pope's testimony is not presently known to Petra.
8. Nick Ploetz, Petra Incorporated, who may be contacted through Petra's counsel.
Mr. Ploetz's testimony is not presently mown to Petra.
9. Barbara Crawford Petra Incorporated, who may be contacted through Petra's
counsel. Ms. Crawford's testimony is not presently mown to Petra.
10. Connie Creager- formerPetra employee; 1627 W Georgia Ave Nampa 83686.
Ms. Creager's testimony is not presently known to Petra.
-,-_. --- .-._.... .. "'
11. Cleve Cushing - fonner Petra employee; 4681 W Moonlake Dr Meridian 83646
Ph. (208) 288-0366. Mr. Cushing's testimony is not presently mown to Petra
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12. Pat Kershisnik - fonner Petra employee; address and telephone number~own.
Mr. Kershisnik's testimOliy is not presently known to Petra.
13. Pat Child - fonner Petra employee; 674 Tiffany Dr Meridian 83642·Ph. (208)
884-3127. Mr. Child's testimony is not presently known to Petra.
14. Scott Trepagnier-fonner Petra employee; 1691 NW 11 th Ave Meridian 83646.
15. Wes Bettis - ESI, 12400 W. Overland Road, Boise, ID 83709 Ph: 208-362-3040;
14602 River Rd Caldwell 83607. Mr. Bettis's testimony is .notpresently known to Petra.
16. JonAnderson-ESI, 12400 W. Overland Road, Boise, ID 83709 Ph: 208-362-
3040; 14475 Elmspring Boise 83713 Ph. (208) 939-4626. Mr. Anderson's testimony is not
presently known to Petra.
17. Jack Vaughn - Northcon, Inc, 4662 Henry Street, Suite A, Boise, ill 83709
Ph: 208-344-4000; 3355 N Five Mile #231 Boise 83713 Ph. (208) 585-2147. Mr: Vaughn's
testimony is not presently known to Petra.
18. Adam Johnson - ESI, 12400 W. Overland Road, Boise, ID 83709 Ph.: 208-362-
3040; 4384 S Corbari Ave Boise 83709 Ph. (208) 919-4891. Mr. Johnson's testimony is not
presently known to Petra.
19. Drew Brown - Hill Construction, 760 E IGngSt Ste 107, Meridian, ID 83642,
(208) 898-9910; 7986 W Grubstake Ave Boise 83709, (559) 381-0993. Mr. Brown's testimony
is not presently known to Petra.
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20. Steve Simmons - LeA; 1221. Shoreline Ln, Boise, ID 83702; Ph: 208-345-6677.
Mr. Simmon's testimony is not presently known to"Petra.
21. Steve Christiansen - LCA; 1221 Shoreline Ln, Boise, ID 83702; Ph: 208-345-
6677. Mr. Christiansen's testimony is not presently known to Petni.
22. Brent Pitts - LCA; 1221 Shoreline Ln, Boise, ill 83702; Ph: 208-345-6677. Mr.
~ _. __. _.:...Pitt's.testimony is~notp[ese.ntlyknown.toPetra.__
23. Russ Moorhead - LCA; 1221 Shoreline Ln, Boise, ill 83702; Ph: 208-345-6677.
Mr. Moorhead's testimony is not presently known to Petra.
24. Tammy de Weerd - COM, 33 E Broadway St, Meridian, ill 83642; Ph: 208-888-
4433. Mayor de Weerd's testimony is not presently known to Petra.
"25. Keith Bird - COM Council, 33 E Broadway St, Meridian, ID 83642; Ph.: 208-
888-4433. Mr. Bird's testimony is not presently known to Petra.
26. Keith Watts - Meridian Council, 33 E Broadway St, Meridian, ID 83642; Ph.:
208-888-4433. Mr. Watt's testimony is not presently known to Petra.
27. Will Berg - former Meridian employee. Neither Mr. Berg's location nor his
testimony is presently known to Petra.
28. Ted Baird - COM, 33 E Broadway St, Meridian, ill 83642; Ph.: 208-888-4433.
Mr. Baird's testimony is not presently known to Petra.
29. Bill Nary - COM, 33 E Broadway St, Meridian, ID 83642; Ph.: 208-888-4433.
Mr. Nary's testimony is not presently known to Petra.
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30. Brad .Watson - fonner COM employee. Neither Mr. Watson's testimony norms
location is presently known to Petra.
. 31. Charlie Roundtree - COM Council, 33 E Broadway St, Meridian, ID 83642; Ph.:
208-888-4433. Mr. Rondtree's testimony is not presently known to Petra.
32. David·Zaremba - COM Council, 33 E Broadway St, Meridian, ID 83642; Ph.:
_·__.. 20~888~4433._Mr.Zaremba's_testimonyisnotpIeSentlyJmowntn:fetra. - -- -- - - c-----
33. Brad Hoaglun - COM Council, 33 E Broadway S~Meridian, ID 83642; Ph: 208-
888-4433. Mr. Hoaglun's testimony is not presently known to Petra.
34. Joseph Borton, Esq. - fonner Meridian Council, Rose Law Group, 6223 North
Discovery Way, Ste. 200, Boise, Idaho 83713. Mr. Anderson's testimony is not presently known
to Petra.
35-. Kathy Wanner - Meridian, 33 E Broadway St, Meridian, ID 83642; Ph: 208-888-
4433. Ms. Wanner's testimony is not presently known to Petra.
36. Stacy Kilchenmann - Meridian, 33 E Broadway S~Meridian, In 83642; Ph: 208-
888-4433. Ms. Kilchenmann's testimony is not presently known to Petra
37. . Ed Ankerman - former Meridian employee. Neither Mr.Ankerman 's testimony
nor his location is presently known to Petra.
38. Tom Jackson -Meridian, 33 E Broadway St, Meridian, ill 83642; Ph: 208-888-
4433. Mr. Jackson's testimony is not presently known to Petra.
39. Tom Barry -Meridian, 33 E Broadway St, Meridian, In 83642; Ph: 208-888-
4433. Mr. Barry's testimony is not presently known to Petra.
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40. .Elroy Huff-Meridian, 33 E Broadway 81, Meridian, ID 83642; Ph: 208-888- .
4433. Mr. Huff's testimony is notpiesentlyknown to Petra.
41. FrankLee, Givens Pursley LLPt 601 West Bannock Street, Boise, ID 83702,
(208) 388-1200 - Mr. Lee's testimony is not presently known to Petra.
INTERROGATORY NO.2: Identify each and every person known to Petra who has
___ _ given a statement, affidavit or declaration regarding anything having to do with (a), the Claims
made by Meridian, (b) the Defenses asserted by Petra, (c) the Claims made by Petra, and (d) the
Defenses asserted by Meridian, whether oral, written or recorded; stating in complete detail as to
each such person: (i) .full name, home address, business address and telephone nwnber; and (ii)
substance ofthe infonnation ofwhich they may have knowledge.
RESPONSE: None. This response will be supplemented as required by the Idaho Rules
ofCivil Procedure and orders ofthe Court.
INTERROGATORY NO.3: Identify each and every investigation and/or
interview and/or accounting with respect to (a) the Claims made by Meridiant (b) the Defenses
asserted by Petra, (c) the Claims made by Petra, and (d) the Defenses asserted by Meridian
undertaken by You; identify the reasons why each such investigation and/or interview and/or
accounting was undertaken; identify the dates of each such investigation and/or interview and/or
__~~counting; identify the person who~ responsible for each investig~tion and/or. interview
and/or aCcounting; identify the manner in' which each investigation and/or interview and/or
accolUlting was pursued; identify the findings of each investigation and/or interview and/or
accolUlting; and identify each and every docwnent, tape, transcript, memorandum, or
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correspondence rela$g to each~h investigation and/or interview.and/or accounting, as well as
the location ofeach document.
RESPONSE: None. This response will be supplemented as required by the Idaho Rules
ofCivil Procedure and orders ofthe Court.
INTERROGATORY NO.4: Identify each and every written and oral agreement by
(a) the Claims made by Meridian, (b) the Defenses asserted by Petra, (c) the Claims made by
Petra, and (d) the Defenses asserted by Meridian.
RESPONSE:
1. Construction Management Agreement for the new Meridian City Hall Building,
dated August 1, 2006.
2. Change Order No.1 to the Construction Management Agreement for the new
Meridian City Hall Building.
3. Change Order No.2 to the Construction Management Agreement for the new
Meridian City Hall Building.
4. Construction Management Agreement for the City Hall East Park Lot. Contract
not finalized. Scope ofwork based on Petra proposal.
5. There were numer?us amendments and modifications to the various agreern~~ts
between Petra and Meridian some of which were documented, some of which were oral, and
some ofwhich resulted from the course ofdealing established by the parties during the Project.
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INTERROGATORY NO.5: Identify each and every written communication and
each and every oral communication for which there is a record (i.e. either a wriuen record or a
voice recording) by and between Meridian and Petra exchanged during the relevant period of
time with respect to (a) the Claims made by Meridian, (b) the Defenses asserted by Petra, (c) the
Claims made by Petra, (d) the Defenses asserted by Meridian in this action.
_______--.-: RESPONSE:_JloclUnentshaYcLbe~pmducedinRSPOJ1£e~J)othinfoJ1naLandJomud_ _ _
requests. Bridge City Legal has provided services in this regard including production ofdocuments,
pictures and other things (collectively "Items'') by uploading the Items to an iConectdatabase
accessible-to Meridian. Production of docmnents will continue through Bridge City Legal as and
when the Items within Petra's care, custody and control are located. This response will be
supplemented as required by the Idaho Rules ofCivil Procedure and orders ofthe Court.
INTERROGATORY NO.6: Identify each and every fact that supports the Claims
made by Petra in this action.
RESPONSE: See Petra's First Amended Counterclaim, fonnal and informal responses
to interrogatories, requests for production of documents, and requests for admission served by
Meridian upon Petra's counsel. This response will be supplemented as required by the Idaho Rules
ofCivil Procedure and orders ofthe Comt.
INTERROGATORY NO.7:
Defenses asserted by Petra in this action.
Identify each and every fact that supports the
RESPONSE: See Petra's Answer and First Amended Counterclaim, fonnal and
informal responses to interrogatories, requests for production of documents, and requests for
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admission served by Meridian upon P~'s counsel. This response will be supplemented as
reqUired by the Idaho Rules ofCivil Procedure and orders ofthe Court.
INTERROGATORY NO 8: Identify each and every application of law to fact
that supports the Clainis made by Petra in this action.
RESPONSE: See Petra's Answer and First Amended Counterclaim, formal and
:..~_--_---_-:.~~~:JnformaLresponses_to__interrogatories,_requests_.for_production._oLdo.cuments,_and_requests__for ~__
admission served by Meridian upon Petra's counsel. This response will be supplemented as
required bythe Idaho Rules ofCivil Procedure and orders ofthe Court.
INTERROGATORY NO.9: Identify each and every application· of law to fact that
supports the Defenses asserted by Petra in this action.
RESPONSE: See Petrats Answer and First Amended Counterclaim, fonnal and
informal responses to interrogatories, requests for production of documents, and requests for
admission served by Meridian upon Petra's _colUlsel. This response will be supplemented as
required by the Idaho Rules ofCivil Procedure and orders ofthe Court.
INTERROGATORY NO. 10: Identify each and every investigation by any federal or
state governmental agency ofwhich You have been the subject of since January 1, 1999.
RESPONSE: Routine au~its and inquiries by the Idaho State Tax Commission and
Idaho Department of Labor have been conducted since January 1, 1999.. Petra is not aware of
any investigations that have been conducted with respect to Petra.
INTERROGATORY NO. 11: Identify each and every lawsuit in which Petra has been
a party since January 1, 1999.
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RESPONSE: In addition to this case, Petra has identified the following cases: Petra
Incorporated v. Tamarack Resort, LLC, Valley County Consolidated Case No. CV OC 08-114C;
Brand v. Petra, Ada County Case No. CV OC 0824654; Capital City Plumbing v. Petra, Valley
County Case No. CV-2009-212C; K-9 Developments v. Petra,Ada County Case No. CV-OC 08-
23843; Petra v. K-9Developments, Ada County Case No. CV-OC 09-00298; and Petra/Concrete
__________ ..lungle v.~r_Cl'eek,Yalle-y_Co_unty_CaseNo._CY-200&-,~16<hCA __ There may_be._otherucasesJmd _
Petra has contacted its previous counsel to determine whether there are any. lbis response Will
be supplemented as required by the Idaho Rules ofCivil Procedure and orders ofthe Court.
INTERROGATORY NO. 12: Please set forth and describe with particularity each fhet,
docwnent and correspondence that Petra contends, if any, that Petra prepared a demolition plan,
and the Plaintiff approved said demolition plan as required by Article 4.3 of the Construction
Management Agreement.
RESPONSE: See previous response to Exhibit B, Item 31. The demolition plan was
reflected in the bid package for the demolition. Petra's comments were provided to the Cityifor
incorporation into the bid package prepared and issued by the City. The marked up version of
Bid Package #CH-06-001 will be produced as noted below. The actual written site specific work
pHm was provided by the demolition contractor and transmitted to Ted Baird at the City,
reference Transmittal #007, dated 10/26/06. List ofdocwnents:
1. Original Version ofDemolition Bid Package #CH-06-001,
2. Mark-up Version ofDemolition Bid Package #CH-06-001,
3. Petra Transmittal #007 to COM - Ted Baird, dated 10126/06.
4. Ideal Demolition Services Site Specific Work Plan, dated 10/19/06
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•Additional documents will be pf<?duced through Bridge City Legal· as and when the Items witlhin .
P.etra;s care, custody and control are located. This resp<>nsewill be supplemented as required bYithe
Idaho Rules ofCivil Procedure and orders ofthe Court.
INTERROGATORY NO. 13: Identify each and every person responsible for provi~ng
acCounting services to or for Petra during the relevant period of time, which services were in any
--.:.~._.__-waY-l'el~~JQtb~t&9J~.__._ _.._ _ ..__ ._ ._._. _.._'._.._ :""" __ _ ..__ _ .._. _. _ __ - _..-
RESPONSE: Accounting services were provided by the following Petra 'EmploY¢es:
John Quapp - CFO, Debbie Gorski - Accounting Manager, Monica Pope - Payroll Speci~ist,
Connie Creager - Accounting Specialist & Cleve Cushing - fonner CFO.
INTERROGATORY NO. 14: Identify each and every document, not identified in your
responses above, of any kind or nature whatsoever regarding (a) the Claims made by Meri~an,
(b) the Defenses asserted by Petra, (c) the Claims made by Petra, and (d) the Defenses asse1lted
by Meridian in this action and please provide the name and address of each person who has
custody ofeach such document
RESPONSE: See Response to Interrogatory No.5.
INTERROGATORY NO. 15: Identify each and every person Petra expects to call fIS a
fact witness at any hearing or at trial, stating in detail as to each such person: (a) :full name, hQme
address, business address and telephone number and (b) substance ofthe expected testimony.
.. . .
RESPONSE: Petra has not detennined at this time who may be called as witnesseS to
testify at the trial ofthis case, although it is possible that some or all of the witnesses identified in
response to Interrogatory No. 1 may be called to testify. Petra also reserves the right to call as a
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witness any person identified by Petra or Meridian during the course ofdiscovery. Disclosure of
witnesses will be made as required by the. Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and the CoUirt's
Scheduling Order.
INTERROGATORY NO. 16: Identify each and every person Petra expects to call a$ an
expert witness at any hearing or at trial, stating in detail as to each such person: (a) full.l'UQne,
experience in the matter to which he is expected to testify; (d) subject matter on which he is
expected to testify; ( e) substance of the facts and opinions to which he is eXpected to testify ~d
a summary ofthe grounds for each opinion; and (f) manner in'which such expert became familiar
with the facts ofthis case.
RESPONSE: As of the date of this response, Petra has not determined who ma~ be
called as an expert witness, ifany, or who may be retained or called to testify at a hearing or tirial
of this matter. Disclosure of expert witnesses will be made as required by the Idaho Rule$ of
Civil Procedure and the Court's Scheduling Order.
INTERROGATORY NO. 17: Identify each and every exhibit Petra intends to introchtce
at the trial ofthis case or ai any hearing or during the course ofany deposition to be conductea in
this action identifying each such exhibit by author, date, and subject matter.
RESPONSE: As of the date of this response, Petra has not identified the exhibits ~t it
- . .
may introduce or utilize during a hearing or trial of this matter, but Petra reserves the rigij to
introduce as exhibits any documents produced during the course of discovery, including at
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depositions, by any party. This response will be supplemented as required by the Idaho Rul~ of
Civil Procedure and the Court's Scheduling Order.
INTERROGATORY NO. 18: Please set forth with particularity each fact and
document, including but not limited to the date(s) and description(s) of services perfonned! by
Petra or Petra's agents whereby Petra monitored, updated, implemented, made recommendatipns
Schedule and Project Budget as required by Article 4.7.3 of the Construction Management
Agreement.
RESPONSE: See Response to Interrogatory No.5. The documents produced in this
case will show that Petra participated in Weekly Job Progress Meetings, Bi-Weekly Meetip,gs
and monthly COWlcil meetings. Petra typically held regularly scheduled weekly progJi'ess
meetings with the prime contractors, architects and city representatives to monitor, review and
report on all aspects of the Project to include scheduling, quality issues, coordination, design or
constructability issues, approvals, safety, LEED and other items as required. In addition Petra
and LCA typically met with Meridian's representatives weekly, bi-weekly or monthly' at
different stages of the Project to discuss design, scheduling, budget and city action items. In
addition from November 2007 thru December 2008 Petra presented a report during the City
Council meetings to the Council. Numerous design and constructability issues were addres~ed
... ---- .. _- .. .
tbm the RFI and ASI process with the City and LeA.
List ofDocuments:
See Response to Interrogatory No.5 and more particularly:
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1. Weekly Progress Meetings -' Docwnents previously provided (See Exhibit A,
Item 6).
2. Mayors' Building Committee Meetings - Documents previously provided (See
Exhibit A, Item 5).
3. Petra Monthly Progress Reports: December 2007 through November 2008 -
-_._.__ ._-_._.. -- -------------------------- .---- -- - ---_._--_._-_.._---- ---_. __.. _._ ... _-- ...__. --- --- .__ ... __... __ .._... _- ._---_.._- ._-- -- -
Documents previously provided (See Exhibit B, Item 38).
4. City Council Meeting Minutes.
INTERROGATORY NO. 19: Please set forth and describe with particularity each fact
and document, including but not limited to the date(s) and description{s) of services perfonned
by Petra or Petra's agents in accordance with Article 4.7.9 of the Construction Management
Agreement. Specifically describe the actions taken by Petra or Petra's agents in protec1fing
Plaintifffrom "continuing deficient or defective Work..." as required by said Article.
RESPONSE: See Response to Interrogatory No.5. Further, in order to protect the City
from "continuing deficient o~ defective work" Petra had, at the minimum, one full time
superintendent. As the Project progressed Petra provided additional supervision to monitor IUld
coordinate the MEP work and LEED compliance. It should be noted that a LEBD certified
building was not one of the criteria included in the Construction Management Agreement. Petra
.- -also provided a full time superintendent to oversee and coordinate the plaza construction due to
the time constraints and fast track nature of this portion of the Project. During the construction
the architect and the engineers conducted periodic site inspections and produced site inspection
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reports. The conuniss~oniIig agent· conducted periodic onsite inspections. Gontinuously
throughout the construction ProjOO4 Petra coordinated With MTI to insure the required special
. .
inspections were perfonned as required. MTI produced and submitted inspection reports for
steel, concrete, soil compaction and masonry.
INTERROGATORY NO. 20: Please identify each and every written agreement by and
hetwe_en_Meridian.andJ~etra_enter.edjnto_ during.the_Iele'Yant.period oftime__with.respecUo(a)_the~ __ . _
Claims made by Meridian, (b) the Defenses asserted by Petra, (c) the Claims made by Petra, and
(d) the Defenses asserted by Meridian.
RESPONSE: See response to Interrogatory No.4.
INTERROGATORY NO. 21: Please identify each and every oral agreement by and
between Meridian and Petra entered into during the relevant period oftime with respect to (a) the
Claims made by Meridian, (b) the Defenses asserted by-Petra, (c) the Claims made by Petra, and
(d) the Defenses asserted by Meridian.
RESPONSE: See response to Interrogatory No.4. In addition, Meridian agreed that
s.
Petra would be compensated for the additional work required for the LBED certification. The
majority of the cost for reimbursables and additional time required for the LEBD activities has
been reimbursed. No additional construction management fee has been incorporated into the
__ ~~ement. Meridian authorized Petra to proceed with constrnctionmanagement services for the
East Parking Lot. A portion of these services have been compensated, the balance is pending
payment and overdue. Keith Watts, Meridian Purchasing Agent, requested that Petra include
selected items as part of the monthly billing as reimbursable costs. Reference: Winter
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Conditions, 01-630~& Job Conditions, lines under Contingency and Extra Work Order item, 01-
110, under· General Conditions Reimbursables.· These charges were included in the pay
applications. Payment for a portion of these invoices from various vendors is seriously overdue
and is awaiting payment from the City.. Meridian agreed to administer the employment of the
causal labor required for the Project thru Labor Ready. Petra supervised and approved the
__._ ~in'VoicesJodheLaborReady_personnel.-_.
INTERROGATORY NO. 22: Please identify each and every written communication
and each and every oral communication for which there is a record (Le., either a written record or
a voice recording) by and between Meridian and Petra exchanged during the relevant period of
time with respect. to (a) the Claims made by Meridian, (b) the Defenses asserted by Petra, (c) the
Claims made by Petra, (d) the Defenses asserted by Meridian in this action.
RESPONSE: See Petra's responses to Interrogatories Nos. 4,12,18,19,20 and 21
above.
INTERROGATORY NO. 23: Please identify each and every person responsible for
providing accounting services to or for Petra during the relevant period of time in any way
related to Petra's work under or pursuant to the Construction Management Agreement.
RESPONSE: See response to In1errogatory No. 13 above.
INTERROGATORY NO. 24: For the period of November 5, 2007 to present please
identify each and every written and oral· discussions Petra participated in between Petra or any
Petra agent and Meridian regarding the matters claimed by Petra in Change Order" #2. For each
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written or oral discussion, please provide the date of discussion; identify all participants, list any
documents evidencing said discusSions and identify the substance ofthe discussion.
RESPONSE: See response to Interrogatory No; 5. The documents produced provide all.
of the details of the numerous meetings in which Petra participated dming the comse of the
Project For example, refer to meeting minutes and emails previously produced. Petra provided
Construction Management (eM) Fee on October 1,2007; this was revised and re-submitted on
November 5, 2007. The request for change was the result of the scope of the Project being
materially altered from the criteria outlined in Recital B and Article 6.2.2 pursuant to Article
7(b). Petra also reported that the formal change order would be forwarded once the Phase IV -
Plaza & Site Improvements were bid out and the construction budget finalized. The estimate for
the amount ofthe potential change order was included in the monthly budget updates provided to
Meridian.with the Budget update dated August 31, 2007. The formal Change Order No 2 request
was forwarded to Meridian on April 4, 2008. By this date, the entire scope of the Project had
been fairly well defined and the design had reached a point where the budget for the Project had
reached a point where the total cost could be accurately projected. The amount ofthe additional
fee requested was based on 4.7% of the estimated increase in the budgeted construction cost.
lbis request to increase the amount of the Construction Management Fee was in accordance with
Article 7(b) of the "Agreement between Owner and Construction Manager" as a result of
significant changes to the Project size, complexity and budget. A reply from Ted Baird - Deputy
City Attorney was received by Petra on May 29, 2008. This letter asked for additional
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information regarding the justification for the change order request. In reSponse to this letter 
Petra requested a meeting with Ted- Baird to review what specific infonnation the City was . 
looking for and discuss the request in general. This meeting was held on August 8, 2008 with 
Gene Bennett and Tom Coughlin from Petra aDd Ted Baird from the City. Based on the 
discussion, Petra provided additional information concerning the actual hours worked and re-
requested was increased from $376,808 to $ 512,427 to reflect the actual increase in the salary 
costs that Petra had not included in the original request. No response was received from the City 
other than verbal assurances from Keith Watts that Meridian was "reviewing" the request. 
Eventually, the denial for payment of Change Order #2 was contained in a letter dated February 
24,2009. 
On March 16,2009 Petra requested mediation of the claim. No response was received 
from the City. Petra received a swnmons and complaint on April 21, 2009 wtder which the City 
was suing Petra. No previous discussion or correspondence regarding any performance issues 
had been brought to Petra's attention. 
See response to Interrogatory No.5. In addition, see the following:­
1. Petra Letter, Re: Notice of Intent Change Order No 2 Request, dated 10/1107, by 
Wes Bettis. 
2. Petra Letter, Re: Notice of Intent Change Order No 2 Request, revised dated 
11/5/07, by Wes Bettis. 
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3. Petra Letter, Re: Change Order No 2 Request - Construction Management Fee
Increase, dated 4/4/08, by Tom Coughlin
4. City of MeridianLetter; Re: CO No 2 request for additional info, dated "5129/08,
by Ted Baird.
5. Meeting 8/8107, 10 AM, between Petra and the CitY of.Meridian; attendees were:
____·Gene.Bennett_andTom_Coughlin.repr.esenting_f.etra_and.T.ed.Baird.and~Keith.Watts_.repres.enting. __. _
the City. A general discussion was held regarding what the City was looking for in regards to
additional information and backup concerning Petra's requestfor an increase in the Construction
Management Fee. No formal meeting minutes were published.
6. Petra letter and Change Order #2 Backup Information, dated 10/3/08 provided by
by Gene Bennett to Meridian.
7. See also emails to Keith Watts regarding this issue.
8. Meridian letter, Re: Change Order No 2 Regarding Additional City Hall Fees,
dated 2124/09, by Tammy de Weerd, Mayor; Charlie ROWldtree, Council President; Keith Watts,
Purchasing Agent and Bill Nary, City Attorney.
9. Cosho Humphrey, LLP Letter, Re: Mediation.Request for Change Order No.2,
dated 3/16/09, by Thomas G. Walker, Petra's counsel.
10. Summons and complaint filed in Ada County on April 16, 2009.
.". .
INTERROGATORY NO. 25: For the period August 1, 2006 through present please
identify each every decision required to be made by Meridian for which the Construction
Manager was required to notify the Owner under Article 2.2 of the Agreement. For each such
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decision requiring notification please identify the substance of the notification, date of the
notification, any document used for notification and all replies, ifany, from Meridian.
RESPONSE: Article 2.2 of the Construction Management Agreement does not call for
or suggest specific requirements concerning notifications to the Owner. Article 2.2 states-
Construction Manager shall endeavor to keep the Owner fully informed regarding
the progress of the project so the Owner can have meaningful review and
___ jnY-OIYementjtLtb~LhQjecL_WithouLlimiting~.the~eneralit}(DLthe_foregoing . - _
sentence, Construction Manager shall,as a matter ofcourse, promptly provide the
Owner with copies of all docwnents· relating to the design and construction
management and coordination, meeting notes and memorandum and any other
information related to the Project for the Owner's review and input. Construction
Manager shall notify Owner of any decisions that are required to be made by
Owner, and any deadlines pertaining thereto. Construction Manager shall consult
with and advise Owner with respect to any decisions.
Petra fulfilled all ofits obligations under the Construction Management Agreement including the
-notifications anticipated by Article 2.2. Petra held regular periodic meetings with the Mayor,
Building Committee and other City representatives as appropriate. These meetings included the
design team. Discussions at these weekly or bi-weekly meetings included design and
coordination issues. Meeting minutes were kept of the discussions and recorded decisions made
and instructions issued by the City. See (Exhibit A, Item #5) Mayor's Building Committee
Meeting Minutes which have been previously produced.
- .
INTERROGATORY NO. 26: Please set forth with particularity each fact and
--aocument,includiilgbut" not Iimitedto thedate(s) and description(s) of services performed by
Petra or Petra's agents whereby Petra claims it performed under Article 7 and 7(a) and (b) of the
Agreement.
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RESPONSE: See response to Interrogatory No. .-s. In addition, the changes to the
Project that impacted it, included changes to the Project size, complexity and budget that were
identified in Change Order No 2 requests forwarded previously: Article 7(b) oftbe Construction
Management Agreement provides for an "Equitable Adjustment" in the "Construction Manager's
fee and the not-to-exceed limits for reimbursable expenses" due to significant change in the
1. Project Size - The size ofthe Project increased in three principal areas:
1.1. Physical Size - The size of the Project increased from 80,000 SF to
104,000 SF. including a basement. Addition of the basement added time to the Project to get
out ofthe groWld and add a different type ofconstruction to the structure.
1.2. Scope of work within building - The amount ofwork within the building
was originally envisioned as "standard" Class A office space with open office areas. Final
design utilized fixed wall office, partitions and cabinetry in lieu ofdemoWltable office partitions
requiring more supervisory time to manage the Project.
1.3. Plaza & Site work - Original site work was envisioned as "surface
parking" and the required streetscape arOlmd the building. Final plaza design included
amphitheatre, Heritage building, trellis, canal, stream., plaza with pavers and fOWltains, as well
as parking and street-scape. To manage this work, Petra employed a full time Project
Superintendent and StaffEngineer to oversee the intricate installation.
2. The complexity of the building changed in five principal areas:
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2.1. Structl.u"e: size of the City ~ouncil chambers dictated colwnn.to beam
moment welds in four directions throughout the structure. This was more than the 2 directional
moment welds that were initially anticipated, and added time to the Project during the rainy
season when it is difficult to weld.
2.2. Building exterior: The City's desire to have an exterior that would stand
consuming construction- method than is used on other commercial buildings, but was required in
order to provide a 200 year structure.
2.3. Mechanical: The mechanical system used in the building is state-of-the-
art. It incorporated access floor/under floor duct throughout the building with a two pipe
hydronic system providing under floor control to individual VAV boxes at individual work
stations. The system provides the ultimate in control, comfort, and flexibility for future office
changes compared to the usual rooftop system with the single thennostat for large work areas.
2.4. Electrical: The electrical system also is state-of-the-art with "daylight
harvesting" controls, .C02 monitoring, standby generator and UPS systems - all requiring
additional time to install.
2.5. Because of the complexity of the mechanical/electrical systems, Petra
employed a mechanical/electrical supe.rintendent in lieu of a foreman to ensure the success of the
Project.
2.6. L~ED: The certification for LEED with the state-of-the-art MEP systems
added time to the overall Project to complete.
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3. Budget
3.1. The proposed budget for' the Project' during contract negotiations in
August, 2006 was set at $12.2 million for 80,000 SF. This was done in'order to negotiate the
construction infinagement agreement to get the Project started prior to anydrawi1'1gs being
prepared. The budget would was adjusted as the design evolved to meet the owners criteria. The
_____City_was_aware.-_ofand~approv-ed-the....design.------------- .__ ._. ..__. .. . _
3.2. All budgets~ bids, and contract awards were received by the City and
approved by City Council.
3.3. The final budget of$20.4 million for the building and plaza was presented
to City Council in the monthly report in December 2007, and was the final budget for the
completion of the building, plaza, and demolition/abatement. The $8.2 million~ or 67%
increase, from the Initial Budget to the Final Budget was a direct result of the increases in
scope, and complexity driven by the city requirements.
3.4. LEED - Leadership Energy Efficient Design Issues - The additional
management work: required to insure compliance with the LEED requirements was not
contemplated at the time the initial budget was set since a LEED Certified facility was not one
ofthe Criteria for the facility.
4. Contract Changes & Revisions - Petra had to actively manage changes resulting
from 168 ASI, nwnerous RFI and miscellaneous other City requested changes. The substantial
majority ofthe changes resulted from owner and design driven changes.
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5. Scope Additions - In addition to the size, complexity and budget for the Project
being increased as a result of City driven requirements. The City had the Construction'Manager
coordiIiate the design, procurement and construction of several FF&E items that were not
originally included in the Construction Cost. This included audio/visual systems,
telecommunications, security systems and interior signage. Petra also helped coordinate the
INTERROGATORY NO. 27: Please set forth and describe with particularity each fact
and document, including but not limited to the, date(s) and description(s) of services performed
.by Petra or Petra's agents for which Petra claims materially increased the amount of, or cost of,
Petra's services.
RESPONSE: See response to Interrogatory No. 5 and other responses above. It was
not a number of separately identifia~le events that affected the cost of Petra's services. It was
the cumulative effect of all factors, including those listed in the response to Interrogatory No 26.
Increases in the size, complexity and budget contributed to a substantial increase in the total
man-hours expended. This would include man-hours expended dealing with design issues
related to groundwater issues such as drainage systems, basement or no basement; mechanical
and electrical systems designs and scope additions. As the complexity and size increased, the
,budget increased to ,reflect a much, larger more complex building. The budget increases also
reflect the additional scope added to the Project and Petra expended substantial additional
manpower dealing with these scope additions.
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Petra assigned personnel to deal with the LEED certification and the MEP. systems
coordination.· Additionat time was expended dealing·with the volwneof changes that was
another factor in increasing the budget.
The deCision to proceed with the bidding and· construction of the Project before the
construction docwnents were complete meant that multiple bid and award processes were
contributed to the increase in the budget and the amount of time required to coordinate the work
and documentation.
INTERROGATORY NO. 28: Please set forth and describe with particularity each fact
. and document, including but not limited to the date(s) and description(s) of the alleged active
. .
interference ofor by Meridian during the course ofthe Project.
RESPONSE: See response to Interrogatory No.5 for docwnentation of Meridian's
interfer~nce. In addition, the quantity and timing of owner and design driven changes constituted
active interference. Petra worked with the City, design team and contractors to minimize the
effect of the changes and keep the actual completion date of October 15, 2008 as close to the
original anticipated August completion date as possible. .
The items with the largest single impact on the Project would probably be PR-t Mayors
Suite Redesign/Relocation and the Plaza DesignlRedesign that resulted in the Plaza:having to be
bid twice and the start ofconstruction being pushed to the spring of2008.
INTERROGATORY NO. 29: Please list any and all services, including but not limited
to, the date(s), name of person(s) perfonning service and description(s) of said services
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performed by_Petra or Petta's agents in compliance with Arti-;:le 4.5.3 of the Agreement as the
review of Construction_ Document(s} at appropriate intervals during their preparation to make
recommendations to Owner and Architect as to the constructability, cost~effectiveness, clarity,
consistency and coordination ofConStruction Documents.
RESPONSE: See response to Interrogatory No.5 for documentation of services, etc.
___.....In....--""ad""'d~i""'tion.Jnitial.designJ:eyjew_.of_.the_conceptuaLconstruction_dQcuments:.-were~rformedjn n _
joint meetings with the City, Lombard Conrad,Engineering, Inc., Eidam, Hatchmueller, Stapley
Engineering, Elk Mountain Eilgineering and Heery. Upon the issuance of the 600..10 Core and
Shell drawings Petra, Inc. distributed the drawings for the peer review, value engineering input,
and costing to the following professionals /contractors listed below. Their input was included in
the subsequent cost estimates (2-26-07), value engineering suggestions, and plan modifications.
Masonry
Str Steel & Deck
Doors & Hardware
Drywall
Glass & Glazing
Roofing
Elevators
Cabinetry
Flooring
Demountable Wall
Access Flooring
--Fire-'"
Sprinklers
Plumbing
HVAC
Electrical
TMC & Mickelson
Mountain Steel &
Tombari
ABS
PS&G and lSI
Custom Glass
Western Roofing
Schindler
Idaho Custom
Woodwork
Flooring America
Nordwall
-Barclay-Dean
TVFP -
DeBest
TML
MOWltain Power
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On-going review and. coordination efforts by the construction team would be best
evidenced by· the questions forwarded in the 230RFl's issued and answered during the course of
the Project.
Coordination issues were also covered as needed in the Weekly Construction Progress
meetings. .
INTERROGATORY NO. 30: Please list any and all services, including but not limited
to, the date(s), name of person(s) perfonning service and description(s) of said services
perfonned by Pe1Ia or Petra's agents in compliance with Article 4.5.8 of the Agreement as the
preparation ofvalue analysis studies on major construction components.
RESPONSE: See response to Interrogatory No. 5 for documentation related to value
engineering. In addition, value engineering was conducted throughout the Project up through
and including building commissioning. General correspondence between Petra and general
contractors is included in their individual correspondence files, ASI files, RFI files, and change
order files.
Value engineering recommendations to the City were made throughout the Project. The
following is a recap ofthe major value engineering items:
• Reduction in the ammmt of stone used .in the building veneer. Reduced in
meeting of2lI2I07.
1/22107 EStimate:
4/3/07 Bid
Savings
$ 2,017,385
$1,584,760
$ 432,625
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• Alternate supplies ofaccess flooring. Solicited help from Gary Christensen to put
pressure on suppliers to provide pricing similar to Bariner Bank.
2112/07 Estimate
4/3/07 Bid
Savings
$ 739,518
$ 528,800
$ 210,718
• Bi-Weekly Meeting 2112/07 - HVAC System Design
Discussion-&-reviewofaccess-floor~and-H:V-AC-system.-Concems-were-expressed-that-- --~- ---------
similar systems in Boise were not perfonning correctly._ Further investigations were conducted
and information transmitted to the City on 2115/07 and 2/22/07. Short comings of previous
installations were addressed by the design team including individual supply/control at perimeter
wall and elimination ofplastic actuators.
Bi-Weekly Meeting 2126/07 - Value Engineering 1Peer Review
Value Engineering Items
Delete Basement
Delete South Wing
Unfinished Unassigned Areas
• Bi-Weekly Meetings - March & April 2007
$ 812,353
$ 1,000,000
$ 870,634
$ 254,830
The Building as designed had the basement into the ground water table. As contaminated
dirt cleanup progressed during the month of March, it became apparent that the contaminated
soil on site had a clay underlayment which was protecting the groundwater table from the
contaminated soil. Penetrating the clay layer to construct the basementwould have put the City
at risk for a multi-million dollar cleanup program. Consequently, Petra recommended the
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building be raised 4 feet to elimiilate that risk (letter 4/3/07). City Council. approved the value
..
engineering suggestion and the drawings were modified-to raise the building 4~ (letter 4/12/07).
• .Bi-Weekly Meetings June/July/August 2007
Numerous value engineering suggestions were pursued during the months of June, July,
and August 2007 (see attached correspondence to subcontractors). These were summarized and·
given-to--City-Council-(seeattachment-8/31/07)---Three-of-the-items-were-selected-(see-Mtg#1-4-~.---~-~. ----
9/17/07).
INTERROGATORY NO. 31: Please list any and all services, including but not limited
to, the date(s), name of person(s) performing service and description(s) of said services
performed by Petra or Petra's agents identified as "general conditions" specifically identified as
items designated for procurement by the Construction Manager in the Construction Management
Plan.
RESPONSE: See respon,se to Interrogatory No. 5 for documentation of performance
Wlder General Conditions.
INTERROGATORY NO. 32: Please set forth and describe with particularity each fact
that supports your claim for any damages -in this matter~ including how you arrived at these
damages, the calculation for the same, and identify any and all documents that support your
claim for damages.
RESPONSE:
Bennett.
See Change Order No. 2 Request, dated 10/3/08 prepared by Gene
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INTERROGATORY NO. 33: Please set forth ~d describe wi,th particularity each fact,
document, and correspondence that Petra contends, if any, that Petra examined the Plaintiff's
Criteria, prepared and submitted to Plaintiff a written report as required by Article 4.2 of the
Agreement.
RESPONSE: Please refer to Exhibit B, Item #30, previously produced. The "Owners
Meridian. However, the Development Strategies Phase of the contract was accomplished
through bi-weekly meetings with the City of Meridian, Lombard Conrad, Engineers and Petra,·
Inc. These meetings resulted in the program for the Project which was delivered by the Architect
to the City on 8/16/06 (see attached).
From this baseline program, Project tours were conducted by Lombard Comad, Petra,
and the City viewing the types of structures being built in the Treasure Valley. From these tours,
the City decided on a structure similar to Banner Bank. 20% Shell and Core drawings were
prepared and delivered to Petra in December 2006, and the initial budget was given to the City
on January 15, 2007, with an updated version on February 12, 2007 based on peer review
comments. At the meeting of 2/26/07 Value Engineering Options were reviewed and the
architect was authorized to finish the drawing "as designed" for bidding in April.
INTERROGATORY NO. 34: Please set forth and describe with particularity each fact
. ..
and document, including but not limited to the date(s) and description(s) of services performed
by Pe1ra or Petra's agents in compliance with Article 4.4 of the Agreement, specifically the
creation and submission ofthe Construction Management Plan.
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RESPONSE: See response to Interrogatory No.5 for docwnerttation of Petra's
compliance. In addition, aConstruction Management Plan was provided to City of Meridian
starting January 22, 2007. See also:
• E-mail regarding Construction Management plan from Wes Bettis, dated 1/10/07
• Construction Management Plan & Binders - Transmittal #012, dated 1122/07, to Keith
Watts, COM. The Keith Watts, COM, acknowledged receipt of the Construction
Management Plan at a 1/10/07 City Bid Meeting, reference City Hall Project /
___Construction Progression-timeline-prepared-byXeitbWatts,--Approx-4/2008.---------~ --------~-----
• CMPlan Update - Claims & Change Order Management - Transmittal #014, dated
11231107, to Keith Watts. COM
• CM Plan Update - Contractor Coordination, Methods & Procedures, Organizational
Chart. - Transmittal #034, dated 2/5/07, to Keith Watts, COM
• CM Plan Update - Transmittal #242, dated 5/9/07, to Keith Watts.
Petra does not recall receiving any responses or comments from the City concerning any
,portion of the Construction Management Plan.
INTERROGATORY NO. 35: Please set forth and describe with particularity each fact
and document, including but not limited to the date(s) and description(s) of services performed
by Petra or Petra's agents in compliance with Article 4.4 of the Agreement, specifically the
creation ofa "comprehensive master Project schedule."
RESPONSE: See response to Interrogatory No.5. In addition, an initial schedule was
provided to Meridian on 6113/06 and were updated monthly. Monthly schedule updates were
included in monthly reports to the City. Copies provided previously. See response to Exhibit A
Item 4.
1. Initial Preconstruction Schedule with Design, dated 6113/06
2. Updated Project Schedule - Conceptual Construction Schedule, dated 1123/07
3. Updated Project Schedule - Conceptual Construction Schedule, dated 2/12107,
Tran$1Ilittal #035, to Keith Watts. COM
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4. Updated Project Schedule - Conceptual C~Dstruction Schedule, dated 3/05/07
5. Updated Project Schedule - Conceptual Construction Schedule, dated 4120/07
. 6. Updated Project Schedule - Conceptual Construction Schedule, dated 5122107,
Transmittals #255 & 257, to COM
7. Updated Project Schedule - Conceptual Construction Schedule, dated 8/07/07
8. An updated schedule & progress narrative were included with each Monthly Progress
Report furnished to the City. Reference previous response to Exhibit B, Item #38.
INTERROGATORY NO. 36: Please' set forth with particularity each fact and
_ _ _ _di>Cument. including but not limited .to thedate(s). anddescription(s) .ofservice.s .performe<t by
Petra or Petra's agents in compliance with Article 4.4 of the Agreement, specifically the
development ofthe "Preliminary Price Estimate."
RESPONSE: See response to Interrogatory No. 5 for docwnentation of Petra's
compliance. In addition, preliminary price estimates were transmitted to the City as the
preliminary design progressed. The estimates were based on the basic criteria outlined in the
Construction Management Agreement and the conceptual design documents as they existed. at
the time.
1. 200;'0 Core & Shell Estimate - Transmittal #013, dated 1/22/07
2. 60% Core & Shell/20% MEP & TI - Transmittal #035, dated 2112/07
3. 100% Core & Shell/60%:MEP & TI - Transmittal #201, dated 4/4/07
4. 100% Core & Shell/] 00% MEP & 11 - Transmittal #345, dated 7/25/07
5. Monthly Budget Updates for City Council Workshops
6. Monthly Reports - December 2007 thru November 2008 - Each monthly report
included a budget update. See previous response to Exhibit B, Item #38
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7. By January. 2008 all the value engineering options had been decided on and the only
item left to bid was the plaza. The Plaza budget was estimated at a cost of $2.2 million base on
the design at that time. This brought the MCH total construction budget to $21,773,078, where
it remained through the· balance of the Project~ In the swnmer of 2008, the budget for the East
Parking Lot was set at $470,000.
o City Hall & Plaza
o East Parking Lot .
Budget
$21,773,078
$ 470,000
To-Date Billing
$ 21,513,416.34
$ 400,660.16
INTERROGATORY NO. 37: Please set forth with particularity each fact and
docwnent, including but not limited to the date(s) and description(s) of services performed by
Petra or Petra's agents in compliance with Article 4.4 of the Agreement, specifically the
development ofthe "Quality Management Plan" as set forth in Article 4.4.1 (e) of the Agreement.
RESPONSE: See response to Interrogatory No.5 for documentation of Petra's
compliance. In addition, the ''Quality Management Plan" was included in as Item e. in the
Construction Management Plan. See also Petra's response to Interrogatory No. 34 above.
INTERROGATORY NO. 38: Please set forth with particularity each fact and
document, including but not limited to the date(s) and description(s) of services performed by
Petra or Petra's agents in compliance with Article 4.5.9 of the Agreement, specifically the
submission of the "Final Cost Estimate" to the Plaintiff, and describe the steps taken by Petra or
Petra's agents with respect to identifying cost savings measures, revising the Construction
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Documents (as defined in the Agreement), revise the Final Cost Estimate to reflect anticipated
savings ftomthe cost savings measures.
RESPONSE: See response to Interrogatory No.5 for documentation of Petra's
compliance. See also response to Interrogatory No. 36 above.
REQUESTS FORPRODUCTlON
ofthe interrogatories served on you in this action.
RESPONSE: See response to Interrogatory No.5. All of the documents produced were
used in preparation ofthe responses to the foregoing Interrogatories.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.2: All documents relating to the Project in
Petra's possession as identified in Article 2.4 ofthe Construction Management Agreement.
RESPONSE: See response to Interrogatory No.5 for documentation.
REQUEST FORPRODUCTION NO.3: All documents relied upon by any expert that
you intend to use in this matter and all documents evidencing the qualifications, opinions,
testimony, and underlying facts and data that support said opinions and testimony for any expert
that you intend to use in this matter.
RESPONSE: See response to Interrogatory No. 16 above.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.4: All documents identified in your responses
to interrogatories served on you in this action.
RESPONSE: See response to Request for Production No.1.
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ORIGINAL
Thomas G. Walker (ISB 1856)
MacKeDZie Whateott (ISB 5509)
COSBO Jl:(JMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
:P. O. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Phone: (208) 639-5()07
Cell Pbone: . (208) 869-1508
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
E-mail: twaJker@eosholaw.com;mwhatcott@cosbolaw.com
Attorneys for Defendaat, Petra Incorporated
IN TIlE DISTRICT COURT OF TIm FOURm JUDICIAL DISTRIct OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
PETRA INCORPORA1ED, an Idaho
corporation,
Case No. CV OC 0907257
PETRA INCORPORATED'S
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE DATED
OCTOBER 29,2010 TO TIlE CITY OF
MERIDIAN'S FIRST INTERROGATORIES
AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS
Defendant.
Petra Incorporated ("Petra''), by and through its undersigned counsel, pursuant to Rules
33 and 34 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, supplements its response to Plaintiff City of
Meridian's (Meridian). First Set of Interrogatories and Requests fOf. Production of Documents,
b
!J§
w
!;t
lil
~
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'served ~n or about July 22, 2009 as follows:
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INTERROGATORY NO.1: Identify each and every person mown to Petra who has
information regarding anything having to do with (a) the Claims made Meridian, (b) the
Defenses asserted by Petra, (c) the Claims made by Petra, and (d) the Defenses asserted by
, ,
Meridian, whether oral, written or recorded; stating in complete detail as to each such person: (i)
full name, home address, business address and telephone number; and (ii) substance of the
information ofwhich they may have knowledge.
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE: The following persons are added to Petra's
response:
47.
48. '
'49.
Idaho 83706;
50.
Idaho 83706;
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
Jack K. Lemley, Lemley International, 604 North 16th Street, Boise, Idaho 83702;
Richard Bauer, LeIil1ey International, 604 North 16th Street, Boise, Idaho 83702;
Keith Pinkerton, Hooper Cornell, PLLC, 250 Bobwhite Court, Suite 300, Boise,
Dennis Reinstein, Hooper Cornell, PLLC, 250 Bobwhite Court, Suite 300, Boise,
Darrell ~oleman, Alpha Masonry;
Tim McGourty, TMC Masonry Contractors;
Mike Miller, M.R. Miller;
Tom zabala or other representative ofZGA Architects;
GlelUl Hickey, Custom Precast;
Rob Drinkard, Western Roofing Contractors;
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57. JeffBrewer, Western Roofing Contractors;
58. Ted Davis, Western Roofing Contractors;
59. Jay Goodsen, Tri State Electric;
60. Randy Frisbee, Hobson Fabricating, Inc.
61. Ted Frisbee, Sr., Hobson Fabricating, Inc.
62. Ted Frisbee, Jr.~ Hobson Fabricating, Inc.
63. Pat Clover (Hobson Fabricating, Inc.)
64. Dell Hatch, Hatchmueller Landscape Architects;
65. ·Chuck Hum, Reery International;
66. Troy Kunas, Heery .International;
67. Lenny Buss, Buss Mechanical;
68 John Buss, Buss Mechanical
69. One or more representatives ofYamas (HVAC equipment);
70. One or more representatives ofVersico (regarding roofing materials);
71. Sheldon Morgan, Custom Glass;
12. Randy Pierce,.American Wall Covering;
73. Stewart Jensen, D&A Door;
74. Dave Cram., MTI
Mr. Lemley and Mr. Bauer are expected to testify consistent with their affidavit and
deposition testimony given in this matter.
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Mr. Pinkerton and Mr. Reinstein are expected to testify consistent with their deposition
testimony to be given in this matter.
Contractors are expected to testify regarding their work on the project and offer rebuttal
testimony as necessaty.
Petra also reserves the right to call any person dentified by the Plaintiffeither in Petra's cas&-
in-chiefor on rebuttal.
INTERROGATORY NO.2: Identify each and every person known to Petra who has
given a statement, affidavit or declaration regarding anything having to do with (a) the Claims
made by Meridian, (b) the Defenses asserted by Petra, (c) the Claims made by Petra, and (d) the
Defenses asserted by Meridian, whether oral, written or recorded; stating in complete detail as to
each such person: (i) full name, home address, business address and telephone number; and (ii)
substance ofthe information ofwhich they may have knowledge.
RESPONSE; See Petra's Supplemental Respo~ to Interrogatory No.1. Petra may also
offer testimony by Jerald Frank, Eugene Bennett, Thomas Coughlin and John Quapp consistent
with the affidavits filed in this matter and with regard to Frank, Bennett and Coughlin, consistent
with their respective deposition testimony.
J;NIERROGATORY NO.3: Identify each and every investigation and/or interview
and/or accounting with respect to (a) the Claims made by Meridian, (b) the Defenses asserted by
Petra, (c) the Claims made by Petra, and (d) the Defenses asserted by Meridian undertaken by
You; identify the reasons why each such investigation and/or interview and/or accounting was
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undertaken; identify the dates of each such investigation and/or interview and/or accounting;
,identify the person who was responsible for each investigation and/or interview and/or
accounting; identify the manner in which each investigation and/or interview and/or accounting
was pursued; identify the findings of each investigation and/or interview and/or accounting; and
identify each .and every document, tape, transcript, memorandum, or correspondence relating to
each such investigation and/or interview and/or accounting, as well as the location of each
document
supPLEMENTAL RESPONSE: John E. Quapp, Petra'sCFO, is expected to testify
regarding the following: (1) Petra's financial statements and condition; (2) outstanding and
unpaid invoices that were provided to the City for the labor and materials provided by Petra
during the course of the Project; (3) Petra's Change Order No.2; (4) the calculation of interest
due on unpaid invoices and Petra's Change OrderNo.2; and (5) other financial matters.
See report of Keith Pinkerton provided to the City on October 21, 2010, Bates numbered
Petra97106 through Petra97128.
See correspondence and report of Jack K. Lemley, dated June 10,2010, Bates numbered
Petra96942 - Pe1ra96947 and Petra96948-Petra96959.
INTERROGATORY NO.6: Identify each and every fact that supports the Claims
made by Petra in this action.
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE: See Supplemental Response to Interrogatory No.3
'above.
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INTERROGATORY NO 8: Identify each and every application of law to fact
that supports the Claims made by Petra in this action.
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE: ·See all of the legal memoranda filed by Petra
including the following:
1. Memorandum in Support ofMotion to Compel, dated June 29, 2009;
2. Memorandum in Support of Motion for Leave to File Amended Counterclaim,
dated July 10,2009;
3. Petra Incorporated's Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion to Compel
Discovery Responses; dated July 16, 2009;
4. Petra Incorporated's Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion to
Strike; dated July 16, 2009;
5. Petra's Reply Memorandum in Support of Petra's Motion for Leave to File
First Amended Counterclaim, dated August 12, 2009;
6. Pe~'s Memorandum. of Law in Support of Motion to Dismiss Meridian's
Complaint, dated September 15, 2009;
7. Memorandum in Support of Petra's Motion for Court Ordered Mediation;
dated October 1, 2009;
8. Petra Incorporated's Reply Memorandum in Support of Petra's Motion for
Court Ordered Mediation;
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9. Petra's Memorandum in Support of Petra's Motion'to Strike, dated AprilS,
2010;
10. Substitute Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for, Leave to File First
Amended Complaint and Add Claim for Punitive Damages Pursuant to Idaho Code § 6-1604,
dated April 12, 2010;
11. Statement of Undisputed Material Facts in Support of Motion for Summary
Judgment, dated May 4, 2010;
12. Memorandum of Law in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, dated
May 4, 2010;
13. Memorandum in Op})9sition to Meridian's Rule 56(f) Motion, dated May 20,
2010;
14. Supplemental Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Leave to File First
Amended Complaint and Add Claim for Punitive Damages Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 6-
1604, dated May 25,2010;
15. Memorandum in Support of Objection to the Testimony of Steve Amento
dated June 10,2010;
16. Memorandum- in Support of Petra's Motion for Leave to File Second
. Amended Counterclaim, dated June 23,2010;
17. Reply to Plaintiff's Memorandum in Opposition to Petra's Motion for Leave to -
File First Amended Answer and Second Amended Counterclaim, dated July 21, 2010;
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18. Memorandum in Support of Motion in Limine to Exclude Testimony and
Documents Regarding Meridian's Claim Damages~ dated August 25,2010;
19. Memorandum in Support of Motion in Limine to Exclude Testimony and
Documents by Mendian's Experts~ dated August 2S~ 2010;
20. Memoranda of Law in Support of Motions to S1rike Affidavits of Todd
Welter, Laura Knothe~ Franklin Lee, Keith Watts, Theodore Baird, Steve AmentQ, 'Dave
Zaremba, dated September 1,2010 and September 2, 2010.
21.· Memorandum in Opposition to Meridian's Motion to Dismiss '(Idaho Tort
Claims Act), dated September 8, 2010;
22.. Petra's Reply in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, dated September
9,2010;
23. Supplemental Memorandum in Opposition to City's Leave to Amend to Assert
a Claim for PunitiveDamages, dated Septeniber 13,2010;
24.. Memorandum in Opposition to Motions in Limine Re: Jack K. Lemley,
Eugene Bennett, Thomas Coughlin and Jerald Fnink, datedSeptember 20,2010;
. 25. Petra's Opposition to Meridian's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Re:
Liability, dated.September 20,2010;
26. .Response to City of Meridian's Motion for Summary Judgment, dated
September 20,2010.
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27. Reply "Memorandum in Support of Petra's Motion in Limine to Exclude
Evidence ofDamages, dated September23, 2010;
28. Reply Memorandum in Support of Petra's Motion in Limine to Exclude
Testimony and Documents by the City's Experts, dated September 23,2010;.
29. Memorandum in Support of Petra's Opposition to City to City's Motion for
Order Approving Permission to Appeal from an Interlocutory Order Pursuant to Idaho Appellate
Rule 12.
INTERROGATORY NO.9: Identify each and every application of law to fact that
supports the Defenses aSserted by Petra in this action.
SUPPLEMENTAL !m§fONSE: See petra's supplemental response to No.8.
INTERROGATORY NO. 16: Identify each and every person Petra expects to call as an
. expert witi1ess at any hearing or at tria4 stating in detail as to eaCh such person: (a) full name,
home address, business address. and .telephone nwnber; (b) educational background; (c)
experience in the matter to which. he is expected to testify; (d) subject matter on which he is
expected to testify; ( e) substance of the facts and opinions to which he· is· expected to testify and
a summary ofthe grounds for·each opinion; and (t) manner in which such expert became familiar
with the facts ofthis case.
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE: See expert disclosures filed ·by Petra and the various
expert reports.
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INTERROGATORY NO. 32: Please set forth and describe with particularity each fact '
that supports your claim for any damages in this matter, including how you arrived at these
damages, the calculation for the same, and identify any and all documents that support your
claim for damages.
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE: See Petra's supplemental response to Interrogatories
Nos. 3 and 8.
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUESTS FOR PRODUCI10N OF
DOCUMENTS NOS. 1 THROUGH 36: Petra intends to rely on and may' utilize' the
documents produced to date in this matter, including PetraSOOOl through Petra97236 and Petra
BOOOOO1 through Petra B07022 and exhibits used during the depositions taken in this case.
Petra also reserves the right to utilize any documents produced by the City ofMeridian.
DATED: October 29, 2()10. COSBO HUMPHREY, LLP
BY:~~-W-
THOMAS G. WALKER
Attorneys for Defendant, Petra Incorporated
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·CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 29th day of October~2009 a true.and correct copy of
the within and foregoing document waS served upon:
KimJ. Trout, Esq.
Trout Jones Gledhill Fubrman,P.A. .
. 225 North~ Street, Suite '820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise~ Idaho 83701
u.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile: .
E-mail:
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VERIFICATION
STATE OF IDAHO )
):ss.
County ofAda )
Jetty Fran14 being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
that he is·the President ofthe Defendant Petra Incorporated in the above--entitled action;
.that he has read the foregoing Supplemental Response dated October 29, 2010 to the City of
Meridian's First Interrogatories and Requests for Production ofDocuments to Defendant Petra
Incorpora~ that by his own personal knowledge he knows the contents thereof; and, that the
facts therein stated are tnle, correct and accurate to the best ofhis knowledge and belief.
JERRY FRANK
SUBSCRm£D.AND SWORN to before me this 29th day ofOctober.
NOTARY PUBLIC For Idaho
Residing at ---....
My Commission Expires: _
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TIlomas G. Walker (lSB 18!6)
Erika Klein (lSB 5509)
MackeDZie Whatcott (ISB 6774)
Matthew Schelstrate (lSB 8276)
COSHO llUMPBREy, LLP
800 Park.Blvd., Suite 790
P. O. Box 9518-
Bo~ Idaho 83707-9518
Direet Phone: (208) 639-5607
CeO PhoDe: (208) 869-1508
Direct FaesimDe: (208) 639-5609
JC..maD: twaJker@eosholaw,som;
mwblteott@eoshon.COID; ekIein@cosbolm·eom
1IlSChel'nte@eosholaw&Om.
Attorneys for Defendant, Petra IDcorporated
IN TIlE DISTRICl COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
TIlE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
******
TIlE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho Municipal Case No. CV OCQ907257
~orporation,
PlaintifflCounterdefendant, NOTICE OF SERVICE OF
DISCOVERY RESPONSES'
VB.
PETRA INCORPORATED, an Idaho
.corporation, .
DefendantlCounterclaimant
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on this 29th day of October, 2010, Defendant Petra
l11corporated's Supplemental Response Dated October 29, 2010 to the City of Meridian's First
Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents, together with a copy of this
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF SUPPLEMENTAL DISCOVERY RESPONSES
632963
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Notice of Service of Discovery was served on or about October 29, 2010 upon counsel for
Plaintiff, The City ofMeridian in the manner set forth below:
KimJ. Trout
Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097 .
Boise, Idaho 83701
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Facsimile:
E-mail:
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF SUPPLEMENTAL DISCOVERY RESPONSES632963 . . Page 2
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KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB #5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHILL. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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MAR 25 2011
CHR'STOt1f'lF;~
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE:
REINSTEIN EXPERT TESTIMONY
COMES NOW, the PlaintiffjCounterdefendant, City of Meridian, ("City"), by and through
its counsel of record, Kim J. Trout of Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A., and pursuant to
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 7(b)(1), 26(b)(4) and 26(e)(4), moves in limine for an Order of this
Court precluding the expert testimony of Dennis Reinstein. This Motion is supported by the
Affidavit of Counsel flled concurrendy herewith and the pleadings and papers on flle herein. Oral
argument is requested.
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE REINSTEIN EXPERT TESTIMONY - 1 007957
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,INTRODUCTION
On August 12, 2010, Petra disclosed Dennis Reinstein ("Reinstein") as a potential expert
witness. See Petra Incorporated's Disclosure of Expert Witness Dated August 12, 2010. Reinstein's
disclosure stated, in relevant part, as follows:
A complete statement of all opinions to be expressed. Mr. Reinstein and the staff at
Hooper Cornell are in the process of preparing calculations of the damages suffered
by Petra because of the City's breach of the Construction Management Agreement
and breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing that are required to put
Petra in the same position it would have occupied had Meridian not breached the
Construction Management Agreement and covenant of good faith and fair dealing.
Such damages include lost past and future earnings, lost business and
investment opportunities and interest and fmance charges. Hooper Cornell's work
is on-going because the damages continue to accrue. This disclosure will be
supplemented from time to time as the calculations are completed and as required by
order of the Court.
The basis and reasons for the opinions. The basis and reasons for the opinions
consist of an analysis of Petra's historical fmancial records and a study of the
construction and development market in which Petra has conducted its business.
This study is intended to measure the total market as compared with Petra's market
share, both historically and currendy."
The data or other information considered in forming the opinions. The data or
other information considered in forming the opinions include Petra's historical
fmancial records and a study of the construction and development market in which
Petra has conducted its business.
Id. (emphasis added). On that same date, Petra also disclosed Keith Pinkerton. Mr.
Pinkerton's disclosure stated, in relevant part, as follows:
A complete statement of all opinions to be expressed. Mr. Pinkerton is assisting Mr.
Reinstein and the staff at Hooper Cornell in the process of preparing calculations of
the damages suffered by Petra because of the City's breach of the Construction
Management Agreement and breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing
that are required to put Petra in the same position it would have occupied had
Meridian not breached the Construction Management Agreement and covenant of
good faith and fair dealing. As noted above, such damages include lost past and
future earnings, lost business and investment opportunities and interest and fmance
charges. Hooper Cornell's work is on-going because the damages continue to
accrue. This disclosure will be supplemented from time to time as the calculations
are completed and as required by order of the Court.
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE REINSTEIN EXPERT TESTIMONY - 2 007958
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The basis and reasons for the opinions. The basis and reasons for the opinions
consist of an analysis of Petra's historical financial records and a study of the
construction and development market in which Petra has conducted its business.
This study is intended to measure the total market as compared with Petra's market
share, both historically and currendy.
The data or other information considered in forming the opinions. The data or
other information considered in forming the opinions include Petra's historical
[mancial records and a study of the construction and development market in which
Petra has conducted its business.
Id. On October 21, 2010, Petra supplemented its response with respect to Keith
Pinkerton/Hooper Cornell, PLLC disclosing Hooper Cornell's Preliminary Report dated October
19, 2010 Bates numbered PETRA97106-97128 (hereafter the "First Report"). See Affidavit of
Counsel in Support of Motion in Limine RE: Reinstein, para. 3. (hereafter "Trout Affidavit"). On
or after November 15, 2010, Petra disclosed a second Hooper Cornell Preliminary Report Bates
numbered PETRA97237-97259 (hereafter "Petra Exhibit 578"). Id. at Ex. A. Petra Exhibit 578
states, "[t]his report is intended to supersede a previously-issued a report in this matter and corrects
an arithmetic error in the calculation of the cumulative running total of economic damages." Id. at
Ex.B.
Petra Exhibit 578 and the First Report are both signed by Keith Pinkerton on behalf of
Hooper Cornell, PLLC as the Director of Valuation Services. Petra Exhibit 578 and the First
Report contain an analysis of Petra's alleged "lost past and future earnings, lost business and
investment opportunities" as disclosed in Petra's Expert Witness Disclosure dated August 12,2010.
Specifically Petra Exhibit 578 states, "[b]y comparing Petra's results in the marketplace both before
and after the alleged wrongful acts of the City of Meridian, I was able to estimate the present value
of lost profits incurred by Petra, Inc." See Petra Exhibit 578, pg. 3 (emphasis added).
On November 23,2010, this Court entered its Order Granting Plaintiffs Motion to Dismiss
Defendant's Claim for Lost Profits and/or Business Devastation Pursuant to the Idaho Tort Claims
Act.
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE REINSTEIN EXPERT TESTIMONY - 3 007959
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ARGUMENT
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 26(b)(4) provides that a party can request that the opposing
party set forth the identity of the opposing party's expert witnesses and the substance of the experts'
opinions. Rule 26(e) imposes a duty on parties to seasonably update interrogatory responses and
provides that the "trial court may exclude the testimony of witnesses or the admission of evidence
not disclosed by a required supplementation of the responses of the party. See Clark v. Klein, 45 P.3d
810,812-813 (Idaho 2002).
Here, Petra was required by the Court's Order Setting Trial and Other Deadlines, Rule
26(b)(4), as well as Plaintiff the City of Meridian First Set of Interrogatories, Requests for Product of
Documents and Request for Admissions to Defendant Petra Incorporated, Interrogatory No. 16 to
set forth the identity of all potential expert witnesses and the substance of the experts' opinions. See
Trout Affidavit paras. 5-6. As explained above, the substance of Reinstein's expert testimony was
limited to Petra's alleged "lost past and future earnings, lost business and investment opportunities
and interest and finance charges." See Petra Incorporated's Disclosure of Expert Witness Dated
August 12, 2010. However, any testimony regarding Petra's alleged "lost past and future earnings,
lost business and investment opportunities" was rendered moot by the Court's Order of November
23, 2010, which granted the City's Motion to Dismiss Petra's claims regarding those issues.
Additionally a careful review of Petra Exhibit 578 and the First Report reveals that Reinstein did not
perform any reviews on the "interest and finance charges," or if Reinstein did perform such reviews
they were not disclosed as required. Therefore, there is nothing still at issue and upon which
Reinstein provided a disclosure, which Reinstein may now testify and his testimony should be
precluded.
Any testimony of Reinstein outside the scope of his disclosed topics must also be precluded
pursuant to LR.C.P. 26(e) (4). See, e.g., Radmer v. Ford Motor Co., 813 P.2d 897 (Idaho 1991). In
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE REINSTEIN EXPERT TESTIMONY - 4 007960
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Radmer, the Idaho Supreme Court noted that the plaintiffs had failed to update their discovery
responses to reflect that an expert witness might testify to his reconstruction analysis, and only
stated that he may testify to "the condition of the parts on the vehicle involved in the incident and
the cause of the loss of steering." See ld. at 900. The Idaho Supreme Court concluded that "[the
plaintiffs] breached their obligation to supplement their discovery responses prior to trial, as
required by rule 26, and as a result Ford was unprepared to meet and effectively challenge [the
plaintiffs'] new theory of liability and was prejudiced thereby. Accordingly, we hold that the trial
judge committed reversible error in allowing the testimony to come in and remand the case for a
new trial." ld. at 902.
The same reasoning applies here. Petra's disclosure identifies Reinstein about testifying
regarding damages with respect to "lost past and future earnings, lost business and investment
opportunities and interest and finance charges." Neither Petra Exhibit 578 nor the First Report
mentions "interest and finance charges." Petra should not be allowed to introduced expert
testimony through Reinstein with respect to "interest and finance charges" as it is outside of any
report prepared and transmitted to the City nor should Reinstein be allowed to testify regarding
"lost past and future earnings, lost business and investment opportunities" as the Court has already
dismissed Petra's Claim for Lost Profits and/or Business Devastation on November 23, 2010.
CONCLUSION
Based upon the foregoing, this Court should grant the City's Motion and preclude all
testimony from Dennis Reinstein.
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE REINSTEIN EXPERT TESTIMONY'- 5 007961
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DATED this 25th day of March, 2011.
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN GOURLEY, P.A.
By:
Kim]. Trout
Daniel Loras Glynn
Attorneys for Plaintiff
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 25th day of March, 2011, a true and correct copy of the
above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
Erika Klein
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
P.o. Box 9518
Boise, Idaho 83707-9518
Direct Facsimile: (208) 639-5609
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Email
lSJ
o
o
o
Kim]. Trout
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KIMJ. TROUT, ISB #2468
DANIEL LORAS GLYNN, ISB#5113
TROUT. JONES. GLEDHIll. FUHRMAN. GOURLEY, P.A.
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise,ID 83701
Telephone: (208) 331-1170
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE CITY OF MERIDIAN, an Idaho
Municipal Corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.
PETRA, INCORPORATED, an Idaho
Corporation,
Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO)
) ss.
County of Ada )
Case No. CV OC 09-7257
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE
RE: REINSTEIN
I, KIM J. TROUT, being ftrst duly sworn upon oath, depose and state:
1. I am one of the attorneys of record for the Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, City
of Meridian ("City"), in the above-entided action and I make this afftdavit based on my own
personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein.
2. I submit this afftdavit in support of Plaintiff's Motion ill Limine RE:
Reinstein Expert Opinion
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE RE: REINSTEIN-1 007963
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3. On October 21, 2010, Petra supplemented its expert witness disclosure with
respect to Keith Pinkerton/Hooper Cornell, PLLC disclosing Hooper Cornell, PLLC's
Preliminary Expert Witness Report prepared for Cosho Humphrey, LLP dated October 19,
2010 and Bates numbered PETRA97106-97128 (hereafter the "First Report"). Attached
hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of the First Report.
4. Petra Exhibit 578 is Hooper Cornell, PLLC's Preliminary Expert Witness
Report prepared for Cosho Humphrey, LLP dated November 15,2010. Petra Exhibit 578 is
Bates numbered PETRA97237-97259. While the report bears a date of November 15, 2010,
I have searched the electronic records as well as the disclosures in this matter, and have been
unable to locate where Petra transmitted Petra Exhibit 578 to my office. Attached hereto as
Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of Petra Exhibit 578.
5. The City, in Plaintiff the City of Meridian First Set of Interrogatories,
Requests for Product of Documents and Request for Admissions to Defendant Petra
Incorporated, Interrogatory No. 16 requested Petra to:
Identify each and every person Petra expects to call as an expert
witness at any hearing or at trial, stating in detail as to each such
person: (a) full name, home address, business address and telephone
number; (b) educational background; (c) experience in the matter to
which he is expected to testify; (d) subject matter on which he is
expected to testify; (e) substance of the facts and opinions to which
he is expected to testify and a summary of the grounds for each
opinion; and (f) manner in which such expert became familiar with
the facts of this case.
6. Petra's final supplementation to Interrogatory No. 16, on October 29, 2010
stated in its entirety: "See expert disclosures fued by Petra and the various expert reports."
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE RE: REINSTEIN - 2 007964
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IFURTHER YOUR AFIANT SAYETH NOT.
Kim]. Trout
NotarfPublic for Idaho
Residing at Meridian, Idaho
Commission expires: Nov. 3,2014
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 25th day of March, 2011.
j(~
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 25th day of March, 2011, a true and correct copy
of the above and foregoing document was forwarded addressed as follows in the manner
stated below:
Thomas G. Walker
Erika Klein
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 Park Blvd., Ste. 790
P.O. Box 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518
Fax: (208) 639-5609
Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail
Fax
Fed. Express
Email
~
o
o
o
o
KimJ. Trout
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE RE: REINSTEIN - 3 007965
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PRELIMINARY EXPERT WITNESS REPORT
City of Meridian
v.
Petra, Inc.
Prepared by:
Hooper Cornell, PllC
250 Bobwhite Court, Suite 300
Boise, Idaho 83706
Prepared for:
Cosho Humphrey llP
October 19, 2010
••••HOOpeR CORnell
PETRA97106
007966
    
   
 
  
  
   
     
   
  
   
   
   
 
October 20, 2010
Mr. Thomas G. Walker, Esq.
Cosho Humphrey, llP
800 Park Blvd., Suite 790
PO Box 9518
Boise, 1083707-9518
RE: City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc.
Dear Mr. Walker:
At your request, I have reviewed the facts and circumstances surrounding the counterclaim
asserted by Petra, Inc., (Petra) in the matter cited above to quantify corresponding economic
damages. This report is intended to summarize the analyses performed and illustrate the
conclusions reached.
In performing this assignment, I assumed that Petra will prevail in its legal theories of this case.
Accordingly, this report should not be construed to contain any opinions with regard to
Defendant's liability.
Data Considered
During the course of this engagement, I reviewed relevant data obtained from the following
sources: (1) building permit data from all of the incorporated entities in Ada and Canyon
counties except for the municipalities of Notus and Greenleaf; (2) audited financial statements
of Petra, Inc.; and (3) various legal filings associated with this case. In addition, I have had
discussions with management of Petra and its advisors.
Methodology
To quantify damases, I used available data to estimate the magnitude of the nonresidential
construction market in Ada and Canyon counties. I then coupled this information with data
obtained from Petra to estimate its share of that market by year from 2003 forward. By
comparing Petra's results in the marketplace both before and after the allesed wronlful acts of
the City of Meridian, I was able to estimate the present value of lost profits incurred by Petra,
Inc.
I also constructed a parallel analysis using the same input data and applyin, a technique known
as Monte Carlo Simulation. This technique provides an alternative method of eliminating
uncertainty throu,h the use of statistics.
Both methods of analysis produce similar results and were designed to quantify damages with a
reasonable deeree of economic certainty; all of my conclusions are expressed on that basis.
PETRA97107
007967
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Professional Qualifications
A listing of my professional qualifications and prior testimony are attached to this report.
Professional Billing Rates
Hooper Cornell's hourly rates currently range from $60 per hour for clerical staff to $300 per
hour for senior partners. My personal billing rate in effect for this assignment is $285 per hour.
Conclusions
Based on the methods described above and as shown in additional detail on the accompanying
schedules, it is my opinion that the present value of the economic damages incurred by Petra is
between $3.9 million and $4.2 million.
Sincerely,
)/4t1~
Keith A. Pinkerton
Director of Valuation Services
PETRA97108
007968
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Schedules
PETRA97109
007969
 
 
City of Meridian v. Petra Inc. SChedule 1
Building Permit Data
AI,.,..... ill!! BIi .. zggz .. DIll SItL1iLW
AdilCounty $276,717,503 $396,314,708 $314,126,706 $251,938,333 $133,067,072 $145,374,737 $24,675,686
Boise $335,012,510 $498,018,247 $494,886,270 $541,190,848 $332,881,239 $213,843,043 $95,489,621
Eagle $174,605,084 $202,219,100 $126,409,103 $75,805,586 $52,420,410 $14,018,085 $23,591,918
GlIfden City $20,419,437 $18,389,338 $27,982,000 $32,122,780 $18,174,358 $5,881,271 $3,998,425
Meridliln $559,803,356 $750,775,839 $531,412,665 $334,846,565 $285,537,421 $203,540,987 $94,572,939
Kunil $36,213,523 $97,258,749 $73,133,477 $53,298,816 $56,987,461 $42,602,653 $21,336,571
Star $210,097 $86,673,420 $81,164,266 $35,155,732 $12,232,914 $5,339,201 $12,883,267
canyon County $114,862,336 $148,813,412 $128,435,850 $86,675,060 $37,820,892 $36,431,143 $10,005,160
CaldweH $106,269,332 $172,161,313 $183,493,482 $138,842,255 $101,420,462 $44,506,661 $27,738,585
Nampa $208,000,000 $305,000,000 $334,000,000 $161,000,000 $100,000,000 $46,000,000 $28,489,218
Notus
Greenleaf
Parma $1,828,065 $5,998,269 $1,439,322 $3,355,955 $1,447,148 $1,381,559
Melba $100,768 $548,177 $202,644 $645,847 $252,730 $52,096
Middleton $11,911,908 $31,990,506 $40,612,129 $24,864,565 $20,308,746 $47,774,268 $7,010,217
WHder $314,212 $2,719,914 $3,379,639 $1,608,794 $408,065 $4,657,960 $1,222,800
Teu! $1,W,4GI,U1 $Z,71USO.ll1 $Z,MO.677,JU $1,741.U1.116 $1.W.""1I $111,401.664 $351,014,407
..~ IWIIIits J&1RI BIi .IIlli zggz .. DIll 1/JQ/201Q
Ada County $233,623,863 $316,769,821 $258,819,048 $157,358,634 $86,642,101 $45,117,752 $20,073,287
Boise $128,056,970 $196,539,590 $183,497,989 $166,108,388 $50,331,413 $30,539,736 $32,323,477
Eagle $157,589,353 $181,206,711 $92,361,699 $39,668,128 $29,413,624 $12,513,499 $16,501,717
Garden City $0 $11,660,490 $13,435.553 $21,306,321 $11,413,162 $753.007 $1,933,300
Meridian $455,091,820 $616.965,501 $344,223,861 $198,490,581 $150,559,837 $129,177.240 $72,302,915
Kuna $31,796,898 $87,800,540 $63,598,738 $45,204,132 $46,421,396 $42,770,063 $14,342,552
Star $24,732,762 $97,237,278 $55,848,275 $29,132,926 $5.718,489 $4.272,103 $7,613,297
canyon County $90,306,221 $121,002.724 $106.846,644 $52,869.413 $20,442,712 $9.949,862 $4.185,211
CaldweH $70,068,467 $122,477,528 $142,558,825 $96,400,983 $27,239,141 $23,695,249 $12,878,350
Nampa $161,238,871 $201,369,462 $188,508,219 $48,068,051 $27,700,866 $8,515,212 $6,670,091
Notus
Greenleaf
Parma $134,256 $1,350,000 $840,000 $2,553,000 $494,732 $342,616 $152,778
Melba $0 $552,165 $186,000 $440,763 $201,906 $0 $0
Middleton $13,151,362 $25,324,336 $36,215,791 $11,500,213 $16,288,418 $6,834,632 $5,221,523
Wilder $0 $0 $0 $1.324,397 $371,664 $138,502 $0
TIItlIl $1,J65,7tO,IoU $1,_,256.146 $1.....M0.64Z $l70.OUS,HO $47J.ut.U1 $J14......n $1M,1U,4R
~ 1QR! 1lllII 1lIIi Jim zg, DIll iDg/201O
Ada County $43,093,640 $79,544,887 $55,307,658 $94,579,699 $46,424,971 $100,256,985 $4,602,399
Boise $207,025,540 $301,478,657 $311,388,281 $375,082,460 $282,549,756 $183.303,307 $63,166,144
Eagle $17,015,731 $21,012,389 $34,047,404 $36,137,458 $23,006,786 $1,434,586 $7,090,201
Garden City $20,419,437 $6,728,848 $14,546,447 $10,816,459 $6,761,196 $5,128,264 $2,065,125
Meridian $104,711,536 $133,810,338 $187,188,804 $136,355,984 $134,977,584 $74,363,747 $22,270,024
Kuna $4,486,625 $9,458,209 $9,534,739 $8,094,684 $10,566,065 $6,994,019
Stllf $25,315,991 $6,022,806 $6,514,425 $1,067,098 $5,199,970
canyon County $24,556,115 $27,880,688 $21,589,206 $33,805,647 $17,378,180 $26,481,281 $5,819,949
CaldweH $36,200,865 $49,683,785 $40,934,657 $42,441,272 $74,181,321 $20,811,412 $14,860,235
Nampa $46,761,129 $103,630,538 $145,491,781 $112,931,949 $72,299,134 $37,484,788 $21,819,127
Notus
Greenleaf
pllfma $1,693,809 $4,648,269 $599,322 $802,955 $952,416 $1,038,943
Melba $100,768 $16,644 $205,084 $50,824 $52,096
Middleton $6,666,170 $4,396,338 $13,364,352 $4,020,328 $40,939,636 $1,788,694
Wilder $314,212 $2,719,914 $3,379,639 $284,397 $36,401 $4,519,458 $1,222,800
Teu! $506,171.417 $747,16Z,H1 $IU.7J6,'11 $l7lI.t15,206 $671,71'''7 $4t6,111,601 $156,atI,617 PETRA97110
007970
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SChedule 2
City of Meridian v. Petra Inc.
Historical Financial Information
DI! lQQi mil Jim 1M ..
Petra Revenue $33,059,273 $47,716,714 $80,619,217 $53,205,160 $50,711,114 $33,421,638
Other Income $4,854 $8,246 $7,317 $30,707 $23,675 $4,347
Total Revenue $33,064,127 $47,724,960 $80,626,534 $53,235,867 $50,734,789 $33,425,985
Direct Costs $30,608.998 $44.857.218 $76.375.119 $49.858.44° $45,981,569 ~O,712,921
Gross Profit $2,455,129 $2,867,742 $4,251,415 $3,377,427 $4,753,220 $2,713,064
Incremental Costs
Payroll $632,656 $787,527 $961,079 $1,177,545 $1,234,425 $803,831
Bad Debt Expense $0 $0 $0 $0 $867,946 $171,522
Repairs and Maintenance $29,548 $28,142 $110,878 $186,930 $196,051 $123,843
Travel and Lodging $8,055 $21,061 $10,606 $45,006 $11,437 $30,638
Auto Expense $27,477 $18,655 $15,448 $38,080 $20,586 $8,243
Entertainment $7,578 $9,684 $8,461 $9,486 $11,437 $8,151
Total Incremental Costs $705,314 $865,069 $1,106,472 $1,457,046 $2,341,881 $1,146,227
Net Incremental Earnings $1,749,815 $2,002,673 $3,144,943 $1,920,381 $2,411,339 $1,566,837
Incremental MarlIn 5.2'" 4.2_ 3.10% 3.&1" 4.76% 4.69%
CMMa...1n 4.07% 2.92% 2.'7% 4.01% 4.37% 4.78%
PETRA97111
007971
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City of Meridian v. Petra Int. Schedule 3
Estimation of Petra Market Share
~ Contract Revenue I I Construction Ma_ I
Non-Residential CMCost
Construction CM Not Thru
~ ~ .8m.!:!w: fI1rJ..jiJ, TotalCM
2004 $506,379,407
2005 $747,262,691 $29,121,816 $5,346,171 $4,688 $5,350,859
2006 $853,736,911 $47,471,859 $9,315,265 $0 $9,315,265
2007 $870,925,206 $31,281,028 $1,891,747 $6,675,516 $8,567,263
2008 $679,719,387 $32,472,819 $1,473,422 $12,114,577 $13,587,999
2009 $496,881,601 $17,044,396 $111,484 $340,206 $451,690
06/30/10 $156,898,687
08/31/10 $209,198,250 $6,912,696 $0 $115,131 $115,131
2010· $313,797,374 $10,369,044 $0 $172,696 $172,696
Market Market
l-Ye.rul am am
2005 $506,379,407 $29,121,816 5.75" $5,350,859 1.1"
2006 $747,262,691 $47,471,859 6.3SK $9,315,265 1.2"
2007 $853,736,911 $31,281,028 3."" $8,567,263 1_
2008 $870,925,206 $32,472,819 3.73% $13,587,999 1.5"
2009 $679,719,387 $17,044,396 2.51" $451,690 G.1"
2010 $496,881,601 $10,369,044 2.09K $172,696 0.0%
6-Mo Lac
2005 $626,821,049 $29,121,816 4.65" $5,350,859 G.9"
2006 $800,499,801 $47,471,859 5.13% $9,315,265 1.2"
2007 $862,331,058 $31,281,028 3.&3% $8,567,263 1.0%
2008 $775,322,297 $32,472,819 4.1. $13,587,999 1.1"
2009 $588,300,494 $17,044,396 2.!IOK $451,690 0.1"
2010 $405,339,488 $10,369,044 2.5&" $172,696 o.oK
*AnnuaUzed
PETRA97112
007972
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City of Meridian v. Petra Inc.
Estimation of Lost Market Share
, ContnIct 'rojects I I Construction Manacement I
l-YearLq l-YearLq
Petra Petra
Market 4-Year 3-Year 2-Year Market 4-Year 3-Year 2-Year
~ ~ Average AmiG ~ ~ AmiG ~
5.75% 1.06%
6.35% 6.1% 1.25% 1.2%
3.66% 5.26% l.(lO% 1.10%
3.73% 4.87% 1.56% 1.22%
2.51% 0.07%
2.09% 0.03%
Average Less Current 2.79% 3.17% 3.97% 1.18% 1.07% 1.12%
i-MonthLq i-Monthu.
Petra Petra
Market 4-Year 3-Year 2-Year Market 4-Year 3-Year 2-Year
~ bxm.G 6W:W 6W:W ~ bxm.G Amm 6W:W
4.65% 0.85%
5.93% 5.3% 1.16% 1.0%
3.63% 4.73% 0.99% 1.00%
4.19% 4.60% 1.75% 1.19%
2.90% 0.08%
2.56% 0.04%
Average Less Current 2.04% 2.18% 2.73% 1.15% 0.96% 0.97%
Minimum Lost Share 2.00% 1.00%
SChedule 4
PETRA97113
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Schedule 5
Historical Petra "Market Share" of Construction
Management Revenue in Ada & Canyon Counties with a 6-Month Lag
2.0% • i.
Lawsuit Filed 4-16-09
1.8% 1.8%
0.04%
0.08%
1.0%
1.2%
0.9%
1.2%
0.0% ......-...,j
0.8%
0.4%
0.2%
0.6%
1.0%
1.4%
1.6%
2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
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Schedule 6
Historical Petra "Market Share" of Construction
Management Revenue in Ada & Canyon Counties with a 1-Year Lag
1.8% i • i
1.6%
Lawsuit Filed 4-16-09
1.56%
0.1%0.07%
1.00%
1.25%
1.06%
1.0%
0.2%
0.4%
0.8%
1.2%
0.6%
1.4%
0.0% ""'--
2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
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Schedule 7
Historical Petra ·Market Share· of Contract Revenue
in Ada & Canyon Counties with a 6-Month Lag
7.00% , • ,
Lawsuit Filed 4-16-09
5.93%
2.56%
2.90%
4.19%
3.63%
4.65%
2.00%
4.00%
0.00% ..._.....1
3.00%
1.00%
5.00%
6.00%
2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
PETRA97116
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Schedule 8
Historical Petra "Market Share" of Contract Revenue
in Ada & Canyon Counties with a 1-Year Lag
7.00% , • i
6.35% Lawsuit Filed 4-16-09
2.09%
2.51%
3.73%3.66%
2.00%
0.00% L..........J
4.00%
3.00%
1.00%
5.00%
6.00% I 5.75%
2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
PETRA97117
007977
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City of Meridian v. Petra Inc. 
Analysis of Cost of Capital using the Build-Up Method 
as of 10/10/10 
iIImIDl 
Proxy for Risk Free Rate 
Intermediate Term Equity Risk Premium 
Industry Risk Premium 
Size Premium 
Company Specific Risk 
EstImated Cost of intermediate Term Equity Capital 
.6mmml 
1.14% 
7.20% 
2.04% 
3.99% 
3.00% 
17.4% 
~ 
US Federal Reserve 
Ibbotson Associates 
Ibbotson Associates 
Ibbotson Associates 
Hooper Cornell 
Schedule. 
!tala 
5-Year Constant Maturity Treasury 
Historical Average, 1926-2009 
SIC 15 
Average of 9th and 10th deciles 
PETRA97118 
007978
l ,
i I
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City of Meridian v. Petra Inc. 
Calculation of Economic Damales-SCenarlo 1 
ContrKl M!n!pmen! (eM)1.oAeI .. 
Growth Rate of CM Revenues 
Overall Market Activity $588,300,494 
Lost Market Share 1.00% 
Lost CM Volume $5,883,005 
Hlstorial Average CM Fees 4.SO'K> 
Lost CM Fees $264,735 
Lost CM Reimbursed salaries $0 
Tetal eM I.oAeI $214,715 
ContrKl .._1.oAeI 
Growth Rate of Contract Revenues 
Overall Market Activity $588,300,494 
Lost Market Share 2.0% 
Lost Contract Revenue $11,766.010 
Inaemental Profit Margin 4.7% 
Tetal LcIIt C8IItrKl Pr8fits $m_ 
.ma 
$405,339,488 
1.00% 
$4,053,395 
4.SO'K> 
$182,403 
$0 
$112,401 
$405,339,488 
2.0% 
$8,106,790 
4.7% 
$111,011 
au 
$315,000,000 
1.00% 
$3,150,000 
4.SO'K> 
$141,750 
$150,000 
$211,750 
$315,000,000 
2.0% 
$6,300,000 
4.7% 
$2H,1OO 
~ 
1,(10% 
$318,150,000 
1.00% 
$3,181,500 
4.SO'K> 
$143,168 
$150,000 
$2IJ,UI 
1.00% 
$318,150,000 
2.0% 
$6,363,000 
4.7% 
$211,011 
DU 
1.SO'K> 
$322,922,250 
1.00% 
$3,229,223 
4.SO'K> 
$145,315 
$150,000 
$215,315 
1.50% 
$322,922,250 
2.0% 
$6,458,445 
4.7% 
$J03,547 
JlH 
2.00% 
$329,380,695 
1.00% 
$3,293,807 
4.SO'K> 
$148,221 
$150,000 
$211,221 
2.00% 
$329,380,695 
2.0% 
$6,587,614 
4.7% 
$301,'11 
m.i 
2.SO'K> 
$337,615,212 
1.00% 
$3,376,152 
4.SO'K> 
$151,927 
$150,000 
$JOl,127 
2.SO'K> 
$337,615,212 
2.0% 
$6,752,304 
4.7% 
$117,_ 
ZUi 
3.00% 
$347,743,669 
1,(10% 
$3,477,437 
4.50% 
$156,485 
$150,000 
$JOi.4I5 
3.00% 
$347,743,669 
2.0% 
$6,954,873 
4.7% 
$JH,171 
mz 
3.00% 
$358,175,979 
1.00% 
$3,581,760 
4.50% 
$161,179 
$150.000 
$111,171 
3.00% 
$358,175,979 
2.0% 
$7,163,520 
4.7% 
$JM,US 
zm 
3.00% 
$368,921,258 
1.00% 
$3,689,213 
4.50% 
$166,015 
$150,000 
$116,015 
3.00% 
$368,921,258 
2.0% 
$7,378,425 
4.7% 
SJ4i,716 
SChedule 10 
ma mil 
3.00% 3.00% 
$379,988,896 $391,388,563 
1.00% 1.00% 
$3,799,889 $3,913,886 
4.50% 4.50% 
$170,995 $176,125 
$150,000 $150,000 
$120,115 $326,U5 
3.00% 3.00% 
$379,988,896 $391,388,563 
2.0% 2.0% 
$7,599,778 $7,827,771 
4.7% 4.7% 
$157,110 $317,105 
e 
IftcrnIe III LiaIIIIIty InIurance Ellpense $0 $75,000 $75,000 $75,000 $75,000 $75.0a0 $75,000 $75.0a0 $75.oao $75.0a0 $75,000 $75,oao 
Tetal NomInalI.oAel 
Risk-AdJusted Discount Rate 
Present Value Date 
Cash Flow Date 
No. of Discount Periods 
Present Value of Nominal Losses 
Cumullltlw.......t V..... of Loaes 
$117.7. 
17.4% 
10/10/10 
0 
$117.7. 
$117.7. 
$UI,422 
12/31/10 
0.22 
$115,174 
$115,174 
$612,150 
06/30/11 
0.72 
$590,150 
$1.201.524 
$617,229 
06/30/12 
1.72 
$SOl•• 
$1,7U.12O 
$173,852 
06/30/13 
2.72 
$435.711 
$2,141,701 
$682,UI 
06/30/14 
3.72 
$171,213 
$2,524.112 
"'.215 
06/30/15 
4.72 
$JH,­
$2,150.117 
$701,314 
06/30/16 
5.72 
$2U.2tI 
$1.134.295 
$722,115 
06/30/17 
6.72 
$245,_ 
$J,JIO,134 
$737.801 
06/30/18 
7.72 
$214.243 
$105M•." 
$75J,1I5 
06/30/19 
8.72 
$1••313 
$1,711,240 
$76t,GJO 
06/30/20 
9.72 
$10.070 
$J,MJ,310 
-
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Oty of Meridian v. Petra Inc. Schedule 11 
Derivation of Monte Carlo Variables 
Contract Projects Contract Projects 
Average Average 
Pre-Loss Post-Loss Lost Pre-Loss Post-Loss Lost 
Market Share Market Share Market Share Market Share Market Share Market Share 
5.75% 2.51% 3.24% 1.06% 0.06% 1.00% 
6.35% 2.51% 3.84% 1.25% 0.06% 1.19% 
3.66% 2.51% 1.15% 1.00% 0.06% 0.95% 
3.73% 2.51% 1.22% 1.56% 0.06% 1.51% 
4.65% 2.51% 2.13% 0.85% 0.06% 0.80% 
5.93% 2.51% 3.42% 1.16% 0.06% 1.11% 
3.63% 2.51% 1.12% 0.99% 0.06% 0.94% 
4.19% 2.51% 1.68% 1.75% 0.06% 1.70% 
Minimum 1.12% Minimum 0.80% 
Maximum 3.84% Maximum 1.70% 
Median 
Mean 
5td Deviation 
1.9O'X. 
2.22,,"1.._1.12"S Normal D1atrlbution 
Median 
Mean 
5td Deviation 
1.06%US"}O.U" Normal D1atrltaution 
Incremental M!lJIns Revenue Growth Rate 2011 and 2012 
Contract Construction Low 
-5.00% }
:wr ~ ManaRement Most likely 2.00% Triangular D1atrlbutlon 
2004 5.29% 4.07% High 4.00% 
2005 4.20% 2.92% 
2006 3.90% 2.97% 
2007 3.61% 4.08% 
2008 4.76% 4.37% Rev..... Growth Rate 2014·2020· 
2009 4.69% 4.78% 
Minimum 3.61% 2.92% Minimum -1.36% 
Maximum 5.29% 4.78% Maximum 14.62% 
Median 4.44% 4.07% . Median 6.46% 
Mean 4A1" Mean 7.00%U'''l.i~.~_~. 
5td Deviation 0.11" 0.76" ~trIbutIon 5td Deviation U2" 
'Annual Chanae In us GOP, Nominal Basis. 1969-2010 
PETRA97120 
007980
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City ot Meridian v. Petra Inc. SChedule 12 
Output from Monte carlo Simulation 
I Simulation Statistics I ~ 
No.otTriais 100,000 
TIme 83.140625 
: ~::=.......

seed 1 
Output 1 Oytput 2 QutJ2.ut..1 QutRyU QutwlU OytDyt6 2Y1RY1l .Qy1g,ytjl Oytpyt9 Oytput 10 Oytpyt 11 Oytpyt 12 
837,976 651,949 673,311 675,024 676,138 707,844 741,885 777,185 817,269 859,505 903,390 
317,376 218,303 169,880 169,580 171,915 183,839 198,106 211,871 227,443 244,247 261,248 
1,004 690 537 536 544 581 626 670 719 772 826 
2,382,776 1,684,225 1,674,579 1,630,734 1,616,925 1,707,104 2,102,659 2,073,329 2,019,410 2,298,990 2,299,289 
-840,696 -225,270 -9,814 -123,289 -46,985 26,056 -138,510 -166,626 -183,534 -230,446 -192,059 
334,210 307,079 405,140 406,356 404,599 417,140 430,223 445,020 460,984 478,966 496,316 
440,758 379,395 461,657 463,598 462,178 478,751 495,616 514,540 535,509 558,866 580,315 
514,578 429,236 500,624 502,197 501,409 520,816 539,707 562,021 585,967 611,036 637,828 
571,265 468,388 530,588 533,080 532,088 554,105 575,454 600,692 626,189 654,414 684,580 
621,184 502,038 557,056 559,648 559,410 582,811 606,504 632,436 661,024 691,773 724,065 
666,431 534,108 581,530 583,798 583,873 608,482 633,752 661,895 693,148 725,926 760,336 
708,945 563,220 603,850 606,289 606,079 632,514 660,135 689,351 722,447 758,224 794,678 
749,517 590,889 625,758 627,585 627,820 656,297 685,269 715,927 751,786 788,844 827,396 
788,823 617,741 646,315 648,587 649,073 678,342 709,999 742,377 780,271 819,210 859,504 
826,970 644,889 667,393 669,331 670,314 700,456 734,520 768,207 808,767 848,648 891,731 
867,303 672,472 688,270 690,196 691,551 723,651 758,708 794,931 836,636 878,383 923,761 
906,903 700,301 710,333 711,828 713,190 746,980 784,129 821,641 865,112 909,816 957,767 
949,627 729,304 733,120 734,656 735,939 770,897 810,644 849,392 895,610 942,252 992,852 
994,033 760,371 757,275 758,559 760,452 797,449 838,791 879,417 927,535 976,755 1,029,759 
1,042,946 793,809 784,002 785,148 787,144 826,681 869,398 912,971 962,958 1,015,113 1,071,446 
1,100,387 830,871 813,533 815,239 817,120 858,935 904,514 950,423 1,003,570 1,058,648 1,116,943 
1,163,304 875,997 848,242 849,569 852,154 896,957 946,278 994,163 1,050,795 1,108,638 1,170,741 
1,246,755 932,818 892,524 893,614 897,858 946,242 998,668 1,051,386 1,111,506 1,174,837 1,241,121 
1,376,507 1,022,651 960,514 962,461 968,719 1,021,425 1,080,069 1,138,596 1,205,403 1,281,357 1,351,017 
2,382,776 1,684,225 1,674,579 1,630,734 1,616,925 1,707,104 2,102,659 2,073,329 2,019,410 2,298,990 2,299,289 
PETRA97121 
007981
c
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City of Meridian v. Petra Inc. Schedule 13 
calculation of Economic Damaaes-·SCenarlo 2 
Contr..Manyement (eM) Loua 
Growth Rate of CM Revenue5 
Overall Market Activitv 
L05t Market Share 
Lost CM Volume 
Historical Average CM Fees 
Lost CM Fee5 
Lost CM Reimbursed salaries 
T.elCMLoua 
Conlr....._~ 
Growth Rate of Contract Revenues 
Overall Market ActIvity 
Lost Market Share 
Lost Contract Revenue 
lnaemental Profit Margin 
T.... 1AIst CoMrKt PnIflts 
~ III UabIIIty1nIu_EllpeIlA 
SImu....d NomInal Loua 
... .IIJi .IW. .am DU ~ .zm aau mz .wi ma .wi 
$588,300,494 
1.1% 
$6,233,093 
4.3% 
$267,855 
$0 
$»7"55 
$405,339,488 
1.1% 
$4,306,622 
4.7% 
$202,267 
$0 
$3OZ,267 
$315,000,000 
0.7% 
$2,112,048 
4.2% 
$88,671 
$150,000 
$1JI,171 
-0.18% 
~14,436,360 
1.6% 
$5,010,660 
3.3% 
$165,237 
$150,000 
$115,237 
0.11% 
$314,780,672 
1.4% 
$4,453,226 
3.8% 
$168,751 
$150,000 
$111,751 
3.74% 
$326,569,198 
1.4% 
$4,656,058 
4.4% 
$204,881 
$150,000 
$151.111 
11.80% 
$365,088,282 
1.0')(, 
$3,734,528 
5.5% 
$206,802 
$150,000 
$I51,m 
8.63% 
$396,581,474 
0.7% 
$2,919,874 
3.3% 
$96,221 
$150,000 
$Z4i,221 
6.90% 
$423,961,240 
1.0')(, 
$4,357,084 
3.4% 
$149,383 
$150,000 
$2II,JIJ 
9.33% 
$463,523,729 
1.9% 
$8,946,088 
5.1% 
$453,630 
$150,000 
$&OJ,I. 
3.78% 
$481,057,475 
1.3% 
$6,380,209 
3.3% 
$209,759 
$150,000 
$IS1,75' 
5.80% 
$508,969,084 
0.6% 
$3,087,106 
4.3% 
$132,801 
$150,000 
$m,.l 
$588,300,494 
0.8% 
$4,734.308 
4.2% 
$200,155 
$405,339,488 
3.8% 
$15,478,530 
4.2% 
$iS5,l21 
$315,000,000 
1.4% 
$4,527,632 
3.9% 
$175,. 
-0.18% 
$314,436,360 
3.2% 
$10,090,276 
3.6% 
$JSI,5U 
0.11% 
$314,780,672 
1.3% 
$4,123,024 
4.0')(, 
$1&1,. 
3.74% 
$326,569,198 
1.8% 
$5,824,054 
3.7% 
$215,56 
11.80% 
$365,088,282 
0.8% 
$2,792.902 
4.7% 
$131,1. 
8.63% 
$396,581,474 
1.3% 
$5,079,650 
4.4% 
$222,756 
6.90% 
$423,961,240 
4.9% 
$20,941,185 
5.0')(, 
$l.os7,407 
9.33% 
$463,523,729 
4.3% 
$20,148,444 
4.9% 
$H1.l61 
3.78% 
$481,057,475 
2.6% 
$12,741,161 
4.1% 
$5Z4,J4t 
5.80% 
$508,969,084 
0.0% 
$224,469 
4.9% 
$1O,1ZS 
-
$0 $75,l1C1O $75,l1C1O $75,l1C1O $75,l1C1O $75.000 $75,l1C1O $75,0Cl0 $75,OClO $75,OClO $75,OClO $75,0Cl0 
$461,510 $UZ,3N $4I1,G40 $7....750 $557,711 $645,411 $563,0lIO $SG,.77 $1,431,710 $1,151,111 $lSI,105 $36lI,nl 
The roWiabov.... pr_nad only to help convey IMltNctUre of 1M projection model, not 1M results. ...... this ~ relies on Monte Carlo simulation, the projected results sh_ 
..,.will chanp -ry time 1M sprudsheet II ......... (Le., every time any lley II struck). The KtuaI results a-1Il&"- this model ... ..-ad IIeIow on the line styled • "model 
tIUtpUt." MMte CarID Input variables ... shown on 5cheduIe 11, ~ output resuIIs !Iv percentile ...~... on 5cheduIe 12. 
Model Output 
Risk-Adjusted Discount Rate 
Present Value Date 
Cash Flow Date 
No. of Discount Periods 
Present Value of Nominal Losses 
CuIIlulatJv."'-tValue of Lo_ 
$137,1" $iSl...., $173,311 $175,014 $171,131 $707,144 $741,115 $777,1&5 $l17,la $lSI,505 $lI03,. $lI48,iiI 
17.4% 
10/10/10 
-
12/31/10 06/30/11 06/30/12 06/30/13 06/30/14 06/30/15 06/30/16 06/30/17 06/30/18 06/30/19 06/30/20 
0 0.22 0.72 1.72 2.72 3.72 4.72 5.72 6.72 7.72 8.72 9.72 
$137,'" $iZI,IZ4 $SlIt,ln $Sl1,311 $437,:lil $IIO,OU $J4I,iSi $110,122 $271,511 $24I,5lM $22J,SZI $1II,1i4 
$137,1" $iZI,IZ4 $1,228"5 $1,741,_ $:l,171,. $:l,SiI,SJO $:l,ll1,.7 $1,117,701 $I,5Oi,ZlI $1,755,. $1,171,331 $4,171,116 
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Keith A. Pinkerton, CFA, ASA 
Education 
Bachelor of Arts (Economics), University of South Florida (Tampa, Florida), 1991 
Master of Business Administration (Finance), Baylor University (Waco, Texas), 1996 
Professional Certifications
 
Chartered Financial Analyst-the CFA Institute, Charter Number 45208, awarded September 2001.
 
Accredited Senior Appraiser, Business Valuation discipline, the American Society of Appraisers, awarded 2003.
 
Professional Employment History
 
2005 - Present Director of Valuation Services, Hooper Cornell, PllC, Boise, Idaho
 
2009- 2009 Adjunct Professor of Finance, George Fox University, Boise Center
 
2003-2005 Valuation Manager, Pershing Yoakley &Associates, Knoxville, Tennessee
 
2000-2003 Valuation Manager, WP Valuation Services, Fort Worth, Texas
 
1995-2000 Manager, the Perryman Group, Waco, Texas
 
1991-1995 Economist, United States Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC
 
Memberships and Affiliations 
•	 The CFA Institute (www.cfainstitute.org) 
•	 The CFA Society of Idaho 
•	 The American Society of Appraisers (www.appraisers.org) 
•	 National Association for Business Economics (www.nabe.com) 
•	 National Association of Forensic Economics (www.nafe.net) 
•	 Treasure Valley Estate Planning Council 
•	 ludwig von Mises Institute for Austrian Economics (www.mises.org) 
•	 Business Valuation Discussion Group (www.bvdg.org) 
Articles. Presentations and Professional Activities 
•	 Co-Author. Marketability & Lack of Control Discounts, Paper presented to the American Academy of Matrimonial 
lawyers, March 2002 
•	 Panelist, H~/ping a Busin~ss Surviv~ a Down Cycl~, Panel discussion for the Fort Worth Chapter of the Texas Society 
of CPAs, February 2003 
•	 SpUUr. Businns Valuation Updat~: Hot Issu~s, Presented to the Institute of Management Accountants, East 
Tennessee State University, September 2003 
•	 SPOUr. Busin~ss Valuation Updat~: Hot Issu~s, Presentation to the Institute of Management Accountants, 
Knoxville Chapter, September 2003 
•	 SPeaker. Litigation Support & Prof~ssional Praetic~ Valuation, Presentation to the Institute of Management 
Accountants, Knoxville Chapter, December 2003 
•	 SPII!str. SFAS No. 141 & 142, Susin~ss Combinations and Intangib/~ Assets, Presentation to the Fort Worth 
Chapter of the Texas Society of CPAs, November, 2002 
•	 Grader. 2002, 2003, and 2004 Chart~r~d Financial Analyst Examinations, the CFA Institute, Charlottesville, VA. 
•	 SptaUr. A/CPA's Propoud Susin~ss Valuation Standards, Presentation to Idaho Society of Certified Public 
Accountants, september, 2005. 
•	 Member. pomestic Review Team. 2007 Chart~r~Financial Analyst Examination, CFA Institute, Charlottesville, VA. 
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Keith A. Pinkerton, CFA, ASA (continued) 
•	 Speaker. Business Valuation and Credit Analysis: Similarities and Differences, Presentation to US Bank, Boise, 
Idaho, May, 2005. 
•	 Speaker. AICPA's Propased Business Valuation Standards, Presentation to Idaho Society of Certified Public 
Accountants, September, 2005. 
•	 Speaker, Business Valuation Basics, Presentation to TechHelp-ldaho Falls, September, 2005. 
•	 Speaker. Business Valuation, Hot Issues lor 2006 and Beyond, Presentation to Idaho Society of Certified Public 
Accountants, January, 2006. 
•	 Guest-Lecturer. Differences in Valuation 0/ Publicly-Traded and Privately-Held Companies, Presented to MBA 
students at Boise State University, April, 2006. 
•	 Speaker. Business Valuation Basics and How to Use Valuation/Finance Theory to Increase the Value 0/ Your 
Business, Boise Metro Chamber of Commerce, May, 2006. 
•	 Speaker, Privately-held Companies v. Publicly Traded Stock: Differences and Issues lor Valuation, Presented to the 
CFA Society of Idaho, May 2006. 
•	 Co-Author, For What Its Worth, a recurring column in the Idaho Business Review, 2006 - 2009. 
•	 Co-Author, Company-Specific Risk-A Different Paradigm: A New Benchmark, Business Valuation Review, Spring 
2006, Volume 25, No.1. 
•	 Speaker. 2006 Tax Court Case Update, Treasure Valley Estate Planning Council, June 2006. 
•	 Author. 2006 Valuation Court Case Update, september 27, 2006. 
•	 Speaker. Top Estate Planning, Wealth Transfer and Asset Protection Techniques, Sept. 2006. 
•	 Co-Author. The Guideline Publicly Traded Company Method and the Market Value o/Invested Capital, Business 
Valuation Review, Summer 2006, Volume 25, No.2. 
•	 Co-Author. Quantification 0/ Company-Specific Risk: A New Empirical Framework with Practical Applications, 
Business Valuation Update, Volume 13, Number 2; February 2007. 
•	 Author. Does The Pension Protection Act 0/2006 Impact All Tax Valuations? An Assessment 0/ the New Law's 
Reach, Adjusting Entries, the Journal of the ISCPA, Issue I, 2007. 
•	 Panelist. Quantifying Company Sped/ic Risk, an audio telephone conference for business appraisers hosted by 
Business Valuation Resources, March 8, 2007. 
•	 Guest-lecturer. Understanding Valuation 0/ Private Companies, Presentation to graduate Finance class at Boise 
State University, May, 2007. 
•	 Co-Author. Buy-Sell Agreements: A Misnomer? Adjusting Entries, Journal of the ISCPA, Issue II, 2007. 
•	 Speaker, Business Valuation Basics & How to sell Your Company lor Top Dollar, Pocatello Small Business 
Development Center, March 2007. 
•	 Speaker. Quantifying Company Specific Risk, internal training seminar presented to a Top 100 public accountin. 
firm, Minneapolis, MN, May 23, 2007. 
•	 Co-Author, Quantifying Company-Specific Risk: The Authors Answer Your Questions, Business Valuation Update, 
Volume 13, Number 5; May 2007. 
•	 Spealstr. Quantifying Company Specific Risk, appraisal training session presented at the Institute of Business 
Appraisers 2007 Symposium; Denver, CO, June 2007. 
•	 Co-Author. A Hybrid Restricted Stock/Pre-IPO Data Point: Lack 0/ Marketability Discount for ESOPs; Business 
Valuation Review, Summer 2007, Volume 26, No.2. 
•	 Spealstr. The Case 0/ the Disappearing ~bt: Valuation or Lost Profits with Changing Assumptions; appraisal 
trainin, session presented at the Institute of Business Appraisers 2007 Symposium; Denver, CO, June 2007. 
•	 Co-Author. Company Specific Risk: The Dow 30 vs. Private Company USA; The Value Examiner, september/OCtober 
2007. 
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Keith A. Pinkerton, CFA, ASA (continued) 
•	 Co-peveloper. Company-Specific Risk Calculator, a commercial program for computing company-specific risk for 
publicly-traded benchmarks; available on www.bvmarketdata.com. 
•	 Co-Author, Stock Options: Corparate Lottery Ticket-or Not?, Adjusting Entries, the Journal of the ISCPA, Issue 2, 
2007. 
•	 Co-Author, Comparing the Butler-Pinkerton Model to Traditional Methods Under Four Daubert Criteria; Business 
Valuation Update, Volume 13, Number 11; November 2007. 
•	 Co-Author. Quantifying Company-Specific Risk-Regardless oj Your Faith in Beta; Business Appraisal Practice, 
Winter 2007 
•	 Co-Author, Company-Specific Risk: Believe It or Not - You Can Quantify It! Adjusting Entries, the Journal of the 
ISCPA, Issue I, 2008. 
•	 Panelist, Using the BPM'" Total Cost oj Equity and Public Compony Specific Risk Calculator"'; an audio telephone 
conference hosted by NACVA and Business Valuation Resources, March 8, 2007. 
•	 Co-Author, Butler Pinkerton Model'" Finds Another Application in SFAS 123R; Business Valuation Update, Volume 
14, No.3, March, 2008. 
•	 Co-Author, Total Cost oj Equity oj Company-Specific Risk-A Better Use jor the BPM?; Business Valuation Update, 
Volume 14, No.4, April 2008. 
•	 Co-Author, Why You Should Be Aware oj the Impact ojSSV5-1; Adjusting Entries, the Journal of the ISCPA, Issue II, 
2008. 
•	 Speaker, Pension Plans and Closely-Held Companies, Valuing Tric/cy Assets in Divorce; presented to the Idaho State 
Bar Association; Boise, Idaho; May 9, 2008. 
•	 Speaker. The Butler Pinkerton Model: Empirical Support jor Company Specific Risk; presented to the National 
Association of Certified Valuation Analysts, las Velas, NV; June 10, 2008. 
•	 Speaker, The Butler Pinkerton Model: Empirical Support jar Company Specific Risk; presented to the California 
Society of Certified Public Accountants-BVFLS Section, las Angeles, CA; Aug 21, 2008. 
•	 Speaker, Using the Butler Pinkerton Model in Valuation Reports; an Internet webinar hosted by the National 
Association of Certified Valuation Analysts; December 5, 2008. 
•	 Co-Author, There's a New Beta in Town, and Its Name is Total Beta; Business Valuation Update, Volume 15, No.3, 
March 2009. 
•	 Co-Author, Butler Pinkerton Model Report, an E-book published by Morningstar, March, 2009. 
•	 Co-Author. A Total Repudiation oj Mr. Kasper's Critique oj the Butler Pinkerton Model, an online article 
disseminated through www.bvmarketdata.com. May 2009. 
•	 Author, Response to Larry Kasper Regarding the Diwrsification Argument; The Value Examiner, January/February 
2010 
•	 Co-Author. Total Beta: the Missing Piece oj the Cost ojCapital Puzzle; Valuation Strategies, May/June, 2009. 
•	 Speaker. Cost ojCapital, california Society of CPAs, May 2009 
•	 Speaker. Cost oj Capital, presented to the National Association of Certified Valuation Analysts, Boston, MA; May 
27,2009. 
•	 Speaker. Getting the Most jrom Your Financial Expert in Personal Injury Utigation Matters, a ClE presentation to 
various Boise-area law firms, various dates, 2009. 
•	 Author, The Search jor Value, published in the quarterly newsletter of Gear.e Fox University, Fall, 2009. 
•	 Speaker. Buy-Sell Disagreements and Solutions, presented to the Boise Estate Planninl Council, November 2, 2009. 
•	 SPIlker. Business Valuation: ~mystifying the Process, presented to attorneys and clients of Perkins Coie, llP, 
March 30, 2010. 
•	 Co-Author. Financing Your Practice, Chiropractic Economics, Volume 56, Issue 5; March 29, 2010. 
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Keith A. Pinkerton, CFA, ASA (continued) 
•	 Author, The Wonder Years: Integrating Your Practice into a Comprehensive Retirement Plan, Chiropractic 
Economics, Volume 56, Issue 6; April 20, 2010/ 
•	 Author: An Update on Proposed IRS' Appraiser Penalty Procedures; Adjusting Entries, the Journal of the ISCPA, 
Issue II, 2010. 
•	 Co-Author, Give it to me Straight: Answers to Old Questions about Buy or Lease; Chiropractic Economics, Volume 
56, Issue 7; May 12, 2010/ 
•	 Author, Sale-obrate Your Practice; Chiropractic Economics, Volume 56, Issue 10; June 25, 2010. 
•	 Author, Financial Accounting and Managerial Accounting Compored, a paper to accompany the seminar 
Accounting 101 for Attorneys, presented August 12, 2010. 
•	 Author, Financial Statement Basic Concepts, a paper to accompany the seminar Accounting 101 for Attorneys, 
presented August 12, 2010. 
•	 Instryctor, Accounting 101 for Attorneys, a CLE presentation given to area attorneys on August 12, 2010 
•	 Speaker, Buy Sell Agreements: Road Map to Success ar Recipe for Disaster, presented at the Idaho State Bar's 
Annual Advanced Estate Planning Seminar, September 2010. 
Expert Testimony 
•	 cause No. 99-2Q905-V in the 303rd District Court of Dallas County; Dallas, Texas, Trial Testimony, Business 
Appraisal for Marital Dissolution; retained by Plaintiff(s). 
•	 Cayse No. 296-50175-01 in the 296th District Court of Colin County; McKinney, Texas, Trial Testimony, Business 
Appraisal for Marital Dissolution; retained by Plaintiff(s). 
•	 CauR No. 158874-2 in the Chancery Court for Knox County, Knoxville, Tennessee, Trial Testimony, Quantification 
of Economic Damages-Dissenting Shareholder matter; retained by Plaintiff(s). 
•	 Cayse No, 153673-3 in the Chancery Court for Knox County, Knoxville, Tennessee, Deposition Testimony, 
Quantification of damages associated with the purchase of an operating business; retained by Plaintiff(s). 
•	 Civil Action No. 05-CI-90233, Bell Circuit Court, Commonwealth of Kentucky, Deposition Testimony, Business 
appraisal and quantification of economic damages for dissenting shareholder matter; retained by Defendant(s). 
•	 Ciyil Action No, 05-CI-00233. Bell Circuit Court, Commonwealth of Kentucky, Trial Testimony, Business appraisal 
and quantification of economic damages for dissenting shareholder matter; retained by Defendant(s), 
•	 Civil Cas, No. CV-05-12224, Canyon County District Court, State of Idaho, Deposition Testimony, Quantification of 
damages associated with bad faith claim; retained by Defendant(s), 
•	 Civil case No, 1:06-CV·141·5-EJL, United States District Court, District of Idaho, Deposition Testimony, 
Quantification of damages associated with alleged trade-loading and breach of duty; retained by Defendant(s). 
•	 Civil Case No. CV-2OO5-493-C, Valley County District Court, State of Idaho, Deposition Testimony, Quantification of 
damages associated with breach of contract; retained by Defendant(s). 
•	 Civil Case No. CV DR 0722658/ Ada County District Court, State of Idaho, Trial Testimony, Business appraisal for 
marital dissolution; retained by Defendant(s). 
•	 Ciyil Cu, No, cv OC 0608433/ Ada County District Court, State of Idaho, Deposition Testimony, quantification of 
damages associated with defamation claim; retained by Plaintiff(s). 
•	 Ciyil cast No. CV-2oo8-1069-0C, Bannock County District Court, State of Idaho, Deposition Testimony, 
quantification of damages associated with defamation and interference with prospective advantage. 
•	 Ciyil Case No. CV-PI-Q718437, Ada County District Court, State of Idaho, Trial Testimony, quantification of 
economic damages associated with wrongful death and personal injury; retained by Defendant(s). 
•	 Civil case No. CV-2006-3325-PI, Bannock County District Court, State of Idaho, Trial Testimony, quantification of 
economic damages associated with personal injury; retained by Defendant(s), 
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•	 CiYil Case No. CV-PI=0704871. Ada County District Court, State of Idaho, Trial Testimony, quantification of 
economic damages associated with personal injury; retained by Defendant(s). 
•	 Appeal Nos. 09-A-1335 and 09-A-1336. Idaho Board of Tax Appeals; Rebuttal Testimony, proper application of 
appraisal theory; retained by Defendant(s). 
•	 Civil Case No. CV=07-663. Jefferson County District Court, State of Idaho, Trial Testimony, quantification of 
damages associated with bad faith claim; retained by Defendant(s). 
•	 Civil Case No. cy DR 2009=06935. Ada County District Court, State of Idaho, Trial Testimony, Business appraisal for 
marital dissolution; retained by Plaintiff(s). 
•	 Civil Case No. cy QC 0902282. Ada County District Court, State of Idaho, Deposition Testimony, analysis of lost 
profits associated with breach of contract and misappropriation of trade secrets; retained by Defendant(s). 
•	 Cjvil Case No. CV QC 0902282. Ada County District Court, State of Idaho, Trial Testimony, analysis of lost profits 
associated with breach of contract and misappropriation of trade secrets; retained by Defendant(s). 
Professional Billing Rate 
$285 per hour 
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HOOPER CORNELL. P.L.L.C.
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GerlifiSdPub/it)Ac~ts:
K:en~ E. HOoper, CPA, CFE
Grant C. Cernert, CPA
Deflr1la R. Reinat~n, CPNAf!lJ, ASA, eVA
DaVitt.A. HtltGlJ1:&on. EA
Marion DeMaria, C~A
November 15, 2010
Mr.• Thomas G. W,lker, Esq.
Co$ho Humphr-v, lLP
800 Park Blvd .,Suite 790
PO Box9S18
Boise, 1083101.-9518
BE: City of Meridian v. Petra, Inc.
De.r Mr. W,lker:
At your request, I have rev~wed the facts and circurMtances surroundin, the counterclaim
userted by Petra, Inc., (Petra] in the matter cited above to quantify correspondina
economic dam••es.
This report is intended to supersede a previously-issued a report in this matter and
corrects an arithmetic error in the lealcul.libn of the cumulative runnlne total of.conomic
ciamaps.. Specifically, both Schedule 10 .ndSchedule13 faUed to Include the d,mlllS
calculated for the year .2009 in the cumulative total (the very last raw shoWn on both of
thOM SChech,do). Other than properly includlnc the 2009 damlSl'" no other chan.es have
b..n made to this report from the version tendered previously.
In performlnlthls J$slanment, I assumed that Petra wfll prevail In its lepl theories of thIs
Clse. AccordinalY, this report should not be construed to contain any opinions with reprd
to D.fendant's liability.
Data Considered
Dunn, the ¢our. of thisenaa,.ment, I revi.wed relevant data obtained from the
foIlowln. sources: (1) bulldlnl permit data from all of the incorporated entities in Ada and
Canyon counties except for the municipalities of Notus and Greenleaf; (2) audited financr.1
statements of Petra, Inc.; and (3) YanoUllepl fflinp associated with this case. In addition, I
haw had discussions with rnana.ement of Petra and its advisors.
Member ofAmerlGWI .lflstiM~ of Certiftect PI.JQlicAcc0l.Jntan~ ~nd
Idaho Society of Certified PubliC Aoo0Unfants
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MebJ_tOlY
To quantlfydamales, I used available data to estimate the ma.nltude ofttT, nonresIdentIal
constructIon market In Ada and canyon counties. rthen coupledttTis Information with data
obta'ined from PtlMllto ,$timtte rUsh,re of that market by year frorn2003 forward. By
.comparinl Petra"su,$ults In the marketplace both before and aft.er the aUepct wronaful
am ofthe City of Meridian, I wasahle to estimate the present value of lost profits incurred
by Petra" Inc.
I al$<) constructed I Parallel analysis usin. theame input data andapplyin. a technique
known as Montt Carlo Simulation. Thlsteehnique provides an alternatiVe method of
eUminatinl uMertaintV throu.h the use ofstatlsties.
Both methods of analysis produce simnar reauJtsand w.ere desi•.ned to quantify damases
with II nf..,nabled.pe of economic certainty; all of my concfuslonaau'••~reS$ed on
that basis.
PrQf_~nilIQualiflqtIOrJ$'
Ali$tJnsof my prot.ssiOnal qualiffcatlonsand prior testimony are attached to this report.
Pl'QfeIsfo-'illJillif)l Ratet
Hooper Cornell's hourly rat.scurrently ran•• from $60 per hour forc:lericalstaff to $300
p.r hour for seni(u' partn.,.,. My personal bilfin. rate In .ftftt to,. this a$Sl.nrnent is $285
per hour.
Condustons
Based on the methods described above and as shown in additional detail on tn.
accompanyi", schedules, it is my opinion that tn. present value of the economic:darnaSes
incurnt<l by Petra is between $4~7 million and$5.0milliOn~
Sin_rely,
)/,II~
Keith A. Pinkerton
Director of Valuation services
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Schedule 5
Historical Petra 'Market Share' of Construction
Management Revenue in Ada & Canyon Counties with a 6-Month Lag
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Schedule 6
Historical Petra "Market Share" of Construction
Management Revenue in Ada & Canyon Counties with a 1-Year Lag
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Schedule 7
Historical Petra 'Market Share' of Contract Revenue
in Ada & Canyon Counties with a 6-Month Lag
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•Schedule 8
Historical Petra 'Market Share' of Contract Revenue
in Ada & Canyon Counties with a 1-Year Lag
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